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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 

Bureau or AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY, 
Washington, D. C., June 1, 1906. 

Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith the Twenty- 
sixth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology. 

The preliminary portion comprises an account of the oper- 
ations of the Bureau during the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1905, and this is followed by two memoirs, The Pima Indians, 
by Frank Russell, and Social Condition, Beliefs, and Lin- 
guistic Relationship of the Tlingit Indians, by John R. 

Swanton. 
Permit me to express my appreciation of your aid in the 

work under my charge. 
Very respectfully, yours, 

W. H. Hoimes, Chief. 
Mr RicHarp RATHBUN, 

Acting Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
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TWENTY-SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT 

OF THE 

BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY 

W. H. Homes, CHIEF 

INTRODUCTION 

Ethnologic researches have been conducted by the Bureau 
of American Ethnology for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1905, in accordance with the act of Congress making provi- 

sion “for continuing ethnological researches among the 
American Indians, under the direction of the Smithsonian 
Institution,” approved April 28, 1904. 

The work of the Bureau has been conducted in conformity 
with the plan of operations approved by the Secretary June 
17, 1904. The systematic researches have been carried for- 

ward by the eight members of the Bureau’s scientific staff, 
assisted by a large number of associates and collaborators 
who have been called on to prepare papers on special sub- 
jects or to conduct investigations for which their qualifica- 
tions especially fitted them. During the year seven mem- 

bers and associates of the Bureau have made researches in 
the field, the regions visited including Maryland, Virginia, 
Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Arizona, New Mexico, Oregon, 

and Mexico. 

The amount of field work has been somewhat curtailed by 
the necessity of detaining a number of the ethnologists in the 
office to assist in the completion of the Handbook of American 
Indians (hitherto referred to as the Cyclopedia or Diction- 

ary of Indian Tribes), which was designed to be submit- 

ted to the Secretary at the close of the year. The enlarge- 
IX 
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ment of the scope of the work to include not only descrip- 

tions of the tribes and their settlements, but also popular 

articles covering the whole range of ethnological and archeo- 

logical research relating to them, greatly increased the 
amount of investigation required, but the value of the 
Handbook as a work of reference has been more than pro- 

portionately increased. With the view of revising and uni- 

fying the great number of articles designed for introduction 

into the Handbook a committee of revision was organized, 
consisting of members of the Bureau and all available resi- 

dent anthropologists, fourteen in all, who met three times 
each week to discuss the papers presented. ‘The meetings of 
this committee proved both interesting and profitable, and 

suggested the advisability of holding similar meetings here- 
after for the discussion of current researches of the Bureau. 

As a result of the preparation of the papers for the Hand- 
book, covering, as they do, the entire range of Indian ethnol- 

ogy, the researches conducted in the office during the year 

have been exceptionally comprehensive; every branch of 
anthropology, including somatology, psychology, linguistics, 
sociology, religion, technology, and esthetics, has received 

such consideration as the comprehensive though necessarily 
brief articles for the Handbook required. Besides the arti- 
cles treating of these primary departments of research, many 

others have been prepared, on the various phases of the 
history, archeology, biography, and education of the Indians 
and the administration of their affairs. With the exception 
of the bibliography and index, which were retained for refer- 
ence in proof reading, the manuscript for the Handbook, 

accompanied with about 800 illustrations, was submitted to 
the Secretary July 1. 

Under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution the 
Chief visited Europe for the purpose of attending the Inter- 
national Congress of Americanists, held at Stuttgart, Ger- 

many, beginning August 18, 1904. In addition to repre- 
senting the Smithsonian Institution, he served as delegate 
of two other scientific organizations, and was also designated 

by the Department of State as the official representative at 
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the congress of the United States Government. As a mem- 

ber of the scientific staff of the National Museum he was 
intrusted with the additional commission of visiting a number 

of the principal museums of Europe for the purpose of acquir- 
ing information to be utilized in the erection and furnishing 

of the new National Museum building. On July 26 the 
Chief sailed from New York in company with Mr J. R. Mar- 
shall, of the firm of Hornblower & Marshall, architects of the 

new building, and reached Plymouth, England, August 1. 

Nine days were spent in visiting the museums of London, 

Oxford, and Cambridge, and eight days in similar observa- 
tions in Paris, and on August 18 Stuttgart was reached. 

The opening session of the Congress of Americanists was held 
in the forenoon of that day and was attended by a large num- 
ber of members and other prominent persons, including His 
Majesty King William II of Wurttemberg, who, in response 
to the address of the president of the congress, Prof. Karl 
von den Steinen, expressed at length his appreciation of the 
aims and work of the congress, and his pleasure at having 
the session held in his capital city. 

A report of the last meeting of the congress, held at New 
York City in 1902, was presented by Dr Franz Boas, honor- 
ary philologist of the Bureau, and other routine business was 
transacted. Members of the congress were invited to take 

luncheon with the King at his suburban palace, which was 

followed by a reception in the palace gardens. The King’s 
interest was highly appreciated and contributed much to the 
success of the occasion. During the presence of the Ameri- 
canists receptions were held also by Count von Linden, vice- 
president of the congress, and by Mr Edward N. Ozmun, 

United States consul at Stuttgart. Sessions were held on 
August 19, 20, 22, 23, and 24, and a large number of papers, 

dealing in the main with questions of American history, 

ethnology, and archeology, were read. On the 20th the 
Chief of the Bureau of American Ethnology delivered an 
address on ‘‘Contributions of American Archeology to 
Human History,” and at its close he presented to the con- 

gress a set of 75 bound volumes, relating chiefly to American 
archeology and ethnology, published by the Smithsonian 
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Institution and two of its bureaus—the National Museum 
and the Bureau of American Ethnology—for which the 

president extended the thanks of the congress. The Chief 
presented also a series of 66 photographs of American 
Indians, representing delegations which visited Washington 
during the winter of 1903-4, the series having been taken 
conjointly by the Bureau of American Ethnology and the 

National Museum. Various excursions were made to points 
of interest, the principal being to Schaffhausen, Switzerland, 

to visit the sites of Dr J. Nuesch’s recent explorations of 
the famous lake-dwelling stations at Schweizerbild and 
Kkoenigsbau. 

After the adjournment of the congress the Chief proceeded 
to Dresden, where, under the guidance of Dr A. B. Meyer, 

director of the Royal Zoological and Anthropological Museum 
of Saxony, the various museums of that city were examined. 
After leaving Dresden, a number of cities in Germany, Hol- 

land, and Belgium were visited with a view to museum study, 
and on September 12 he returned to Paris, and on the 25th 
sailed from Cherbourg, en route for New York. Between the 
date of his arrival in Plymouth, August 1, and his departure 

from Paris, September 25, the Chief of the Bureau visited 
and made studies of about 50 museums. The observations 

made are embodied in a separate report submitted to the 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 

RESEARCH WORK 

Shortly after his return from Europe, in September, the 
Chief found it necessary to undertake the preparation of a 
number of articles relating to aboriginal art and archeology 

for the Handbook of American Indians. Among the subjects 

treated at some length are antiquity, archeology, architec- 
ture, art, bonework, Bureau of American Ethnology, catlin- 

ite, cliff-dwellings, copper, engraving, graphic art, mines and 
quarries, metal work, ornament, pottery, sculpture, shell 

heaps, shellwork, and stonework. The only field work under- 
taken by the Chief during the year was a brief visit to Cave- 
town, Md., for the purpose of observing the exploration 
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there being conducted by Dr Charles Peabody and Mr W. Kk. 
Moorehead in the well-known cave near that village. Mr 
J. D. MeGuire had begun the exploration of this cave for the 

Carnegie Institution in 1903 and had obtained valuable evi- 

dence of its former occupancy by Indians. The present 
work, which consisted of extensive excavations within the 

outer chamber of the cavern, yielded much additional mate- 
rial of the same general character. 

During the first few weeks of the year Mr James Mooney, 

ethnologist, was in St Louis supervising the final installation 

of the Kiowa heraldry exhibit in the Smithsonian section of 
the Government building, Louisiana Purchase Exposition. 
This exhibit comprised about 120 articles, filling 50 linear feet 
of wall case, together with one floor case, and consisted of 90 

small shield models, 4 original shields, 5 tipi models, 6 paint- 
ings on buckskin, with several ceremonial lances and smaller 
objects. On the completion of this work, after a brief leave 
of absence, Mr Mooney returned to Mount Scott, in the Kiowa 

country, Oklahoma, where he continued his researches, 

including the preparation of models and the collection of 

ethnological material. A number of Cheyenne tipi models 
were also made for the Field Columbian Museum, of Chicago, 
with funds provided by that institution, as authorized by 

joint arrangement with the Bureau. At the end of October 
Mr Mooney returned to Washington and was engaged in 
writing a preliminary paper on Kiowa heraldry until about 

the end of the calendar year, when he was called on to coop- 
erate in the preparation of the Handbook of American Indians, 
for which work the following articles were furnished: Ara- 

yakan colony, Calusa tribe, Cheyenne tribe, Kiowa tribe, 
military societies, peyote, population, shields, signals, sign 

language, skin-dressing, and Timucua tribe. Besides these 
about 100 minor articles were prepared, treating of tribes, 
biographies of noted Indians, and other subjects. In connec- 
tion with this work the available information relating to the 

ancient tribes of Florida and the Gulf states generally was 
found to be so deficient and confused that Mr Mooney under- 

took an investigation of the subject from original sources. 
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A portion of the results has been embodied in the Handbook of 
American Indians, and the foundation has been laid for an 

extended paper on the ethnology of this region, to form a 

complement to his previous studies of the Siouan tribes of 
the East and the Cherokee. In the meantime he also super- 
vised the photographing of the large series of shield models 
and other portions of the heraldry collection made by him 

during previous years, and prepared catalogues and labels 

for such portions of this material as were required for the 
Bureau exhibit at the Lewis and Clark Exposition held at 
Portland, Oreg. 

Dr J. Walter Fewkes, ethnologist, spent the first six months 

of the year in the completion of the text of his monograph 
on the Aborigines of Porto Rico. He left Washington on 

January 7, 1905, for an extended archeological trip to the 
Republic of Mexico, under a grant from the Smithsonian 

Institution, and returned on the 15th of May. About three 
weeks were spent by Doctor Fewkes in the City of Mexico 

making arrangements with Government officials for letters to 

those who could aid him in the prosecution of his studies. 
While not thus engaged at the capital his time was profitably 
employed in studying the collections in the Museo Nacional 

and one or two private collections and in making several excur- 
sions to places of archeological interest in the neighborhood of 

the city, including several of the ruins near Lake Tezcoco, as 

well as those at Iztapalapa and at San Juan Teotihuacan. 
While awaiting letters of introduction from the President to 

the governors of Veracruz and Tamaulipas, Doctor Fewkes 

visited Cuernavaca, where he photographed the so-called 

“Victory stone,” the pictograph of the eagle, and the famous 

stone lizard, and made a trip also to the ruins of Xochicaleo 
and Tepoztlan. From the ruin known as Casa del Tepozteco 
he obtained copies of inscriptions on the raised seat in the 
inner room. 

After receiving the necessary letters through the courtesy 

of President Diaz, Doctor Fewkes proceeded to Xalapa, in 

the State of Veracruz, which he made the base of operations 
during February, March, and a part of April. While in 
the city of Veracruz, considerable time was devoted to an 
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examination of the fine collection of Governor Dehesa, as well 

as to the collection of Senora Estafania and others. The vicin- 
ity of Xalapa was found to be particularly rich in ruins and 
mounds, among which are those at Coatepec, Bandarilla, 
and Xalapa Viejo. An excursion was made also to Texolo, 
where there are thirteen or more large mounds, some of 

which are evidently the remains of temples of an old Totonae 
city, Xico Viejo, an undescribed ruin of a Nahuatl garrison 
town mentioned by Bernal Diaz and Gomara, was also 
visited in the mountains near the trail taken by Cortés 
from the coast to the City of Mexico in 1519. Instructive 
photographs of this ruin were taken, and notes made on the 
idols and pottery found in the neighborhood. 

Doctor Fewkes made two visits to the ruins of Cempoa- 
lan, about 20 miles from the city of Veracruz. On the first 
visit he was accompanied by an official representative of 
Governor Dehesa, by the alcalde of San Carlos, a neighbor- 
ing town, and by the inspector and owner of the ruins. On 

the second trip, when he spent a week at the ruins, Governor 
Dehesa kindly permitted him to employ the services of the 
State photographer, Senor Ximenes. 

At the close of March Doctor Fewkes visited the old city 

of Villa Rica de la Veracruz, now called Antigua, founded 

by Cortés. In the neighborhood of this city, but on the 
opposite side of the river, he found many mounds indicating 
the site of a large prehistoric city. Other ruins were observed 
at Santa Fé. 

Doctor Fewkes examined some of the antiquities about 
Cordova and Orizaba; he also visited the pyramid of Cho- 
lula, near Puebla, and near the middle of April proceeded 

to the state of Tamaulipas, spending about three weeks. at 

Tampico in a study of the numerous ruins along the Panuco 

and Tamesi rivers and on the adjacent lagoons, and in visit- 

ing the extensive shell heaps and temple mounds a mile east 
of Tampico and others not far from the site of the old town, 
Tampico Viejo. Doctor Fewkes found numerous antiquities 
at Altamira and mounds on the banks of the Champayan 
lagoon. Many other evidences of former occupancy, as 
idols, pottery, stone weapons, and ornaments, were seen in 
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this region. The old city of Chila, destroyed by Cortés, 
situated about 10 miles west of Tampico, was found to be 
hidden in a forest. Evidences of temples and burial mounds 
also occur abundantly in this locality. About 50 photo- 
graphs of bowls, jars, and idols found in the neighborhood 

of Panuco, Tampico, and the lagoons along the banks of the 
Tamesi river, were made. Of more than usual interest are 

those of large stone idols at Altamira and in the courtyard 
of a house in Tampico. 

On his return to Washington, Doctor Fewkes continued 
the study from his notes and photographs and prepared a 
general account of his visit to Cempoalan and Xicochimalco, 

which was transmitted for publication by the Smithsonian 
Institution. The illustrative material brought back includes 

about 200 large photographic negatives, numerous smaller 

views, tracings of pictographs, and many drawings, plans, 
and maps. 

Dr Cyrus Thomas, ethnologist, was engaged during the 

year largely on the Handbook of American Indians, assisting 

Mr Hodge in the laborious task of preparing the manuscripts 
for publication. Among the articles written by Doctor Thomas 
during the year for this work are agriculture, calendar, count- 

ing, Five Civilized Tribes, fortifications, habitations, maize, 

migrations, mortuary customs, mounds and mound builders, 

population, reservations, and treaties, besides a number of bio- 
graphical sketches and certain archeological articles of a more 
special character. The work of reading the proofs of Bulle- 
tin 28, which required especial acquaintance with the arche- 
ology and glyphic systems of the ancient Mexicans, was also 
intrusted to Doctor Thomas, and was completed before the 
end of the year. He was also frequently called on for data 

required in official correspondence relating to his special 
branches of research. 

Mr J. N. B. Hewitt, ethnologist, at the beginning of the 

year began the preparation of various articles for the Hand- 

book of American Indians, and continued the correction and 

elaboration of the material pertaining to the Iroquoian stock 
for the same work. Among the articles in hand are those 
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-on adoption, chiefs, clans and gentes, confederations, govern- 

ment, mythology, scalping, wampum, and women. The work 
of cataloguing the collection of linguistic manuscripts, of 

which Mr Hewitt is custodian, was completed as far as 
copying the old cards in duplicate, when the work was laid 
aside for that of the Handbook. He also gave material assist- 

ance in furnishing data required in the correspondence of 
the Bureau relating to tribes and languages. 

Mrs M. C. Stevenson, ethnologist, spent the month of July 
in New Mexico, where she had been for some months making 

a study of the arts, industries, religion, and social customs 

of the Zuni tribe. It was observed that the Zuni pantheon 
is largely similar to that of the Hopi and the Rio Grande 
pueblos. Although the Zuni worship numerous deities which 
take both human and bestial form, they believe also in a 
supreme power without form, yet embracing all form, the 
breath of life—life itself. These beliefs indicate that the 

Zuni have reached a higher stage of culture than has previ- 
ously been supposed, although it can not yet be said to what 
extent this may be attributed to the Spanish influence to 
which the tribe was more or less subjected for three centuries. 

Various details relating to Zuni life were investigated, and 
valuable information regarding mortuary customs was 

obtained through the death and burial of Naiuchi, a cele- 
brated priest-chief, whose demise occurred during Mrs 

Stevenson’s stay in Zuni pueblo. Native plants entering into 
the medicine and dietary of the Zui were also studied; the 
arts of preparing and dyeing wool, which have not been 
practised for many years, were observed, and specimens of 
the native materials and devices employed in the process, as 
well as of the dyed wool, were collected. Studies of symbol- 

ism as embodied in Zufi textile and ceramic art, and investi- 

gations into the everyday life, and especially the child life, 
of the pueblo were likewise made. 

Early in August a day was spent by Mrs Stevenson with 
the Santa Clara Indians in making a series of photographs 
of their annual fiesta. The month was occupied principally, 
however, in a study of the Sia Indians, a few days being given 

26 ETH—O8——2 
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to the neighboring Jemez pueblo. On the 27th Mrs Steven- 
son reached Cochiti, whence a visit was made to the great stone 
carving of cougars on the mesa 10 miles distant. In Mrs 

Stevenson’s comparative studies these sculptures are of 
special interest, as they are referred to in some of the most 

sacred myths of the Zuni. The first part of September was 
employed in a visit to the cavate and mesa ruins about 12 
miles from Santa Clara and in making observations among 

the Tewa people of San Ildefonso, Santa Clara, and San Juan 
pueblos. The religious beliefs, rituals, and daily customs of 

these people were found to be closely allied to those of the 
Zuni, difference in language alone indicating that distinct 

peoples are involved. In October Mrs Stevenson returned to 
Washington, where she has since been engaged in the revision 

of proofs of her memoir on the Zuni Indians, in the Twenty- 
third Annual Report, and, as opportunity afforded, in the 
elaboration of her several studies on Zuni religious beliefs, 
on the edible and medicinal plants of the Zuni, on symbol- 

ism as embodied in the textile and ceramic arts, and on the 

dyeing of textile fabrics. 

Dr J. R. Swanton, ethnologist, was engaged during the 

year in copying and preparing for the press material obtained 
by him among the Tlingit Indians of Alaska during the win- 
ter of 1903-4. This work, as completed, consists of 137 
pages treating of the general ethnology of the Tliagit peo- 

ples, 20 native texts with interlinear and free translations, 
the words of about 100 songs, with translations, together 

with English versions of 88 stories obtained at Sitka and 
Wrangell—altogether making 900 typewritten pages. Doc- 

tor Swanton has prepared also grammatical accounts of the 
Dakota, Haida, and Tlingit languages for introduction into 

the Handbook of American Indian Languages now in course 
of preparation under the direction of Dr Franz Boas, honorary 
philologist of the Bureau; and he has also been called on to 
contribute several articles for the Handbook of American 
Indians, including kinship, names and naming, priests and 
priesthood, secret societies, social organizations, thunderbird, 

totem poles, and numerous tribal articles. 
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Dr A. 8S. Gatschet, ethnologist, continued his work on 

certain unfinished linguistic studies which it was hoped could 
be completed for publication before his failing health made 
further progress impossible, but in January he was compelled 
practically to relinquish his efforts, and on March 13 was 
placed on furlough. 

Early in the year arrangements were made with the United 
States National Museum to have Dr AleS Hrdlitka, curator 

of physical anthropology in the Museum, visit Arizona and 
New Mexico in behalf of the Bureau for the purpose of mak- 
ing physical, physiological, and medical observations among 

the Apache and the: Pima Indians. Leaving Washington 
on January 20, Doctor Hrdlitka began his studies five days 
later on the San Carlos Apache reservation, where he 
remained until February 8, when he visited a group of 
Apache residing near what is known as the Sawmill, in the 
Black River region. From this point he returned to San 
Carlos, and on February 13 reached the Rice Station Apache 

school and district, situated farther northeast on the reser- 

vation. On February 26 Doctor Hrdlitka endeavored to 

reach the White Mountain branch of the Apache, but was 
prevented from doing so by exceptionally heavy rains. On 
March 1 he was able to proceed to Sacaton, Ariz., where 

studies of the Pima tribe were made. From March 12 to 
16 he was at Casa Blanca. On the latter date he returned 
to Casa Grande, and thence proceeded to El Paso, Tex., 

reaching the reservation of the Mescalero Apache in New 
Mexico on the 19th. After remaining six days with the 
Mescaleros, Doctor Hrdli¢ka began his return journey, reach- 

ing Washington March 31. 
Doctor Hrdlitka’s researches were conducted with the 

object of supplementing his former investigations among 
the same tribes. As much attention as possible was devoted 
to the children, from birth onward, the number examined 

being nearly 1,000. Other important subjects to which 
study was especially devoted were fecundity, mortality, 
native foods, hygiene, disease, and curative means and 
methods. These studies were greatly facilitated by the 
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officials of the Indian Office, and met with little objection 
on the part of the Indians. 

In addition to his direct anthropologic investigations, 

Doctor Hrdlitka succeeded in gathering specimens of about 

150 medicinal and food plants and a number of ethnological 
objects. He procured one Apache skull and five complete 
Apache skeletons, and in addition to making observations of 

value among the ancient ruins of the general region, obtained 

many archeological specimens from hitherto unexplored 
ruins in the San Carlos valley. 

In April Mr E. L. Hewett, who was engaged during the 

winter months in preparing for the Bureau an archeological 

map of Colorado and New Mexico, was commissioned to pro- 
ceed to New Mexico for the purpose of making extended 
researches among the ancient ruins of the so-called Pajarito 
Plateau district. His first work was the investigation of 
numerous deserted and ruined pueblos of the Tewa tribes. 

This was followed by excavations of ancient mounds in Otowi 
‘canyon, which yielded results of exceptional interest. Upward 
of 175 burials were uncovered, and the osseous remains of more 

than 100 individuals were collected and forwarded for study in 
the National Museum. The art remains comprise numerous 

entire earthenware vessels and many fragments, with a fair 

complement of implements of bone and stone. Mr Hewett 
was fortunate in reaching this arid spot in an exceptionally 

wet season, as he found water always within easy reach. 

At the close of the year he had completed his studies within 
the boundaries of Pajarito plateau and was preparing to ex- 

plore the plateaus and mountains to the west and the Jemez 
valley beyond. 

In June a report reaching the Bureau that important finds 
of prehistoric remains of man and art had been made on the 
site of the forthcoming Jamestown Exposition, near Norfolk, 

Va., Mr J. D. MeGuire was commissioned to visit the locality 
and report on the character of the discoveries made. Mr 
MeGuire spent one day on the exposition grounds collecting 

such information as was available, and later reported that 

although traces of human remains had been exposed in the 
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excavations of the exposition company, the reports had been 
greatly exaggerated, the discoveries being meager and uni- 

form in character with the relics of countless other sites in 

the Chesapeake-Potomac region. 

HANDBOOK OF AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES 

The work of Dr Franz Boas, honorary philologist, was con- 
fined to the preparation of the Handbook of American Indian 

Languages, which has been under way for several years. 
The main part of the field work for the first part of the Hand- 
book was closed during the present year and some field work 

designed to be embodied in the second part was taken up. 
Doctor Boas also furnished the article on languages for the 

Handbook of American Indians. 
In the course of the fiscal year the following manuscripts 

for the Handbook of American Indian Languages have been 

submitted: 
1. Dr P. E. Goddard: Grammatical notes on the Hupa 

(Athapascan stock). 

2. Dr A. L. Kroeber: Grammatical notes on the Yuki 
(Yukian stock). 

3. Dr Roland B. Dixon: Grammatical notes on the Maidu 
(Pujunan stock). 

4. Dr William Jones: Grammatical notes on the Sauk and 

Fox (Algonquian stock). 
5. Dr John R. Swanton: Grammatical notes on the Dakota 

(Siouan stock). 
6. Dr John R. Swanton: Grammatical notes on the Haida 

(Skittagetan stock). 

7. Dr John R. Swanton: Grammatical notes on the Tlingit 

(IXoluschan stock). 

8. Dr Franz Boas: Grammatical notes on the Kwakiutl 

(Wakashan stock). 

9. Dr Franz Boas: Grammatical notes on the Chinook 

(Chinookan stock). 

The following manuscripts are still outstanding: 
1. Mr J. N. B. Hewitt: Grammatical notes on the Iro- 

quois (Iroquoian stock). 
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2. Dr Franz Boas: Grammatical notes on the Eskimo 
(Eskimauan stock). 

3. Dr Franz Boas: Grammatical notes on the Tsimshian 

(Chimmesyan stock). 

During the year the grammatical notes on the Shoshoni, by 
Mr H. H. St Clair, 2d, have been revised. 

The general plan of the Handbook of American Indian Lan- 
guages has undergone no material change, except in so far as 

it was deemed advisable to add briefer articles on the gram- 
mar of others of the remaining languages of the northern part 

of the continent. These are the Tlingit, the Salish, the Kute- 

nai, and the Chimakum. It is deemed advisable to add also 

a sketch of one of the coast languages of Oregon which was 

collected during the year 1904-5 by Mr St Clair, who sub- 
mitted his material on the Coosa and Takelma of Oregon 
during the present year. 

It was considered desirable to add also certain data relat- 
ing to the formation of the noun in Chinook, which seemed 
of importance, in order to elucidate some questions relating 

to the fundamental traits of that family of languages. Since 
all our information on this stock is derived from one inform- 

ant, it was deemed essential to obtain additional material 

from other sources and from another dialect. For this rea- 
son preparations were made to send Mr E. Sapir to the 
upper Columbia river to make a study of the Wasco. In the 

preparation of this work the Kathlamet dictionary, based on 
Bulletin 26, was arranged and copied. 

The work on the Southern group of languages will require 
long and energetic field work. So far only one of the lan- 
guages of the Gulf states, the Yuchi, has been taken up, this 

tribe being selected because it seems most likely to furnish 
material that will be not only of linguistic value, but will 

afford knowledge of the early history and customs of the 
Southeast. This work has been intrusted to Mr Frank G. 
Speck, who spent the summer of 1904 among the Yuchi tribe 
and who returned to this field at the close of the fiscal year. 
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HANDBOOK OF AMERICAN INDIANS 

Work on the Handbook, hitherto frequently referred to as 
the ‘Dictionary of Indian Tribes,’”? has been vigorously 
prosecuted during the year under the immediate supervision 

of Mr F. W. Hodge, of the Smithsonian Institution, who, with 
the approval of the Secretary, has devoted most of his time 

thereto. Mr Hodge has had the almost undivided assistance 
of Dr Cyrus Thomas, and, as occasion required, nearly the 

entire scientific staff of the Bureau has aided both in the 
preparation of the anthropologic and kindred articles and in 
the revision and elaboration of the tribal descriptions found 
to be necessary by reason of recently acquired knowledge. 
So far as the funds of the Bureau afforded, the aid of eth- 
nologists not officially connected with the Bureau was also 
enlisted. The services generously rendered by these; either 
gratuitously or for a merely nominal consideration, are 
highly appreciated. 
As outlined in former reports, it was originally the plan of 

Major Powell to classify the linguistic families, tribes, and 
settlements north of Mexico and to identify the various 
names by which these had been known in the vast literature 
of the subject, with a brief description of each such group. 
This material, recorded on many thousands of cards, became 

known as the ‘‘Cyclopedia of Tribes, with Synonymy.”’ 
In 1903 the Secretary altered the scope of the work by 

directing the incorporation of brief separate articles pertain- 
ing to the habits, customs, arts, and industries of the Indians 

and of their dealings with the Government, together with 
biographies of noted individuals and a list of words of north- 
ern Indian origin that have been incorporated into the Eng- 

lish language. No work so comprehensive in its scope had 
hitherto been attempted, consequently in making plans for 
the new departure it became necessary to begin at the foun- 
dation. The popular style of treatment was ever kept in 

mind, and considerable time was consumed in correspond- 
ence with experts best qualified for the preparation of many 
of the special articles called for by the enlarged plan. For 
these reasons it has not been possible to complete the work 
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at an earlier date. Owing to the fact that many of the spe- 

cialists do not reside in Washington, it was difficult, within 
a limited time, to arrange for entire consistency in treatment 

and to prevent repetition through encroachment of one sub- 

ject on another when.written by many hands. On this 

account, and for the purpose of obtaining the views and 
criticisms of as many experts as possible, conferences were 

held, as already mentioned, three times each week, which 
were faithfully attended by the ethnologic staffs of the 

Bureau and the National Museum, as well as by other resi- 

dent ethnologists; and ethnologists from elsewhere, while 
visiting Washington, often gave this committee of revision 
the benefit of their criticism. 

As the articles prepared both by the regular attendants 

and by others were read at the conferences, and thus were 

accorded opportunity for criticism, the value of the meet- 

ings in promoting the authoritativeness of the forthcoming 
Handbook is inestimable. New subjects were constantly 
suggested, and in some instances much new light was shed 

on others, after having been written, by reason of the per- 
sonal knowledge of one or another of the critics present. 

In addition to the special articles elsewhere mentioned in 

this report as prepared by members of the Bureau, the fol- 

lowing are among the more important of those that have been 
furnished by specialists not officially connected with it: 
By Dr A. F. Chamberlain: Armor, Basque influence, Chi- 

nook jargon, Dutch influence, Elot’s Bible, English influ- 
ence, fur trade, German influence, Hawaiian influence, 

Kutenai, linguistic families, ‘‘Lost Ten Tribes,”’ maple sugar, 
Melungeons, Negro and Indian, race names, Scandinavian 

influence, Spanish influence, wild rice, and many articles 

pertaining to words of Indian origin incorporated into the 
English language. 

By Mr Stewart Culin: Games. 
By Dr William H. Dall: Russian influence. 

By Miss Anna Dawes: Commission to the Five Civilized 
Tribes. 
By Dr G. A. Dorsey: Ceremony, Sun dance. 
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By Mr Wilberforce Eames: Bible translations, dictiona- 
ries, periodicals. 
By Dr Livingston Farrand: Marriage, and many articles 

descriptive of some of the linguistic families and tribes of 

the Northwest. ; 
By Miss Alice C. Fletcher: Adornment, agency system, 

buffalo, camping and camp circles, civilization, dramatic 

representation, dreams and visions, earth lodge, etiquette, 
fasting, feasts, furniture, governmental policy, grass lodge, 
land tenure, masks, music and musical instruments, ora- 
tory, orientation, poetry, property and property rights, quill- 
work, soldiers, tattooing, totems, trading posts, war and war 
discipline, and articles descriptive of the Caddoan tribes. 
By Mr Gerard Fowke: ‘‘ Lansing man,” and many articles 

on technological subjects. 
By Dr George Bird Grinnell: Horses. 
By Mr H. W. Henshaw: Atlantis, exchange, pictography, 

popular fallacies, slavery, and sweating and sweat houses. 
By Mr F. W. Hodge: Adobe, Casa Grande, irrigation, kiva, 

and many tribal articles, especially those pertaining to the 
Southwestern Indians. 

By Dr Walter Hough: Altar, clothing, collecting and exca- 

rating, dyes and pigments, fire making, food, illumination, 

preservation of specimens, and Snake dance, in addition to a 
large number of brief articles on various implements, utensils, 
materials used in manufacturing processes, etc. 
By Dr AleS Hrdli¢ka: Anatomy, artificial head deforma- 

tion, cannibalism, health and disease, mixed bloods, and 

physiology. 
By Mr J. D. McGuire: Drilling, fishing, pipes, smoking, 

storage and caches, tobacco, and trails and trade routes. 

By Dr Otis T. Mason: Arrows, bows, and quivers; arts and 
industries, basketry, beadwork, boats, commerce, domestica- 

tion of animals, education, environment, featherwork, hunt- 

‘ing implements, invention, needlework, traps, travel and 

transportation, weapons, and weaving. 
By Dr Washington Matthews: Color symbolism, dry paint- 

ing, ethics, family, magic, measurements, medicine, and 

mourning. 
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The Bureau was also fortunate enough to have the services 

of Dr A. L. Isroeber, of the University of California, who gen- 

erously revised the accumulated material pertaining to many 

of the linguistic families of California, and in addition gave 

much valuable information respecting the Shoshonean and 
Yuman families and the Mission Indians. The remaining 
Californian stocks were reviewed or revised by Dr P. FP. 

Goddard and Mr §. E. Barrett, also of the University of 

California, and by Dr Roland B. Dixon, of Harvard University. 

With the exception of a few articles that had not been quite 
finished by those to whom the subjects were assigned, the 

manuscript of the body of the Handbook, recorded on more 
than 40,000 cards, together with about 800 illustrations, was 

submitted to the Secretary for transmittal to the Public 
Printer on July 1, 1905, for publication in two octavo vol- 

umes as Bulletin 30 of the Bureau. These cards do not 
include about 37,000 cross-references to the tribal synonyms, 
nor the bibliography, which are retained for use in reading 

the proofs of the text: After serving this purpose they will 
be ready to be put in type to appear at the close of the work. 

ARCHEOLOGICAL MAP 

The work of compiling an archeological map of the United 
States, which had received some attention in previous years, 
was carried forward with all possible dispatch during the last 

year. The departments of the Government having control 
of the public lands have undertaken to protect the archeolog- 
ical remains of these lands from despoliation by commercial 
relic hunters and unskilled and unauthorized explorers, and 
excellent progress in this direction has been made, especially 

by the Department of the Interior. For years the Bureau 
has been collecting data relating to these remains, and when- 

ever called on has furnished all available information for the 
use of the departments in carrying out this laudable enter- 
prise. During the winter months Mr J. D. McGuire was 
engaged in collecting and collating data relating to the 

antiquities of Arizona and Utah, and in platting these on 

topographical maps furnished by the United States Geo- 
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logical Survey; and Mr E. L. Hewett has carried forward prac- 
tically to completion a corresponding work in Colorado and 

New Mexico. ‘The several maps have been completed so far 
as the data are at hand. Accompanying the maps is a card 
catalogue of the various sites, giving information regarding 

location, character of remains, and explorations previously 
carried on. These maps and catalogues are at the disposal 
of the departments when called for. 

In New Mexico the following sheets embrace 512 sites of 

sufficient interest to be catalogued: Santa Fé, Santa Clara, 
San Pedro, Pajarito park, Bernal, Las Vegas, Chaco canyon, 

Mount Taylor, Largo, Lamy, Wingate, Jemez, Taos, Tierra 

Amarilla, Quemado, Acoma, Manzano, Pinos Wells, Tularosa, 

Chloride, San Marcial, Fort Stanton, Big Hatchet, Chama, 

E] Paso, Fort Bayard, Las Cruces, San Juan, Albuquerque, 
and Tres Hermanos. In Colorado the Mesa Verde sheet alone 
includes 54 sites. On the 21 Arizona sheets (Tusayan, Fort 

Defiance, San Francisco mountain, Echo cliff, St Johns, Pres- 

cott, Verde, Florence, Holbrook, Canyon de Chelly, Solo- 

monsville, Globe, Phoenix, Casa Grande, Fort Apache, Dia- 

mond creek, Chino, Marsh pass, Tombstone, and Tucson) 270 

sites are recorded, and on the Utah sheets (Ashley, Beaver, 

Escalante, Fish lake, Henry mountain, Kanab, Manti, Salt 
lake, San Rafael, St George, Price river, Uinta, La Salle, 

Abajo, and Utah) are noted 122 sites. The 1,008 archeo- 
logical sites thus catalogued are scattered over an immense 

territory and come under the jurisdiction of the Interior, 
Agricultural, and War Departments. 

EXPOSITION WORK 

The exhibit of the Bureau installed in the Smithsonian 

section of the Government building of the Louisiana Pur- 

chase Exposition at St Louis during 1904, and described in 

the report for that year, was dismantled at the close of the 
exposition and a large part of it transferred to Portland, 
Oreg., where it has been installed as a part of the Insti- 
tution’s exhibit at the Lewis and Clark Exposition. The 
remainder of the material has been returned to Washington 

and deposited in the National Museum. 
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STUDY OF INDIAN DELEGATIONS 

The systematic study of visiting Indian delegations has 
been continued with success. During the year 23 delega- 

tions, representing 21 tribes, have been conducted, through 

the agency of Mr Andrew John, to the Bureau and the Na- 

tional Museum laboratories. About 280 portrait negatives 
have been made, and casts and measurements of a number 

of individuals have been obtained. Few Indians of the 

higher type, however, are willing to submit to the experience 
of having the face encased in plaster. The tribes repre- 
sented are as follows: 

Tribe. | Photo. | Cast. gprs sie Tribe. Photo. | Cast. | Measure- 

Apaches J... mss pl Aare Pah ney Qneidace ase ee Ly octal ea ee 

C@atanwibaics << 1 1 | 1 || Onondaga--.... he Seer eal ge eae 

Cherokee.......- | I eee eedarcas Osagess Fc B) | 2 

Choctaw.....-.--- el ee rtned reeset Pawnee: 2..o<s-6 se 4 

@anuigals oe. t= Dalaeevencl eee - eS eueblosteeceeee al tee ll 

Colvilles= 5-22 2-< | Oy eee ee iSenecaseae sees 3 2) l 

(Greeks eee coo | 3 || Stockbridges - -- Lise 1 

Platheads........ | 5) aoe |Seaeente | WS LOUSee eset IL Ses see 11 

Menominee..... - 4 | | 2 | Wyandot.....-- AG eee see eee eee, 2 

Mission Indians. S| Sve emcllt yee sie | ; = F ath 
MG Ge ee ee Lila bape inh oe | otal... . 68 6 37 

@mahareeeee eee | | | | L 
he My ae S| PSS Ae cue 2s 

COLLECTIONS 

The ethnological collections obtained during the year fall 
considerably short of those of previous years, owing to the 

reduced amount of field work undertaken. This condition 
was due, as already explained, to the necessity of keeping 
most of the scientific staff in Washington to aid in the com- 
pletion of the Handbook of American Indians. ‘The acces- 
sions are a valuable collection made by Mrs M. C. Steven- 
son at Zuni, a series of archeological objects obtained by 

Doctor Hrdli¢ka in Arizona and New Mexico, and several 

minor collections, all of which have been deposited in the 

National Museum. 
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PUBLICATIONS 

The distribution of publications has continued as in former 

years. The great increase in the number of libraries in the 

country and the multiplication of demands from the public 
generally have resulted in an almost immediate exhaustion 
of the quota of volumes allotted to the Bureau, few copies of 

any of the reports remaining six months after the date 
of issue. Part Il of the Twenty-second Annual Report 
was issued in January. During the year 1,591 copies of the 

Twenty-first and Twenty-second Annual Reports were sent 
to regular recipients, and 2,000 volumes and pamphlets were 
transmitted in response to special requests, presented largely 

by Members oi Congress. The proof reading of the Twenty- 
third Annual Report and of Bulletin 28 was practically com- 

pleted at the close of the year, and it is expected that the 
presswork of these publications will soon be begun. The 
Twenty-fourth Annual Report was in the hands of the printer 

before the close of the year, and Bulletins 29 and 30, the latter 

being the Handbook of American Indians, were ready to be 
submitted to the Secretary on June 30, 1905, while the 

manuscript of the Twenty-fifth Annual Report was com- 

pleted, with the exception of a small number of illustrations. 

EDITORIAL WORK 

The editorial work of the year has presented features of 

exceptional difficulty, on account of the large number of 
papers dealing with linguistics and technical subjects. The 
Bureau has had the services of Mr Frank Huntington for 

the greater part of the year, and MrJ. P. Sanborn, jr, received 

a probational appointment as editor in May. The reading 

of the proofs of Mrs Stevenson’s monograph on the Zuni 

Indians for the Twenty-third Annual Report, a work of 

much technical difficulty, was intrusted mainly to Mr E. G. 
Farrell. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

The work of preparing illustrations has continued in 
charge of Mr De Lancy Gill, who has been assisted, as here- 

tofore, by Mr Henry Walther. The photographic work has 
included the making of portraits of members of 21 Indian 
delegations which visited the capital during the year. Three 
views of each individual were taken, besides several group 

views, the negatives numbering 298. In preparing illus- 
trations for the publications of the Bureau upward of 200 
negatives were made, and 156 films exposed in the field by 

members of the Bureau were developed in the laboratory. 
During the year about 2,350 prints were made, mainly for 
immediate use in illustrating the Bureau publications. 

Illustrations prepared for the Twenty-fourth Annual Report 
number 45; for the Twenty-fifth Annual Report, 128; for 

Bulletin 30, 800. Illustrations transmitted with reports 

submitted to the Secretary for publication are: For the 
Twenty-fourth Annual Report, 1,103; for Bulletin 30, 871. 

Illustrations edited for the Twenty-third Annual Report 
number 25; for the Twenty-fourth Annual Report, 1,102. 

The printed editions of 48 colored plates submitted by the 

engravers for the Twenty-third and Twenty-fourth Annual 
Reports, numbering about 450,000 prints, were individually 
examined and approved or rejected. 

LIBRARY 

The library has been in immediate charge of Miss Ella 
Leary, who has had the assistance of Mrs EllaSlaughter. The 

accessioning and cataloguing of the books, pamphlets, and 

periodicals received during the year have been kept up to 
date, and the cataloguing of the publications of scientific 

societies has been commenced. Owing to the crowded con- 
dition of the library and their questionable place in an eth- 
nological library, about 400 publications relating to natural 
history, received through exchange, have been transferred 

to the National Museum. During the year there have been 
received and recorded 398 volumes, 500 pamphlets, and the 
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current issues of upward of 500 periodicals; 120 volumes have 
been bound at the Government Printing Office. The library 
now contains about 12,563 bound volumes, 7,000 pamphlets, 
and a large number of periodicals bearing on ethnology and. 
kindred topics. Purchase of books for the library has been 
restricted to those that bear,on the subject of anthropology, 
with special reference to the American Indians, and only 
indispensable works have been obtained by this means. 

CLERICAL WORK 

The clerical force of the Bureau consists of four regular 
employees—Mr J. B. Clayton, head clerk; Miss Emilie R. 
Smedes and Miss May 8. Clark, stenographers; and Miss 
Ella Leary, clerk and acting librarian. During the year the 
compilation of the Handbook of American Indians neces- 
sitated the employment of additional clerks with special 
training in dealing with cyclopedic material and in biblio- 
graphic work. In this the services of Mrs F.S. Nichols, Mrs 
Gertrude L. Rogers, and Miss Laura W. Steever have proved 
invaluable. 

PROPERTY 

The property of the Bureau is comprised in seven classes, 
as follows: Office furniture and appliances; field outfits; lin- 
guistic and ethnological manuscripts and other documents; 

photographs, drawings, paintings, and engravings; a work- 
ing library; collections held temporarily by collaborators 

for use in research; and undistributed residue of the editions 
of Bureau publications. 

The additions to the property of the Bureau for the year 
include a typewriter and a few necessary articles of furni- 
ture. The only improvement made in the offices was the 
changing of the electric-light wiring, which was done under 

the direction of the District authorities, at a cost of $116.55. 
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PIMA SOUNDS AND THEIR SYMBOLS 

Lh eee as in father. Pe choceae an initial uvular r. 
LIMES as in law. Bisa rake as in sauce. 
By snen as in what. edema! as In touch. 
eee as in hat. td ...-heard now as t,now as d, or be- 
bt eee indeterminate sound between a tween. i 

and i. Dseaae as in rule. 
Cree as sh in shall, a rare sound: occurs | tt... .- as in pull. 

in vi-shik (hawk). Oe s as in but. 
(MAS as in dread. (aver es like the German 6 in Géthe. 
Craieee as in they. za ae as in valve. 
Chee as In then. Aun ase a synthetic sound, v-+-w. 
Tt kes as in fife. 1 Wietican as In wish. 
Fysee as a mere breathing. Wienges ae as in you. 
[ala as in good; occurs in foreign words. | hy... -as in hue. 
ree between k and g. ig ...-as in finger. 
In gee as in he. ny.-.--as ny in canyon. 
Io 2 as in pique. te ....as ch in church. 
i as in pick. noes an exploded breathing. 
Kia Sass as in kick. d‘*....an exploded breathing. 
LSet as in lull. k* _...an exploded breathing. 
[eee as with a faint 4 following. p .---an exploded breathing. 
m ....as in mum. RES AE a k sound with an expulsion of 
Mies as In nun. breath before sounding it. 
TEER as ng in sing. DyaSes an m with lips closed. 
OneS as in note. | “=exploded breathing. 
Oe as in whole, (German soll). | ’=laryngeal closure. 
Dieses as in pipe. | 



THE PIMA INDIANS 

By Frank RvussELy 

INTRODUCTION 

From November,.1901, until June, 1902, the writer made his head- 

‘quarters at Sacaton (see pl. 1), on the Gila River reservation, in south- 

ern Arizona, where he was engaged in a study of the Pima tribe. With 
the aid of five native interpreters information was obtained from ten 
Pima men and women,’ selected because of their intelligence and 
special aptitude in certain lines. With so many persons engaged in 
the investigations, the work of one frequently overlapped and served 
as a check on that of another. This made it possible to obtain a quite 
full account of Piman ethnology for the time employed. A house-to- 
house canvass of the villages, week after week, month after month, led _ 
to personal contact with nearly every household on the reservation 
and visits were made also to the Salt River Pimas and the desert 
Kwahadk's. One valuable result was the collection of more than 300 
specimens illustrative of nearly all Piman arts, gathered from among 
a people whom poverty had induced to dispose of so many of their 

a The name and a brief sketch of each of the author’s informants and interpreters are here given: 

Informants. KA&’ma4ltkik, Thin Leather (pl. XL1v, b),an old man, is said to be the most popular of the 

few remaining narrators of myths and speeches, or ‘‘ speakers.’’ He is an intimate friend of the head 

chief, Antonio Azul (pl. 0,a), and has always occupied a prominent place in the councils of the tribe. In 

his prime he exceeded 6 feet in stature and was strong and sturdy of frame. Indeed, his hand grasp 

is yet vigorous enough to make his silent and friendly greeting somewhat formidable. Intelligent, 
patient, dignified, his influence must have been helpful to those youths who formerly came to him for 

instruction. From him was obtained the cosmogonical myth of the tribe, many speeches, songs, and 

much general information. He also made a model of a loom and a few other specimens for the collection 

of material pertaining to the Pimas. 

Sala Hina, Sarah Fish, or Hina (fig. 51), as she was called by her people, was recommended as one of 

the most intelligent of the older women. An earnest Christian, she had no scruples about relating all 
that she knew concerning the religious beliefs of the tribe. She had undergone a long and exacting 

training in practical botany which rendered her a valuable assistant in gathering information concern- 

ing the economic plants of the region. Taught by gaunt Hunger, she and her kind had learned to know 

and use a large number of vegetal products. She inherited through herfather some of the Kwahadk' 

potters’ skill, which enabled her to impart valuable knowledge of the art and to furnish specimens. 

Sika'teu, Dry, an old woman, is the half sister of Antonio Azul and is one of the best known nurses 

and midwives about the Sacaton settlement. Though unable to speak English, after a few interviews 

with an interpreter she was quick to understand by means of signs and a few Pima words when to pose 

for photographs and the like. Among her earliest recollections was the sight of the covered wagons of 

the emigrant trains that followed the Gila route in such numbers during the early years of the California 

gold excitement. Her memory therefore extends over a quarter of a century of the period of bitterest 

26 erH—08 4 17 
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old belongings that for a month or two after going into their midst 
there seemed but little opportunity of securing anything approaching 
a representative series. Several specimens that were finally discov- 
ered are believed to be the very last of their kind among the Pimas, 
though of course such a statement must be made with reserve. Prof. 
J.J. Thornber, of the University of Arizona, accompanied the party 
ona round trip of 80 miles along the Gila river and to him the 
collection is indebted for about 50 herbarium specimens, represent- 
ing the larger portion of the economic plants of the Pimas that are 
susceptible of preparation in this way. To him also is due the credit 
of examining and identifying the mass of material gathered by the 
persons engaged at Casa Blanca and Gila Crossing. As complete a 
list as possible of the plants used for food, medicine, and the. like was 

made, after which the services of both men and women were enlisted 
to point out the plants in the course of a trip through the river bottoms 
oron the hills. Furthermore, a number of sets of seeds was obtained, 
a portion of which were planted during the summer of 1902 for the 
purpose of raising plants that could not otherwise be identified. 
Unfortunately, the season proved too dry for them to germinate and 
the list is consequently less complete than it should be. The Pima 
name is given in all cases. 

The American people owe the Pimas a lasting debt of gratitude. 
The California pioneers that traversed the southern route before the 

wartare between the Pimas and the Apaches. After several months acquaintance with this old woman 

Mrs Russell obtained from her much information concerning the Pima woman’s views of warfare as 

well as knowledge of facts pertaining to various customs, especially those peculiar to her sex. 

Antonio Azul (see pl. 11, @) was the head chief of the tribe, and from him much information concerning 

war customs and recent history was obtained. 

Ki’sate, Cheese, an old Santan pariah, had employed such wit as grudging nature had endowed him 

within practising the arts of the medicine-man. Hiscontributions, while of a minor character, proved 

to be of interest. 

William Blackwater, an elderly Pima, had taken an active part in the later history of the village of 

Blackwater, which is situated at the eastern end of the reservation. He was employed but a short time 

and gave information concerning history and customs. 

THa’hali, or Juan Thomas, a Christian Pima who was formerly a medicine-man, contributed much val- 

uable information concerning the ‘ occult.’’ He also furnished a calendar record and made a number 

of specimens illustrating the medicine-man’s paraphernalia. 

Teo’kit Nak, Owl Ear (pl. 1, 6),anold man, lived at the Salt River village and was the first from 
whom a calendar record was obtained. 

Benjamin Thompson, so far as could be learned, kept the only calendar in the central group of villages 

about Casa Blanca, and he related the events that are commemorated by it. 

Kiema-i, Rattlesnake Head (pl. 1, c), a chief, is known to the whites as Joseph Head. He gave 

an excellent specimen of a calendar record and stick. 

Interpreters. The principal interpreter, who was employed by the month during the entire period of 

the writer's stay, was José Lewis, a Papago who had lived from childhood among the Pimas. He had 

once been engaged by the Bureau of American Ethnology to write a vocabulary of his own language 

and to supply other information, so that he was acquainted with the phonetic alphabet and other 

approved methods of procedure. He was engaged in linguistic work the greater part of the time. 

Melissa Jones, the official interpreter at the agency, was employed to interpret the statements of 

Sika'‘tcu, her mother, known to the whites as ‘‘ Old Mary,’’ and also at intervals on the calendars. 

Jacob L. Roberts spoke quite as good English as the average white man of the country and was em- 

ployed to secure Teo’ktit Nak’s calendar (pl. 1, b)-and for the final revision of the linguistic material. 

Carl Smart, of Sacaton, and Thomas Allison, of Blackwater, were occasionally engaged as tempo- 

rary interpreters. In addition to these there were half a dozen others who were employed for from 

one to three days each at the lower villages. 
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days of transcontinental railroads often owed their lives to the friendly 
brown-skinned farmers whom they met upon the Gila.” This tribe 
rendered notable assistance as scouts in the long contest with the 
Apaches. Even had they remained neutral, they would have deserved 
friendly consideration on the part of the whites, but as they fought 
bravely in the latter’s behalf justice requires that their services be 
accorded proper recognition. 

The Pimas live in two river valleys that are strewn with the ruins of 
prehistoric buildings and other evidences of the presence of a consider- 
able population that had attained probably the highest degree of civil- 
ization or culture to be found north of Mexico. The present race has 
been variously regarded as the descendants of the one that has disap- 
peared, as having amalgamated with it, and as being entirely inde- 
pendent of it. The determination of the exact relationship of the two 
groups has been held constantly in mind during the course of these 
investigations. Closely. connected with this principal problem are 
those problems of the extent and direction of the migrations of men 
and culture toward the Sierra Madre, the Rio Grande, the Pacific, and 

the plateau to the northward. Was this a center of culture or was it 
a halting place in the march of clans? 

HISTORY 

NAME 

The tribe known as the Pimas was so named by the Spaniards 
early in the history of the relations of the latter with them. The 
oldest reference to the name within the writer’s knowledge is that by 
Velarde: ‘‘The Pima nation, the name of which has been adopted by 
the Spaniards from the native idiom, call themselves Otama or in the 
plural Ohotoma; the word pima is repeated by them to express 
negation.”’® This ‘‘negacion” is expressed by such words as pia, 
“none,”’ piate, “‘none remaining,” pimate, ‘“‘I do not know” or ‘I 

do not understand.” In the last the sound of te is often reduced to a 
faint click. The Americans corrupted this to ‘‘ Pimos,” and while this 
form of the word is now used only by the illiterate living in the neigh- 
borhood of the tribe, it is fairly common in the literature referring to 
them. They call themselves A’-4’tam, ‘‘men” or ‘‘the people,” and 
when they wish to distinguish themselves from the Papago and other 

a Sylvester Mowry, lieutenant in the Third Artillery, in an address before the American Geographical 

Society, in New York, February 3, 1859 (Arizona and Sonora, 3d ed., 30), said: ‘‘Much as we pride our- 
selves upon our superior government, no measures [the United States Government have [sic] since, 

under urgent pressure of the writer, made some small appropriations for the Pima Indians] have been 

taken to continue our friendly reiations with the Pimos; and to our shame be it said, it is only to the 

forbearance of these Indians that we owe the safety of the life of a single American citizen in central or 

western Arizona, or the carriage of the mails overland to the Pacific.” 
>“La nacion pima,cuyo nombre han tomado los espanioles en su nativo idioma, se llama Otama y en 

plural Ohotoma, de la palabra Pima repetida en ellos por ser su negacion.’’ Documentos para la 

Historia de Mexico, 4th ser., 1, 345. 
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divisions of the same linguistic stock they add the word 4’kimalt, 
“river.” “ River people” is indeed an apt designation, as evidenced by 
their dependence on the Gila. 

Gatschet has thus defined the Pima linguistic stock in an article 
entitled ‘The Indian languages of the Pacific,” which was published 
in the Magazine of American History: 

Pima. Dialects of this stock are spoken on the middle course of the Gila river, and 
south of it on the elevated plains of southern Arizona and northern Sonora (Pimerfa 
alta, Pimerfa baja). The Pima does not extend into California unless the extinct, 
historical Cajuenches, mentioned in Mexican annals, spoke one of the Pima (or Pijmo, 
Pimo) dialects. Pima, on Pima reserve, Gila river, a sonorous, root-duplicating idiom; 
Névome, a dialect probably spoken in Sonora, of which we possess a reliable Spanish 
grammar, published in Shea’s Linguistics; ® Papago, on Papago reserve, in southwest- 
ern Arizona. 

VILLAGES 

During the early part of the nineteenth century there were eight 
Pima villages on the Gila,according to statements made by Ka’mal tkak 

and other old men of the tribe. The numerous accounts by travelers 
and explorers contain mention of from five to ten pueblos or villages. 
The names are usually those bestowed by the Spanish missionaries or 
unrecognizable renderings of the native terms. The villages were 
principally upon the south bank of the river, along which they 
extended for a distance of about 30 miles.© Some have been aban- 
doned; in other cases the name has been retained, but the site has 

been moved. The first villages named by Kino were Equituni, 
Uturituc, and Sutaquison. The last two were situated near the 

present agency of Sacaton (pl. 1). The first may have been the 
village of Pimas and Kwahadk’s, which was situated west of Picacho 
on the border of the sink of the Santa Cruz river (fig.1), which was 

abandoned about a century ago and was known as Aktitciny, Creek 

@ Vol. 1, 156. 

>» The most valuable publication relating to the Pima language is the “Grammar of the Pima or 

Névome, a language of Sonora, from a manuscript of the XVIII Century.” This was edited by Buck- 

ingham Smith, and 160 copies were issued in 1862. It is in Spanish-Névome, the latter differing slightly 

from the true Pima. The grammar has 97 octavo pages with 32 additional pages devoted to a ‘* Doc- 

trina Cristiana y Confesionario en Lengua Névome, 6 sea la Pima.’’ 

e¢ The Rudo Ensayo states that ‘‘ between these Casas Grandes, the Pimas, called Gilefios, inhabit 

both banks of the river Gila, occupying ranches on beautiful bottom land for 10 leagues farther down, 

which, as well as some islands, are fruitful and suitable for wheat, Indian corn, ete.” Records of the 

American Catholic Historical Society, v, 128. 

“The most important of these ranches are, on this side, Tusonim6, and on the other, Sudacson or 

the Incarnation, where the principal of their chiefs, called Tavanim6, lived, and farther down, Santa 

Theresa, where there is a very copious spring.” (Ibid., 129.) This “spring’’ was probably above the 

present Gila Crossing where the river, after running for many miles underground in the dry season, 

rises with a strong flow of water that supplies extensive irrigating ditches. 

Whipple, Ewbank, and Turner, writing in 1855, enumerate the following Pima villages: San Juan 

Capistrano, Sutaquison, Atison, Tubuscabor, and San Seferino de Napgub (see Pacific Railroad 
Reports, m1, pt. 3, 123). 

In 1858 Lieut. A. B. Chapman, First Dragoons, U. S. Army, completed a census of the Pimas and 

Maricopas. The names of the villages, leaders, and the population of both tribes are here reprinted 
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Mouth. The site of this settlement was visited by the writer in 

April, 1902. It is marked by several acres of potsherds that are 

scattered about the sand dunes on the south side of the dry river 

bottom that is scarcely lower than the level of the plain. A few 
Mexican families have lived in the vicinity for many years, pumping 
water from a depth of a hundred feet and depending upon crops of 
corn and beans raised in the summer when a few showers fall upon 
their fields. These Mexicans plow out stone implements and bits 
of pottery, but have never found any burial places. There are two 
medium-sized adobe ruins on the flat river bottom; one of these has 
walls of the same pisé type that is exhibited by the Casa Grande 

comparatively small importance of that tribe may be appreciated. 

MARICOPAS 

[Head chief, Juan Chevereah.] 

Women 
Villages. Chiefs. Warriors. and Total. 

children. 

El Juez Tarado....... Suni JOs6 f 116 198 314 

NACHO eee ee rene aye me Rees cae ee ee iT 76 128 204 

; 192 326 518 

PIMAS 

[Head chief, Antonio Soule [Azul].] 

Buen Liano......--.---- Ojo de Buro and Yiela del Arispe............-.- | 132 259 391 

Ormejera No. 1........ MIR Oe MAR OSA VOL. ss Johns aesarse er ecn see cee | 140 | 503 643 

Orinejera No. 2......-.. Gabe nmelAqilas. 2. occes-s5-8- sca cae aeacane 37 | 175 212 

Casa Blanca........-.- Chelanio oon = dase Ga sena eels scnebesccancarnsaed 110 425 585 

Chemisez........ Eee oa WA DECALO Sete ac eee heneec wa sietieds cs cscaees 102 210 312 

El Juez Tarado.......- Cadrillo del Mundo and Ariba Aqua Bolando... 105 158 263 

Arizo del Aqua........ PRBIRMICINC OS a, ap anne earns satascct eae nse 235 535 770 

Aranca No..1.......--- | akan delMtundo? 2.0 .-....-ecessc2-s2 ste 291 700 991 

Arancs N02)... .. 55:3 SIOCROINGG Son teteeGle's cadaver ete en = eae ela ES aa ain scan coc eteoe ye 

1,152 2,965 4,117 

Mr Browne, a member of Commissioner Poston's party that visited the villages in January, 1864, 

wrote: ‘*The number of Pima villages is 10; Maricopas, 2; separate inclosures, 1,000.’ (J. Ross 

Browne, Adventures in the Apache Country, 110.) Ona later page (290) he gives the population by 

villages, of which he names but seven: 

AIM Bice Soe sass ann Ct cence cesses Das PELOLTINE IGM. <5 0.) co anim asc'aeaamn tan tatesae sees 514 

NSB RT ere een Oo ata Saccee ese ecaatscewe BOD MLR esters, «cto phe CERES Sees Cea e ee © 392 

Arenal... 616 — 

CHCRUIUA SAS feo. oda tse c-b ss ocekea 438 Total Sosess cose terete ates coe en's . 3,067 

EBON cero scan ana date raim ee sine bins = 315 

“There are 1,200 laboring Pimas and 1,000 warriors.” 

James F. Rusling (The Great West and the Pacific Coast, 369), who visited the Pimas in 1867, also 

states that there were then ten Pima villages. 

4 Font mentions a Pima-Papago village in this vicinity, called ‘‘Cuitoa.” Manuscript Diary, 35. 
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The villages known to the oldest Pimas are as follows: 

1. Peta/ikuk, Where the Petai (ash tree?) Stands. 

2. Teupatiik, Mortar Stone. 
3. Teu/wutukawutik, Earth Hill. 

4. Os Ka/ktiimik Tco’tcikim, Arrow-bush Standing. 

5. Ko/-okfip Van’sik, Medicine Paraphernalia. 

6. Ka/mit, Back. 

7. Tco’fitik Wu’tcik, Charcoal Laying. 

Sand 9. Akfitciny, Creek Mouth. One 5 miles west of Picacho and another south- 

west of Maricopa station. Both depended upon flood waters. 

12° West from Greenwich 
a! 

SS 
% 
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ohn 8.Torbert. 

Fic. 1. Map of Pima reservation. 

There are two Maricopa villages: Hi‘nima, Hina Head (hina, a 

kind of fish) and Teo’titcik Wou’teik, which is included among the 

Pima villages, as it was occupied by them after the Maricopas moved 
down the river to their present location below Gila Crossing. The 
Hi/nimaé people now reside on the south bank of the Salt, east of 
the Mormon settlement of Lehi. 
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The Pimas have a tradition relating the circumstances of the 
coming of the band of Sobaipuris,¢ whom they call Rsa’rsavinaé, Spot- 
ted, from the San Pedro. They are said to have drunk na‘vait or 
cactus liquor together with a village of Pimas of forgotten name, on 
the north side of the Gila, near the present Blackwater and the Pica- 
cho village of Akfitciny, before the time when the Apaches forced 
them to leave their homes on the San Pedro. 

Since the settlement of the Gila and Salt river valleys by the 
whites and the establishment of peace with the Apaches, the Pimas 
have again manifested a disposition to extend their settlements, 
principally owing, however, to the scarcity of water on the Gila 
River reservation. The present villages are as follows: 

Os Kuk, Tree Standing, known as Blackwater. 
We’tcu(r)t, Opposite, North Blackwater. 
Ha/rsanykuk, Saguaro Standing, Sacaton Flats. 
S‘a’opuk, Many Trees, The Cottonwoods. 
Tat’sitik’, Place of Fright, the settlement about Cruz’s store. 
Ku’-u Ki, Big House, Sacaton. 

Ao’pohiim, (?), Santan. 

Hv‘tcilttcik, Round Clearing, village below Santan on north bank of river. 

Va/-aki, Ruin or Ancient House, Casa Blanca. 

Sta’tannyik, Many Ants, a village between the two last preceding, on south bank 

of Gila. 
Pe-ep’tcilt'k’, Concave (from a family with noses of that shape), northeast of Casa 

Blanca. 
Rso’ttik®, Water Standing, northwest of Casa Blanca. 

Ska/kaik, Many Rattlesnakes, on north side of Gila, opposite Rso’tGk’. 
Rsi/nfiik, Beginning, about a mile east of Sacaton station on Maricopa and Phoenix 

railroad. 
Ka/woltfik’ Wutca, Hill Below, west of railroad. 

Hi’atam, Sea Sand Place, from Hi’akatcik, where the people of this village formerly 
lived, Hi/atam was just north of Maricopa station. 

Ka/‘matik Wu’tca, Ka/matik Below, Gila Crossing. Ka/mattik is the Pima name 
of the Sierra Estrella. 

Herm/ho, Once, or A’ma A’kimalt, Salt River, known by last name. This is the 

settlement on the north side of the river, 3 miles from Mesa. 

PREHISTORIC RUINS 

The Pimas have long since grown accustomed to being interro- 
gated concerning the builders of the great stone and adobe pueblos 

that now lie in ruins on the mesas of the Gila and Salt river valleys. 
However ready they may have been in the past to claim relationship 

a‘*The most warlike among all the Pimas are those we call the Sobiarpuris, for they are born and 

reared on the border of the Apaches; but they have become tired of living in constant warfare, and have, 

during the present year of 1762, abandoned their beautiful and fertile valley, retiring, some to Santa 

Maria Soanca, and some to San Xavier del Bae and to Tucson, thus leaving to the enemies a free en- 

trance to the high region of the Pimas.’’ Rudo Ensayo, translated by Eusebio Guitéras, Records of the 

American Catholic Historical Society, v, 192. 
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with the Hohokam® or relate tales of the supernatural origin of the 
pueblos, they now frankly admit that they do not know anything 
about the matter.’ As early as the time of Kino and Mange men- 
tion is made of the chief of the former pueblo of Casa Grande, who 
was called ‘‘Siba.”” Mange in his Diary of November, 1697, trans- 

lates this word as ‘‘bitter”’ or ‘‘cruel.’’ The present pronunciation 
is sivanY and the same name is given to all Hohokam chiefs; no one 
now knows the meaning of the word. The query arises, Is the simi- 
larity of this term to the native name for the Zufis a mere coinci- 
dence? Mr Cushing states that ‘‘Cibola equals the ‘Chi-vo-la’ of 
Fray Marcus, of Nizza, equals the Zuni name for themselves, namely, 
Shiwona, or Shiwina.’’° 

Each ruin is called va-aki, ancient house, and in the myths a 
name is added to distinguish it from other ruins and to it si’van® to 

identify him from other chiefs. 
Following is the list of the besteknown places, with their chiefs: 

Teo’-oltik, Corner, Casa Grande. Ruled by Sia’-al Teu-vtaki, Morning Blue. 

A-it‘kam Va-aki, Sandy Ancient House, Santan. Ruled by Kia/-atak, Handle. 

S‘o’am Nyu‘i Va-aki, Yellow Vulture Ancient House. Name of chief not known 
to my informants. 

The following names of chiefs are preserved in the myths, but the 
ruins are referred to simply as va-aki: 

Tcut/haowo-o, Dipper, was the sivanY at the ruin situated about 4 miles northwest 
of Santan. (PI. rv, a, b.) 

Ta/-a, Flying, lived at the Sweetwater pueblo. (PI. rv, c.) 

Tco’-otcuk Ta/tai, Black Sinew, at Casa Blanca.d 

Tcvu/narsat, Lizard, at Gila Crossing. 

A/-an Hi’ttipaki, Feather Breathing, at Mesa. 

Vi/-ik Valt Ma’kai, Soft Feathers Rolling, ruled the pueblo between Tempe and 
Phoenix that is now being excavated by the Arizona Antiquarian Society. 

When a single chief is referred to, he is usually called Si/van’, and 
when the full name is given, Si’van’ is always added, so that it is 

not surprising that Mange, Bandelier,* and others should have sup- 

a The term Hohokam, That which has Perished, is used by the Pimas to designate the race that occu- 

pied the pueblos that are now rounded heaps of ruins in the Salt and Gila river valleys. As there is 

no satisfactory English term, the Pima name has been adopted throughout this memoir. 

b«©T made frequent inquiries of the Pimos and Coco-Maricopas as to the builders of these (Salt 

River ruins) and the ruins on the Gila, but could obtain no other than the ever ready, Quien sabe? 

These, as well as the ruins above the Pimo villages, are known among the Indians as the ‘houses of 

Montezuma,’ an idea doubtless derived from the Mexicans, rather than from any tradition of their 

own. We asked our Indian guide who Montezuma was. He answered, ‘ Nobody knows who the 

devil he was; all we know is, that he built these houses.’"’ Bartlett, Personal Narrative, 1854, 11, 248. 

eCongrés International des Américanistes, 7™° sess., 1890, 155. 

d@The ruin at Casa Blanca (pl. Vv, a) is one of the largest south of the Gila. The adobe walls yet show 

at the level of the surface of the mound. Sedelmair states m his Relacién that there were two houses 

standing at Casa Blanca in 1744. This and the ruin in Santan are the only ones near which the modern 

villages are built. Casa Grande is 6 miles from the nearest Pima village, which was, furthermore, 

quite recently established by families from points farther down the river. 

e“ While in New Mexico the chain of traditional information appears almost unbroken as far down 

as San Marcial, in Arizona the folk-lore of the Zuni terminates, according to Mr Cushing, with the north- 

ern folds of the Escudilla and of the Sierra Blanca. The remarkable architecture prevalent on the 
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posed that the Casa Grande pueblo was under the control of ‘Siba”’ 
or ‘‘Si/van’;”’ indeed it is now frequently designated “Si’van¥ Ki” 
by the Pimas. Fifteen miles southeast of the Casa Grande ruin is 
the mountain ridge that rises abruptly from the nearly level plains 
which is known as Ta-a’tikam or Picacho mountain. Picacho is an 
isolated peak south of the mountain. The pass between them, 
through which the main trail ran from the Pima villages to Tucson, 
and through which the railroad has been built, was one of the most 
dreaded portions of the overland trail when the Apaches were ‘‘out,”’ 
as they were most of the time. To the northeast of the mountain is 
a small pueblo ruin that lies about 15 miles from the river, which is 
apparently the nearest water. It was probably occupied during a part 
of the year only. East of the mountain is a ruin called Kis’tcoit 
Vatcik’, Table Tank; on the north is one known as Mo’-ok’ Vatcik’, 
Sharp Tank; and at the foot of Ta-a’tikam, on the west, is A’-alt 
Vap tek’, Small Tanks. Southwest of the mountain were situated the 
Pima village of Akfiteiny and the two pueblo ruins previously men- 
tioned. There is another small pueblo ruin a few miles northwest of 
the site of Akfiteiny, but no others of similar type are known to the 
writer at any point in Arizona south of Picacho. A personal examina- 
tion of all the ruins of the southeastern part of the Territory has shown 
them to be of a different type from those of the upper and lower 
Gila and the Salt river valleys. The ruins along the San Pedro, it is 
true, extend to the southward of the parallel of Picacho, and it is 
believed to be desirable that some of them be explored. Superfi- 
cially they resemble the ruins about Solomonsville, where cremation 

Salado, Gila, and Verde has no light shed upon it by their folk-lore tales. “Here the statements of the 

Pimas, which Mr Walker has gathered, are of special value; and to him I owe the following details: 

The Pimas claim to have been created where they now reside, and after passing through a disastrous 

flood—out of which only one man, CI-hé, was saved—they grew and multiplied on the south bank of 

the Gila until one of their chiefs, Ci-vii-n5, built the Casa Grande. Theycallit to-day *Ci-vi-nd-qi’ 

(house of Ci-vi-n6); also ‘Vat-qi’ (ruin). A son of Ci-vi-nd settled on lower Salt river, and built 

the villages near Phoenix and Tempe. At the same time a tribe with which they were at war occupied 

the Rio Verde; to that tribe they ascribe the settlements whose ruins I have visited, and which they 

eall ‘O-St-gdm-vitqi’ (gravelly ruins). The Casa Blanca and all the ruins south of the Gila were 

the abodes of the forefathers of the Pimas, designated by them as ‘VI-pI-sét’ (great-grandparents), 

or ‘Ilo-ho-qom’ (the extinct ones). (Ci-vi-né had twenty wives, ete. _['Each of whom wore on her 

head, like a headdress, the peculiar half-hood, half-basket contrivance called Ki’-jo.’ Papers Archeol. 

Inst., Iv, 463.]) At one time the Casa Grande was beset by enemies, who came from the east in 

several bodies, and who caused its abandonment; but the settlements at Zacaton, Casa Blanca, etc., 

still remained, and there is even a tale [‘It is even said that the people of Zacaton made war upon their 

kindred at Casa Blanca and blockaded that settlement by constructing a thorny hedge around it. 

Through the artifices of the medicine-men the hedge turned into a circle of snakes.’ Papers Archeo!. 

Inst., Iv, 464] of intertribal war between the Pimas of Zacaton and those of Casa Blanca after the 

ruin of Casa Grande. Finally, the pueblos fell one after the other, until the Pimas, driven from their 

homes, and moreover decimated by a fearful plague, became reduced to a small tribe. A portion of 

them moved south into Sonora, where they still reside, but the main body remained on the site of their 

former prosperity. I asked particularly why they did not again build houses with solid walls like 

those of their ancestors. The reply was that they were too weak in numbers to attempt it, and had 

accustomed themselves to their present mode of living. But the construction of their winter houses— 

a regular pueblo roof bent to the ground over a central scaffold—their organization and arts, all bear 
testimony to the truth of their sad tale, that of a powerful sedentary tribe reduced to distress and 

decadence in architecture long before the advent of the Spaniards.”’ Bandelier in Fifth Ann. Rep. 

Archeol. Inst. Am., 1883-84, 80, 81. 
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was the prevailing mode of disposing of the dead, as it was also on the 
lower Gila and the Salt river. Nothing was learned to indicate that 
the Sobaipuris of the San Pedro practised incineration. If some of 
the clans of the Hopis or Zunis are to be identified with the Hohokam 
of the Gila, as is maintained by some of the most able authorities 
upon Southwestern archeology,’ how is the total disappearance of 
this primal custom to be explained ? 

There is a strong belief among the Pimas that they came from the 
east. It is in that quarter that the abode of their dead is located. 
Their gods dwell there. Their beliefs do not seem to have been 
influenced in this respect in the least through contact with the tribes 
of Yuman stock who have sought a paradise in the opposite direc- 
tion. There are vestiges of a tradition that the Pimas were once 
overwhelmed by a large force of warriors who came from the east 
and destroyed nearly all the people and devastated the entire Gila 
valley. This does not appear to be another version of the account 
of the invasion by the underworld clans. While the majority of the 
Pimas declare that their people have always lived where they now 
are, or that they came from the east, there are some who say that 
the Hohokam were killed by an invasion from the east before the 
Pimas came. 

The Pimas formerly regarded the ruins with the same reverence or 
aversion which they felt toward their own burial places. After the 
excavations made by the Hemenway Expedition on the Salt river, 
as no disasters followed the disturbance of the dead, they grew less 
scrupulous and can now readily be hired as workmen to excavate 
the ruins or ancient cemeteries. 

CONTACT WITH SPANIARDS 

From the meager records of the Coronado Expedition of 1540-1542 
it has been surmised that Chichilticalli was the Casa Grande, but this 

statement lacks verification. After traversing the entire southern 
and eastern part of Arizona the writer can not but believe that it is 
extremely improbable that Coronado saw the Casa Grande and the 

a The earliest mention of the Gila origin of the Hopi theory is that of Garcés: ‘Also they knew that 

I was padre ministro of the Pimas, who likewise are their enemies. This hostility had been told me 

by the old Indians of my mission, by the Gilefios, and Coco-Maricopas, from which information I have 

imagined (he discurrido) that the Moqui nation anciently extended to the Rio Gila itself. I take my 
stand (fundome, ground myself) in this matter on the ruins that are found from this river as far as - 

the land of the Apaches, and that I have seen between the Sierras de la Florida and San Juan Nepo- 

muzeno. Asking a few years ago some Subaipuris Indians who were living in my mission of San Xavier 

if they knew who had built those houses whose ruins and fragments of pottery (losa for loza) are still 

visible—as, on the supposition that neither Pimas nor Apaches knew how to make (such) houses or 

pottery, no doubt it was done by some other nation—they replied to me that the Moquis had built 

them, for they alone knew how to do such things, and added that the Apaches who are about the mis- 

sions are neither numerous nor valiant; that toward the north was where there were many powerful 

people; ‘there went we,’ they said, ‘to fight in former times (antiguamente); and even though we 

attained unto their lands we did not surmount the mesas whereon they lived.’”” Diary ia Coues, On 

the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer, New York, 1900, 11, 386, 387. 
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neighboring Pima villages. For a century and a half after that inva- 
sion no white man is known to have reached the territory of the 
Pimas Gilenos. 

The earliest as well as the most important explorer in the history 
of Pimeria Alta was Father Eusebio Francisco Kino, who, between 

the years 1687 and 1710, journeyed many a dusty, thirsty league in 
the eager search for souls. In 1694 he reached the Casa Grande in 
company with native guides who had informed him of the existence 
of the ruin. Absolutely nothing is known about this expedition 
except that a mass was said within the walls of Casa Grande. How- 
ever, it may be safely inferred that Kino visited the near-by Pima vil- 
lages. As the Papagos were at that time also called Pimas it is some- 
times difficult to determine what part the true Pimas played in the 
events chronicled by the padres. Yet it is probable that they are 
referred to in the account of the religious festival which was observed 
in 1698 at Remedios, in Pimeria Baja. Among the visitors were 
“native chieftains from as far north as the Gila valley.” Then as now 
the Pimas and Papagos were on a friendly footing, and the character 
and movements of the Spaniards must have been made known to the 
Pimas before the latter saw Kino or any other white man. 

Kino diligently strove to establish missions among the many tribes 
that he visited, but was much hampered by lack of funds. He suc- 
ceeded in interesting the authorities sufficiently to induce them to 
send a military expedition to the Gila in 1697 for the purpose of ascer- 
taining the disposition of the Pimas. The party included 20 soldiers, 
with 3 officers. Juan Mateo Mange was sent with Kino to write the 

official reports of the expedition. On the upper San Pedro river 
30 Sabaipuris joined the party, which followed that stream to the 
Gila. They reached the Pima villages on the 21st of November, vis- 
iting and for the first time describing the Casa Grande. The return 
was by the more direct route of the Santa Cruz valley. It was by 
this route also that Kino in September, 1698, again descended to the 

Pimas with a small party of native guides. He returned by way of 
Quijotoa (7) and the Gulf. 

Early in 1699 Kino, in company with Mange, made his fourth jour- 
ney to the Pimas by way of Sonoita and the lower Gila. The return 
was by way of the Santa Cruz. 

A year later Kino again reached the Gila by a new route. From a 
point above the Bend, and hence doubtless among the Pimas, he 
descended to the mouth and returned to Sonora by way of Sonoita. 

In 1702 he made his sixth and last journey to the Pimas, going by 
way of Sonoita and the lower Gila. Among the ‘‘40,000 gentiles”’ 
whom he is said to have baptized there were quite a number of Pimas, 
but as his sojourn among them was never of more than a few days’ 
duration his influence could not have been very great. Nevertheless, 
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he gave away great quantities of beads, and as the people already 
valued highly those of their own manufacture it is probable that they 
readily accepted Kino’s statement that magic power resided in the 
new beads of glass. At any rate, the writer has found very old glass 
beads on all Piman shrines and has no doubt that some of them were 
brought by Kino. The first horses, also, to reach Pimeria were brought 
by these expeditions. There is no record of any cattle being brought 
so far north, though they were generally distributed to the Papago 
rancherias in Kino’s time. 

After the death of Kino, in 1711, no Spaniard is known to have 

reached the Gila or even to have entered Arizona for a period of more 
than twenty years. In 1731 two missionaries, Father Felipe Segres- 
ser and Juan Bautista Grashoffer, took charge of the missions of San 
Xavier del Bac and San Miguel de Guevavi and became the first per- 

manent Spanish residents of Arizona. In 1736-37 Padre Ignacio 
Javier Keller, of Suamca, made two trips to the Pima villages on the 
Gila, where he found ‘‘that many of the rancherias of Kino’s time 

had been broken up.” * Again in 1743 Keller went up to the Pimas 
and endeavored to penetrate the Apache country to the northward. 
Communications by means of native messengers indicated a desire on 
the part of the Hopis to have Jesuit missionaries come to them from 
Sonora. The point of greatest interest to us is that any communica- 
tion should have existed at all. Keller failed in his attempt on 
account of the hostility of the Apaches, and Sedelmair, who tried to 
make the journey in the following year, was unable to induce the 
Pimas or Maricopas to accompany him. In 1748 Sedelmair reached 
the Gila near the mouth of the Salt river and journeyed westward. 
Of his trip to the Gila in 1750 little is known. 

Accounts of these earliest missionaries of course preceded them by 
means of Papago messengers, who doubtless made clear the distine- 
tion between the slave-hunting Spanish adventurers and the Jesuits 
and Franciscans. Fortunately for the Pimas they were quite beyond 

the reach of the former and were so remote from the Sonoran settle- 

ments that only the most devout and energetic friars ever reached 
them. 

The first military force to be stationed in Arizona was a garrison of 
50 men at Tubac, on the Santa Cruz. This presidio was moved to 
Tucson about 1776, and in 1780 the garrison was increased to 75 men. 
Even when at Tucson the influence of this small force on the Pimas 
could not have been very great. Between 1768 and 1776 Padre Fran- 
cisco Garcés made five trips from San Xavier del Bac to the Pimas 
and beyond. The fifth entrada was well described in Garcés’s Diary 
(admirably translated and edited by Elliott Coues under the title ‘‘On 
the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer”’), though he exhibited a pitiful waste 

a Bancroft, xvi, 362. 
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of opportunities for ethnological observation while among the Pimas.“ 
From this time forward until the American occupancy of the Gadsden 
Purchase in 1853 the Spanish and Mexican population of Tucson 
varied from 500 to 2,000, and there was more or less trade with the 

Pimas either at the post or through small trading parties that went 
from Tucson to the Gila villages. 

a Pfefferkorn, who published his Beschreibung der Landschaft Sonora in 1794-95, gives a very full 

account of the southern Pima-speaking tribes, but dismisses the ‘‘unconyerted Pimas’’ in the follow- 

ing words: 

“‘Hierauf folgen den Gila hinunter die noch unbekehrten Pimas, welche sich auf beyden Seiten des 

Flusses ausbreiten. Dieses Volk ist in drey zahlreiche Gemeinden getheilet: wovon die stirkeste ein 

anmiithiges mit Biiumen wohl besetzes Land von 14 Meilen bewohnet; welches durch Wasserleitungen, 

die sich wegen dem ebenen Boden mit geringer Miihe aus dem Flusse auf das umliegende Land fiihren 

lassen, befeuchtet, und fruchtbar gemacht werden kann.”’ (Vol. 1, p. 6.) 

Padre Pedro Font, who accompanied Garcés in 1775, wrote an extended diary of the journey, in which 

he devotes a few pages to the Pimas. Following is a translation from a copy of the original manuscript, 

pages 48-52: 

“ First of November: Wednesday.—I said mass, which was attended by some Gilehos Indians who 

happened to be there and who gave evidence of considerable attention, good behaviour, and silence. They 

sought to imitate the Christians in crossing themselves, which they did awkwardly enough, and in 

other things. We left the Laguna (Lagoon) at half-past nine in the morning, and at one o'clock in the 

afternoon we reached the town of San Juan Capistrano de Uturituc, after having travelled four leagues 

towards the west-northwest. This town consists of small lodges of the kind that the Gilehos use. We 

were received by the Indians, whom I estimated to be about a thousandin number. They were drawn 

up in two rows, the men on one side and the women on the other. After we had dismounted they all 

came in turn to salute us and offered their hand to the Commander and the three Fathers, men and 

women, children and adults. Indeed they all gave token of much satisfaction at seeing us, touching 

their breast with their hand, naming God, and using many other expressions of benevolence. In short, 

their salutation was most lengthy, for almost every one of them bowed to us, saying: ‘‘ Dios ato m’ busi- 

boy,’’ as do the Pimas Christians of Pimeria alta, which signifies ‘‘May God aid us."’. We, on our part, 

must needs return their salutations. They lodged usin a large hut, which they constructed to that end, 

and in front of it they placed a Jarge cross, Pagans though they were. The river being somewhat dis- 

tant, the Governor ordered his wives to bring water, which they straightway carried to his lodge for 

the people. These Pimas Gilefios are gentle and kind-hearted Indians. In order to féte our arrival 

they sought permission of the Commander to dance, and soon the women were moving from mess to 

mess, dancing after their fashion with hands clasped. In short, the whole people gave token of great 

pleasure at seeing us in their country, and some of them even offered us their little ones to be baptized. 

This we did not do, being desirous of proceeding with circumspection, although we sought to comfort 

them with good hopes. In the afternoon I went to the town with Father Garcés and the Governor, 

Papago de Cojat, to see the fields. These milpas are enclosed by stakes, cultivated in sections, with 

five canals or draws, and are excessively clean. They are close by the town on the banks of the river, 

which is large only in the season of the freshets. At that time its water was so low that an Indian who 

entered and crossed it had the water but halfway up hisleg. From what they have told me, this is the 

reason they had not yet made their sowing, for inasmuch as the river was so low the water could not 

enterthecanals. They also told methat to remedy this need they were all anxious to come together fora 

council, and had already thought of sinking many stakes and branches into the river to raise the water 

so that it might enter the drains; this industry on their part is a proof of their devotion to toil and 

shows that they are not restless and nomad like other races, for to maintain themselves in theirtowns 

with their fields they themselves have contrived to hold and control the river. I also saw how they 

wove cloaks of cotton, a product which they sew and spin; and the greater number of them know 

how to weave. They own some large-sized sheep whose wool is good, and also Castilian fowl. These 

Indians are somewhat heavy in build, very ugly and dark, the women much more so than the men. 

Moreover, perchance on account of their excessive eating of pechita, which is the husk of the crushed 

mesquite made into a gruel, of screw bean, grass seed, and other coarse foods, a very foul odor may be 

noticed when they are gathered in groups. This evening the Commander presented them all with 

tobacco, beads, and glass trinkets, wherewith they were highly pleased. The distribution of these 

things lasted until night. 

2nd Day: Thursday.—We began to say mass very early in the morning, and with the sacred vestments 

I carried with me and with those which Father Garcés brought from Tubac to use in Colorado river, 

we erected two altars. It being All-Souls day, we three Religious said nine masses. It was, moreover, 

a most notable and unheard of thing that in the river Gila so many masses should be said. They were 

attended by a goodly number of Indians, who preserved the utmost decorum and silence. We left the 

town of Uturituc at eleven o’clock in the morning, and about three in the afternoon we halted on the 
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RELATIONS witH AMERICANS 

CIVIL AND MILITARY EXPEDITIONS 

Early in the nineteenth century American beaver trappers began 
to penetrate through the Apache-infested mountains that berdered 
Pimerfa on the north and east. Beaver were then fairly abundant in 
the mountain streams and down the Colorado Grande to the very end 
in the burning lowlands. The annals of the Pimas make no mention 
of these earliest visitors from the United States, but it is known that 
several parties reached the ‘‘Pimos Gilefios,” who were found uni- 
formly friendly. The Patties, father and son, journeyed from the 
Rio Grande to trap beaver in the Gila country between 1825 and 1828, 
and in the latter year pushed on to California.e Kit Carson, with a 
party of trappers, returned from his first trip to California by this 
route during the winter of 1829-30. The famous trapper, Paul 
Weaver, inscribed his name on the walls of Casa Grande in 1833.° 

Besides the self-reliant and well-armed trappers, a few parties of 
settlers made their way to California through the Gila valley while it 
was yet in the possession of the Mexicans, though the best-known 
route was then north of the Colorado canyon. With the opening of 
the new era of American ownership began the journeys of surveyors 
and explorers. The first military invasion was by General Kearney, 
with a party of 200 troopers, in 1846. Emory’s excellent Notes of a 
Military Reconnoissance and Johnston’s Journal give details of this 
journey with the first reliable information concerning the Pimas. 
Kearney was followed by Lieutenant-Colonel Cooke in command of 
the Mormon battalion, which opened a practicable wagon road to 
California by way of Tucson and the Pima villages. In his official 
report Colonel Cooke states: 

I halted one day near the villages of this friendly, guileless, and singularly inno- 

cent and cheerful people, the Pimos. They were indeed friendly, for they refused 
to surrender supplies that had been left at the villages to be held for the Mormon 
battalion, and they threatened armed resistance to the Mexicans who demanded the 
mules and goods. : 

banks of the river Gila near the town of the Incarnation of Sutaquison, having journeyed more than 

four leagues towards the west and a quarter northwest. The Indians of the town came out to receive 

us and saluted us with tokens of great joy. TheirnumberI estimated to be five hundred souls. Onour 

way we passed through two other smalltowns. Inthislimited territory lies almost all the land occupied 

by the tribe of the Pimas Gilefios: The soil here is very poor and raises a very sticky dust, on account of 

which and their wretched food the Indians are very ugly, dirty, and repulsive. The river Gila was dry 

in this region, so they obtained their water by digging wells inthe sand. It isonly during the season of 

freshets that the river is of any service for the seed lands and fields of the Indians. The banks of the 

river are covered with a grove of undersized cottonwood trees. In the evening tobacco was distrib- 

uted among the Indians and glass beads were promised the women for the following day. We asked 

the Indians why they lived so far from the river, for formerly they had their town onits banks. They 

replied that they had changed its site because on account of the groves and woods on its banks they 

could defend themselves but ill against the Apaches, but that by living apart from the river they were 

able to have a clear field for pursuing and killing the Apaches when they came against their town.” 

a Pattie’s Personal Narrative. 

6J.R. Browne, Adventures in the Apache Country, New York, 1869, 118. 
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A battalion of dragoons under Maj. L. P. Graham marched west- 
ward to California by way of the Pima villages in 1848. Bancroft 
states that he has a manuscript diary from Capt. Cave J. Coutts, of 
this battalion, in which it is recorded that the Pimas were very hos- 
pitable and exhibited conspicuous signs of thrift.* 

The parties of the Boundary Survey Commissioners passed down 
the Gila in 1851, and the account of the Pimas by J. R. Bartlett, the 
American commissioner, is by far the best that has been published 
thus far.’ Bartlett’s party returned eastward through the Pima 
villages in 1852. 

In 1854 Lieuts. J. G. Parke® and George Stoneman began at the 
Pima villages the survey for a railroad which was destined to pass 
through just a quarter of a century later. In 1855 Lieutenant Parke, 
with another party, made a second survey and again visited the villages. 

From the time of the discovery of gold in California, in 1849, 
parties of gold seekers, numbering in all many thousand persons each 
year, followed the Gila route, meeting with hospitality from the Pimas 
and almost equally uniform hostility from the Apaches. The loca- 
tion of the Pimas in the midst of the 280-mile stretch between Tucson 
and Yuma was a peculiarly fortunate one for the travelers, who could 
count upon supplies and if need be protection at a point where their 
journey otherwise must have been most perilous.? 

The United States Government first recognized the value of the 
assistance rendered by the Pimas when by act of Congress of Feb- 
ruary 28, 1859, $1,000 was appropriated for a survey of their lands 

and $10,000 for gifts.¢ 

2 History of Arizona and New Mexico, 479. 

+ Personal Narrative, 1854, 2 vols. 
¢‘ Their chiefs and old men were all eloquent in professions of friendship for the Americans and were 

equally desirous that we should read the certificates of good offices rendered various parties while passing 

through their country.”’ Pacific Railroad Report, 0, 5. 

d“ Since the year 1849 [they] have acted in the capacity of and with even more efficiency than a frontier 

military. They have protected American emigrants from molestation by Apaches, and when the latter 

have stolen stock from the emigrants, the Pimos and Maricopas have punished them and recovered their 

animals. Yet inall this time [ten years|nothing has been done for them by our Government.’ Extract 

from a letter in the Alta California, June 28, 1858, quoted in S. Ex. Doe. 1, pt. 1, 556, 35th Cong., 2d 

sess., 1859. 
“A company of nearly one hundred of their best warriors was enlisted into the United States service in 

the latter part of 1865, which served one year with great credit to themselves and did much good sery- 

ice in quelling our common enemy. Seventy of them have just been mustered out [1867] of the United 

States service, after having performed six months’ duty as spies and Scouts, for which service they are 

invaluable.” Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1867, 163. 
¢ Followingis a list of the articles distributed among the Pimas and Maricopas, as reported by Mowry: 

444 axes. 36 hammers. 3 pairs tongs. 
618 shovels. 48 rakes. 1 set stock and dies. 
31 hand saws. 48 trowels. 12 file handles. 
706 butcher knives. 12 screw-drivers. 36 hatchets. 
516 hoes. 1 “ carpenter shop.” 120 picks. 
240 sickles. 15 plows. 7 kegs nails. 
48 files. 15 sets plow harness. 9 gross screws. 
270 harrow teeth. 1 forge. 1,400 needles. 
48 mattocks. 1 anvil. 1 box sheet tin. 
72 whetstones. 1 vise. 4,000 pounds barley. 
15 grindstones. 1 set sledges. 1 pint turnip seed. 

36 hay torks. 1 cast-steel hand hammer. 

Mowry explains that a larger number of plows would have been included in this lot of tools and imple- 
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Maricopa Wells, near the lower villages, became an important stage 
station when the overland mails began to pass late in the fifties.? 

With the advent of the stage, the emigrant and the military trains 
began the breaking down of the best that was old and the building 
up of the worst that was new. For a period of thirty years, or from 
1850 to 1880, the Pimas were visited by some of the vilest specimens 
of humanity that the white race has produced. Until 1871 the tribe 
was without a teacher, missionary, or, to judge from their own story 
and the records of the Government, a competent agent. Bancroft 
has thus summarized the conditions prevailing during that period: 

In many respects there has been a sad deterioration during forty years of contact 
with civilization, notably by acquiring habits of intemperance, prostitution, and pil- 

fering; yet they are still vastly superior to most other tribes. For several years, from 

1868, serious troubles with them seemed imminent. Presuming on their military 

services and past immunity from all restraint, they became insolent and aggressive, 
straying from the reservation, robbing travelers, refusing all satisfaction for inroads 

of their horses on the setilers’ fields, the young men being beyond the chiefs’ control. 

Swindling traders had established themselves near the villages to buy the Indians’ 

grain at their own prices, and even manipulate Government goods, the illegal traffic 

receiving no check, but rather apparently protection from the Territorial authorities. 

Whiskey was bought from Adamsville or from itinerant Mexicans; the agents were 

incompetent, or at least had no influence, the military refused support or became 
involved in profitless controversies. Worst of all, white settlers on the Gila used so 

much of the water that the Pimas in dry years had to leave the reservation or starve. 

General Howard deemed the difficulties insurmountable, and urged removal. Had 

it not been for dread of the Pima numbers and valor, the Apaches still being hostile, 
very likely there might have been a disastrous outbreak.? 

As early as 1859 Lieut. Sylvester Mowry, special agent, Indian 

Bureau, foresaw danger threatening the interests of the Pimas and 

wrote: 

There are some fine lands on the Gila and any extensive cultivation above the 

Indian fields will cause trouble about the water for irrigation and inevitably bring 

about a collision between the settlers and the Indians. ¢ 

Again in 1862 Poston gave additional warning: 

If in the eager rush for farms or embryo cities the land above them should be 

occupied by Americans, and their supply of water be reduced, it might produce 

discontent.¢@ 

ments had not the Indian Department distributed a few plows a short time previously. (S. Ex. 

Doe. 2, 723, 36th Cong., Ist sess., 1859.) The gifts were d'stributed by Lieut. Mowry and the survey 

was made under his direction by Col. A. B. Gray. 

This original survey contained 64,000 acres—much less than the Pimas claimed and actually required 

for their fields and grazing lands. The commissioners who negotiated with them assured the tribe 

that the present boundaries were but temporary limits to protect the people in their rights, and that 

the Government would enlarge the reservation later. This promise was made good by a survey in 1869, 

which added 81,140.16 acres (U.S. Statutes at Large, 1869, 1, 401). In 1876 9,000 acres about the 

village of Blackwater were added to the eastern end of the reservation. 

a “In August and September, 1857, the San Antonio and San Diego semimonthly stage line, under the 

direction of I. C. Woods, was established, James Burch acting as contractor. This continued till the 

Butterfield semiweekly line was put upon the route, in August, 1858, under a cont ract of six years with 

the Postmaster-General, at $600,000 a year.” J. R. Browne, Adventures in the Apache Country, 19. 

The journey of nearly 2,500 miles was made in from twenty to twenty-two days. 

> Bancroft’s Works, Xvu, 548. 
cS. Ex. Doc. 2, 727, 36th Cong., Ist sess., 1859. 

d Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs 1863, 386, 1864, 
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Agent R. G. Wheeler protested against the diversion of the water 
of the Gila from the Pima reservation at the time the Florence canal 
was projected in 1886 and succeeded in gaining the attention of the 
Department of the Interior which instructed the Director of the Geo- 
logical Survey to investigate the matter. As a result of the investi- 
gation the following facts were established: 

(1) That the water supply of the Pima and Maricopa reservations under present 

conditions is no more than sufficient for the wants of the Indians. 
(2) That the construction of a dam by the Florence Canal Company of the character 

represented in the correspondence will give the control substantially of all the waters 
of the Gila river. 

(4) That if the water supply from the river be shut off, the Indian reservation would 

become uninhabitable. 

Other facts were presented, but these are the essential ones that 
directly concern us here.“ Notwithstanding the above finding, no 
effective efforts were made to prevent the water from being diverted 
from the reservation, and the result was nearly as predicted—a result 
that should bring a blush of shame to every true American. A thrifty, 
industrious, and peaceful people that had been in effect a friendly 
nation rendering succor and assistance to emigrants and troops for 
many years when they sorely needed it was deprived of the rights 
inhering from centuries of residence. The marvel is that the starva- 
tion, despair, and dissipation that resulted did not overwhelm the 
tribe. 

AGENTS 

In 1857 John Walker was appointed Indian agent for the territory 
embraced in the Gadsden Purchase, with headquarters at Tucson. 
The Pimas were of course within his territory, though his control 
over them could not have been very great with the agency separated 
from the villages by a 90-mile stretch of desert in the scarcely dis- 
puted possession of the Apaches. Walker presented no report to his 
superior at Santa Fé in 1858, but in 1859 gave some account of the 
condition of the Pimas. 

In 1864 Charles D. Poston was appointed superintendent of Indian 
affairs for Arizona, but he resigned that year. He was succeeded by 
four others during the next eight years, at the end of which period 
the office was abolished. Abraham Lyons was appointed agent for 
the Pimas in 1862, and he also lived at Tucson. Ammi M. White, 
appointed in 1864, was a resident trader. He had built a mill at Casa 
Blanca, which was destroyed by the flood of September, 1868. Levi 
Ruggles, appointed in 1866, administered affairs from Tucson. Dur- 
ing 1867 C. H. Lord acted as deputy agent. Fairly adequate adobe 
buildings were erected for the agent at Sacaton in 1870, and the agents 

2U.S8. Geol. Surv., Water-Supply and Irrigation Papers, no. 33, p. 10. 

26 ErH—08——5 
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thereafter resided at that place. The present commodious dwelling 
was erected in 1883. Following is a list of the later agents, with the 
dates of their appointment: 

Capt. F. E. Grossman, 1869. R. G. Wheeler, 1885. 

J. H. Stout, 1871-1875, 1877-78. C. M. Johnson, 1888. 

Charles Hudson, 1876. C. W. Crouse, 1889. 

A. B. Ludlam, 1879: J. R. Young, 1893. 

E. B. Townsend, 1881. Henry J. Cleveland, 1897. 

R. G. Wheeler, 1881. Elwood Hadley, 1898. 
A. H. Jackson, 1882. J. B. Alexander, 1902. 

SCHOOLS 

The first school (pl. v, 6) among the Pimas was opened by Rev. 
©. H. Cook, in the employ of the Government, February 18, 1871, in 
an adobe building about 2 miles west of the present agency of 
Sacaton. This day school had a good attendance from the first, and 
much of the present beneficial influence of the missionary may be 
ascribed to the command over the children which he obtained during 
the seven years that he occupied the position of teacher. The change 
to a boarding school located at the agency was made in 1881, and a 
Mr Armstrong was the first superintendent. The school buildings 
were destroyed by fire in November, 1888, and the mission church 

was occupied during the remainder of that year. The capacity of the 
school is now 225, though during our stay at Sacaton more than 300 

were crowded in. Two and three children were apportioned to sleep 
in narrow single beds and even in the hospital the beds were over- 
crowded. For years the accommodations have been inadequate to 
receive all the children that desired education. Day schools at Gila 
Crossing and Salt River take care of a few, and three or four new build- 
ings for day schools have been erected at Blackwater, Lehi, Mari- 
copa, and Casa Blanca. 

ANNALS 

CHRONOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Three chronological records have thus far been preserved from 
among the many that are supposed to have existed among the 
American tribes. The first of these to be published was the Walum 
Olam of the Delawares, the definitive edition of which was published 
by D. G. Brinton.* In 1877 Col. Garrick Mallery brought to light 
the ‘‘ Lone-dog winter count”’ of the Sioux and subsequently secured 
several other records from the same tribe.” Recently James Mooney 

a The Lenape and their Legends, Brinton’s Library of Aboriginal American Literature, y, 1885. 

bA Calendar of the Dakota Nation, Bulletin U. 8. Geol. Surv., 1m, no. 1; also Fourth and Tenth 

Annual Reports of the Bureau of Ethnology. 
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has published a series of Kiowa calendars that resemble those of the 

Sioux, but are more distinctly calendric.? 
In addition to these published records we have references to yet 

others that have wholly disappeared; references that can not now be 
verified. For example, the Iroquois are said” to have maintained 
a record of their exploits in war by means of war posts on which 
notches indicated the occurrence of campaigns and conventional 
characters denoted the number of scalps and captives taken. Events 
of a certain class were thus recorded in chronologic order. Among 
the Santee Sioux Clark * found a notched stick which he was assured 
represented the history of the tribe for more than a thousand years. 
Mooney suggests that this must have been used in connection with a 
chant similar to that accompanying the Walum Olam. However, it 
seems extremely improbable that any record should have survived 
the vicissitudes of an Indian camp for so long a period. The use of 
notched sticks for mere numeration is common enough in all cultures 
and among all peoples, but such a use as that made by the Santees is 
not, so far as known, mentioned elsewhere in the literature. 

The writer was therefore greatly interested to discover no fewer 
than five notched calendar sticks among the Pimas. Two sticks 
were ‘‘told”’ to him by their possessors. The record covers a period 
of seventy years, dating from the season preceding the meteoric 
shower of November 13, 1833, as do the oldest of those discovered 

among the Kiowa. There are traditions of older sticks that have 
been lost or buried with their keepers. Juan Thomas, of the village 
of Blackwater, had lost his stick in some inexplicable manner, but he 
was continuing the history with pencil and paper, thus rendering it 
more nearly comparable to the calendars of the Plains tribes. It is 
noteworthy that the change from stick to paper introduced a ten- 
dency to use pictorial symbols rather than merely mnemonic char- 
acters, such as are most easily incised on the surface of a stick having 
clearly marked grain. Among the sticks there is an evident increase 
in the number and elaboration of characters which may be attributed 
to contact with the whites, though not to their direct influence, as 
the existence of the calendars has been almost entirely unknown to 
them. 

The year begins with the saguaro harvest, about the month of June. 
At that time, also, the mesquite beans are ripening, as well as the 
cultivated crops. It is the season of feasting and rejoicing. No 
other annual occurrence can compare in importance with these fes- 
tivities, so that it is not surprising that the years should be counted 
by harvests. The Lower California tribes, as described by Baegert 

aCalendar History of the Kiowa, Seventeenth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology. 

oJ. E. Seaver, A Narrative of the Life of Mrs. Mary Jemison, 70; cited by Mallery. 

¢ The Indian Sign Language, 211, 1885; cited by Mooney. 
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more than a century ago, similarly numbered the years. A space of 
three years would be expressed by the term “three pitahayas,”’ 
““vet they seldom make use of such phrases.”’ 

THE PIMA CALENDAR 

Tt is said that when Elder Brother was leaving Pimeria for the last 
time he told the people to count the tail feathers of the little bird, 
Gisap, which are twelve in number, and that they should divide the 
year into that number of parts. He gave them names for these 
parts, except for the coldest and the hottest months. The writer is 
disposed to regard the recognition of the “moons”’ as of recent origin. 
Not many have any names for them and these do not agree even in 

the same village. For example, the list of months given by the chief is 
quite different from that furnished by Ka’mal tkak, and also contains 
references to wheat, which is of course modern. 

The months according to Ka’mal tkak. The months according to Antonio Azul. 

1. Harsany paihitak marsat, Saguaro 1. PejkanY paihitak marsat, Wheat har- 

harvest moon. vest moon. 

2. Tcokiapik, Rainy. 2. Harsany paihitak, Saguaro harvest. 

3. Rsopol usapik, Short planting. 3. Tcokiapik, Rainy. 

4. Varsa kakatak, Dry grass. 4. Rsopol usapik, Short planting. 

5. Huhokiapk’, Winter begins. 5. Varsa kakatak, Dry grass. 
6. Oam, Yellow. 6. Vi-ihainyik, Windy. 

7. Ka-admak, Leaves falling. 7. Ovalik, Smell. 

8. Aufpa hidsik, Cottonwood flowers. 8. Ku-utco shupitcik, Big winter. 

9. Aufpa i-ivakitak, Cottonwood leaves. | 9. Kamaki, Gray. 

10. Koi i-ivakitak, Mesquite leaves. 10. Teu-utaki, Green. 
11. Koi hiasik, Mesquite flowers. 11. Oam, Yellow. 

12. Kai tcokolik, Black seeds on saguaros. | 12. Ka-ak, Strong. 

As they have no winters the Pimas naturally do not have a “‘ winter 
count.’ As there are, two rainy seasons and neither is of any con- 
sequence as a general rule, while both are sometimes wanting alto- 
gether, they could not be expected to mark the flight of years by the 
recurrence of the rains. There are but two seasons in the Gila valley, 
one of torrid heat? and one of ideal weather throughout the remainder 
of the year. The onset of the former coincides with the harvest season 
and the new year is therefore adapted, albeit unwittingly, to seasonal 
change. The year mark is invariably a deep notch across the stick. 

The records of the early years are memorized and there are few 
minor notches to aid in recalling them. The year notches are exactly 
alike, yet on asking a narrator to go back and repeat the story for 
a certain year the writer found that he never made a mistake. Tak- 

> Maximum temperature recorded for a period of nineteen years at Phoenix was 119° F. Report 

of Chief of Weather Bureau, 1900-1901, 1. 
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notch and begin: ‘‘That notch means,’ etc. The interpreter, either 
through imitation or because of the same mode of thought, would then 
take the stick and dig his thumb into the same notch before repeating 
the story in English. Both seemed to endow the stick and the par- 
ticular notch with a definite personality in their minds. That notch 
looked exactly like its neighbors but it stood for something different, 
which was apparently recalled as much by the sense of touch as by 
that of sight. 

Dots or shallow circular pits and short notches are the most com- 
mon symbols on the sticks. These have no distinctive meaning, and 

are used for recording a great variety of events. The human figure 
is freely used, and may signify that a man killed Apaches or was killed 
by them, that he was bitten by a rattlesnake, struck by lightning, or, 
in short, any event relating to a man in any manner may be denoted 
by this symbol. The date of building railways was recorded by an 
ideogram, representing rails and ties. Only one symbol had come 

arbitrarily to designate a single event. This is the T which was used 
to record the “‘tizwin drunks,” or festivals at which saguaro or agave 
liquor was brewed and freely imbibed. 

NATURE OF THE EVENTS 

It has been frequently observed that the records of the American 
Indians contain much that is trivial and oftentimes omit that which 
is important. There are obvious reasons for this that have been 
adequately set forth by Mallery,* and it must also be borne in mind 
that the relative importance of an event differs according as it is 
viewed by Caucasian eyes or by those of the American Indian. Judg- 
ing by the early portions of the records, the conclusion might be 
reached that the purpose was to secure chronologic sequence, though 
the Pimas are not known to have had ceremonies that by their infre- 
quent recurrence would require calendric regulation. However, the 
later years are so filled with events that the primary purpose is clearly 
narrative. They are therefore to be designated annals, rather than 
calendars. Moreover, the years are never named. ‘‘In this year 
the crops failed;” ‘In this year the floods overspread the whole val- 
ley,” etc., but never, ‘‘This is the famine year” or ‘‘This is the flood 

year.’ Upon analysis the events recorded are found to be distrib- 
uted as follows: 

PS RUDLCR UAB CH 2 oo cm eP ree era Rico esis S05 w/e awavne an cees soc etnee ss Scasiseees 66 

Infrequent phenomena, eclipses, floods, earthquakes, ete.........-..--.-------- 14 
Beprininied anda vears OMADUNOANCRS <2 70225. an sisiere ae Sixes sets dae eee pinisie woe nese 5 

Leyoyls Petite i Bae ketene SOS 5S ee a Ae ip eee 1] 
Accidents, rattlesnake bite, lightning stroke, etc.......-.-..-.--2.-.--+.-----+.-- 13 

Byents relate to whites, but not to Pimas.......2...2scee20-.c-cch-eneecneeee 19 

e Tenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 271. 
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Relations with whites, building churches, etc...................--------------- 21 

Number of sorcerers killed 18 

Changes of village sites................. 2 

Races; relay, kicking ball amd horsemsa Gest yo... see eee eee 7 

Hestivals in which Liqnorwasibrewedsecse sesh ee ee 25 

Trivial events, including those of personal interest................-.----------- 13 
Number of persons killed during drinking bouts.....-...-.......--..--.------- 24 

THE NARRATIVE 

1833-34 

& = Gila Crossing, Salt River. During the moon preceding the 
&~2 meteoric shower the Yumas, armed with clubs, bows, and arrows, 

attacked the Maricopa village. The Yumas surprised the Maricopas 
and captured their women, whom they surrounded and tried to take 
away with them. They were about to cross the Gila with their cap- 
tives when the Pimas arrived and attacked them. The women took 
advantage of the confusion to escape into the chaparral. The Yumas 
fought bravely, but they were overpowered by numbers and few 
escaped to tell of their defeat. 

In the early winter? the meteoric shower took place. This event 
was followed by heavy rains that caused floods in the Salt and Gila 
rivers. The spectacle of falling stars was to the Pimas an augury of 
disaster, and the succeeding floods were regarded as a punishment 
for sins which they had committed. What the sins might be they 
did not know, but concluded that they must have offended some 
medicine-man who possessed great magic power. Many thought it 
must be the medicine-man Kaku who brought this calamity upon 
them because they had not shown him the respect that he thought 
was due him. It is said that when the flood was at its height he 

climbed a cottonwood tree and thence proclaimed in a loud voice that 
he would perform certain miracles that would prove disastrous to 
them if they did not listen to him and show him respect. 

Others declared that the floods were caused by the two sons of an 
old goddess, Takwa-artam. When she saw the flood threatening to 
overwhelm the Pimas and Maricopas she said to her sons: ‘Give me 
back my milk and then you can drown my people. The land is yet 
what it was when it was new.” This puzzled the two brothers. They 
knew that they could not return the milk that had nourished them 
in infancy, so they did not allow the flood to rise any higher, but 
‘aused it to go down. 

1834-385 

Salt River. This year was long remembered because of the boun- 
tiful crops of wheat, corn, squashes, pumpkins, and watermelons that 
were raised. The desert mesas were carpeted with flowers and the 

a November 13, 1833. 
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bloom of cacti further transformed them into gardens. ‘‘Our people 
worshiped the gods in grateful recognition for their protection; we 
danced unmolested by the murderous Apaches; we looked after the 
welfare of our households.” 

1835-36 

Gila Crossing, Salt River. One summer afternoon when only 
women and old men were at home, the Apaches came and killed two 
Pimas, a man who was irrigating his field and a boy who was hunting 
doves. That morning the younger men of the village of Rsantik had 
planned to have a rabbit hunt toward the north, but when the crier 
gave the final announcement it was to hunt toward the south. Thus 
it was that one side of the village had been left unprotected, and when 
the fighting men returned it was too late to follow the raiders aad the 
revenge was postponed. 

1836-37 

Salt River. At the beginning of this year the fruit of the giant 
cactus was gathered and a large quantity of liquor prepared from it. 
All the men became intoxicated—too drunk to be on their guard 
against an attack from the Apaches. Early in the morning a woman 
started toward the hills to gather cactus fruit. She had not gone far 
when she saw a man mount a horse and start toward her. She 
suspected danger and walked backward for some distance before 
turning to flee. She got halfway to the village before she was over- 
taken by the Apache, with whom she struggled so desperately as to 
raise a cloud of dust. Those who were somewhat sober hastened 
toward the place, but too late to rescue the woman from being roped 
and dragged to death. However, they overtook the party of Apaches 
and killed five of them. Upon examining the dead Apaches it was 
found that their bodies were protected with rawhide armor; then the 
Pimas understood why their arrows had glanced off or jumped back. 

Gila Crossing, Salt Riwwer. A year passed without a visit from the 
marauding Apaches. ‘‘ We tilled our fields, danced our war dances, 
sang songs, kept up target practice, and exercised in the use of the 
shield.” 

1837-38 

Gila Crossing, Salt River. One cold night in the spring a Pima 
at Rso’tik was irrigating his wheat field by moonlight. Without 
thought of enemies he built a fire to warm himself. This the Apaches 
saw and came about him in the thicket. Hearing the twigs cracking 
under their feet, he ran to the village and gave the alarm. The Pimas 
gathered in sufficient numbers to surround the Apaches, who 
attempted to reach the hills on their horses. Two horses stumbled 
into a gully, and their riders were killed before they could extricate 
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themselves. The others were followed and all killed. ‘This was 
the only event of the year, and our people were undisturbed further 
in the practice of their customs.” 

1838-39 

A Salt River. Late in the spring a party of Pimas went to Tucson 
to buy clothing and other needed supplies. On their return they 

were ambushed and barely escaped massacre. The Apaches had con- 
cealed themselves on either side of the trail, and when the attack was 
suddenly made the Pimas were at first panic-stricken, but recovered 
sufficiently to repel their assailants, with the loss, however, of two 

men killed and a boy captured. This youth is said to have been a 
very handsome fellow, skillful in the use of the bow and arrow. 
Fearing a renewal of the conflict, the Pimas hastened home. 

A few months later they obtained their revenge upon a party of 
Apaches who came to the villages to steal horses. The enemy were 
seen and chased across the river. On the way they were met by a 
party of Pimas, returning from a council, who called out to the 

approaching horsemen to ask who they were; on receiving no 
answer they shot one of them. An Apache called “Slender Leg” 
was pushed off his mule and two Pimas jumped off their horses and 
tried to hold him, but he was too strong for them and they had to 
tie him. He was taken to the well-swept plaza of the village, accord- 
ing to the Salt River calendar, or to an open alkali flat near the vil- 
lages, as stated by the Gila Crossing annalist, where the people gath- 
ered and danced and sang around him. ‘Two widows of men killed 
in an ambuscade earlier in the season walked four times around the 
outside of the circle of dancers, and then passed inside as an avenue 
was opened for them. They carried long clubs of mesquite, with 
which they beat the captive ito insensibility. 

183So-41 

There are no events recorded for these two years on either of the 
two sticks that date back thus far. 

1841-42 

Fila Crossing, Salt River. The Maricopas of the village of Masa- 
kimailt, accompanied by one Pima, went ona campaign against the 
Yumas. The enemy gathered to meet them and sent a messenger 

to tell them that they should leave aside their knives and bows and 
fight only with sticks. The Maricopas agreed to this, but the Pima 
said he had made his bow and arrows to use on the enemy and he 
would keep them in his own hands. The Yuma messenger showed 
the Maricopas where to cross the Colorado river and conducted 
them to the assembled Yumas on the farther side. It was agreed 

eo 8°90 
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that four from each side should engage in the combat, using sharp 
sticks about 6 feet long (lances) instead of the customary war club. 

Four times each squad ran in a semicircle near the enemy’s line; 
four times they approached each other before the fight began. At 
the first onslaught three Maricopas and two Yumas were killed; the 
Yumas killed the surviving Maricopa and retired to their line. 

Then Pantattik, ‘bravest of the Maricopas,” ran his horse through 
the entire party of Yumas, striking many with his lance before being 
caught in the line of women behind the warriors. Kattci Pai, 
Hawk-tail, also rode through the Yuma lines, and is living to-day 

(1902). 

Tcuwvt Hakttiiny, Earth-crack, challenged a Yuma to single com- 

_ bat and was wounded, but recovered. 
Then the fight became general, most of the, Maricopas being killed. 

Many Yumas were also killed. The Pima killed so many with his 
arrows that they could not reach him with their lances, and he 
escaped, as did some Maricopas, and they reached home in safety. 
Aapap Anton, Maricopa Antoine (pl. xi, 6) also kept his bow and 
arrows, and when closely pressed by the Yumas exclaimed in the 
Pima language: ‘You can not catch me!” which somewhat con- 

fused his enemies and enabled him to escape. 

1842-438 

Salt River. In the autumn the Yumas again came to attack the 

Maricopa village, but did not attempt to surprise it. They formed 
in line of battle opposite the line of Maricopas, who were equally 
courageous. The war chiefs stood between the lines. Each man was 
armed with a’club only. The Yuma chief said to his opponent: “I 
am ready to have you strike me first if you can.” The Maricopa 
chief answered: ‘‘It is for me to let you try your club on me, because 
you want to kill me, and you have traveled far to satisfy your heart.” 
In the personal combat which ensued the Yuma was killed, the sharp 
end of his opponent’s club piercing his side. Then the fight became 
general, each attacking the man opposite him in the line. There 
were some Mohave Apaches with the Yumas who fought with bows 
and arrows. When they saw the line of Yumas wavering, they de- 
serted them. The Yumas retreated some distance and again made 
a stand, and the fight ended in an indecisive manner, with perhaps 
a greater loss to the Maricopas than to the Yumas. After the fight 
the Mohaves wanted to scalp the dead enemy, but the Yuma chief 
said no, they might scalp some Yumas by mistake, and they must 
wait until these had been gathered from the field. 
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Salt River. In the sprig the Maricopas, Pimas, and Cocopas went 
on a campaign against the Apaches. They were scouting through 
the Verde valley west of the Four Peaks one afternoon when they 
saw a small band of the enemy. They were unable to overtake the 
Apaches, who kept sending up signal smokes. The next morning 
the number of Apaches had increased and formed a circular line, 
which attacked the allies, who lost two men, father and son. 

Four days later a woman went with her daughter to gather cactus 

fruit for drying. She was accompanied by her husband, who went 
asa guard. While she was busy gathering the spiny cactus, she heard 
a step and, turning, saw an Apache. She screamed for help and told 
her daughter to run to the village and give the alarm. The husband 

was hunting near at hand, but was too far away to rescue his wife. 
The little girl brought the men of the village, but they could find no 
trace of the enemy. 

A few days later the Apaches killed a party of Pimas who had gone 
to the mountains to gather mescal. The Pimas had planned to go 
to the Kwahadk’ camp, but changed their minds and camped oppo- 

site them. The Apaches sent down scouts from the hills to see how 
many there were at the place where the smoke from the mescal pits 
was seen. It was a night attack and many Pimas never wakened 

to see another day; only one escaped to tell the Kwahadk’s of the 
massacre. They followed the trail of the Apaches but did not over- 
take them. The dead were buried there by the Kwahadk's, who knew 
the Pimas well. 

In the summer, when the watermelons were ripe, a large force of 
Yumas came to attack the Pimas and Maricopas. Their coming was 
heralded by messengers, who said they were advancing in great 
numbers as gaily as for a dance. The Maricopas were ready to meet 

them, but the Pimas were not. The Maricopas went out to engage 

the enemy and check their advance while the women got out of the 
way. The Yumas were driven back, but the Maricopas lost two of 
their bravest warriors. 

1844-45 

Salt River. The next year the Yumas and Mohaves came to attack 
the Maricopa village. The fight was undecided, but the enemy re- 
treated. One Pima and several Maricopas were killed. 
{ Gila Crossing, Salt River. A plague swept through all the tribes 

during this year. Those stricken with it usually died within twenty- 
four hours, but if they recovered they were well again in three days. 
From 4 to 10 died each day. The people of Akfitciny came to the 
Gila and the Gila villagers fled into the desert. The {cholera or] 
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teoko vihasik, “black vomit,’’¢ as it was called, brought all the medi- 
cine-men not in the best repute under suspicion. Four were killed, 
and the surviving medicine-men were kept busy guarding the camps 
against the plague. 
q (ila Crossing. During the winter, when ice was on the water and 

snow was evenly sprinkled on the lowlands, the Apaches came to 
the village of Rsfntk, where one of the marauders was killed. 
The Apaches, accompanied by the Pisina tribe from the north, 

attacked the Papagos at Kihotoak (Quijotoa) in April as the mesquites 
were changing from bud to leaf. The Apaches advanced with drums 
beating and with cries like the howl of the coyote. The Papagos were 
few in number, so they concealed their women in a cave and sought 
to protect them by fighting outside, but the enemy had firearms and 
all the Papagos fell in the futile attempt to preserve their loved ones 
from slavery. There yet lives a Pima who was shot through the 
leg and left for dead on the field of this battle. Many Apaches were 
wounded but none were killed. 

1845-46 

1] Gila Crossing. A party of Apaches was encamped on Mo’hattik 
mountain, and two of them came to steal corn from the fields 

at Gila Crossing. The theft was discovered and three Pimas lay in 
wait for the thieves. When they again entered the field those lying 

in wait sprang upon them and killed one; the other escaped. 
Salt River. During the winter the Pimas went on a campaign 

against the Apaches, several of whom were killed. The attacks were 
made at night and the enemy were killed before they could defend 
themselves. One Pima was killed and one wounded so severely that 
he died after returning home. 

In the spring the Apaches waylaid a party of Pimas who were 
returning from a mescal-gathering expedition in the mountains. 
Nearly all the party were killed and two girls were made prisoners. 
The Apaches were followed, most of them killed, and the girls rescued 
by a party from the villages. 

1846 47 

Gila Crossing. Three Apaches were going toward the Papago vil- 
lage near MAatcpiit, or Table mountain, when a Pima, coming to 

the Gila river, crossed it and discovered their trail. A party went in 
pursuit and succeeded in killing all three. Ka’mal tkak’s brother was 
in this party of Pimas and was himself killed a few days later in an 

a‘*Aquellas gentes y sus ministros gozan por lo general de buena salud: entre los naturales pasan 

muchos de cien afios, excepto los pimas altos que segun se cree por razon de las aguas y sombrio cauce 

de sus arroyos, son espuestos & diversos achaques. El mas temible entre ellos es, el que llaman saguat- 

dodo 6 v6mito amarillo.”’ Alegre, Historia de la Compafifa de Jesus en Nueva-Espoefia, 01, 213. 
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ambush into which the Pimas were lured in the Santan hills. One 
other Pima was killed in this engagement and many were wounded, 
but no injury was inflicted on the Apaches. 

The Pima Kwakrsin was surrounded by the enemy, who clung 
to him and to his horse and sought to pull him down; but he had 
spurs on his feet and striking them deeply into his horse’s flank he 
caused the animal to rear and throw the man who was holding its 
head, high in the air. In the confusion he escaped. 

Salt River, The Apaches came one moonlight night to steal horses. 
Leaving their own mounts tied in the brush, they crept toward the 
houses near which were the Pima ponies. They were discovered and 
pursued to the river, where all were killed in a running fight. 

L847—48 

{ Gila Crossing. The Rsantk villagers went to Ka/mattk to hunt 
deer. They were seen coming by the Apaches, who lay in wait 

at the spring, and two were shot before they could reach cover. 
Salt River. The Apaches came to Santan early one morning and 

killed four Pimas. They were chased, overtaken, and five of them 
lalled before pursuit was abandoned. 

1848-49 

There is no record for this year upon either calendar stick. 

1849-50 

t Gila Crossing. Three Apaches were discovered approaching the 
villages and a party was sent out on horseback to attack them. 

They fled to a hill near Tempe, where they hastily built up a wall of 
stone, behind which they maintained themselves until nearly sunset, 
when a Pima led his party inside the Apache breastwork and the 
enemy were killed. 

1850-51 

Gila Crossing. The Yumas came again to attack the Maricopas 
They surprised the village, killed several, and carried their prop- 
erty to a hill near by, where they sang and danced, saying that 

they were waiting for the Maricopas to bring their friends, the Pimas, 
to be defeated next. But they underestimated the number and valor 
of the Pimas, who soon put them to flight, leaving many of their dead 
upon the field. One of their chiefs, known to the Pimas as Visaki- 

kitoAat(t), when he saw most of his men fallen, came back saying 
he did not wish to escape alone. He had but a knife in his hand and 
was killed with arrows. 

The remnant of the party took refuge in a thicket near the Estrellas, 
where the pursuers rushed in upon them with horses and killed all. 
Many Pimas were wounded but none killed. A strand of hair was 
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cut from the head of each fallen Yuma, but these have since been lost 

or buried. There were 13% Yumas killed; their bodies were left on 

the field. 
1851-52 

VJ) Gila Crossing. Two Apaches were discovered near the Mari- 
copa village by Whyendnavim, a Maricopa warrior, who killed one 
of them before they could escape. 

The Pimas went on a campaign against the Apaches on Salt river, 
near where the present reservation is located, and one of their num- 
ber was killed. 

Blackwater. In this year the Apaches raided a Papago village 
near Quijotoa, called Kol Tatk’ (mesquite root).“ 

1852-53 

For three years the Gila Crossing calendar has nothing but the 
year marks on it, and the keeper could recall no event for that period. 

‘== Blackwater. At the hill shaped “like a nose,” in the Santans, 

* the Apaches ambushed a party of Pimas and Maricopas. They 
sent six men to the Maricopa village, near which they discovered and 
killed some women. The Maricopa and Pima warriors pursued the 
Apaches, who retreated slowly, thus luring them within reach of the 
arrows of the waiting Apaches, who killed four Maricopas and one 
Pima. The survivors retreated to their supports, who were coming 
up in such numbers that the Apaches withdrew. The dead were 
burned that day north of the Santan hills. 

At about the same time the Pimas killed four Apaches south of 
the villages.? - 
When the wheat was ripe [June] the Apaches were pursued north 

of the Santan hills and four of them killed. Three men are yet 
living who killed Apaches in this fight. 

1853-54 

Blackwater. The Apaches came to steal horses and brought 
a live vulture with them. They were discovered and several 
killed. 

1854-55 

Blackwater. The Apaches were reported by the Papagos to 
Ki ”A\ be stealing horses in their territory and the Pimas were 

requested to aid in driving the enemy out of the country. 
In the Rincon mountains, at Tava Kosuwa, Turkey Neck, the horse 

thieves were overtaken and many of them killed. The horse’s head 
indicates the purpose of the Apaches. 

a The figure on the Blackwater stick is intended to represent a mesquite root. 

» At a point about 15 miles from the Gila where the Southern Pacific now runs—just south of the 

reservation. 
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1855-56 

Gila Crossing. Sk&&koik was approached one evening by seven 
Apaches, who were discovered and surrounded. Six escaped in the 
darkness, but one was tracked into the arrow bushes, where he dropped 
his bow. He was soon found to have secreted himself in a hole washed 
deep in the sand. The Pimas could not see or reach him, so they 
shook live coals down upon the fugitive, which caused him to yell 
and suddenly leap out among them. The apparition so startled 
everyone that no move was made to detain him. As he was passing 
through their line some asked those around them, ‘‘Can we catch 

him?” but he was such a giant and the peculiar manner of his 
appearance among them so unnerved for a moment the courage of 
the men whose deepest instinct was to crush out the life of the 
Apache, that he made his escape. 

© 5 Blackwater. The Apaches, whom the Pimas attacked during 
y , araid of this year, were grinding out mesquite beans from the 

dry pods when the arrows began to fall into their camp. A 
blind Apache was killed as his companions fled. 

1856-57 

J, Blackwater. The Pimas and Maricopas joined the white sol- 
4 ‘ 3 : F = 
} ,diers In a campaign against the Apaches under White Hat. 

Two Pimas were killed and two wounded, but no Apaches were 
injured. While the Pimas were on their way home still another of 
their party was killed. The Pimas burned their dead. Later they 
killed several Apaches who were raising corn on Salt river. 

1857-58 

Salt River. About the end of the year a band of Apaches came to 
the Pima villages one morning. They were discovered and chased 
30 miles to Tempe butte, where they were surrounded. They hid 
themselves at the summit of the butte, but were all killed except one, 
who escaped into the brush. 

In the summer the Yumas came again, accompanied by the Mohaves. 
They sent scouts ahead, who found the Maricopa women gathering 
mesquite beans. They killed all the women except one, whom they 
kept to act as a guide. She was the sister of a well-known Maricopa 
warrior, and they compelled her to lead them to her brother’s home. 
When they reached it she was killed with a club and the man was 
chased, but he was as good a runner as he was fighter and they could 

not catch him. A Yuma told him to stop and die like a man, but 
he answered that if they could overtake him he would show them 
how to die like a man. The Maricopas fled from their village and 
the Yumas burned it. Messengers went to all the villages that day 
and under cover of the night the Pimas and Maricopas gathered, 
They kept coming until late the next forenoon. They found the 
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Yumas encamped near the river at a spot where they had assaulted 
some women and a Pima had been killed while defending them. 
The Yumas had spent the night in singing their war songs. Now 
and again a medicine-man would come forward to puff whiffs 
of smoke in order that their cause might find favor with the gods. 
The Pima-Maricopa council ended about noon and it was decided to 
surround the Yumas and to make special effort to prevent them from 
reaching the river to obtain water. Formed in a semicircle, the 
Pimas and Maricopas shot down the Yumas upon three sides. Soon 
the Yumas began to waver and become exhausted from thirst in the 
heat of the day. They made several attempts to break through the 
line, but failed, and finally gathered in a compact body to make a last 
attempt to reach the river. At that moment the Pimas and Mari- 
copas who were on horseback rushed in upon the enemy and rode 
them down. After a hand-to-hand combat the Yumas were all 
killed except one, who was stunned by the blow of a club and lay 
unconscious under a heap of dead. During the night he recovered 
his senses and escaped. This was the bloodiest fight known, and the 
Yumas came here to fight no more.? 

Blackwater. During the year Pimas were killed in two 
E places by the Apaches; three south of the river and one 

north.? 

1858-59 

Blackwater, The meteor of 1859 was observed by the 
wh Pimas, who called it pai-ikam ho-o. During a raid into the 

Apache country three of the enemy were killed and also one 

Pima. 

a‘‘Tn 1857, with Mohave, Cocopa, and Tonto allies, they [the Yumas] attacked the Pimas and Papa- 

gos up the river, and ina great battle were almost annihilated.’’ Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico, 

501. 
Cremony visited the Pimas as a captain in the California Column in 1862. In his Life Among the 

Apaches, 148, he mentions this conflict of the Pimas with their old enemies, saying: ‘‘ The grazing 

ground to which we resorted during our stay near the Maricopa villages had been the scene of a des- 

perate conflict between that tribe and the Pimos, on one side, and the Yumas, Chimehuevis, and 

Amohaves on the other. Victory rested with the Maricopas and Pimos, who slew over 400 of the allied 

tribes, and so humiliated them that no effort has ever been made on their part to renew hostilities. 

This battle occurred four years before our advent, and the ground was strewed with the skulls and 

bones of the slaughtered warriors.” 
Forthe Yuma side of the story see Lieutenant Ives’s Report upon the Colorado River of the West, p. 45. 

In a letter from an unnamed correspondent living among the Yumas or at Fort Yuma, to Sylvester 

Mowry, it is stated that the tribes engaging in this battle were the Yumas, Yampais, Mohaves, and 

Tonto Apaches, with one or two Dieganos [Dieguefios], against the Pimas, Maricopas, and Papagos. 

One thousand five hundred men were engaged on each side. The Yumas “lost not less than 200 of the 

flower of theirchivalry.” See S. Ex. Doce. 11, 588, 35th Cong., Ist sess., 1858. 
The Blackwater annalist could give but little information concerning the victory over the Yumas, 

but he had recorded it upon the calendar stick by a fringed line, in itself meaningless. 

+ The two men in the figure are not meant to represent two killed, but that the events occurred in 

two places, 
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1859-60 

Blackwater. The Pimas attacked a party of Apaches and 
4. ‘killed a man and a boy. A white man who accompanied 

the Pimas was slightly wounded with an arrow. 

1860-61 

Gila Crossing. A plague which killed its victims in a single day 
prevailed throughout the villages. Three medicine-men who were 
suspected of causing the disease by their magic were killed, ‘‘and 
nobody was sick any more.” : 

pd) Blackwater. ‘The one-armed trader sold his store to Ammi 
Q M. White during this year and for some reason unknown to 
the Pimas threw away his grain sacks.¢ 

Two Pimas were killed by Apaches, but the details concerning 
the event are beyond recall. 

1861-62 

NK Gila Crossing. The trader, Ammi M. White, was captured by 
the ‘‘soldiers from the east.’ 

a Probably to avoid contagion. 

» “Barly in 1862 a force of two or three hundred Texans, under Captain Hunter, marched westward 

from Mesilla and in February took possession of Tueson for the Confederacy. There was, of course, 

little opposition, Union men, if there were any left, fleeing across the line into Sonora. Not much is 

really known of Hunter’s operations in Arizona so far as details are concerned, even the date of his 

arrival being doubtful. Besides holding Tucson, driving out men suspected of Union sympathies, con- 

fiscating a few mines belonging to Northerners, and fighting the Apaches to some extent, he sent a 

detachment to the Pima villages, and possibly contemplated an attack on Fort Yuma. But—to say 

nothing of the recent floods, which had greatly increased the difficulties of the route, destroying Gila 

and Colorado cities—the news from California was not reassuring, and Hunter deemed it best to retire. 

“This news was to the effect that California troops were on the march eastward. These troops, 

about 1,800 strong, consisted of several volunteer regiments or parts of regiments organized at the 

beginning of the war, and which, on receipt of intelligence that Arizona had been invaded, were ordered 

to Yuma and Tucson, constituting what was known as the California Column, under the command 

of Colonel James H. Carleton. The main body of this army in detachments, whose exact movements 

now and later I do not attempt to follow in detail, left Los Angeles and was concentrated at Yuma 

in April, and in May followed the Gila route to Tucson. But previously Lieutenant-Colonel West, 

commanding the advance, had sent out some parties from Yuma, and these were the only troops that 

came in contact with the Confederates. Jones, in February, was sent with dispatches to Tucson and 

fell into the hands of Hunter, who released and sent him back by another route, bearing the first defi- 

nite news that Tucson had been occupied. Captain William McCleave, of Company A, First Cavalry, 

being sent out to look for Jones, was captured, with three men, at the Pima villages on the 6th of April 

and was carried to Mesilla, where he was soon exchanged. Captain William P. Calloway was next 

sent up the Gila with a stronger force to rescue McCleave. At the Pima villages he heard of a Confed- 

erate detachment of 16 men, under Lieutenant Jack Swilling, and sent Lieutenant James Barrett with 

12 men to cut them off. Pursuing the enemy into a chaparral, Barrett was killed, with two of his men, 

one or two of the foe being also killed and three taken prisoners, This was the only skirmish of the 

campaign with Confederates, and it occurred on the 15th of April at a spot known as El Picacho.” 

Bancroft, xvm, 514. 

Both the Gila Crossing and the Blackwater calendars mention the capture of White, but the cal- 

endrists can give no definite information concerning the events related by Bancroft. The trader was 

of vastly more interest and importance to the Pimas than the whole Confederate or Union army. He 

was agent for the Pimas, an office which he held until 1865. The writer has not found any account of 

his capture in the records of the period, but it is probable he was soon released. As soon as he was 

taken away, the Pimas took possession of his store and quarreled over the distribution of the stock 
of wheat on hand. 
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Blackwater. Aman named Thomas [whether given name 

Ss or surname could not be ascertained], who had been trad- 

ing at Gila Crossing, took charge of White’s store after the 

latter left. The soldiers from the west fought the soldiers from the 
east at Picacho and were defeated. Then a white man known to 
the Pimas as Has Viakam came from the east and traded with them. 

[John] Walker® came from the west with the California Column 

and learned the Pima language at the same time that Thomas learned 

the Maricopa. 
1862-68 

Gila Crossing. Themen of Rso’ttik went to the mountains about 
Prescott in search of Apaches during the summer of 1862. As they 

were following a mountain trail they caught sight of a man lying on 
his coat asleep. From his dress they could not be sure if he were 
an Apache or a Pima, so two men went to waken him. ‘‘How did 
you sleep?” said they. On hearing this the man sprang up and they 
saw that he was an Apache. One struck him on the head with his ’ 
club, but he jumped and would have escaped had not the other 
shot him. Soon afterwards two Apaches came to the village of 
Akftciny and their trail was discovered by two Pimas who were 
hunting for their horses. They followed the Apaches, who ran 
toward the Estrellas. The elder Pima was some distance ahead of 
the other when the leading Apache climbed the mountain and the 
other turned back to fight. The two men used their bows, each 
endeavoring to protect himself behind a clump of bushes. Finally, 
as they were chasing each other around the same clump of bushes, 
the Apache getting the better of the conflict, having wounded the 
Pima in the elbow and side, the other Pima came up and killed the 
Apache, who was called by the Pimas Whaiemaa. 

Two Maricopas dragged the body of the Apache to a hill near Gila 
Crossing and tied it to a post, where it remained for some time. A 

friend of the dead Apache led a party of six to the place where he 
had fallen and followed the trail of the dragged body to where it 
stood tied. The friend wept and went away without attempting to 
remove the body. As the party returned up the river they entered 
an isolated house in which there were two old Maricopamen. They 

warmed themselves at the fire, but did not molest the old men. 

Salt River. Two Apaches came near the villages and were seen by 
a man working in the fields; he called to his friends to help him and 
at once set off after the enemy. When the Apache who was farthest 
away saw that his companion was in danger he turned back and 
attacked the first pursuer. The other Apache escaped, but the braver 
one was killed. The Pimas returned home, but the Maricopas dragged 

26 ETH—O8——6 
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the body to the buttes at the point where the Maricopa and Phoenix 
‘railroad now crosses the Gila and left it tied to a post. The Apache 
who ran away led a party of his people to recover the body, but it 
was afterwards ascertained from the tracks that they turned back 
just before reaching the spot. 

A Pima was killed by the Apaches while the California Column was 
at the villages and a squad of soldiers accompanied the pursuing party 
of Pimas as far as the Estrellas, but the enemy escaped. The raid was 
in the saguaro fruit season ‘‘as shown by the red on the dead Pima”’ 
lor the month of June, 1862]. _ 

ea Zig Blackwater. Two medicine-men, father and son, were 

2° killed during the year because of their supposed machin- 
ations against the people. 

Co 

1863-64 

ia | Gila Crossing, Salt River. For a short time there was peace 
between the Pimas and Apaches. During this period the Mari- 

copas killed two old men and captured a boy from a party of Apaches 
who came to the Maricopa village. The boy was sold to a half- 
brother of the trader A. M. White [named Cyrus Lennan], known to 

the Pimas as Satciny Va, Chin Beard. 
This man took the boy with him on an expedition against the 

Apaches. There was a Mexican in the party who understood the 
Apache language, so that communication was opened with the enemy 
as soon as they were discovered. The whites placed flour, sugar, and 
other rations on blankets, and the Apaches, believing that the food 
was intended as a peace offering, came up to them. The soldiers 
were accompanied by three Pimas, but they had concealed them 
under blankets. They had stacked their guns, but retained their 
side arms concealed. At a signal from the leader of the party the 
Apaches were fired upon and nearly all of them were killed. Lennan 
was killed while following the escaping Apaches, but the Pimas killed 
the man who had thrust a lance into his breast.* The place has since 
been known as Yatakit ku Kaktita, Place where the snare was set.” 

a Ow) Ear states that Lennan shot the man who struck him and they fell dead together. 

b As we have independent white testimony, it is interesting to compare it with the Piman account. 

In his Adventures in the Apache Country J. Ross Browne describes the engagement in which Cyrus 

Lennan was killed. It was at the ‘‘Bloody Tanks’’ and is known in history as King Woolsey’s 

(infamous) ‘‘pinole treaty.” A party of 26 whites had been pursuing a band of Apaches with stolen 

stock for several days until they ran out of provisions and sent to the Pima villages for supplies. They 

were joined by 14 Maricopas under the leadership of Juan Chivaria and Cyrus Lennan. The entire 

party under the command of King Woolsey camped on the Salt river in a small valley which could 

not have been far from the upper end of the Salt River canyon. As soon as the smoke of their camp 

fire arose they were approached by Apaches to whom ‘‘ Woolsey sent Tonto Jack, an interpreter, to 

learn what they had to say, and at the same time to tell them it was not the wish of his party to fight 

them; that he wanted them to come down and he would give them some pinole.”” The Apaches were 

finally prevailed upon to enter the camp to the number of 30 or 35. After the display of some insolence 

on the part of the Apache chief Woolsey drew his pistol and shot him dead. ‘‘This was the signal 

for the signing of the treaty. Simultaneously the whole party commenced firing upon the Indians, 

slaughtering them right and left. Lennan stood in advance of the Maricopas and was warned by 
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Salt River. While peace prevailed between the tribes a party of 
Apaches came to the Pimas to trade goods for ponies. When near 
the villages they divided into two parties, one of which came on to 
trade and the other went around to try to steal horses. The thieves 
were followed and when it was found that their tracks joined those 
of the party at the villages the Pimas went back and killed many of 
those who were trading. Some of the Pima warriors overtook the 
horse thieves and killed several of them. 
LIARS Blackwater. A Pima was killed by Apaches while looking 

for his horses near KA’mattk, the hill between Blackwater 

and the Sacatons. 

1864-65 

4 Gila Crossing, Salt River. This was the first year in which the 
Pimas were supplied with firearms (by order of General Carleton) 

and aided the United States soldiers.” 
Salt River. The Pimas and Maricopas went on a campaign against 

the Apaches and met a band that had probably ambushed some 
American soldiers, for they had arms and other army property. The 
allies rushed the camp of the enemy and captured all that had been 
taken from the soldiers. When they returned with their spoils to 
the villages some whites accused them of having killed the soldiers. 
They told how they obtained the things, but the whites wou!d not 
believe them. ‘‘That is why I do not think the white man is good 

enough to trust us,” said Owl Ear. When several guides took the 
whites to the battle ground they were satisfied when they saw the 
dead Apaches there. 

; Blackwater. Ina raid in this year two Apaches were killed 
T and their ears cut off and nailed on a stick. 

In an effort to establish peace with the Apaches, the soldiers and 
Pima scouts took a wagon loaded with rations to the Superstition 
mountains. The Apaches took it to be a hostile move and attacked 
the party, killing the driver of the wagon. The Apaches were pur- 
sued and several were killed before the trail was lost. 

Woolsey to make sure of a lame Indian with a lance, who was eyeing him suspiciously. ‘I'll look 

out for him,’ was Lennan’s reply, and the slaughter became general. * * * The fight, if suchit could 

be called, lasted seven or eight minutes. Lennan had incautiously closed upon and shot an Indian 

near him, forgetting the lame one against whom he had been cautioned, who the next moment ran 

him through the body with hislance. Dye (a rancher) coming up, killed this Indian. The only person 

wounded was Tonto Jack, who was shot in the neck with an arrow. * * * Twenty Tontos and 

four Pinals lay dead upon the ground. Others were seen running off with the blood streaming from 

their wounds, and it is supposed some of them died.”’ (P. 121.) 

a John Walker, the first agent for the Pimas, in his report for the year 1860 stated that the tribe 

petitioned for more guns, as theirs were “few and old.’’ See Report of Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs 1860, 168. In the report of J. L. Collins, superintendent of Indian affairs in New Mexico, 

it is stated that 100 muskets and 10,000 rounds of ammunition had just been given the Pimas. In 
ibid., 1862, 239, 1863. 
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1865-66 

T Gila Crossing, Salt River. The Pimas went on a campaign 

against the Apaches and one of their number was killed. His fel- 
lows burned the corpse with the bow and war gear. Dry ironwood 
was used in the cremation.4 

In the same engagement another Pima was wounded and came 
home to die. 

lf) Gila Crossing. The Pimas soon afterwards went to the moun- 
tains north of Tempe to seek Apaches. Two of their party 

were killed and a third came home mortally wounded. 
eco = Blackwater. Another war party attacked an Apache camp, 

described as the one at which the children were playing and 
piling up gourds, and killed several of the enemy. 

1866-67 

Gila Crossing. Many died this year of a sickness characterized by 
shooting pains that resembled needle and knife pricks. One day the 
three medicine-men who were accused of having caused the disease 
came home drunk from the Gila Bend stage station and were set upon 
by their fellow-villagers. Two were killed and the other was seriously 

but not fatally wounded. 
Gila Crossing, Salt River. ‘This year was marked by a devastating 

fever at Rso’ttk and three medicine-men were killed there in the hope 
of stopping it. 
2 Blackwater. A party of Pimas accompanied the soldiers to 

the Verde region and there killed a number of Apaches, among 
whom was a man with a very long foot. 

1867-68 

Gila Crossing. During this year a disease prevailed that from 
the description would seem to have been malaria. Many died, 

and the medicine-men were blamed, as usual, for the calamity. Two 

were killed before the disease abated. 
Blackwater. The Pimas went raiding in the Superstition 

Mountain region and killed one Apache who was running 

away with his shield but who stumbled and fell. 

186s—69 

Gila Crossing. A heavy rain caused a flood which destroyed the 

store at Casa Blanca. 

This was known as ube ue amati Tcoki, enake:z rain. 

a This custom of Sane the dead is oce paicnaie referred to in these annals, though my informants 

always insisted that this method was never resorted to by their people except in the case of those killed 

in War. 

> The store was more than 2 miles south of the channel of the river, but it had been built at the foot 

of a little rise upon which the present village is located and was within the reach of the flood. This 

is but one of many instances where the white settlers of Arizona have not profited by the experience 
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Blackwater. The Pimas went on a campaign against the 
Apaches with the Papagos, but the parties quarreled and 
separated. The Pimas killed an Apache woman near Salt 

river while on their way home. 

1869-70 

Gila Crossing. Amanat Rso’tfik was killed by the accidental 
discharge of a revolver in the hands of a companion. 

§ °°, Blackwater. An unusually heavy rain occurred during the 
© winter, which gullied the hills deeply. 

The Apaches were making tizwin when the soldiers and Pima 
scouts attacked them; they took the alarm and escaped, leaving the 
liquor in the hands of the allies. 

Le7O—-7 iL 

Gila Crossing. The first canal” at Tempe was built by the Mormon 

settlers [1870]. 
Blackwater. The Apaches had come to the river at Santan 

“1 0 for water and some Pimas discovered their trail and set off 
in pursuit. They failed to inflict any injury upon the enemy 

and retired with one of their own number mortally wounded. 
At this time a Pima was killed at Ta-athkam by the Apaches. 

These two corpses were burned. 
Another Pima was killed during the year at Tempe by the Apaches, 

and his body was buried. 

aS 7s BT pe 

Gila Crossing. An epidemic of measles prevailed in all the villages 
during this year. The Indians knew absolutely nothing about treat- 
ing the disease, and many died. 

Salt River. In the winter the Kwahadk’s went on the warpath 
against the Apaches and were accompanied by Na-aputk't’. They 
tried to surprise the enemy at a tank near Picacho, but found no one 
there. They followed the trail, however, until they came to a point 
near the present station of Red Rock, where they sent out scouts in 
the night, who discovered the whereabouts of the enemy by hearing 
one of them cough. They surrounded the camp and attacked it at 

of the natives, ancient and modern, who haye located their homes beyond the reach of the freshets 

that transform the shallow beds of blistering sand into irresistible torrents that overrun the bottom 

lands which may have been untouched by flood for many years. ‘‘The flood of September, 1868, was 

perhaps the most destructive ever known, destroying three of the Pima villages and a large amount 

of property on the lower Gila.’’ Bancroft, xvi, 536. 

a The main canal is less than 2 miles in length. It has been enlarged several times, so that its capac- 

ity is now 325 cubic feet per second, irrigating over 30,000 acres. 

+ The experience of the agency physicians in after years show that the high rate of mortality from 

this disease has not been due to the lack of acquired immunity, but to the ignorance of the Pimas as 

to the proper care of patients, and especially those convalescing. The youth who was the only victim 

at Sacaton in 1899 took a cold water shower bath ar soon as he was able to be about and paid the penalty 

for his rashness. 
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daylight. The Apaches ran confusedly about without their weapons; 
fifteen were killed and many guns, bows, and quivers were captured. 

Yo) Blackwater. At the hill, Ka/mattik, somewhat detached 
Ax » from the Sacatons on the northeast, a man was bitten by a 

rattlesnake and died. 
At about the same time the Pimas killed an Apache who was known 

as Vakoa, Canteen, near the Superstition mountains. 

1872-73 

Gila Crossing, Sait River. For several years the Pimas had had little 
water to irrigate their fields and were beginning to suffer from actual 
want when the settlers on Salt river invited them to come to that val- 
ley. During this year a large party of Rso’tik Pimas accepted the 
invitation and cleared fields along the river bottom south of their 
present location. Water was plentiful in the Salt and the first year’s 
crop was the best that they had ever known. The motive of the Mor- 
mons on the Salt was not wholly disinterested, as they desired the 
Pimas to act as a buffer against the assaults of the Apaches, who were 
masters of the country to the north and east.¢ 

Salt River. It was during this winter that the United States sol- 
diers and the Pima, Maricopa, and Apache scouts surrounded the 
Superstition Mountain Apaches at the “Tanks” and rained bullets 
into their ranks until not a single man remained alive. ‘‘It was a 
sight long to be remembered,” said Owl Ear, in narrating the cir- 
cumstances.? 

1873-74 

Gila Crossing. Ku-uk&mfikam, the Apache chief, and his band 
were killed by the soldiers and Pima scouts. 

Kamak Wutca A-atam, People-under-Ké/mattk, or the village at 

Gila Crossing, was settled during this year.‘ 
Wit = Gila Crossing, Salt River. The telegraph line was 

run through from west to east during the winter.? 

a By Executive order of June 14, 1879, the land occupied by the Pimas on Salt river was set apart as 

the Salt River reservation. It embraces about three townships on the north side of the river about 

30 miles north of the original Pima villages. There are several large ruins and at least one large 

canal upon the reservation that were built by the Hohokam. By an arrangement with the canal com- 

panies the Pimas have insured for themselves a constant supply of water, and the Salt Rivercommaunity 

is regarded as the most prosperous among the Pimas. 

> This sharp engagement took place on the 28th of December, 1872, in the canyon of the Salt river, 

south of the Mazatzal mountains. It has been graphically described by Capt. John G. Bourke in his 

On the Border with Crook, 191-200. He states that 76 Apaches were killed and 18 captured. One 

wounded man was overlooked and made his escape. ‘‘ Lead poured in by the bucketful’’ and an 

avalanche of bowlders was hurled down hundreds of feet from above upon the enemy. 

¢ There is an unfailing supply of water at this place; the Gila, after flowing 75 miles beneath the sur- 

face, rises to form a stream large enough to irrigate several hundred acres. 

d This was a military telegraph built from funds obtained by special appropriations from Congress. 

Arizona was fairly well provided with telegraph lines by the time the railroad reached Yuma, in 1877, 

as there were more than 1,000 miles in operation in the Territory. 
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Apaches soon after a heavy rain. When they reached the 
Salt river it was too high to be safely forded, so they built 
a raft and tried to take their saddles and blankets across 
upon it. The raft sank and they lost all their effects. 
Some of the party who had not engaged in the raft enter- 

prise found a safe ford and continued on their raid, in which they 
killed several of the enemy, and near Four Peaks captured an 
Apache lad.¢ 

xX The Pimas went on a campaign against the Salt River 

LSoT—To 

[= [ Gila Crossing. Aman trying to catch his pony approached 
from the rear so that he could reach its tail, which he probably 

thought it advisable to lay hold on until he could fasten the rope 
around the animal’s neck. One end of the lariat was attached to his 
waist, the other he tied to the horse’s tail. The animal broke away 
and dragged him to death.’ 

Blackwater. The Apache White Hat killed a Pima. 

Loo is 

) Gila Crossing. In this year sickness prevailed in the village of 
Rsintk, apparently the same as in 1866, when the principal symp- 

tom of the disease was shooting pains through the body. Two medi- 
cine-men were suspected of having caused the trouble by magic means, 
and they were killed to stop the plague. 
© \ | Blackwater. For a short time the Pimas were free from 
s Apache attacks, and they ventured into the mountains to 
gather mescal. While there, a race took place between a man and a 
woman, in which the woman won. 

Later in the season there was a general gathering of the villages 
to witness a race with the kicking-ball. 

1S7O—17 

Vf Gila Crossing. There was an Apache village called Hivany 
Kas at the junction of the Gila and Salt rivers while a truce 

existed between the Pimas and Apaches. During this year an epi- 
demic of smallpox prevailed in that village, as well as in all those of 
the Pimas and Maricopas. 

aHe afterwards became known as Doctor Montezuma, now a prosperous physician practising in 

the city of Chicago. 

+ This, the only event of the year in the Gila Crossing record, is unimportant in itself, and yet it illus- 

trates a phase of Pima character that is worthy of notice. In handling horses they exhibit a patient 

subtlety resembling that of the snake creeping upon its prey, until they have gotten a rope or halter 

on the animal, when their gentleness disappears. Yet in all their harnessing or saddling they mani- 

fest an innate tendency toward carelessness. They always work up on the right instead of the left 

side of a horse, and they also mount from that side. 
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In the spring of 1877 the Gila Crossing Pimas and the Gila Mari- 
copa villagers were pitted against each other in a relay race, the first 
between the two tribes.4 

Blackwater. While a party was gathering mescal just 
I i before the wheat ripened a mare gave birth to twin 
WY colts. 

LEST TAS 

— = (rila Crossing, Salt River. During the winter a man who had 
S— gone a long distance to search for his horses perished from 

the cold, and his body was found in a sitting position under a tree.? 
' Gila Crossing. A party of Pimas went to the Kwahadk’ village to 

drink tizwin, and in the quarrel which ensued the Casa Blancas 
killed two men of Santan. 

Some time afterwards the Gila Crossing people drank tizwin, and 
one of their number was killed by a man from Salt River. 

Blackwater. A man of Blackwater who was with a party that 
went to gather mescal sickened from some unknown cause, and 
died. The corpse was brought back to the village. 

1878-79 

Gila Crossing, Salt River, Blackwater. The principal event 
of the year was the building of the Southern Pacific railroad 
along the southern border of the Gila River reservation. 

Salt River (a), Blackwater (b). A feud that had originated 

in the quarrel at the Kwahadk’ village during the preced- 
ing year reached an acute stage in February, 1879. The 
majority of the people of Blackwater and the lower villages, 
which were then known as Santan, conspired to kill the 

men of a certain faction during a night determined upon 
several days in advance. A guard was set at Blackwater, 

| who was to watch their movements without giving them 
() any hint of his purpose. One of those who were prepar- 

ing for the attack at Blackwater had a brother at Casa Blanca, and 
he feared that this brother might be included in the list of victims 

at the lower villages, so he went one night to warn him or to get 
him to return with him to Blackwater. The next day the brother’s 
conscience began to act, and he finally decided that if these men 
were killed and he did not warn them he would be answerable for 
their death. He therefore sent a runner to Blackwater, who told 
one of the intended victims of the conspiracy formed against them. 

@ Tcérikis, one of the Maricopa runners, afterwards won a six-day race in San Francisco and was a 
close second in a similar endurance race in New York. 

>The Pimas believe that he froze to death, and if this be true it indicates an unusually low tempera- 

ture and that one man at least had very slight power of resistance to cold. The lowest temperature 

recorded at the Phoenix meteorological station for a period of sixteen years is 11° F. Rept. of 

Chief of Weather Bureau, 1900-1901, I. 
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The recipient of the news sent one of his family to inform another 
of his party, and so the news was spread so quietly that the guard 
scarcely noticed what was going on until the men began slipping 
one by one into the mesquite thickets. Before he could reach his 
friends, who were out in the fields, the whole proscribed party had 
escaped and were on their way toward Santan, where they and 
their friends attacked their Santan opponents early the next morning. 

Juan Thomas, his two brothers, father, and uncle were in the party 

attacked. The old man, Iias, was the bravest, and fought openly 
with bow and arrows until they succeeded in driving off their assail- 
ants. He was slightly wounded with a bullet in the abdomen and 
an arrow in the arm, but no one was killed. One of the brothers 
was irrigating his field when a runner came with the news that his 
family was being killed and that he was in danger also. He ran 
toward the Double buttes and soon saw another man running in a 
course parallel to his own. The other saw him, and both began 
dodging to escape from the two clumps of mesquite behind which 
they had halted. Then they discovered that they were brothers, 
and they debated long as to what they should do. It is also said that 
they shed tears at the peril of their relatives, to whose aid they could 
not go without weapons. It was also a cause of grief that their fel- 
lows should rise against them. They decided to return to the village, 
but by that time the fight had ended. 

Tiés had come out of his house and chased those who were trying 
to shoot him. They fired several shots and some arrows at him, 
but when he came near they ran away. He called his enemies by 
name, inviting them to come and get satisfaction if they were bent on 
killing him. When the attacking party withdrew, the Thomas family 
went to the Double buttes, and on finding that they were not pur- 
sued they went to Blackwater, where their story so aroused their 
friends that an expedition was organized to seek revenge. They 
secured two boxes of cartridges from the trader at Blackwater and 

came down the river. 
They formed a skirmish line as they approached the lower settle- 

ment and met their opponents at the Government school building. 
The Santan party hastily knocked a few loopholes in the adobe walls 
and gathered in and around the building, to withstand an attack. 
The Blackwater men killed three among those outside the school- 
house and could have killed many more with their superior weapons, 
but their thirst for revenge seemed to be satisfied with that number, 

and they did not pursue those who fled across the mesa like fright- 

ened rabbits. 
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1879-80 

Gila Crossing. During this winter there was a heavy fall of snow.® 
aX Blackwater. At an abandoned store above Casa Blanca, the 
se walls of which are yet standing, a white man was killed by 

two young men, who were caught before they secured the 
money of the victim, robbery being the motive for the deed. The 

one who did the shooting was taken to the county jail at Florence. 

1880-81 

Gila Crossing. At the beginning of the year a man was bitten 
and killed by a rattlesnake at Gila Crossing. 

RSs : ° 
: Blackwater. The murderer mentioned in the record of the 

preceding year was hanged at Florence. 

1881-82 

My Gila Crossing. During a tizwin drunk at Salt River two young 
men killed each other. The Casa Blanca people went to Gila 
Crossing to participate in a feast and dance. 

\ Blackwater. The Pima police were sent from Sacaton to 
A arrest some Kwahadk’s living at their village about 50 miles 

south of the agency. Two were killed.? 

1882-ss 

7 = Gila Crossing (a), Blackwater (b). An epidemic of measles 
S=—= . . . . 

rns prevailed among the Pimas and Maricopas, causing the death 
a) (0) 

of many persons. 

a An event of such rarity that it is mentioned but twice in these records of seventy years. 

ob The Kwahadk’s had been drinking tizwin, and as they had never been interfered with by the agent 

they were not conscious of having trangressed anylaws. Furthermore, drunkenness was the rule among 

the few whites with whom they came in contact, and it was a privilege that the Kwahadk's indulged in 

but once or twice a year. Old inhabitants at Sacaton tell me that the agent was working prisoners 

upon a reservation farm and selling the crop for his own profit. The Pimas had been committing no 

misdemeanors or crimes that offered any excuse for imprisoning them and the crops needed attention, 

but nevertheless he ordered his police to bring in the Kwahadk's dead oralive. One of the young Kwa- 

hadk's frankly declared his innocence of any intentional transgression and defied the police to take him 

from his home. He was promptly shot. As the police were returning to Sacaton they were overtaken 

by the father of the murdered man, who told them that he had nothing to live for, as they had killed his 

son and they might as well kill him. The police obligingly complied with his request. ‘*Inuocent and 

unoffending men were shot down or bowie-knifed merely for the pleasure of witnessing their death 

agonies. Men walked the streets and public squares with double-barreled shotguns, and hunted each 

other as sportsmen hunt for game. Inthe graveyard of Tucson there were 47 graves of white men in 

1860, and of that number two had died natural deaths, all the rest having been murdered in bar-room 

quarrels.”’ Life Among the Apaches, by John C. Cremony, 117. 
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1883-84 

i B Gila Crossing. The Salt River Pimas went to a fiesta at Gila 

Crossing. 

AX — Blackwater. A drunken Pima while riding on a box car on 

X the Southern Pacific was run over and killed.“ 

1884-85 

XS Gila Crossing. An epidemic during this year among the Kwa- 

hadk’s caused the execution of two medicine-men who were sus- 

pected of bringing the visitation upon the tribe.’ ; 

Blackwater. The first wagons issued by the Government 

to the Blackwater people were received this year. 

1885-86 

@ Gila Crossing. Hwela, named for the agent Wheeler, was bap- 

tized this year as the first Christian convert among the Pimas.° 

1) Two youths were thrown from their horses during a rabbit hunt 

and killed.? 

A “«S Blackwater. Two prominent men of Blackwater died. 

1886-87 

4 Gila Crossing. Tizwin was made at Gila Crossing in such quan- 

tities that it was passed around in bowl-shaped baskets. One 

man was killed. 
The first adobe houses were built at Gila Crossing, and their 

owners were thereby entitled to one wagon each.‘ 

“\ Aman at Salt River was shot by a white man; the particulars 

were not known to Ka&ema-a. 

aThe practice of allowing the Indians to ride free upon freight trains was established when the road 

was first built and is yet continued. The object of this generosity is said to be the procurement of the 

good will of the natives, who in return would give warning of washouts, or obstructions intentionally 

placed on the track and, perhaps, give concessions of rights of way across the reservations in the event 

of future extensions. Agent Jackson in his report for 1883 stated that six Pimas had been killed that 

year by falling from trains when drunk. 

b It will be noticed that such common events as this among the Kwahadk's are recorded by the calen- 

drists, thus showing how closely related the tribe is to the Pimas. 

¢Mr C. H.Cook, a Civil War veteran, had come as a teacher and missionary among the Pimas at the 

close of the year 1870. A sincere and devout Christian, he labored for nearly fifteen years before the peo- 

ple to whom he has devoted his life began to understand the message that he brought to them. He 

informs the writer that three or four other men had accepted his teaching before Hwela, but it is prob- 

able that this year marks the beginning of the conversion, which thereafter advanced very rapidly. 

Mr Cook has described his experiences among the Pimas and Apaches in a small volume of 136 pages, 

entitled, Among the Pimas, 1893. The chapter on “ The Pima Indians, their manners and cus- 

toms,” by Rev. Isaac T. Whittemore, is inaccurate and inadequate. d 

d These hunts were frequently made and resulted in the destruction of large numbers of hares and 

rabbits, two species of the former and one of the latter. They were simply drives by a company of 

mounted men who surrounded the area to be beaten over and then advanced toward the center, where 

the animals were shot with arrows or killed with clubs. Such hunts are yet continued. 

¢ These wagons were issued to such men as were willing to cut their long hair, build adobe houses of 

reasonable size, and provide suitable sheds to shelter the wagons from the scorching heat of summer, 

which is exceedingly severe on vehicles. 
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(ila Crossing, Salt river. The Maricopa and Phoenix railroad 
was built during this year, and thus connection was established 
between the fertile districts of the Salt river and the Southern 

Pacific railroad.“ 
Salt River. The medicine-man Staups gave a great dance at San- 

tan, which was accompanied by races and other ceremonies which 

attracted many visitors, among whom were a Yuma and his wife. 
e 09° Blackwater. Juan Thomas was employed as a scout by 

° 888 the troops who pursued Geronimo during his last flight into 
Mexico. The eight dots on Juan’s stick represent the soldiers whom 
the Pimas accompanied. The minor leaders of the Apaches had 
entered the Pima camp thinking that they were friends, and had been 
captured, except seven who broke away. The commanding officer 

having ordered a fresh party of Pimas who had come up, to pursue the 
escaping Apaches, thirty-one Pimas and eight soldiers tracked the 
Apaches for two months, until they doubled back to the White moun- 
tains, where they were captured by the white soldiers before the 
Pimas overtook them. 

1887-88 

M Gila Crossing, Salt river. Special mention is made by two 
annalists of the severe earthquake of May 3, 1887.> Owl Ear 

declared that ‘‘it was noticed by many of our people, if not by all, 
who wondered why the earth shook so.” 

Gila Crossing. The stage station at Gila Crossing, no longer 
needed after the railroad was built from the Southern Pacific to 

Phoenix, was moved during this year to Maricopa junction, 
The Gila Crossing settlement was prosperous, and the Casa 

Blanca people went down to dance and share the products of 
their brothers’ industry. 
Wt) During a tizwin carousal which took place later in the year, two 
Gila Crossing men killed each other. 

It was at this time that ‘‘a Mexican (sic) counted the bones of 

the people.” ¢ 
The Maricopas were all living together at Mo’hatGk mountain 

when a quarrel arose in which a medicine-man was killed. His 
friends retaliated by killing a medicine-man of the opposite faction. 
This resulted in a division of the tribe, some going to the Pima settle- 

a The road was completed July 2, 1887. 

+ This is known as the ‘‘Sonora earthquake.’’ The shocks were so severe in that state as to be destruc- 

tive to property and human life. At Tombstone, Ariz., the severe shocks lasted ten seconds, and the 

vibrations continued for a full minute. The earthquake was felt throughout the southern part of the 

Territory, and many ranchmen firmly believe that the drought of the last few years, which has trans- 

formed the grassy mesas into a desert waste, is due to that earthquake. See Goodfellow in Science, 

New York, Aug. 12, 1887. 

¢This is the Pima view of the somatological investigations of Dr Herman F. C. ten Kate, who meas- 

ured 312 Pimas, besides many others among the Maricopas, Papagos, Zunis, ete. His results are briefly 

summarized in the Journal of American Ethnology and Archeology, U1, 119. 
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ment on Salt river and the remainder going to their present location 
on the Gila below the crossing. 

Salt River. A white man killed an unknown Pita some time after 
the éarthquake for some unknown reason. 

1888-89 

Gila Crossing. The American settlers at Tempe invited the Salt 
River Pimas to a feast. 

&{  Aneclipse of the moon was observed by the Pimas, and as usual 
was spoken of as the “time when the moon died.” “ 

A prosperous season enabled the Salt River people to hold a 
dance festival. 

Q_ Tizwin was made at Gila Crossing, but no one was killed in the 
resulting debauch. 

Blackwater. A Papago who knew the bluebird series of songs 
sang for the Santan people during the festival held by them. 

The captain of the native police and the calendrist went 
to Fort McDowell with three other men to act as scouts for 
the soldiers stationed there. 

During the year an epidemic carried away three prominent men at 
Blackwater. 

20 
e0° 

1889-90 

an Gila Crossing. Two tramps killed a man near the Maricopa 
and Phoenix railroad. 

The Salt River people made tizwin, and during the carousal 
which followed a man was shot and killed. The murderer was sent 

to Yuma. 
g _ The Hi’atam villagers who formerly lived at Akfdtciny, south of 

Maricopa station, went to Gila Crossmg to join in the dance 
festival held there. 

Salt River. In a tizwin drunkat Salt River Santco was killed. 
Soon afterwards another general debauch resulted in the death 

of Hitiraki. These events caused the order prohibiting the Pimas 
from making tizwin. 

if jv Blackwater. The wife of the head chief died. 

1890-91 

Gila Crossing. During a tizwin drunk at Gila Crossing a man 
put poison into the liquor of an enemy, who died in great agony 

after drinking it. 

a Notwithstanding the fact that several score of partial and total eclipses of the moon were visible 

in Pimeria during the period covered by these annals, which in that clear atmosphere must have been 

seen, they are mentioned but twice, and that in recent times. As it is known from American testi- 

mony that the Pimas were profoundly impressed by such phenomena, the failure of the annalists 

to note them can be accounted for only by their aversion to even a mention of supernatural events 

supposed to be threatening in character. 
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At the Salt River settlement a Mexican under the influence 
of whisky killed a Pima, but the Indians ‘‘ were good enough not 

to want to kill” the murderer. 
b4 Gila Crossing (a), Salt River, Blackwater (b). In the spring of 

(a) 1891 occurred the last and most disastrous of the Gila floods. 

a The Maricopa and Phoenix Railroad bridge was swept away and 
—— the channels of both the Gila and Salt rivers were changed in 
) many places. The destruction of cultivated lands led to the 

change of the Salt River Pimas from the low bottoms to the mesas. 

1891-92 

Tr Gila Crossing. A boarding school” for Indian children was 
established at Phoenix. 

J| Two men died at Gila Crossing during the autumn, and it was 
supposed that they were poisoned by the tizwin which they had 

been drinking. 

= In a tizwin drunk on the Salt River reservation a Papago 
shot a Pima and fled to escape the consequences, leaving his 

wife at the village. 

tf Blackwater. The chief and one of the headmen at Black- 

Ww ater died during the year. 

1892-98 

¢ Gila Crossing. Two friends went to Maricopa and got drunk 
on whisky. One cut the other’s throat; he then went to the 

villages on the river above Gila Crossing and in maudlin tones said he 
thought he saw himself striking someone under him.? 

The schoolhouse was moved out of Phoenix to a point 3 miles 
north of the city during the summer of this year (1892). 

A woman was struck by lightning at Hi’atam, the village above 
Gila Crossing. 

cha A dance at Salt River occurred in which two men, drunk 
with whisky, killed each other. 

] In the spring of 1892 the Gila Crossing chief, Ato’wakim, died. 

The Government issued barbed wire for fencing at Gila Cross- 
| | ing, and directed the people to make a road across the fields, which 
should be fenced to form a lane. 

Blackwater. A woman was gored to death at Blackwater by 

f° a cow. 

The chief, who had been bitten some years before by a rattle- 
snake but had recovered, died in the spring of 1893. 

@ It was opened in a leased hotel building in September, 1891. Owing to lack of facilities only boys, to 

the number of 42, were admitted. 

b The passion for distilled liquor had arisen within the last quarter of acentury. Lieutenant Emory 

wrote, in November, 1846, ‘‘Aguardiente (brandy) is known among their chief men only, and the abuse 

of this and the vices which it entails are yet unknown.”” 
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1893-94 

Gila Crossing. The village of Hi’atam and the Gila Maricopas 
had a dance together, but no one was killed. 

Tizwin was made secretly at Gila Crossing, but no fatalities occurred. 

{ The “prettiest woman in the village” died at Gila Crossing, and 

her husband was suspected of having caused her death. 

{} A man was shot by another, who was drunk with whisky. 

Blackwater. This year the first horse race ever held by 
iL) the Pimas took place at Blackwater.? 

1894-95 

Gila Crossing. The Gila Crossing Presbyterian Church was 
built at the beginning of the year—that is, during the summer 
of 1894. It was dedicated in December of that year.’ 
A woman was found dead on the Phoenix road. It is sup- 

posed that she had been killed by a Maricopa or a Chinaman. 

The Gila Crossing people held a dance festival. 

The Santa Fé railway reached Phoenix. 

There was an eclipse of the moon during this year. 
Blackwater. The chief at Gila Crossing favored tizwin drinking 

and resisted the progress that was beginning to manifest itself. 
He died in jail at Sacaton. 

Sacaton flats and Blackwater villages, that of the 

fy former won. 

\E In a horse race between animals owned by the 

1895-96 

Gila Crossing. The Maricopas living on the Gila came to Gila 

Crossing to attend a dance festival. 
Kaema-a was elected a chief at the Gila Crossing village. The 

» line is drawn ‘‘crooked because I was crooked in my mind whether 
or not I should accept the responsibility.” 

Salt River. Two brothers-in-law got drunk together and in the 

quarrel that ensued one was seriously injured. 

Soon afterwards Juan made some wine and invited a number of his 

friends to come and drink with him. All became drunk and Luigi 

killed a man whose name was not known to the calendrist. Luigi 

was sent to the Territorial prison at Yuma, where he died a year later. 

a However, this sport has not become popular among them, partly owing to their poverty, which 

prevents them from feeding a horse well enough to enable it to run and from accumulating property 

with which to bet on the race, and perhaps partly owing to the growing influence of the church party 

in the community. 
b This church was established by the veteran missionary, Mr C. H. Cook, who successfully awakened 

an interest in Christianity among the Gila Crossing villages and had a number of converts at the time 

when it was considered that, owing to its isolation, the settlement should have a resident missionary. 
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Blackwater. Two Christians died in this year, one at Blackwater 

and the other at the Cottonwoods.¢ : 

® During this year a Blackwater youth at the Phoenix school 

K committed suicide by shooting himself. 

which one man was killed. 
Gila Crossing, Salt River. The Gila Crossing chief fell dead in 

the prisoner’s chair when on trial at Sacaton for selling whisky. 

K Gila Crossing. The Kwahadk's indulged in a tizwin drunk in 

1896-97 

7 Gila Crossing. An epidemic of smallpox prevailed and the 
whites established a quarantine which the calendrist interprets 

as, ‘‘the Pimas were ordered to stay at home.” 

(] Blackwater. Square indicates the Gila Crossing church. 

Salt River. The Maricopa and Phoenix railroad was extended 
from Tempe to Mesa [a distance of about 8 miles] during this year. 

1897-98 

— (ila Crossing. At the beginning of this year the Gila 
Crossing Catholic and the Casa Blanca Presbyterian churches 

were being built. 

A Papago chief was killed at Maricopa by a companion who 
was drunk with whisky. 

The Rsanikam people went to Akfitciny to dance and run a 

relay race. 
v In various ways the Spanish-American war was brought to 

the notice of the Pimas and K4&ema-4& made a record of the 
event by the sign which might be supposed to be a bush or a yucca 

plant. 
Blackwater. Juan’s brother ‘‘and another man”’ died. 

1898-99 

] Gila Crossing. Many children died this year of measles at the 

Phoenix Enel boarding school. p 

a ane Christians among the Pimas were not so rare at this time that the death of two need have 

been recorded. This was the time when the long labors of the missionary were beginning to take effect 

and the converts numbered hundreds each year. 

» The disease also prevailed at Sacaton. Nearly all the children in the school, about two hundred, were 

sick, but the indefatigable efforts of the agency physician saved all but one, who disobeyed his orders. 
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There was a heavy fall of snow that could be rolled into great balls 
as it was melting. 

E Z| Blackwater. There was no crop this year.¢ 

1899-1900 

DM D) Gila Crossing. During the summer of 1899 a Catholic 
mission school was established at Gila Crossing. 

A Papago was killed by lightning at Gila Crossing. 

| Barbed wire was issued from the agency at Sacaton.? 

The Indian Department established a day school at Gila Cross- 
ing at this time. 

Victor Jackson was struck by lightning as he was returning 
to Sacaton on the stage road from Casa Grande.° 

g Ie Blackwater. A woman at Blackwater was fatally bitten 
by a rattlesnake.¢ 

a The water of the Gila had been so far utilized by white settlers above the reservation, for the most 

part more than a hundred miles above, that there was none left for the Pimas. It is difficult to obtain 

accurate information at this time of the number who perished either directly orindirectly by starvation. 

During this and the following year five persons are known to have died from this cause, and it is probable 

that there were others. Most of the Pimas will not beg, however desperate their need may be, so that 
not all cases were reported. 

In one case a wood chopper tried during the hot season tocut mesquite forsale, but he was too weak 

to withstand the heat and the exertion and was found dead inthechaparral. An old couple were found 

dead in their house with no food of any kind in their storehouse, and it is supposed that they preferred 

to starve rather than beg. A man riding to Salt River was too weak from hunger to keep his saddle 
and fell and perished. ' 

> The agent wisely stipulated that if they received free wire they must leave a lane for a road through 

the fields. The width was not prescribed and they made the lane so narrow that two teams can scarcely 

pass each other in it, and it becomes churned into mud when the adjoining land is flooded for pur- 

poses of irrigation. The Pimas have not manifested any striking road-building instinct that would 

lead an enthusiastic admirer to relate them to the Aztecs or Incas. Year after year they plodded 

through the slough between the agency and the river without making an effort to put in a bridge or 

filling. When one of the Government employees was building a bridge for them several passing team- 

sters preferred risking their tears and wagons in the sea of mud to assisting for a few minutes to put 
the bridge in place. a 

The soil of the reservation is well adapted for road making, and a little care would make the thorough- 

fares as hard and smooth as those to be found anywhere. However, those upon the tillable lands of 

river silt readily cut into light dust that rises in clouds when disturbed. Ina few places this condition 

has been remedied by resorting to the temporary and shiftless expedient of the white settlers, who cover 

the road with straw or corral refuse. The mesa roads, which inelude all those leading any distance 
from the Gila, pass alternately over loose soil containing coarse sand that gradually accumulates in the 

ruts and renders the road “heavy,” and over “adobe”’ soil which is hard and firm in dry seasons, and 

which makes an ideal roadbed. Hill roads are unknown and there are very few traveling sand dunes 
to be crossed near the reservation. 

¢ His horse was killed and its bones are certain to be pointed out to the stage traveler by the loqua- 
cious driver, John McCoy. 

dt may be presumed that such occurrences are rare or they would not be deemed worthy of record. 

This woman had gone far out on the desert to search for mesquite beans, as she was without food; indeed 

the whole community was starving because of the failure of the crops owing to the lack of water in 

the river for their ditches. Rattlesnakes sometimes make their way into the houses and bite the occu- 

pants. Repeated inquiries failed to elicit information that would indicate that any remedies were used 
for snake bites. Acommon weed (golondrina?) is called snakeweed by a few whites, and is supposed to 
be used as a remedy by the Pimas, but I have not yet found a native who ever heard of its being so used. 

26 Era—O08——7 
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1900-1901 

Gila Crossing. It was during this year that the President came to 
Phoenix.” 

Gila Crossing, Salt River. During the spring the man employed 
to carry the mail between Phoenix and Scottsdale became insane 

and shot a white man and a Pima youth whom he met on the road 
near the latter place. 

1901-2 

SE (rila Crossing. In September, 1901, the day school was 
® started at Masi/kimilt, the Gila Maricopa village. 

TECHNOLOGY 

THe Foop Supprpiy 

The Pimas subsist upon a mixed diet in which vegetable food pre- 
dominates. In the past it would seem probable that the proportion 
of meat was greater than at present, though they have long been tillers 
of the soil. Certain articles of their diet appear to be markedly flesh 
producing, and this tendency is at least not diminished by the habits 
of life resulting from the semitropical climate of the Gila valley. 
They are noticeably heavier than individuals belonging to the tribes 
on the Colorado plateau to the north and northeast, and many old 
persons exhibit a degree of obesity that is in striking contrast with 
the ‘“‘tall and sinewy” Indian conventionalized in popular thought. 
(Fig. 2.) 
About every fifth year in primitive times the Gila river failed in 

midwinter, the flow diminishing day by day until at length the last 
drop of water that could not gain shelter beneath the sands was 
licked up by the ever-thirsty sun. The fish gathered m the few pools 
that were maintained by the underflow, the ducks and other water 
birds took flight, but the deer and antelope could the more readily be 
stalked because of their resorting to known watering places. With- 
out water in the river and canals there could be no crops, and neces- 
sity drove the people to seek far afield for the native plants that in 
some degree produce fruits or seeds even in dry seasons. The fruit 
of the saguaro and the seed or bean of the mesquite were the most 
abundant and accessible resources. When even these failed the 
Pimas were driven to make long journeys into the Apache country— 

a The visit of President McKinley to Phoenix, in May, 1901, made a profound impression upon the 

Pimas. Kaemé-a lives but 20 miles south of the Arizona capital, and was present at the time of the 

President’s visit. Te made no mark upon the calendar stick to commemorate the event, but related 

the circumstances as a part of the history. 

It is not surprising that the Pimas, who had heard for many years of the Great Chiefs in Washington, 

should be desirous of seeing one in the flesh when the opportunity presented itself. The official interpre- 

ter at the agency frequently, during the winter of 1901-2, expressed her desire to obtain a good biography 

of the late President. After commenting upon the hideous crime of the assassin at Buffalo she made 

the truthful and suggestive remark that * no Pima would do such a thing; he would never kill his chief.” 
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and whenever they got a mile from their own villages they were in the 
land of the Apache—in search of animal food, roots, berries, and 
especially the edible agaves. 

At other times the very abundance of water proved disastrous; 

Fic. 2. Fat Louisa. 

floods destroyed the canals and swept away the crops. As early as 
1697 Padre Kino reported that owing to the fields having been over- 
flowed the Pimas could offer him no pinole,* but gave mesquite meal 
instead. The resort to uncultivated products such as their Papago 

@ Manuscript, Hemenway Collection, x, p. 6, copy by Bandelier from Doc. His. Mex. 

+ Made by grinding parched corn into meal and mixing it with water to form a thin gruel; wheat is 
now similarly treated. Pfefferkorn gives the following appreciative description of pinole in his Beschrei- 

bung der Landschaft Sonora, the second volume of which was published in 1795: ‘Auch auf dem Felde, 

und auf der Reise, wo keine Bequemlichkeit zum Kochen ist, haben die Sonorer ihre Nahrung von dem 

Mais. Sie nehmen den néthigen Vorrath mit: dieser bestehet in dem Pinole, den ihnen die Weiber auf 

folgende Art bereiten. Nachdem der Mais im Wasser etwas geweicht,und hernach getrocknet ist; résten 

sie denselben in einer irdenen Schiissel, und riihren ihn bestiindig herum, damit er nicht anbrenne. 

Wihrendem Résten, springen die Kérner auf; und das Mark bricht, gleich einer schneeweissen Blume, 

hervor. Dieses wird Fsquita genant und ist nicht unangenehm zu essen. Der auf diese Art geristete 
Mais wird auf dem Metate gemahlen; und bekémmt alsdann den Namen Pinole. Diese Feld und 

Reisekost fiihrt der Sonorer in dem Balge von einer wilden Katze, oder einem andern Thiere, mit sich. 
Sogar die Soldaten, und andere Spanier, haben auf der Reise keine andere Nahrung. Wenn sie essen 

wollen; so werfen sie zwei oder drei handvoll Pinole in eine Corita, welche ihnen zu dem Ende allezeit 

zur Seite hiingt; schiitten Wasser dazu, riihren beides durcheinander; und nehmen also aus einem 
Geschiere, zur selbigen Zeit, Speise und Trank. So sehr der Pinole von den Amerikanern geschitzet 
wird; so wenigen Beifall findet sein Geschmack bei dem Europier; nur Zimmet, und Zucker, kénnen ihm 

denselben angenehm machen.”’ (Vol. I, p. 132.) 
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cousins to the southward wholly subsisted upon did not prevent the 
Pimas from attaining proficiency in agriculture, as will be seen later, 
and it must many times have preserved them from total extinction. 
With what success they sought for edible plants may be judged from 
the subjoined list, which is believed to be fairly complete. It con- 
tains 22 plants of which the stems, leaves, or flowers were eaten, 4 

that furnished roots or bulbs, 24 with seeds or nuts, and 15 that 

supplied fruits or berries. And this in a region that appears to the 
casual visitor to be a desert with but a few thorny shrubs and but one 
tree that he would deem worthy of the name. 

PREPARATION OF FOOD 

Very few articles of Pima diet are eaten raw, and many of them are 
of such a nature as to necessitate thorough cooking; thus the agave 
and the fruit of some of the cacti are baked for many hours. It may 
be well, therefore, to describe the methods, so far as they could be 
ascertained, of preparing the various plants for use. The art of 
cooking is not well developed among these people; no such elaborate 
preparations as Mr Cushing found at Zuni tempt the Pima palate. 

In the olden time maize was ground upon the flat metates and 
formed into loaves, which must have been ‘‘sad”’ indeed, to judge 
from their modern counterparts. With the advent of the whites 
came the introduction of a new and quickly accepted cereal, wheat; 
and the bread made from it also, without leavening agent, is heavy 
and indigestible. One loaf was obtained (pl. vr, a), said to be a com- 
paratively small one, that weighed 14 pounds and yet was only 3 inches 
thick and 20 inches in diameter. No knowledge of the pueblo wafer 
breads exists among the Pimas, who confine their treatment of mes- 
quite, corn, wheat, and other flour to baking as tortillas or as loaves 

in the ashes, frying in suet, or boiling, either in water to form a gruel 
or mush, or with other foods in the shape of dumplings. 

A large part of the cereal food of the Pimas is parched before it is 
ground. 

The process of parching on, or rather among, the coals is dex- 
terously carried out. The coals are raked into the parching pan (pl. 
xrx, @) and after the grain has been thrown upon them it is given a 
series of tosses with a quarter-turn to each which redistributes the 
light but bulky coals and the heavier grain. A frequent puff of 

breath carries away the quickly gathering flakes of ashes. The con- 
tents of the pan are separated by a few short jerks that carry the 
coals in a mass to the edge of the dish, whence the larger particles are 
scraped off and the smaller blown out. Another method of parching 
seeds is to place over the fire an olla that has been broken so that at 
least one side is wanting, thus admitting the hand to stir the contents 

as they are browned. 
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Meat is roasted on the coals, a favorite method of cooking dried 
meat or that of small rodents, or it is boiled until well done. In the 

latter method, according to one informant, it is put on the fire in cold 

water. The broth is then thrown away lest it cause consumption. 
A coarse-grained flour is sometimes boiled with the meat to make what 
a Canadian voyageur would term rubabu. 

Occasionally a housewife will be met with among the Pimas who is 
scrupulously neat and clean in cooking and in the care of the home. 
Most of the women, however, carry traces of dried dough on their 
fingers from week’s end to week’s end, and the cooking vessels know 
no cleansing except the scraping that seeks the last particle of food 
that may cling to them, the rasping tongue of the starving dog, or the 
hasty slopping of a little cold water into them just before using again. 
The evil effects of slovenliness are reduced, however, by the peculiar 
conditions, such as the dry air, which saps the moisture from all 
organic matter, even in the shade; the outdoor cooking place exposed 
to a sun that withers all germs; and the habit of eating all the food 
prepared for each meal, which includes the rule of etiquette prescrib- 
ing that one must eat all that is set before him. 

The kitchen is an arrow-bush inclosure, about 4 or 5 meters in diam- 

eter (pl. vi, 6), containing its set of half a dozen pottery vessels. 
In the center are the three stones on which the cooking pot rests. 
Such an inclosure is quite common at the present day, though many 
have adoped the oval fireplaces of adobe (pl. v1, ¢), some obtain iron 
kettle stands from the agency blacksmith, and a few (chiefly those 
who live in adobe houses) are using modern stoves. 

_PLANTS USED FOR FOOD 

A'nttk i/avak, Atriplex bracteosa var.; A. coronata Wats.; A. elegans 

Dietrich. These saltbushes, with a few others as yet unidentified, 

are sometimes boiled with other food because of their salty flavor. 
They are cooked in pits with the fruit of the cactus, Opuntia arbo- 
rescens, the method of roasting them being described below. The 
young shoots of some of them are crisp and tender. Commonly 
known as ‘‘sagebrush,” these saltbushes are among the most abun- 
dant plants in that region. There are both herbaceous and woody 
species, the former being eaten by stock and the latter being useful 

for fuel. 
A’opa hi’dsik, Populus deltoides Marsh. The cottonwood occurs in 

a thin fringe, with here and there a grove along the Gila and Salt 
rivers. In February and March the women send some of the bare- 
foot boys into the tree tops to throw down the catkins, which are then 
gathered in baskets and carried home to be eaten raw by stripping 
them off the stem between the teeth. 
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Aot, Agave americana Linn. (possibly a few related species also). 
Mescal was gathered in times of famine, and it would have been 

much more extensively used had it not been for the danger from “ the 
enemy,’’ the Apaches, that attended even the shortest journey away 
from the villages. The plant has ever been a favorite, not only 

among the Pimas but also with the Papagos, the Apaches, and a 
score of other tribes. The first day’s work after reaching the hills 
where this plant grows was to seek suitable wood and make digging 
sticks. Then the men gathered the mescal heads by prying them 
out with the sticks, and trimmed off the leaves with a knife, leaving 

one or two, so that the heads might be tied in pairs and slung on a 
rope for carrying. Thin-leaved specimens were rejected, inasmuch 
as they not only contain little nourishment, but blister the mouth 
when eaten. While the men were bringing in the mescal, the women 
gathered wood for fuel. Pits were dug, and after the fire built in 
them had died down small stones were placed on the coals. The 
mescal was then placed on the stones and the whole covered with 
earth. When it had roasted for twenty-four hours, a small opening 
was made in the pit and its contents examined; if the cooking was 

not yet complete, the opening was closed and the pit left undisturbed 
twelve hours longer. If the roasting was not done when the pit was 

first opened, it was believed that the incontinence of some members 
of the party was the cause. The heads of the fruit were opened by 
removing the envelope on one side; the center was cut out and dried 
in the sun, when it was ready for use or for storing away. 

Mescal is now obtained from the Papagos. It is eaten by chewing 
until the juice is extracted and rejecting the fiber. It is used alone 
or together with pinole. Sirup is extracted from the prepared mescal 
by boiling until the juice is removed, which is then thickened by pro- 
longed boiling until it becomes a black sirup, somewhat similar to 
sorghum. It is inferior to saguaro sirup. 

A’pain, Monolepis chenopoides. The roots are washed, boiled in 

an olla, and cooled in a basket. The water is squeezed out, and they 
are again put into the olla with a little fat or lard and salt. After 
cooking for a few moments they are ready to serve with tortillas. 
This plant is also used in a similar manner by the Mexicans, who are 
supposed to have learned its value from the natives. The seeds are 
boiled, partially dried, parched, ground on the metate, and eaten as 

pinole. 
A’taftak, Cucurbita foetidissima H. B. K. The seeds of this wild 

gourd are roasted and eaten. 
Vikafi. The root of this small plant is gathered, boiled, and eaten 

without peeling. 
Hait/*kam, Olneya tesota. The nuts of the ironwood tree (pl. vm, a) 

are parched in an olla, or, what is more usual, the broken half of one, 
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and eaten without further preparation. The tree grows on the mesas 
on all sides of the villages, where it is very conspicuous for a few days 
in May, when it is covered with a mass of purple flowers. 

Hdé'kowat, Phoradendron californicum. The berries of the mistletoe 

that grows on the mesquite are gathered and boiled without strip- 
ping from the stem. They are taken in the fingers, and the berries 
stripped off into the mouth as eaten. Various species of mistletoe 
are very abundant on the trees along the Gila, but this one only is 
eaten. 

Halt, Cucurbita pepo Linn. The common species of pumpkin 
grown by the Pimas, as well as by the whites and Mexicans, is cut in 
strips and dried, when it is known by a number of different names, 
according to the manner of cutting and the particular variety. This 
species includes the pumpkins proper, the bush scallop squashes, the 
summer crook-necks, and the white or yellow warty squashes. The 
club-shaped, pear-shaped, or long-cylindrical smooth squash is Cucur- 
bita moschata Duchesne. It is extensively grown by the Pimas. The 
seeds of the pumpkin are parched and eaten. When the dried pump- 
kin is used, it is softened in water and boiled. 

Ha'ntim, Opuntia arborescens. The fruit of this cactus (pl. vit, a) 
is gathered with an instrument that resembles an enlarged wooden 
clothespin. It is collected in large quantities and carried home in 
the kiaha, or carrying basket. A pit is dug and a fire built in it, on 
which stones are heated. As the fire dies down the stones are removed 
and a layer of the saltbush, Sueda arborescens, is placed over the 
coals; above this is placed a layer of cactus fruit, then hot stones, 
and so alternately to the top, over which a thick layer of saltbush is 
laid with earth outside. The pit is left undisturbed over one night, 
then its contents are spread out, dried, and the fruit stirred with a 
stick until the thorns are rubbed off, whereupon it is ready to store 
away for future use. In its final preparation it must be boiled. It is 
then salted and eaten with pinole. The acid flavor is usually relieved 
by the addition of various plants cooked as greens. 

Ha’'rsany, Cereus giganteus Engelm. The fruit of the giant cac- 
tus, or, as it is more generally known in the Southwest, the saguaro 

(pls. viz, 6, and rx, ¢, d),is gathered in June, and so important is 
the harvest that the event marks the beginning of the new year in 
the Pima calendar. The supply is a large one and only industry is 
required to make it available throughout the entire year, as both the 
seeds and the dried fruit may be preserved. Seeds that have passed 
through the body are sometimes gathered from the dried feces, 
washed, and treated as those obtained directly from the fruit, though 

there would seem to be some special value ascribed to them as in the 
case of the ‘‘second harvest’’ of the Seri.” 

aCi. W J McGee in Seventeenth Annual Report of Bureau of American Ethnology, 212 
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The fruit is eaten without preparation when it ripens. It is of a 
crimson color and contains many black seeds about the size of those 
of the fig, which fruit it resembles in taste. By a process of boiling 
and fermentation an intoxicating liquor is obtained from the fresh 
fruit which has been more highly esteemed than the nutritious food 
and has rendered this new-year a season of debauchery.* 

The fruit is dried and preserved in balls 15 or more centimeters 
in diameter (fig. 3). From either the fresh or dried fruit sirup is 

extracted by boiling it ‘‘all day.’’ The residue is ground on the 
metate into an oily paste which is eaten without further preparation. 
The seeds may be separated from the pulp at the time of drying the 
fruit and may be eaten raw or ground on the metate and treated as 
any meal—put into water to form a pinole or combined with other 
meal to bake into bread. 

Ha’valt, Yucca bacatta. The fruit is boiled, dried, ground on the 
mealing-stone, and boiled with flour. It is also eaten raw as a cathar- 
tic. The stems are reduced to pulp and used as soap. Y. elata is 
also used as soap. 

HTo'ny, Zea Mays. Corn, the most important crop of the Pueblo 
tribes, has, in recent years at least, been of less-value to the Pimas 

than wheat. The numerous varieties are all prepared in about the 
same manner. As the husked corn is brought in by the women, it is 

piled on a thin layer of brush and roasted by burning the latter, after 
which it is cut from the cob, dried, and stored away for future use. 

a‘‘T arrived at the Pimas Gilenos, accompanied by the governor of the Coco-Maricopas. There was 

great rejoicement, for there had spread thus far the report that they (the Moquis) had me killed. The 

governor of the Pimas told me that all the relatives were well content, and wishing to make a feast, 

all the pueblos together. I agreed to this, but on condition that it should be apart from me, foreseeing 

in this what would come to pass. Ina little while I heard that they were singing ‘a heap’ (de monton); 

this was stopped presently, but was followed by a great uproar of discordant voices, and shouting, in 

which they said, ‘We are good! We are happy! We know God! We are the fellows to fight the 

Apaches! We are glad the old man (as they call me) has come, and not been killed!’ This extrava- 
gant shouting (exorbitante griteria), a thing foreign to the seriousness of the Pimas, I knew came from 

drinking, which produced various effects. Some came and took me by the hand, saluting me. One 

said, ‘I am padre de Pedro.’ Another said to me, ‘Thou hast to baptize a child.’ Another, ‘This is 

thy home—betake not thyself to see the king, nor to Tucson.’ Others made the sign of the cross, partly 

in Spanish, so that though I felt very angry at such general drunkenness, there did not fail me some 

gusto to lear the good expressions into which they burst, even when deprived of reason. The next 

day I complained of these excesses to the governor, who told me that it only happened a few times and 

in the season of saguaro, and adding that it made his people vomit yellow and kept them in good health. 

What most pleased me was to see that no woman got drunk; instead of which saw many of them leading 

by the bridle the horse upon which her husband was mounted, gathering up at the same time the clothes 

and beads that the men scattered about, in order that none should be lost.’ (Gareés’s Diary, 438.) 
“The three pitahaya months,”’ says Father Salva-Tierra [describing the saguaro harvest in Cali- 

fornia], ‘resemble the carnival in some parts of Europe, when the men aro ina great measure stupi- 

fied or mad. The natives here also throw aside what reason they have, giving themselves up to feast- 

ings, dancings, entertainments of the neighboring rancherias, buffooneries, and comedies, such as they 

are; and in these, whole nights are spent to the high diversion of the audience. The actors are 

selected for their talent of imitation; and they execute their parts admirably well.’’ (Venegas, His- 

tory of California, 1, 82.) ‘‘The gathering of this fruit may be considered as the harvest of the 

native inhabitants. They can eat as much of it as they please, and with some this food agrees so 

well that they become corpulent during that period, and for this reason I was sometimes unable to 

recognize at first sight individuals otherwise perfectly familiar to me, who visited me after having fed 

three or four weeks on these pitahayas.”’ (Jacob Baegert, The Aboriginal Inhabitants of the Cali- 

fornian Peninsula, in Smithsonian Report, 1863, 363.) 
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The shelled corn is ground on the metate and baked in large cakes 
in the ashes. Corn is also boiled with ashes, dried, and the hulls 

washed off, then thoroughly dried and parched with coals or over 
the fire. It is then made into a gruel, but is not so highly regarded 
as the wheat pinole. 

I'savik. The thorns of this cactus are removed as soon as gathered, 
and it is eaten without further preparation. 

I’tany, Atriplex sp. The heads of this saltbush are pounded up 
in the mortar and screened to separate the hulls. The seeds are 
washed, spread to dry, parched in a piece of olla, and ground on the 
metate. They are then ready to be eaten as pinole, or dry, in the 

Fic. 3. Dried saguaro fruit. 

latter case a pinch of the meal being taken alternately with a sip of 
water. 

Ka’ifsa, Cicer arietinum Linn. The chick-pea is raised in small 
quantities and is also purchased from the traders. This is the gara- 
banzo of Mexico. The name chicos is sometimes applied to this pea 
as it is to anything small, especially to small or, rather, sweet corn 
that is just old enough for roasting. 

Kaf, Chenopodium murale. The seed is gathered early in the sum- 

mer and prepared by parching and grinding, after which it may be 
eaten as pinole or combined with other meal. 

Ka’metwat. After the August rains this seed is gathered, parched 
over coals in the parching pan, ground on the metate, and eaten as 

pinole. 
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Kan'yo, Sorghum vulgare Pers. Sorghum is cultivated when the 
water supply permits. It has been obtained recently from the whites, 
who raise it extensively in the Southwest. 

Ki/ak. The heads of this annual are gathered and the seeds beaten 
out with the kiaha stick used as a flail. The seeds are moistened, 

parched, which makes it resemble pop corn, ground on the metate, 
and eaten by taking alternately pinches of meal and sips of water. 

Koi, Prosopis velutina. Mesquite beans® formed nearly if not 
quite the most important article of diet of the Pimas in primitive 
times (pl. x, a). They are still extensively used, though the supply 
is somewhat curtailed by the live stock which feed avidly upon 
them. As already stated, the crop sometimes fails, ‘‘especially in 

Fic. 4. Sheds with caches on roofs. 

hard times,” as one of our informants naively remarked. The mes- 
quite harvest takes place somewhat later than that of the saguaro. 
The beans are gathered and stored in the pod in cylindrical bins on 
the roofs of the houses or sheds (fig. 4). While yet on the trees, the 
bean pods are bored by larvee of the family Bruchide.? 

a Analysis of mesquite beans, including the pod: 

Per cent. Per cent. 

Moistunevasccc2c. nasesc aso eee eee ae 696) |(Crideicellnlose see wem sree en <= = sna 32. 53 

DLV ANS Lel sense. ee ae e eae er ae ae 94.04  Albuminoids........ .--- 1408 

Crudeissh)scas-s.c-eteecceacaeemeeee ee ece 5.20 | Nitrogen-free extract. Bee o/b 

Cradefatecccsatatececascses cess eoeeee eee = Se 12: | NG Gt Ve EGLO Sra ttotnte satalel> isola = we ieielcteraieie 1:5.8 

“ The amount of cellulose, or woody fiber, is very much larger in the bean, and the amount of nitrogen- 

free extract considerably smaller; but the albuminoids and fats compare very well indeed. The bean 

pod is 4to 8 inches in length, and grows in bunches from six to eight pods to the bunch.” Third Annual 

Report, 1888, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station. Reference kindly supplied by Mr Ewell, Bureau 

of Chemistry, Department of Agriculture. 

b“ There are two species of Bruchus which are especially common in mesquite seeds in Arizona—both 

the common mesquite and the screw bean, namely, Bruchus prosopis Lec. and Bruchus desertorum 

Lee. Occasionally other species breed in the seeds.” Dr L. O. Howard, Department of Agriculture, 

letter. 
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The beans are prepared for use by being pounded up in a mortar 
with a stone pestle, or, if a large quantity is required, with a large 
wooden one. The pods may be ground with the beans. Another 
method of preparation is to separate the beans from the pods, parch 
them by tossing them up in a pan of live coals, and reduce them to 
meal by grinding, whereupon they may be eaten as pinole. This 
has a sweetish taste and is reputed to be very nourishing. 

The catkins of the mesquite are eaten without preparation by strip- 
ping from the stem between the teeth. 

The white gum which exudes from the mesquite limbs is used in 
making candy. 

The inner bark is employed as a substitute for rennet. 
Ko' kite vhataki, Parkinsoria microphylla (in the foothills); P. tor- 

reyana (on the mesas) (pl. x, b). The paloverde bean was formerly 

eaten either as gathered or after being pounded in the mortar. It 
was not eaten as pinole, but was sometimes mixed with mesquite 
meal. 

Ko’malt. The heads are gathered and washed, sometimes twice, 

then boiled in an olla with a little water. Wheat flour and a sea- 
soning of salt are added and the whole is stirred until the heads fall to 
pieces. 

Ko’-okupaltak. According to tradition the seeds were eaten in prim- 
itive times, but no one now knows how they were prepared. The 
plant is now boiled with meat as greens. 

Ko'titcilt, Prosopis pubescens. Serew beans are abundant along 
the banks of the Gila. They are cooked in pits which are lined with 
arrow bushes set on end. The beans are placed in layers alternating 
with cocklebur leaves, the whole covered with earth and left to stand 

three or four days, after which they are taken out and spread to dry. 
They are then ready to use or store away in the arrow-bush basket 
bins on the house tops. They are further prepared for food by pound- 
ing up in a mortar, the fine flour then being ready to be eaten as 
pinole. The coarser portion is taken up in the hands with water, 
the juice sucked through the fingers, and the remainder rejected. 

Kwa’aolt, Licium fremontii var. The red berry is boiled and eaten. 
M4a-étatik. This is described as resembling asparagus. The stems 

may be eaten raw or boiled or roasted in the ashes. 
Me’la, Citrullus vulgaris Shrad. Watermelons are among the most 

important crops of the Pimas and are eaten during at least six months 
of the year. 

Naf’, Opuntia engelmanni. The thorns are brushed off the fruit 
of the prickly pear before it is gathered. It is then peeled and eaten, 
the seeds being thrown away. The Papagos make a sirup from the 
fruit (which is said to cause fever in those not accustomed to its use) 
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and dry the fruit as they do that of the saguaro, but the Pimas make 
no further use of it than to eat it raw. 

Nyi’dtam, Malva sp. This plant is boiled and the liquid used in 
making pinole in times of famine. 

O’-opat, Acacia greggii. The beans of the cat’s-claw (pl. vu, 6) 
were eaten in primitive times, but no one of the present generation 
knows how they were prepared. 

Ositev'wetpat, Zizyphus lycioides. The black berry of this thorny 
bush is gathered in the basket bowls after it has been beaten down 
with sticks. It is eaten raw and the seeds are thrown away. 

Pap’kam. 'The heads are tied in bunches and dried in the sun. 
They are then shelled, screened, the seeds parched, ground on the 
metate, and eaten as pmole. They are “not sweet.’’ 

Pavf(i), Phaseolus vulgaris Linn. At least one variety of the com- 
mon kidney bean, pole bean, bunch bean, ete., was known to the 

natives before the advent of the Spaniards. Venegas states” that 
“red frixoles, or kidney beans” [Phaseolus sp.], were cultivated by the 
natives of lower California, and this may have been the variety known 
in Pimeria.? 

Pel'tikany, Triticum sativum Lam. Wheat is the principal crop 
of the Pimas, and four varieties are known to them. It is ground 
on the metate to make the flour used in cooking the great loaves 
that weigh from 10 to 20 pounds. Tortillas resembling those of 
the Mexicans are now more commonly used than the heavy loaves of 
former days. A light and toothsome doughnut is fried in bubbling 
hot suet (pl. v1, a@). One of the commonest methods of preparing 
wheat is to parch it, grind it on the metate, and eat it as a sort of thin 
gruel called hak(i) teoi; or the wheat may be boiled before parching, 
in which case the product is known as pars&] tcoi. Both are known to 
the whites by the Mexican term ‘‘pinole.”’ 

Rsat. The bulb of the wild onion is eaten. It is common on the 
slopes at the foot of the Estrellas. 

Rso’-owtt. 'The fine reddish seed is boiled with flour as a mush. 
Rsvr’sv-vlik. This is used as greens with similar plants. 

a History of California, 45. 

+ The entire region occupied by tribes of the Piman stock, extending over the larger part of Sonora 

as far northward as the Rio Gila, was known to the Spanish as Pimeria. That portion between the 

Yaquis and the Gila was called Pimeria Alta. The Papagos occupy nearly all this territory, and of 

late it is commonly called Papagueria. For an undetermined number of centuries the Pimas proper 

have occupied the middle Gila district. Their habitat differs, therefore, from that of the other tribes 

of the stock, and for convenience their territory will be here designated by the term Pimerfa. 

Buschmann states in Die Pima-Sprache that ‘‘ Duflot de Mofras (exploration du territoire del’ Orégon, 

des Calnfornies et de la mer vermeille T. 1., Par. 1844, p. 208) setzt die Pimeria alta von den Fliissen Colo- 

rado und Gila an bis zur Stadt Hermosillo und zum rio de los Ures; die Pimeria bara vonda an bis zum 

rio del Fuerte, welcher die Griinze von Sonora und Cinaloa bildet. Er setzt beide, zu grosse Pimerias 

gleich Ober- und Nieder-Sonora: ‘ La Sonore se divise en haute et basse, et prend aussi, & cause des 

Indiens Pimas, le nom de Pimeria alta y baja.’ Arricivita (p. 396) bestimmt die Pimeria alta so: ‘ Die 

ganze Pimeria alia dehnt sich aus vom Presidio de Ternate bis zu den playas de Caborca, iiber 100 leguas; 

und von der Mission S. Ignacio von S nach N bis zum Gila-Flusse, wieder 100 leguas; ihr grosster Theil 

liegt unter dem 30ten Breitengrade. Toda la Pimeria (397) est habitada de Indios.’”” P. 321, 322. 
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Saitikam iavik. The leaf of this thorny plant is eaten raw or 

boiled. 
Si’etcu, Cucumis melo Linn. The muskmelon is extensively raised 

by the Pimas. 
Si’vitcilt, Rumex hymenosepalus. The canaigre is cultivated by 

the whites in the Gila valley for tannin, yet it is eaten by the Pimas. 
The stem is roasted in the ashes or, recently, stewed with sugar. We 
have seen the children greedily devouring the raw roots in March. 
Doctor Palmer states that the roots are used to tan deerskin and 
also as soap. 

So’-oaot, Sophia pinnata (Walt) Britton. The seeds are parched, 
ground, and mixed with water to form pinole. The Mexicans of 
Arizona use the leaves of this plant in preparing a drink. An infu- 
sion made from the leaves is also employed as a remedy for sores. 

Taki, Gosypium sp. The cotton plant isno longer raised, but from 
pre-Spanish days down to the last quarter of a century it was culti- 
vated both for the fiber and the seeds. The latter were pounded up 
with mesquite beans in the mortar or they were sometimes parched 

and eaten without grinding.* 
Tapk’. These seeds resemble those of flax in appearance. They 

are eaten either raw or boiled and are yet extensively used. 
Tapkalt. This is one of the varieties of squash that is cultivated 

by the Pimas at the present time. 
Tata @’nak, Atriplex nuttallii. The stems of this saltbush are 

boiled with wheat. They are cut in short lengths and used some- 
times as a stuffing for roast rabbit. 

Teia, Salvia columbaria Benth. The seeds when infused in water 
form a pleasant mucilaginous beverage, very popular with the 

Pimas. 
Tc/aldi. The fruit of this cactus is brought by the Papagos and 

traded to the Pimas. It is cooked in the same manner as Opuntia 

arborescens. 
Tciaaolt, Echinocactus wislizeni. The pulp of the visnaga is con- 

sidered valuable in lieu of water to those suffering from thirst. It is 

also eaten after being cut in strips and boiled all day. It is some- 
times boiled with mesquite beans, a layer each in the cooking olla. 
It is occasionally boiled with sugar. It is quite a popular confection 
among the whites, who, in some places, obtain the raw material from 
the Papagos. 

Tci'-itkwatak, Lithospermum sp. The leaves are eaten without 

preparation. 

aC. D. Poston stated in 1864 that he had recently furnished the Pimas with 500 pounds of cotton seed, 

though he did not give any reason for doing so. It is fair to presume that the Pimas had sufficient seed 

from the plant that they had raised from time immemorial. 
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Teil/tipin (Sp.). This pepper is raised by the Papagos and brought 
to the Pimas. 

Tco’hokia. ‘The leaves are gathered in spring and sometimes baked 
in tortillas. In summer the seeds are gathered, ground on the metate, 
mixed with meal or squash, or they may be parched and ground to 
be eaten dry. 

Tco'tctk a/ntik, Sueda arborescens; S. suffrutescens. These are 

added to greens or cactus fruit to give flavor. 

To’a, Quercus oblongifolia. The acorns of this oak are traded 
from the Papagos. After the hulls have been removed they are 
parched and ground into meal. 

Qrtam, Atriplex lentiformis. The seed of this:saltbush is cooked 
in pits which are lined with Suda arborescens and the papery inner 

bark of the cottonwood moistened and mixed together. The roasting 
requires but one night, then the seeds are taken out, dried, parched, 

and laid away for future use. When eaten, it is placed in a cup and 
water added until a thick gruel is produced. 

Vakwar hai-indtim, Solanum eleagnifolium. The berries are put in 
the milk from which cheese is made to serve as a substitute for rennet. 

Vak'wandam, Rumex berlandieri. This plant is used with the 
cactus fruit, Opuntia arborescens, in the same manner as the saltbush, 
Suzeda arborescens. 

Vi’pinot, Opuntia versicolor. The fruit is sometimes eaten raw, 
but it is usually prepared in the same manner as Opuntia arborescens. 

Dr Edward Palmer, who collected among the Pimas in 1885, 

obtained some nuts of the ‘‘quinine plant,” Simmondsia californica 
Nutt., which he says are eaten either raw or parched. Professor 
Thornber states that the Mexicans use the oil as a hair tonic. He also 
describes an “‘Indian potato,” Hoffmanseggia falearia Cav., which, 

when roasted, tastes like the cultivated Irish potato. However, this 
is a member of the pea family and not a potato. <A true Solanum 
is found native to Arizona, but we have not learned that the Pimas 

know of it. 
At least three kinds of chewing gum are in use. That most highly 

esteemed is called vi-ipam, ‘‘milky;”’ it is obtained from a plant which 
somewhat resembles a sweet-potato vine. The pointed pods are 
gathered, their milk poured into a squash stalk and heated in the 
ashes, whereupon it is ready to chew. A bush, Encelia farinosa, 
called tohafs, exudes a clear gum; and that on the stems of some of the 
Compositae is sometimes gathered and chewed by children. 
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MEDICINAL PLANTS 

A’taftak. The root of the wild gourd® is pounded up in mortars, 
boiled, and the extracted juice put into the ear to cure earache. It is 
poured into a hollow tooth to stop aching. ‘‘It kills maggots in open 

sores.” 
Ha’tam, Spheralcea angustifolia. The leaves are boiled and used 

as a remedy for diarrhea. Another informant states that the root 
is boiled and the liquid extracted is used as a remedy for biliousness. 

Ka'kaitco v-vs, ‘“‘quail plant,” Heliotropium curassavicum. The 
upper part of the light yellowish root is dried and ground in mortars, 
dried again, and ground very fine upon the metate, when it is ready 
to be applied to sores or wounds after they have been washed. 

Kakpitim. The leaves of this bush are boiled and the extract used 
as an emetic. 

Ki, Prosopis velutina. The black gum of the mesquite is boiled 
and the dilute liquid used as a wash for sore eyes and open wounds. 
The inner bark of the mesquite is boiled and the liquid used as an 
emetic and cathartic. 

Koitcilt, Prosopis pubescens. The bark of the root of the screw 
bean is pounded up in mortars, dried, and again ground into a fine 
powder on the metate; or it may be boiled without pounding or 

grinding and the liquid used as a dressing for wounds. After a few 
days, as the wound heals, the dry powder is substituted. 

Osikakamak, Pluchea borealis. The bark of the arrow-bush root 
is separated by pounding between stones and then placed in water 
for a few hours to extract a liquid for washing the face and for sore 
eyes. 

O' site wwhtpat, Zizyphus lycioides. The root of this bush is pounded 
up in mortars and boiled, the liquid extracted beg used as a remedy 

for sore eyes. 
Pihoj. An evil spirit that lives in the east is called Piho]. He 

causes certain diseases, which have their appropriate songs. One 
informant declared that a tree that grows near the Maricopa village 
on the Gila was also called piho], and from it a medicine stick is 
made that will cure diseases of the throat. The writer was unable 
either to verify or to disprove this statement. 

Rsios. Two unidentified species of Bigelovia are used as a dress- 
ing for scarified wounds. The bruised leaves are applied to bleeding 

surfaces that have been cut with broken glass. 
Rsvkaikokik, Larrea mexicana. The leaves of the creosote bush 

(pl. rx, a) are boiled and the liquor is allowed to cool a little, when it 

is drunk as an emetic. The boiled leaves are also used as a poultice. 

an pioneer days the whites used the roots of two species of wild gourds, Cucurbita palmata 

and C. digitata, as a cathartic, Doctor Palmer stating that they were “ very much beliked by the 

soldiers.”” 
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Sivitcilt, Rumex hymenosepalus. The root of the canaigre is 
dried, ground and the powder applied to sores. 

So’am hi/dseikkam, “yellow flower.”’ An infusion made from the 
flowers of this plant is used as a remedy for sore eyes. 

jQrtam, Atriplex lentiformis. The root is powdered and applied to 
sores. 

Qrto, Krameria parvifolia. Used in the same manner as the 

preceding. 
Vai/ewa, Xanthium canadense. Cocklebur pulp is combined with 

soot as a remedy for sore eyes. 
Va'vaish, Houttuynia californica, called “yerba mansa’’ by the 

Mexicans. The roots are crushed and boiled. The extract is used 
as a tea for consumptives, according to one informant, and as an 

emetic according to another. 
Viptkam, Alba marginata. The root is chewed as an emetic. 

‘Teamsters’ Tea, Ephedra antisyphilitica Berland, is a native of 
Arizona, and is used by the Pimas in making a beverage. It is also 
used by both the Pimas and Mexicans as a remedy for syphilis. 

A composite, Perezia wrightii, is used as a styptic. 
Thamnosma montanum is said to be used as a decoction for the 

cure of gonorrhea by the Pimas and Apaches. (Dr Edward Palmer, 
manuscript.)@ 

ANIMALS USED FOR FOOD 

Kd -dtci, or tasi/-ikdlt, Tayassu angulatum sonoriense. The peccary 
is yet found in the larger mountain chains that were formerly reached 
by the hunters of Pimeria, though the Gila river is about the north- 
ern limit of the range of this animal in the West. It could never 
have been an important article of diet, and is practically unknown 
to the younger generation. 

Kaf, Taxidea taxus (subspecies?). The badger is occasionally seen 
along the Gila, but is not abundant and is no longer eaten. It is 
one of the animals that cause disease among men, and a badger tail 
is an essential part of the medicine-man’s equipment. 

Ka'katco, Lophortyx gambeli. The handsome topknot quail is the 
most abundant of the feathered inhabitants of the Gila thickets. It 
is tabued to the women, though no explanation for this could be 

discovered. 
Ka'son. A “rat”? was formerly eaten, but it was found impossi- 

ble during my stay to get specimens for identification.’ 

aThis is similar to, but not identical with, the ‘‘ecordoncillo’”’ of the Arizona Mexicans, from which 

an infusion is made that is used as a tonic and blood purifier. (Thornber.) 

> Mr Fisher, of the Biological Survey, lists the following species of mice and rats for Pimeria: Mus 

alexandrinus, introduced; Mus musculus, introduced; Mus norvegicus, introduced; Orychomys tor- 

ridus; Peromyscus, 2-3 species; Sigmodon hispidus arizonse; Reithrodontomys (sp.?); Neotoma (sp.?) ; 

Fiber zibethicus pallidus. 
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Ké'vi, Castor canadensis frondator. The beaver was common along 
the Gila, and was esteemed highly for food.* 

Ka’viyo, Equus caballus. The horse is seldom eaten by the Pimas. 
In times of famine, however, horses are sometimes used, although the 
more than half-starved condition of the animals suggests anything 
but nourishing viands. 

Ko'-ovik, Antilocapra americana mexicana. The antelope is now 
unknown in Pimeria, but the hunters of former centuries success- 

fully stalked these animals upon the mesas, particularly upon the 
higher grassy plains to the eastward. 

Ma'ktim. These unidentified worms (?) are plentiful when a rainy 

season insures a heavy crop of desert plants. They are gathered in 
large quantities, their heads pulled off, and intestines removed. The 
women declare that their hands swell and become sore if they come 
in contact with the skin of the worms. The worms are then put into 
cooking pots lined with branches of saltbush and boiled. The skins 
are braided together while yet soft and dried a day or two in the sun. 
The dry and brittle sticks are eaten at any time without further 
preparation. 

Ma'vit, Felis hippotestes aztecus. The puma is yet abundant in 
the mountain ranges of Arizona, and in former times one was occa- 
sionally secured by the Pimas when in quest of other game. 

Rsv'lik. There are at least six species of ground squirrels in this 
region,’ but in the absence of specimens the writer could not learn 
if the Pimas distinguished among them. When water was obtain- 
able it was poured into the burrows of these squirrels until they were 
driven out, whereupon they were killed with clubs or shot with arrows. 
They were tabued to the women under penalty of nosebleed or 
deficiency in flow of milk for their babies. 

Si’-ik, Odocoileus couesi. White-tail deer are yet fairly common in 
the mountains and two deerskins were seen among the Pimas during 
the period of six months spent with them. Perhaps one in two or 
three years would be an excessive estimate of the number killed by 
the men of the Gila River reservation. The deer figures largely in 
their traditions and religion. 

Ta’matalt. During the winter months these birds are caught at 
nearly every house by means of traps. The trap commonly used is 
described on page 101. 

a The earliest American invaders of Pimeria were beaver trappers who descended the Gila early in 
the last century. One of the first Americans that the oldest living Pimas remember was KAa‘vi 

Va’namam, “ Beaver Hat,” who told the Pimas that the buildings now in ruins along the Gila and 

Salt rivers were destroyed by waterspouts. He lived several years among the Pimas, and was 

finally killed near Prescott by Apaches. 

+ Eutamias dorsalis (?), Spermophilus canescens, S. grammurus, S. harrisi, S. spilosoma macrospi- 

lotus (Oracle), S. tereticaudus (Fort Yuma). 

26 ETH—08——8 
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Tapi, Lepus arizonas. The small cottontail is fairly common in 
river bottoms and on the mesa throughout the Pima country. It is 
shot with arrows made with a straight point without stone or metal 
head. It is included in the list of victims that result from rabbit 
drives in which the hares, Lepus texianus and L. alleni, are the prin- 
cipal desiderata. 

Tcirsény, Ovis nelsoni. The mountain sheep has served as food 
when obtainable, though it has been many years since they have 
been abundant.@ 

Tcok tcof, Lepus texianus. There are two species of large hares 
along the Gila, where they are termed “jack rabbits’? by the whites, 
very few of whom distinguish them apart. The Piraas, however, 
recognize the difference and call this species the dark or gray, and 
the other the white, écof. 

Tcu’tcult, Gallus domesticus. During the late Spanish and the 
Mexican régime a small breed of fowl was introduced, probably by 
the Papagos, which in turn gave way to the large varieties brought 
by the Americans in the last half century. Hens’ eggs are eaten 
either fried or boiled. One of the interpreters confided to Mrs Russell 
that she economized time and labor by boiling the eggs in the coffee. 

To'a tcof, Lepus alleni. These are common and utilized for food to 
a considerable extent. There seems to be no preference for one 
species of hare over the others, but “none are so good as beef.”” The 
stomachs of this hare and of Lepus texianus are used in making 
cheese. 

Va'ow6k, Procyon lotor. The raccoon is said to be used for food, 
though the writer did not see any of the animals or any of their 
skins during a stay of a year and a half in Arizona. 

Va’prsa, Thomonys cervinus. Gopher hunts are occasionally 
arranged in a manner similar to those in which the hares are driven. 
The animals are poked out of their retreats with sticks and without 
preparation thrown upon the coals to roast. 

a ‘Having traversed 4 leagues, we arrived at a town, Tusonimon, which is so named from a great 

heap of horns, from the wild or sylvan sheep, which appears like a hill, and from the numbers that 

there are of the animals, they make the common subsistencé of the inhabitants.” (Juan Matio Mange: 

Diary extract translated for Schoolcraft, m1, 303.) This visit of Mange to the Pima towns was in 

November, 1697. The discovery of this statement by Mange and also a letter of inquiry from Mr 

Hodge directed the writer’s attention to the significance attaching to the horns of the mountain sheep 

after he had returned from his sojourn among the Pimas. Inquiry was then made of a number of 

Pima correspondents and of Mr C. H. Cook, at Sacaton. The latter ascertained from Antonio Azul, 

the head chief, that the horns of the mountain sheep were never brought home by hunters, which does 

not agree with Mange’s statement. Each man had a place set apart where he deposited them in 

order that they might exert no evil influence upon the winds or rains. At times the Papagos held 

rain ceremonies, during which the medicine-men deposited the tails of mountain sheep together with 

eagle feathers at springs. The same tribe at one time sacrificed some children in their efforts to increase 

the supply of water, but ‘‘instead of bringing them water this dried up all the springs.” <A few 

mountain sheep remain in the Superstition mountains and in the other high ranges near and on 

the reservation. When climbing the Sierra Estrella, in March, 1902, the writer saw a flock of five 

which did not manifest any such fear at the sight of man as do the mountain sheep of British Colum- 

bia and the more northern Rockies. Indeed, the Pima chief at the foot of the mountains expiamed 

the reason for their indifference very adequately when he declared the sheep were game fit only for the 

Papagos, who had no fields to look after, 
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Vatop. There are occasional references to fish in the traditions of 
the Pimas and the notes of Spanish and American travelers sometimes 
mention them. It is certain that at times they caught large num- 
bers of fish, but in seasons of drought the river, then as now, becoming 
wholly dry near the villages, could not be relied upon to furnish 
such a convenient supply of food. Either the long series of dry 
years and the absence of fish have caused the people to forget former 
classifications or else they never distinguished one species from 
another, for they now have but one name for all fresh fish. How- 
ever, there were several species in the Gila and adjoining streams that 
were large enough for food.* 

Wh’ai, Odocoileus hemionus (subspecies?). Information concern- 

ing this species was very vague and unreliable, though it seems cer- 
tain that the black-tail deer was sometimes killed by the Pimas, at 
least before the growing power of the Apaches prevented the former 
from roaming through the mountains that border Pimeria on the 
north and east. 

Wo’ poldo, Equus asinus.” The burro (donkey) is not in high repute 
among the Pimas, where the distances to the white settlements and 
between villages necessitate a more speedy animal for draft or riding 
purposes. Few in number, they could not be very important as an 
article of diet. They have been eaten in the past, but are rarely so 
used at present. 

Snakes are not eaten, even in times of famine, and the idea of eating 
lizards is repudiated with scorn. 

a Gareés, who traversed the Pima country in 1775, wrote: ‘‘There is found in this river no other 

fish than that which they call matalo’te, which is so very savory tothe taste, butis troublesome on 

account of the many bones that it has.” (Onthe Trail of a Spanish Pioneer, m, 142.) Jordan says: 

“Garcés’s remarks settle the matalo’te. There are no large fish in the Gila except the two large, bony 

chubs called, by Baird and Girard, Gila robusta and Gila elegans. In the very mouth of the river 

there is also a big, rawboned sucker of the same build, called Xyrauchen cypho, the Razor-back or 

Hump-back Sucker. The Gila is a hump-back chub, about a foot and a half long, with a low, large 

mouth and a long, broad tail. It is popularly known as Bony-tail, Gila Trout, and Round-tail, and 

is about as poor eating as a fish can be.’”” The Land of Sunshine, xm, 436. 

In The Fishes of the Colorado Basin, Evermann and Rutter enumerate several species that must 

have been accessible to the Pimas. Their names and the locali*ies where they were collected are as 
follows: 

Pantosteus arizone Gilbert. Salt river, Tempe. 

Pantosteus clarkii (Baird and Girard). Gila river, Fort Thomas. 

Catostomus latipinnis (Baird and Girard). Rio San Pedro and Fort Thomas. 

Catostomus gila Kirsch. Fort Thomas. 

Catostomus insignis Baird and Girard. Rio San Pedro and Fort Thomas. 

Xyrauchen eypho (Lockington). Mouth of Gila and Fort Thomas. 

Ptychocheilus lucius Girard. Various stations on the Gila. Called Gila trout by Emory in 1848. 

Gila elegans Baird and Girard. Taken from several places along the Gila by collectors. 

Gila robusta Baird and Girard. Also described from several Gila stations under various names. 

Cyprinodon macularius Baird and Girard. “ Rio Gila.” 

In addition to these may be included the species collected in the San Pedro and Santa Cruz rivers, 

which are both tributaries of the Gila above Pimeria and within reach of Pima hunting parties: Leu- 

ciscus niger (Cope), Tiaroga cobitis Girard, Agosia oscula (Girard), Agosia chrysogaster Girard, and 
Meda fulgida Girard. 

> It is uncertain whether the burro of the Southwest is a descendant of the Asiatic species of wild 

asses, Equus hernionus, E. heniihippus, and E. onager, or of the African, E. africanus and E. somaticus 
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DOMESTICATION OF ANIMALS 

Dogs. The only domesticated animal which there is any certainty 
that the Pimas possessed at the time of the discovery is the dog. 
The old people say that in their youth the dogs were all alike and 
resembled coyotes. At present there are many small mongrels, 
obtained principally from the Mexicans (pl. v1, ¢). The dogs have 
shared with their masters the misfortunes of the last few years. 
Scarcity and want has left them gaunt and weak. They formerly 
served a useful purpose in giving warning of the presence of enemies 
about the villages. There are now no enemies and little within to 
tempt the thief to enter and steal. Dogs are called by the word 
“toot,” ‘‘toot,” “toot,” uttered rapidly in a falsetto voice, the indi- 
vidual at the same time holding out a morsel of food to lure the 
animal within reach. A dog that has been bitten by a mad dog 
is saved by having a cross burned on its head. 

Horses. The horse may have been seen by the Pimas in the 
sixteenth century, but it is doubtful if they obtained this animal 
before the seventeenth. They have been known so long that their 
origin has become accounted for by myths without a shadow of 
historic truth in them. The only individual who ventured to dis- 
pute the commonly accepted mythical origin assured me that they 
came from the West. Font, who visited the Gila in 1775, stated 

that his party was met by 18 mounted Pimas; so that the horse was 
evidently in use at that time. 

There were very few horses among the Pimas until the last quarter 
of acentury. The statements of the old persons agree with the calen- 
dar records, which make it evident that there were horses enough for 
but a small proportion of the warriors who engaged in conflicts with 
the Apaches. Horses stolen in Mexico were sold to the Papagos, 
who in turn sold them to the Pimas at much less than their true 
value. As the number in Pimeria increased, the thieves began to 
operate in both directions, selling Sonoran horses on the Gila and 
Piman mounts in Sonora. However, this practice has been aban- 
doned, and the tribe has quite as many horses as are needed. They 
are rather undersized animals, as may be seen from the pinto pony 
in figure 5. As the fields now yield an insufficient supply of food 
for their owners, it follows that there is little grain for the horses, 
which grow poor and thin in winter; indeed, many die of starvation. 
Their principal food during that season is saltbushes.® 

The once famous grassy plains that made the Pima villages a 
haven of rest for cavalry and wagon-train stock are now barren, 

aProfessor Thornber says that “‘the native saltbushes, arranged in the order of their import- 

ance, that are eaten by range stock are as follows: Woody species, Atriplex canescens, A. nuttallii, 

A. polyearpa, A. lentiformis, A. confertifolia. The herbaceous species that are grazed by stock are: 

Atriplex coronata, A. elegans, A. bracteosa. The true greasewood, Sarcobatus vermicularis, a species 

closely allied to the saltbushes, is also browsed to a considerable extent. 
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and it is not until the mesquite leaves appear in April that the 

horses can browse upon food sufficiently nourishing to put them in 

good condition. As the mesquite beans ripen, in June and July, live 

stock fattens rapidly. A few owners gather and store the beans for 

stock feed. Very few are able to buy hay or rolled barley. 

Cattle. Sala Hina declared that her father and his brother, two 

Kwahadk's, brought the first cattle to the Pimas about 1820. The 

Spanish missionaries throughout Papagueria brought live stock to 

their stations for at least two centuries before the date given, so that 

Fic. 5. Men and women in modern costume, and pinto pony. 

the Pimas were at least aware of the value of cattle for a long time. 

The custom of killing and eating the cattle at the death of their 
owners contributed materially toward preventing increase in Pima 
herds. Oxen were very scarce for half a century after their intro- 
duction, and the old men and women speak sadly of the weary 
waiting for their turn to use the single ox that dragged the wooden 
plow for perhaps a whole village. Oxen are now no longer used; 
with their head yokes and the wooden plows they are of the past, 

a In 1846 Emory found that ‘‘they have but few cattle, which are used in tillage, and apparently all 

steers, procured from the Mexicans. Their horses and mules are not plenty, and those they possessed 

were priced extravagantly high.’’” Notes, 84. 
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and of that period of the Pimas’ past that it is best for them to 
forget. 

Cattle are driven and ‘‘roped”’ with the lariat, but no conventional 

mode of calling them is in vogue. Like the horses, they are branded 
and run at large. Their range is almost unlimited in some directions, 
but the entire absence of water away from the river prevents them 
from straying. With horses, cattle formed a great attraction to the 
Apaches during the last century until peace was declared in 1879, 
and the Pimas suffered frequent losses, for some of which, it must be 
added, the marauders paid dearly. To guard against the thieves it 
was customary to corral all stock within the village at night. When 
it strayed away across the mesas during the day it was sought by 
tracking or by waiting at the water holes, and while so engaged the 
men had many encounters with the enemy, who were ever on the look- 
out for such an opportunity to attack. 

Mules. A few mules are raised, but, like the horses, they are small 
and of little value. 

Donkeys. While the burro has been used for some time, it is not 
a popular animal among the Pimas. It is too slow for traveling 
across the wide, waterless plains of Pimeria and is not adapted for 
farm work. 

Poultry. Until the recent introduction of large American breeds a 
small breed of poultry had been kept for several years.¢ This had 
been obtained from the Mexicans, from whom also the manner of 

calling ‘‘pul,” ‘‘pul,” ‘‘pul” was derived. With the new breeds 
came the American custom of calling ‘‘peep,” ‘‘peep.”’ 

Eagles and red-tailed hawks were kept for their feathers. All the 
inhabitants of a village assisted in catching lizards and in furnishing 

other suitable food for the village bird. The feathers were rezularly 
plucked for the paraphernalia of the medicine-men. 

Sonora doves were and are yet confined in log-cabin cages built up 
of arrowwood rods. 

AGRICULTURE 

METHODS 

IRRIGATION 

The Gila river carries an unusually large amount of suspended 
matter when in flood. As shown by the tests made during the sur- 
veys for the dam which is intended to supply Pimeria with water, it 
carries on an average 10.5 per cent of mud, with a maximum of 20 
per cent.? The entire bottom land upon which the fields are located 
has been built of this material. It is so light that wagons cut readily 

into it during the dry seasons and work it into fluffy dust several 

a*‘A few chickens and dogs were seen.”” Emory, Notes, 85. 

’ Water-Supply and Irrigation Papers, no. 33, p. 36. 

, 
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inches in depth. The Pimas do not practise rotation of crops, the 
soil being so rich from silt which is periodically deposited by the 
river at flood stage that the idea of exhausting it has never occurred 
to them. 

Trrigation was practised for unknown centuries by the Hohokam, 
and the course of their great canals can yet be traced for miles,* not 
only along the river bottoms, but also across the mesas where the 
large water-worn pebbles bound together with caliche’ or deposited 
lime must have required infinite labor for their construction. At 
the first appearance of the Pimas it may be presumed that they used 
the canals already constructed by their predecessors, hence they 
would be dull indeed if they could not maintain irrigation systems 
sufficient for their needs. The testimony of the early writers is to 
the effect that they possessed canals larger than they required and 
that the water flowed away from the fields in volume scarcely dimin- 
ished from that at the head gates. The Gila has a uniform fall of 
8 feet to the mile at this place, while the canals need not have more 
than 2. 

As the water of the Gila and Salt rivers is strongly impregnated 
with alkali it tends under certain conditions to deposit salts in such 
quantities that the land is rendered unfit for use. ‘The alkali rises to 
the surface in an efflorescence that resembles snow in appearance. 
From early descriptions of the country we learn that alkaline deposits 
were known while the tribe was yet under purely aboriginal con- 
ditions.° 

The Pimas knew, however, how to deal with this difficulty—they 
flooded the tract repeatedly and in this way washed the alkali out 
of it. They declare that they never abandoned a piece of ground 
because of it. 

No very reliable estimate of the total amount of land cultivated 
by this people has been made.? Each family cultivates from 1 to 
5 acres. With an abundance of water and the new needs of the 
tribe it is probable that the size of the individual holdings will rap- 
idly increase. The farms are rectangular, arranged with reference 

a ‘**The mode of canal construction employed by these pueblo builders [Hohokam] was another indi- 

cation of their patience and industry. Their canals are models for the modern farmer to imitate; yet 

they could have been dug in no corceivable manner save by the laborious process of hand excavation 

with stone or weoden implements, the earth being borne away by means of blankets, baskets, or rude 

litters. Notwithstanding this, the outlines of at least a hundred and fifty miles of ancient main irri- 

gating ditches may be readily traced, some of which meander southward from the Salt river a distance 

of fourteen miles.” F. W. Hodge, ‘‘ Prehistoric irrigation in Arizona,’ American Anthropologist, v1, 

324, 
» For an account of this formation see P. Blake, ‘‘The caliche of southern Arizona: an example of 

deposition by vadose circulation,’ in The Genesis of Ore Deposits, 710. 

e“ We continued [from Casa Grande] toward the west, over sterile plains. Onall the grounds about 

these buildings there is not a single pasture; but appear asif they had been strewn with salt.” Mange’s 
Diary, in Schoolcraft, m1, 303. 

4 Garcés, writing in 1775, stated that ‘‘Todos estos pueblos hacen grandes siembras de trigo, algunas 

de maiz, algodon, calabazas y otras semillas, para cuyo riego tienen formadas buenas acequias, cercades 

las milpas con cerco comun, y divididas las de distintos duefios, con cercos particulares.” Doc. His. 
Mex., 2d ser., I, 235. 
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to the supplying canal, and are always fenced with some care (pl. 
x1, a). Before the Pimas obtained barbed wire from the Government 

the fences were of willow wattling or the tops of mesquite trees and 
various kinds of brush. When a tract was newly brought under irri- 
gation a committee of six men was chosen to make allotments to 
those who had assisted in digging the ditches. They chose the best 
land for themselves, which seems to have been taken as a matter of 

course, in a measure compensating for their trouble. The plots were 
from 100 to 200 ‘‘steps”’ (see p. 93) in width, according to the number 
in the family to whom they were allotted. The brush was not diffi- 
cult to remove even with the primitive implements at their command ; 
the mesquite trees were not cut down, but their lower branches were 
trimmed so that they did not shade the ground to any considerable 
extent. 

The canals were dug with the digging stick and shovel (fig. 10, 
a, 6), the former being also used to prepare the easily pulverized 
ground and to plant the seed. In addition to the digging stick and 
shovel the primitive agriculturists also used a wooden implement 
which served the purpose of a hoe, though it resembled a weaver’s 
batten in appearance (fig. 10,¢). In comparatively recent times the 
wooden plow (fig. 11) was added to the list of implements. From 
the Mexicans they also obtained a hybrid implement (fig. 10, d) that 
combined the functions of spade and hoe. At the present time the 
tribe is supplied with modern agricultural implements by the Goy- 
ernment. The crops, however, are stored in much the same way 

that was followed in prehistoric times, in circular bins of willow, 
arrow bush, and wheat straw, the last having been used since the 

introduction of wheat. 
One of the Pima villages (pl. x1, 6) situated southwest of the Mari- 

copa wells was too far from the river to obtain water from it and 
depended, as do their kinsfolk and neighbors, the Kwahadk’s, already 
referred to, on flood irrigation. To secure the benefit of this, they 
cleared fields on mesa slopes, over which water from the surround- 
ing hills might be conducted whenever there were summer rains. 
Around the lower sides of the diminutive fields low dikes were raised 
to catch and retain the water. On the slopes of the Santan hills north 
of the present Pima village of Santan there are several hundred acres 
of stony mesa that have been cleared and cultivated (pl. 1v, a,b). The 
rocks have been gathered in rows that inclose rectangular areas of but 
a few square yards in extent. There are about six clumps of creosote 
bush inclosed in it.¢ This locality adjoins a large ancient canal and 

@ At various places in the Southwest the writer has seen extensive areas over which the loose bowlders 

that were originally thickly scattered on the surface had been gathered in rounded heaps or in rows 

that divided the ground into rectangles that average about 5 meters totheside. Thelargest of these 

“fields’’ personally inspected is north of the town of Pima, nearly 200 miles east of the Pima reserva- 

tion. On a lava-strewn mesa that is too high to be irrigated and too far from the hills to be flooded 
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an extensive ruin of a stone pueblo. Learning that the chief had 
declared that these fields had been cultivated within the memory of 
living men, the writer sent for him, but learned on questioning that 
neither he nor any other Pima knew aught about them. All the 
fields, canals, and cleared 
roads over the lava hills that 
appear in plate XI, c¢ were 
the work of the Hohokam. 

Drviston oF LaBor 

The work of clearing the 
fields, planting, and irrigating 
devolved upon the men. The 
women harvested the crops, 
carrying the products in their 
kiahas. The men thrashed 
the wheat—with horses after 
those animals were intro- 
duced. Prior to that time, 

and even now when the crop 
is small, the women beat out 

the grain with straight sticks. 
Asit was thrashed, the women 

winnowed it in baskets and 
piled it on a cotton cloth, the 
corners of which were tied 
together, forming a sort of 
sack that was thrown upon a 
horse and taken by the men 
to the storehouse or brought 
in sacks on their heads by the 
women (fig. 6). Pumpkins 

and all crops except wheat 
were carried by the women in 
their kidhis. Considering the 
fact that the Pimas were constantly harassed by the Apaches, so 
that the men could not safely lay aside their bows during any 
waking moment, this distribution of labor was not discreditable 
to them. 

Fic. 6. Burden bearer. 

there are a half dozen of these tracts. The largest is a little more than half a mile in length by nearly 

a quarter in width. There are no signs of human occupation on the surface other than the disposition 

of the stones. Five miles east of Solomonsville there is a similar field and on the Prieto plateau 40 

miles northeast of the last is another among the pines. These fields are distinctly different from the 

terraces that one sees on the north slope of Mount Graham and elsewhere. 
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PRODUCTS 

Possessed of the foremost American cereal, maize, at least one 

variety of lezume, and the cotton plant, as well as species of Cucur- 
bitaceze and other plants, the agriculture of the Pimas was well 
beyond the initial stages before the arrival of the whites.4 

CEREALS 

The Pimas distinguished half a dozen varieties of maize, to which 
they have now added the large corn brought by the Americans. The 
first crop is planted in April and the second in July, the first being 
gathered in June and July and the second in October. When gath- 
ering corn the women lay aside the best ears for seed; they are stuck 
in pairs on sticks and carried in the hand. Wheat is now the prin- 
cipal crop, and when a wet season insures sufficient water several 
million pounds are raised. It is sowed in December and reaped 
with hand sickles in June. Of the several varieties “‘Sonora’’ and 
“Australian” are favorites. One called skaofkutco was raised before 
Ka’mal tkak’s father was born. Wheat is ground for the Pimas at 

the Government mill at Sacaton (pl.1), but a great deal of it is yet 
parched and ground on the metates to be made into pinole. 

There have been at least half a dozen trading stores on the Gila 

River reservation for a number of years whose principal trade has 
been in wheat. The traders have naturally encouraged the growing 
of this cereal as much as possible and assisted in the introduction of 
suitable varieties. They have also profited in a legitimate way from 
the contracts awarded by the Government in times of famine for the 
support of the natives. 

a“Tn the year 1858, the first year of the Overland Mail Line, the surplus crop of wheat was 100,000 

pounds, which was purchased by the company; also a large quantity of beans called taperis, and a 

vast quantity of pumpkins, squashes, and melons. In 1859 Mr St John was sent among them as a special 

agent with a supply of seeds and some agricultural implements. That year they sold 250,000 pounds of 

wheat and a large supply of melons, pumpkins, and beans. In 1860 they sold 400,000 pounds of wheat— 

all the Mail Company would purchase. They had more, and furnished the Government and private 

teamsters all that was necessary for transportation from Fort Yuma to Tucson. Beyond this they 

had nomarket, except for about 40,000 pounds of wheat which Mr White purchased forthe supply of Fort 

Breckenridge. In 1861 they sold to Mr White 300,000 pounds of wheat, 50,000 pounds of corn, 20,000 

pounds of beans, and a large amount of dried and fresh pumpkins, which was all intended for the sup- 

port of the California Column. The greater part of this crop was destroyed or given back to the Indi- 

ans by the Texans under the guerrilla, Hunter, who arrived at the Pimo villages that year, robbed 

Mr White of his property, and took him prisoner in their flight to the Rio Grande. The Pimos sold, 

during the same year, 600 chickens and a large amount of other stuff, showing a gradual increase of 

production under the encouragement of an increased demand. In 1862 they sold to the Government 

over a million pounds of wheat, included in which was a portion of the previous year’s crop, returned 

to them by the Texans. They furnished pinole, chickens, green peas, green corn, pumpkins, and melons 

for the entire California Column, subsisting nearly a thousand men for many months.” (J. R. Browne, 

Adventures in the Apache Country, 110.) Browne’s statements about the Pimas, though not 

grossly inaccurate, are not generally reliable, but as he was intimately acquainted with A. M. White, 

with whom he traveled from California, it is probable that the above estimates are as nearly correct 

as circumstances permitted. 
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Oats are seldom raised in that region. They are called “white 

tassels” by the Pimas. Barley is the universal grain feed of Arizona, 

and there is a ready market for the small quantity the Pimas raise. 

VEGETABLES 

Watermelons, muskmelons, pumpkins, and squashes are exten- 

sively cultivated. The watermelons are preserved until after the 

Ist of January by burying them in the sands of the river bed. The 

pumpkins, squashes, and muskmelons are cut 
in strips and dried, the best-keeping varieties 

being left in the storehouses until midwinter 

(pl. xxxv, f). According to tradition the 
first pumpkins, called rsas’katik, were ob- 
tained from the Yumas and Maricopas.* 

There are three species of wild gourds 
that are quite common 
along the Gila, namely: 
Cucurbita fcetidissima 
H. B. K., C. digitata 

Gray, and Apodanthers 
undulata Gray. Culti- 
vated gourds have been 
known to the Pimas for 
a long period—how long 
it is impossible to say. 
The Papagos have a tra- 
dition that this plant was 

introduced by Navitco, a 
deity who is honored by ceremonies at intervals 
of eight years—or, if crops are bountiful, at the 
end of every four years—at Santa Rosa. The 
gourd is used as a canteen (fig. 7), and if it 

becomes cracked a rabbit skin is stretched over 
it which shrinks in drying and renders the vessel 
water-tight again. Dippers and canteens are 
occasionally made of gourds, but the chief use of 

gourds seems to be in the form of rattles (fig. 8) which contain a little 

Fic. 7. Gourd canteen. 

Fic. 8. Gourd rattle. 

a When Garcés was among the Yumas in 1775 they were raising ‘‘countless’’ calabashes and melons— 

«<calabazas y melones, perhaps better translated squashes and cantaloupes, or pumpkins and musk- 

melons. The Piman and Yuman tribes cultivated a full assortment of cucurbitaceous plants, not 

always easy to identify by their old Spanish names. The sandia was the watermelon invariably; the 

melon, usually a muskmelon, or cantaloupe; the calabaza, a calabash, gourd, pumpkin, or squash of 

some sort, including one large rough kind like our erook-neck squash. * * * Major Heintzelman says 

of the Yumans, p. 36 of his Report already cited([H. R. Ex. Doc. 76, 34th Cong., 3d sess., 1857): 

‘They cultivate watermelons, muskmelons, pumpkins, corn, and beans. The watermelons are small 

and indifferent, muskmelons large, and the pumpkins good. These latter they cut and dry for winter 

use [they were brought to Pimeria before the Maricopas came to Gila Bend].’"’ Note in Coucs’ On 

the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer, New York, 1900, 1, 170. 
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gravel and are mounted on a handle. Gourds are never used as 
forms over which to mold pottery. 

At least five varieties of beans are now cultivated. The first 
known, the tatcoa pavfi, ‘‘ white bean,” is said to have been brought in 
some forgotten time from the valley of the great ‘‘ Red river,’ the 
Colorado. Considerable quantities are raised and the thrashing is 
done by horses driven in a circle on the same hard floor that is prepared 
for the wheat thrashing. 

Not with the withermg drought alone has the Gileno planter to con- 
tend, but also with the myriads of crows that are extravagantly fond 
of a corn diet, and with the numerous squirrels and gophers that 
thrive apace where protected in a measure from the coyotes, which are 
themselves a menace to the fields. From the birds and predatory 
animals the fields are guarded during the day by the boys, who amuse 
themselves meanwhile by a dozen games that develop skill in run- 
ning, and shooting with the bowsand arrows which scarcely leave their 
hands during their waking hours. Scarecrows, ‘‘men artificial,” are 
used, but a fluttering rag was never as effective as a feathered shaft 
hurtling from a well-drawn bow. Night marauders were in olden 
times kept at a distance by the rings of the terrible cholla cactus, 
Opuntia bigelovil Engelm., that were laid up around the individual 
plants. Plate xm illustrates this cactus as it grows on the hills about 
Sacaton. It is recognized as the most effectually armed of the many 
cacti and is the symbol in Pima lore of impenetrability. 

TRADE 

STANDARDS OF VALUE 

For purposes of trade or in gambling the following values were 
recognized: A gourd was equivalent to a basket; a metate, a small 

shell necklace, or the combination of a basket and a blanket anda 

strand of blue glass beads was equivalent to a horse; a string of blue 

glass beads 4 yards long wasequivalent to a bag of paint; and a basket 
full of beans or corn to a cooking pot. 

MEASURES 

The principal linear measurement was the humaka os, “‘ one stick,” 
equal to the distance from the center of the breast to the finger tips. 
The writer is inclined to regard this as a primitive Pima measurement, 
notwithstanding its resemblance to the yard of the invading race. 
This corresponds with the Aztec cenyollotli, the Cakchiquel ru vach qux, 
and the Maya betan.” It was the basis of a sort of decimal system, as 
follows: Ten ‘‘sticks”’ made one ‘‘cut”’ of calico, equivalent to a “load” 
of wheat, or about 150 pounds. Ten cuts or loads were equivalent to 

a). G. Brinton, The Lineal Measures of the Semi-civilized Nations of Mexico and Central America. 
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one horse in value. Two units were employed in measurement of 

distances. One of these is an ancient measurement which it will be 

of interest to apply to the Hohokam ruins of the region. It is 

humaka kvirspa, ‘“‘one step’’—that is, one step with the same foot, 
equal to about 5 feet. Land is divided into plots 100 or 200 “‘steps”’ 
in width, according to the size of the family. Long distances were 
measured in terms of a day’s journey on foot; thus it is said to be seven 
days to Zuni. The term ‘“‘step” is also applied to the English mile, but 
they have had as yet little opportunity to acquire a definite knowledge 

of the meaning of the latter term. 

BARTER 

For a long period prior to 1833 the Maricopas lived at Gila Bend 
and came at harvest time to trade with the Pimas. Soon after that 
time they settled beside the Pimas, living upon such intimate terms 
with them that barter between the tribes was of no more consequence 
than between two Pima villages.“ With all other tribes they were per- 
petually at war, except with their Papago kinsfolk to the southward. 
These people live in a vast territory of cactus-covered plains, here and 
there interrupted by up-thrust barren peaks that, with striking out- 
lines, form good landmarks and yet offer little to those that hunger 
and are athirst. The Papagos are a desert tribe, and yet so well had 
they mastered their all but hopeless environment that the trade which 
they carried on with the Pimas was by no means one-sided, as may 
be seen from the following list of products that were formerly brought 
to the Gila at the time of the June harvest. Of vegetable products 
there were saguaro seeds, the dried fruit and sirup; tei‘aldi, a small 

hard cactus fruit; agave fruit in flat roasted cakes; agave sirup; rsat, 
an unidentified plant that grows at Santa Rosa; prickly pear sirup; 
wild gourd seeds; a small pepper, called tcil’tipin; acorns of Quercus 
oblongifolia; baskets of agave leaf; sleeping mats; kiahas and fiber 
to make them; maguey fiber for picket lines. They brought the 
dried meat of the mountain sheep, deer meat, deer tallow in small 
ollas, buckskins, dried beef, tallow, cheese, and cords of human hair. 
Cattle were formerly traded “‘sight unseen,’’ but the modern ‘‘educa- 
tion” of the Papagos led them to exaggerate the good qualities of 
their stock and even to deal in “‘fictitious values,” or cattle that the 
new Pima owner sought in vain to find, until finally the Pimas would 
consider no proposition to trade stock unless the animals were exhib- 
ited. Of mineral products they brought red and yellow ochers for 
face and body paint, and the buff beloved by Pima weavers. They 

a The author of the Rudo Ensayo, who wrote in 1762, stated that ‘‘these very numerous nations 

{Opas and Maricopas] inhabit both sides for a distance of 36 leagues down the river, and at the far end 

of their territory there is a very abundant spring of hot water a short distance from the river to the 

north.” This spring is now known as Ojo Caliente; it is at the southern end of the Bighorn mountains. 

Guitéras translation in Records of the American Catholic Historical Society, v, 129. 
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made religious pilgrimages to the salt lakes below the Mexican bound- 
ary to obtain the sacred salt. They lived on pinole during the 
journey and walked with their eyes fixed upon the trail, looking 
neither to the right nor to the left. 

As they approached the shore of the lagoon in which the Great 
Spirit resided they ran at topmost speed and circled four times around 
the salt deposits before those who understood the proper ritual began 
to collect the salt. Even on the homeward journey there was magic 
power in the salt, and if a horse died the whole load was thrown away. 
As the salt gatherers approached the home village they were given a 
noisy welcome but were compelled to remain outside for four days, 
and for a long time thereafter they must abstain from certain acts 
that need not be detailed here. For four days those who remained 
at home sang for those who journeyed, and then all might eat the salt 
and were free to bring it to the Pimas.* The latter sometimes made 
journeys to the lake for salt, being two days on the way to Quijotoa 
and two days on the trail beyond. 

In exchange for the objects of barter brought to them the Pimas 
gave wheat, which was also given the Papagos for aid in harvesting 
it; corn; beans; mesquite beans; mesquite meal, roasted in mud-lined 
pits; cotton blankets and cotton fiber, with the seed; dried squash, 

pumpkin, and melon; rings of willow splints and of devil’s claw for 
baskets; besides articles of lesser consequence. 

In recent years there has been some trade carried on in colored 
earths and salt with the once hostile Yumas and Mohaves. 

From the seventeenth century the Pimas sent well-armed bands 
through the Apache cordon to trade at the Spanish and Mexican set- 
tlements of Sonora. The latter also sent trading parties from Tucson 
and other towns to barter with the Gilefos. Lastly, American 
traders appeared about 1850, and for many years there have been 
half a dozen stores on the reservation. These are under bond to limit 
their profit to a maximum of 25 per cent, though it is supposed that 
this rule was never enforced until the present year. Some Pimas 
sometimes try to turn the tables on the traders by offering damp wheat 
that of course overweighs. More frequently they put a quantity of 
sand in the middle of the wheat sacks, which are furnished by the 

trader and not ordinarily emptied when the wheat is brought in. 
Rarely, the best wheat is put on top and an inferior quality lies 
concealed beneath. 

a**These Papagos regularly visit a salt lake which lies near the coast and just across the line of 

Sonora, from which they pack large quantities of salt, and find a ready market at Tubac and Tucson. 

Mr. Lathrop, superintendent of the Sonora Mining Company, told me that he had bought some twenty 

thousand pounds annually from them.’ (John Walker in 8S. Ex. Doc. 2, 720, 36th Cong., 1st sess., 

1860.) It would seem from this rather extensive traflic that the Papagos did not allow their religious 

scruples to interfere seriously with trade. 
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ARTIFACTS ‘ 

The manufactures of the Pimas were few in number and simple in 
character. It is interesting to compare the number of implements 
and weapons that are of wood with those made of stone, as this is a 
people classed as belonging to the Stone Age. It will be noticed 
that the articles of stone are of little consequence in point of number 
as compared with those of wood, but the stone objects are of the utmost 
importance from a cultural standpoint. The metate admits of no 
wooden substitute, and without it the full food value of maize could 

not have been utilized nor could wheat raising have been so readily 
taken up as an agricultural pursuit. Without the stone ax and 
knife there could have been little done in wood working; architecture 
would have been modified; agriculture, dependent upon irrigation, 
would have been all but impossible. In short, these three simple 
implements, made by striking one stone against another, have sufficed 
to transform the Pimas from the slaves of a harsh environment, com- 
pelled to rend their prey with tooth and nail, into an agricultural 
people who adapt the environment to their needs and make some 
provision, however slight, for the future. 

WwooD 

WEAPONS 

Bow. First in importance among weapons must be placed the 
bow and the arrow. Pima bows are simple, undecorated, and not 
very carefully made. Those which exhibit weakness through split- 
ting or otherwise are bound with fresh sinew in bands which shrink 
around the arms at the point where reenforcement is needed. War- 
riors made their bows of mulberry wood @ obtained in the Superstition 
and Pinal mountains. A bow that has been long used, especially in 
successful warfare, becomes a highly prized possession with which its 
owner is loath to part. The writer was so fortunate as to secure 
such a specimen (pl. xu, a) which has the graceful compound curve of 
the conventional bow; it is of mulberry wood and has a neatly 
twisted, two-strand sinew string.’ Hunting bows‘ (pl. x1, }) are fre- 
quently made of osage orange wood, a material that is now obtain- 
able from the whites along the Salt river. When mulberry wood 
was not available willow was used, and most of the hunting bows 
which men as well as boys continue to make for hunting hares and 
similar small game are of that wood. The primary type of arrow 
release prevails, the bow being held as in plate vu, b. 

a‘‘The mulberry plays an important part in the domestic economy of the Apaches; the branches 

are made into bows, and the small twigs are used in the fabrication of baskets.” John G. Bourke, 

Jour. Am. Folk-Lore, 11, 210. 
> Length 1.350 m., width at grip 26 mm., thickness 18 mm. 

¢ Length 1.365 m., width at grip 26 mm., thickness 22 mm. 
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Arrows. The arrows of the Pimas are made from the straight 
stem of the arrow bush. The Kwahadk's and Papagos sometimes 
sold arrows of yucca stem to the Gilehos, but these were scarcely 
equal in quality to those made of wood. The hunting arrows ¢ 
(pl. xu, ¢) have two split feathers, two hand’s breadths in length. 

War arrows” have three feathers, less than half as long and slightly 
curved. All arrow shafts are measured 
and cut the length from tip of forefinger 
to nipple of breast of the maker. Both 
bows and arrows are sometimes stained 
with the blood of the jack rabbit, and 
war arrows may be dyed at the ends with 
the cochineal which makes its home on the 
Opuntias. The quiver is made of wild-cat 
skin (pl. xn, d). 

War club. The club was of scarcely less 
importance than the bow, and it was cus- 

tomary for a portion of each band of war- 
riors to fight with shield and club alone.¢ 

Lance. Ashort sharpened stick was some- 
times used by the Pimas, who adopted it 
from the Yumas and Maricopas after the 

Spaniards supplied steel heads for the weapon. The sticks were colored 
red with mineral paint.? 

Fic. 9, War clubs. 

a There are eleven hunting arrows in the collection; length 0.785 m., sharpened to blunt points but 

having neither head nor foreshaft. There are 3 bands of sinew 4 cm. apart, the first at the point. 

The seizing at the forward end of the feathers is5cem. long. The feathers vary from 12 to 22cm. in 

length between the seizing at ends. They project 1cm. from the shaftment. There are 10 bands of 

sinew very neatly laid on to hold the feathers in place. The notches are 4mm. deep. 

+ The single war arrow in the collection is unusually long, 0.850 m. It is stained with cochineal for a 

distance of 0.117 m. from the point. It carries a Small obsidian point 2 cm. in length, with the sinew 

seizing continued from the point 3em. along the shaft. The feathers are 0.10 em. long and project 

7 mm, from the shaftment. The butt is stained for a distance of 5 cm. 

¢ Bartlett, usually an admirable observer, failed to notice that the war club was a popular Pima 

weapon. He says: ‘‘The only weapon used by these tribes is the bow and arrow. The short club of 

the Yumas and the long lance of the Apaches I never saw among them.’’ (Personal Narrative, 1, 237.) 

The clubs were made of mesquite rvot or of ironwood, weighed about 2 pounds, and in general appear- 

ance resembled the old style potato mashers of New England kitchens. (Fig. 9.) The handle was 

brought to a sharp point, which was almost as effective as a daggerin a back-handed blow. The club 

was carried thrust point downward through the belt. One club was obtained from its owner and 

another found in a cache of personal property that had been made in the hills at the death of the owner. 

The former is 42 cm. long, the head 10 em. long and 9 cm. in diameter; the point is 9 em. long. A 

club in the National Museum, (no. 27846) that was collected some years ago at Sacaton is 0.385 m. 

long, 7 cm. in diameter. Doctor Palmer secured three in 1885 and believed that none remained 

among the Pimas. These clubs, now in the Museum, are of the following lengths: no. 76023, 48 

em.; 76024, 44 em.; and 76025, 46 cm. 

dThe collection contains a wooden lance, made from a giant cactus rib, that was carried in sham 

battles near the Double buttes. It is 1.595 m. long, the larger end colored black to represent the 

iron head, which is represented as 0.265 m. long, 24 mm. wide, and 10 mm. thick. The handle is 
stained a light red. 
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AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS 

Digging stick. The earliest agricultural implement was the dig- 
ging stick. It was used in planting maize and other crops, as a lever 
to pry out bushes when clearing the ground, as a pick when digging 
irrigating ditches, and in case of surprise it made an effective weapon 
of defense. It was made of ironwood or from the spiny tree, Zizyphus 
lycioides.¢ The short handle necessitated a crouching or sitting 
position by the operator. (Fig. 10, a.) 

Shovel. Wooden shovels were used to throw out the earth that 
usually required loosening by the digging stick when constructing 

the irrigating canal. They were of cottonwood, in the case of the 
larger, lighter ones, or of mesquite. 
The handle and blade were in one 
piece, the former being very short 
and the latter having the natural 
curve of the trunk from which it 
came.” (Fig. 10, b.) 

Hoe. Another implement of 
early adoption by the Pimas com- 
bined the functions of spade and 
hoe. It was used to loosen the soil 
around plants and to cut away 
weeds. It was made of ironwood 
and was thin, hard, and heavy. 
As it was quite short and curved 
but slightly it could be used only 
when the workman was in a kneel- 
ing or sitting position. It was 
sharpened along the convex curve a b c 
at the wider end. The entire im- F'%- 10. Agricultural implements. a, Digging 

: . stick; 6, shovel; c. hoe; d, dibble. 
plement was so thin that it must 
have chafed the hands. But one specimen was found on the reserva- 
tion (fig. 10, ¢).¢ 

Dibble. The implement described above was superseded by one 
obtained from the Mexicans who frequently came to trade with the 
Pimas. The new implement more nearly resembled the primitive 
digging stick than it did the flat ‘‘hoe”’ (fig. 10,d). It was furnished 

@ No genuine specimen being now obtainable, the writer had a digging stick (fig. 10,a@) made, which 

measures 1.140 m. in length. It is 40 mm. in diameter, andis flattened at the lower end. 

+The old people yet remember how the wooden shovels were made. Whether the Pimas have 

directly descended from the Hohokam or not, it is very probable that the former have used the 

same form of shovel that was used by the latter when constructing the great irrigating canals of that 

region. The specimen figured here (fig. 10,b) may therefore be accepted as a representative of the 

shovel that was probably the instrument that made those canals a possibility. It is 0.850 m. long; 

the blade is 0.276 m. long and 0.167 m. wide. 

¢ It is 0.680 m. long and 0.083 m. wide; the cutting edge is 17 em. long. 

26 ETH—O08 9 
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with a steel blade that was straight on one side and rounded on the 
other.? 

Plow. Of comparatively modern introduction, the wooden plow is 
of but passing interest in our present researches. It is a survival of 
European culture that effectively influenced the Pimas for but one 
generation, or from 1850 to 1880, when the influx of Americans cre- 
ated a demand for wheat which the Pimas were able to supply in part 
as they could not have done without this implement. By the end of 

Fig. 11. Wooden plow. 

that period they received steel plows. The wooden plow was made 
of mesquite or ironwood with a cottonwood tongue that extended to 
the ox yoke. The rear end of the tongue was beveled underneath to 
an edge which engaged with a transverse notch in the handle. The 
bottom dragged at a considerable angle, so that the point alone came 
in contact with the soil. The cutting face was usually supplied with 
an iron or steel covering resembling the single-shovel cultivator of 
the Americans. The bottom and single handle were of one piece, the 

Fig. 12. Yoke. 

latter being a branch that set at a convenient angle, about 70 degrees, 

with the trunk of the tree from which the bottom of the plow was 
eut (fig. 11).2 The tongue was held in place by a mesquite pin 
passing through the bottom and a slot in the butt of the tongue and 
tightened by two wedges which were adjusted by means of a mes- 

quite mallet carried for the purpose.° 

a Length, 1.090 m.; length of blade, 0.215 m. to top of socket; width, 0.115 m. 
6 Two specimens were collected; only one other was seen or heard of on the reservation. The larger 

one is complete, with tongue. It is 0.900 m. long; handle, 0.850 m., and tongue 3.490 m. 

eA mallet in the collection measures 0.380 m. in length and 5 em. in diameter. 
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Yoke. With the introduction of cattle the Pimas obtained their 
first draft animal. They were used principally in plowing and were 
fitted with yokes (fig. 12) of cottonwood or willow which were attached 
to the horns of the animals as in southern Europe to the present day. 
The yokes themselves are the best evidence that the burden upon the 
animals was light, for these small sticks of brittle wood would snap 
at the first strain if on the shoulders of an ox team with a heavy load. 
There are a few yokes yet to be found, though they have not been 
used for several years. The specimens collected are fairly well made, 
straight, but with sections hollowed to fit the necks of the team. 

HovusEHoip UTENSILS 

Mortar. Perhaps the mor- 
tar should be placed first -in 
importance among the utensils 
of this class. There are two 
forms, one (fig. 13, a) with the 

hole sunk in the end of the 
log, and which may be either 
sharpened at the other end 
and set permanently in the 
ground or cut flat at the op- 
posite end so that it will stand 
upright and may be moved 
about. The other style (fig. 

13, 6) lies horizontal, with the 

hole in the side of the log. 
This is always portable.’ 
Two or three stone mortars, 

rounded and well shaped, were 
seen; they had been obtained 
from the ruins and were little 
used. At the Double buttes, 
near the center of the Gila River reservation, there are a few 

mortar cavities in the solid rock ledges. There is also one in a large 
bowlder which is regarded with superstitious reverence. Mortars 
in solid stone are not uncommon in Arizona. The writer saw a row 
of them at the end of a cliff ruin of eight or ten rooms in Aravaipa 
canyon. There are several in a rough hillock in Harshaw canyon, 
Patagonia mountains. The base of the conical hill at Tucson is well 

d 

Fic. 13. a,b, Mortars; c, wooden pestle; d, bread tray. 

a There are two specimens in the collection. The larger is 1.450 m. long; 10 cm.in diameter at the 

middle, with notches for necks; 30cm. wide. The second specimen is 1.200 m. long. 

» The mortar of the horizontal type in the collection is perhaps a trifle smaller than the average. 
It measures 40 cm.in length, 27cm. in height, and 22 cm. in thickness. A heavy specimen of this 

type in the collection measures 37 cm. in height, 32 cm. in diameter; the cavity is 17 em. deep. 
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pitted with them. They are occasionally met with almost any- 
where in the eastern half of the Territory. With that portion west 
of the Rio Verde the writer is unacquainted. Reference to the pages 
devoted to a description of the plants that furnish food for the Pimas 
will show how extensively the mortar is used in grinding seeds. 

Pestle. For pounding up mesquite beans in the mortar a large 
wooden pestle is sometimes used. It is simply a mesquite club with 
rounded head (fig. 13, ¢).@ 

a b c 

Fic. 14. a, Doughnut fork; b, ladle; c, unfinished ladle. 

Bread tray. Neatly made trays of mesquite, rarely of cottonwood, 
are used, and appear to be among the most prized of the household 
utensils (fig. 13,d). They are employed for a variety of purposes be- 
sides that of mixing bread.’ Smaller trays and plates—circular, ellip- 
tical, and rectangular—are sometimes obtained from the Papagos. 

@ One specimen, the only one seen, was secured. It is 1.210 m. long and the head is 0.335 m. in 
diameter. 

> The specimen collected is 0.615 m. long, 0.355 m. wide, and 0.071 m. deep. The legs are 24 cm. 

long; they are three in number and of the same piece of wood as the body of the tray. There is one 

round shallow tray, no. 76051, in the Nationa! Museum that is 46 em. in diameter. 
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Fork. In frying doughnuts it is necessary to have some instrument 
with which to remove them from the fat. A slender sharpened rod 
of arrowwood is used for this purpose (fig. 14, @).¢ 

Ladle. ladles are said to be of recent intro- 
duction, the Pimas having obtained them from 

the Papagos, who in turn had derived the art of 
making them from the Mexicans. They are com- 
monly made of mesquite, though the Papagos 
make them of paloverde wood. The bowls are 
not rounded, but are made in the shape of a flat- 

tened cone, as they 
can be more readily 
worked into that 
form with astraight- 
bladed knife.” 

Pottery paddle. A Fic. 15. Pottery paddle. 

paddle of cottonwood is used to shape 

the outer surface of pottery. It is 
hollowed to fit the convex surface of 
the vessel, and is now frequently made 
from a barrel stave, which has the 
proper curvature. The paddles are of 
varying sizes, according to the sizes of 
the vessels on which they are used, but 
the handles are always proportionately 
short.° 

Shelves. There is a class of objects 
that are used indifferently for doors? 
of sheds and houses, for shelves¢ that 

are suspended in the arbors, and for 
bird traps.’ They are usually made 
of large arrowbush rods, which are 
quite straight and of uniform diameter. 

The rods are tied to cross pieces, as shown in figure 16, a, or are held 
by twisted cords of hide, as in figure 16,5. The latter specimen was 

Fia. 16, a. Hanging shelf. 

a The specimen collected is 45 em. long. 

» The finished specimen in the collection is rather smaller than the average (fig. 14, b). It is 0.394 m. 

long. The bowl is 94 mm.in diameter and 42 mm. deep. The unfinished specimen (fig. 14, c) isa large 

one, measuring 0.570 m. in length. The National Museum contains a specimen, no. 76050, which 

measures 56cm. in length, with bow! 15 em. in diameter. 

¢ The collection contains one which is 0.268 m. long and 0.112 m. wide (fig. 15). 

dThe door (fig. 16, b) is 1m. long and 0.850 m. wide. The rods are from 1 to 2 centimeters in 

diameter and are held by 5 hide strands, 2 at each end and 1 in the middle. The stiffening of the 

rawhide has warped the upper portion. 

¢ The shelf (fig. 16, a) is 1.050 m. long and 50 cm. wide. 

J When used as traps they are tilted at an angle of 20° or 30° from the ground and supported in 

that position by a short stick to which a long cord is attached. Wheat strewn under the trap lures 

small birds, which are caught when a jerk on the line removes the supporting stick. One of these 

traps was seen at nearly every house during the winter of 1901-2. 
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serving as a door when purchased, and the fact that a ‘‘Melicano”’ 
wanted it caused its owners great astonishment and amusement. 

Indeed, the Pimas manifested a lively interest in our purchases of 
housenold articles and never 
failed to laugh at the spec- 
tacle presented by the little 
wagon half buried beneath 
its load of unassorted 
objects. 

Bird cage. The cages 
made by the Pimas are 
all of the same character, 
whether they are made for 
the large eagle or for the 

small Sonora dove, as in the 

case of the specimen? figured 
(fig. 17). They are of arrow- 
wood, laid up in log-cabin 
style or tied to transverse 
bars, as in the house doors. 

Kidha frame. It is to be 

remembered that the pecu- 
liar form of carrying basket 
is made possible by the use 

ee ne of the wooden frame. It is 

fully described on page 140. 
Fire drill. In primitive times fire was kindled by the Pimas by 

means of a two-part drill (fig. 18, @),? the simplest and most wide- 
spread form of fire drill. The operator knelt upon the ends of the 
hearth stick and twirled the upright stick between his palms. The 
hearth was of saguaro wood or of 

any other soft wood if that were not 
obtainable. Tinder was not used, 

the flame being developed in any 

inflammable material as soon as the 
smoke began to arise from the dust 

accumulated at the point of the drill. 
With the advent of the whites 

flint and steel were used to kindle fire. 
The men carried these, with a little 

cotton for tinder, in leather pouches (fig. 42). Fire was preserved 

Fic. 17. Bird cage. 

23 cm. wide and 15 em. high 

6 The drill hearth in the collection is 0.315 m. longand 21 mm. wide. The spindle is 68cm. long and 9 

mm, in diameter, 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

Saguaro hook. The fruit of the giant cactus grows at so great a 
height® that it can not be reached without the aid of some long- 
handled implement for dislodging it. Hooks? are made by attach- 
ing, by means of maguey fiber, a straight piece of wood to the end 
of a long cactus rib. Doetor McGee has called the writer’s atten- 
tion to the fact that the angle at which the hook stands is of great 
ceremonial importance among the Papagos, but there would seem to 
be no significance attached to it by the 
Pimas, who have not been so dependent 
upon the cactus in the past as have their 
nomadic neighbors. 

Tweezers. The spiny fruit of Opuntia 
arborescens is picked by means of willow 
tweezers (fig. 18,c). The arms are flexible 
and sufficiently elastic to spring back into 
place readily.¢ 

Tree. It was formerly the custom to 

erect a branched post in the space before 
the house door, on which to hang vessels 
or bags containing food. Of late a few 
(three were seen) ‘‘tree animals”’ are set 

in the ground near the buildings to serve 
as seats and for the children to play upon. | 
They are sections of mesquite trees that | 
have each a branch perpendicular to the | 
plane of the trunk at a point where the | 
latter bends in the opposite direction 
slightly, so that when the branch is set in 
the ground the trunk is horizontal with 
the exception of the end which curves 
upward in a manner somewhat resembling 
a vaulting horse. er 

Cradle. The frame of the cradle is of 7’ yhey.”. Wenge tween 
willow, in the form of a narrow bow 

with from 5 to 10 cross bars (fig. 19,a@). It closely resembles 
the Mohave trellis frame, but is more rudely made.¢ The frame 
was formerly covered with shredded willow bark to a depth of 3 or 
4 inches and a bit of cotton cloth covered the whole. Now the 
willow bark is not so thick, and much more cloth, no longer of native 

make, is used. The cradle (fig. 19, 6) is provided with a detachable 

a b c 

a See pl. 1x, a, where the saguaro appears in flower in the background. 

» The specimen illustrated in fig. 18, b was cut short for convenience of carrying. The handles vary 

in length from 2to5m. The hook is 165 mm. long and 8 mm. in diameter. 

¢ The specimen collected is 31 em. long; natural spread of jaws, 55 mm. 

dSee Mason in Report National Museum, 1894, 524. 
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hood made of willow bark in the checker style of weaving, the sur- 
face being ornamented in geometric patterns colored black and red. 
Over the hood a loose piece of cloth may be thrown to protect the 
occupant from flies. The babies when strapped closely in the cradles 
are frequently carried on the heads of their mothers, who may at the 

same time have no insignifi- 
cant burdens in their hands. 
When the children are about 
a year old they are carried 
astride the hip, unless upon 
a journey, when they are 
shifted around to the back, 
still astride,“ and there sup- 

ported by a shawl or large cloth bound around the waist.? The 
writer has seen women with children of 2 or 3 years on their backs, 
each carrying a sack of wheat on her head and lighter bundles in 
her hands.° ‘ 

Paint brush. The lines of pigment with which the face was for- 
merly ornamented were applied by means of slender bits of arrow- 
wood two or three inches long. The Kwahadk‘s were accustomed to 
gather the tufted ends of the 
arrow - bush branches and 
carry them southward into 
Papagueria to be used as 
paint brushes. 

Calendar sticks. The Pi- 
mas keep a record of pass- 
ing events by means of 
sticks carved with arbitrary 
mnemonic symbols. There 
are five such records in the 
tribe to-day—or were a year 
ago. The oldest of these 

sticks bears the history of 
seventy years. There were other sticks before these, but the vicis- 
situdes of war, fire, and the peculiar burial customs of the people 
made away with them.? There are three sticks in the collection, 
which have been designated Gila Crossing, Blackwater, and Casa 
Blanca calendars,’ from the names of the villages whence they 

came. The Casa Blanca stick (fig. 20, a) is of willow, peeled, 

Fic. 19,a, Cradle frame. 

2 Doctor Palmer says that as soon as a child is old enough to stand alone the mother carries it on an 

immense cincture of bark worn on her back. The author saw no such cinctures in use and believes 

that their use has been abandoned. 

b Mason, Cradles, in Report National Museum, 1887, 184. 

¢ The frame of the cradle figured is 67 em. long by 20cm. wide. The hood is 38 em. highs 

dSee p. 35. They are mentioned here merely for the purpose of describing the sticks as products 

of the woodworker’s skill. 

e The Casa Blanca calendar is not recorded in ‘‘ The Narrative,” p. 38. 
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slightly flattened, but otherwise bearing no signs of preparation 
for the symbols that occupy the greater part of one side.* The 
Gila Crossing calendar (fig. 20, b) is a pine stick on which the rec- 
ord was copied several years ago from a stick yet in the same 
village. The record begins on the back, 
passes over the lower end in the figure, 

and extends again to the back over the 
upper end.2 The Blackwater stick (fig. 
20, e) is of saguaro wood smoothed and 

carved for the writer by the keeper of the 
record, who lost the original some years 

ago and who has since been using paper 
and pencil, but the same symbols.° 

Spurs. Wooden spurs were made from 
crotched limbs of mesquite of suitable 
size. They were attached to the foot 
by a deerskin thong fastened to form 
two loops of equal size, one passing 
over the instep and the other under the 
heel of the foot. So rare have they now 
become that the writer spent six months 
on the Gila River reservation without 

discovering 

any, and 
therefore 
hired an 
old man to 
make a pair 
for the col- 
lection. 
Soon after- 

Fig. 21. Wooden spur. 

a b c 

Fig.°20. Calendar sticks. a, From 

Casa Blanca; b, from Gila Crossing; 
c, from Blackwater. 

wards a single old spur was found, which 
differs from those made to order only in 
having deerskin instead of maguey fiber 
fastenings (fig. 21).4 

Saddle. Wooden saddletrees are some- 

times made, both for riding and pack 
saddles. The former are covered with 
rawhide, shrunk on, and provided with 

stirrups of mesquite or willow wood. 

They are not common and are at best but crude imitations of the 

saddles made by the whites. Saddle blankets for use with them 
are of matted grass or maguey fiber. 

aLength, 93cm.; diameter, 16 mm. ¢ Length, 1.395 m.; diameter, 20 mm. 

b Length, 96cm.; diameter, 18 mm. d Length, 0.152 m.; spread across fork, 9 cm. 
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Awl. There would seem to be no tradition of the former use of 
bone awls among the Pimas. They declare that awls of mesquite 

wood were used in making baskets before the introduction of steel. 

At present the points are of pieces of umbrella rib set in wooden 

handles of native manufacture (fig. 22, a).¢ It will be observed that 
the upper end of the handle is provided with a button, so that it 

may be held between the third and fourth fingers while 

the thumb and other fingers are engaged in the manipula- 
tion of the basket splints. Handles of round balls of 

creosote gum? are also used (fig. 22, b).¢ 

Rope twister. This apparatus is probably 
of European origin. It consists of a pin or 
handle of hard wood, such as mesquite or wil- 

low, which is thrust through a hole near the 

end of another stick, which acts as a spindle 
whorl. The latter piece has a button at the 
short end, to which are attached the maguey 

fibers or horse hairs (fig. 23). The operator, 
a b by a slight rising and falling motion of the 

Pig. 22, Avis. @ Woxe handle, causes the spindle to revolve rapidly, 
iandle; b, gum handle. a 

thus twisting the fibers into a cord which 

lengthens as he steps backward. A second person meanwhile adds 
fresh fibers to the other end.? 

A’mina. Among the most important of the sacred objects in the 
paraphernalia of the medicine-men were the 4’mina, or medicine sticks. 
They are usually of 
arrowwood; always 

bound together with 

cotton twine of native 

spinning, either with 

or without feathers 
attached to each sep- 
arate stick. There 

are six 4/mina bundles 
in the collection. One 
was made by Ka’mal 

tkak, to be used ex- 
clusively in the exor- 

cism of the Teu’nyim, a spirit of disease. The bundle contains four 
groups of sticks: Two pairs, one bundle of 4, and one of 6. All are 
plain, being unmarked in any way (fig. 24).¢ 

Fic. 23. Rope twister. 

a Length of specimen (fig. 22, a) 0.103 m., of which 56 mm. is handle. 

b Deposited on the branches of the creosote bush by the minute scale insect, Carteria larres. 

¢ Length, 3em.; diameter of handle, 24mm. 

d Length of pin, 0.254m.; diameter, 8 mm.; length of spindle, 32 cm. 

¢ Length, 0.167 m.; diameter, 6 mm. 
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The second bundle is painted green. Each stick is whittled to a 
blunt point at one end and has two short, downy turkey feathers 
attached (pl. xtv, b).¢ 

The third bundle contains two sets of 4 
sticks each, which were originally painted blue. 
They are sharpened to tapering points at one 
end. To each stick is tied two of the tail 
feathers of some small bird (pl. xtv, a).’ 

The fourth bundle contains three sets of 4 
sticks each and the remains of another set 
which probably contained 4, though it is so 
old that it is in a fragmentary condition (pl. 
xiv, d).° A bundle of feathers attached by 

strings is bound in with the 4’mina, each one 
of which also bears two feathers, all the 
feathers being from a red-colored bird. 

The fifth bundle contains three sets of 4 Fic. 24. Avmima with reed 
sticks each, but they are so old and broken — (1000 bower and attached 
that their original length can not be deter- 
mined. They also have red feathers bound to them (pl. xrv, ¢). 

The sixth bundle is very small and very old and it is probable 
that the unusual number of sticks—5—is due to the fact that a por- 

tion of the bundle has crumbled with 
age (pl. xrv, e). 

Animal effigies. Wooden images of 
reptiles and the like are used in the 
medicine-men’s efforts to cure certain 
diseases. Two such specimens were 

Fic. 25, a. Horned toad effigy. collected. One is intended to repre- 

sent a horned toad (fig. 25, a),4 the 

other a lizard (fig. 25, b).6 They are either carelessly or clumsily made. 
Mask. During his stay among the Pimas the writer heard of but 

two wooden masks be- 
ing in their possession. 
One of these was col- 
lected and is here de- 
picted in figure 26/ 
Doctor Hough called his 
attention to the fact 

Fic. 25, b. Lizard effigy. 

a Length, 0.155 m.; diameter, 21mm. The feathers are a trifle shorter than the sticks. 

» Length, 0.136 m.; diameter, 10 mm. 

¢ Length of sticks, 17 em.; diameter, 7 mm. 

d Length, 10em.; width, 42 mm. 

¢ Length, 28 cm.; width, 4 cm. 

J Length, 0.208 m.; width, 0.153 m. 
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is probable that the conception, if not the mask itself, was im- 
ported from the southward along with the masked Navitco cere- 
monies, despite the assertion of its former owner to the contrary, 
because it represents a higher degree of skill in woodworking 

than any piece of carving that the 
writer has seen done by a Pima. 
It is of cottonwood, perforated for 
the insertion of horsehair eye- 
brows, chin whisker, and two tufts 
on the center of each cheek, and is 
ornamented by an interrupted 
scroll and other lines unmistak- 
ably intended to be decorative. 
The mouth contains a half dozen 
pegs, giving a very realistic rep- 
resentation of teeth. 

Wand. There are two wands or 

ceremonial sticks in the collection 
(fig. 27).* The longer is of grease- 
wood, Sarcobatus vermicularis, the 

material prescribed for ia‘kita, or 
MONE ceremonial paraphernalia of this 

class. It is spotted with black 
and red paint. The shorter wand is of willow, spotted with red. 

Both were made to be held in the hand during ceremonies intended 
to bring rain, to cure disease, and for kindred purposes. 

STONE 

METATE 

The metate is the most abundant of the stone implements of the 
Southwest, or, if arrow points exceed them in numbers, the former is at 

Fic. 27. Ceremonial wands. 

least the most noticeable. About nearly every ruin one sees the frag- 
ments of broken metates, in some cases to the number of several score, 
as at the ruin near Patagonia, in the Sonoita valley, where sixty 

a Length of the longer figure, 76 cm.; of the shorter, 28 em. 
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metates were counted on the ground (every one had been intention- 

ally broken), and there must have been a much larger number beneath 
the surface. Some of those found in the Hohokam ruins are of lava 

and have legs several inches in length. Most of these are hollowed 
out, as are those of the Hopis, whereas the metates of the Pimas are 

Fic. 28. Grinding wheat on metate. 

perfectly flat on the top from side to side, being slightly concave 
form end to end (fig. 28). They are of coarse-grained rock from the 
surrounding hills and never carved or provided with legs. They vary 
in weight from 20 to 200 pounds and are carried about the premises 
as needed, never being set in bins, as among the Pueblo tribes. Their 
grinding surface is sharpened or roughened by pecking with a stone 
ax, or with a similarly shaped stone if an ax is not obtainable. 

MULLER 

The muller is of lava or of 
stone similar to that of the 
metate itself. It is longer than 
that used by the Hohokam, so 
that the entire upper surface 
of the metate is worn down. 
It is not shaped into a rectangular bar, as is that found in the ruins, 

Indeed, the writer saw few that showed any evidence of having been 
shaped in any manner except through use. 

FIG. 29. Stone pestle. 

PEstLe 

The stone pestle” is used in every Pima household to crush the 
mesquite bean and other seeds in the wooden mortars. The pestle 
varies in size from the small stone the size of one’s finger to the great 

a An average-sized specimen in the collection weighs 44 pounds; it is 253 mm. long and 76 mm. in 

diameter (fig, 29). 
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cylinder weighing 20 pounds that requires both hands to wield it. 
Many of these are obtained from the ruins, but some are shaped by 
pecking. This is not all done at once, but, a suitable stone having 
been selected, it is shaped little by little, day by day, as the owner has 
leisure for the work. This suggests that much of the stonework of 
primitive peoples which excites our admiration for their patience has 
been done in this manner, the implement being in use continually and 

the task of pecking it 
into more convenient or 

more pleasing shape be- 
ing taken up from time 
to time as ‘‘knitting 
work.” 

Ax 

The stone axes of the 
Pimas were obtained 
from the ruins that are 
far more extensive than 

the Pima villages in the Gila and Salt River valleys. Most of these 
axes have each a single blade, many are double-bitted, and some are 
of the adz form. Others are so large and finely polished as to render 
plausible the supposition that they were intended for ceremonial use. 
All are of hard, fine-grained igneous rock called hatovik by the 

Fic. 30. Arrowheads. 

Pimas, some of whom assert that the material comes from near the 

Gulf of California, where they have seen it when on journeys after 
salt. Others declare that there is no such stone on the surface of 
the earth, and that all the axes we find now were made from 
material that was brought from the underworld when Elder Brother 

led the nether-world people up to conquer those 
then living above. However, no particular religious 

significance is attached to the axes, as might be 
expected, considering their origin. They are sold 
readily enough, though when a suitable ax is kept 

for sharpening the metate of the household it is Fis. 31. Arrow-shaft 
sometimes difficult for a collector to secure it. ha Natt 
There is an abundance of suitable stones along the Salt river below 

where it breaks through the Superstition mountains, and it is probable 
that all the axes in the valley were obtained from that immediate 
locality. The few that were seen hafted were fastened with sinew in 
the fork of a limb of suitable size. 
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ARROWHEADS 

A great portion of those used by the Pimas were made by the Hoho- 
kam. However, the Pimas always had a few arrowhead makers who 

worked in obsidian, shale, or flint. They produced small heads vary- 
ing from 1 to 24cm. in length by 1 in breadth. Those represented in 
figure 30 are old points. The heads are stemless, sometimes having 
shoulders for the sinew seizing. One man was found who continues 

to make arrowheads, which he sells to the whites. 

ARROW-SHAFT STRAIGHTENER 

The Pimas had very little need for grooved stones for straightening 
arrows as the arrowwood is naturally as straight as could be desired. 
It is probable that the stones of this kind found in the ruins were 
used merely for polishing. The Pimas used them scarcely at all.¢ 

HAMMER STONES 

These are frequently seen around the ruins of Arizona, but the 

Pimas seem to have little use for them. 

Fic, 32. Crystals from medicine basket. 

FIRESTONES 

Three stones, each about 15 cm. in diameter, were used to support 

the cooking pots over the fire. They have been largely supplanted 
by an iron frame obtained from the agency blacksmith. These 
stones were picked up when needed and little effort made to preserve 

them. 
CRYSTALS 

Crystals and curiously shaped stones of all kinds were preserved in 
the outfits of the medicine-men. Several such specimens were pur- 
chased and some were found in a cache among the hills (fig. 32).° 

a A specimen (Hohokam) in the collection (fig. 31) has been shaped to represent some animal (?). It 

is 92 mm. long and 60 mm. wide. 

b> Compare Cushing: ‘'In this connection it is interesting to add as of possible moment suggestively 

that associated with the ultra mural remains [in the Salt River valley], both house- and pyral-, 

were found small, peculiar concretion-stones and crystals evidently once used as personal fetiches or 

amulets, as is the case at Zunito-day.’’ Congrés International des Américanistes, V11™ sess., 1890, 179. 
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Maaic TABLETS 

The collection contains two tablets which were obtained from 

medicine-men and half of one which was found in the cache above 

referred to (fig. 33, a, b, ©). Two have ornamental borders, while 

the third is quite smooth to the rounded 
margin; it has the figure of a horse scratched 
on one side and that of a man on the other.* 

TURQUOISE 

This stone, which is so common in some 

a parts of the Southwest that every Indian has 
it hanging from ears, 
neck, or arms, seems to 

be rare in Pimeria. 
But one pair of ear 
pendants was seen. It 
was somewhat more 
abundant in early days. 
It was believed that if 
aman lost a turquoise 
the mishap was due to 

magic, and as a result he would be afflicted with some mysterious ail- 
ment which could be cured only by a medicine-man skilled in the 
cure of the ‘‘doctor’s disease.’’ He would use another piece of tur- 
quoise or a slate or a crystal, placing the stone in 
water and giving the latter to the patient to drink. 

c b 

Fic. 33, a, b, c. Magic tablets. 

Pire 

A stone cylinder (fig. 34),? probably a pipe, was 
obtained from a Pima, who said that he had ‘found 

it long ago.’’ It seems short for such a purpose, yet 
it is longer than a cane cylinder the writer found in 
actual use. The smoke is blown outward in certain 
ceremonies and in others drawn in. These tubes were also used by 
the Pimas in sucking and blowing the bodies of the sick for the 
purpose of expelling disease. 

Fic. 34. Stone pipe. 

a The last tablet is 122 mm. long by 56 mm. wide; it is 6 mm. thick at one side and tapers to 2mm. 

at the other. The largest specimen is 151 mm. long by 94 mm. wide and 10 mm. thick; the border is 10 

mm. wide, marked thus: XXXX. The broken specimen is 87 mm. wide; its length can not be deter- 

mined. The X pattern at the margin runs over to the surface of the reverse side. 

» Length, 48 mm.; internal diameter, 16mm.; maximum external diameter, 26 mm. 
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FIBER AND LEATHER 

SADDLE 

In addition to the wooden saddletrees already mentioned the 
Pimas made them each of two rolls of grass or straw, inclosed in blue 
denim or canvas and bound with a network of rawhide. A specimen? 
in the collection (pl. xv, a, 6) has two such rolls fastened together with 
both horsehair and maguey cords. The top is covered with leather 
taken from two old boot legs. One 
stirrup is wanting; the one that 
remains is of native manufacture, 

The accompanying cinch (pl. xv, ¢)’ 
is of horsehair neatly twisted and 
quite strong and serviceable. When 
used, it was passed over the saddle 
instead of being attached to it. A 
Pima is rarely seen riding bareback, 
and most have good saddles of 
American manufacture. Bartlett 
states that those who rode bareback 
at the time of his visit in 1850 thrust 
one foot under a loosely fastened 
surcingle.° 

SADDLEBAG 

A coarse net of maguey fiber is 
made to carry bulky objects upon 
either pack or riding saddles. The 
fibers are twisted into two strands, 

which are united to form a rope 5 mm. 
in diameter; with this the meshes, 

are made about 12 cm. in length by 
an interlocking knot of the simplest 
character. The bag in the collection 

is about 1 m. in length (fig. 35). FiG. 35. Saddlebag. 

Heap Rings 

The round-bottomed water jars and many similar heavy burdens 
besides were borne upon the heads of the women with the aid of the 
rings of willow bark in the early days, and now with rings of rags 
wrapped with cotton cloth.? Of less common use are the agave- 
leaf rings, which should be classed as twined basketry.’ They are 

a Length, 60 cm.; diameter of rolls at the middle, 10cm. They are thickened slightly at the ends to 

form pommel and cantle. 

> Length, 75em.; width, 7 cm. 

¢ Narrative, 1, 237. 

d The bark head ring (fig. 36,a@) is 155 mm. in diameter and the opening in the center is 42 mm. in 

diameter. 

¢ Diameter of specimen collected, 10 cm.; height, 165 mm. 

26 ErH—08 10 
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folded at each margin so that a ring is made up of three thicknesses 
of matting. This ring is smaller than the other types and is used 
for lighter burdens (fig. 36,6). Almost any cloth (fig. 36, ¢c) may be 

improvised into a head ring, and aprons are especially convenient for 
such use. 

Fic. 36. Head rings. a, Willow bark; 6, agave deaf; c, cloth. 

Rore 

Picket ropes of maguey fiber (figs. 37, 6 and 38) are brought by 
the Papagos to trade to the Pimas. They are about 10 m. long and 
1 cm. in diameter, made of four 2-ply strands. They are strong, but 

Fia. 37. a, Horsehair halter; b, maguey rope. 

the harsh and coarse fiber renders them disagreeable to the touch of 
any but a hardened hand. The prepared fibers for rope making in 
this collection measure 60 ¢m.in length. With such material and a 
rope twister the process of manufacturing rope is a rapid one. 
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Human hair is both twisted and braided into cords for tightening 
kiaha frames. The cords are usually made of four strands of 2-ply 
twisted threads. They are about 5 mm. in diameter when finished. 

HALrEers 

Horsehair is quite popular as a material for the manufacture of 
halters. The halter here illustrated (fig. 37, a) has a loop of light 

cord, 45 em. in length, to be passed over the horse’s head. The rope 

Fic. 38. Maguey fiber. 

has a loop 26 cm. long that passes over the nose. ‘The length of the 
rope from the knot of this loop is 3.150 m. It is of four strands of 

4-ply threads, one of the strands being white. 

BRIDLES 

Bridles are also made of horsehair, vicious looking bits being sold 

by the traders for them. 

Frerisn 

The collection contains a fetish (fig. 39, @) and a hair ornament 

made of seven wing feathers of a hawk (fig. 39, b) which have been 

joined by laying a strip of cotton cloth on the quill of each feather 
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and binding it there with sinew, then braiding the loose ends of the 
strips together into a cord 15 em. long. In this way the feathers 
are permanently fastened to one another and may be easily attached 
when it is desired to wear them as a fetish, or they may be readily 
attached to the hair to form a portion of the headdress. 

War Hrappress 

At Gila Crossing we were so fortunate as to secure a specimen of 
an old Pima headdress made from the hair of an Apache and the w ing 

feathers of three species of large raptorial 
birds (fig. 40). The hair is about 45 
cm. long and is gathered in strands 1 
em. in thickness, which are held by 
two strips of cotton that are twisted or 
twined on each other a half turn between 
each pair of hair strands. Viewing the 
headdress from the rear there are on 
the left four owl feathers, symbolizing 
keenness of vision by night; next are 
three hawk, then one owl, and again 

hawk feathers to the number of five, 
symbolizing keenness of vision by day; 
on the right are two eagle feathers, the 

symbol of swiftness. Thus the wearer 
of this headdress possessed the cour- 
age and cunning of the hated enemy, 
the keen sight by day and by night of 

the birds that have great magic power, according to Pima belief, and 
the swiftness as a trailer of the king of birds, which occupies a 
prominent place in Piman mythology. 

Fic. 39. a, Fetish; b, hair ornament. 

HAIRBRUSH 

Using their fingers as combs, the women become very skillful in 

straightening out tangled locks. They frequently smooth the hair with 
a brush which was formerly made of the roots of the “Sacaton grass,” 
Sporobolus wrightii (fig. 41, a), but as this no longer grows along the 
river, where the majority of the villages are situated, they now make 
use of maguey fiber, Agave lec heguea, Yucca paccata, ete. (fig. 41, b).° 

a Thape neral use of homie hair forcords and in headdepaced by the Pimas suggests Tews st Californian 

affinities, as we are told by Venegas that the natives of that peninsula were accustomed to adorn them- 

selves on ceremonial occasions w.th “a large cloak cover_ng them from their head to their feet, and 

entirely composed of human hair.” History of Californ’a, I, 99. 

+ Length of specimen figured, 22 cm.; diameter, 37 mm. 

¢ Length of specimen figured, 17 cm.; diameter, 18 mm. 
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These fibers make very satisfactory brushes, but they are not so stiff 
as brushes made of bristles. The fibers are not set in a handle but 
are tied in a round bundle a little below the middle, then folded out- 
ward from the center so that the upper end or handle is round and 
smooth while the lower end includes all the free fiber ends. Twine 
is then wrapped in a coil around the upper end downward until the 
brush end remains just long enough to give the fibers play in passing 

through the hair. The wrapping may be either of fiber or of horse- 

hair; in the latter case pleasing geometric patterns are often worked 
out with contrasted black and white threads. The specimen illus- 

Fig. 40. War headdress. 

trated in figure 41, b is bound with maguey fiber which has been deco- 

rated with three lines of purple dye, put on after the wrapping has 
been completed. 

Skin DreEssInG 

The use of leather in the manufacture of clothing was reduced to a 

minimum among the Pimas. For sandals, rawhide sufficed, and if 
this was not to be had there was an abundance of yucca fiber, which 
made a fair substitute. For the shields, with the use of which they 
became adept through training from childhood, rawhide was employed. 

So the needs which dressed leather alone could satisfy were but few, 
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and it is probable that Gilefho women did little more than enough 
skin dressing to keep the art alive among them. At present there are 

very few who know anything about 
it, and this is the method which 
they say ‘long ago make it.” 

A skin was soaked in water for 
two or three days to soften it; then 
it was laid on an inclined log and 
the hair scraped off with a deer’s 
rib. Two tanning media were 

used—brains and saguaro seeds. 
The former were kept dried into a 

cake with dry grass until they were 
needed, when they were softened 

in water. The seeds were avail- 
able at any time, as they were 

always kept in store as an article 
of food. 

The roots of the plant known 

as urto, Krameria parvifolia, were 
used to dye leather red. 

Frre Baa 
Fic. 41. Hairbrushes. a, Sacaton grass roots; 

2 Leather bags were used to carry 

flint and steel, and a specimen of these comparatively modern arti- 

cles is shown in figure 42. It is ornamented with tin bangles and 
glass beads. 

Tospacco PoucHES 

Tobacco was not recognized by 
the Pimas as a narcotic that would 
stunt the growth in youth or injuri- 
ously affect the heart as age ad- 
vanced, nor yet as a solace for 
leisure moments. It was to them 

a plant of divine origin that in its 
death (burning) released a spirit 
(odor and smoke) that was wafted 

by the breeze to the home of the 

magic beings that shape man’s 
destiny. Throughout Pimeria one 

may find sacred places where large numbers of cane cigarettes have 

been deposited by worshipers. It is uncertain how far this form of 

Fig. 42. Fire bag. 
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cigarette was in use by the Pimas. Most of those found were made 
by the Hohokam.? 

To carry this sacred powder it was necessary to have something 
more than an ordinary receptacle, and so pouches were made of buck- 
skin, ornamented in vivid colors with symbols of the sun and pro- 
vided with rattles that tinkled with every motion of the wearer. 
Both in shape and in ornament they closely resemble the tobacco 
pouches of the Apaches. There are two specimens in the National 
Museum. No. 27840 (fig. 43, a) is of buckskin, doubled so that 
the opening of the pouch on the unornamented half is covered 
by the fold. The margin is ornamented by a fringe of short strings 

of buckskin passed through holes along the edge of the pouch, most 

SS 

ISRO 

PAVAYAY, 

et ue 

Fic. 43, a, b, ec. Tobacco pouches. 

of them having cylinders of tin, slightly bell-shaped, arranged in 
pairs and pinched into place around the thongs by pounding. The 
front bears a conventional symbol of the sunin red and blue. There 
is a short loop with which to suspend the pouch from the belt or to 
hang it up when not in use. 

Another pouch, no. 27839 (fig. 43, b, e), is of soft deerskin, with 

a red fringe made by parallel cuts along the edge. There are a few 

a At the present time most men and some women smoke cigarettes rolled in corn husks or paper, 

obtained, as is much of the tobacco, from the whites. The native tobaccos are: Nicotiana trigonophylla, 

known as vi’opal vi’ofQ, ‘‘like tobacco,’’ gathered near Babcquivari by the Papagos and brought 

to the Pimas; N. bigelovii, known as pan vi‘of, ‘‘coyote tobacco,” and N. attenuata, called 

rsUkai Au’tea vi’ofa,* under-the-creosote-bush tobaceo.’’ Boys learn to smoke at an early age, 

though the use of tobacco is not encouraged. The father’s favorite saying in reply to a request for 

tobacco is, *‘ I will give you some when you kill a coyote.” 

>» Length, 10cem.; width, 11 em.; 114 bangles. 
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tin bangles at the bottom. The margin is ornamented inside the 

fringe with a herring-bone pattern burned on. One side of the pouch 

has a human figure and the other bears two sun symbols. These are 

very similar to some seen by the writer upon the walls of caves in the 
Chiricahui mountains, an old Apache stronghold.¢ The pouch is 
sewed with cotton thread and secured at the top by an American 
button. The cord for suspension has 4 clusters of 6 bangles each 
upon it. 

SLING 

Slings were used by Pima youths before the advent of the whites. 
They were of the usual elongated oval shape. The National Museum 

contains a sling, no. 76031, that was obtained from 

the Pimas half a century ago. It is of leather, prob- 
ably cut from a boot leg, with strings 68.5 cm. long. 
The imperforate center is 18 by 7 cm. (fig. 44). 

SHIELD 

The fighting men were divided into two parties— 
those who used the bow and those who fought with 
club and shield. When advancing upon the enemy, 
the warrior crouched so that the comparatively 
small shield protected his entire body. He also 
leaped from side to side for the double purpose of 
presenting a more difficult target, and of bewildering 
the enemy and thus unsteadying their nerves through 

the suggestion of magic, which plays a larger 
part in the warfare of the American Indian than is 
generally known. The preparation for a war expe- 
dition is an invocation to the gods and the cere- 

monies during the journey are incantations for the 
development of magic power that shall not only 
render the party invincible but shall induce its magic 
power, on its own account, to overwhelm the magic 

power of the enemy. It is not the strength nor the intelligence 
of the Apache that they fear, nor his arrow with its sting, but his 

magic—a creation of their own imagination. And so the shield, 

with its magic symbols in brilliant colors, is kept in rapid motion 
not only from side to side but also revolving by the reciprocal 
twist of the bearer’s forearm. 

A long and careful search failed to disclose the presence of a single 
old shield among the Pimas, but there is a specimen in the National 

Museum, no. 27830, that was obtained several years ago (fig.45, a, b). 

It is a rawhide disk 49 cm. in diameter, provided with a cottonwood 

Fig. 44. Sling. 

a Length, 17 em.; width, 16 em. 
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handle of convenient size for grasping. The handle is slightly concave 
on the side next to the shield. It is attached by means of thongs, 
which pass through two holes for each end of the handle, at the center 

of the disk. When not in use, it was carried by a sling strap that 

Fic. 45. a, Shield; b, reverse of shield. 

passed through two holes at the border 24 cm. apart. It is orna- 
mented by an ogee swastika in blue, red, and white. 

There are also two models of Pima shields in the National Museum. 
One is a small painted disk of rawhide; the other is a hoop with 

Fig. 46, a, b. Models of shields. 

muslin stretched over it. The former, no. 76073 (fig. 46, b), is orna- 

mented witha cross in white, blue, red, and yellow. The latter, no. 

76028 (fig. 46. a), is 225 mm. in diameter, or about one-third the full 

size. The design in red and yellow is also in the form of a cross. 
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A similar shield decorated with swastika in red and white (fig. 47) 

was collected in 1887 by Mr F. W. Hodge, of the Hemenway Expedi- 
tion, and by him presented to the Free Museum of the University of 
Pennsylvania. 

SANDALS 

Some protection for the feet was necessary when on journeys across 
the stony mesas and mountains that surround the Pima villages. 

Rawhide was the most widely used ma- 
terial and the sandal was the form of foot 
gear. It was kept in place by a single 
thong, which passed through two holes in 
the front of the sandal, so as to go between 
the first and second and the fourth and 
fifth toes, then backward obliquely across 
the foot, so that the two parts crossed each 
other over the instep, down through a hole 
in the end of a heel plate and around be- 
hind the heel, where it was doubled back 

Fic. 47. Shield. and forth two or three times before passing 

through the hole in the opposite end of the 
heel plate, and so on forward again. The heel plate passes transversely 

through two longitudinal slits in the heel of the sandal and is of the 
same hard and stiff rawhide. The doubled thongs behind the heel 
are usually wound with softer material to prevent chafing (fig. 48). 

YOKE STRAPS 

Ox yokes were bound to 
the horns of the animals by 
long strips of hide that had 
been roughly dressed without 
removing the hair. The two 

straps collected were the only 
ones seen. It is some years 
since they were last used for 
this purpose, and it is not sur- 
prising that most such straps 
should have been employed 
for other needs (fig. 49). Tia. 4s. Sandals: 

LARIAT 

The use of the lariat was, of course, learned from the whites and 

was developed gradually with the tardy introduction of live stock. 
The ‘‘rope,”’ as if is universally known in the Southwest. is of rawhide 
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made in a 4-ply braid, rounded by pounding when wet. The slip 
noose at the outer end is supplied with an ingenious loop made by 
folding a heavy piece of 
rawhide three or four 
times and bringing the 

ends together to form 
an oval ring. The end 
of the rope is passed 
through a longitudinal 
slit in one end of the ring 
and by a braided en- 
largement prevented 
from being pulled out 
again. A strip ofrawhide 
about 1 cm. in width is 
rolled in the interior of 
the ring, and passing 

through a_ transverse 

cut close to one end it 
is continued around the 
outside, being itself slit 

where the rope enters 
the ring, and also pass- 

Fic. 49. Yoke straps. 

ing under two loops made by catching up the outer layer of hide 

Fic. 50,a. Horned toadefligy, of deerskin. 

on the ring it then passes through a 
transverse slit in the outer and over- 
lapping end of the ring and is knotted. 
It therefore passes twice around the 
ring and is the only means of uniting 

the ends of it. When hardened the 
ring is large enough to permit free play 
of the rope through it.* 

Hornep Toap Erricy 

Among the most highly prized objects 

made of leather by the Pimas, found 
by the writer, was a life-sized effigy of a 

horned toad. It is of deerskin, orna- 

mented with white beads, as shown in 

figure 50, a. It was used in the cure 

of the toad disease by being passed 

over the affected part. This act and 

the singing of the toad songs effected a complete cure, our informant 
believed. Figure 50, 6, is a photograph of a living horned toad. 

a Length of lariat, 13.93 m.; diameter,9 mm. Length of loop ring, 6cem.; width, 4cm. 
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POTTERY 

As a tribe the Pimas are not skillful potters. Their work is 
decidedly inferior to that of the 
Kwahadk's, which in turn appears 
to be improving as a result of a mod- 
ern demand for it. It is probable 
that the best potters among the Pi- 
mas are of Kwahadk descent, or have 
learned the art from that tribe. A 
ereat part of the Pima ceramic ware 
is plain and undecorated. The cool- 
ing ollas in which water is kept about 
their homes are the only vessels that 

are generally decorated. The pot- 
ters aver that the designs are copied 
from the Hohokam potsherds that 
bestrew the mesas and that the sym- 

bolism is absolutely unknown to them. 
Furthermore, many of the smaller 
decorated pieces are traded from both 

Fra. 50,. Living hornedtoad. the Kwahadk‘sand the Papagos, the 

latter bringing them filled with cactus 

sirup to exchange for grain. The vessels here illustrated were made 
by Sala Hina (fig. 51), one of the best potters on the Gila. 

MATERIAL 

The common ware that 
is intended to be subjected 

to heat is generally made 
from clay obtained among 
the Skaséwalik hills, which 

lie on the southern border 

of the Gila River reserva- 
tion. The material is a dry 

eranular clay combined 
with quartz. pebbles and 
feldspathic detritus. The 
place where it occurs looks 
much more like a stone 
quarry than like a clay pit 
(pl. xv1, a). Indeed, a 

great part of the mass is sharp, angular stone, which must be win- 
nowed out by hand in the shallow baskets. 

Fig. 51. Sala Hina. 
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The process is well illustrated in plate xvi, b.” 
Another well-known clay pit is situated on McClellen’s branch, at 

the northeastern base of the Sacaton hills (pl. xv, ¢), whence a 

whitish clay is obtained. The villages about the Casa Blanca ruin 
obtain clay from pits within a stone’s throw of the ruin itself and 
from the river bottom near the village of Rso’tik. 

The tempering materials used in the clays last mentioned are sand 
and ground potsherds. The clay from the Skésowalik hills is so 
coarse that it requires no tempering. 

Red ocher is employed as a slip, which is applied to the surface of 
the common utensils just before the drying that precedes burning. 
The water coolers are usually made without this coating of ocher. 

Black gum is used for decoration. This is obtained by boiling in 
a small earthen pot, or in a segment of a large one, mesquite chips 

a Samples of this clay were submitted toDoctor Wiley, Chief of the Bureau of Chemistry of the Depart- 

ment of Agriculture, who ascertained the percentage composition of the material to be as follows: 

Per cent 

Combined water, organic matter, and other 

Per cent 

BUC SI Ose ao. socio tease Sacre cece scene 59. 64 

Alumina, AlsOg..-. volatile constituents (loss on ignition)... 4.94 

Meuric oxide, WeaOsoe 25-2 oe ecw enna 6.72. |) Sulphurie.aeld,, 80s. 2 -.--- 22-6 --<--.e+- ~~~ 45 

Manganous oxide, MnO.........-......--- Trace | Carbon dioxide, COo...............-...--.- Trace 

ime, CaOve- 2. -s-s2-n 2.35 ae oh 
% 99, 90 

Magnesia, MgO... os, 1. 44 

Alkalies, K20 and NaO..................- 5. 81 

He also explains the general method of determination. 

For industrial purposes an attempt is made to separate the proximate constituents of a clay by 

what is called a “rational analysis.” For this purpose the clay is treated with sulphuric acid, which 

is supposed to dissolve the clay substance proper and leave insoluble quartz sand and sand composed 

of feldspar or other minerals. 
In order that the composition of this clay might be compared with analyses of other clays made upon 

this plan, a determination was made of the matter insoluble in sulphuric acid in sample 24881, with the 

following results: 
Per cent 

MSU ye AUNTS CMA eee ree ec re ee rw ee wie a dene RAS aS a see pam ee Seo deans OD OO 

Quartz sand, feldspathic detritus, ete...........---.- : 

99. 90 
The sand insoluble in sulphuric acid is composed approximately as follows: 

Per cent 

Waldepathic detritus; G00 sr. o.oo o-oo concn ew seein ecw baa ener nesaw nena wen sana naan ena aaweenese 28. 57 

Quartz sand 

Comparison of these results with analyses given by Langenbeck indicate that the material represented 

by sample 24881 resembles the clays used for the production of so-called “ red ware’’ more than any 

other cla8s of clays used in pottery manufacture by civilized peoples. The following analysis of a 

typical clay used for making “ red ware”’ is quoted from Langenbeck for purposes of comparison (The 

Chemistry of Pottery, 1895, 60): 

Rational analysis Total analysis 
Percent | Per cent 

Cis ai bstanee: = 2... 222 << scsc~ ssa use esieand CO ae 

PUES Mota Ae Seats op re Sa ne ere 52. 54 

Bios ace see ene ne eate ee 8.55 

100, 21 

COMPING WAC sce ac eee a eee on 

s Lt iS 
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from portions of the tree on which black gum has dried into hard 
scales. After boiling, this dye is in the form of a very thin liquid 
which is so pale that it is scarcely distinguishable on the dark clay, 
but after the vessel has been given a slight burning the pattern 
appears in deep black. 

IMPLEMENTS 

As the new vessel is built up the outside is struck with a paddle 
(pl. xv, 6), and the inside is supported bya flat circular stone about 
10 cm. in diameter. A smaller stone is used to polish the outer 

surface. Long, smooth, finger-shaped stones are used in polishing 
the necks of vessels or in places where there are sharp curves. 

Metuop 

The fictile ware of the Pimas is made by coiling. The clay is first 
thoroughly dried, acondition that is easily and quickly brought about 
by spreading it on blankets in the sun. It is then sifted to remove the 
larger particles of stone. It is next mixed with water and kneaded 
a few minutes, formed into lumps the size of the fist, and laid aside 
to ‘‘ripen” over night. The base of the new vessel is begun by 
spreading a layer of clay over the bottom of an old vessel of suitable 
size and smoothing it down with the paddle until it extends out several 
centimeters from the center (see pl. xvit, a4, where the vessel shown 
in the potter’s lap has just been taken from the olla over which it 
was molded). The new bottom is allowed to dry an hour in the 
sun before it is removed and the process of coiling begun. Dipping 
the fingers in water, the operator moistens the edges of the new ves- 
sel, which has dried enough to retain its shape. Then taking one of 
the prepared balls of clay she rapidly rolls it between the palms 
until it is lengthened into a cylinder about 20 em. long, which is 
laid on the margin of the vessel and pinched into shape. One or 
perhaps two more rolls are laid on to complete the circuit and then 
the paddle is applied with the right hand in quick taps to the out- 
side while the circular stone is held on the inside with the left (pl. 
xvu, 6). The handle of the paddle is held downward so that the trans- 
verse concavity of the instrument is adapted to the horizontal con- 
vexity of the growing vessel, which is held in the lap and the coils 
applied only so fast as they dry sufficiently to cause it to hold its 
shape. For this reason it is customary for a potter to model three 
or four vessels at the same time so there need be no delay by waiting 
for the last layer to dry. As each coil is finished it is placed where 
the sun can shine upon it and the work progresses much faster than it 
could in a less arid climate. As soon as the vessel has been built up 
a little way so there is room for the paddle to be used above the plane 
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of the bottom it is placed on the ground and a little loose soil is 
drawn up to serve as a support and in this it is turned slowly with 
the hands as required (pl. xvi, c). As the lower coils become dry 
they are smoothed with a polishing stone with strokes made from 
below upward; if a part has become too hard to be easily rubbed 
down the hand is dipped into the vessel of water that is within reach, 
and applied to the spot. 
When the last coil has been shaped a dark red shale is ground in 

water until the liquid has become quite thick; this is applied to the 
outer surface with the hands. As the slip dries it is rubbed with the 
polishing stone until it becomes hard and smooth. 

After drying over night the vessel is ready for burning. A very 
shallow pit is dug and a fire is kept in it for some time to dry the 
earth thoroughly, then a little dry mesquite or decayed willow wood 
is spread in the depression, and the vessel is laid on its side upon the 
wood and entirely covered with sticks laid up ‘‘log-cabin fashion.”’ 
In the specimen shown in figure 52 the wood had burned away in 
about twenty minutes. The photograph was taken as the burning 
brands fell from the sides. 

The final step, if the vessel is to be decorated, is to apply the black 
mesquite pigment with a sharpened stick (pl. xvm,d), made from 
Baccharis glutenosa, which has a large pithy center. The vessel is 
again subjected to heat for a few minutes until the decoration has 
assumed a deep black color, when it is finished. 

FinisHep Propucts 

Water reservoirs or coolers (fig. 53, a, b) are the largest and finest 
pieces of fictile ware made by the Pimas and Papagos. The latter 
carry on a thriving trade with the whites by supplying each house 
with one or more of these big round-bottomed pots, which are so 
porous that the evaporation from the outside measurably cools the 
water within. Although the term “olla” is applied to all Indian 
pottery in the Southwest, the word generally refers to this particular 
class of vessels. One will be found set in a three-forked post under 
the arbor at every Pima home.” An olla was secured which had been 
hidden away among the rocks in the hills for many years (fig. 54). 
It is among the smallest of those used for water coolers, and may 
well serve here to illustrate the minimum size and also a variation 
in decoration.” 

Ollas with angular profile are not uncommon (fig. 55). 
Cooking pots (pl. xvui, a) are more numerous than the water 

a The larger specimen (fig. 53, b) collected is 0.387 m. high, 0.275 m. in diameter at the top, and 1.161 m. 
in its maximum circumference. The decoration is derived from the Hohokam pottery of theCasa 

Blanca district. 
> Height, 0.330 m.; diameter at top, 0.175 m.; maximum circumference, 0.950 m. 
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coolers. Every kitchen contains several; some of them broken in 
halves or smaller fragments, yet retained for use in parching wheat or 
corn over the fire, or for other purposes. They are undecorated and 
not carefully smoothed and polished ‘‘ because they would be slippery 
to handle when they became wet.’’ @ 

Fig. 52. The burning. 

Bean pots are made with handles as represented in pl. xvmt, b. 
They form a distinct type unlike any other aboriginal ware known to 
the writer.’ 

Canteens were formerly made of pottery, but they have been 

a The specimen shown in pl. Xvi, a, is 0.285 m. high, 0.255 m. in diameter at the top, 0.950 m. in 

maximum circumference. 

b Pl. xvi, b, represents one of these vessels, which is 0.159 m. high, 0.195 m. in diameter at the top, 

0.748 m.in maximum circumference. 
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superseded by the cheap and scarcely less fragile metal ones of 
American manufacture. They were globular in form, and not pro- 
vided with projections or loops for the attachment of straps. In 
fact, they were intended to be carried in the woman’s kiihi; men on 
the warpath or traveling far from water must learn to endure thirst, 
but the women when compelled to go far for wood or cactus fruit were 
accustomed to carry water in these canteens. The vessels were 
sometimes broken, and Sala Hina told us of such an experience in 
which she nearly perished of thirst before she reached the river, 
though she had gone but a few miles from home. Canteens were 
decorated in a variety of patterns, including human figures.* 
What may be termed a parching pan (pl. x1x, a) is made for roasting 

grains preparatory to grinding them for pinole. It is a large oval 
shallow dish with margin extended at ends for handles.’ 

Fig. 53, a, b. Water coolers. 

A tortilla baking plate (pl. x1x, b) is sometimes seen. It is nothing 
more than a slightly concave undecorated disk.° 

Cups were seldom made of clay; dippers of gourd or bowls of 
basketry were lighter and less perishable. It is probable that most 
of the few cups of Indian manufacture now to be found among the 
Pimas were obtained from the Kwahadk’'s or the Papagos. They are 
so highly polished as to appear to be glazed and are usually decorated 
with geometric designs to which no meaning can be ascribed by their 
makers.? 

aThere are three specimens in the collection. Pl. xvi, ¢ is 0.195 m. high, 0.600 m. in circumfer- 

ence, with an opening at the top 31 mm.in diameter. Pl. xv, dis 0.135 m. high, 0.365 m. in circum- 

ference, and has an opening 29 mm. in diameter. P|. xvri1, ¢ is a double-necked canteen. 

v Represents a pan that is 0.445 m. long, 0.354. m. wide, 0.117 m. high. 

¢ The collection contains one of these plates, which is 0.350 m. in diameter and stands 63 mm. high. 

dP\. XIX, é¢, represents a cup which was made by the Kwahadk's and traded tothe Pimas. It is 84 
mm. high and 84 mm. in diameter. 

26 rru—08——11 
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Plates (pl. xrx, ¢, f) are now obtained from the Kwahadk’s, but it is 
doubtful if the latter made them before the advent of the whites. 
They are polished and decorated in a manner similar to the cups. @ 

’ Fanciful figures of a variety of shapes are made by the Kwahadk's in 
imitation of American crockery, and the like, 
and are traded to the Pimas, who sometimes 
sell to gratify the desires of tourists for 
souvenirs, the seller being as ignorant of the 
fact that the buyer wishes to get specimens 
of Pima handiwork as the latter is of the fact 
that the ware is packed on the heads of 
women from the villages of another tribe 30 
to 50 miles to the southward. 
Two specimens (pl. x1x, d) were obtained 

from a Pima woman at Casa Blanea, who had 

“made them to sell,’’ which have not the 
characteristic polish and the decoration of 

Kwahadk ware. They are of interest because they show the Pima 
method of treatment of the human figure in clay modeling, and also 
the manner in which the face was painted. The larger effigy’ has 
light brown lines on the body, both front and back, which repre- 

sent a necklace, belt, 

skirt (perhaps), and 

what would seem to be 
the V-shaped opening 
at the neck of an up- 
per garment. The face 
is painted in vertical 
stripes of red and blue, 
as was the custom with 

this tribe a few years 
ago. The front hair 
is represented on the 
forehead by prominent 
ridges. 

The smaller effigy ° 

has fewer lines on the 
face, and the body is 
undecorated. 

From the ruins pottery spoons or ladles are sometimes taken which 
have apparently acquired magic import from the character of their 

Fic. 54. Olla found hidden in 

the hills. 

Fig. 55. Olla with whitish designs on red ground. 

diameter and 43 mm. high. 

b Height, 212 mm. 

¢ Height, 20 cm. 
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purpose, so far as the writer is aware. The collection contains one 
very old spoon of Pima manufacture,’ which is practically an elon- 
gated bowl (pl. xx,a). Another specimen? was made for us to illus- 
trate the type, which, though rare, is well recognized (pl. xx, b). The 
collection contains also a bowl (pl. xx,¢), two coiled bowls (pl. xx,d), 

and two decorated bowls (pl. xx, ¢). 
Pottery was mended with gum from the creosote bush, Larrea 

mexicana (pl. 1x, @). This bush grows abundantly on the driest plains 

of the Gila watershed, but its leaves ere so bitter that it is not touched 

by stock, however extreme may be their hunger. 

BASKETRY 

The art of basket making is practised in nearly every Pima home. 
The more skillful basket makers produce wares that are useful, dur- 

able, and handsome. 
The work, which is 

done by the women, 

requires much time and 
patience. Owing tothe 
poverty of the tribe 
since the river water has 
been taken from them, 
some women have been 
induced to begin the 

manufacture of baskets 
without having — re- 
ceived the necessary 

training in girlhood and 
without any pride in 
the finished product, as 
it is possible to dispose 
of them at once at a 
fair price, no matter 
how wretchedly bad 
they may be. 

Fig. 56. Willow tree. 

MATERIALS 

There are three materials which surpass all others in importance, 
and quite a number that play a minor part. First of all should be 
named the willow, Salix nigra (fig. 56), twigs of which are gathered 
in March just before the leaves appear. The Yavapais who now 
live at old Fort McDowell use the willow for the white part of the 
outside of baskets and for the inner coil as well; but the Pimas 
employ the willow for the weft only. The twigs are about 50 cm. in 

@ Length, 115 mm.; width, 74mm.; depth, 25 mm. 

+ Length, 130 mm.; width, 25 m-n.; depth, 30 mm. 
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length. The bark is removed by catching it at the middle of the 
twig in the teeth and raising it far enough to insert the thumbs of 
both hands between the bark and the wood, and then running the 

thumbs outward to the ends of the twig. Two such movements 

Fic. 57. a, Willow splints; b, martynia; ¢, cottonwood. 

suffice to strip the twig, which is then split into three or four strips 
at the smaller end with the teeth and the splitting carried to the other 
end of the twig by careful manipulation with both hands, so that the 

wT 

Fig. 58. Bundles of martynia pods. 

strips may be as even as possible. These strips are kept in coils, 
which are from 10 to 15 em. in diameter (fig. 57, a). Willow bark is 

also used in basketry, both alone (cradle shields) and in conjunction 
with other materials (grain baskets). 
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The stems of the cat-tail, Typha angustifolia Linn., are used as 
foundation in the common baskets. They are gathered in July when 
green, and are split and dried. The stalks curl inward along the split 
surface while drying, so that they have the appearance of round 
stems with a mere line running along one side to show where they 
were split. These stalks are from 1 to 2 m. long and are kept in 
bundles, sometimes 25 cm. in diameter, but usually much less. 

The pods of the devil’s claw, Martynia fragrans Lindl., furnish the 
third material necessary for the ordinary basket. The supply of 
wild plants is not large enough, and a few martynia seeds are planted 
each year by the basket makers. These are gathered in the autumn 
at any time after the plant has dried. They are made into bundles 
(fig. 58) for storing or for 

barter by tying a few hooks 
together and then pushing 
other hooks down into the 
center and allowing the 
pods to curve over one 
another. Each half of a 
pod is provided with one of 
these long recurved hooks, 
from 15 to 20 cm. in length 
(fig. 59). They are black 

on the surface, and hence 

desired for the purpose of 
contrasting with the white 
willow to form the designs. 
Their central portion is 
pithy, but the outside is 
very tough and woody. To 
prepare for use, the devil’s 
claw is soaked over night 
and then buried in moist 
earth for a day or more. It is then dug out, usually by a party of 
women, who make a ‘‘bee”’ of it, and the outer fiber of each claw is 

removed by breaking the hooked end and holding it in the teeth 
while the split fiber is pulled off with the fingers. Figure 60 shows 
such a party stripping the fibers, which appear in a coil at the knees 
of the second figure from the right. In the foreground is a heap of 
stripped pods. A small board in front of each woman is to lay the 
splint on when thinning and shaping it. Instead of soaking and 
burying the devil’s claw, some have begun to hasten the process by 
pouring hot water over it and proceeding at once to strip off the 
fiber. The strips are kept in coils (fig. 57, b) similar to those of willow. 
They are valued somewhat more highly than the willow splints, and 

Fic. 59. Martynia pod. 
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hence a higher price is sometimes demanded for baskets in which a 
large amount of devil’s claw is used. 

Leaves of the agave are sometimes used, but baskets of this mate- 

rial are obtained chiefly from the Papagos. Wood from the slender 

branches of cottonwood is sometimes used to take the place of willow, 

but it is less durable and soon becomes yellow. It is prepared in 
the same manner and kept in the same sort of coils as the willow 
Gikeds Gye () 

Wheat straw is extensively used in the manufacture of the jar- 
shaped grain baskets. It is of modern introduction, and has not fully 
supplanted the ancient style of grain bin. 

Fic. 60. Stripping martynia. 

The arrow bush (Pluchea borealis) was the principal material 
employed in the construction of storage bins or baskets. It is 
everywhere abundant along the river, and is one of the few shrubs of 

Pimeria that is not armed with thorns, its slender, graceful stalks 
being easily manipulated (pl. xxt, a). 

Reeds, Phragmitis communis, were formerly common along the 

Gila, but continuous seasons of drought caused them to disappear. 

Sleeping mats were made from them, but such mats are now rarely 
seen, agave leaf being used instead. 

Plate xx1, ¢ illustrates the crucifixion thorn, Holocantha emoryi, 
surrounded by saltbushes. 
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IMPLEMENTS 

The only implements used in the manufacture of the common 

baskets are awls and knives. The awl was formerly of bone or 

mesquite wood. Now it is of steel with a wooden or gum handle 

(fig. 22, a, b). Common case knives or light butcher knives, well 

sharpened, are used to trim the strips of willow at the time of use. 

MetTHop 

The ordinary baskets are made by the process known as coiling. 

The center is of devil’s claw, which is generally started as a coil, but is 

sometimes made by the process called checker weaving for a few cen- 

timeters before beginning the coil. The half stalks of the cat-tail are 

again split before being used and about a dozen of these splints are 

taken to form a foundation. The other two materials, willow and 

devil’s-claw splints, are kept in water at the time of use to render 

them flexible. One end of each splint is held in the teeth while the 

knife is rapidly scraped along the rough side and while the edges are 

trimmed smooth and made parallel. Upon this part of the operation 

depends much of the evenness and fineness of the finished basket. 

The details of the work do not differ from those of coiled basketry 

everywhere, which have been so fully and entertainingly described by 

Professor Mason. The margin was left with the splint wrapped 

smoothly around it until a few years ago when ‘“‘some man,”’ supposed 

to have been a Papago,‘‘told them to braid it;” the tops of baskets 

are therefore usually finished by passing a single devil’s-claw splint in 

and out and backward and forward over the margin, to which it gives 

a braided appearance. When the weaving is completed the ends of 

the splints project on the exterior surface, making it very rough. It 

is also soiled and’ stained from having been lying about during the 

intervals when it was not in the maker’s hands for the weeks or 

months that have elapsed since it was begun. By means of a knife 

the longer and tougher ends are cut away, while the others are broken 

and the stains are removed by thoroughly rubbing the surface with 

leaves and twigs of the saltbushes, Atriplex lentiformis, A. canescens, 

A. polyearpa, ete. 
Basket Bow.s 

This term may be accepted in lieu of a better one, for the tray- or 

bowl-shaped baskets, which are shallow and have their sides sloping 

at alow angle from the horizontal. They range from a perfectly flat 

disk to a bowl with rounded bottom having a depth of 20 em. 

The designs upon these old-style baskets are often very pleasing 

and even remarkably good. When questioned as to the meaning of 

the elements of these patterns, the basket makers invariably replied: 

“T don’t know; the old women make them in this way. They copied 
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the patterns long ago from the Hohokam pottery.’’ While these state- 
ments are true in the main, some of the elements will be seen to be of 
wide distribution and some are peculiar to the Pacific coast. There 
are three common designs: Those embodying the fret, the equal-armed 
cross, and the spiral. Nearly all that do not represent these directly 
are more or less evident modifications of them. The fret, which the 
Pimas probably with truth called the oldest motive, leads almost 
directly into the swastika and suavastika pattern, as shown in the 
illustrations. The flower design based upon the cross is apparently 
the same as that on the necks of water jars made by the Hohokam, 
and such vessels are similarly decorated to the present day by both 
Pimas and Papagos. On the pottery the design is laid upon a convex 
surface, while in the baskets it is worked upon the interior, or concave, 
side. The elements of the design are, first, a series of four radiating 
arms of black separating the petal-like areas which are usually in 
the shape of spherical triangles. The second element is a series of 
encircling lines that lie parallel to the radiating bars and follow their 
outline entirely around the basket, having also rectangular enlarge- 
ments where they change direction to cross the ends of the bars or to 
follow along their sides. It is just such a design as might easily 
originate in pottery decoration where a complete line may be traced 
continuously, but it is not one that can be easily explained if it is 
assumed that it originated in basketry, especially when it is remem- 
bered that these people prepare no pattern whatever beforehand, but 
develop the designs upon the baskets as previously conceived in the 
mind. 

The volute, or whorl, is a common motive in primitive art, and is 
especially frequent in Southwestern basketry. As the angular weay- 
ing necessitates irregularities in the lines of curvature, they are not 
infrequently modified by terrace-like enlargements. Terraces are used 
in combination with nearly all the other elements known to the basket 
maker. 

It will be observed that the decoration of Pima baskets is in black 
on a white ground for the most part, yet the proportions vary greatly. 
Brown, and more rarely some other color, may be seen in perhaps one 

basket in a thousand. Occasionally a basket is made with a dozen or 
more blue glass beads fastened on the border at equal intervals by 
weft splints passing through them. Rarely, work or trinket baskets 
are made to sell that have open spaces in their sides. 

DESCRIPTION OF PLATES 

The fret is acommon motive in Pima basketry. In the small—and 
usually badly made—baskets it is commonly single and of uniform 
width. In the first of our series (pl. xx1r, @) it appears as a double 
line with five folds. Had there been but four the effect of the whole 
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would have suggested the swastika. The large basket, b, has three 
parallel lines, a larger number of folds, and an unusually large center 
of unrelieved black. Baskets ¢, d, and e exhibit slight modifications 
of the fret, in ¢ the parts of the inner circle being four in number and 

in e five. The design in f is a fret of four folds, and the fret is the 

principal motive also in some of the upright baskets shown in plates 
xxrx and xxx. Basket gshows an equal-armed cross in white and a 
series of four broken lines that pass, in the form of a whorl, from near 
the center to the margin after each taking one and a half turns around 
the basket. Basket 2 combines the fret and whorl, there being seven 
radiating lines that reach the margin after half a turn each. 

In plate xxi, a, is shown a rare form—a flat disk, ornamented 

with a whorl of six broken lines, an intermediate form between the 

fret and the whorl. In 6 there is an unusual treatment of the dark 
center, elsewhere invariably a solid disk of black. It looks as if the 
maker had changed the design after starting the six rather irregular 
bars of black from the center. In ¢ the six radiating lines advance 
toward the periphery by the interpolation of an independent motive 
that will be seen later in upright shapes. Baskets d and e are orna- 
mented with five pairs of whorled lines that contain squares of black, 
which may also be regarded as an independent motive. In f the 
number 5 again reappears and also the simple motive of c, but this 
time in white on a black ground. This is called by some the ‘‘ coyote 
track.” It is well shown in plates xxrx and xxx. 

Plate xxtrv, a, illustrates a combination of the broken whorled 

lines of the preceding plate with a pattern obtained by the chil- 
dren at school in an early stage of their instruction in drawing. At 
the marginis the diamond pattern that has the effect of netting. 
In 6, although the lines do not radiate from the center, they have 
something of the whorled effect, and they unite with the fret of the 
preceding illustrations a new element—the terrace—which is so com- 
mon on the ancient pottery of Arizona. The parts are in five, there 
being two reduplications of the unit in the outer row to one in the 
inner. Inc the parts are again in six. The central portion is diffi- 
cult to analyze, but the outer repeats the terrace, together with a fret 
that by its breadth of line at the center suggests the form of the 
cross known as the swastika. Basket d has the fret combined with 
the terrace, being similar to the first basket in the last figure. The 
parts of the design in this plate are in four, five, and six. 

Plate xxv, a, depicts a form of equal-armed cross that we shall 
later see passes into another type of design that is complicated, yet 
pleasing, namely, the flower pattern. Baskets with the design shown 
in @ are quitecommon. Inb the attenuated arms may be likened to 
the limbs of some giant spider. They will be seen to be nearly the reverse 
of the white arms of the design in basket c. Basket d represents a 
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variant that was seen in a few shallow baskets and which occasionally 
appears in the upright forms, asin plate xxx, 7. It resembles a gigan- 
tic pictograph upon an ancient altar near Sacaton, the largest picto- 
graph the writer has seen in Arizona. Baskets e and f, and also a, b, 
and ¢, plate xXv1, contain designs that are perhaps the most abundant 

to be found in Pima basketry. The 
patterns are whorled frets with many 
modifications. The decorative effect 
is enhanced by the addition of the 
triangular element, to which the same 
name, mo’tmvitcka, ‘triangle,’ is 
applied as to the terrace. It is seen 
to be an independent element com- 
pleted by an extended hook. In 
plate xxvi, a, c, the triangle at the 
margin is relieved with white, butin 6 
it appears in its more common form. 
In plate xxv, f, the mode of origin 
of the triangle is seen in the termi- 

nal enlargement of a segment of the terrace. The triangle gives color 
balance to the whole, as in }, and also fills space due to the elements 
of the main figure being carried as a whole nearly straight to form 
an equal-armed figure on a spherical surface. These designs are 
usually in fours, though sometimes in threes and fives. Figure 61 
includes two designs with dissimilar elements which adapt equally 
well rectangular designs to a hemi- : 

spherical surface. The design, while 
clumsily made and unsymmetrical, 
is yet pleasing by the at least par- 
tial harmony of design and form. 
The motive in this design will be 
recognized by students of Califor- 
nian basketry. The basket shown 
in figure 62 is a rarely beautiful one, 
having simplicity of design pleasing 
by its rhythm or repetition and colors 
well proportioned. 

Plate xxvu contains several exam- 
ples of good baskets. The second 
has many triangles, those along the margin suggesting a mode of 
origin of what is known as the ‘‘top-knot” design. The outer band 
on this basket has the appearance of having been added as an after- 
thought, but such was not the case, as the device is not uncommon 

and occurs in the unusually fine basket shown ine. The latter is the 

Fic. 61. Basket with scroll decoration. 

Fig. 62. Basket with seroll-feet decoration. 
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largest basket in the collection, yet it is so well proportioned, not- 

withstanding the reduction of the number of repetitions to three, that 

an artistic design is produced. The warp coils grow successively 

narrower from the center, thus making the walls thin and flexible. 

Figures d and e contain modifications of the equal-armed cross, with 

an apparently new element in d, which is shown in ¢ to be a derivation 

of the triangle. These two baskets are examples of one of the oldest 

designs. It is also seen in the upright basket, plate xxxu,¢e. The 

white in f suggests the rattlesnake rattle design. 

Plate xxvin introduces a new design which the Pimas call si’siteut- 

evtik, ‘very much figured” or “complicated.” Analysis shows ¢ and 

d to be much simpler than they appear at first sight. The elements 

in d are an equal-armed cross and parallel lines around it, with enlarge- 

ments wherever they change direction. The effect of the whole is 

suggestive of a flower with four petals. Ina the petals appear largely 

in white. This flower design is said to be of recent origin. Sala 

Hina, who is perhaps 70 years of age, declares that it was unknown 

in her girlhood days. 
Plates XxIx, XXX, XXX, and xxx include a series of baskets from 

photographs representing basket collections in Sacaton. Many have 

the upright waste-paper basket form, and are recent. Nearly all the 

Pima baskets made during the winter of 1901-2 were of these 

shapes. Many are decorated with simple motives that depend for 

their effect upon repetition. A notable feature of the ornament is 

the introduction of badly executed human figures. Certain traders 

urged the basket makers to put as many human and animal figures as 

possible on the baskets. Truly we need a society for the protection of 

American art. The most successful of these designs seen by the writer 

is the Gila monster shown in plate xxx,n. However, it is but a sorry 

substitute for the old-time simple motives. These baskets serve 

also to illustrate the varied treatment of the geometric elements met 

with in the shallow baskets as applied to the convex surfaces of the 

upright forms. 
In conclusion, it is believed to be advisable to add the names of the 

elements of the designs which the Pima basket makers regard as dis- 

tinct. But two in the list refer to natural objects, namely, numbers 3 

and 7 below. It is worthy of note that the continued inquiries of 

visitors have aroused the interest of the natives to such a degree that 

they have begun to devise plausible interpretations to symbols the 

meaning of which is absolutely unknown to them. 

1. Ate’vuta, the black center of all baskets. 

Ka’kiopins, “crossed lines”’ (pl. xx11). 

Kam’keteit, ‘turtle,’ applied to a square design (pl. xxm). 

Mav’spitchita, “locked together,” the interrupted fret (pl. xxv1, ¢). 

Mo’timvitcka, ‘triangular,’ all triangles and terraces. Ore wl 
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6. O’pimusult, “parallel lines doubled on themselves” (pl. xxi). 
7. Pan ika’kita, ‘coyote tracks” (pl. xxrx). 

Sa’-ai, “figured,” plain design with radiating black bars 

(pl. XXvIH, e). 
9. Svhitalduwuteim, “spiral,” whorled or spiral designs (pl. xx). 

10. Si’siteuteufik, ‘‘very much figured,’ the flower pattern 

(pl. xxvimt). 
11. Stoa, ‘white,’ having a few narrow lines. 
12. Stip’epfitcim kakaitoa, ‘“‘striped with black and white,” a 

general term for designs in alternating black and white lines. 
13. Ta’sita, ‘‘set’’ or “prearranged,” the swastika and suavastika. 

14. Tco’ho-otcilt, ‘crooked lines,”’ the fret. 

v2) 

Fia. 63. Kiaiha. 

Kida 

In the Golden Age of Pimeria all burdens were borne by the women, 

either upon their heads with the aid of the head ring or upon their 

backs with the unique contrivance which they call kiaha (fig. 63), 

a name that it may be well to retain for the purpose of precise descrip- 

tion, as the term “carrying basket’? suggests the conical receptacle 

of other tribes, which is an entirely different affair. The kaha, 

though unwieldy in appearance, is very light and strong, and heavy 

loads of wood and other bulky articles may be piled upon the frame- 

work, as may be seen in the series of pictures (pl. xxxrv a, , ¢, d), 

which illustrate the manner in which the kidha is loaded while set 

on the ground with the two long front frame sticks and a separate 

helping stick (fig. 64), forming a tripod. After loading the kiaha, 

the old dame is seen in b rising to her feet with the aid of the help- 

ing stick. Had she had to carry a baby in its cradle she would have 
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placed it in a horizontal position on the top of the heap of mesquite 
wood; as it was, her load weighed nearly 100 pounds, yet she knelt 
down, engaged her head under the carrying strap, and struggled to 
her feet without assistance (c). The method of unloading is shown 
in d, where, by bending forward, the entire burden is thrown off 
clear of the head. Figure 65 illustrates the manner in which a kiaha 

net is mended. 
As the kiaha is distinctively a woman’s utensil, so is it closely 

associated with her life history. The young girls of 8 or 10 begin to 
use small kiahds made especially for them or that have 
been cut down from old ones. They learn the methods 
of loading so that the burden may be stable and of 
proper bulk, they acquire the necessary nerve and muscle 
coordinations that enable them in later years to lift 
loads weighing more than do they themselves, they 
become inured to the fatigue of long journeys, and they 
learn to preserve their kiaéhs with care from rain. The 
maiden must have long and gaily-spotted frame sticks 
at the front of her kiahé, which are wound with long 
hair cords. She uses a helping stick that is orna- 
mented with a long deerskin fringe pendent from the 
binding at the crotched end (fig. 64). As she walks 

along with the sharpened end of the stick thrust into 
the load the fringe hangs above and forward of her 
head, swinging at every step or fluttering with every 
breeze. It is indeed a conspicuous object, and it is not 
surprising that it should have caught the attention of 
every passing traveler, whose illustrations of it are 
uniformly bad.* 

As the age of the owner advances she becomes care- 
less of the appearance of her kiiha, the spots on the 
frame are less frequently renewed, the cordage grows 
short and worn, and the foresticks of the frame are cut 

down in length. However, her burdens do not diminish, ¥"°- “4. Helping 
and the woman here photographed, though her age se 
exceeds the scriptural allotment, is yet able to carry more than 100 
pounds at a load. 

The kiaha is of entirely different materials from the ordinary Pima 
baskets. Wood is used for the four frame sticks, two at the front 
and two at the rear. Saguaro ribs are invariably used for the pur- 
pose, as they are very light, symmetrical, straight, and sufficiently 
strong. The hoop is a double band of willow. 

a‘*They are highly prized by their owners, as they are very useful to them, and are made with 

much labor. For the only specimen I could obtain I was obliged to give goods to the value of $10.” 

Bartlett, Personal Narrative, m1, 236. 
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Agave leaf serves for the front matting or apron that rests against 

the back. Between the front and the frame a roll of bark or cloth 
is usually placed to prevent chafing. The headband is of the same 
material as the apron. It is really a circular band that is flattened 
out and doubled across the forehead. 
Human hair is used to attach the hoop to the frame sticks. It is 

of 2-ply 4-strand cord, which is made fast to the hoop and, after 
drawing the hoop as high as possible to tighten the net, wound from 
10 to 50 times around the frame sticks. 

The maguey, Tasylirioni wheeleri, furnishes the fiber for the net 
(fig. 88). Yueca elata is also a valuable fiber plant and itis prob- 
able that the Papagos obtain netting material from Agave hetera- 
cantha. The first two of these plants are found on the higher hills 

Fic. 65. Mending kiih& net. 

and mountains of Pimeria, whence they are gathered by parties who 
go especially for them. Pits are dug and fires are built in them as 
the maguey is gathered. After the fire has died down it is cleared 
out and the pits are lined with small stones. The maguey is spread 
on these, covered with earth, and allowed to roast over night. After 
it has been removed from the pit the pulp of the roasted plants is 
scraped away with a deer’s scapula, leaving the fibers a foot or two 
in length. These are dried, and when they are long a roll 6 inches 

in diameter will be sufficient for a kidhi net. Such a roll of fiber is 
easily transported, and is a recognized article for barter between 
Pimas and Papagos. The spinning of kiéhaé thread is a social event, 
and the women gather for the purpose and gossip merrily as they 
twist the 2-ply twine, which is rolled into balls that may also be bar- 
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tered or kept for some time before being made inte the nets of con- 
ventional pattern (fig. 63). 

After the net has been bound to the hoop by a spirally wound cord 
that completely covers the latter, it is colored with red and blue dyes 
in such a manner as to emphasize the outlines of the pattern. 

Maguey fiber, or horsehair, may be used for the cord which extends 
from the headband to the frame. It is about 8 mm. in diameter. 
When of maguey, it is often so well made as to pass readily for 
machine-made cordage until we examine it closely.’ 

Fic. 66. Storage baskets. 

SToraAGE BASKETS 

The use of large baskets made especially for storing grain and other 
supplies was widespread in America. They were and are yet of the 
highest utility to the Pimas, who have raised an abundance of corn 
and later of wheat to supply all their own needs and more. Two 
types prevail: A circular bin of arrow bush covered with bushes and 
earth (fig. 66),and a globular basket of wheat straw built up by 
coiling (fig. 67). 

a¥For detail of the weaving see Mason’s Origins of Primitive Culture, 251; also Report National 

Museum, 1894, 471, where Professor Mason makes the statement that the kiahA net, worked in what 

is “commonly called the buttonhole or half-hitch stitch, finds its most northern extension among the 

Piman stock. Nowhere in the Pueblo tribes is it found, according to the collections in the U. S. National 

Museum. But south of the Piman it occurs in Central America, in Latin South America as far south 

as Tierra del Fuego, where it will be found to be the only attempt at textiles.’’ This is another link in 

the chain of evidence that separates the Pimas from the Hohokam and other Pueblo peoples. 

* The collection contains an old woman’s kifhé, the foresticks of which are 1.340 m. long and 3 cm. in 

diameter at the butt. The shorter sticks are 70cm. long. The hoop is 65em. in diameter. The apron 

is 58 cm. long by 28 em. wide. The headband is 35 em. long and 8 em. wide. The accompanying 

helping stick is 1.90 m. long and 22 mm. in diameter; the notch is 6cm. long and 35cm. wide at the 
opening. 
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The former type is furnished with a bottom of willow branches. 

The sides are built up by twisting rolls of arrow bush with the butts 

thrust into the coil beneath to bind the whole together.* This type 

is used for storing mesquite beans on the tops of the houses or sheds 

(fig. 4). They are also built on the ground in groups, which are 

inclosed by a low fence to protect them from stock. They are made 

before the harvest begins, and as the coils are large and there is no 

close work required a large bin may be built up in half a day. 

The straw baskets have their coils fastened with strips of willow 

bark about 5 mm. in width. The stitches pass through the upper 

margin of the last coil and are about 20 mm. apart. The coils are 

from 1 to 2 cm. in diameter. The baskets are from one-half to 14 

Fic. 67. Small storage basket, showing weave. 

meters in height. They are covered by a circular disk of the same 
material or, more frequently, by a section of the bottom of an old 
worn-out basket. 

In making these baskets two rolls are carried around at once, but 
as they are made with some care it takes much longer than to make a 
bin of arrow bushes. The baskets are made after the harvest, when 

the straw is available. 

a The remains of a basket of this type were found by the writer in June, 1901, when examining the two 

large cliff-houses about 4 miles south of the Salt river, opposite the mouth of the Tonto. Bandelier 

gives the ground plan of these structures in Papers of Archeol. Inst., Am. ser., IV, pt. 11, 426. This 

would suggest relationship with the Pueblo clifl-dwellers (assuming that the place had not heen 

occupied recently by Apaches or other invaders), were it not for the fact that this type of bins, as 

well as the arbors on which they are built, prevails among the southern California tribes. 
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Minor Tyres 

Rectangular trinket baskets (fig. 68, a) are made of agave leaves, 

but nearly all are obtained from the Papagos, as the Pima women 
seldom make them. They are deeper than broad, somewhat enlarged 
at the bottom, and are provided with lids.t_ They are of the twined 
style of weaving. At a distance 
of 1 em. from the interior margin 
of the lid the warp splints (so 
termed for the sake of clearness 
in description—they are exactly 
like the weft) are cut and the 

ends show on the inside of the 
lid. The weft is continued to 
the margin, turned back on it- 
self at right angles to form what 
looks like a separate ring around 
the lid; at a height of 5 or 6 cm. 
it is again folded in and the ends 
of the splints are cut about 1 
cm. from the last fold, so as to 
be concealed from view. 

“Medicine”’ baskets (fig. 68, 6) 
are of the same material and 
style of weaving as the trinket baskets. They have a characteristic 
shape—long, square cornered, with rounded margin. They are made 
in two nearly equal parts, one of which slips over the other as a lid.? 

Fig. 68, a. Trinket basket. 

Z 
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Fic. 68, b. Medicine basket. 

Food bowls of remarkably fine workmanship and graceful shape 

were carried by warriors on the warpath. They were used to mix 

a The collection contains a specimen of average size, which measures 19 em. in height, 17 by 18em. at 

the base, and 16cm. square at the top. 

+ The collection contains one very old medicine basket which is 29 cm. long, 10 em. wide, and 9 cm, 

deep. 

26 ErH—O08 12 
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pinole in and also served as drinking cups. They were light and 
indestructible. They are no longer made and but two were seen on 
the reservation. 

Fig. 69. a, Old sieve; b, modern sieve. 

Head rings of agave leaf (fig. 36, 6) are occasionally seen, but the Dp Dp ° oJ ? 

are supposed to have been adopted from the Papagos (see p. 113). 

Fig. 70. Sleeping mat. 

Oval sieves were made of willow rods, and were very useful in clean- 
ing seeds, and in separating juice from pulp m a variety of plants 
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(fig. 69,a). They have been supplanted by a wire sieve“ made by 

building a coiled basket rim around a piece of wire netting that has a 
mesh of 1 mm. (fig. 69, b).° 

Bird traps, house doors, shelves, bird cages, and the like verge 
upon basketry, but these have all been described in connection with 
other objects of wood. 

The hoods of cradles (described on p. 103) must be included in the 

list of articles of basketry in use by this people. They are of willow 
bark cut into strips about 5 mm. wide and woven in the simplest 
checker style. They are light and flexible, and thus better adapted 
for their purpose than if made of willow and devil’s-claw splints. 
At the bottom of this hood or shield the strips are gathered into two 
wrapped bundles, which 
slip into place on each side 
of the first transverse bar 
beneath the baby’s head 
The convexity of the rolls 
prevents the hood from 

slipping past the bar and 
the weight upon them in- 
sures stability, while at 
the same time the hood 
may be readily detached. 

SLEEPING Mats 

Mats were formerly made 
by the Pimas of the cane, 
Phragmitis communis, that 
grew in abundance along 

the Gila until the water 
supply became too scant 
for the maintenance of this plant. They are now made of agave 
leaves by the Papagos, who barter them to the Pimas (fig. 70). 
They are woven in a diagonal pattern, each splint passing under 
three others before appearing again, and the wrong side being rough.° 
The splints are softened by soaking at the time of weaving and 
become somewhat stiff when dried. The warp and woof are alike, 

Fic. 71. Detail of sleeping mat. 

a Twenty-six cm. in diameter at the top and 22 at the bottom. There are 7 coils in the rim, making 
it 4cm. deep. 

> The willow sieve in the collection was made on request by Sala Hina, as there are now none of the old 
style to befound. It is32em. long, the ends of the rods projecting 3 em. beyond the hoop to form a sort 
of handle. The hoop is 26cm. wide. There are 4cross-twisted strands to hold the rods in place. The 
willow rods are 2 mm. apart and 2 mm. in diameter. 

¢ Fig. 71 shows the detail of this, with the ends of the splints that have been doubled back, showing 
ata,ad,a. Thus the warp splints continue as such to the margin and double back to a as weft. The 
under or what may be called weft splints, similarly treated, appear in the figure at b,b,b. The length 
of the mat collected is 2.100 m.; width, 1.480 m. 
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and extend in a direction oblique to the sides of the mat. Ata 
distance of about 7 cm. from the margin of both sides and ends the 
warp and weft splints are woven separately to form a double border, 
which is held together by single splints occurring at intervals of 
about 15 em. 

TEXTILES 

SPINNING 

The Pimas no longer spin and weave; the art is dying with the pass- 
ing of the older generation. It was with difficulty that enough raw 

un 

F1G. 72. Model of loom 

cotton of Pima raising was secured to make the beginning of a piece 

of cloth on the small model loom shown in figure 72. This loom was 

made by the writer’s old friend Ka/mal tkak, who, though an adept in 
weaving, could not spin and had to engage a woman to do that por- 

tion of the work. She removed the seeds by first spreading out the 

cotton and beating it with a switch. 
Ka/mal tkak succeeded in finishing the spinning (see spindle, fig. 

73) before the writer had an opportunity to witness the process. 

However, it has been well described by others.¢ 

aLieutenant Emory thus describes the manner in which it was done in 1846; “A woman was 

seated on the ground under the shade of the cotton sheds [arbors on which the cotton was spread to 

dry]. Her left leg was tucked under her seat and her foot turned sole upwards. Between her big toe and 
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Fortunately, Doctor Palmer obtained in 1885 a complete loom with 
sample balls of cotton thread (fig. 74) from the Pimas. The warp is 
smoothly and evenly spun into a thread about 1 mm. in diameter. 
The woof threads are softer and are about 3 mm. in diameter; the ball 
(Museum no. 76012) is 61 cm. in circumference. 

Sinew from the back and legs of deer was made into 
thread and was used in tying cradle bars, shield han- 
dles, arrows, kiaha frames, and even tattooing néedles. 
An unidentified species of grass, called a’kivik' by 

the Pimas, is said to have been spun into thread in 
ancient times. According to the myth, it supplied 
the son of Corn Woman with material for his bow- 
string. When there is sufficient rain, this grass 
grows on the Mo’hattik hills, north of Gila Crossing. 

WEAVING 

The art of weaving was not highly developed 
among the Pimas, yet the few simple fabrics of cot- 
ton which they produced sufficed to satisfy their 
needs for clothing and adornment.“ Unlike their 
neighbors, they have all but abandoned the art of 
weaving; at no time in their history have they ad- 
vanced as far as the Pueblo tribes. Where they 
learned the art or if they developed it themselves we 
may not know. We can only hazard the guess that 
they had the ingenuity to imitate the fabrics which 
the Hohokam left behind or which the Pimas actu- 9" “Pind 
ally saw them using. 

Early accounts of the Pimas” contain references to their fields of 

the next was a spindle about 18 inches long, with a single fly of four or six inches. Ever and anon she 

gave it a twist in a dexterous manner, and at its end was drawn a coarse cotton thread.” (Notes, 85.) 
“The implements used by these tribes for spinning and weaving are of the most primitive character. 

A slender stick about 2 feet long passing through a block of wood, which serves to keep up the 

momentum imparted to it, constitutes the spindle. One end of this rests on a wooden cup inserted 

between the toes and the other is held and twirled by the fingers of the right hand, while the left hand 
Is occupied in drawing out the thread from a supply of cotton which is coiled on the left arm in loose 
rolls.” (Bartlett, Personal Narrative, 11, 225.) 

The spindle collected is of arrowwood, the cross bar is of cactus rib. Length, 730 mm.; diameter, 

7mm.; length of bar, 175mm.; width, 31mm. (Fig. 73.) 

aT suppose that all are provided with cotton blankets; but, owing to the almost incessant heat of 
the day, they seldom wear them,” writes Bartlett (Personal Narrative, 11, 229); but in fact there were 

many poor Pimas who had no blankets and in winter they must have been miserable, indeed, despite the 
mildness of the climate. Those who were unable to weave but were well to do obtained blankets by 
bartering corn, beans, and other produce, or horses at the rate of one horse for two blankets. 

> Bartlett describes the Pima method of weaving as follows: ‘ In weaving, the warp is attached to two 
sticks, and stretched upon the ground by means of stakes. Each alternate thread of the warp is passed 
round a piece of cane, which, being lifted, opens a passage for the shuttle in the manner ofa sley. The 
operator sits in the fashion of a tailor, and, raising the sley with one hand, with the other passes the shut- 
tle, which is simply a pointed stick with the thread wound upon it, between the threads of the warp. 

The work is beaten up after the passage of each thread by the use of a sharp smooth-edged instrument 

made of hard wood. The operation of course progresses slowly, and from the length of time consumed 

in spinning and weaving they set a high price upon their blankets, asking for them ten or twelve dollars 
in money, ora new woolen blanket of equal size. The weavingisgenerally done by theoldmen.” (Per- 
sonal Narrative, 11, 225.) 
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cotton, which was picked and spread on the roofs of their arbors to dry 
in the pod. When dried and separated from the pods it was stored in 
large ollas, where, if covered, it would keep for an indefinite period in 

that dry climate. Usually, however, it was stored until winter, when 
there was time for the women to spin it into threads and for the men 
to weave it? into squares of cloth which served as robes for protecting 
the body by day and as blankets by night, girdles for the waist, and 
similar but smaller bands for the head. In later times it is said that 
bolts of cloth of considerable length were woven to be bartered with 
adjoming tribes, but this would seem not to have been in accordance 
with primitive custom. 

Accounts of the Pimas that were written in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries contain references to the use of wool as well as 
native cotton, but very little information is obtainable concerning the 

Fig. 74. Cotton balls, native spinning. 

use of wool, and there was not a single sheep on the reservation at the 
time of the writer’s visit. 

No dyes were used except a dark buff ocher’ bartered from the 
Papagos, into which the cotton was dipped. No mordant was used and 
the resulting color was neither brilliant nor permanent. However, it 
was applied only to the selvage thread. Bayeta was unraveled to 
obtain scarlet thread for belts after the inauguration of trade relations 
with the Mexicans. 

Sewing was unknown, and holes were patched by weaving in a new 
piece. 

Implements and methods. The loom was simpler than that used by 
the surrounding tribes and was spread horizontally instead of being 
set upright. Four stakes were first driven firmly in the ground out- 

@ It is of interest to note that this division of labor differs from that of the Hopis and the Zufis. 

>’ A sample of the mineral used was found upon analysis to contain 30.52 per cent ferric oxide. 
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lining a rectangular space the exact size of the projected fabric. A 
deep layer of clean white sand from the river bed was spread between 
the stakes to prevent the under surface of the fabric from becoming 
soiled. The end or yarn beams were of saguaro ribs of suitable size, 
held in place across the end stakes by cords which were stretched taut 
at the sides. The beams were about 6 inches from the ground, thus 

permitting the warp to pass freely around them as it was wound over 
one and under the other in a continuous thread. A heavy double 
binding thread, usually dyed buff, was passed through the loops at the 
ends of the warp and was given a half turn as each loop was caught up. 
The yarn beams were then removed, leaving a lease rod of arrowwood 
in place of one of them. The binding thread was next bound to the 
yarn beams by a heavy thread wound in a spiral from end to end. 
The warp could then be stretched in place by again putting the beams 
outside the stakes and pulling the side cords taut. The heald rod was 
also of arrowwood put in place by passing a loop from a thread that 
had been slipped through the open shed from the right under each 
lower warp thread and pushing the rod through the loop from the left. 

The weaver sat upon his haunches on the ground or on the cloth 
when it was finished too far for him to reach from the end. He low- 
ered the lease rod beyond the heddle and gathered the upper threads 
in front of the heddle on a slender sharpened rod, which enabled him 
to lift them high enough to pass the shuttle through. ' The shuttle was 
an arrowwood stick to one end of which the weft thread was tied and 
then passed to the other in a slightly spiral direction; there it was 
wound twice around and then passed back; thus it was wound from 
end to end of the shuttle until the latter carried many yards of thread. 
After the shuttle was passed through the shed the thread was struck 
home with a flat batten of mesquite wood. If the warp threads were 
irregular, they were adjusted with a short peg which took the place of 
the comb used by the other tribes that weave in the Southwest.7_ Two 
heavy selvage threads lay at the side of the warp, and as the shuttle 
was passed through the shed it was brought between them and they 

were given a half turn to engage the woof thread before it passed back 

in the other shed which was opened by raising the heddle. 
The width of the cloth was not well maintained, as there was a strong 

tendency for it to become narrower, but by the aid of a stretcher or 
temple this was partially overcome. The temple had two longitudinal 
grooves separated by a distance equal to the width of the cloth. In 
each groove was placed a section of willow or arrowwood stem an inch 
in length, bound with a heavy thread around the stretcher. The outer 
end of the short stick was sharpened so that it might be pushed 

@ Length of the specimen collected, lem. It is shown in fig. 72 at the margin of the finished cloth, 

where it was pushed under a few threads to hold it in position for photographing. 
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through the cloth under the selvage, thus rendering the temple readily 
adjust able.@ : 

The collection contains one old headband? or belt (fig. 75,a), which 
its owner had laid away wrapped around his long hair which he had 
been induced to cut off. It is woven from tightly twisted cotton yarn, 

the colors being black, white, green, and yellow, arranged in a zigzag 
pattern, as shown in the figure. The reverse side is without pattern 
and not intended to be seen. Another headband (fig. 75, 6) was made 

a b 

Fic. 75. a, Old belt headbaind; b, new belt headband. 

to order and is of a much simpler design and style of weaving. The 
colors are black, white, and red. 

There are two belts or headbands in the National Museum that 

were collected by Bartlett in 1850. One of these, no. 178911, is a 

a Doctor Palmer collected a Pima loom in 1885, which is now in the National Museum, no. 76008. The 

beams are of cactus wood, 1.410 m. long, 6em.in diameter. The heddle is of arrowwood, the same length 

as the beams, and is 8 mm. in diameter. The blanket, which is about half finished, is 57 cm. wide and 

1.100 m. long. The selvage is not dyed, but there is a red weft thread 29cm. from the end and a second 

one near it which passes across the middle third of the cloth. The batten is 91 cm. long, 25 mm. 

wide, and the shuttle 92cm. The cloth is smoothly and evenly woven, having 8 warp and 11 woof 

threads to the inch. 

b Length, 1.900 m.; width, 65 mm. - 

¢ Length, 2.270 m.; width, 57 mm. 
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fine specimen of double weaving.* It is of tightly twisted cotton 
thread in dark blue, red, yellow, and white. The fringe threads are 

braided together so that two colors are united in each strand. 
The other belt, no. 178910, is also double, and woven in dark blue, 

light blue, buff, red, and white.’ 

The abandonment of the art of weaving these simple fabrics with 
their tasteful patterns is unfortunate. Their loss is relieved by no 
compensatory improvement in other directions.° 

ARCHITECTURE 

In their natural state the Pimas built dwellings of four different 
types besides a storehouse. First in importance is the round, flat- 
roofed ki, which resembles an overturned wash basin in shape. 
Notwithstanding the fact that some have declared that the Piman 
ki suggests the pueblo style of architecture and should therefore be 
admitted as evidence of relationship between the Hohokam and 
Pimas, the author must confess that he has been unable to detect 
the remotest resemblance to the pueblo type. On the contrary, 
analogies may be found with the dwellings of tribes much farther 
distant from Pimeria. The ki is built by the men, who gather in 
parties of ten or fifteen for the purpose—a.custom which affords 
another instance of a different division of labor from that in vogue 
among the Pueblos, as with them the house building is the work of 
women.? Though the Pimas have had an example of pueblo struc- 
ture at their very doors ever since they have inhabited the Gila 
valley, in the noble Casa Grande, the walls of which yet rise 30 feet 
above the plain, and have seen the adobe buildings of the Spaniards 
and Mexicans for three hundred and fifty years, nevertheless they 
have continued to construct houses of the simplest type that are but 
little. better than temporary shelters. The first Piman adobe house 
was built by the head chief, Antonio Azul, twenty-two years ago, 
and since that time the people have made very commendable prog- 
ress. Some villages—such, for example, as Blackwater—now contain 

few dwellings that are not of adobe. .However, there are others, 

such as Ska’kaik, that retain the old-time ki. As an inducement 

toward progress, the Indian Department or its authorized agent has 
stipulated that a man must cut off his long hair and build an adobe 
house before he may receive a wagon from the Government. The 

a Length, 2 m.; width, 6em.; length of fringe, 15cm. 

+ Length, 2.03 m.; width, 65mm. The fringe is 20 cm. in length and neatly braided. 

ce Frébel, who visited the Pimas half a century ago, says of their weaving, ‘‘ Man wiirde sich aberirren 

wenn man glaubte, dass diese Kiinste durch die Bekehrung zum Christenthum beférdert worden seien. 

Im Gegentheile sind sie dadurch in Verfall gerathen, denn bei den heidnischen Pimas findet man die- 
selben in einem héheren Grade von Vollkommenheit.” Aus Amerika, 1, 440. 

dIt is worthy of note that the southern California Coahuilla [Kawia] similarly differ from other 

American Indians. In that tribe, also, the houses (jacals) are built by the men. See D. P. Bar- 

rows in American Anthropologist, n. s., 1901, 111, 755. 
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old custom of destroying the buildings at the death of their owners 
has practically disappeared, but its retarding influence upon archi- 
tectural development continued throughout the aboriginal period. 

Usually but one family occupies a single dwelling, though some- 
times two and even three related families live together. If there 
are two, their sleeping mats are placed on each side of the entrance, 
so that in sleeping the heads may be toward the east, the door being 
on that side in order that the inmates may rise early to greet the 
Day god as he appears over the distant summits of the Sierra Tor- 
tilla. A more practical motive for placing the doors on the east 

side is to avoid the southwest winds which blow in the afternoon 
during nearly the entire year and which are especially strong during 
the month of March. The wind usually begins to blow at about 10 
in the morning and increases to a velocity of 10 miles an hour by mid- 

afternoon, after which it decreases 
until midnight. 

TYPES 

The general plan of the house 
is shown in the accompanying 
diagram (fig. 76). The central 
supporting framework is usually 
entirely of cottonwood, though 
other timber is sometimes used. 
The lighter framework shown in 
plate xxxv, a, is of willow, on 

which is laid the arrowwood, cat- 

Fic. 76. Diagram of house. Scale: 1 inch = 10 tail reeds, wheat Se cornstalks, 
Fv or similar material that supports 

the outer layer of earth. 
The roof is supported by four crotched posts set in the ground 

3 or 4m. apart, with two heavy beams in the crotches.? Lighter 
cross poles are laid on the last, completing the central framework. 
Light willow poles are set half a meter in the ground around the 
periphery of the circle, their tops are bent in to lap over the central 
roof poles, and horizontal stays are lashed to them with willow bark. 
The frame is then ready for the covering of brush or straw. Although 
earth is heaped upon the roof to a depth of 15 or 20 em. it does not 
render it entirely waterproof. When finished the ki is very strong 
and capable of withstanding heavy gales or supporting the weight of 
the people who may gather on the roof during festivals. 

a‘ Por the larger dwellings nine are used—three on each side and one in the center.’ Bartlett, Per- 

sonal Narrative, 0, 233. 
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Lieutenant Emory estimated the size of the ki at from 25 to 50 

feet in diameter,* which is much too high. From 10 to 25 feet 
would have been much nearer the true diameter. The average 

dimensions are as follows: 
Meters 

POET ELVES hE. soye ts Shays Se peal SS Si a ath So See 18.59 

IaGerGrr co taniGlern se peeee eee cones e eee en a ee Sees otek ee 5.48 

Tir qcie ered GN Ore oho See 5 ofl a ek or pear oe eaten eee Ea Lav2 

Distance between main supporting posts. ........-------.---------------- 2. 28-2. 43 

Distance between ports aud: wallss 0 5.2.2 sas oc eee aes aie Sosa . 91-1. 60 

TURING LEAT AILCrS eee een eae ene eae ea Re oe Scie eS . 08 

InMRRCCINEINVECIITAILCIS cee ee anoe dc. = toe Se ence ones ee rea ees et ise . 30 

Distance between horizontal ribs -.--. - - BE tS che om WI ne Fe .30 

Distance between arched. willow ribs ...-..2......-..-2--..--+----2+2-5- . 20 

EIST AV AGE Glee ee eas s fo Pee Oe ASS Se RSS oe ee eee 81 
Wt Theo ONORN ten Ser Pee et ee he er a bane, Sepsis = on plan a calc .61 

The absence of a smoke hole is noteworthy, as it is almost univer- 
sally present in primitive dwellings. Its absence can not be explained 
by the fact that the mildness of the climate permits the Pimas to 
spend most of their time in the open air and build their fires out- 
side, because in winter fires are maintained within to such an extent 
that the roofs become loaded with masses of soot. It would seem 
probable that the roofs were not provided with openings in order 
that the houses might be as little open to the attack of the Apaches 
as possible were it not for the fact that the Cocopas and others 
living southwest of the Pimas build huts similarly devoid of smoke 
vents, which suggests that the Pimas have come from that quarter 
where the torrid heat renders indoor fires unnecessary at any season. 
The doorways were low and narrow for the same reason (60 by 90 em. 
in size). They were closed by pieces of old blankets (pl. xxxv, 5), 
by slats woven together with rawhide, or by loose sticks of wood 
(pl. xxxv, e, f). 

In each village a low rectangular council house afforded a meeting 

place for the men and at times the women also of the community. 
Rey. C. H. Cook informs the writer that he has addressed an audi- 
ence of as many as 80 persons in one of these houses, all bending low 
to avoid the smoke. The last council house was destroyed at 
Pé-eptcilt in January, 1902. 

Another form of dwelling place was the woman’s menstrual lodge, 
which was a mere shelter of branches to afford protection from 
the sun. 

The fourth type of dwelling is the arbor, or, as some of the early 
writers termed it,.“‘the bower.” It is a cottonwood framework sup- 
ported by crotched posts, roofed with arrowwood and earth, afford- 
ing a shade from the sun, from which protection is desirable during 

a Notes, p. 8. 
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the greater part of the year. The roof furnishes a convenient place 
for drying squashes, melons, fruit, and, in the old days, cotton, 
where the dogs and poultry can not disturb them. Under its shade 
the olla of drinking water is set in a crotched post or is suspended 
from above by a maguey fiber net. Here two parallel ropes may be 
hung and a cloth folded back and forth upon itself across them, thus 
forming an impromptu hammock in which to swing the baby. Here 
the metate and mortar are usually seen, and here the women sit and 

weave baskets or perform such other labor as may be done at home. 
It is the living room throughout the day the year around, and now 
that the fear of Apaches has gone it is becoming the sleeping place 
as well. From a hygienic point of view it is a great pity that the 
Pimas are learning to build adobes, for the tendency is for them 
to live indoors and to abandon the healthful arbors, every inch of 
whose floors is purified by a burning sun that throws its sterilizing 

rays well under the arbor during the morning and afternoon. Tuber- 

culosis is present in nearly every family, and it is difficult, if not 
impossible, for the agency physician to induce those stricken with 
it to remain out of doors; they invariably confine themselves within 
the bacilli-laden dwellings. The arbor is kept well swept and clean, 
as is the entire yard about the house, so that a more healthful habi- 
tation could not be devised. Occasionally one or more sides of it 
may be inclosed with arrowwood through which the cool breezes 

readily find their way. 
Beside each dwelling will be found a rectangular storehouse built 

with a framework of about the same shape and size as the arbor, 
but with walls of upright okatilla trunks or cactus ribs. The large 
bush, Baccharis glutenosa, is often used for this purpose. It is seen 
in its natural state in plate xx1, 6; also surrounding the unit figure 
in plate xxxvr and forming the walls of the storehouse in plate 
xxxy, f. Plate 1x, 4, illustrates the okatilla, Fouquiera splendens, 

as it grows on the mesas within 2 miles of Sacaton. Each stem is 

crowned with a brilliant spray of scarlet flowers. Plate xxxv, d, 
shows the framework of a storehouse at the right and the finished 

wall of arrow bush in the center. Plate xxxv, e, is a complete store- 
house with arrowwood bins for mesquite beans on the roof. Some- 
times mud or adobe is added to the walls, which renders the structure 

equivalent to the Mexican jacal. The most noticeable feature is the 
door, made by piling up a great heap of unwieldy logs before the 
opening. 

While not to be dignified by the name of house or dwelling, the 
Pima kitchen is an extremely practical affair, as will be realized by 
anyone who attempts to cook on an open fire exposed to storms. 
Plates vr, b, and xxxvr show the manner of arranging these wind- 
breaks, for they are nothing more. In exposed situations the sand 
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in time accumulates in a drift of sufficient height to require a change 
of location. _ Not all families have such a kitchen, and there is reason 
to believe that it has been adopted from neighboring tribes in recent 
years. 

CLOTHING 

The description of Pima clothing need not be long. Throughout 
fully three-fourths of the year clothing for protection is quite unnec- 
essary in that region, and that worn in winter was of the simplest 
character. The history of Pima clothing may be divided into four 
periods, namely: The first, in which natural products, little modified, 

were employed; the second, in which native textiles were introduced; 
the third, in which more or less remote imitations of Mexican cos- 
tumes were in vogue; and the present period, when very plain and 

_ serviceable clothing is purchased from the whites. 

MATERIALS AND TyPEs 

In primitive times the men wore breech-cloths (pl. xxxvu, a, b) 
and the women kilts that fell to the knee, both made of the soft and 
flexible inner bark of the willow, which is used by some among the 
Colorado River tribes to the present day. During the brief season 
when the temperature approached the freezing point at night the 
men wore deerskin shirts, and when abroad upon stony trails 
encased their feet in red-dyed moccasins, also of deerskin. For pro- 
tection at home both sexes wore rawhide sandals, which appear to 
Caucasian eyes all too scant protection for the feet where nature arms 
most species, animate or inanimate alike, with tooth and claw. 

After the adoption of the art of weaving, the cotton blanket was 
worn in winter, and in summer also by the women, who girded it, 
doubled, around their waists with maguey cords, neatly woven belts, 
or merely tucked one edge within the other. When the winds from 
the sacred caves blew cold upon their shoulders they were shielded 
by the outer fold of blanket, which was drawn up around the neck; 
at least by all save the widow, who dared not raise the blanket above 

the armpits during the period of mourning. Plate xxxvr illustrates 
the mode of wearing this garment. As the blanket hung to the knees 
it might be converted by the men into baggy trousers by looping a 
cord from the girdle behind down between the legs and drawing it 
up in front. Some there were too poor or too strongly beset by the 
passion for gambling long to retain the single fabric that served for 
clothing by day and bedding by night, and they were compelled to 
resort to the bark garments of the ancients. Another material avail- 

@ As an exanuple of this tendency of desert plants to clothe themselves with armor, mention may be 

appropriately made of the crucifixion thorn, Holocantha emoryi, as it grows abundantly upon the 

mesas between the Gila villages and the Salt River Pima settlement, 30 miles northward. It becomes 
& small leafless tree that is a tangle of thorny spikes, each a hand’s breadth in length (pl. xXx1, c). 
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able for winter blankets was rabbit skins, which were cut in strips 
and braided together in the manner customary among so many 
American tribes. 

During the Spanish and Mexican régime the sombrero found favor, 
and even yet the steeple crown of this head gear may occasionally 
be seen. The women adopted a sleeveless chemise, which they wear 
to some extent to-day; it is shown in plate xxxvut, b, though usually 
no longer worn by a woman so young. A few women also follow the 
Mexican fashion of covering their heads with improvised mantillas— 
usually towels or aprons—as shown in figure 5, where the costumes 
of a group of both sexes are well shown. This view was taken at 
the agency, and as they were unaware of the author’s presence with 
the camera, which was kept concealed, the posing was perfectly natural. 
When the summer heat begins to be felt the older men strip to the 
breechcloth, as shown in plate xxxvu, a, b, when they are about 

their homes. 

ESTHETIC ARTS 

PrrRsonaL DECORATION 

The Pimas of to-day are rapidly adopting the personal adornments 
of their civilized neighbors. With the exception of the manner of 
treating the hair, the old methods of enhancing personal beauty have 
been almost entirely abandoned. Judging from the statements made 
by the old people, this art could never have reached the development 
among the Pimas that it did among the Pueblos. Their status recalls 
that of the Yuman tribes on the great river to the westward. 

Pride of person manifested itself among the men in the care of 
the hair and the elaboration of the designs painted upon the skin. 
Feathers and beads were also worn in abundance. When through 
uncleanly habits a man became too filthy his associates said “ skulof,” 
“He smells like an old man.’ But the whole tribe has a charac- 
teristic odor that is easily detected by the nasal organs of the whites; 
even the school children who are regularly bathed and well clothed 
exhibit this characteristic. 

, HAIR 

Men wore their hair long (see pl. xii, ¢); that of the old chief 
Tiahiatam reached to his heels when he stood upright, but usually 
the hair fell about to the waist. At the age of 20 the young men 
began to braid or twist their hair into skems, which retained the 

hairs shed—and other things besides—a marvelously convenient 
abiding place for microbes. It was the fashion to wear the skeins 
cut squarely across at the bottom, and they did not scruple to piece 
out their shorter locks with hair from the tails of their horses. Some- 
times, indeed, they even added the hair of their women, who trimmed 
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their hair in mourning for lost relatives. The skeins were from 1 
to 2cm. in diameter; the hair of one old man, purchased from him, 

is 1.1 m. long; one of the skeins has been broken in the middle 
and tied in a hard knot. Such flowing locks could not, of course, 
be worn unconfined at all times; they were usually wound around 
the head and inclosed beneath a headband or by a cord of varie- 
gated colors (pl. xLut, a; see also fig. 75). The earlocks that are the 

pride of so many tribes were sometimes braided by the Pimas and 
ornaments of shell, bone, and, later, tin and scarlet cloth, were tied 

to them. The front hair was cut squarely across the forehead. 
The eyelashes and eyebrows were not tampered with, but the scanty 

beard was plucked out with tweezers. The hair of children was for- 
merly “cut” with a burning brand whenever it reached their shoul- 
ders, in order that it might grow more abundantly. The portion cut 
off was mixed with mud and plastered on the head again for a few 
hours that it might improve the growth of the new hair. It was an: 
evil omen if the child should chance to touch the hair just cut from 
his head, for was it not a sign that he would steal the sacred salt ? 
Women wore their hair long, but not twisted into skeins as was 

that of the men, and, furthermore, they were accustomed to cut it in 

mourning to a much greater extent than the men, so that it never 

attained extreme length. When at work it was twisted up on the 
head in a temporary coil that was confined by any convenient cord or 
bit of cloth. Unless engaged in vigorous exercise, as grinding with the 

metate, the older women allowed their hair to hang loose (pl. xxxvin, qa, 
xtyi, c). The front hair was trimmed to fall just clear of the eyes, 
as in same plate, b. Incidentally, it thus protected the eyes from 
the sun, though it is questionable how far the originators of the fashion 
were conscious of this useful purpose. Above all else the hair was the 
pride of Pima women; twice at least each day it was brushed until it 
shone in smooth, ebony waves that were ever luxuriantly abundant. 
‘Every once in a while,” or about once a week, the hair was treated 

to a mud bath made by mixing black river mud with mesquite gum 
and allowing the plaster to remain over night (pl. xxxvin,c). Some- 
times the gum was diluted with warm water and applied as a wash 
before the mud was laid on. The mud killed the vermin and cleansed 
the hair as does soap. The gum is believed to darken the hair and 
prevent it from growing gray. The Pimas declare that when widows 

mourn for four years without washing their hair it becomes a rusty red 
from beimg burned by the sun. The method of cleaning the hair 
above described is still practised, even by the younger generation. 
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NAILS 

Finger nails were bitten off when they reached a troublesome 
length. The nails of the toes received little attention, and in old per- 
sons to-day they are seen of inordinate length, curled over the ends 
of the toes. 

TEETH 

Many brown teeth were seen, 
but no satisfactory information 
was obtained as to the cause. 
All agreed that the red berry 
of Licium fremonti would tem- 
porarily blacken the teeth, but 
as the Kwahadk's and Papagos, 
who do not eat this berry, have 

the darkened teeth, some other 

cause must be sought. Rumex 
berlandieri, Rumex hymenose- 
palus, and a thorny weed called 
by the Pimas sditdkam iavak 
are also said to blacken the 
teeth. Charcoal was used to 
clean the teeth before the ad- 
vent of the whites, and the prac- 
tice is still continued. 

PAINTING 

In bags of deerskin or cloth 
(fig. 77, a, b) bright-hued ochers 

and other minerals were kept 
with which to paint the face and 
body.* Baby Pima had his face 

Thal Tir PRE eee pee painted immediately after birth 
with red ocher mixed with his 

mother’s milk ‘“‘to improve his skin.”” Thereafter the paint was 
mixed with grease or the grease was applied to the skin first and the 
paint was added. In cold weather the grease and color were applied 
to prevent chapping and even for the sake of warmth. Usually the 

a Upon the four samples of face paint that were collected at Sacaton and submitted for analysis the 

following report was received: ‘It was found that with the exception of traces of manganese in 24884 

and 24887 the color of these substances is due to varying amounts of iron as modified by the pres- 

ence of and combination with other substances which by themselves possess practically no coloring 

power. 

‘The percentages of iron (calculated as ferric oxide) found in these samples are as follows: 

IN 0) :24883 6). ass ae eet eee 6.13 No. 24885 

No. 24884... 22. - 220. Auer BS Sem 1528 > INO, 24887. eto mak wna muemeGancaeeeeenee 9. 62 
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face alone was painted, but during festivals and on other special 
occasions the entire body was painted. On dress occasions the lines 
on the face were made much narrower, and instead of being applied 
with the hands the color was laid on with a splinter or twig of arrow- 
wood 2 mm. wide by 80 mm. long. Both men and women painted 
their bodies and both used the same colors on their faces, but in dif- 
ferent proportions. The men used more black and were especially 
careful to intensify the tattoo marks. The women also emphasized 
the tattooing, and there were black lines, therefore, under the eyes of 
both sexes, showing that the permanent embellishment was regarded 
as especially significant. 

The designs were simple yertical and transverse lines, as shown in 
plate xxxvin, d. The paint was not often washed off, but addi- 
tional lines were added as the design became effaced. Each person 
painted his own face and used an olla of water as a mirror. The men 
painted the hair of the frontal region either white or red in preparing 
for a dance, and never both colors at the same time. The women 

painted their hair in spots and bands of white. 
Besides the yellow ocher obtained from the Skasdwalik hills (pl. 

Xvi, @), the yellow pollen of the cat-tail, Typha angustifolia Linn., was 
used. Red was obtained from the Mohaves, and in recent years from 
the Yumas. From the latter also was bartered the: bluish black 
specular iron ore that glistened on the warrior’s cheeks. Red and white 
were brought by the Papagos from out of the vast desert to the south- 
ward, the mineral resources of which are yet scarcely known to the 
invading race. Lastly, diamond dyes were used to some extent, but 
their day was short, for now no Pima paints at all. Indeed, it was 
with difficulty that two persons could be hired to paint their faces 
that the writer might photograph them. 

If in the pristine period of Pimerian history the lines upon the rich 
brown skins were meant to symbolize the thought or fancy of the 
artists, no knowledge of the fact has survived the vicissitudes of war 
and strife through the centuries. To-day they are meaningless and 
to-morrow will have been forgotten. 

TATTOOING 

A few lines were tattooed on the faces of both men and women. 
Thorns and charcoal were used in the operation. The thorns were 
from the outer borders of the prickly-pear cactus; from two to four 
were tied together with loosely twisted native cotton fiber to 
enlarge the lower portion to a convenient size for grasping, while the 
upper end was neatly bound with sinew. The charcoal, from either 
willow or mesquite wood, was pulverized and kept in balls 2 or 3 cm. 
in diameter (fig. 78). 

26 rru—08——13 
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Both men and women did the work, but the female artist was pre- 
ferred, as ‘‘she was more careful.’’ Their fees were small and uncer- 

tain, as the operation was not one calculated to expand the heart of 
the victim and induce him to pay generously. The lines were drawn 
on the face first in dry charcoal, then some of the powdered charcoal 
was mixed with water, and the thorns were dipped into this and 
pricked into the skin along the outlines. As the operation pro- 
gressed the face was frequently washed to see if the color was being 
well pricked in. Two operations were necessary, though it some- 

times took more; one operation occupied an entire day. For four 
days thereafter the face remained swollen, and throughout that 
period the wound was rubbed with charcoal daily. At the end of that 
time a wash of squash seeds macerated in water was applied. Some- 
times the lips were slow in healing and the individual was compelled 
to subsist upon pinole, as the swollen lips and chin forbade partaking 
of solid food; during this time the squash applications were continued. 

The men were tattooed along the margin 
of the lower eyelid and in a horizontal line 
across the temples. Tattoomg was also 
carried across the forehead, where the pat- 
tern varied from a wavy transverse line to 
short zigzag vertical lines in a band that 
was nearly straight from side to side. Oc- 
casionally a band was also tattooed around 
the wrist. 

The women had the line under the lids, 

as did the men; but instead of the lines Fig. 78. Tattooing outfit. a, Mes- 3 

quite charcoal; b, willow char- upon the forehead they had two vertical 
al; c, needles. : : 3 ¢ 

Coe ea lines on each side of the chin, which ex- 
tended from the lip to the inferior margin of the jaw and were united 
by a broad bar of tattooing, which included the whole outer third of 
the mucous membrane of the lip on either side. 

The tattooing was done between the ages of 15 and 20; not, it 
would seem, at the time of puberty, but at any time convenient to the 
individual and the operator. Oftentimes a bride and groom were tat- 
tooed just after marriage. All the older Pimas are tattooed, but the 
young people are escaping this disfigurement. As in the case of 
painting, the practice of the art is passing away and the meaning of the 
designs is unknown. The Pimas aver that the lines prevent wrinkles; 
thus fortified they ‘‘retain their youth.’’ The purely apocryphal 
theory that the women about to be married have their lower eyelids 
tattooed, that they may thereafter ‘look at no man except their 
husband,” is untenable, as we shall see when we come to study their 

marriage customs. 
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ORNAMENTS 

Both sexes, but especially the men, wore strands of beads sus- 
pended from their ear lobes and necks. The beads and gorgets were 
of disks cut from seashells, stone, more or less wrought, bone carved 
and decorated, small deer bones without other manipulation than 
drilling, and turquoise, which was usually rubbed into flat rectangular 
pendants. Upon the arms of the women and on the right arm of the 
men were bracelets of similar materials. The men wore on the left 
arm a soft coyote skin wrist guard or one of rawhide for the bowstring. 
Large beads of blue Venetian glass were brought by the earliest Spanish 
missionaries, and are now to be found scattered about the sacred 
places of the Pimas. 

‘‘A very brave man”’ pierced the septum of his nose and wore 

therein a skewer of neatly polished bone, or else suspended from it a 
bit of turquoise or a shell. Two men yet living in the Santan village 
have pierced noses, though they long ago > 
abandoned the practice of wearing anything 
in them. Indeed, all the old-time orna- 
ments have been abandoned, and the Pimas 

exhibit a marked contrast to the bead- 
covered Navahos and other tribesmen. 

The men ornamented their long rope-like 
locks with the soft breast feathers of the 
eagle, turkey, or other large bird. The war 
headdresses were of eagle, hawk, and owl 
wing feathers. We secured one that con- 
tained the hair of an Apache warrior in 
addition to the feathers (fig. 40). 

Contestants in the relay and distance 
races wore an ornament in their hair that suggests those of the 
Yumas, which in turn resemble the ‘‘eyes”’ of the Huichols.¢ 

The women twined in their hair coronets of sunflowers or of corn 
husks, in recent years colored red or blue by boiling with calico. 

Fic. 79. Runner’s hair ornament. 

ORNAMENTATION 

We have seen that the Pimas, by means of paint, tattooing, and 
ornaments, had developed the art of personal decoration to a consid- 
erable extent. When we examine their implements and weapons it 
soon becomes evident that their taste for ornamentation was more 
rudimentary. Indeed, their desire for embellishment seldom reached 
expression in carving; it was confined chiefly to painting, as in the 
case of shields, or to the smooth finish given to their bows. Paint- 

2 Such an ornament was made for the writer’s collection by Sika'tcu of arrowwood with four hooks 

of devils’ claw attached to it with sinew. The hooks are arranged in the same plane and curved 

downward as shown in figure 79. The upper pair are wound with blue strings terminating with 
bil at the tips. Total length, 237 mm.; spread of hooks, 170 mm. 
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ing upon shields, cradle hoods, kiahas, and tobacco pouches was of a 
crude sort and manifestly inferior to that upon the person. The 
moderately smooth finish given to all weapons, to trays, ladles, pot- 
tery paddles, fire-drills, awls, pestles, axes, basketry, and some 
pottery was of course based upon utilitarian motives, though the 

gratification of esthetic needs must have been subsidiary thereto 
and concomitantly developed. That the desire for embellishment 
was less consciously felt is evident from the fact that the other 
articles made by the Pimas that may be equally effective, when 
smoothness and symmetry are lacking are coarse and rough. The 
metate, for example, is unhewn and angular except upon the grinding 
surface and presents a striking contrast to the symmetrical metates 
of the Hohokam. Not only do the Pimas not give a pleasing finish 
to all artifacts, but they exhibit so dull an esthetic sense in their 

treatment of the beautiful polished axes that they find about the ruins 
that we are moved alike by pity and indignation. There are tons 

of stones within easy reach of the villages suitable for roughening the 
grinding surfaces of metates, yet the Pimas take the axes that are 
almost perfect in symmetry and polish and batter them into shapeless 
masses for the purpose. To the writer this affords an argument 
stronger than all the surmises of the early Spanish writers to the con- 
trary that- the Pimas are not the descendants of the Hohokam. 
Furthermore, the poverty of design and the absence of symbolism 
are a very strong indication of relationship with the California tribes 
rather than with the Pueblos. 

One of the most striking examples of the poverty of esthetic 
resource among the Pimas is seen in their textiles. The wonderful 

possibilities of this art were almost unknown. ‘True, after the whites 
brought bayeta to them their weavers produced a very creditable 
belt by closely copying the ornamentation from the Hohokam relics 
and from their southern congeners. But the principal pieces, the 
blankets, the weaving of which kept the art of making textile fabrics 
alive, were ornamented with nothing more elaborate than a dingy 

border of doubled selvage threads. After the red thread was imported 
we find scant trace of it in the blankets. However, we must credit 

the Pimas with the rudimentary esthetic sense that found expression 
in the smoothness and evenness of weaving in these plain white 
blankets. 

The arts of basketry. and pottery making do not furnish much 
evidence of a well-developed esthetic sense in the Pimas. The 
former art is recent and borrowed; at best it is In a mediocre state. 

If the baskets of the Pimas are compared with those of the Yavapais 
(pl. xxxin, a, b, c, d), who have also begun to use similar motives 
very recently, we see that the latter tribe manifests superior taste. 
The Yavapai baskets were the only ones at the Fort McDowell 
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camps at the time of the writer’s visit, so that they were certainly 
not selected specimens, whereas the Pima baskets, and particularly 
the upright forms, which the writer did not collect himself, were better 
than the average Pima product. The Yavapai baskets command 
just double the price in the open market that is paid for Pima baskets 
of equal size. The principle of rhythm is well understood by the Pima 
basket makers, as the illustrations show. Both the simple elements, 
such as the so-called coyote tracks, or plain triangles, and the more 
complex, such as the flower pattern, or the scroll fret, are frequently 
repeated. But the principle of symmetry is not so well developed 
and it is rare that a basket exhibits it. The specimen in figure 62 
shows that its maker possessed this faculty. 

It is rare that the descent of pottery making from basketry is 
reversed, but among the Pimas this is true to some extent; that is, 
the basketry designs are in part copied from the pottery of the 
Hohokam. In part they were adopted from the Maricopas. The 
pottery designs likewise are copied, so that the credit due to the 
Pima decorators is reduced to a minimum. Their wares are mostly 
unornamented, as we have seen, and the decorations that are used 

are applied with indifferent taste. Though they have abundant 
examples of fictile ware scattered over their fields, much of which 
is embellished by indented coils, they seem never to have conceived 
the idea of utilizing this'simple though effective form of ornamenta- 
tion. The pottery illustrated in this memoir is rather better than 
the average Pima ware. The Kwahadk’ pottery, while superior to 
the Piman, is yet lacking in symmetry. It is pleasing by reason of 

~the rich brown color and the polish that almost equals a glaze, but 
the ornamentation is crude and vastly inferior to that of the ancient 
Hohokam. 
We can not explain the inferiority of Piman ornamentation by 

saying that the Pimas had degenerated because they were harried 
by the Apaches and Yumas until they had no energy or inclination 
left for indulging their esthetic tastes, for this is not true. They 
whipped the Yumas until the latter were ready to accept peace upon 
any terms, as appears from the calendar records, which are well 
authenticated by white testimony. They kept the Apaches in whole- 
some fear of their clubs and arrows and made frequent raids into 
the enemy’s territory. They never hesitated to attack the Apaches 
in equal numbers and fight hand to hand. In short, they were not 
the degenerates that some have considered them, an error that the 

records of Pima scouts accompanying the United States army in 
Apache campaigns would do much to dispel.¢ Their backwardness 

a¥arly accounts of the Pimas uniformly testify to their ability to fight their enemies. They “have 

ever been numerous and brave,” wrote Garcés a century and a quarter ago (Schoolcraft, m1, 299), 

and in 1859 Mowry declared, “The Pimas and Apaches wage hereditary and fierce war, in which the 

Pimas are generally the victors." Arizona and Sonora, third edition, p. 30. 
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can not be explained by their environment, because the same sur- 
roundings produced the superior culture of the Hohokam, which 
there is no reason to believe was not indigenous. It may be 
surmised that the Pimas would have accomplished more in recent 
years in the art of ornamentation if they had adopted the curved 
knife that has become so widespread among other American Indians 
since the advent of the whites. A full discussion of the factors that 
have influenced their culture would better be deferred until after an 
examination of the evidence furnished by social organization (which 

through the absence of totemism has not directly influenced their 
art), by history, and by religion. 

MusicaL INSTRUMENTS 

The Pimas have four kinds of musical 
instruments—the flute or flageolet, the bas- 
ket drum, the scraping stick, and the rattle, 
the last having many forms. They say 
that the first two instruments were adopt- 
ed from the Maricopas within a century or 
two. If this be true Pima attainments in 
instrumental music must have been of a 
very modest character indeed. There are 
few flutes to be found and the drum is 
never heard except in ceremonies which are 
themselves becoming increasingly rare. 
The gourd rattle is the commonest form of 
the last class of instruments. 

FLUTE 
a b c 

Fic. 80. Flutes. 

The Pima or Maricopa flute is of cane 
cut of such a length that it includes two entire sections and about 

4 cm. of each of the two adjoming. It therefore contains three 

diaphragms, of which the two end ones are perforated, while the 

middle one is so arranged that the air may pass over its edge from 

one section into the other. This is done by burning a hole through 
the shell of the cane on each side of the diaphragm and joining them 
by a furrow. With such an opening in the upper section the instru- 
ment can not be played unless a piece of bark or similar material be 

wrapped over all but the lower portion of the furrow to direct the air 
into the lower section. The forefinger of the left hand is usually 
employed as a stop if no permanent wrapping directs the current of 

air so that it may impinge upon the sharp margin of the opening into 
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the second section.¢ As there are but three finger holes the range 

of notes is not great and they are very low and plaintive. 

These instruments are usually ornamented with geometric designs 

having no symbolic significance at the present time among the Pimas. 

A bit of cloth or ribbon is sometimes attached to the middle of the flute, 

as in specimen c, figure 80.° 

DRUM 

Any shallow basket of sufficient size, such as are in common use 

in every household for containing grain or prepared food, may be 

transformed into a drum by simply turning it bottom up and beating 

it with the hands. In accompanying 

certain songs it is struck with a stick 

in rapid glancing blows. 

SCRAPING STICK 

The notched or scraping stick is in 
very general use to carry the rhythm 
during the singing of ceremonial songs. 
When one end of the stick is laid on 
an overturned basket and another 
stick or a deer’s scapula is drawn 
quickly over the notches the result- 
ing sound from this compound instru- 
ment of percussion may be compared 
with that of the snare drum. How- 

ever, it is usually held in the hand and : : 

rasped with a small stick kept for 7 ® ¢ @ © Ff 9 
. Fig. 81. Scraping sticks. 

the purpose. So important are these 

instruments in Pima rain ceremonies that they are usually spoken of 

as ‘‘rain sticks.” 

There are four scraping sticks in the collection. One of these 

(fig. 81, a), is smoothly cut, tapering, and evidently very old. The 

wood has not been identified, though it resembles ironwood. There 

are six small notches at the side of the handle, possibly fulfilling 

some mnemonic purpose. At the base of the series of notches is a 

broad X; there is another at the middle, and evidences of a third 

appear at the tip, which is broken away. There are 36 deep transverse 

a“ The principle of its construetion is believed to be different from any known among other tribes or 

nations. These instruments are common with the Coco-Maricopas, and Yumas or Cuchuans, and 

among the tribes on the Colorado. Young men serenade their female friends with them.” Whipple, 

Pac. R. R. Rep., 0, 52. 

> Length of flute a (fig. 80), 364mm.; diameter, 22 mm.; 6, length, 518 mm.; diameter, 23 mm.; c, length, 

512 mm.; diameter, 22 mm. Flute c has an old pale yellow necktie tied around the middle as an orna- 

ment and to direct the air past the diaphragm. 
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notches on the lower part and 49 on the upper.* This stick was 
used for the cure of the piholt disease (p. 265) and was probably 
obtained from the Yaquis. The other three sticks (¢, e, f) are much 

rougher and are undoubtedly of Pima make. The two large ones 
(c, e) have deep notches, which are few in number.? 

RATTLES 

The gourd rattle is used in most Pima ceremonies. It is made by 
fitting a wooden handle to a gourd in which gravel have been placed. 

The handle passes through the center and, re- 
duced in diameter, projects slightly from the 
larger end, as shown in figure 82,° which also 
illustrates the distribution of the perforations, 
which are said to be for the purpose of ‘‘letting 
the sound out.’”’ It will be observed that the 
sacred number 4 is represented by the principal 
lines of holes extending longitudinally. About 
a dozen specimens were seen and none were 
decorated in any way except in the arrange- 
ment of the perforations; the 
handles were invariably rudely 
made. 

A disk rattle that has been 
used in the Navitco ceremo- 
nies was secured at the village 

of Pe’-eptcilt. It is not a 
Pima instrument, but whether 

Papago or Yaqui the writer 
can not say. It contains two 

sets of four tin disks loosely held by wires passing 
through a wooden handle. The sound emitted 
resembles that of tambourine rattles (fig. 83).¢ 

From the same individual who used the disk 
rattle the writer obtained a rattle that had been 
used as a belt during the Naviteo ceremonies. 

It is made of successive layers of canvas, red 

cotton cloth, oileloth, and an old braided hatband, to which are 

attached by leather strings 21 brass cartridge shells (fig. 84). 

There are two sets of cocoon rattles in the collection that were worn 

on the calves of the legs in certain ceremonies. The cocoons were 

Fic. 82. Gourd rattle. 

Fic. 83. Disk rattle. 

a Length, 675 mm.; width, 25 mm.; thickness, 15 mm, The accompanying stick (b) used to scrape 

with is 494 mm. long. 

b Seraping stick (fig. 81, c), is 630 mm. long, 19 mm. in diameter, and has 11 notches; e is 625 mm. long, 

26 mm. in diameter, with 12 notches; f is 555 mm. long, 11 mm. in diameter, and is provided with 35 

shallow notches, 

c Length, 332 mm.; diameter, 90 mm.; diameter of handle, 25 mm. 

d Length, 247 mm.; diameter, 36 mm.; diameter of disks, 40 mm. 
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obtained from the Papagos or Yaquis of Sonora. They are of a 
species of bombycid moth; their outer coverings have been removed,“ 

and a few gravel have then been sewed in each cocoon. There are 

Fig. 84. Belt rattle. 

70 pairs of cocoons in one strand and 66 in the other (fig. 85). The 
rustling sound given out by this number of rattles is not unlike the 
warning of the rattlesnake.? 

Fic. 8. Cocoon rattle. 

At the village of Sacaton Flats at least one turtle-shell rattle is 

still used in the treatment of the ‘‘turtle disease,’ although no speci- 

men of such rattle was seen. 

a‘ The Huichols use the cocoons of Attacus orizaba for necklaces.” Lumholtz, Symbolism of the 

Huichol Indians, 189. 
b Each cocoon now measures 30 mm. in length by 25mm.in breadth. The entire strands are 1.900 m. 

long. 
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Hoof rattles, usually of dewclaws, were of universal distribution 

among the American Indians and were common among the Pimas, 
though none are to be found at the present day. Bartlett figures 
such a rattle in his Personal Narrative (1, 223). 

DANCING 

Dancing was frequently indulged in by both sexes and was accom- 
panied by song, together with instrumental music furnished by the 
basket drum and the rattle. The dancers stood in a circle with arms 
extended across the shoulders of those adjoining. This position did 
not permit much freedom, and movements were confined to stamp- 
ing the feet and bending the body. When food was plentiful dances 
might occur at any time. Their number increased and their moral 
character sadly deteriorated as the men relaxed their vigilance after 
peace was made with the Apaches. The energy formerly expended 
on the warpath was then wasted in debauchery. The dances began 
in the morning and lasted all day. Both men and women came with 
freshly painted faces and bodies, the women with their hair neatly 
dressed. Each woman brought a contribution of food in the form of 

mesquite dumplings, corn and wheat pinole or tortillas, meat, and 
the like. Throughout the day a few at a time stopped to eat, so that 
the dancing and the feasting both proceeded without interruption. For 
an account of the war dances, see page 205; puberty dance, page 182. 

FESTIVALS 

Of course all festivals partook somewhat of the nature of sacred 
ceremonies, but when this element was at a minimum, as in the 

saguaro harvest festival, its description may properly appear here 
with the arts of pleasure. These festivals were of annual occurrence, 
except during the occasional seasons when the fruit failed, The 
leading feature of these gatherings was the preparation and drinking of 
navait or saguaro liquor, and they became drunken orgies in which, 
since the introduction of knives and firearms, men were sometimes 

killed. The Government has prohibited “tizwin drunks,” as they 
are called by the whites, though they are still surreptitiously held. 

The sirup of the saguaro fruit is boiled for two days in the prepa- 
ration of the liquor, and in the meantime the people gather and 
dance in the plaza nearest to the spot where the large ollas are sim- 
mering. During the final carousal all the men and some of the women 

become intoxicated. Through the influence of the missionaries, 

the native police under the agent’s orders, and the actively exerted 
influence of the more intelligent men in the tribe, the custom is dying 
out. The subchief, K&ema-a (pl. u, ¢), at Gila Crossing has been a 
zealous advocate of temperance for a number of years, and it. is 
not unlikely that the folly of such debaucheries was apparent to 
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some members of the Pima community during preceding generations 
before outside influences were brought to bear upon them. Indeed, 
some measure of prudence was enforced by the fact that the Apaches 
were hovering upon the outskirts of the villages watching for an oppor- 
tunity to attack when the warriors were incapacitated for resistance. 

The ‘‘Name song” is a social device that accomplishes the ends of 
organized charity, together with those of the ordinary festival. If a 
village suffers from a scarcity of food, it visits one where the crops 
have been plentiful and shares in the bountiful harvest in the following 
manner: The visitors camp outside the village and come in during the 
evening to learn the names of the residents and to arrange these names 
in the song, which-provides places for two names in each stanza. 
There are seventy stanzas in the song, and if there are more than 
twice that number of visitors it may be repeated and other names 
substituted. Each visitor assumes the name of a resident of the vil- 
lage as a seal of fellowship and for the purpose of contributing to the 
pleasure of the festivities of the morrow, when the strangers come 
into the village tosing. As the song is sung and a name is called the 
wife or daughter of the person of that name runs with some light 
object, and the wife or daughter of the person who has assumed the 
name for the day pursues the other woman to take it away from her. 
If she is unable to catch her, some of the other visiting women aid in 
capturing the runner, and she leads her captors to where “the value 
of her husband’s name,” in the form of corn, wheat, beans, or other 
foodstuffs, is ready to be presented to the visitor. 
When there are many participants in the ceremony nearly the 

entire day may be consumed in its performance. When some of the 
resident villagers are destitute, only the names of those who have 
plentiful crops are used. The visitors give nothing but their serv- 
ices as singers, and they receive very substantial rewards. Etiquette 
requires that the visit be returned within a reasonable time—late 
the same season or during the following year. However, when the 
nomadic Papagos come to give the Pimas entertainment the visit can 
so seldom be returned that the gifts are more of the nature of ex- 
changes by barter, with the advantages in favor of the Papagos. 
The Pimas always received the Papagos cordially, though rarely 
returning their visits—so rarely that in the last fifty years the Pimas 
have sung the name song but twice in Papagueria, the two visits 

being to Suijotoa. 

ATHLETIC SPORTS 

The men received thorough training in speed and endurance in 
running during their raids into the Apache country, but they had few 
sports that tended toward physical improvement except the foot 
races. Sometimes a woman ran in a contest against a man, she 
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throwing a double ball by means of a long stick, while he kept a kick- 
ing ball before him. But the women seldom ran in foot races, though 
their active outdoor life, engaged in the various tasks that fell to 
them, kept them in fit condition. However, they had an athletic 
game which corresponded in a measure to the races of the men and 
developed skill in running. This game was played as follows: 

ALDU 

Two of the swiftest runners among the women acted as leaders 
and chose alternately from the players until all were selected in two 
groups. Two goals were fixed about 400 yards apart, one side say- 
ing, ‘To the trail is where we can beat you,” while the other party 
declared, “‘To that mesquite is where we can beat you.’’ Two lines 
were formed about 25 yards apart, and the ball was put in play by 

b 

Fig. 86. a, Alder stick; b, double ball. 

being tossed up and started toward the opponent’s goal. It was 
thrown with sticks until some one drove it beyond the goal and won 
the game.“ To touch the ball with the hands debarred the person 
from further play. This game was abandoned about 1885. 

KICKING-BALL RACES 

These races were frequently intertribal, and in their contests with 
the Papagos the Pimas nearly always won. The use of these balls 
in foot races is very widespread in the Southwest, and even yet we 
hear of races taking place that exceed 20 miles in length. 

The kicking ball, when of wood, resembles a croquet ball in size, 

but it is usually covered with a coating of creosote gum. These balls 

a The stick in the collection is of willow, 1.230 m. long, with a maximum diameter of 18mm. The balls 

are in pairs, 15 em. apart, connected by a 4-strand 2-ply leather thong, the balls being mere knotty 

enlargements of the thong (fig. 86, a, 6). 
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are made of mesquite or paloverde wood (fig. 87, a, 6). Stone balls 
about 6 cm. in diameter are also used, covered with the same black 

gum (fig. 88, a, b). 
Each contestant kicks one of these balls before him, doing it so 

skillfully that his progress is scarcely delayed; indeed, the Pimas 
declare that they can run faster with than without the balls, which 
in a sense is true. Perhaps 
the occurrence of the stone 
balls in the ruins gave rise to 
the idea that they possessed 
magic power to ‘‘carry’’ the 
runner along, for all things 
pertaining to the Hohokam 
have come to have more or 
less supernatural significance. 
Two youths will sometimes | _ 5 . 

_ z Fic. 87. Kicking balls.’ a, Wood covered with gum; 

run long distances together, b, without covering. 
first one and then the other 
kicking the ball, so that it is almost constantly in the air. The cus- 
tom of using these balls is rapidly disappearing, as, it isto be regretted, 
are the other athletic games of the Pimas. 

a b 

RELAY RACES 

At various points in Arizona the writer has found what appear to 
have been ancient race tracks situated near the ruins of buildings. 
One of these was seen on the south bank of the Babacomari, 3 miles 

above the site of old Fort Wallen. It 
is 5 m.wide and 275 m. long. © It is lev- 
eled by cutting down in places and the 
rather numerous bowlders of the mesa 
are cleared away. In the Sonoita val- 
ley, 2 miles east of Patagonia, there is 
a small ruin with what may have beena 
race track. It is 6 m. wide and 180m. 
long. At the northern end stands a 
square stone'37 em. above the surface. 
These will serve as examples of the 

tracks used by the Sobaipuris, a tribe 
belonging to the Piman stock. The dimensions are about the same 
as those of the tracks that the writer has seen the Jicarilla Apaches 

using in New Mexico. The tracks prepared by the Pimas opposite 
Sacaton Flats and at Casa Blanca are much longer. 

The relay races of the Pimas did not differ materially from those 

among the Pueblo tribes of the Rio Grande or the Apaches and others 

of the Southwest. When a village wished to race with a neighboring 

a b 

Fig. 88. Kicking balls. a, Stone covered 

with gum; b, without covering. 
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one they sent a messenger to convey the information that in four or 

five days, according to the decision of their council, they wished to 
test their fortunes in a relay race, and that in the meantime they were 
singing the bluebird (or, as the case might be, the humming-bird) 
songs and dancing in preparation. Both had the same time to prac- 
tise and the time was short; in this preparation the young men ran 
in groups of four or five. There were 40 or 50 runners in each village, 
and he who proved to be the swiftest was recognized as the leader 
who should run first in the final contest. It was not necessary that 
each village should enter exactly the same number of men in the race; 
a man might run any number of times that his endurance permitted. 
When the final race began each village stationed half its runners at 
each end of the track; then a crier called three times for the leaders, 
and as the last call, which was long drawn out, closed the starter 

shouted ‘‘Ta/wai!’”’ and they were off on the first relay. Markers 
stood at the side of the track and held willow sticks with rags attached 
as marks of the position of the opposing sides. Sometimes a race was 

ended by one party admitting that it was tired out, but it usually was 
decided when the winners were so far ahead that their runner met the 
other at the center where the markers also met. 

The women encouraged their friends with shouts in concert that 
were emitted from the throat and ended in a trill from the tongue. 
At the close of the race the winning village shouted continuously for 
some time; after which the visitors would go home, as there was no 

accompanying feast. 

SWIMMING 

Mention is made in the calendar records of parties of Pimas or 

Maricopas being engaged in swimming and diving to catch fish with 

their naked hands, and Mr Cook assures the writer that he has seen 

them do both. 

GAMES 

The Pimas were deeply imbued with the passion for gambling, and 
many games were played for the gratification of that desire. The 

old games are now practically abandoned and those who have the 

means and the desire to gamble employ a deck of filthy Mexican cards. 

Beads, paint, blankets, and any and all personal or family property 

were wagered. The women were quite as fond of gaming as the men, 

and staked their blankets when all else was lost, making shift to get 
along with a smaller piece of cloth in lieu of a skirt. When every- 
thing was gone the loser might win some stipulated article from her 
opponent if she could beat her in a foot race. A woman might gamble 

away the family sleeping mat, the metate, in fact any household 

property, although she hesitated to wager the drinking gourd, prob- 
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ably owing to the fear of provoking Navitco, the deity who gave the 
gourd to man. 

In common with other American Indians the Pima knew naught 
of “luck” or “chance.” He felt himself aided or opposed by super- 
natural beings, whose assistance he sought by gifts of beads and other 
sacrifices deposited on altars in the recesses of the hills, which will be 
described later. A favorite place of prayer for gamblers was the 
ceremonial hill northeast of Casa Blanca, near the center of Pimeria. 
The following games were played by the men: 

KITS 

Under the name of ‘‘ghing-skoot’’ this game has been described 
as played by the Papagos.* The Pima name of the game is ki"ts, of 
the sticks kittskit. Four sticks are used in playing. The set col- 
lected (fig. 89)’ is of giant cactus wood. The 

sticks are not named ‘fold man,’’ ‘old woman,” 
etc., as among the FARES; but are designated as 

Pollows: : 

No. 1—Ki-ik, “‘four.” 
No, 2—Tco-otp’, ‘‘six. 
No. 3—Si-ik4, meaning of word unknown to informants. 

No. 4—Ki"ts, meaning also unknown. 

” 

The players sit about 10 feet apart and put the 
sticks in play by striking from below with a flat 
stone held in the left hand. The sticks are held 
nearly vertical, but are inclined a little forward so 
that they will fall in the center of the space between the players, 
who rake them back with a long stick after each throw. 

The count is similar to that described for the Papago game, if we 
substitute the Pima names for the pieces, as follows: 

Fig. 89. Kistskit. 

2 backs and 2 faces count 2. 
1 back and 3 faces count 3. 

Ki-ik facing up and others down count 4. 
All faces up count 5. 

Tco-otp’ facing up and others down count 6. 

All faces down count 10. 
Si-ikA facing up and others down count 14. 

Ki"ts facing up and others down count 15. 

The counts are kept upon a rectangle marked upon the ground 
usually approximating 12 by 8 feet, having 10 holes or pockets, 
counting the corners each time, along each side. At two alternate 
corners are 2 quadrants called la, “houses,” of 5 holes each, not 

@Culin in n Re port National Museum, 1896, 738. His description is from notes ahi miatacinl collected 

by McGee. 

b Length, 222mm.; width, 17 mm.; thickness, 

either side. 

7 mm.; hemispherical in section; not colored on 
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counting the corner holes, called ut'pa, ‘‘doors.”* The stick used 
by each player or side to mark its throw is called rsaika, “slave” or 
“horse.” When a player is “coming home” and his count carries 
his “slave” only to the last hole of his house it is said to be “in 
the fire” and remains ‘‘burnt’”’ until he throws a number less than 

14 or 15. 

The corner hole of the rectangle is called tcoltt, 
“hip;” the second, tco-olrsin, “near the corner;” 

24 te Ss the third, rsa-akit, ‘‘middle;” the fourth, ko’kétam, 
: 3 “above the end;”’ the fifth, ko-ok, “last;” the first 

hole of the house, teo’-oletam, “above the hip;” 

the second, ki-ik vak’ utra, ‘“four-hole end;” the 

third, vai-ik vak vtra, ‘‘three-hole end;” the 
- fourth, sap'k vtra, “right end” or “place;” the 

: fifth, tai-i utra, ‘‘fireend” or “‘in the fire.” (See 
diagram, fig. 90.) 

Fic. 90. Diagram used 

in kitts. 
HAEYO 

This game affords considerable amusement for the spectators as 
well as the participants. Four men provide themselves with moder- 
ately large stones, hayaktit, which they throw between two holes set 
about 50 feet apart. All stand at one hole and try successively to 
throw into the other. If but one succeeds in throwing into the hole 
he and his partner are carried on the backs of their opponents across 
to the opposite goal. If both partners throw into the hole, they are 
carried across and returned to the first hole, 

the ‘‘horses” who carry them attempting to 

imitate the gallop of the horse. 

VAPUTAI 

A guessing game in which a number of 
players act as assistants to two leaders. A 
small bean’ is used by the Papagos and a 
ball of black mesquite gum by the Pimas. 
It is placed in one of four joints of reed. 
The reeds are then filled with sand, all being 
concealed under a blanket, and the oppo- Fig. 91. Canes used in vapttai. 

nents. guess which reed contains the ball. 
The reeds are called vapfitaktit (vapftai, lay), ‘‘laying imple- 
ments” (fig. 91).° Reed a, called kuli, ‘‘old man,” has 17 longitudinal 

rows of 8 spots each; reed b, aks, ‘“‘old woman,” is unmarked; reed ¢, 

aCulin in Report National Museum, 1896, p. 739. 
b Obtained from Sonora from the tree called paow! by the Pimas and chilicoti by the Mexicans. 

¢ The collection contains one set of reeds which are 27 em. long and 22 mm. in diameter. 
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hota stcok, ‘‘middle black,” has 6 longitudinal rows; reed d, ma- 
atcoAolt, has 5 rows around the open end. 

One hundred grains of corn are placed between the players in a 
hole, from which they are taken as won and placed in a hole in front 

of each player. When a player wins all the corn, he puts up a stick 
in the sand. The number of sticks may be from 1 to 10, as deter- 
mined beforehand. Each player cancels one of his opponent’s sticks 
when he wins one himself. 

Two players confine their attention to the guessing; one on each 
side fills the reeds; one on each side watches the counting. Four 
men, one at each corner, hold the 

blanket, under which the filling isdone, + + ¢ + ¢ sees. ~— | 
te ee eee 

and sometimes offer suggestions to the | 
leaders. ‘The “old people,” the plain ">: ® Piseram used in vaputte. 
reeds, and the marked reeds, are kept together and the ‘‘young 
people” are used by the opponents. When the two pairs are filled 
with sand and a bean or ball is concealed in each pair, the blanket 
is dropped and the reeds are laid in the center, each filler handing 
his pair over to the side of his opponent. If A guesses wrong and B 
right, four grains of corn are forfeited to the winner. If neither 
guesses right, they exchange reeds and begin again. If both guess 

right, there is no count. When one guesses right, he takes the four 
reeds and places his ball in one and the opponent then decides 
which pair it is in by laying one reed across the other in the pair 
which he thinks does not contain it. Then he pours out the sand 
of first one then the other. If he has guessed right, he does not 

score, but continues the 
play by filling and offer- 
ing to his opponent. If 
he guesses wrong, the 
opponent scores 4 and 6 
additional if the ball is 
in the under reed, 10 if it 
is in the upper. 

Cheating is done in 
various ways, but there is reason to believe that this practice has 
arisen since the Pimas have come in contact with the whites. 

Fig. 93. Pottery disks. 

VAPUTTA 

Any number of players may participate, but they are under two 
leaders who are selected by toss. Each draws up his men in line so 
that they face their opponents (fig. 92). A goal about 50 yards 
distant is marked out and the game begins. A small object, usually 
a circular piece of pottery, one of those so common about the ruins 
of the Southwest (fig. 93), is carried around behind the line by a 

26 ErHa—08——14 
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leader and placed in the hands of one of his men. The opposite 
leader guesses which man holds the object. If he guesses wrong, 

the man at the end of the line in which the object is held who stands 
farthest from the goal runs and jumps over the upheld leg of the 
man at the opposite end of his own line. This moves the winning 
line the width of one man and the length of a jump toward the goal. 
If the first guess is correct, the object is passed to him and there is 

no jumping until a guess fails.* 
The boys play several simple games which develop skill in shoot- 

ing the arrow or in running In the former class may be included 
the following game: 

VATAMOMOALITC HOKOAOLIWIA 

The players stand in a circle while a boy runs around outside, 
dragging at the end of a string a bundle of rags. When the play 
begins each boy deposits an arrow in a heap and the one who trans- 
fixes the bundle as it flies past is entitled to the pile of arrows. At 
the end the best marksman may have nearly all the arrows. The 
same runner continues throughout the game and receives a few arrows 
as compensation for his services. 

PAPAIETCITAKUT 

The name of this game signifies ‘“‘cooking place.’ Several boys 
play in the game. A rag ball the size of one’s fist is tossed up and 
the one nearest where it falls tries to throw it against another, using 
a slightly curved stick called henyusika. The one hit has to stand 
with his head down to protect his face while the others throw the 
ball at him. After all throw, the game begins anew. 

OKMAITCEKE 

A bundle of grass, called woliwikke, is tied with willow bark so 
that it is about 125 mm. long and 50 mm. in diameter. The player 
tosses the bundle upward with his left hand while holding the bow 
in his right, ready to shoot the bundle before it can strike the earth. 
When the bundle is thrown forward instead of upward it is called 

tcomilt maitcéké, “to shoot the bundle low.” 

NAOF TOWE KO KRSA 

The title given above signifies ‘‘prickly-pear standing opposite.”’ 
There are usually four players, though sometimes two engage in 
this shooting game. Prickly-pear leaves are set up opposite each 
other at a distance of about 30 yards. The game is to pierce the 

a The object is called rsiika, ‘‘slave.’’ It is 40 or 50 mm. in diameter, is pitted in the center “to 

prevent cheating,’’ and may be of either pottery or stone. 
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leaf with an arrow, and when four are playing the two partners 
share equally the winnings or losses. Arrows, bows, and such similar 
property as these ragged urchins possess are wagered. A bow is con- 
sidered worth from 10 to 20 arrows, according to quality. 

= K LORSA 

Hither two or four may play. The game consists in shooting an 
arrow so that it will lie on the ground at a distance of about 100 

feet and then shooting two more arrows with the intention of cast- 
ing them across the first. 

KWAITUSIWIKUT 

The children sometimes amuse themselves by tossing into the air 
corncobs in which from one to three feathers have been stuck. 
They do not shoot arrows at them. 

There are three games in addition to the athletic game of Alda 
which were played exclusively by the women. 

MEKUT TOAKUT 

Two women play this game. Five stones that have been carefully 
selected from rounded pebbles 3 to 4 cm. in diameter (fig. 94) are 
used. The first player 
calls one of these ‘‘my 
stone’ and tosses it 
into the air, keeping 
her eyes fixed upon it 
while she snatches up 
one of the other four 

stones before the first falls. After all are picked up in this way she 
begins again and picks up two at a time, then three and one, then 
all at once. If she proceeds thus far without mistake she wins the 
game. The next game is more difficult. The named stone is tossed 
up as before, but those remaining are shoved under an arch formed 

by the thumb and middle finger with the first finger crossed over 
the middle one. The stones are pushed under the arch in the same 
order as in the first game. In the one-plus-three combination the 
player selects one stone which she calls her opponent’s and says she 
will not pick that one up first. 

Fic, 94. Gaming stones. 

KA-AMISAKUT 

This stave game is played with eight sticks in two sets of four each, 
which are colored black on the rounded side in one set and on the 
flat side in the other, the opposite side being stained red (fig. 95). 
Two play, each using her own set of sticks, but exchanging them 
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alternately, so that first one set is in use and then the other. They 
are held loosely in the right hand and are thrown from the end of the 
metate or any other convenient stone. If all fall red side up one 

point is scored by a mark in the sand. 
Tf all are black twoare counted. Win- 
ning four points completes the game.¢ 

TCOLIKIWIKUT 

This is the Gilefio form of the wide- 
spread dart-and-ring game. It is 
not exclusively a woman’s game, but 
was sometimes played by them. The 
younger generation knows nothing 
about it. The apparatus consists of 
a series of rings cut from cultivated 
gourds (fig. 96). They vary in di- 
ameter from 3 to 12 em., and are 
strung on a 2-ply maguey fiber 

cord 50 em. long. They are kept from slipping off at one end by 
a rectangular piece of gourd a little larger than the opening in the 
smallest ring, which is at that end. At the other end of the string 
is fastened a stick 20 em. long, the outer end of which is sharp- 

Fig. 95. Staves used in game of ké-imisakut. 

Fic. 96. Dart-and-ring game. 

ened. The game is to toss the rings up by a swing and, while holding 
the butt of the stick, thrust the dart through as many of them as pos- 
sible. If the thrower fails she hands the apparatus to her opponent, 
but she continues throwing as long as she scores, and counts the num- 

ber of rings that are caught on the dart. In the specimen collected 
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there are 14 rings, but only a few may be caught at a single throw. 
A certain number of marks, 2, 3, or 4, agreed upon in advance, con- 

stitute the game. These marks are made upon a diagram laid out in 
the sand in the form of a whorl (fig. 97). The scoring 
commences in the center, called the teunni ki, ‘‘ council 

house,’ and runs out to the last hole, called hoholdega 
ki, ‘menstrual house,” which is on the west side of the 
diagram; then the score returns to the center before 4... 97. pia Bath 
the player is entitled to one point toward game. used in teuliki- 
If the player who is behind throws a number that = “™"* 
brings her counter to the same hole as that of her opponent she 

~“kills” the latter and sends back her counter to the beginning point, 
but this is not done if she passes her opponent’s position. 

Two specimens were obtained at Sacaton which were probably 
used in games by the Hohokam, illustrations of which are here pre- 
sented for the benefit of those engaged in special researches concern- 

ing gaming devices. 

CUP STONE 

One of these objects is a cup-shaped stone of lava 
which was obtained from a Pima who had found it 
in one of the Gila Valley ruins west of the Casa 
Grande (fig. 98). Doctor Fewkes has called the 

writer’s attention to the fact that it resembles the 
wooden cups used by the Hopis in a game not un- 
like the European ‘‘shell game.’’¢ 

Fic. 98. Cup stone. 

RING STONE 

A few rings of porous lava have been found about 
the ruins which have been called ‘‘head rings” 
because of their resemblance to the ordinary head 
rings of cloth or bark in common use among the Pimas 
(fig. 99). However, as most of them are too small 

and the material is extremely unsuited for such a purpose it is 
much more probable that they were employed in some game with 
which the present race is unacquainted.? 

Fic. 99. Ring stone. 

a It is 96 mm. long, 53 mm. in diameter, with cavity 26 mm. in diameter and 42 mm. in depth. 

6 Diameter of ring, 115 mm.; internal diameter, 45 mm.; thickness, 55 mm. 
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SOCIOLOGY 

Famiry ORGANIZATION 

RELATIONS BEFORE MARRIAGE 

Accurate information concerning the relations between the sexes 
before marriage can only be obtained from the oldest persons among 
the Pimas, as the moral atmosphere has been heavily clouded since 
the advent of the Americans and since the peril from the Apaches has 
ceased to exist. With all their surplus energies expended in war- 
fare, the young men formerly lived exemplary lives as compared with 
the youths of the last generation, who would chase and even lasso 
any girl that they could catch. Nevertheless, the conditions were 
never as bad as among the Yumas of that period.* Before the Pimas 
came in contact with ‘‘civilization” chastity was the rule among the 
young women, who were taught by compelling precept, though ever 
witnessing the demoralizing example of free and easy divorce. 

PUBERTY DANCE 

A girl reached the age of puberty at 11 or 12, sometimes as early 
as 10. The acquirement by a young woman of the (to them) wholly 
mysterious functional characteristics of the age of puberty ren- 
dered her an object of concern and distrust to the elders. When 
the fact was discovered her mother selected some favorite woman 
friend, not a relative, in whose charge she placed the girl for a period 
of four days. During this time the preceptress taught her how to 
perform such household tasks as she may not already have learned; 
also the. principles of industry, honesty, chastity, and the like. They 
cooked their meals and ate together apart from their families. When 
not otherwise engaged the girl occupied her time in making a basket 

which must be given as a present to the elder woman. She talked 
little; if she wished to scratch her head she used a stick—to use the 
fingers at this critical period would cause lice. She dared not blow 
the fire or her teeth would come out. 

There was ‘‘danger”’ in the girl that must be breathed out by songs 
ere she, the members of her family, and the community as a whole 
were exempt from the hazard of the lightning stroke and other 

perils. Woe to the girl who concealed her condition, for the medicine- 
man’s magic would enable him to discover the culprit and should 
accident befall he would ascribe it to her. As a matter of fact, how- 

ever, some girls avoided the ‘‘coming-out’’ ceremonies as long as 
possible and when the parents were poor no dance was held. When 
the parents had a sufficient supply of food on hand to entertain with 
becoming hospitality they invited friends and neighbors to participate 

a Compare Rusling, The Great West and the Pacific Coast, 361. 
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in a dance that occupied four nights. The father and mother did not 
dance, but they took care to select the best girls to dance with their 
daughter ‘‘ for their good influence.’”” The men and women formed 
two lines facing each other on the hardened and well-swept plaza 
outside the house; their arms were extended to embrace those 

adjoining, and the blankets were stretched along the line to cover as 
many es they would reach over instead of being wrapped around 
each individual. The lines advanced and retreated rhythmically 
while the puberty songs were sung. These songs were in sets that 
were retained in the memories of certain persons and the set for the 
night was generally determined by the chance that brought the first 
leader to the spot when all was ready to begin. It was an exhausting 
dance, as there was no stopping for rest or food during the night. In 
the morning all returned to their homes to spend the day in sleep. 

During the menstrual period all women were secluded for four days, 
during which they lived in the bushes near the village, making little 
shelters to shade them from the sun and occupying their time in 
making baskets. They lived on pinole, which was brought each 
morning and left at a short distance from their camp. Sometimes 
there were several together. They always bathed in the river before 
returning to their homes. 

MARRIAGE 

ry be The youth of Pimeria marry ‘‘early and often.’’ In the majority 
of cases the choice is made by the girl who seeks to avoid an alliance 
with a lazy man. A handsome fellow is of course desired, but when 
she “knows in her heart” that he is the right man even the homely 
youth is chosen. As to what is the ideal of physical beauty, ques- 
tioning naturally elicited only general information. For example, 
he must be tall and strong; dark, because he will not wrinkle as soon 
as the lighter colored; he must not be too fat. The woman must not 
be fat nor yet thin; ‘‘she must have good hair and a good face.”’ 
The writer’s informant volunteered information that a stranger 
might distinguish between the married and the unmarried women 
by the fact that the latter kept their hair in much better condition 
than the former. No peculiar style of hair dressing such as that in 
vogue among the Hopis serves to distinguish the unmarried girls 
(see pl. XLv11); with the change of state they simply ‘‘let themselves 
go”’ina very human way, though even at the worst their hair receives 
probably more attention than that of the vast majority of their white 
sisters. 

When a youth selects a bride he visits her home in company with 
a young married friend who pleads his cause while he sits in the 
background. After several nights of wooing by proxy, if his cause 
is favored he remains and is accepted as a husband without further 
ceremony. For four days they remain at her home and on the evening 
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of the fourth day they go to the home of his parents. At dawn the 
next morning the mother-in-law gives the bride a large basket of 
wheat to grind on the metate. She is expected to have completed 
the grinding by sunrise. In the quaint language of the interpreter 
we were informed that ‘‘if she ran away and left part of it unground 
it was a sign that she would not be a very good wife. When she 
finished her work she went quietly into the house and sat talking 
with those around her until she got acquainted with her new home.” 
The groom presented the bride with a new blanket and his parents 
gave her presents, but there was no idea of purchase and no gifts 
were made to the bride’s parents. 

Occasionally a man possessed such a character that no woman 
would marry him, and more rarely a woman would remain unmarried. 
There is one such at Casa Blanca and one at Blackwater at the present 
time, the latter being regarded as possessed of supernatural powers 
because of her spinsterhood. 

A rejected suitor might appeal to the medicine-man for assistance. 
If he stole a hair from her head and the medicine-man buried it the 
girl would die. How like the folklore of the Caucasian is this bit of 
superstition that savors more of vengeance than of love. But that 
the divine passion does take strong hold upon the Pimas there can be 
no doubt, as disappointed hopes have been known to lead to suicide. 

Polygamy was practised to some extent, but the division of labor 
was such that no great economic advantage resulted. There were 
seldom more than two or three wives, though a chief’s son in recent 

years had six. The plural wives lived in separate houses, the husband 
spending most of his time with the first. When a youth married he 
brought his wife to the home of his parents if there was room for 
them; if not, a house was built near by and the families ate together. 

It was the custom for a widower to wed the sister of his deceased 
wife. ‘‘Supposing that she does not like the man and does not wish 
to marry him?” the writer inquired. Whereupon the answer was 
given with an air of superior wisdom, “She always wants to.’’ Uncles 
and nieces are not permitted to marry and cousins do not marry 
“out of respect of the parents for each other.” The most careful 
search failed to discover any trace of groups within the tribe between 
which marriage was prohibited. 

DURATION OF UNION 

Separation was lightly regarded and easily effected. The woman 
usually took the initiative, by either going to the home of her parents 
or going away with another man. Sometimes such remarks as “ Rain- 
bow Leaves is trying to get Sand Cloud’s husband away from her,” 
“Dawn Tinkle has changed husbands,” were heard. Notwithstand- 
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ing the natural independence of the women, they made an effort to 
retain the affection of worthy husbands, and even resorted to suicide 
when deserted. Moreover, the desirability of lasting unions was rec- 

ognized by some, as, for example, by the father of wise old Sala 
Hina. ‘‘ Work well at home,” he told her, ‘‘Go not to others for the 

morsel they must needs in hospitality bestow, and then when you 
serve faithfully your husband he will provide well for you. If the 
husband you choose proves to be lazy do not desert him; work in the 
field with him; help and encourage him.” 

CHILDREN 

Further evidence in support of the fact that the Pimas were not 
a degenerate race at the time of the introduction of the white man’s 
whisky and diseases is found in the size of their families. As many 
as twelve children have been known in a single family, and twins are 
received with general rejoicing. Every inhabitant of the village 
brings gifts and the mother feels assured that she will henceforth be 
a fortunate woman. Male children were preferred, because “they 
would grow up to fight Apaches.” With the consent of the parents 
deformed infants were taken by the midwife, who watched them until 
they died of exposure and want of nourishment. So strong was the 
feeling of the Pimas against the abnormal that they tried in recent 
years to kill a grown man who had six toes. 

Tribal pride is sufficiently strong to induce the Pimas to destroy 
infants of American or Mexican fathers in the same manner as those 
which are deformed. The writer learned of but two persons who had 
escaped such a fate. Inquiries concerning albinos met with the reply 
that “there never were any.’’ Probably such a child would share 
the same fate as that accorded any other exhibiting abnormal 
characteristics. 

A pregnant woman was not allowed to eat anything that an animal 
had touched. For example, if a gopher had cut a vine on which a 
melon was ripening, she might not eat the fruit; or, if the mice 
nibbled at a basket of wheat she might not eat of the tortillas made 
therefrom. She dared not go where Apaches had been killed, or the 
baby would die. If her husband killed a rattlesnake at that time, 
her child’s stomach would swell and it would die soon after birth. 
She must not eat liver or her child would be disfigured by birthmarks. 

During confinement the husband absented himself from the home 
and women friends attended the patient, who sat overa hole in the floor 
in which a cloth had been spread. The placenta was buried in a hole 
and covered with ashes. The mother bathed in the river immediately 
after delivery, and until the umbilicus of the child was healed she 
dared not eat salt. At times much pain was suffered, and some died 
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in labor, in which case, if the child lived, it was taken in charge by 
the maternal grandmother. 

Babies were nursed until the next child was born. Sometimes a 
mother nursed a child until it was 6 or 7 years old and if she became 
pregnant in the meantime she induced abortion by pressure upon 
the abdomen. The unborn was sacrificed because it was believed 
to be prejudicial to the welfare of the nursing child, which the 
mother loved the more ‘‘because she could see it.’ [legitimate 
children were aborted at three or four months. One case of abor- 
tion at seven months was reported, but it was done with the aid of 
the medicine-man. These operations were usually successful, but in 
a small percentage of cases they caused the death of the woman. 

No attempt was made by any of the Pimas to explain the cause of 
sterility. 

The tribe has been large enough to prevent ill effects from close 
inbreeding, and there has been a constant addition of foreign blood. 
Sala Hina (fig. 51), who is perhaps 65 or 70 years old, recalled the 
names of three Apache women who had been married by Pimas. One 
of these had “many children.”’ She had also known two Maricopa 
men married to Pima women and two Pimas married to Maricopa 
women. How lasting these unions had been she was unable to say. 
There is a Hare-eater from Sonora and a Yaqui who have married 
Pima women at one of the upper villages. Intermarriage with the 
desert-dwelling Kwahadk's has been fairly common. The father of 
Sala Hina was a Kwahadk’ and prominent in Piman history as the 
man who brought the first cattle to the tribe. The few Kwahadk’ 
women among the villages make the peculiar pottery that is char- 
acteristic of their tribe, and which should not be confounded with 
that of the Pimas. Detecting a slight dialectic difference in the 
speech of one of the temporary interpreters the author learned upon 
inquiry that his mother had been a Kwahadk’. Another interpreter 
said that his people called him “mixed,” which is not surprising, as 
in his veins flowed the blood of Pimas, Maricopas, Papagos, and 
Apaches, peoples of three distinct linguistic stocks. The greatest 
influx of foreign blood has been from the related Papago tribe whose 
caravans annually made their appearance at the harvest season. 
Some Papago families have always lived with the Pimas, at one 
time forming an outpost on the north by maintaining a village on 

the Salt river. 
Tn the past there was also some intermarriage with the Sobaipuris, 

and there is both traditional and historical evidence of the final 

amalgamation of the remnants of that tribe with the Pimas. Some 
were captured by the Apaches, as shown by Bourke in his researches 
upon the clans of that tribe. ‘The Apaches have also among them 
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Tze-kinne, or Stone-house people, descendants of the cliff-dwelling 
Sobaypuris, whom they drove out of Aravypa Cation and forced to 

flee to the Pimas for refuge about a century ago.” * 

CEREMONY OF PURIFICATION 

As soon as a child began to creep about it was taken by the parents 

some afternoon to the medicine-man in order that the rite of purifica- 

tion might be administered and the child’s future be rendered free 

from harmful magic influences. Putting 
a sacred pebble and an owl feather into 
a seashell containing water, the medi- 

cine-man waved an eagle feather (fig. 190) 

about, while the parents and the child 
drank the water and ate some white ashes 
or a little mud. This simple ceremony 
was sufficient to thwart the malice of all 
evil demons; lightning would not strike 
the child, and the possibility of accidents 
of all kinds was thus precluded. As a 
further precaution the mother must not 
eat salt for four days thereafter. 

This appears at first glance to be a 
modification of the Christian rite of bap- 
tism. Further investigation seems to 
show that it is similar to that and also to 
a purely aboriginal ceremony that in the 
opinion of the writer was practised before 
the advent of the friars. The Pimas 
declare that their ‘‘medicine-men got 

it up themselves.” Cushing found *‘that 
the Zuni of to-day are as eager as were 
their forefathers for baptism and for bap- 
tismal names additional to their own 
But it must be remembered,’ he continues, “that baptism—the 

purification of the head by sprinkling or of the face by washing with 

medicine water—was a very old institution with this people even 
before the Spaniards found them.’”? 

various other tribes to receive baptism to the existence of their own 

Fic. 100. Eagle feather aspergills. 

He also ascribes the readiness of 

similar custom. This readiness is otherwise difficult to account 
for, as the zeal, and, at times, lack of judgment, of the priests led 
them to baptize as many of the Indians as they were able to con- 

«Capt. John G. Bourke, Journal of American Folk-Lore, Ix, 114. 

+ Cushing in Thirteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 335. 
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trol for the purpose; this procedure must have caused trouble very 
soon had the ceremony been wholly unknown to the natives.@ 

BAPTISM 

Before a child is a year old it is named by friends of the parents in 
the following manner: The friends, or godparents, accompanied by 
other visitors, come for four successive mornings and seat themselves 
just before sunrise on the ground before the house in which the child 
lives. First one and then another of the company holds the child for 
a moment, but if it is a boy the kémpalt, godfather, repeats a cere- 
monial speech, passes his hands across the limbs of the infant and 
holds it aloft to receive the first rays of the rising sun; then he bestows 
upon the boy the name by which he shall be known throughout life— 
though nicknames are common and often supplant the baptismal 
name to some extent. If it is a girl, the kimflt, godmother, delivers 

the speech and gives the name. Beads were formerly held up to 
receive the first rays of sunlight, and were then placed about the 
child’s neck. Gifts of clothing, food, baskets, and the like were also 

made by the godparents, who ‘‘think as much of the child afterwards 
as its own father and mother,’ said one of our informants. The 

parents in their turn reciprocate by naming the children of the couple 
that acts as godparents to their own.? 

The names assumed by the men during later life are very frequently 
derived from the sexual organs, particularly those of the female, but 
such names are never bestowed at the time of baptism. Any eauettel 
event or physical peculiarity may impose a name upon an individual. 
For example, a man who worked several weeks for the missionary 
was so well fed that he began to lay on flesh. Ever afterwards he was 
known as Preacher’s Fat. One is known as Uvaatuka, Spread Leg, 
from his peculiar gait. 

From the age of 10 until about the time of marriage neither boys nor 
girls are allowed to speak their own names. The penalty is bad luck 
in losing arrows in the case of the boys, in losing the rsa’lika, or kiaha 
stick in the case of the girls. The name of a deceased person is not 
used; he is alluded to as the brother of So-and-so. The word or 
words in the name, however, are not dropped from, the language. 

aWhipple, Ewbank, a Turner in the Pacific Railroad Reports, 1m, 35, mention the occurrence of 

the custom of baptism among the Cherokees when the infants are 3 days old. ‘They believe that 

without this rite the child can not live. They have a custom of sacrifices and burnt offerings.”’ 

>**Cada nifo tiene un peri, que es una especie de padrino, que convidan sus padres. Este, despues de 

haberle hecho un largo discurso al recien nacido sobre las obligaciones propias de su sexo, le va tentando 

por todo el cuerpo, estirandole los brazos y piernas, y luego le impone un apellido 6 nombre de su lengua, 

no significativo. Despues de la ceremonia, el peri y Ul nino se reputan en lo civilcomo una misma persona, 

y tienen con sus respectivos parientes la misma relacion. Lo mismo hacen las mugeres en su proporcion 

con las nimas.”’ Alegre, Historia de la Companhia de Jesus en Nueva-Espana, I, 217. 
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NAMES 
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The names of the Pimas proved so interesting to the present investi- 
gator that a number of examples were recorded, as follows: 

Rainbow 
Rainbow-Bow 
Stick-Rainbow 
Cloud-Rainbow 
Bear-Rainbow 
Apache-Back 
Sand-Arms 
Cloud-Thundering 
Cloud-Heart 
Ant’s-Cry 
Moon-Fragment 
Big-Moon 
Scared-Eagle 
Tail-Shed 
Fog 
Shining-Star 
Coyote-Footprint 
Coyote-She 
Coyote-Dust 
Coyote-Lightning 
Coyote-Skin 
Coyote-Flower 
Coyote-Running-Races 
Coyote-Runner 
Coyote-Howl 
Coyote’s-Quiver 
Bear 
Bear’s-Body 
Bear’s-Paws 

Cloud-Flower 
Cloud-Peak 
Cloud-Curve 
Flowers 
Sun-Flower 
Flowers-Flyin 
Flowers-Running 
Sun’s-Rays 
Sun-Flying 
Morning-Rays 
Morning-Running 
Morning-Clouds 
Morning-Waving-Hands 
Bluish 
Singing-Rattle 
Pleasing-Mirage 
Snowflakes 
Water-Fern-Leaves 
Foam-Rolling 
Ancient-House-Shining 
Ancient-House-Drops 
Ancient-House-Sparks 
Rainbow-Dispelled 
Rainbow-Leaves 
Leaves-F lying 
Bows-Spotted 
Water-Fern-Tops 
Song-I'lower 

Names of men 

Bird-Eyes 
Black-Wheat 
Frozen-Beans 
Bean-Barter 
Greasy-Eagle 
Big-Eagle 
Evening-Murmuring 
Evening-Come 
Closing-Twilight 
Light-Shines 
Wind-Milky-Way 
Wind-Bow 
Speaking-Bow 
Evening-Hands 
Running-Wind 
Evening-Roaring 
Soft-Feathers-Morning 
Sun-Sparks 
Eagle-Sparks 
Hawk-Bow 
Milky-Way-Bow 
Sun-Bow 
Foam-Bow 
Sticking-Feathers 
Hawk-Shield 
Telling-Shooting 
Raven 
Brown-Eagle 
Coyote’s-Hair 

Names of women 

Morning-Disappearing 
Morning-Beating 
Clouds- Passing 
Darkness- Passing 
Darkness-Loosened 
Morning-Loosened 
Morning-Kneading 
Willow 
Sing-Tinkle 
Bird-Down-F lowers 
Bird-Down-Sprinkle 
Rainbow-Water-Grass 
Cloud-Tinkle 
Gray-Leaves 
Morning-Dew 
Big-Leaves 
Sunflower 
Night-Wind 
Dawn-Tinkle 
West-End 
Spring-Leaves 
Morning-Water-Grass 
Morning-Leaves 
Sun-Leaves 
SBow-End 
Morning-Trail 
West-Sprinkle 
Quivering-Heat-Waves 

Squash-Stem 
Shields-in-Line 
Eagle-Head 
Light-Bird-Down 
Shield-Light 
Rat-Skin 
Rattlesnake-Rattle 
Thin-Leather 
Hide-Bucket 
Bad-Bow 
Running-Noise 
Red-Corn 
Scorpion’s-Stomach 
Drum-Stomach 
Hawk - Beginning-To-Lay- 

ges 
Shining-Nose 
Coyote 
Centiped 
Centiped’s-Rattle 
Beaver’s-Mouth 
Ducks 
Birds-Feather 
Bird-Sharp 
Cliff-Rainbow 
Many-Shields 
Round-Frog 
Shining-Back 

Foam-Tinkle 
Morning-End 
Morning-Tossing-Up 
Morning-Shadow 
Cloud-Rolling 
Wat er-Grass-Growing 
Night-Twinkle 
Many-Leaves 
Sand-Cloud 
Night-Flower 
First-Flower 
Red-Flower 
Yellow-F lower 
Singing-Noise 
Two-Fiowers 
Jasket-Leaves 
They-Come 
Sun-Mirage 
Mirage-End 
Salty 
aw 

Soft 

Alone 
Crooked-Knife 
Dew-Woman 
Butterfly 
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EDUCATION 

In addition to the education that every Pima child received by the 
method of imitation and apprenticeship, careful oral struction in 
moral, religious, and other matters was also given by the elders. 
While yet quite young the Pima lad was taken up in his father’s arms 
at daybreak and held there while he was told something of the mys- 
teries of the great Sun god that nearly every morning in the year rises 
bright and free from clouds above the Sierra Tortilla. As he grew too 
big to be held in arms he had to sit up very straight and pay strict 
attention while his father or guardian lectured to him on the proper 
conduct of a Pima warrior and citizen; or, in other words, soldier 

and gentleman. If he was not fully awake and paid indifferent heed 
to what was told him, the father’s stiffened middle finger would 
suddenly strike the side of his nose, bringing his face around until he 
looked straight into his father’s eyes. (See pl. XLU, ¢, XLV, XLVI.) 

He learned that he must be ever alert and ready with bow and 
arrows to repel the attacks of Apaches. Day by day this lesson was 
taught by precept and example until it became the strongest instinct 
of the youth to be ready and watchful. He was taught to go on scout 
duty in the morning or to look after the live stock before he partook 
of his morning meal. It was well for him to accustom himself to cold 
food and to that which remained after the family had satisfied their 
hunger, for it was only by practising abstemiousness that he could 
hope to be fit for the long war trail into the barren Apache stronghold. 
“Tf you are wounded in battle,” said the father, “don’t make a great 
outery about it like a child. Pull out the arrow and slip away; or, 
if hard stricken, die with a silent throat. Go on the war trail with 

a small blanket. It is light and protection enough for one aided by 
the magicians. Inure yourself to the cold while yet a boy. Fight 
not at all with your comrades; preserve your strength for the combat 
with the Apaches. Then, if brave, will come to you high honor. Be 
unselfish or you will not be welcome at the fire of the friendly. The 
selfish man is lonely and his untended fire dies. Keep your. peace 

when a foolish man addresses the people. Join not in his imprudent 

councilings. Above all, talk not foolishly yourself. Bathe in the 
cold water of the early morning, that you may be prepared for the 
purification ceremony after killing an enemy.” 

Thus the lad was taught fortitude, courage, forbearance, unselfish- 
ness, industry—qualities that might well be adapted to the changed 
conditions and incorporated in the system of instruction of the white 
man’s ‘Indian schools.’’ As time went on he learned that if he 

profited by the advice given him he would become a desirable party 

for some soft-voiced home keeper, and with his marriage his education 

ceased. 
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As a hunter he made his debut by giving away all the first deer 
that he killed. Afterwards he took his choice of the meat before 
sharing with his fellows. 

Every youth when about 20 years old was told the ancient tra- 
ditions, or Ha-ik Aga, Story of Hé-’k. For four days and four 
nights he remained with the keeper of the legends, who was usually 
a man selected as tribal historian because of possessing a good mem- 
ory. During that period he was not allowed to eat salt. This and 
similar tabus with reference to salt may have been due to contact 
with the Papagos or to survival from the period when the Pimas 
lived by the sea. 

The advice given Sala Hina by her father may be taken as an 
example of the kind of instruction given the girls. Sala’s mother 
was careless and indifferent, so that the responsibility of her training 
fell upon the father, as often happens. “Stay at home with your 
mother,” he told her. “‘Watch and help her handle the cooking 
pots, the mortar, and metate, that you may know how to prepare the 
seeds of Pimeria. Keep the fire alive and have wood ever ready. 
See that the drinking olla is never empty. If you do these things 
well, you will not gad about after you are married and leave your 
hearth vacant so that your husband may come home to find the fire 
out or to put it out to your discomfiture; for it is the office of man to 
kindle the fire but the part of woman to keep it burning.”’ ' 

As in the ease cited, one parent may neglect the training of the 
children. It rarely happens that both are wholly indifferent. They 
are inclined to punish the children more than do the members of any 
other tribe with which I am acquainted. The youngsters are seldom 
whipped, but they may be scolded, slapped, or shaken for their mis- 
demeanors until they become 10 or 12 years old. If a girl stum- 
bles and breaks an olla when going for water, her elders take some 
of the broken pieces and scratch her naked arm. The girls begin 
to assist in the cooking at 7 or 8 and at 9 or 10 they begin to make 
baskets. Some are lazy and are allowed to idle away their time, never 
making more than the single basket required during their puberty 
ceremonies. 

The younger girls make very realistic rag dolls, which they carry 
through the drama of life with as great seriousness and ‘‘make- 
believe” as their white sisters. The writer once came upon them 
when they had twenty or more figures variously posed around them 
as spectators of the burial of a whole family, with accompanying 
destruction of (‘‘make-believe”’) property. In addition to “funerals,’’ 
they had parties for which they ground wheat for pinole, though an 
adult observer would have said that they were grinding up weed 
seed. The “dishes” were molded with mud on their little brown 
elbows and were ready for use after scarcely more than a minute’s 
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drying in the sun. One form of mischievous activity was to play 
hide-and-seek in the wheat fields, but such a game was brief and apt 
to be attended with unpleasant consequences. In the evenings they 
played “puberty dances” or listened to the wonderful tales of prowess 
of their elders or of the adventures of the mythic animals of ancient 

Pimeria. The boys practise day after day, year after year, until it 

is not surprising that they become such accurate shots with the bow. 
Woe to the birds and squirrels that cross their path. Unlike the 
pueblo lads, they are not prohibited from killing the rattlesnake, but 
they must not use the same arrow again. If the rattles are desired 
for ornament, they must be taken from a living snake. We have 
seen them teasing a Gila monster, but this and the horned toad are 

exempt from their arrows. Fish offered a splendid target for them 

when there was any water in the river and any fish were to be seen. 
There was no parental prohibition against destroying birds’ nests, 
though the warning “If you touch quail eggs you will go blind” 
served most effectually to protect one species at least. The owl was 
not so much a bird of evil as of mystery and death, and its feathers 
were sought for their magic potency in medicine and other ceremo- 
nies. If a lad shot one, he had to pluck the feathers from the bird 

before it died or the magic power of the plumes was lost. Besides 
the bow and arrows the Pima youngsters possessed the sling of raw- 
hide, which, by the usual process of evolution, came to be made in later 

years of boot leg. From the scanty Mexican population with which 
they came in contact they learned to use stilts, but none were seen 
in use during the writer’s stay among them. As they grew older 
they were cautioned not to eat from an olla, else when they had to 
run away from superior numbers of Apaches the olla would get 
between their legs and obstruct their movements. 

OLD PERSONS AND THEIR TREATMENT 

Favored by the mildness of the climate, the lot of the aged among 
the Pimas was less unenviable than among most of the other Indian 

tribes. As they were a sedentary people, the custom of abandoning 
the aged on the march could not prevail. As a matter of fact, the old 
and helpless were not killed by the active members of the community, 
though they were sometimes neglected until they starved to death and 
sometimes they set fire to their houses to commit suicide. The heart- 

lessness of youth sometimes manifested itself in such acts as throw- 

ing stones at aged persons, merely “to see them act like children.” 
One case observed may be mentioned—that of an old man at 

Sacaton dragging out a miserable existence. Totally blind and 
scarcely able to walk, he lived in a brush shelter about 8 feet square 
that contained a little straw and the single blanket that served to cover 
him. When he ventured abroad into the world the limits of his jour- 
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neys were prescribed by the length of the rope which was attached by 
one end to his doorpost. His food was cooked by some of his adult 
grandchildren who occupied a house near at hand. His time was 
spent absolutely alone in the shelter, which was as devoid of utensils or 
furnishings as any dog kennel. And yet, with a pride that is death- 
less in the human soul, he boasted of the time when he was a man 

among men and overcame the ferocious Apaches on the latter’s own 
ground. ° 

VIEWS CONCERNING DEATH 

The usual primitive views of death—that it was not a natural event, 
but a result of magic influences brought to bear by enemies, human or 
superhuman—prevailed among the Pimas. In the legends the first 
death that occurred in the history of the human race is attributed to 
the venom of Soft Child, the rattlesnake, who was given the power of 
death to protect himself from unmerited abuse by man. The legends 
also indicate a disposition to view the Destroyer philosophically, 
inasmuch as the predecessors of the present race are regarded with 
commiseration on account of their becoming so crowded because of 
none dying to give place to the oncoming generation. 

Again and again the information was elicited that those who died 
during the day were killed by the Sun, while those who died during 
the hours of darkness were killed by Night. This the author inter- 
prets to mean that the prayers that were regularly addressed to Sun 
and Night were for preservation, and that death resulted from some 
lapse or inattention on the part of these two deities. This agrees 
with the equally emphatic statements that “death is always due to 
magic, to animals, or to neglect of the ceremonies or tabus.” 

MODE OF BURIAL 

At the moment of death the friends of the dying flee from them as 
if to avoid the magic that may not be satisfied with one victim. The 
near relatives cover the face of the corpse and bind the body in a 
bundle, with the legs drawn up. Before the Pimas obtained horses 
the body was borne to the grave on a litter. With primitive tools the 
graves were not dug as deep as at the present time, and to this burial in 
shallow graves is attributed the cause for covering the graves with the 
timbers of the sheds or storehouses of the deceased (see pl. xxxrx, 

a,b,c). Nowa round hole is dug to a depth of .5 or 6 feet, then a 
small chamber is scooped out on the west side, in which the body is 
extended, with the head to the south. Billets of wood are then 

placed so as to lean against the roof over the body, so that in filling 
the grave no earth falls upon it. Medicine-men are buried in a sit- 
ting position, and in several instances have been buried in isolated 
places which have acquired special sacredness. 

26 ErH—08——15 
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The dead are never cremated, as they are by the adjoining tribes on 
the west. There is an apparent exception to this rule in the occasional 
cremation practised while on the warpath. The writer is unable to 
account for this, unless it be due either to the influence of the Mari- 
copas or to a survival pointing toward western affinities of the Piman 
stock. So far as ascertained, no disinterment for removal had ever 
been made by the Pimas. They never buried beneath the floors, as 
did the Hohokam. 

FUNERAL RITES 

Water and pinole are placed on the grave for the use of the soul in 
the other world, not on the journey thither, as that takes but a 

Fig. 101. Funeral cache south of Casa Blanca. 

moment’s time. In order that the soul may betake itself to the proper 
abiding place and not disturb the survivors, the latter are accustomed 
to say at the grave, “‘We put you here. Goto your home in the 
East. Do not come back.” Ghosts are uncanny things to have 
about and are liable to touch sleeping persons, this meaning that the 
one touched must accompany the visitor back to the land of shades. 
When a householder died his ki was formerly burned—an excellent 

hygienic precaution, but detrimental to the development of architec- 
ture. The other structures about the premises were either burned or 
piled on the grave. Personal property was similarly destroyed, and 
if there was any live stock, it was killed and eaten by anyone who 
chanced to be on hand, though the immediate relatives never partook 
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of such food.¢ When a husband was so fortunate as to possess two 
blankets, his widow sometimes kept one of them. The name of the 
deceased was not mentioned thereafter, and all things possible were 
done to obliterate his memory from the minds of the survivors except 
that the rites of mourning were practised for some time. 

The death of a pauper who had nothing to leave at the grave 
released a vexed soul to wander about until some one in charity placed 
an offering on the grave. Sometimes the paraphernalia of a medicine- 
man, when it was not handed down to a successor in the family, was 
concealed in an olla in the hills instead of being destroyed. More 
rarely these caches were made of the property of ordinary men. Fig- 
ure 101 shows such a cache, which was found in a rugged granite hill 
about 4 miles south of Casa Blanca. The olla was covered with a 
bowl, and as neither was broken it was perfectly water-tight. Among 
the contents of the cache (pl. xL) were a number of crystals and 
concretions, a neatly carved stone rattlesnake, three seashells for use 

in medicine, and a war club. The last was too large to be placed 
in the olla, and, being exposed outside, it was somewhat gnawed by 
rodents. : 

MOURNING 

In mourning for near relatives the men cut their hair so that it 

does not fall below the middle of the back. The women cut theirs 
to the level of the ear lobes for husband, child, ete., and an aged 

widow cropped her hair close to the head ‘‘ because she felt the worst.” 
Tn all cases the cut hair was buried in the sand of the river bed; if 
it were burned it would cause headache and death. And yet when 
blankets were destroyed at the death of their owner they were 
burned. ; 

Very few widows mourned for the full period of four years. 
During that time they were compelled to remain at home, to refrain 
from washing their hair, and to cry aloud the name of the deceased 
every morning at daybreak. They were allowed to bring their blank- 
ets up around under the armpits, but not over the shoulders, even in 
the coldest weather. When the chemise was adopted, as the blankets 
went out of use, it was customary to revert to the blankets during 
the period of mourning. 

SocraL ORGANIZATION 

OFFICERS 

The Pimas are governed by a head chief and by a chief for each 
village. These men are assisted by village councils, which do not, 
the author believes, appoint any representatives to the tribal coun- 

aCompare Bourke, *‘ When a Mohave dies, there is a feast made of some of his horses and other 

edibles; but none of his clansmen will eat of it.’’ Journal of American Folk-Lore , 1, 184. 
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cils. The office of head chief is not hereditary, though the present 
incumbent succeeded his father. He is elected by the village chiefs. 

The present head chief is Antonio Azul (pl. 11, a@), known among his 
people as Uva-a’tika, Spread Leg, from a peculiarity in his gait; 
also as Ma’vit Ka’wutam, Puma Shield, and by other names less ele- 
gant. The calendar records are silent upon this, and as to the date 

of his accession, reference to it in contemporary literature has been 
seen. He became chief before 1864, as Poston mentions in his report 
as special commissioner in that year that Antonio had just had his 
commission revoked for bad conduet.* 

Antonio’s father had been the preceding head chief. He was known 
as Culo Azul, also as Ti/ahiatam, Urine. His predecessor was Rsfn’tali 

Vi/akam, who was killed by Apaches before Kamal tkak, who is prob- 
ably 75 years old, was born. His predecessor was named O’sivf, 
Joseph. No recollection of any earlier chief remains. In the Rudo 
Ensayo Tavanim6 is named as the chief about the year 1757,” and 
it is possible that he was the predecessor of O’sivf. 

The decrees of the councils are announced from a house top by 
the village crier, who is selected because of possessing the loudest and 
clearest voice. There are sometimes two of these officials in a village. 

Tn each village there was also a “ceremony talker,’ or master of 
ceremonies, whose duty it was to arrange and control the details of 

the festivals and general ceremonies not especially provided for by 
the religious fraternities. 

At the command of each council was a messenger who might be 
sent to summon those required by that body. 

Any man of acknowledged courage might, with the approval of 

his fraternity (the information obtained at this pomt was some- 
what vague—perhaps “neighbors” or ‘the community’’ is the better 

term), organize a war party. He was then called Tceunyim or 
Tevu’yinyim, Smoker, or War Speaker. His name and authority ended 
upon returning from the campaign. 

It is important to note that the tribe acted as a unit ‘against the 
Apaches. With their compact territory and well-developed agri- 
culture they might well have easily developed yet further their 
division of labor and established a warrior class. Then, with their 

increasing numbers under the stimulus of material well-bemg, they 
might have easily extended their power. No neighboring tribes 
except the Apaches and Papagos surpassed them in numbers; the 
former were without resources, the latter were related and friendly. 
The advantages of confederation had been learned from more than 
half a century’s experience with the Maricopas, a tribe of alien speech 

and blood. 

aSee Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs 1864, 153, 1865. 

b Records American Catholic Historical Society, Vv, 129. 
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GENTES 

Descent is traced in the male line and there are five groups that 

may be called gentes, though they exert no influence upon marriage 

laws nor do they manifest any evidences of organization so far as 
ascertained. The names of these groups have lost all meaning. 

They are called A’kol, A’pap, A’ptiki, Ma’-am, and Va’-af. 
The first three are known as the Vulture or Red People, the last 

two as the Coyote or White People. However, they are spoken of 
as the Siwt’ki O’himal and Sto’am O’himal, or Red Ants and White 

Ants.* In the Pima creation myth presented in full in this memoir 

reference is made to black ants, teotcik tatamy, and to the termite, 

hiapite, but no connection is supposed to exist between them and 

the o’himal. 
The Red People are said to haye been in possession of the country 

when Elder Brother brought the White People from the nether world 
and conquered them as described on page 226. There were more 
than two gentes of the White People, but Coyote laughed too soon 
at them and the earth closed before the others got through. The 
author suspects that this division signifies that the tribe was formed 
by the junction of two peoples, the only trace of the original groups 
being the names and the maintenance of the laws of vengeance. 

SLAVES 

The slaves taken by the Pimas were chiefly from the ranks of the 
Apaches or their allies.’ Though war was waged for many years 
against the Yumas it was not of a character to enable them to capture 
many Yuma children. When captured, Apache children were not 
killed; they were soon forwarded to Tucson, Altar, or Guaymas and 
sold to the Spaniards or Mexicans. These captives were well treated, 
but their origin was never forgotten and the fear and suspicion of the 
tribe found expression at times in the decrees of the medicine-men 
that certain misfortunes were caused by the presence of the aliens. 
Somewhat rarely the girls were married into the tribe and an appre- 
ciable amount of foreign blood was introduced in this way which 
doubtless had its effect upon the vigor of the race. 

SOCIAL MORALS 

It would be a more agreeable task to write of the morality of primi- 
tive Pimas than of that which developed as a result of contact with 
Spaniards and Americans. To the honesty and virtue of the tribe a 

aThe same divisions exist among the Papagos, and José Lewis, the Papago who interpreted for 

Professor McGee, submitted specimens of the ant as examples of the insect referred to as ‘‘ o’himal.”” 

+“ Que los Cocomaricopas apressan los muchachos Nijoras (que todos son gentiles) y los venden por 

esclavos & losmas, y estos & los Espafioles, que los compran en cortas cantidades.’”’ Villa-Sefior, y 

Sanchez, Theatro Americano, 1748, pt. 2, 1, 396. 
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score of writers have testified, leading to the belief that moral stand- 
ards in Pimeria at least equaled if they did not resemble our own. 
Life and property were secure. By their industry they had mas- 
tered the difficulties of their environment. The relations of the 
sexes and the division of labor had been adjusted in a manner credit- 

able to them. 
The law of vengeance operated to prevent homicide. “Speak not 

foolishly,” said the elders; “do not quarrel and kill your neighbor, for 
that leads to retaliation.” Thus the youth were instructed and the 
abhorrence of bloodshed grew deep and lasting. Within the tribe 

there was but one exception to this—to kill the convicted sorcerer was 

meritorious. 
No odium attached to the crime of suicide. The body was buried in 

the usual manner and the property was similarly divided or destroyed. 
Several instances of self-destruction were ascertained. A blind old 
man had shot himself and a young man had ended his career because 
his father would not let him sell some piece of personal property. 
Another man had shot himself because his wife had deserted him and 
their family of small children. A woman had starved herself and 
baby in the hills of the desert because her husband had left her. 

The crime of arson was unknown, though dwellings were frequently 

burned by accident. 
Adultery was punished by turning the woman away from the home. 

Sometimes the husband shot the horse of the offending man and “‘ then 

he felt all right.” 
Prostitution with its train of diseases has not depleted the numbers 

of the Pimas as it has the population of so many surrounding tribes. 

Loose women are said by the old people to have been rare in the old 

days. Independent testimony of the whites accords with this. 

“They are exceedingly jealous of their females; and their chastity, 

as far as outside barbarians are concerned, remains, with a few excep- 

tions, unimpeachable.’ ’ One informant assured the writer’s party 

that the infant daughter of a prostitute by an unknown father was 

always destroyed lest she ‘‘grow up to be as bad as her mother.” 

a “The Indians, although they were crowding about our tents, and everything was exposed to them, 

made no effort to steal anything.” Captain Johnston, Journal, 600. 

“Um das Bild dieses indianischen Volksstammes zu vervollstiindigen, muss ich nur noch hinzufiigen 

dass derselbe mit seinen friedlichen und liebenswiirdigen Eigenschaften eine unbestrittene Tapferkeit 

verbindet, die selbst dem wilden Apachen Hochachtung einflésst. Ich glaube nicht dass sich bei irgend 

einem anderen*noch erhaltenen Stamme der Charakter der amerikanischen Urbevélkerung auf eine 

vortheilhaftere Weise darstellt.’’ Julius Frébel, Aus Amerika, I, 448, 449. 

Emory found them “surpassing many of the Christian nations in agriculture, little behind them in 

the useful arts, and immeasurably before them in honesty and virtue.” 

“ The heathen Indians received us with jubilee, giving of their provision to the soldiers, and we counted 

two hundred persons, who were gentle and affable.” Mange’s Diary, from an extract translated by 

Buckingham Smith in Schoolcraft’s Indian Tribes, 11, 303. 

“These Gila Pimas are gentle and comely.”’ Ibid., 301, from Diary of Pedro Font. 

dC. D. Poston, in report as special Indian commissioner, in Report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs 

1864, 152, 1865. 
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Theft became a common crime with the increasing vagabondage 
arising from deprivation due to the whites. An extensive system of 
horse and cattle stealing grew up, whereby the Papagos stole in 
Sonora and sold to the Pimas, and the latter stole from one another 

and sold to the Papagos, who bought or stole to sell again in Mexico. 
During the worst period of their demoralization they stole wheat 

from each other and sold it to buy whisky. It is to be remembered 
that by far the greater part of the tribe disapproved of such deeds, 
and the few that engaged in such enterprises had not the support of 
public opinion, which even in an Indian village is an autocratic power. 

Thus intoxication was always regarded as reprehensible, though a 
distinction was made between the persons guilty of drinking the 
white man’s whisky and those who followed the immemorial custom 
of getting drunk on native-brewed liquors during the saguaro harvest. 

Laziness was condemned, and boys and girls were taught to spin 
and delve—how well may be judged from the fact that the tribe pro- 

duced a large surplus crop year after year during the early period of 
American occupancy of the region and at the same time fought back 
the Apaches and aided the soldiers materially, while the Americans 
and Mexicans with all their soldiers and outside resources were 
driven into the shelter of the forts. 

Cleanliness is learned by imitation. The floors of the houses are 
kept free of such objects as can be picked up with the hands and 
the yards are swept with bundles of arrow bushes or mesquite 
branches. Bathing was a daily practice. 

Public opinion strongly condemned lying. Stinginess could not be 
more abhorred.. The chiefs, especially, were expected to bestow 
liberally all gifts within their control. The present chief has had a 
canny sense of thrift and possesses a large bank account, which ren- 
ders him much less popular than he might otherwise be. 

FORMULAS OF POLITENESS 

No conventional words of greeting were in use before the intro- 

duction of the Spanish and American forms. Tciars tam wu’sahain, 
‘“‘the god sends his regards,’ were the closing words of any speech. 
Hi’iku-vlt, ‘good-bye,’ was the usual response of the listeners. 
Sometimes in finishing astory the narratorexclaimed atoa’tfk, “anus,” 
at which those present said the word expressing the degree of their 
relationship to the speaker, or if they were not related they said 
na’wote, ‘‘friend.’’ The same expressionsare used in accepting a gift. 
Hand shaking was unknown until introduced by the whites, though 

it is now universally practised.” It is said that the custom of kissing 

a“‘Antonio and his son had tipped fingers and grunted in token of joy,’’ wrote J. R. Browne, in 

describing the meeting of the chief and his son after a long separation. Adventures in the Apache 

Country, 84. 
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was confined to mothers and infants. Accurate information of the 
primitive custom can not now be obtained. Formerly, when long- 
separated friends met they expressed their joy in tears. The terms 
expressing their degrees of relationship or simply ‘‘friend’’ were 
sometimes used. 

Guests were offered pinole upon arrival if it were not near meal- 
time. Pinole was easily prepared without cooking and stayed hun- 
ger. At meals guests were helped to food in a dish apart from the 
common bowl out of which the family ate. 

INTERTRIBAL RELATIONS 

ALLIANCES 

The relations of the Pimas to their neighbors had a profound in- 
fluence upon their social organization and general cultural develop- 
ment. They held possession of the best agricultural lands in their 
section of the Southwest, and were compelled to fight for the privilege. 
Their alliance with the Maricopas entailed a long and sanguinary 
struggle with the Yumas, which resulted in what Bancroft has termed 
“the almost total annihilation”’ of the latter tribe. From the Mari- 
copas they received, however, efficient aid against their principal 
enemy, the Apaches. Thus the Pimas learned the advantages of con- 
federation, and there is reason to believe that their culture, based 

on a thrifty system of agriculture, in time might have surpassed 
that of the Hohokam. The Yavapais were sometimes hostile, but do 

not appear to have been very formidable opponents.” In the Annals 
there are references to a few tribes of minor importance that it is 
almost impossible to identify from their Pima names, but they were 
always allied with either the Yumas or the Apaches. Aside from 
the Maricopas, the tribes friendly to the Pimas were their congeners, 
the Papagos and Kwahadk’s and the Sobaipuris of the Santa Cruz 

and San Pedro valleys. 

WARFARE 

Ratps 

A better understanding of the division of labor prevailing among 
these people may be had by studying the conditions imposed upon 
them by the presence of the aggressive Apaches. The men may be 
forgiven for allowing the women to perform certain tasks in the 
cultivation of the crops that are usually considered the portion of the 
stronger sex when it is learned that this plan was necessary in order 
to maintain pickets constantly for long periods, and that an armed 
guard was the sole guaranty of safety to the villages. Every three 

a Garcés relates in his Diary that the ‘‘Yabipais Tejua,’’ [Yavapais] have ‘‘in some way remained 

enemies of the Pimas and Cocomaricopas Gilefios.’’ Coues’, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer, 1, 449. 
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or four days small parties. of five or ten would come to steal live 
stock or to kill any individual that might have gone some little dis- 
tance from the villages. Larger war parties came once or twice a 
month, though longer periods sometimes elapsed without a visit 
from the Apaches. Chief Antonio declares that the Apaches formerly 
lived farther away from the Pimas, and hence their raids were less 
frequent than they were during the middle portion of the last century. 
At all events the activity of the enemy became sufficient to cause the 
abandonment of the outlying villages east of the present agency of 
Sacaton and the concentration of the tribe into seven villages upon 
the Gila plain. On stormy winter nights, when the noise of the ele- 
ments might afford cover for the approach of the enemy, sentinels 
were posted about the camps. These men were accustomed to build 
little shelters of brush and leave smoldering fires in them, then con- 
ceal themselves in the darkness near by and watch for marauders that 
might attempt to steal toward the light. In this way the main trails 
were guarded, and the coyote-like curs at the houses afforded addi- 
tional security from surprise. They supposed that the Apaches 
always guarded their own camps. 
When a chief ‘felt in his heart” that he would like to avenge his 

people for some particularly flagrant outrage, or that he desired the 
honors that reward the successful warrior, he went from settlement 

to settlement making an appeal for followers by repeating conven- 
tional speeches of magic character. The arrangements for the.cam- 
paign were speedily made. The preparation of the roasted meal for 
pinole required much less time than the ceremonies necessary to 
secure the requisite amount of magic power to insure victory. The 
extra supplies of food were carried, before the introduction of the 
horse, by one or more women. These women were chosen from those 
who had recently lost kinsmen in battle and they were invariably 

accompanied by a male relative. At night the party was surrounded 
by pickets, who came in to report at intervals. During the evening 
a set speech was repeated by a man whose office it was to keep appro- 
priate speeches in memory. These were arranged in order, as “first 
night,” ‘second night,” etc., and were “adapted” for the occasion, 

though based upon the supposed speeches of the gods at the time of 
the creation. The valor of the party was roused by the recital of deeds 
performed, but the primary object was to compel the attention of 
supernatural beings and secure magic power that would not only 
enable them to overcome but would also attack the magic power of 
the enemy. Then, of course, if the magic power of the enemy were 
defeated, the Pimas could easily overpower the Apaches.? After the 
speech the warriors sang the magic war songs, a’-atiin nyu, while the 

a‘*The Pimas, though not an aggressive, are a brave and warlike race. They are the dread of the 

Apache, who always avoids them.” Sylvester Mowry in S. Ex. Doe, 1, pt. 1, 587, 35th Cong., Ist 

sess., 1858. 
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makai, or magician, swung an owl feather over them. At the close of 
the songs he foretold the number of the enemy that would be killed. 
Thus they fared forth, carrying a little roasted meal and a small but 
shapely basket bowl from which to eat it, provided with a little 
tobacco for the ceremonial smokes that wafted their individual 
prayers to the Sun god. A portion of each band was armed with 

bows and arrows; the former of the elastic mulberry wood from the 
same mountains in which the enemy found refuge, the latter of the 
straight-stemmed arrow bush, whose tufted tips waved in billowy 
masses on the Pimerian lowlands. When a comrade fell in battle his 
bow was broken and his arrow shafts were snapped and left upon the 
spot. Oftentimes the body of a man killed in battle was burned, 
though this method of disposal of the body was never employed at 
the villages. It may have been a survival from the time when the 
Pimas lived on the Colorado or it may have been recently adopted 
from the Maricopas, who habitually cremate their dead. On the 
homeward journey no fires were allowed for cooking or warmth, though 
with due precautions they might be built on the outward trail. 
Another portion of the war party was provided with circular shields 
of rawhide and short but heavy clubs of mesquite and ironwood. 
Their appeal to the God of War was expressed by the sun symbols 
that decorated the shields, and the latter were kept swiftly rotating 
upon the supple forearms of their bearers as the advance was made 
for hand-to-hand conflict. The frequent use of the figure, ‘‘like pred- 
atory animals or birds of prey,” in the ceremonial speeches imbued 
all with the spirit of agility and fierceness that manifested itself in the 
leaps from side to side and the speed of their onward rush. Crouch- 
ing low, springing quickly with whirling shield that concealed the 
body, in feather headdress and battle colors, they must have pre- 
sented a terrifying spectacle.* Their courage can not be questioned, 
and in some conflicts, of which there is independent white testimony, 
they killed several hundred warriors. But these were rare occasions, 
and their raids usually terminated with the loss of a man or two and 
the destruction of an Apache camp, with perhaps a half dozen of the 
enemy killed and a child taken prisoner. 

The head chief, Antonio Azul, thus described to the author the 
circumstances of his first campaign: With 30 friendly Apaches from 
the San Xavier settlement, 200 Papagos, and about 500 Pimas he 
went up the Gila a distance of about 50 miles and encountered the 
enemy in the rough country around Riverside. The Apaches tied 
the bushes together to prevent the mounted warriors from getting 

a **TIn battle the Indians are not quiet for a moment, but, with constantly bended knees, leap rapidly 

from side to side, waving their shield and its long streamers, for the purpose of dazzling the eyes of 

their adversaries. Apaches are said to oil their joints before going to battle, in order to make them 

supple.” Whipple, Ewbank, and Turner, Report upon the Indian Tribes, in Pacific Railroad Reports, 

Tn, 30. 
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through, so that the Pimas fought on foot. Without the advantage 
of surprise the ardor of the latter soon cooled, and being of divided 
opinion as to the advisability of pursuit, they permitted the enemy to 
escape with a loss of but 6. Then this by no means inconsiderable 
body of warriors marched bravely home again. Further accounts of 
more sanguinary struggles are given in The Narrative, in the present 
paper, page 38. 

Three Pima women known to Sika”teu went out on the mesa to 
gather cactus fruit. Another woman was asked to accompany them, 
but at first she refused to go because she had had a bad dream. 
After the others had started she set out to follow them and ran into 
a trap set for them at the hills south of the villages. The four cap- 
tives were forced to walk naked before their enemies. Two were 
soon killed by the wayside. That night two Apaches were detailed 
to watch the other two women. These men relaxed their vigilance 

toward morning, whereupon the captives gathered all the bows and 
arrows of the party and threw them over the cliff. They also tried 
to strangle their captors and partially succeeded. They then made 
their escape. One of these brave women is yet living. 

It was customary for the Pimas to attack the Apaches at night or 
at the earliest dawn. This required careful scouting during the pre- 
ceding day in order to locate the position of the enemy, who were 
always at least equally alert and wary, without betraying their own 
presence. 

On one of their raids toward the east a war party came upon a 
young Apache and his wife in the Sierra Tortilla. The man escaped, 
but the woman, named Hitalu’l, was captured and brought to the 
villages, where she was questioned through La’lal!, an Apache woman 
who had been captured in childhood. The chief asked about the 
attack that had recently been made upon a party of Pimas at Ta-a’tt- 
kam. She replied, “I shall tell you the truth about that. TI shall 
never take my life to my people again. I am here to my death.’ 
She was soon led to the open ground east of the Double buttes, where 
a death dance was held with the captive in the center of a group of 
old women, for it was not dangerous for them to touch the Apache. 
Outside the old women the other members of the community danced 
until at length the victim was killed by an old man who stepped upon 
her throat. The body was tied to a pole in an upright position and 
left as a warning to Apache prowlers. 

These raids were not infrequent, but they could hope to reap no 
better reward for their efforts than revenge for past injuries, whereas 
the Apaches were spurred on to constantly renewed attacks for the 
sake of the plunder that they might secure. Thus the feral pauper 
preyed upon the sedentary toiler, but paid dearly in blood for his 
occasional prize of grain or live stock. The effect upon the two tribes 
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of so strenuous a life was beginning to manifest itself in an inter- 
esting manner at the time of the intervention of the Americans. 
The Spaniards and Mexicans had shown their utter incapacity to 
cope with the Apaches, and their presence in Sonora was rather an 
aid to the enemy than otherwise. The Pimas were compelled to 
fight their own battles. In doing so they learned the advantage of 
concentrating their fields. They perfected a system of attack, 
appointed runners for bringing in assistance, and organized a fairly 
satisfactory method of defense. They never used smoke signals 
except to announce the victory of an incoming war party. They 
kept themselves constantly in fit condition by their campaigns, and 
even engaged in sham battles for the practice. These have been held 
within the last decade at the lower villages on the reservation. Their 
daily duties were ordered with reference to the possibility of attack. 
Their arts were modified by the perpetual menace. Their myths were 
developed and their religion tinged by the same stress. In short, 
the Pimas were building up a war cult that in time might have led 

them from the lethargic state in which the natural environment 

tended to fix them. 

LustTration 

There was no law among the Pimas observed with greater strict- 
ness than that which required purification? and expiation for the deed 
that was at the same time the most lauded—the killing of an enemy. 
For sixteen days the warrior fasted in seclusion and observed mean- 
while a number of tabus. This long period of retirement immediately 
after a battle greatly diminished the value of the Pimas as scouts and 
allies for the United States troops operating against the Apaches. 
The bravery of the Pimas was praised by all army officers having any 
experience with them, but Captain Bourke and others have complained 
of their unreliability, due solely to their rigid observance of this 

religious law. 
Attended by an old man, the warrior who had to expiate the crime 

of blood guilt retired to the groves along the river bottom at some dis- 

tance from the villages or wandered about the adjoining hills. Dur- 
ing the period of sixteen days he was not allowed to touch his head 
with his fingers or his hair would turn white. If he touched his face 
it would become wrinkled. He kept a stick to scratch his head with, 
and at the end of every four days this stick was buried at the root fn 

a“ All savages have to undergo certain ceremonies of lustration after Siena from the war-path 

where any of the enemy have been kille¢. With the Apaches these are baths in the sweat-lodge, accom- 

panied with singing and other rites. With the Pimas and Maricopas these ceremonies are more elabo- 

rate, and necessitate a seclusion from the rest of the tribe for many days, fasting, bathing, and singing. 

The Apache * bunches’ all his religious duties at these times, and defers his bathing until he gets home, 

but the Pima and Maricopa are more punctilious, and resort to the rites of religion the moment a single 

one, either of their own numbers or of the enemy, has been laid low.’’ John G. Bourke, On the Border 

with Crook, New York, 1891, 203. 
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on the west side of a cat’s claw tree and a new stick was made of 
ereasewood, arrow bush, or any other convenient shrub. He then 

bathed in the river, no matter how cold the temperature. The feast 
of victory which his friends were observing in the meantime at the vil- 
lages lasted eight days. At the end of that time, or when his period 
of retirement was half completed, the warrior might go to his home to 

get a fetish made from the hair of the Apache whom he had killed. 
The hair was wrapped in eagle down and tied with a cotton string and 
kept in a long medicine basket. He drank no water for the first two 
days and fasted for the first four. After that time he was supplied 
with pinole by his attendant, who also instructed him as to his future 
conduct, telling him that he must henceforth stand back until all 
others were served when partaking of food and drink. If he was a 
married man his wife was not allowed to eat salt during his retirement, 
else she would suffer from the owl disease which causes stiff limbs. 
The explanation offered for the observance of this law of lustration 
is that if it is not obeyed the warrior’s limbs will become stiffened 
or paralyzed. 

DANCE IN CELEBRATION OF VICTORY 

Upon the return of a victorious war party the emotions of those who 
had remained at home in anxious waiting and those who had returned 
rejoicing were given vent in vigorous shouting and dancing. It is 
interesting to observe that the abandonment of these occasions was 
not wholly approved by the leaders, as is shown by the invariable 
formula that closed every war speech that was delivered while the 
party was on the campaign: ‘‘ You may think this over, my relatives. 

The taking of life brings serious thoughts of the waste; the celebration 
of victory may become unpleasantly riotous.” Throughout the cere- 
monies the women of the tribe play a prominent part, particularly 
in mourning for relatives if any have fallen victims to the attacks of 
the Apaches. 

The dance was held on the low rounded hill near the Double buttes 
(see pl. X11, a), or on a hijl near the railway siding called Sacaton, or 
upon some alkali flat which the deposits of the rainy season leave as 
level and the sun bakes nearly as hard as a floor. Sometimes the 
dance was held on any open ground about the villages. Four basket 
drums were beaten in the center, while either four or ten singers 
formed a close circle around them. Within a larger circle numerous 

appointed dancers stamped and swayed their bodies, moving ever 
in a sinistral circuit. Sometimes the crowd danced within the circle 
of selected dancers, in which case they danced as individuals without 
holding hands; but usually they remained outside the circle. Outside 
the circle of spectators twenty men and two or more young women, 
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according to the number of female relatives of those killed in battle 
kept running. In addition to these forty horsemen also circled from 

left to right about the whole gathering. 

SOPHIOLOGY 

MyTHs 

The traditions of the Pimas are kept by those who show special 

aptitude in remembering them and who gradually become recognized 
as the tribal historians. To them the boys are regularly sent that 
they may listen for four nights to the narrative of how the world was 
made and peopled; whence the Pimas came and how they struggled 
with demons, monsters, and savage enemies. These tales are not 

usually told in the presence of the women, and consequently they 
know only imperfect fragments of them. 

The myths are not related in the summer because of the fear of 
being bitten by rattlesnakes, which of course hibernate. No informa- 
tion was obtainable that the Pimas believe that the snakes then carry 
venom, nor why the snakes should bite those who disregard the tabu. 
The Pimas do not hesitate to kill rattlesnakes except in certain cases. 

TCO-UNNYIKITA,“ THE CREATION MYTH 

In the beginning there was nothing where now are earth, sun, moon, 

stars, and all that we see. Ages long the darkness was gathering, 

until it formed a great mass in which developed the spirit of Earth 
Doctor, who, like the fluffy wisp of cotton that floats upon the wind, 
drifted to and fro without support or place to fix himself. Con- 
scious of his power, he determined to try to build an abiding place, 
so he took from his breast a little dust and flattened it into a cake. 
Then he thought within himself, ‘‘Come forth, some kind of plant,” 

and there appeared the creosote bush. Placing this in front of him, 
he saw it turn over as soon as his grasp upon it relaxed. Advancing 
toward it, he again set it upright, and again it fell. A third and yet 
a fourth time he placed it, and then it remained standing. When 
the flat dust cake was still he danced upon it, singing: 

Earth Magician shapes this world. 

Behold what he can do! 
Round and smooth he molds it. 

Behold what he can do! 

Earth Magician makes the mountains. 

Heed what he has to say! 

He it is that makes the mesas. 

Heed what he has to say. 

a“ Smoke talk,” from teu-vute, smoke, and nyiak, talk. This myth is alsocalled Ha-ak Akita, “ Ha-Ak 

Telling.” 
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Earth Magician shapes this world; 

Earth Magician makes its mountains; 

Makes all larger, larger, larger. 
Into the earth the magician glances; 

Into its mountains he may see. 

Next Earth Doctor created some black insects, tcotcik tatany, 
which made black gum on the creosote bush. Then he made hia- 
pite, the termite,* which worked upon and increased the small begin- 
ning until it grew to the proportions of our present earth. As he 
sang and danced the wonderful world developed, and then he made 
a sky to cover it, that was shaped like the round house of the Pimas. 
But the earth shook and stretched so that it was unfit for habita- 
tion. So Earth Doctor made a gray spider, which he commanded to 
spin a web around the unconnected edges of earth and sky. When 
this was done the earth grew firm and solid. 

All that we now see upon the land—water, mountains, trees, grass, 
and weeds—was made, and then he made a dish, poured water into 
it, and the water became ice. Taking this block of ice he threw it 
toward the north, where it fell at the place where earth and sky 
forever meet. At once the ice shone forth as the brilliant disk we 
now know as the sun. For a certain distance the sun rose into the 
sky and then fell back again. Earth Doctor took it and threw it 
toward the west, where earth and sky are sewn together, and again 
it rose and slid back into the ground. And in the south it behaved 

in a similar manner, but when he threw it to the east it rose higher 
and higher, until it reached the zenith, and then went on to sink in 

the west, and thus it has continued to do until this day. As the 
evening glow grew dim the darkness fell in inky blackness. So 
Earth Doctor poured more water into the dish and it became ice, and 
he sang: 

I have made the sun! 

I have made the sun! 
Hurling it high 

In the four directions. 

To the east I threw it 

To run its appointed course. 

Then to the north he threw the ice untilit dropped at the edge where 
the earth and sky are woven together. It became the shining circle 
which we call the moon. The moon rose in the sky, but soon fell 
back as the sun had done, so he threw it to the west, and then to 
the south, and finally to the east before it rose and pursued its course 
across the sky as it does to the present time. 

a Termes flavipes Koll. It was formerly believed that if anyone ate food prepared from grain that 

was contained in anything upon which this insect lived that person’s teeth would fall out. 
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Then he sang: 
I have made the moon! 

I have made the moon! 

Hurling it high 
In the four directions. 

To the east I threw it 
To run its appointed course. 

Earth Doctor saw that while the moon was yet above the horizon 
there was suflicient light, but when it disappeared the darkness was 
intense, so he took some of the water in his mouth and blew it into 

the sky in a spray, which formed the stars, but the night was still 
dark. Then he took his magic crystal and, after breaking it, threw 
it also into the sky to form the larger stars, so the darkness was 
less intense. Then he sang: 

I have made the stars! 

I have made the stars! 

Above the earth I threw them. 
All things above I’ve made 

And placed them to illumine. 

Next he took his walking stick, and placing ashes on the end he 
drew it across the sky to form the milky way. 
When the earth was thus prepared for habitation, Earth Doctor 

created all manner of birds and creeping things. Next he formed 
images of clay, which he commanded to become animate human 
beings, and they obeyed him. For a time they increased and over- 
spread the earth until it became so populous that food became scarce 
and there was not sufficient water to supply their needs. Of sick- 
ness and death they knew nothing, and their numbers grew apace. 
Hungering, they began to kill one another and to eat human flesh. 
Earth Doctor pitied them in their extremity, but could devise no 
plan for relieving their distress, except to destroy all, and this he at 

length felt forced to do. 
Earth Doctor said: ‘‘T shall unite earth and sky; the earth shall 

be as a female and the sky as a male, and from their union shall be 
born one who will be a helper to me. Let the sun be joimed with 
the moon, also even as man is wedded to woman, and their offspring 

shall be a helper to me.”’ Then he caught the hook of his staff into 
the sky and pulled it down, crushing to death the people and all 

other living things. Thrusting his stick through the earth, Earth 
Doctor went through the hole and came out alone on the other side. 
He called upon the sun and moon to come forth from the wreck 
of world and sky, and they obeyed him. But there was no sky for 

them to travel through, no stars nor milky way, so he created all 
these anew. Then he called for the offspring of earth and sky, but 

there was no response. Then he created a race of men, as he had 
done before; these were the Rsfsanate. 
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Out in the west beneath the toahafs bush the moon gave birth to 
Coyote and then went down. Coyote grew apace, and when large and 
strong he came to the land where lived the Pima nation: 

After a time the earth gave birth to one who was afterwards known 

as Itany and later as Siuuhd, Elder Brother. He came to Earth 

Doctor and spoke roughly to him, and Earth Doctor trembled before 
his power. The people increased in numbers, but Elder Brother 
shortened their lives, and they did not overrun the earth as they 
had done before. But this did not satisfy. Elder Brother, who 
announced to Earth Doctor that he would destroy the latter’s peo- 
ple, and this is how he accomplished the second destruction of the 
world: 

Elder Brother created a handsome youth, whom he directed to go 
among the Pimas, where he should wed whomsoever he wished. 

He must live with her until his first child was born, then leave her 
and go to another, and so on until his purpose was accomplished. 
His first wife gave birth to a child four months after marriage and 
conception. The youth then went and took a second wife, to whom 
a child was born in less time than the first. The period was yet 
shorter in the case of the third wife, and with her successors it grew 
shorter still, until at last the child was born from the young man at the 
time of the marriage. This was the child that caused the flood which 
destroyed the people and fulfilled the plans of Elder Brother. Several 
years were necessary to accomplish these things, and during this time 
the people were amazed and frightened at the signs of Elder Brother’s 
power and at the deeds of his agent. At the time of the commence- 
ment of these strange events Elder Brother began to make a jar or olla 
of some substance, either bush or gum. When this should be finished 
the flood would come. How? This is the way in which it came: 
The handsome young man, whom Elder Brother sent about among 
the people to marry and beget children in so short a period of time, 
came at last to the home of Vakolo Makai, South Doctor, who 
lived somewhere in the south, and who had power similar to that of 
Elder Brother. South Doctor was noted for his knowledge of all 
things and his skill in reading signs. He declared that he would 
put an end to Elder Brother’s schemes. One day South Doctor 
asked his beautiful young daughter why she cried all the time. She 
replied that she was afraid of the handsome young man who went 
about marrying the young women and begetting sons and daughters. 
Her father told her that it was her duty to marry the young man in 
order that a divine plan might be accomplished. But she continued 
erying, so her father told her to fetch some of the topmost thorns of a 
cholla cactus. When she had obeyed him he placed the thorns upon 
her, telling her not to be afraid of the young man, but that when he 

26 ErH—08——16 
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came she should take good care of his bow, arrows, shield, war club, 
spear, or any other weapon he might bring. At this the maiden 
dried her tears and awaited with pleasure the bridegroom’s coming. 
When he came she took his bow and arrows and carefully put them in 
asafe place. After exchanging good wishes for health and happiness, 
they went to the dwelling prepared for them. Soon the screams of 
a child aroused old South Doctor and his wife, who came running, 

desirous of seeing their grandchild. The old woman took up the babe 
and tried to present it to her daughter, but she refused to accept it, 
saying, ‘‘I am not the mother. He gave birth to the child. Give it 
to him.” So the young man took the child away and returned to 
Elder Brother, but as he was very much ashamed of himself, he did 

not bring the baby, but left it by the wayside. Elder Brother knew 
what was happening, for he was finishing his olla. As the youth 
approached he asked, ‘‘ How does it happen that you come alone and 
do not bring the young child that is born of you? Go bring it hither, 
and we will take care of it. We have been outwitted and our plan 
defeated, but that is the best we can do.”” The young man went after 
the child, the screams of which shook the earth and could be heard for 

a great distance. Earth Doctor then called his people together and 
told them there would be a great flood. After describing the calam- 
ity that would befall them, he sang: 

Weep, my unfortunate people! 

All this you will see take place. 

Weep, my unfortunate people! 

For the waters will overwhelm the land. 

Weep, my unhappy relatives! 

You will learn all. 

Weep, my unfortunate relatives! 
You will learn all. 

The waters will overwhelm the mountains. 

He thrust his staff into the ground, and with it bored a hole quite 
through to the other side of the earth. Some of the people went into 
the hole, while others appealed to Elder Brother. Their appeals 

were not heeded, but Coyote asked his assistance, and he was told to 

find a big log and sit upon it. This would carry him safely on the 
surface of the water along with the driftwood. Elder Brother got into 
his olla and closed the opening by which he entered, singing in the 
meantime: 

Black house! Black house! Hold me safely in; 

Black house! Black house! Hold me safely in, 

As I journey to and fro, to and fro. 

As he was borne along by the flood he sang: 

Running water, running water, herein resounding, 
As on the clouds I am carried to the sky. 

Running water, running water, herein roaring, 
As on the clouds I am carried to the sky. 
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When he finally emerged from the olla he sang: 

Here I come forth! Here I come forth! 

With magic powers I emerge. 

Here I come forth! Here I come forth! 

With magic powers I emerge. 

I stand alone! Alone! 

Who will accompany me? 

My staff and my crystal 
They shall bide with me. 

The young man went to the place where he had left the child and 
found that its tears were welling up in a great torrent that cut a gorge 
before it. He bent over the child to take it up, but at that moment 
they both became birds and flew above the earth over which the 
floods were spreading. It is said that five birds in all were saved 
from all those that had been previously known. These were Koli- 
vitetkam’ Hikivik (flicker), Vipisimal, Kisépi, and Nyvi (vulture). 
They clung by their beaks to the sky to keep themselves above the 
waters, but the tail of the flicker was washed by the waves, and that 
is why it is stiff to this day. Finally, as they were threatened with 
destruction, the god Vikarskam took pity on them and gave them 
power to make ‘‘nests of down” from their own breasts which 
floated on the surface of the waters and so enabled them to survive 
the flood. If anyone harms the little Vipisimal to this day the flood 
may come again. Accidental injuries to the bird must be atoned 

for; if it be killed, its tail feathers must be kept for a time to avert 
disaster; if it is found lying dead, it must be buried and appropriate 
gifts must be placed upon its grave. 
When the child had been taken from them, South Doctor called 

the people to him and announced that a flood was coming to destroy 
the earth and all things thereon. Then he sang: 

The waters dissolve the land. 
The waters dissolve the land. 

The mighty magician tests his strength. 
The waters dissolve the mountain. 

The waters dissolve the mountain. 
Nasi foresees what is coming. 

Some of the people came to him and were saved from the flood by 
passing through to the other side of the earth by means of the hole 
which he had made with his cane. He told the others to go with 
him to Earth Doctor and hear what he might say to them. Earth 
Doctor told them that they were too late in coming, that he had 
already sent all that he could save to the other side of the earth. 
However, there was yet hope for them if they would climb to the 
summit of the Crooked mountain. He gave power to South Doctor 
and directed him to aid the people to the extent of his ability, so the 
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latter conducted the people to the top of the Crooked mountain, 
and as they went away Earth Doctor sang: 

Haiya! Haiya! Flood! Flood! Hai-iya! 

See the doom awaiting them! 

Haiya! Haiya! Flood! Flood! Hai-iya! 

Here are my doomed people before me. 

As the flood rose toward the top of the mountain, South Doctor 
sang a song which caused the mountain itself to rise higher and 
ever higher above the waters which raced toward them as if on the 

level plain. These are the words that lifted the mountain upward: 

On the Crooked mountain I am standing, 

Trying to disperse the waters. 

On the Crooked mountain I am standing, 

Trying to disperse the waters. 

When he ceased singing he traced a line around the mountain and 
this marked the limit of the flood for a time, but it soon rose again 
and threatened to overflow the summit. Again South Doctor sang: 

On the Crooked mountain top I’m standing, 

Trying to disperse the waters. 

On the Crooked mountain top I’m standing, 

Trying to disperse the waters. 

Four times he sang and raised the mountain above the rising waters 
and then declared that he could do so no more, for his power was 

exhausted. He could do but one more thing for them, and holding 
his magic crystal in his left hand he sang: 

Powerless! Powerless! 

Powerless is my magic crystal! 

Powerless! Powerless! 

I shall become as stone. 

Then he smote with his right hand and the thunder peal rang in all 
directions. He threw his staff into the water and it cracked with a 
loud noise. Turning, he saw a dog near him, and this animal he 

sent to see how high the tide had risen. The dog turned toward the 
people and said, ‘‘It is very near the top.” When the anxious 
watchers heard the voice they. were transfixed in stone; and there 
to this day we see them as they were gathered in groups, some of the 
men talking, some of the women cooking, and some crying.@ 

a Pedro Font has given the following version of this myth in his Diary, pages 23 to 24a of original 

manuscript: ‘‘ He further said that after the old man, there came to that land a man called El Bebedor 

(the Drinker), who became incensed with the people dwelling there and sent so much water that it 

covered all the land. He then set out fora mountain ridge, which may be seen from that place, called 

the Ridge of Foam, whither he brought with him a little dog and a coyote. This ridge is called the 

Ridge of Foam, because at its summit, which ends gradually and, accessible after the fashion of the edge 

of a bastion, may be descried near the very top a white crest like a cliff, which follows horizontally 

along the ridge for a good space. The Indians say that this is a mark of the foam of the waters which 

reached that height. The Bebedor remained above and left the dog below, so that he might warn him 

when the waters reached that height. When the waters rose to the crest of foam, the beast warned 

the Bebedor (for in those days animals could speak) and the latter raised him up from below. A few 
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Coyote was carried southward by the drifting log to the place 
where all the driftwood of the flood was collected. To this day the 
place is referred to as Driftwood mountain, though its exact location 

is not known. Coyote came out of the drift after the water had 
fallen. 

Earth Doctor escaped destruction by inclosing himself in his reed 
staff, which floated upon the surface of the water. We do not know 
what adventures befell him, but suppose that his staff came to rest 
somewhere in the east, as he is next heard from in that quarter. 

Elder Brother was rolled along on the ground under the waters in 
his olla and finally came to rest beyond Sonoita, near the mouth of 
the Colorado river. The olla, now called Black mountain, may be 

seen there to this day. It is black because the gum from which the 
vessel was made was of that color. After the waters disappeared 
Elder Brother came out and went about until he had visited nearly 
all parts of the land. At length he met Coyote and Earth Doctor. 
Each claimed to have been the first to appear after the flood, but 
finally Elder Brother was admitted to have been the first, and 
he became the ruler of the world, and is accepted as such by many 
to this day. Elder Brother on becoming the chief ruler told his sub- 
ordinates to search for the center of the land, which is known as hik, 
navel. He sent Earth Doctor to the east and Coyote to the west. 
The latter returned first, and a long time afterwards Earth Doctor 
came in. They all went some distance east and again the messengers 
were sent out—Coyote east and Earth Doctor west. This time 

Earth Doctor returned first, so they all journeyed yet farther east 
before sending out the messengers. Coyote was sent west this time 
and again returned first. Then all moved east a little farther, and 

days later the Bebedor sent the Humming-bird (Sheparosas) and the coyote to bring him mud, and 

when it was brought he made from it various men, some of whom turned out good and others bad. 

These men spread over the land up and down the river. Not long afterwards he sent some of his men 

to see if those who dwelt up the stream could speak. They set forth and shortly returned, saying that 

although they spoke, they could not understand what they said. At this the Bebedor was greatly 

incensed, namely, that those men should speak without having received his permission. Thereupon 

he sent other men downstream to look after those who were there. They returned, saying that they 

had been well received and that the people there spoke another language, which, however, they had 

been able to understand. Then the Bebedor told them that the men who dwelt downstream were the 

good men, who extended as far as the Opas, with whom they were friendly; and that the others who 

dwelt upstream were the bad men and were the Apaches, their enemies. The Bebedor once grew wrath- 

ful with the people and slew many of them, converting them into Saguaros in that land. The Saguaros 

is a green trunk, aqueous, of fair height, of uniform circumference, and perfectly straight from its base 

to its top, with rows of thick thorns which extend along its whole length and usually with two or three 

branches of the same shape which look like arms. Once again did the Bebedor become wrathful against 

men and caused the sun to descend to burn them. Thus they were on the point of being destroyed when 

the men entreated him earnestly not to burn them. Then the Bebedor said he should not now burn 

them, and ordered the sun to ascend once more, but not to such a distance as before, saying that he 

left it lower down in order that he might burn them with it if they should again anger him. For this 

reason it is so hot in that land during the summer. At this point he added that he knew other stories 

which he could not relate because the time did not permit, and he agreed to relate them to us another 

day. But inasmuch as we made some fun of his stories, which he told quite seriously, we could not 

afterwards persuade him to tell us anything else; for he kept saying that he knew no more. All this 

story I have related in the phraseology you have doubtless noticed in order better to adapt it to the 

fashion in which the Indians explain it.’’ 
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from that point both returned at the same time, so they knew they 
were at the middle of the land. 

This is the song that Elder Brother sang when they reached the 
middle: 

Here I have come to the center of the earth; 

Here I have come to the center of the earth. 
I see the central mountain; 

T see the central mountain. 

He then bent down and scratched his head. The lice that dropped 
became ants, which dried up that particular spot in a very short 
time, for the earth had been everywhere wet and muddy. Then they 
all sat down to create the various animals that had lived before the 
flood. Elder Brother sat facing the west, for, said he, ‘‘I came out 
upon the earth in the west and I am going to face that way.”’ Coyote 
sat facing the south, for ‘‘I came out in the south and I am to face 

that way.’’ Earth Doctor seated himself facing the east, for, said 
he, ‘‘I came out in the east and Iam going to face that way.” Each 

agreed not to look at what the others were making nor to tell what 
he was doing until all was finished, and then all that they had made 
should be showed at once. A moment later Elder Brother said he 
was ready and asked the others to show what they had made. So 
Coyote and Earth Doctor brought their work before him. Coyote 
had made all the web-footed animals, snakes, and birds. Earth Doc- 

tor had made creatures resembling human beings, but they were 
deformed—some having but one leg, others immense ears, some with 
imperforate bodies, others with flames of fire in their knees.? 

Elder Brother told Coyote to throw the animals which he had cre- 
ated into the water. He told Earth Doctor to place his creatures 
in the west. Both obeyed. After throwing his beings into the west 

Earth Doctor sank into the earth, but while his body was yet half- 
way down Elder Brother jumped and tried to grasp it. He was not 
successful, and Earth Doctor disappeared. Elder Brother in trying 
to hold Earth Doctor got his hands covered with dirt and blood, 
like those of a man killing an animal. He shook his hands and the 
blood sprinkled over all the earth. That is what causes all kinds of 
sickness among us now, for the diseases were scattered over the land 

and in the water. 
Elder Brother and Coyote were left in possession of the land. 

After the images which the former had made had been kept for four 

days, one of the Apache group (they were divided into equal groups) 
came to life and said, ‘‘It’s very cold,’’ and began to sway its body 
back and forth. Earth Doctor said, ‘‘ Oh, I didn’t think you would 
be the first to awake!’’ and he was so angry he took all the Apaches 

a There is no generic name for these monsters. Earth Doctor is supposed to have created them thus 

in order that they might not become rivals to his underworld people for the possession of the earth. 
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up in his hand and threw them over the mountain. That made them 
angry, and that is why they have always been so fierce. 

These were the Indian people of which there were four tribes: 
The Wii-aki Ap,* the Apaches, the Maricopas, and, lastly, the Pimas, 
though they were given superior qualities—such as a knowledge of 
the seasons, the power to bring down rain from the sky, the ability 
to cure sickness, and the like. 

These people occupied this country from that time forward and 
multiplied in numbers. The Yumas and Maricopas were at first 
united, but the Maricopas left the Yumas and joined the Pimas, 
finally settling in the Salt River valley, where they formed perma- 
nent settlements. They tried to build canals, but were not successful, 

on account of the hard rocks and soil. 
The Maricopas asked Elder Brother for advice or assistance. He 

caused the ground to become soft for a while, but it hardened again, 

and upon being appealed to a second time he said he could do no 
more for them, but told them to go and see Toa’koi-atam Aks, 
White-eater-old-woman, Elder Brother’s sister, who also had great 
power. She finished all the work in a single night, but Elder Brother 
refused to do anything more for the people. From that time on he 
began to do mischief, such as marrying the young women and then 

deserting them for others. The people began to be jealous of him 
and planned to destroy him. 

For a time after the creation of the four tribes of men and the 

animals they were confined in a great house together. Rattlesnake 
was there, and was known as MAa/ik Sol’ate, Soft Child. The people 
liked to hear him rattle, and little rest or peace could he obtain because 
of their continual prodding and scratching. Unable to endure it 
longer, he went at last to Elder Brother to ask help of him. Elder 
Brother took pity upon him and pulled a hair from his own lip to cut 
in short pieces to serve as teeth for Soft Child. ‘‘Now,”’ said he, ‘‘if 

anyone bothers you again, bite him.’’ In the evening Ta-4pi, Rabbit, 
came to Soft Child as he sat at the door and scratched him as he had 
so often done before. Soft Child raised his head and bit his tor- 
mentor as Elder Brother had instructed him to do. Feeling the bite, 
Rabbit scratched Soft Child again, and again was bitten; then he ran 
about telling that Soft Child was angry and had bitten him twice. 
Again he went to him and again he was bitten twice. During the 
night his body swelled and the fever came upon him. All through 
the dark hours he suffered and throughout the next day; often he 
called to those around him to prepare a place that might give him 
rest. No bed that they could make brought any ease to his stricken 
frame. He asked for sea sand that he might lie upon it and cool his 

a“Go in Ap.”’ An unknown tribe that is believed by the Pimas to have lived somewhere in the 

northwest, perhaps the Hualapis [Walapai.] 
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fevered body. Coyote was sent to the sea to fetch the cooling sand, 
but it gave no relief. Rabbit asked for a shade of bushes that the 
cooling breeze might blow beneath them upon him, but this, too, 
failed to help him. The traveling shade likewise brought no relief. 
His agony increased until death came to give him peace. 

For this first loss of life the people blamed Elder Brother, because he 
had given Soft Child the teeth that made him a menace to all who 
approached him. The disposal of Rabbit’s body formed a serious 
problem to the tribes, for they feared the interference of Coyote. 
Said one, ‘‘If we bury him Coyote will surely dig him out.” “Tf we 
hide him,”’ said another, ‘‘Coyote will surely find him.’ ‘If we put 
him in a tree,” said a third, ‘‘Coyote will surely climb up.” Finally 
the Maricopas proposed that he be burned, and in order to get Coyote 
out of the way during the ceremony he was sent to Sun to get some 
fire, for he always kept the flame lighted in his house.4 

As soon as Coyote had gone the people called upon Teu-utak(i) 
Moaajt, Blue Fly, to help them, and this is how the first fire drill was 
made. Taking a stick like an arrow, he twirled it to and fro between 
his hands, the lower end resting in a socket at the margin of a flat stick 
that lay upon the ground. Soon smoke ascended, and the first fire 
began to glow. Gathering fuel, they proceeded to burn the corpse. 
When Coyote left them he was suspicious of their intentions, and 

said to himself, “‘I think they have some purpose in sending me 
away.’ So he looked back frequently as he went along, and soon 
saw the smoke ascending. With excited heart he turned and ran 

back as fast as he could go. When he made his appearance the 
people formed a circle and tried to shut him away from the burning 
body. “‘Let me see my brother! Let me see with one eye!’’ he 
cried as he rolled upon the ground. No one would listen to him, so 
he ran round and round the circle seeking an opening. There was a 

weak spot in the cordon where two short men were standing, and he 
jumped over their heads, bit out the heart of the burning body, and 
ran away with it. The people pursued, but Coyote outsiripped 
them. South of the Sierra Estrella Coyote stopped and laid the heart 

upon the an bush, but the people came up and he fled again. To this 
day that halting place is called Andkam Teukwoanyik, Place of the 

a‘“When Matyavela died, Mustam-ho, by his direction, started in tocrematehim. The Coyote wanted 

to eat the corpse. At that time there was no fire on earth. The Blue Fly put a star in the sky; ‘Go 

over there and get me some of that fire,’ he said to the Coyote. ‘The Coyote was fooled, and scampered 

off to bring in the star. He didn’t know that the Blue Fly had learned the art of rubbing sticks together 

and making fire. While he was gone the Blue Fly made a big fire and Matyavela was burnt up. 

“The Coyote happened to look back; he saw the blaze, and knew that something was up. He came 

back on the full run. All the animals were present at the funeral; they saw the Coyote returning, and 

formed a ring round the fire to keep him away from the corpse. 

“The Coyote ran round the ring until he came to the Badger, who was very short. The Coyote 

jumped over him, seized the heart of Matyavela, which was the only part not burnt up, and made off 

with it. He burnt his mouth in doing this, and it’s black to this day.’” John G. Bourke, Notes on the 

Cosmogony and Theogony of the Mohave Indians of the Rio Colorado, Arizona, Journal of American 

Folk-Lore, 11, 188. 
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Uprooted An Bush. Near Kihatoak’ he stopped again upon a 
mountain to eat the heart, but he saw that it was covered with ashes, 

so he shook it and the ashes fell and covered the mountain, so that it 
is white to this day, and is called Gray mountain. Again the people 
overtook Coyote, and he ran northward across the Gila, where he ate 
the heart, and as he did so the grease fell upon every stone of the 
mountain, which accounts for its appearance and the name it bears 
to this day—Mo’hattk, Greasy mountain. From that place Coyote 
ran to live in the sea in the south. 
Now the tribes of men began to learn how they should provide for 

themselves, how they might gather food, hunt, and till the soil. 

Mavit, Puma, and Rsu-u-f. Wolf, joined their fortunes and went 

hunting together. One day Wolf said, ‘‘I wonder where is our 
brother, Coyote; suppose I call him.” So he took the kidney of a deer 
and roasted it and the wind carried the appetizing odor toward the 
south. When Coyote smelled it he said, ‘‘Surely, these are my broth- 
ers, who wish me to return.’’ So he ran to the place where Puma 
and Wolf were living. When he reached them he was in great dis- 
tress, for when he ate food it fell from him as wheat falls from the 
broken sack. Finally, Puma and Wolf stitched his skin until it 
retained the food he ate. Then they all went in search of wives. 

Coyote found a woman and called to the others, who came to see her. 
She became the wife of Puma, but Coyote said he would take her home. 

On the way he fell and pretended to be in great pain. The woman 
was frightened and knew not what to do. Coyote said, ‘‘I shall not 
get well unless you strip off my clothing and your own and carry me 
on your back for a few yards. That is the way my brothers treated 
me when I was in this condition before.”’ So she obeyed and made 
their clothing into a bundle, which she carried on her head, as is the 

Pima custom. Coyotem humeris sustulit, sed cum paucos modo 

passus ingressa esset, ‘‘Siste! Siste!’? exclamavit Coyote, ‘‘Doleo; 
paulum me dimitte.”” Ubi quod poposcit fecerat, copulare potuit. 
Mulierem turpiter dum domum iebant Coyote egit. This was the 
cause of much trouble, for she belonged to a tribe that had great magic 
power. They tried to induce her to return, but she would not. Fur- 
thermore, Puma refused to restore her to her friends, Then the Rsar- 

sikate A-Atam,* magicians, revenged themselves by driving the deer, 

the antelope, and every animal that is swift of foot and soft of fur and 
useful to human kind into a cave in the Aloam or Yellow mountain, 
which lies south of the present Pimeria and northeast of Baboquivari. 
This deprived the tribes of men of their chief support, and messengers 
were sent to see if some means could not be found by which the impris- 
oned animals could be liberated. One by one these agents failed to 

aThe mirage that distorts the early morning landscape in Pimeria is called rsarsikate, and it is 

believed that it is the spirits of the ancient magicians returned to earth. 
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accomplish the task assigned to them. Year after year they returned 
without success. At last Coyote was sent to liberate the inhabitants 
of the cave, who exclaimed as they saw him coming, ‘‘ Now, we have 

a visitor who will do us harm.’ They thought to appease his appe- 
tite by offering a piece of meat in the hope that he would eat it and go 
away. When Coyote had roasted the meat in the fire and looked 
about him, he saw the gate of the cave and this is what happened: 
‘“Where shall I put thismeat? Itishot. Whereshall I putit? It is 
hot,” he said, and then ran straight to the door of the cave. Before 

the occupants could recover from their alarm he threw open the door 
and out swarmed the deer and other game animals as pour forth the 
bees from a newly opened hive. 

Coyote ran for his life and the people pursued him, but he escaped 
and went to live in the water in the west. 
When A-anhittipaki Sivan’, Feather-breathing Sivan’, was a boy 

he was mischievous and troubled his grandmother. He went to the 
cave of the Winds and saw the bow. He made one like it and showed 
it to his fellows, but they handled it and so took away its power. He 
made several bows, but the people ruined them by looking at them 
or handling them. At last they ceased troubling him and he was able 
to kill rabbits and give them away. 

Seeing that he was a good shot, the people told him to take his stand 
at the two hills and close the gap. He went as directed, but instead 
of shooting the deer as they were driven past he paid no attention to 
them, but occupied himself in building a fence of brush from one hill 

to the other. 
Again they told him to perch in a tree above a game trail and watch 

for anything that might pass under him. He did so and saw the game 

running, but did not shoot. 
A third time they drove the animals toward him and instructed him 

to shoot the pregnant ones, as they would be fat. He took his place 
and shot a pregnant woman instead of a doe. 

The fourth time they told him to shoot an old one (meaning a deer 
with large antlers), and he killed an old man. 

Then he showed that he had magic power, for he was able to go out 
and bring in deer without taking days of time like other hunters. He 
built a house (Va’-aki, now one of the ruins of Salt river), married, and 

settled down. Viintre was a thief, gambler, liar, and profligate who 

came to the house of A-anhittipaki Si’van’, who, knowing his char- 
acter, did not wish to see him. Viintre brought four reeds filled with 

tobacco, lighted one, and smoked it. A-anhitttpaki Si/van’ would 
not speak to him and Vantre finally went away. This happened three 
nights, but not a word was spoken until the fourth night, when 

A-anhittipaky told Vintre he would be his friend if Vintre would stop 
lying, stealing, and the like. He would make the sticks called 
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kites, and with them Viintre might win if he wished to gamble. He 

placed such magic power in the markings on the sticks that no one 
could win from Viintre. Elder Brother recognized the power in the 
sticks and told the people that they were powerless to win from Vian- 
tre. Elder Brother told the man at whose house Vintre gambled 
that if he would let his son and daughter work for him (Elder Brother), 
he would arrange it so that Vintre could not win from others. The 
man agreed. Elder Brother sent the son to a roosting place of large 
birds to get feathers. The boy brought the feathers to the house. 
The girl was told to singe the feathers, grind them into a powder, and 
mix them with some pinole. 

The next day Vintre came to the same place to gamble. Elder 
Brother said to the young woman, ‘‘Go to the pool with your kiadha 
and ollas. Take the pinole and make it ready when Vintre goes 
there.”’ She followed Elder Brother’s directions and went ‘to get 
the water. Vantre said to the man with whom he had been playing 
on previous days, ‘‘I am going to the pool to get a drink of water 
before we begin playing.”’ The others told him to go into the house 
to get the drink, but he went off, saying that he wished to see the 
young woman. When he came to her he said he wanted her for 
his wife, but she replied that she would not make any promises 
unless be drank her pinole. So Vintre was glad to take the drink. 
The first swallow seemed sour or bitter, but he took a second, a 
third, and a fourth drink. The moment he took the fourth drink 
feathers began to appear upon his body; these grew out at once 
and he became a large eagle. The young woman took her basket, 
returned to the village, and told what had happened. The people 
then took their bows and arrows, went to the pool, and there found 
the eagle sitting on the bank. They surrounded him, but he flew 
away and found refuge in the mountains, whence he came from 
time to time to carry away men and women to his hiding place. 
As their numbers decreased the people cried out for help to Elder 
Brother, who said he would kill the eagle after four days. He told 
the people to watch a sharp-pointed mountain after his departure 
and if a cloud appeared at the left of the peak they would know 
that he had been killed; if the cloud appeared at the right they 
would know that he had done some great thing. Eagle was so large 
and strong that when he sat on the mountain top it broke beneath 
his weight. It used to be all flat and smooth, but it was his sitting 
on it that made the peaks and rough places. When arrows were shot 
at him he caught them in his hand. (This must be a true story, for 
there is a picture of him with the arrows in his hand, on the dollar. 
So the Americans must have known about him.) 
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When Eagle was away Earth Doctor climbed the cliffs to his 
house, singing as he ascended: 

Up the cliff, steep and smooth, 

Up the cliff, steep and smooth, 

Up the cliff, steep and smooth, 

Climbs Elder Brother. 

With his shining power, 

Up the cliff, steep and smooth, 

Up the cliff, steep and smooth, 

He climbs, step by step. 

He then carried on the followmg conversation with Eagle’s wife: 
“Can this baby talk?” 
‘No; he doesn’t say very much and doesn’t seem to know any- 

thing; he’s too small.” 
“Does Eagle ever sleep in the daytime?” 
‘““No, not very often; but sometimes, if I sit down with him and 

seratch his head, he will go to sleep.”’ 
“Do that next time I come.” 

At that moment Eagle was again heard approaching with a roar 
that shook the mountai like a tree in the wind. He brought four 
living men, whom he threw from a distance upon the rock, where 
they lay groaning for a time before breathing their last. Eagle 
asked his wife if anybody had been there and she said no one was 
about. He declared that he smelled some one, but finally concluded 
that he had been mistaken. After he had eaten he lay down, and 
as she sang the following song and rubbed his head he quickly went 
to sleep: 

Haya yakahai yahai mo! Haya yakahai mo! 
T am sleepy, I am sleepy. 

Haya yakahai yahai mo! I am sleepy. 

When Eagle returned, the baby tried to tell him what had hap- 
pened, and his father inquired, ‘‘What made him say that? He 
never talked that way before; besides, I smell somebody. Some one 
must have been here.” 

‘“No, nobody; we have been here alone.” 

Then in the form of a fly Earth Doctor concealed himself among 
the dead bodies that were corded up like wood and sang: 

Himovali! Die fly! Himovyali! Die fly! 

I shall sleep! I shall sleep! 
Himovyali! Let die! Iam drowsy. 

I will sleep! Buzz-z! 

When he had gone to sleep she began to whistle. He awoke and 
said: 

“What made you whistle like that ?”’ 
“Oh, nothing; I was just playing with the baby; that’s all.” 
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So he went to sleep again and again she whistled; he awoke again 

and asked: 
“Why did you whistle?” 
“Oh, I was just playing with the baby.” 
So the third time he went sound asleep, and she whistled softly, 

but he did not awake. Then she whistled louder and Elder 
Brother came out and resumed his natural form. He beat the 
head of Eagle until it was flat. He cut Eagle’s throat and that of 
his son, sprinkled their blood upon the dead bodies, whereon they 
all regained their lives. He asked them where they belonged, and 
on finding where each lived he sent him home. When he came to 
the last bodies he found that they spoke a different tongue, so he sent 
them to a distant land, where they practised their peculiar customs. 
The Pimas suppose that these were the whites, who became white 
from lying under the others until decayed.“ 

Elder Brother then went home and told the people how to conduct 
themselves when they had killed an enemy, such, for example, as 
the Apaches. On his return he found the people singing and dancing. 
He arranged four periods, and each period contained four days. So 
to this day the man who kills an Apache must live sixteen days in 
the woods and subsist upon pinole. 

While these events were occurring here the people about Baboqui- 
vari wished to have Elder Brother come to them. 

At the time when Elder Brother transformed Vintre into an eagle 
strange things happened to the people of Casa Grande. There is a 
game called takal played by the women. One day the women were 
playing takal, and among them was the daughter of Si’al Teu’-utak 
Si’van’. Suddenly a strange little green lizard dropped in front of 
her while she was standing among the other women. The earth 
about the spot became like the green part of the rambow. They dug 
there and found some green stones (steu’-utttik ha’tai’), which became 

very useful for necklaces and ear pendants. 
There were people living at some tanks on the east side of the 

mountains (Ta/-attkam) north of Picacho, and among them was a 
man named Tarsnamkam, Meet the Sun. He saw the beautiful stones 

used at Casa Grande and wished to get some of them; but how was 

a“MrJ. D. Walker, an old resident of the vicinity of Casa Grande, who has been to me personally 

an excellent friend and valuable informant, told me this tale: 
“<The Gila Pimas claim to have been created on the banks of the river. After residing there for some 

time a great flood came that destroyed the tribe, with the exception of one man, ¢alled Ci-ho. He was 

of small stature and became the ancestor of the present Pimas. The tribe, beginning to grow in num- 

bers, built the villages now in ruins and also spread to the north bank of the river. But there appeared 

a monstrous eagle, which, occasionally assuming the shape of an old woman, visited the pueblos and 

stole women and children, carrying them to his abode in an inaccessible cliff. On one occasion the 
eagle seied a girl with the intention of making of her his wife. Ci-ho thereupon went to the cliff, but 

found it impossible to climb. The girl, who was still alive, shouted down to him the way of making 

the asceut. When the eagle came back Ci-ho slew him with a sword, and thus liberated his people 
from the scourge.’’”’ A. F. Bandelier, Papers Archeol. Inst., ser. Iv, pt. 1, 462-463. 
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he to do it? He made a fine green bird, steu-utfk o’-ofik, parrot, and 
sent it to Casa Grande, telling it to swallow all the green stones it 
could find about the houses. The parrot went to Casa Grande and 
was found one day by the daughter of Si’al Teu’-utak Si/van’. The 
bird was kept several days, but it would not eat, so it was turned 
loose. It went about until it found a piece of turquoise, which it 
swallowed. The daughter of Si’al Teu’-utak Si/vanY saw this and 
told her father, who directed her to give the bird all the turquoises 
she could find in the house. The people gathered to see the bird 
that ate stones, but as soon as it had eaten until it was full to the 

mouth it flew away. Tarsnamkam was glad to see it come safely 
home. The parrot vomited the stones, which its owner gave to the 
people to use, and there were plenty for all. Si/al Teu’-utak Si’vanY 
was angry when he learned that the bird had been sent to steal all 
his turquoises. He sent the rain for four periods, or sixteen days, to 
destroy Tarsnamkam, but the latter also possessed magic power and 
was not injured. At the end of the sixteen days Tarsnamkam sent 
a man with a fine football (rso’nyikivol), directing him to give it to 

Si’al Teu’-utak Si’van’’s daughter, whose name was Pia Koénikam 

Of’). The messenger went near the woman’s house as she was at 
work and kicked the ball so that it rolled close to her. She took it 
up and hid it under her dress and told the man there had been no ball 
there when he came up to inquire about it. He declared that it 
stopped close by her, but she again said no, she had seen no football. 
The man went off, but the young woman called to him to come and 
get his football. When he came back she searched for the ball, but 
it was not to be found. It had gone into her womb and become a 
child. When this child was born it was a strange-looking creature. 
The people wanted to destroy it, but the mother said it was her child - 
and she wished to care for it. 

The people wished to destroy the child, because it had long claws 
instead of fingers and toes; its teeth were long and sharp, like those 
of a dog. They gave it the name of H&-ik, meaning something 
dreadful or ferocious. This female child grew to maturity in three 
or four years’ time. She ate anything she could get her hands on, 

either raw or cooked food. The people tried to kill her, because she 
killed and ate their children. She went to the mountain Ta’-atikam 
and lived there for a while in a cave. Then she went to Baboquivari 
for a time and then to Poso Verde, where she was killed by Elder 
Brother. As Elder Brother and the people were preparing to over- 
come the magic power of Ha-ak they sang together: 

Dazzling power has Elder Brother, 
Mastering the winds with song. 

Swiftly now we come together, 

Singing to gain control. 
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Kovakova, kovakova, 

Kovakova, kovakova. 

Singing on the summit 

Of great Mo’hattik mountain, 
Anayokuna, anayokuna, hayokuna. 

Sacred pipe of Teu-unarsat, 
Sleep-inducing sacred pipe, 

Anayokuna, anayokuna, hayokuna. 
Ha-ak flees from her pursuers, 

But her spring and mortar stay. 

Throw a great stone! 
Throw a great stone! 4 

The blue owl is brightest, 
Throw a great stone! 

The blue owl is brightest, 
Throw a great stone. 

When he killed Hi-ak a great feast was made, just as when Eagle 
was killed, and to this day the cave remains there where Ha-ik was 
killed, and 2 or 3 miles distant is a stone inclosure, H4-Ak moakkit, 
Place where Ha-ak was killed. The people formerly placed offer- 
ings within the inclosure to bring them good luck. 

Another version of the same story states that Vaktcuktcithap, the 
mosquito hawk, wished to marry the virgin at Casa Blanca, who had 
many suitors. He went to the Sun, who gave him a many-colored 
ball, which he took to the woman Pia Kénikam Of’(i). When near 
her he kicked it as the Pimas do the kicking ball, so that it rolled 
near her.. She placed it in the fold of her blanket and became 
pregnant. 

After Ha-ik was killed the people were invited to come and partake 
of the feast which had been cooked there. One old woman and her 
two grandsons were not invited to come. When the feast was over 
she told her grandsons to go and see if they could find any of Hé-ak’s 
blood, and if so to bring it to her. After the boys had brought the few 
drops of blood which they found among the rocks she put it into a 
dish and told them to look at it after four days. When they did so 
they found two eggs in the dish. On reporting this to their grand- 
mother she told them to look again after four more days. When they 
looked they saw two little birds, at which their grandmother told them 
to look again at the end of four days. When they came to look they 
found two very beautiful birds. After four days the people came and 
tried to destroy the grandmother and the boys in order to get the 
birds. The old woman told her grandsons that after another four 
days the people would come and take their birds away. So they must 
take them at night to a distant land and set them free there. She said 
that when they returned they would find her dead, as the people 
would have killed her. 

a The stone referred to is the one thrown against the cave walls by Ha-ik when she was entrapped. 

In proof of the story we may see the stone there to the present day. 
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After the people had killed Ha-ak they followed the tracks of the 
boys, who had gone toward the east with their parrots. The pur- 
suers raised a cloud of dust as they went along, which betrayed their 
presence on the trail to the boys, who exclaimed, ‘‘What shall we do!”’ 
At length they set free the parrots, which flew up into the mountains, 
where they concealed themselves in the forest. Following their ex- 
ample, the boys hastened to the same place, where they successfully 

eluded the pursuers. After the people had abandoned the search the 
boys went back to their former home and found that their grand- 
mother had been killed. She had left directions which they carried 
out. They gave the body proper burial in the sand. At the end of 
four-day periods she had told them to visit her grave until they saw a 
plant growing out of it; four days after it appeared they were to 
gather the leaves, and in time they would learn what was to be done 
with them. The boys obeyed her commands and obtained tobacco, 
which they learned to use through the instruction of Elder Brother. 

After killing Ha-ak Elder Brother made his home at Baboquivari 
for some time. Hearing of the fact that the boys were living alone at 
their old home, he visited them. He inquired about their welfare and 
seemed to be disposed to befriend them. Finding the tobacco leaves, 
he inquired if they had been used yet, and was assured that they had 
not been. Elder Brother then revealed the purpose for which the 
leaves had been intended. ‘‘These are to be rolled in corn husks and 
smoked,” said he; “I will give you, also, earth flowers* to mix with 
the tobacco when you smoke if you desire to gain the favor of the 
women.” He showed them how to collect the bark of the tree which 
induces sleep.” ‘Make this into a powder,” said he, ‘‘and when you 
wish to overpower anyone just shake this before them.’’ Then Elder 
Brother left the youths, who followed his instructions and found the 

love philter and the sleeping powder to be irresistible. But the peo- 
ple were incensed at their use of the charms and finally killed them. 

Elder Brother continued to live in the cave at Baboquivari for 
some time. He went about the country from village to village seeking 
to do mischief. He sang the song of the menstrual period and accom- 
panied it by reviling the family of the young girls. At last the people 
could endure his pranks no longer and drove him away. He went to 
Mo’hatik mountain, north of the Gila, and the people there gathered 

to destroy him. 
Elder Brother went into his house and the people came and clubbed 

him to death. They pounded his head until it was flat, then dragged 

a Tcuwut hidsik, a whitish lichen gathered by the Pimas and kept in little bags or in hollow reeds 

3 or 4 inches long. ; 

dKd’sitakit (‘to make sleep’’), said by the Papagos to stand on a mountain about 40 miles south- 

west of Poso Verde. So powerful is it supposed to be that those who go to gather the bark are overcome 

with sleep if they do not hasten when cutting it. 
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him into the woods and left him there. The news was spread about 
the country that he was dead, but the next day he reappeared among the 
people. They were afraid, but gathered together and killed him again. 
After carrying him to the woods they cut his flesh and scattered the 
pieces, pounded his bones into powder and cast it to the winds, but 

the next day at the same hour he was about among them again. 
Again they killed him, and this time his body was burned to ashes. 
Yet he was among them the next day as before. Then a great council 
was called and they discussed plans for getting rid of Elder Brother. 
Some declared that if they did not kill him the fourth time they would 
never kill him. So they called on Vulture, who had been saved with 
Elder Brother at the time of the flood, thinking that he must have 
magic power or he would not have survived the flood. 

Vulture was a man who transformed himself into a bird with his 
own magic power and had gone through the openings in the sky and 
thus saved himself from destruction during the flood. After he 
came down from the sky he wandered about the country and finally 
built a va’-aki, magic house, the ruins of which yet remain, south of 
where Phoenix now stands, between the Gila and Salt rivers. 

Vulture was living in this va’-aki when the people came to him 
with their complaints concerning Elder Brother. They asked if he 
could do anything to help them. Vulture said he had never used 
his magic power, but he would test it. He asked the people to come 
to his va’-aki and he would make the trial in their presence. 

After the people had gathered in the house and the doors had been 
closed he brought on darkness with his magic power while it was 
yet daytime. The darkness was so heavy that the people could see 
nothing. A beam of light arose which grew stronger and stronger 

until during the second night of their sojourn in the house it became 
as brilliant as sunlight. There were four colors, four threads of 
light, that extended upward until they reached the sun. Vulture 
then ascended each thread in turn, telling the people that he must 
have magic power or he could not have done so. He told the people 
that in four days Elder Brother would fall dead. On the fourth 
night he reached the sun and remained there. All the people who 
were in the va’-aki saw these miracles performed. 

Vulture told the sun to spit on the house of Elder Brother,* on the 
four pools of water at the va’-aki where Elder Brother kept his 
magic power, on his dwelling places so that heat might fall upon him 
and smother him. The sun did as he requested. Toward the end 
of the four days Elder Brother acted like a lunatic. The heat 
became so intense that the cool fountains became boiling water and 

he was finally suffocated. 

aSaid by Thin Leather to be in the Estrella mountains. Antonio thinks it is in Baboquivari 
mountain. 

26 era—08——17 
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After his death his skeleton was exposed for a long time, until one 
day some boys were playing near where it lay. They heard a strange 
noise like thunder that shook the earth, though there were no clouds 

in the sky. The boys saw that Elder Brother was regaining life and 
power. He sat up and rocked back and forth like a drunken person. 
The boys ran and told their story to the people, who were perplexed 
and alarmed. They gathered together, bringing all their weapons, 
and finally surrounded Elder Brother, who was by this time in full 
possession of his power. As the people came about him with their 
bows and arrows in hand he began to sink down into the earth, and 
in spite of their outery he disappeared before their eyes. 

Elder Brother sank through the earth and found the people that 
Earth Doctor had assisted to reach that side in order to escape the 
flood. Elder Brother told the people there of his ill treatment and 
asked them to come through and fight with him and to take the land 
away from the Indians. After four months’ preparation they set 
out upon their journey, first singing the following song: 

We go; we go; we go; we go. 

Happy, we leave our homes. 
We go; happily we go. 

We run; werun; we run; we run. 

Happy, we leave our land. 

With pleasure hence we hasten. 

Elder Brother told Gopher (Tcu’oh6) to bore a hole for the people 
to come through. Gopher made a hole through the earth like a 
winding stair. 

Coyote learned that these people were coming out in our country 
and he went about looking for the place of their emergence. He 
finally discovered them coming through like ants from their hills. 
Elder Brother told Coyote not to go near them until all had come 
forth. Coyote did not heed the caution, but went and looked down the 
hole and laughed, which caused the opening to close. Five gentes® 
had come out, and it is supposed that those that were shut in belonged 
to yet other gentes. Upon their emergence Elder Brother and his fol- 
lowers danced and sang as follows: 

Together we emerge with our rattles; 

Together we emerge with our rattles, 
Bright-hued feathers in our headdresses. 

With our nynnyirsa we went down; 

With our nyfinyirsa we went down, 
Wearing Yoku feathers in our headdresses. 

This is the White Land, we arrive singing, 
Headdresses waving in the breeze. 

We have come! We have come! 
The land trembles with our dancing and singing. 

aSee p. 197. 
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On these Black mountains all are singing, 
Headdresses waving, headdresses waving. 

We all rejoice! We all rejoice! 
Singing, dancing, the mountains trembling. 

About half of these people came out and followed Elder Brother’s 
leadership until they had killed all his enemies and captured young 
and old that did not resist. 

Elder Brother’s greatest enemies were the people living in the large 
pueblos, the ruins of which yet remain scattered about the Gila and 
Salt river valleys. He and his supporters approached one of the 
easternmost of these pueblos on the Gila, which is now known as Casa 
Grande, singing: 

Yonder stands the doomed habitation. 

About the pueblo runs its frightened chieftain 
In yellow garment with hand-print decoration. 

They attacked and defeated the forces of Morning-Blue Si’van’, 
and then moved about 18 miles northwestward to Santan, where they 
sang: 

In their house of adobe they are staying; 

Their chief with magic power fears me. 
In their house of adobe we see their chief. 

The chief of this extensive pueblo was Kia-atak Si’van’. His 
forces were defeated and*his pueblo overrun by Elder Brother’s war- 
riors, who next moved to the villages about 4 miles west of Santan, 
where they sang: 

Some will truly see; 

Some will truly see; 

Will see their house 
Behind the okatilla stockade. 

The chief of this place was called Teuf Baowo Si’van’, and after he 
had been overcome the conquerors moved across the Gila toward the 
pueblo of Sweetwater, singing as they approached: 

There is the land of many beads. 

There is the land of many beads. 
Some one comes forth. 

He knows what will befall him. 

The leader, Ta’-a Si’van’, was easily defeated, whereon the victors 
moved upon the pueblo of Casa Blanca, singing: 

Tt will be difficult, 

Tt will be difficult, 
To capture this pueblo 

With its magic power. 

They then attacked Tco’tetk Ta’tai Si’van’, who was the most 
powerful of all the chiefs who ventured to oppose them. 
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He knew that they would defeat him, yet he struggled bravely to 
save his people and at the last to save himself. He first took some 
soot from his chimney, powdered it in the palm of his hand, blew it 
into the air, and darkness immediately fell so dense that Elder Brother’s 
varriors could see nothing. Teo’ tctik Ta’tai Sivan’ then threw down 

his dwelling and made his way through the midst of his enemies. 
But the god of darkness dispelled the night and the escaping leader 
was seen in the distance. Elder Brother’s warriors succeeded in 
getting ahead of him and were about to surround and kill him when 

he wiped the tears from his eyes and blew the drops among the men 
about him. This produced a mirage which concealed him from view. 
But the god of the mirage caused the veil to lift and again he was seen 
fleeing in the distance. Again Tco’tetk T&’tai Si’vanY was headed 

and in danger; but this time he took out his reed cigarette and blew 
puffs of smoke, which settled down upon his pursuers like a heavy 
fog through which he continued his flight. The god of the fog drove 
it into the sky and he was seen escaping. He now realized that he 
had but one more chance for his life. When the fog had formed 
clouds in the sky he took his belt and threw it upward and climbed 
up and laid himself against the clouds as a rainbow. It was impossi- 
ble for the god of the rainbow unaided to bring him down; he made 
several unsuccessful attempts before he hit upon the expedient of 

making some spiders which he sent after the rainbow. They formed 
a web over the bow and brought it to the earth and destruction. 

Elder Brother's warriors were so astonished at the prowess of 

Teo’tehik Ta’tai Si’vanY that they thought he must have a strange 
heart, so they cut it open to see and, sure enough, they found within 
it a round green stone about the size of a bullet. The stone is kept 
to this day in a medicine basket which they captured with his grand- 
son. Before he had undertaken his flight he had told the boy, 

Ka’kanyip, to go with his basket and hide under a bush; after the 
grandfather should be killed the lad should come, touch him, and 

swallow the odor of the body and he would acquire the power of 
the Si’vanY. But a warrior named Shohany discovered the little 
Ka’kanyip and after a time sold him to the Papago chief, Kak 
Si’sivéliki, Two-Whirlwinds. The box is yet kept by the Papagos 
living 30 miles south of Gila Bend. If it is disturbed a severe storm 
is produced and cold weather prevails in Pima Land. 

After capturing the pueblo at Sweetwater and destroying its chief 
the invaders moved against Vulture’s pueblo, 6 miles west of where 

they fought the last battle. 

They then sang: 

Child of the Raven! Child of the Raven! 

You of the dazzling power. 
See my magic power shining like the mirage. 
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Elder Brother told his army to capture Vulture alive. ‘‘How can 
we identify him? We do not know him,” said they. Elder Brother 
told them to capture the warrior with white leggings; they were 
the distinguishing mark of Vulture. They obeyed and brought the 
defeated leader to Elder Brother, who scalped him; this accounts 
for the naked head of the vulture of to-day. 

Moving on to Gila Crossing, Elder Brother and his party sang: 

I am the magician who with the sacred pipe 

Of Tcu-unarsat increase my magic power. 

I am the magician of the downy feathers. 
With the soothing sacred pipe 

I bring sleep upon my enemy. 

In the battle which ensued Tevu-unarsat Si’vanY was defeated, 

whereon the victors proceeded to Mesa; and before the pueblo of 
A’-an Hi’tipaki Si’van’ they sang: 

The small Blue Eagle alights; 
The small Blue Eagle alights. 

After emerging from the middle of the land. 

To and fro he moves before me 
As my staff already has foretold. 

After capturing this pueblo the conquerors moved against the 
Vi'-iki-ial Ma’kai Si’van’ near Tempe, singing: 

Look for him! Look for him! 
Poor distracted enemy; take him! 

Poor fear-stricken enemy; take him! 

They then proceeded westward against other pueblos, which they 
destroyed, and afterwards returned to take possession of the Gila 
valley. 

While the war raged along the Gila some of the inhabitants of the 
Salt River pueblos sought safety in flight toward the Colorado. They 
descended that stream to the Gulf of California, the east coast of which 

they followed for some distance, then turned eastward and finally 
northeastward, where they settled, and their descendants are the Rio 
Grande pueblo tribes of to-day. 

Ka’kanyYp married Kold Ha-akam, the daughter of Kak Si’sivéliky, 
and lived with his father-in-law in the Salt River valley near where 
Phoenix now stands. There his wife became pregnant and would eat 
nothing but green plants and game found in the mountains. So one 
day Ka’kany!p went to the mountains to search for provisions for his 
wife. He killed a deer which it took him some time to dress. In the 
meantime the Apaches surrounded him. He fought bravely, but they 
succeeded in killing him. His father-in-law awaited his coming dur- 
ing the evening and through the night; then he called the people 
together and told them that his son-in-law had disappeared. All 
searched until his body was found. This they burned to ashes before 
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returning to their homes. After this event the people moved south- 
ward as far as Santa Rosa. There Ka’kanyip’s son was born. He 
was named Pat’ A’-anukam, and under his mother’s care became a 

brave and noted man. While yet a boy he one day accompanied the 
people on a hunting expedition. Some of the hunters asked him many 
questions to learn if his mother thought about marrying them. He 
told his mother about these inquiries, which caused her to weep bit- 
terly. She told him how his father had been killed. After hearing 
this sad story he went into the council house and told the people that 
he wished to see the springs and other places where the Apaches 
obtained drinking water, and also to see the trails they used. His 
further adventures are related in the texts, page 353. 

COYOTE 

At the time of the destruction of the earth, Coyote was saved in the 
manner already described, and he again appeared at the emergence of 
the underworld Pimas that Elder Brother brought up to fight his own 

battles. Then it was that Coyote looked down the opening to see the 

humans struggling upward like a long line of ants ascending a tree, and 
the sight provoked him to laughter, an act that caused the earth to 
close up and prevent many people from reaching Pima Land. After 
that Coyote disappeared again. Now we are to hear the story of his 
subsequent life. 

Coyote wandered about alone somewhere in the West after we last 
heard of him, until one day he made two other coyotes from his image, 
which he saw reflected from the water; one he called the elder brother 
or Sandy Coyote, and the other younger brother or Yellow Coyote. 
He told each to fetch a log. When they brought the logs he told them 
to embark upon the sea and seek for land beyond it. They followed 
his directions and sailed for days and nights across the water, the 
younger always behind the other. One day the elder said: 

“Younger brother, why are you always behind? Why don’t you 

come faster?” 
“My log will not go any faster, that is why I am not with you,” 

replied Yellow Coyote. 
“How are you traveling, with your eyes wide open or with them 

closed ?” 
“My eyes are closed,’ answered Yellow Coyote. 
“Oh, that is why you are so slow. “Look up and open your eyes and 

your log will travel fast.”’ 
Yellow Coyote opened his eyes, but when he looked upon the water 

the wind blew the foam into his face and blinded him. ‘I am blind,” 

he cried. 
Sandy Coyote stopped and tried to restore his sight, but without 

success, finally concluding that they had better return to their father 
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Coyote for assistance. After they had returned to land and Coyote 
had restored the sight of Yellow Coyote the two brothers went to 
dwell in the land lying between the Pima country and the Mohave 
territory, near the mouth of the Grand Canyon. There they built a 
house with the doorway toward the east, as is the Pima custom. 
When it was finished Sandy Coyote said, ‘‘Go in and take your choice 
of sides. You need only half the house, and I will take the other half.” 

Yellow Coyote said, ““You take your choice and I will take what is 
left.” 

And so they continued telling each other to go in and take the first 

choice until the house grew old and fell down. They built a second 
house, and again their dispute lasted until it fell. The same result 
was reached with the third house, but when the fourth was built the 

elder brother went in and chose the south side of the house, leaving 
the north side for the younger. 
When they went to gather the screw bean the elder brother took the 

beans on the south side of the trees and the younger brother took those 
on the north side. One day the elder said to the younger, ‘‘ How do 
the beans taste on that side of the tree.’ 

“They are very good,”’ replied the younger, but when they returned 
home in the evening he was taken sick. 

“Tt is caused by the beans you ate,”’ said Sandy Coyote. ‘The beans 
on the north side are not ripened by the sun as are those on the south 
side. To-morrow you shall see the difference.’’ And so the next day 
they went again and found the screw beans sweeter on the south side 
of the trees. 

Every evening they sat and split sticks with which to build bins, 
log cabin fashion, for the screw beans that they gathered. One day 
the elder brother said, ‘‘ Let us play some kind of a game and bet our 
screw beans, and then we will not sleep too soon.’ So they made some 
kittskat.? The younger lost all his screw beans that night and the next 
day the elder said, ‘‘We will not go for beans to-day.’’ So that day 
the younger went hungry, and for many days thereafter, for the game 
of kitts continued until the beans were rotten and not fit toeat. Then 
they wagered their arrows and other property. Sandy Coyote won 
the arrows, bow, sinew, and feathers belonging to Yellow Coyote and 
then went out and brought in all the large and fierce animals, but 
Yellow Coyote without a weapon could get nothing but the small 
creatures which were of little use to him. 

In these straits Yellow Coyote sought the aid of Finish, who lived 
in the West. ‘‘Ineed your help, for Lam losing a great deal,” said he. 
Finish accompanied Yellow Coyote to the latter’s home. When they 
reached the house Yellow Coyote went in first, but when the stranger 
tried to enter he was caught by sticks and held fast in the doorway. 

4 See p. 175. 
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He saw that the house was divided into two parts before him; even 
the fireplace was divided, and no one said a word to indicate which 
side he should enter. For a long time he was silent. Then he said: 

“What kind of people are you that you do not speak to me? It is 
the custom to ask a stranger ‘Where are you from?’ or, if they come 

at night, ‘Where were you when the sun went down?’ Why are you 
not thus courteous? Am I a thief, a murderer, or a ghost that makes 
you speechless with fright ?” 

After the stranger had spoken, Mountain Lion got up, took his 
tobacco, rolled and lighted a cigarette. 

‘Ha, you are here also,” said the stranger, ‘‘and have said nothing 
to me.”’ But Mountain Lion put away his tobacco without offering 
any to the other, who exclaimed: ‘‘Do you think I have no tobacco? 
Don’t you see that I am caught here in the door because I have so 
much tobacco in my bundle that it will not go through?” Then 
Yellow Coyote invited him to come to the south side of the house. 

For many nights they played different games, but Yellow Coyote 
continued to lose at all of them. At last he told Finish that he had 
hit upon a game that he believed they could win with. So he called 
Teo’kokoi, or Black Beetle, and told him that they wanted him to 
run a football race with Vap’kai-iki, Duck. When Black Beetle 

heard that the south division of the house wanted him to run a race 
he said, ‘‘While you people were planning for this I had a dream. I 
dreamed that I had in my right hand a green ball, which I threw or 

kicked with my right foot toward the east. After I had kicked four 
times I reached the place where the sun comes up. When I turned 

around the darkness came behind me, but I kicked the ball four 

times and reached the place where the sun goes down, and the dark- 
ness did not catch me.” 

All his party were glad to hear of Black Beetle’s dream, saying that 
it was a sign of good luck. So the next day Yellow Coyote said to 
his brother, ‘‘We will draw a line here for the starting place. If 
your man kicks his ball back over this line first he will be the winner 
and if my man kicks his ball first over the line I shall be the winner.” 
They agreed that whoever won should have the privilege of marrying 
at the end of four days. 

Duck and Black Beetle started off and ran for miles, and after a 
long time the latter came in, kicking his ball first over the line, 
thus winning the race for Yellow Coyote. At the end of the four 
days Sandy Coyote acted in bad faith, for he went away in the evening 
and toward midnight returned with a wife whom he had taken among 
the Va-aki A-Ap, who lived northwest of the Coyote home. Her name 
was Itany Of. Yellow Coyote said, ‘‘I am going to build a fire 
and see what kind of looking woman my elder brother’s wife is.” 

altany is the name given a saltbush, Atriplex sp., the seed of which is eaten by the Pimas. 
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But the fire would not burn, and he got angry, exclaiming, ‘‘ What 
shall I do? Here is that dirty syphilitic woman. I know her. I have 
passed her house many times, and I never thought she was to be my 
brother’s wife. When she came in I smelled her breath, and the 

odor filled the house. What a lunatic my brother is to bring such a 
woman into the house.’ Then he covered the embers of the smol- 
dering fire and laid down to sleep. 

After four days Yellow Coyote went away in the evening toward 
the southeast and came home with a wife at midnight. She belonged 
to the people living on the Gila river supposed to be the ancestors of 
the Pimas, and her name was Ho-ony Of’, Corn Woman. When 
they entered the house Sandy Coyote said, ‘‘I am going to build a 
fire and see what kind of looking woman my younger brother’s 
wife is.’”’ But the fire would not burn, and he became angry, ex- 
claiming, ‘“‘What shall I do? Here is that dirty syphilitic woman. 
I know her. I have passed her house many times, and I never 
thought she was to be my brother’s wife. When she came in I 
smelled her breath, and the odor filled the house. What a lunatic 
my brother is to bring such a woman into the house.” Then he 
covered the embers of the fire and lay down to sleep. 

After a time they began to play kits again, and Yellow Coyote 
lost as before. After he had lost all his property he wagered his hody 
and soul, which Sandy Coyote won. Then the latter killed him and 
ate his flesh. Yellow Coyote’s wife was pregnant at that time and 
later gave birth to a boy. When this boy was about nine years old 
he went out one day and met Sandy Coyote, who was bringing in a 
deer on his shoulders. A piece of the deer fat fell, and the boy picked 
it up, concealing it in his armpit. Sandy Coyote asked him if he had 
seen anything of the fat, but the boy said he had not. Sandy Coyote 
searched him and found the fat, which vexed him so that he thought 
to treat the lad as he had his father. ‘‘Let us play ki"ts together,” 
said he. The boy told his mother about it, and she cautioned him 
not to gamble, as that was the cause of his father’s death. For fear 
that he might do so she took him that night away toward the east. 
It was raining, but she carried fire with her in a small olla. She took 

up her residence in the Superstition mountains, where they lived upon 
herbs and grass seed. One day while the mother was away gathering 
seed the boy killed a bird with his little bow and arrows. When she 
returned he declared that he had killed a bird, but she would not 
believe that he had done it. But they buried the bird in the ashes 
and ate it. After that the boy killed many birds, rats, cottontails, 
and large hares. From time to time his mother made larger arrows 
and a heavier bow for him. One day he came running to his mother 
asking for a yet larger bow that he might kill a mule deer. She told 

a There is a conflict of opinion as to which of these two women was married by Sandy Coyote. 
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him that only a grown man and not even he single handed could kill 
a mule deer. But he insisted, saying that he could kill it. So she 

made the large bow, and he went away with it. When he reached 
the place where the deer was and was creeping close upon it a soft 
whistle reached his ear. He looked around and saw Mountain Lion 
coming toward him. When Mountain Lion came up he said, “‘ Wait 

here and I will kill the deer for you.’ He was as good as his word 
and brought the deer and also gave the boy his bow, arrows, quiver, 
and clothing, at the same time telling him not to let his mother know 
who had killed the deer, but to tell her that a man had given him the 
other things. The mother went with the boy and tried to find a 
track, but she could find nothing. After that the boy killed plenty 
of deer. One day he shot a deer which escaped with an arrow in him. 

One day as Vulture was returning to his home near Maricopa he 
saw a dead deer with a strange arrow in it. He took both deer’s 

meat and arrow home with him and showed it to the people who 
gathered according to their custom about him. He asked whose 

arrow it was, but no one could tell him. Sandy Coyote was in the 
company and recognized the arrow, but was too much ashamed to 
speak. Then Vulture said, ‘‘I think I know the arrow. I have 
heard of a boy living in the west who was ill treated, so that he and 
his mother were driven away to the mountains. I think they must 
have found a home somewhere in this country, for this is his arrow.” 

Sandy Coyote admitted that it was his son’s [nephew’s] arrow. 
‘““Give it to me, and I will some day go there and give it to him,” he 

said. The next day Sandy Coyote searched for and found his broth- 
er’s widow and her son. When he reached their house he went in 
and saw them eating a dish of meat. ‘‘Here, take your arrow,” 
said he. ‘‘ You shot a deer, which carried it away and your father’s 

brother found it, brought it to his home, and inquired whose it was. 
At last they said it was yours, so I bring it to you.” The boy said 
nothing, but took the arrow and put it away. After the boy and 
his mother were through eating they put away the remaining food 
without a word. 

Sandy Coyote turned to leave, making an attempt to whistle to 
show his indifference to the coldness manifested toward him, but he 
only succeeded in shedding tears. ‘‘What is the matter with you 
that you cry so?” said the boy; “when I was younger and lived 
with you, you never gave me meat, but I did not ery.” 

A long time after that the woman said to her son, “I am going 
home to my own people, where I may get something to bring to you, 
and then you may go and play kitts with Sandy Coyote, who killed 
your father; I think you are clever enough to beat him now.” For 
many days he waited for his mother to return, and at last he went 
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after her. On the way he saw two attractive girls approaching him. 
Turning aside, he lay down beside the trail and began to sing a 
pleasing song just after the girls had passed him. Surprised at hear- 
ing a voice behind them, they looked back to see whence it came, 
but could find no one. They saw nothing except a dead body that 
was well advanced with decay. When they started on they heard 
the singing again, but when they renewed the search they could find 
no living person. The younger said, “It must be this decaying 
corpse that is singing.”’ 

“Let us go,” said the elder; but the younger refused, saying, ‘I 

am going to take that dead body, for I can see it winking.” So she 
took it to her home and left it while she went to gather grass seed. 
Soon the younger girl wanted to return to the house. 

“You want to go back to that putrid corpse,’’ said the elder; 
“vou crazy thing!”’ 

“Well, I am going; and if you are going to stay here, stay as long 
as you like.”’ So the younger woman got ready to go home, but the 
other also got ready and accompanied her. When they reached the 
house the younger went in and found a handsome young man, to 
whom she went without a word. The elder girl called her several 
times, asking her to come and help cook some food. At last the 
elder girl came and discovered the young man, and she also came to 
him. But the younger said, ‘“‘ You scolded me for bringing him here; 
now you may go out and leave him to me.”’ 

Finally the young man said, ‘‘Go out, both of you, and cook some- 
thing for me to eat; Iam hungry.’’ So they both went to do as he 
wished. The next day the husband of the two young women came 
home, and was very angry at finding the young man there. 

“Put up one of your wives,” said he, “and we will have a game.” 
_ The young man said, “TI have nothing to wager.”” But the hus- 
band replied, “Put up one of your wives.’’ Then the young man 
said, ““You must put, up your shirt.’’ And it was the turn of the 
husband to reply, “I have no shirt.” 

“Yes, you have.” 
“No, this is my skin,’’ he answered, scratching his breast until 

the blood came. 
“Tt is not your skin; it is your shirt. If you do not believe me, 

I will take it off you and then I shall win the wager from you.” “TI 
agree,” said the other. So the young man took the husband of the 
women up by the hands and shook him, and he dropped dead out of 
his skin. 

At this time the young man’s mother came, and they took the two 
young women with them to their home. Soon he went to play ki"ts 
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with Sandy Coyote, taking with him beads, deerskins, and other 
things to wager. As he journeyed he sang: 

Vasohona, vasohona, dikinynamuginu yangai ku-uli. 
Vasohona-a, vasohona. 

Over there, over there, you pay me my father old. 
Over there, over there. 

As he went along he took some white stones, which he made to 

resemble white birds’ eggs. These he put in a little nest which he 
made. When he reached his uncle’s house he told Sandy Coyote 
that he had come to play kitts with him. They got ready to play 
and put up their wagers, but the young man said, ‘It is about time 
the birds laid their eggs.”’ 

“No,” said Sandy Coyote, “it will be two-or three months from 

now before they begin to build their nests.”’ 
“As I came along I saw that the dove had already laid her eggs.” 
“No; you are lying to me.”’ 
Then the young man said, “‘ Well, if I go and bring those eggs to 

you and show you that I was telling the truth I shall win our wager, 
if I do not bring them you shall win.’ So the young man went out 
and brought the eggs. After the wager had been paid they pre- 
pared for another game and another wager was laid. When they 
were ready the young man cut his toe nail and threw it into the 
west, where it hung, looking like the rim of the new moon. 

“Look at the moon there in the west,’’ said he. 
“No; we are having a full moon now,” said Sandy Coyote, “‘it is 

in the east; you are lying to me. How could the full moon be in 
the west in the evening?” 

“Well, suppose you look. If you find any moon you shall pay 
me the wager, and if you do not then I shall pay you.”’ So Sandy 
Coyote looked and saw the supposed moon and came back and said, 
“You win.” 

Again and again they played and again and again the young man 
won. 
When they were ready to play kits Sandy Coyote said, “Sit there; 

it is your father’s place.” 
But the young man answered, “No; I shall sit here and you may 

sit there. If you wish me to sit there you must carry me there. If 
you can carry me there you will win all we have wagered this game; 
if you can not, then I shall win.” 

So Sandy Coyote thought he could do it easily, and took hold of 
the young man to carry him to the other side, but he found the man 
so heavy that he could not move him. So Sandy Coyote lost again, 
and was compelled to admit that he had lost all that he had. The 
young man said he would like to have Sandy Coyote wager him- 
self, if he had nothing else, and the other agreed to this. 
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When they were ready to throw the kitts the young man said, 
“Your cane is looking at me very sharply; I would like to have it 
turned the other way.” 

Sandy Coyote replied, ““No one can move it in any way. I can 
not, nor can you.”’ 

“Well, suppose I pull it out and turn it the other way, then I 
shall win the wager; and if I can not, then you shall win.”’ 

The other agreed; so he got up and moved the cane around as he 
wished, thus winning the final wager. Then the young man grasped 
Sandy Coyote by the hair and shook him until he dropped down 
dead. Taking all that he had won, the young man went home. 

After a time his mother said she would like to go to where her 
people were living. After some preparation they started on their 
journey. At the end of the first day they camped. During the 
night the mother turned herself into a gray spider. The second day 
they went on again and camped in the evening. That night the 
elder wife turned herself into a black spider. At the end of the next 
day’s journey they camped again, and that night the remaining wife 
turned herself into a yellow spider. The young man was left alone 
the next day, but he hoped to reach his mother’s people, and so jour- 
neyed on until nightfall, when he camped. During the night he 
turned himself into a rough black lizard. 

Even to this day Coyote is known as the wise one. It is dan- 
gerous to kill or harm him, for he will avenge himself by stealing or 
doing worse mischief. He knows well the house of the one who tries 
to injure him, no matter where the deed may have been performed. 
And yet he is not always unfriendly, for if he is heard to ery out as 

if jumping it is a warning that the Apaches are near and danger 
menaces. 

ANOTHER VERSION OF THE CREATION MYTH® 

before the earth was made nothing but darkness. It has been found 

only wind blows came rolling from one place to another, nothing but 
wind. at the time there was a man in the darkness alone. and has told 
that this man was wandering from point to point. 
This has been for quite awhile. and no pleace for to rest on. So the 
man feel himself and know that he was a man by himself. and more of 

he found a push called (Shiquia) ° and after he found this, and he call 
(Shiquia) 

And also he made the earth. and so he call himself a God. now at the 

«It seems worth while to present here the version of the cosmogonical myth which was written 

for the author by a young Pima who had learned to write English during the term of several years 

which he spent at a Government school. It illustrates the confusion existing in the minds of the younger 

generation; to some extent, also, the order of wordsin the Pima sentence, as well as the difficulties that 

must speedily beset the ethnological investigator as soon as the o!der people shall have gone. 

+ Rsukoi. 
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time this darkness was still on “yet. so the first he made water. when 
he had done this work, he took the water and throught up in Heaven. 
which means stars. also he made the moon and mialk-way. to give 
more light. he also made the sun. which is greater then what he made. 
now in those day’s there. at a ceatan day. He sitted himself to made 
a first man out of a very hard mud. and there was another man name 

(Sis Hia.) and (Gia- (via mack) 

These two men begain too make all kinds of living creaters. and when 

these two men made men out of hard mud the pleaced at a house to 
see what will be, in a day or two. 
now when these men pleaced at. they want a little way to 
see what will be done with they work. so the haerd sone one speacking 
in that house. but could not understand. next there was another one 
speacking in our Lounger and Sie Hia) said that he understand that 
will be great wares to all nathion, not very long after this poeple at 
Mesa trying to make a ditch. so they gather one day saking each other 
of way to get water. 
And one of these pearty said that there was man name Cea-gens who 

knows much about ditch, so the send for, when this Cea-vens) came 

to there camp. and told them that the must make a spath out of a 
tree call (Oie a came) so they work on for quite a while. 
while the working this man Cea-ven went away for some reason, 
while he way. these poeple at mesa had a great trouble anong them- 

self. 
there where begain they war. 
so they call a day, which these poeple to make Bows and arrows. 
Sho-jiak,? (Caveid) ° 

and so these poeple start way down near Florince and then come to 
Casa great Rounen, and so on to Casa Planco. 

A mowan who’s name (Stoke qui tham) his two son’s one of them 

name (Parhane) another (Par-lIrad) 

one day when the were at home. thire mother told about an eagle of 
there owne. and one day these boy’s wanted to go and see what there 
mother been told them. So the start for there Eagle. 
when the were at the plaece. the youngest said to his brother. that 
he may try first. to clime up for the birds. he tryd But could not 
make. then the oldest one. got them. and bring them down. the 
youngest brother took the oldest bird. and there begain to quirral 
about these two birds, the oldest said to his brother that he might 
have the youngest becouse he was the youngest. 
and the oldest might have the oldest too. But the youngest would 
not let his oldest bird go. becouse he was the first one that he took. 
and would not let his brother give what he got first. 

a Club. b Shield. 
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CHILDREN OF CLOUD 

[Told by Inasa] 

When the Hohokam dwelt on the Gila and tilled their farms about 
the Great Temple that we call Casa Grande there was chagrin among 
the young men of that people, for the prettiest woman would not 
receive their attentions. She would accept no man as her hus- 
band, but Cloud came out of the east and saw her and determined t« 

marry her. The maiden was a skillful mat maker, and one day she 
fell asleep when fatigued at her labor. Then Cloud sailed through the 
skies above and one large rain drop fell upon her; immediately twin 
boys were born.@ 

Now all the men of the pueblo claimed to be the father of these 
children. After enduring their clamors for a long time the woman 

told her people to gather in a council circle. When they had come 
she placed the children within the circle and said, ‘‘If they go to any- 
one it will prove that he is their father.” The babies crawled about 
within the circle but climbed the knees of no one of them. And so it 
was that the woman silenced them, saying, ‘‘I wish to hear no one of 
you say, ‘these are my children,’ for they are not.” 

When the boys had reached the age of 10 they noticed that their 
comrades had fathers and they inquired of their mother, ‘‘Who can 
we call father? Who can we run to as he returns from the hunt and 
from war and call to as do our playmates?” 

And the mother answered: ‘‘In the morning look toward the east 
and you will see white Cloud standing vertically, towering heaven- 
ward; he is your father.’”” 

“Can we visit our father?” they inquired. 

“Tf you wish to see him, my children, you may go, but you must 
journey without stopping. You will first reach Wind, who is your 
father’s elder brother, and behind him you will find your father.’’ 

They traveled for four days and came to the home of Wind. “Are 
you our father?” they inquired. 

“No; I am your uncle. Your father lives in the next house; go 

on to him.”’ They went to Cloud, but he drove them back, saying: 
“Go to your uncle and he will tell you something.’”’ Again the uncle 
sent them to the father, and four times they were turned away from 
the home of each before their father would acknowledge them. 

a Bourke mentions this mythin his notes upon the Mohaves: ‘‘This Earth is a woman; the Sky is a 

man. The Earth was sterile and barren and nothing grew upon it; but by conjunction with the Sky 

(here he repeated almost the very same myth that the Apaches and Pimas have to the effect that the 

Earth was asleep and a drop of rain fell upon her, causing conception) two gods were born in the west, 

thousands of miles away from here.’’ Journal of American Folk-Lore, m1, 178. 

» Among the Navahos Sun is the father of the twins who grow to manhood in four days and then set 

out to find their parent. See Washington Matthews, The Navajo Mythology, in American Antiqua- 

rian, V, 216, 1883. 
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‘“‘Show me that you are my children,” said he; *‘if you are, you can 
do as I do.’ Then the younger sent the chain lightning with its 
noisy peal across the sky. The older sent the heat lightning with its 
distant diapason tones. ‘‘You are my children,” exclaimed Cloud, 
“vou have power like unto mine.” As a further test he placed them 
in a house near by where a flood of rain had drowned the inmates. 
“Tf they are mortals,’ thought he, ‘“‘they will be drowned like the 
others.’ Unharmed by the waters about them, the children demon- 
strated their power to survive, and Cloud then took them to his home, 

where they remained a long time. 
When they longed to see their mother again, Cloud made a bow 

and some arrows different from any that they had ever known and 

gave to them. He told them that he would watch over them as they 
journeyed, and admonished them against speaking to anyone that 
they might meet on the way. As the boys were traveling toward 
the westward, they saw Raven coming toward them, but they 

remembered their father’s injunction against speaking and turned 
aside so as not to meet him. They also turned aside to escape meet- 
ing Roadrunner, Hawk, and Eagle. Eagle said: ‘Let’s scare those 
children.’ So he swooped down over their heads, causing the boys 

to ery from fright. ‘‘Oh, we just wanted to tease you, that’s all; 
we don’t mean to do you any harm,” said Eagle. 

Thus they journeyed on until they met Coyote. They tried to 

turn aside in order to avoid him, but he ran around and put himself in 
their way. Cloud saw their predicament and sent down thunder 
and lightning, and the boys by their magic power added to the bolts 
that flashed before the eyes of Coyote until he turned and fled. 

Tt was on the mountain top that the boys were halted by Coyote, 

and one stood on each side of the trail at the moment when they were 
transformed into the largest mescal that was ever known. The place 
was near Tucson. 

This is the reason why mescal yet grows on the mountains and why 

the thunder and lightning go from place to place—because the chil- 

dren did. This is why it rains when we go to gather mescal.@ 

a A similar version of this myth was related to Lieutenant Emory by the interpreter of the Chief Juan 

Antonio Llunas. This man said: “That in bygone days a woman of surpassing beauty resided in a 

green spot in the mountains near the place where we were encamped. All the men admired and paid 

court to her. She received the tributes of their devotion—grain, skins, ete—but gave no love or other 

favor in return. Her virtue and her determination to remain unmarried were equally firm. There 

came a drouth which threatened the world with famine. In their distress the people applied to her, 

and she gave corn from her stock, and the supply seemed to be endless. Her goodness was unbounded. 

One day as she was lying asleep with her body exposed a drop of rain fell on her stomach, which pro- 

duced conception. A son was theissue, who was the founder of a new race which built all these houses.” 

When he was asked if he believed the story he replied: ‘‘ No; but most of the Pimos do. We know, 

in truth, nothing of their origin.’ It is all enveloped in mystery.’ W.H. Emory, Notes of a Military 

Reconnoissance, S. Ex. Doe. 41, 83, 30th Cong., first sess., 1848. 
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SKULL AND HIS MAGIC 

Once there was a pretty girl who was unwilling to marry anyone. 
All the young men brought presents of game to her parents, but none 
found favor in the eyes of the critical maiden. At last to the surprise 
of neighbors and kinsmen she chose for her husband one who was a 
man by night and a skull by day. Then all laughed at the marriage, 

saying, ‘‘One man in this valley has a bone for a son-in-law.”’ 
One morning the crier of the villaze made this proclamation: 

“To-day we hunt deer in the mountains to the northward!’ Skull 
went ahead of the party and hid in a defile in the mountains. When 
the hunters came driving the game before them the deer all fell dead 

at the sight of gruesome Skull; so the people had an abundance of 
venison without the trouble of trailing and killing. Thus it was that 
Skull rose in their regard and ridicule was no longer heaped upon him. 

The next day had been appointed for the foot race in which the 
runners would kick the ball. Skull entered as one of the contestants, 

though his neighbors laughed and said: ‘‘How can one ball manage 
another?’’ But when he reached the goal a winner the last voice of 
contumely was silenced. 

ORIGIN OF THE HORSE 

Two brothers who lived apart from their kinsfolk were skillful deer 
hunters. Day by day they followed the deer and antelope, and when 
their chase was successful they carried the game home on their shoul- 
ders. This was heavy work, and at last the elder in the goodness of 

his heart took pity on his younger brother, saying: ‘‘ You must help 

me to carry out my plans and I shall become transformed into some- 
thing that will be useful to you. Shoot an arrow through my body 
from front to back and another from side to side; cut me transversely 
into four pieces and throw them into the water. In four days you 
may come back and see what has happened.” 
When the younger man, sorrowing and wondering, had obeyed he 

returned to find four strange animals which we now call horses, two 

males and two females, colored black, white, bay, and yellow or 
“buckskin.” He was not frightened, for his brother had given him 

warning, and he had provided himself with a rope, which he tied around 
the neck of one of the horses, took a half hitch in its mouth, and rode 

it home, driving the others. 

Thereafter horses multiplied in Pimeria and in time all were pro- 
vided with mounts, though had it not been for the sacrifice of the 
good brother we should never have had any. 

26 ETH—08——18 
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A noth er VETSVLONL 

At the time when the Rsarstkate A-Atam confined the game animals 
in the cave at Aloam mountain” our people were living between Casa 

Grande and Tucson. Among them were two unhappy brothers, one 
blind and the other lame. One day as the elder was lamenting, 
crying, ‘‘Why am I lame?” and the other was saying, ‘‘Why am I 
blind?”’ they suddenly heard a peal of thunder and a voice said, 
“Take care! Take care!’’ At this they were frightened, and the 
younger opened his eyes to see and the elder sprang to his feet and 
walked. 

Then they went to hunt for game, but the Rsfrstikate A-&tam had 

cleared the ranges of every living thing that could supply the Pimas 
with food, so that the brothers wandered over mountain and mesa 

without success until they were gaunt with hunger. Then the elder 
told his brother that he would die for the latter’s sake and that after 
a time the younger brother should return to see what had been the 
result of his sacrifice. When the young man returned he found two 
horses, a male and a female. 

NuRSERY TALES 

THE FIVE LITTLE ORPHANS AND THEIR AUNT 

Five little Indians (not Pimas) were once left orphans because their 

parents had been killed by Apaches, and they got their aunt (their 
mother’s younger sister) to come and live with them. She had no 
man, and it was very hard for her to take care of them. One day the 
children all wert away to hunt, and they were met by five little rabbits 
(cottontails) in the mountains. The oldest of the rabbits came run- 

ning to the children and crying, ‘‘Don’t shoot me; I have something 
to tell you.’ So the children stood still and the rabbit said, ‘‘The 
Apaches have come to your place and burned down all the houses; 
you had better go home now.’ But the children surrounded the 
rabbit and killed it with an arrow and took it home. 
When they reached home, they saw their aunt lying outside the ki 

in the shade, and something bloody near her. The oldest boy said, 
‘Just look what auntie has been doing! She’s been eating our paint 
and poisoned herself.’’ But it was blood they saw coming out of her 
mouth, for the Apaches had come and killed her. When they came 
closer, they saw that a bunch of her hair had been cut off, and she 
looked so unnatural in death that they thought it was somebody else, 
and that their aunt had gone away. They had never seen a dead 
person before. So they said, ‘‘Let us dig a big hole and make a fire all 
day long and put hot stones in it, for she has gone to the mountains to 

aTwenty-five miles southwest of Tucson. 
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get some mescal.’’ So they did, and waited all day long till sunset, 
when she usually came, but she did not come. Then they said, ‘‘She 
has gone far and has a heavy load and is waiting for us to come and 
help her; let us go.”” But the oldest boy said, ‘‘No, she will come 
anyway, she always does, even if she has a heavy load.” So they 
waited till night, and gave her up, and went into the house to sleep; 
but they kept their sandals on, as the Pimas always did, so they could 
start off quickly if there were danger. 

In their sleep they heard her coming in her sandals, groaning and 
murmuring, so they all got up and went outdoors. They heard her 
go and look into the fire pit, and then come and stand in their midst. 
One said, ‘‘I think it is a ghost;’”’ so they turned to the right and ran 
around the ki, and she followed them around and around. Finally 
they all went inside, still pursued, and the children stood on each side 
of the door and turned into stone. And the woman went away. 

COYOTE AND THE QUAILS 

Once Coyote was sieeping very soundly and a great number of quails 
came along and cut pieces of fat meat out of him; then they went on. 
Just as they were cooking the meat Coyote overtook them and said, 
‘Oh, where did you get that nice fat meat? Give me some.”, They 
gave him some, and after he had eaten all he wanted he went on. 
When he had gone a little way, the quails called after him, ‘‘Coyote, 
you ate your own meat.” 

‘“What did you say?” 

“Oh, nothing; we heard something calling behind the mountains.” 
Presently they called again, ‘‘Coyote, you ate your own meat.” 
“What?” 
“‘Oh, nothing; we heard somebody pounding his grinding stone.” 
So Coyote went on; but finally he felt his loss, and then he knew 

what the quails meant. So he said he would eat them up, and turned 
around after them. The quails flew above ground, and Coyote ran 
under them. Finally the quails got tired, but Coyote did not, for he 
was angry and did not feel fatigue. 

By and by they came to a hole, and one of the smartest quails picked 
a cholla cactus branch and pushed it into the hole, and they all ran in 
after it. Coyote dug out the hole, and when he came to the first quail 
he said, ‘‘Was it you that told me I ate my own meat?” ‘‘No,”’ said 
the quail, so he let him go, and he flew away. The next one he asked 
the same question and received the same reply, and let him go; and 
so on till the last quail was gone, and he came to the cactus branch. 
This was so covered with feathers that it looked like a quail, and the 
Coyote asked it the same question. There was no answer, and Coyote 
said, ‘‘I know it was you, because you do not answer.” So he bit 
into it very hard and it killed him. 
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THE WOMAN AND COYOTE 

Once the river rose very high and spread over the land. An Indian 
woman was going along with tortillas in a basket on her head, and 
she waded in the water up to her waist. 

Coyote was afraid of the water, so he was up in a cottonwood tree. 
When he saw the woman he said, ‘‘Oh, come to this tree and give me 
some of those nice tortillas.” 

“No,” said the woman, ‘‘I can not give them to you; they are for 

somebody else.” 
“Tf you do not come here [ will shoot you,” said Coyote, for he was 

supposed to have a bow. So she came to the tree and said, ‘* You 
must come down and get them, for I can not climb trees.”’ Coyote 
came down as far as he dared, but he was afraid of the water. Then 

the woman said, ‘‘Just see how shallow it is, only up to my ankles.” 

But she was standing on a big stump. Coyote looked and thought it 
was shallow, so he jumped down and was drowned. And the woman 
went on. 

THE PIMA BOY AND THE APACHES 

An old woman once lived with her grandson. The boy’s father had 
been killed by the Apaches and his mother taken captive. They had 
treated the woman very badly and burned her arms with hot ashes and 
coals and made big scars. The boy had heard these stories about his 

mother. 
The boy and the old woman had a very hard time getting along, and 

he used to go where certain persons were grinding corn and brush a 
few grains as they fell from the metate into his blanket and carry them 
home and the grandmother would make soup of them, and that was 
the way they lived. But by and by these people went away and when 
the boy went to get some corn there was none there and he had nothing 
to take home. The grandmother scolded him and told him to go back; 
and when he refused she whipped him. Then he said, ‘‘I know where 
my mother is, and I am going to her.’’ The old woman said, *‘No, you 
must not; the Apaches will kill you.”” But he said, ‘‘I am going; my 
mother will not let them harm me.” So he went. His grandmother 
trailed him to the mountains, and finally from the very highest peak 
she saw him going along toward the camp. She also saw his mother, 

her daughter-in-law, out alone gathering seeds. She recognized her 

at a distance by the shining of her scars. The old woman ran after 
the boy, but when she caught up with him he stepped aside and turned 
into asaguaro. Then after she had turned around and gone back he 

resumed his form and went on to his mother. 
When she saw him she cried out, ‘‘Don’t come near me, the Apaches 

will kill you; you know what they did to me, and they will kill you.” 

‘‘What can I do?” he said, ‘‘What do the Apaches like?” 
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‘““They like little doves.”’ 
“Then I will turn into a little dove.’ 
He did this and she carried him home in her basket. The Apaches 

asked, ‘‘What is that?’’ and she replied, *‘The young of a dove; so I 
brought it home.” But when the Apaches left the room they could 
hear her talking to it, and when, they came in she would be still. They 

could not understand the words but knew she was speaking her own 
language, so they said, ‘‘ This thing belongs to her tribe. Let us kill it.” 

So they went in and the chief took it in one hand and smashed it 
hard with the other and the pieces came through between his fingers. 
These pieces then flew up out of the smoke hole and turned into a flock 
of hawks, and ‘they fell upon the Apaches and beat them all to death 

with their wings. 
Then they turned back into the boy again and he and his mother 

started home. But when they reached the place where the grand- 
mother had turned back they could go no farther. They turned into 

saguaros, one on each side of the road. 

? 

THE BIRDS AND THE FLOOD 

When the waters covered all the earth two birds were hanging 
onto the sky with their beaks. The larger was gray with a long 
tail and beak; the smaller was the tiny bird that builds its nest like 
an olla, with only a very small opening to get in. The larger one 
eried and cried, but the other just held on tight and said, ‘‘ Don’t 
ery. You see that I’m littler than you, but I’m very brave. I 
don’t give up so easily as you do. I trust in God; He will take care 
of those in danger if they trust in Him.”’? 

DEATH OF COYOTE 

After the waters had gone down Elder Brother said to Coyote, 
“Don’t touch that black bug, and do not eat the mesquite beans; it 
is dangerous to harm anything that came safe through the flood.” 
So Coyote went on, but presently he came to the bug, and he stopped 
and ate it up. Then he went on to the mesquite beans and looked 
at them and said, ‘‘I will just taste one, and that will be all.” But 

he stood there and ate and ate till they were all gone. And the 
beans swelled up in his stomach and killed him. 

THE BLUEBIRD AND COYOTE 

The bluebird was once a very ugly color. But there was a lake 
where no river flowed in or out, and the bird bathed in this four 

times every morning for four mornings. Every morning it sang: 

Ga/’to seteu’anon ima rsonga. 

Gunafiursa, 

Wos’sika sivany teuteunona. 

a This sentence is Clearly inspired by Christian teachings. 
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(There’s a blue water, it lies there. 

I went in, 

Tam all blue.) 

On the fourth morning it shed all its feathers and came out in its 
bare skin, but on the fifth morning it came out with blue feathers. 

All this while Coyote had been watching the bird; he wanted to 
jump in and get it, but was afraid of the water. But on that morn- 
ing he said, ‘‘ How is this all your ugly color has come out of you, 
and now you are all blue and gay and beautiful? You are more 
beautiful than anything that flies in the air. I want to be blue, too.” 
Coyote was at that time a bright green. ‘‘I only went in four times,” 
said the bird; and it taught Coyote the song, and he went in four 
times, and the fifth time he came out as blue as the little bird. 

That made him feel very proud, because he turned into a blue 
coyote. He was so proud that as he walked along he looked about 
on every side to see if anyone was noticing how fine and blue he was. 
He looked to see if his shadow was blue, too, and so he was not 

watching the road, and presently he ran into a stump so hard that 
it threw him down in the dirt and he became dust-colored all over. 
And to this day all coyotes are the color of dirt. 

THE BOY AND THE BEAST 

Once an old woman lived with her daughter, son-in-law, and grand- 
son. They were following the trail of the Apaches. Whenever a 
Pima sees the track of an Apache he draws a ring around it with a 
stick, and then he can catch him sooner. But at night while they 
were asleep the Apaches came and grasped the man and woman by 
the hair and shook them out of their skins as one would shake corn 
out of a sack, and the old woman and the boy were left alone. They 
had to live on berries, but in one place a strange beast, big enough 
to swallow people, camped by the bushes. The grandmother told 
the boy not to go there, but he disobeyed her; he took some very 
sharp stones in his hands and went. As he came near the animal 
began to breathe and the boy just went inside of him and was swal- 
lowed all up. But with his sharp stones he cut the intestines of the 
beast so that he died. When the grandmother came to hunt for 
the boy he came out to meet her and said, “‘I have killed the animal.” 

“Oh, no; such a little boy as you are to kill such a dangerous 
beast!” 

“But I was inside of him; just look at the stones I cut him with.” 
Then she went up softly and saw the holes and believed. And 

after that they moved down among the berries and had all they 
wanted to eat. 
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THE THIRSTY QUAILS 

A quail had more than 20 children and with them she wandered 
over the whole country in search of water and could not find it. It 
was very hot and they were all crying, ‘‘ Where can we get some water? 
Where can we get some water?’’ but for a long time they could find 
none. At last, away in the north, under a mesquite tree, they saw 
a pond of water, but it was very muddy and not fit to drink. But 
they had been wandering so many days and were so tired that they 
stopped in the shade, and by and by they went down one by one 
and drank the water, although it was so bad. But when they had 
all had enough it made them sick and they died. 

THE NAUGHTY GRANDCHILDREN 

An old woman had two bright grandchildren. She ground wheat 

and corn every morning to make porridge for them. One day as 
she put the olla on the fire outside the house, she told the children 
not to fight for fear they would upset the water. But they ‘soon 
began quarreling, for they did not mind as well as they should, 
and so spilled the water, and the grandmother had to whip them. 
They became angry and said they were going away. She tried to 
make them understand why she had to whip them, but they would 
not listen and ran away. She ran affer them, but could not catch up. 
She heard them whistling and followed the sound from place to place, 
until finally the oldest boy said, ‘‘I will turn into a saguaro, so I 
shall last forever, and bear fruit every summer.’ And the younger 
said, ‘‘Well, I will turn into a palo verde and stand there forever. 
These mountains are so bare and have nothing on ‘them but rocks, 
so I will make them green.”’ The old woman heard the cactus whis- 
tling and recognized the voice of her grandson; so she went up to it 
and tried to take it into her arms, and the thorns killed her. 

And that is how the saguaro and palo verde came to be. 

ABSTRACTS OF MyTHS 

THE CREATION MYTH 

Out of primeval darkness spirit of Earth Doctor developed. He 
first created creosote bush from dust. Next created black ants and 
termites; these caused the world to develop and Earth Doctor cre- 
ated the sky. Then made gray spider and commanded it to spin 
web connecting edges of earth and sky. Threw blocks of ice into 
the sky for sun and moon and spray of water for stars; large stars 
made from magic crystal, and milky way by walking stick dipped in 
ashes. All living things then created and human beings from images 
of clay. Earth became overpopulated, as there was no death yet, 
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so Earth Doctor pulled the sky down on the earth and crushed every- 
thing to death. But he came through a hole to the other side and 
made a new creation. After a time Elder Brother, a rival to Earth 
Doctor, arose and threatened to' destroy the people again. This 
accomplished, through the child of Elder Brother’s agent and South 
Doctor’s daughter, who was the last of the youth’s many wives. 
Child was abandoned and its tears caused a flood that overwhelmed 
the earth. Elder Brother was saved in his olla, Coyote on a log, 
father and child by turning into birds, Earth Doctor by hiding in his 
staff, and some people by going into a hole in the earth made by Earth 
Doctor. 

After the flood Elder Brother was the ruler and Earth Doctor and 
Coyote his subordinates. When they found the middle of the land 
they all took part in a new creation. First death caused by Rattle- 
snake biting Rabbit. Burning corpse stolen by Coyote; afterwards 
he abused the woman and in retaliation the magicians concealed all 

the useful animals in a cave; these released by Coyote. 
Vantre supplied with magic gambling sticks by Feather-breathing 

Si‘van’. Elder Brother interfered and caused Viintre to be turned 
into an eagle. Eagle lived on mountain and preyed on the people 
until killed by Elder Brother. 

Tarsnamkam sent his parrot to steal turquoises at Casa Grande; 
sent football to daughter of Si/van’ there; child born from this 
became the monster Ha-ak, who killed and ate children until destroyed 
by Elder Brother. Tobacco plant grew from grave of old woman 
who had stolen H4-ak’s blood. 

Elder Brother fell into disfavor with the people, who killed him 
several times, but he always came to life again, until the magic power 

of Vulture was invoked, who killed him through the agency of the 
sun. Came to life once more, but sank through a hole to the under- 

world, where the survivors of the flood lived. Some of these came 
above under his leadership and conquered the people there. 

COYOTE 

After closing up by his laughter the hole through which the under- 
world people were coming up, Coyote wandered to the west, and one day 
made two other coyotes from his image in the water, Sandy Coyote 
and Yellow Coyote. They sailed on logs across the water, but Yellow 
became blind and they turned back and went to live near the Grand 
Canyon. Gambled with each other and Sandy won; Yellow assisted 
by Finish, who causes Duck and Black Beetle to run a race, in which 

latter won for Yellow. Sandy finally won Yellow’s body and soul 
and killed him. Death finally avenged by his son, who won from 
Sandy by stratagem. 
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CHILDREN OF CLOUD 

Twin boys immediate result of marriage of Cloud and the beautiful 
mat maker, who had refused all suitors. Boys grow up, inquire for 
father, sent to the east to find him. Meet Wind, their uncle, and 
Cloud, their father. Tested by rain, thunder, and lightning, and 
accepted. After long visit start for home; encounter Raven, Hawk, 
Eagle, and Coyote; stand on each side of trail to avoid latter and are 

transformed into mescal. 

SKULL AND HIS MAGIC 

Man by night and Skull by day, he married maiden who. had 
refused other suitors. Successful hunter because deer fell dead at 
sight of him. Winner in football race, thus silencing all ridicule. 

ORIGIN OF THE HORSE 

Two brothers burdened with heavy game. One conceives plan of 
relief and asks other to help him. Latter cuts body of former into 
four pieces and throws them into a lake; in four days returns and 
finds four horses. 

AsBstTRACTS OF NuRSERY .TALES 

THE FIVE LITTLE ORPHANS AND THEIR AUNT 

Parents killed by Apaches and unmarried aunt supported children. 
While hunting one day warned by cottontail rabbit that Apaches had 
been at their house. On return find aunt dead, but never having seen 

a corpse did not recognize her. With mescal kept fire against her 
return; at night frightened and pursued by her ghost until all turned 
to stone. 

COYOTE AND THE QUAILS 

Quails cut pieces of fat from Coyote as he slept; he awakened and 
overtook them in camp; asked for refreshment and was given of his 
own flesh; starting on he was taunted about it by the quails. Turned 
to pursue them and almost ran them down when they ran into a hole, 
the foremost carrying a cholla stem. Coyote asked each in turn if 
she were guilty; on denial, let them go; finally asked cholla, and 
receiving no reply, bit it hard and it killed him. 

THE WOMAN AND COYOTE 

Coyote in cottonwood tree asked woman wading in river to give 

him some of her tortillas; she refused, but on being threatened went 

up to tree and told him to jump down, as the water was shallow; but 
she was standing on a stump; when he jumped he was drowned in 
the deep water. 
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THE PIMA CAPTIVE AND HER SON 

Boy whose mother captured by Apaches lived with his grand- 
mother. Quarreled with her and started to find his mother.. Reach- 

ing her he turned into a dove, and she carried him home; Apaches 
heard her talking in her language to it,so the chief crushed it in his 
hand; pieces flew up through the smoke hole and turned into flock 
of hawks, who beat the Apaches to death. Mother and son started 

home, but turned into saguaros on the way. 

COYOTE AND THE BLUEBIRD 

Bird became blue by bathing in lake. Taught Coyote how, and 
he became blue, too. So proud that he gazed at himself as he went 
along and ran into a stump, fell into the dust, and became gray, as he 
is to-day. 

THE BOY AND THE BEAST 

Parents killed by Apaches and boy lived with grandmother. 
Frightened from berry bushes by terrible beast. Boy took some 
sharp stones and approached the beast, who swallowed him; cut his 
way out with the stones and thus killed the beast. 

THE NAUGHTY GRANDCHILDREN 

Quarreled with grandmother and ran away; when pursued the 
boy turned into a saguaro and the girl into a palo verde. Old woman 
grasped the cactus and it killed her. 

RELIGION 

DEITIES 

The Pimas are far less given than their pueblo neighbors to the 
outward show of religion, such as is seen in the varied and frequent 
ceremonies of the Hopis and Zunis. On the contrary, they appear 
to have no other than an occasional ‘‘rain dance,” the navitco (see 
p- 326), and other ceremonies for the cure of disease. So far as 
could be ascertained in a comparatively brief sojourn among them 
their religion comprised a belief in the supernatural or magic power of 
animals, and especially in the omnipotence of the Sun. When in 
mourning, sick, or in need, the Pima addressed his prayers to the Sun in 

the morning: Tars! Oeki’up sinh4-ikut-ittk iup in’yimak kuv’kuttki! 
“Sun! Kindly help me through the day!” Or at nightfall his peti- 
tion was raised: Steoho’komam! Oek iup sinhé/ikui-ittk iup Inyimak 
kukutOki! ‘‘Darkness! Kindly help me through the night!” The 
following form of supplication was often employed: Tars! Pa’patitet 
sinhaé/1-iku[ldi], contracted from Tars! Pa’pfit itcok’si sinha/ikuit, 

“Sun! There, have mercy on me.”’ When weary upon a journey, the 
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Sun was appealed to, and the first whiff of cigarette smoke was puffed 
toward him. The disk was not regarded as the ‘‘shield” or ‘‘head- 

dress,’ but as the veritable person of the god. He moves unceasingly 
around the flat earth, going beneath the western rim and passing 
across below to rise in the east. 

It is Sun that, by means of magic power, kills those who die during 
the day. It is Night who kills those who die during the hours of 
darkness. Moon is Sun’s wife, but she is not accredited with the 

power that is given to Darkness. Coyote is the child of Sun and Moon, 
and figures largely in the myths. His character, by its buffoonery 
and trickery, much resembles that of the culture heroes of some other 
tribes. 

At the present time two deities are recognized, Tev’wut Makai, 
Earth Magician (medicine-man or doctor), and Sift, Elder Brother. 

They live in the east, dividing the control of the universe between 
them. The former governs the winds, the rains, etc.; sometimes he 
is called Tciors, Dios [Spanish]. Their names are pronounced when 

a person sneezes, or, he may simply exclaim ‘‘pity me,” referring 
tacitly to one or the other of these two deities. There is a puzzling 
mingling of the old and the new in the myths, though it seems prob- 
able that the greater part of them have been of ancient origin with 
recent adaptation of Earth Doctor and Elder Brother from the Chris- 
tian religion. Among the Pimas themselves opinion is divided as to 
whether the myths have been largely adopted from the Papagos. 

At the solstitial point in the northeast lives Teopiny Makai, Sink- 
ing Magician, who also has a ‘‘house” in the northwest. In the 
southeast lives Vakolif Makai, South Magician, who also occupies 
the corresponding point in the southwest. Along the Sun’s path are 
the houses of the four minor gods: 

Woupvki Makai, Lightning Magician, is the southernmost, and when 
the Sun is in his neighborhood we have lightning that is not accom- 
panied by thunder. 

Toahim Makai, Thunder Magician, causes the thunders that are 

heard during the second month. 

Huwcvlt Makai, Wind Magician, produces the strong winds that 
blow so continuously in the spring. 

Tatrsaki Makai, Foam Magician, causes the river to rise and bear 
foam upon its waves in the month succeeding the month of wind. 

It is difficult to determine the exact position of Coyote in the Pima 
pantheon, though he is classed with the leading deities in the myths, 

and his modern but degenerate descendants are regarded as very 
wise. 
When a coyote comes by moonlight and sees the shadow of a 

chicken he can pounce upon the shadow and so bring down the bird 
within reach. He has been known to steal a baby from between its 
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sleeping parents, an informant declared. Considering the manner 
in which the moon is supposed to have originated, it is strange that 
it should contain the figure of a coyote. No explanation of this 
belief was found. 

The stars are living beings: Morning Star is the daughter of a 
magician; her name is Su’mas Ho’-o, Visible Star. Polaris is the Not- 
walking Star, but is otherwise not distinguished from his fellows. 
Possibly this term has been adopted since the advent of the whites. 
Once a mule with a pack load of flour was going along in the sky, 
but he was fractious and not gentle, as is the horse. He bucked off 
the load of flour, which was spilled all along the trail. A part of it 
was eaten by Coyote, but some remains to form the Milky Way. 

THE SOUL AND ITS DESTINY 

The soul is in the center of the breast. It makes us breathe, but 

it is not the breath. It is not known just what it is like, whether 
it is white or any other color. 

The views of the Pimas concerning the destiny of the soul varied 
considerably. Some declared that at death the soul passed into 
the body of an owl. Should an owl happen to be hooting at the time 
of a death, it was believed that it was waiting for the soul. Referring 
to the diet of the owl, dying persons sometimes said, “I am going 
to eat rats.”” Owl feathers were always given to a dying person. 
They were kept in a long rectangular box or basket of maguey leaf. 
If the family had no owl feathers at hand, they sent to the medicine- 
man, who always kept them. If possible, the feathers were taken 
from a living bird when collected; the owl might then be set free 
or killed. If the short downy feathers of the owl fell upon a person, 
he would go blind. Even to-day the educated young people are 
very chary about entering an abandoned building tenanted by an 
owl.? 

By some it is said that after death souls go to the land of the 
dead in the east.’ All souls go to Si/alik Rsfn, Morning Base, or 

a“ Having been asked what information they possessed of their ancestors (antepasados), they told 

me about the same things as (lo mismo poco mas 6 menos que) the (Pimas [Maricopas?]) Gilefos said 

to the sehor comandante, and Padre Font put in his diary, concerning the deluge and creation; and 

added, that their origin was from near the sea in which an old woman created their progenitors; that 

this old woman is still somewhere (quien sabe en donde), and that she it is who sends the corals that 
come out of the sea; that when they die their ghost (corazon) goes to live toward the western sea; 

that some, after they die, live like owls (tecolétes; and finally they said that they themselves do not 

understand such things well, and that those who know it all are those who live in the sierra over 

there beyond the Rio Colorado.” Garcés’ Diary in Coues, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer, 1, 122. 

“After death Mohaves become spirits; then they die again and become a kind of an owl; a second 

time they turn into.a different kind of an owl, and a third time into still another; fourthly, they become 

water beetles; after that they turn into air. 

“Tf anything is left of their bodies, the arms, the muscles of the upper arms become one kind of an 

owl, and the heart another.’’ J. G. Bourke, Journal of American Folk-Lore, J, 181. 

» Compare the Navaho belief, as recorded by Matthews: ‘‘For is it not from the west that the snow 

comes in the winter, the warm thawing breezes in the spring, and the soft rains in the summer to nour- 
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place where the sun rises. The East Land is separated from the 
land of the living by the chasm called Tevu’wut Hi’ketany, Earth 
Crack. When one of the writer’s interpreters had gone to school at 
Hampton, Va., her associates said that she had gone to the abode of 
spirits. All is rejoicing and gladness in that other world. There 
they will feast and dance, consequently when one dies his best cloth- 
ing must be put on and his hair must be dressed with care, as is the 
custom in preparing for an earthly ceremony. No idea of spiritual 
reward or punishment for conduct in this life exists. 

Again, the souls of the dead are supposed to hang about and per- 
form unpleasant pranks with the living. They are liable to present 
themselves before the living if they catch the right person alone at 
night. The ghost never speaks at such times, nor may any but 
medicine-men speak to them. If one be made sick by thus seeing 
a ghost, he must have the medicine-man go to the grave of the 
offending soul and tell it to be quiet, “and they always do as they 
are bid.’ Old Kisatc, of Santan, thought that the soul continued 
to reside.in the body as that was “its house.’ During his youth 
he had accompanied a medicine-man and a few friends to the grave 
of a man who had been killed near Picacho, about 40 miles south- 
east of Sacaton. The medicine-man addressed the grave in a long 
speech, in which he expressed the sorrow and regret of the relatives 
and friends that the corpse should thus be buried so far from home. 
Kisate avers that the spirit within the grave replied to the speech by 
saying that he did not stay there all the time, but that he occasion- 
ally went over to hang about the villages, and that he felt unhappy 
in the state in which he found himself. Of course the medicine-men 
claim to be in communication with the spirits of the departed as well 
as with supernatural beings capable of imparting magic power, 

DREAMS 

Dreams are variously regarded as the result of evil doing, as a 
natural and normal means of communication with the spirit world, 
and as being caused by Darkness or Night. During the dream the 
soul wanders away and passes through adventures as in the waking 
hours. The young men never slept in the council ki for fear of bad 
dreams. 

To dream of the dead causes sickness in the dreamer and if he 
dream of the dead for several nights in succession he will die. Dreams 
are not consulted for information concerning future action except in 

ish the corn in the valleys and the grass on the hills? Therefore it is that when we are in need we 

pray to Estsanaltehi, the Goddess of the Sunset Land. 

“ But first man and first woman were angry because they were banished to the east, and before 

they left they swore undying hatred and enmity to our people. And for this reason all evils come 

from the east—smallpox and other diseases, war, and the white intruder.”” The Navajo Mythology, 

in American Antiquarian, v, 224, 1883. 
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the case of the would-be medicine-man who may be called to his 
profession by means of persistent dreams. Since Night may cause 

one to dream as he wishes it is fair to presume that it is that god 
who oversees the destinies of the medicine-men. 
Many years ago Kisatc, in either a swoon or trance, believed that 

he went far away to a place where a stranger gave him a magnificent 
bow and a set of beautiful arréws. On regaining consciousness he 
asked for the things that had been given him while he was away and 
became quite indignant when they assured him that he had not been 
out of their sight. To this day he believes that they deceived him. 

SACRED PLACES 

Hahatesumiehin or Hahatai s’maihisk, Stones Strike, is a large 
block of lava located in the eastern Santan hills (see pl. x11, 0). 

The largest pictograph ever seen by the: writer in the Southwest is 
cut upon it and 2 or 3 tons of small angular stones foreign to the 
locality are piled before it. There are also many pictographs on 
the bowlders round about. This was probably a Hohokam shrine, 
though it is regarded with reverence by the Pimas, who still place 
offerings of beads, bits of cloth, and twigs of the creosote bush at the 
foot of the large pictograph. There is a tradition that a young man 
was lying asleep upon the flat rock and was seen by two young women 
who were passing along the opposite hillside. They tried to awaken 
him by tossing the pebbles which are yet to be seen. Pima maids 
thus awaken their lovers to the present day. 

Ha-ak Va-Ak, Ha-Ak Lying, is a crude outline of a human figure 
situated about 5 miles north of Sacaton. It was made by scraping 
aside the small stones with which the mesa is there thickly strewn 
to form furrows about 50 cm. wide (fig. 102). The body furrow is 
35 m. long and has a small heap of stones at the head, another 
at a distance of 11 m. from the first, and another at the junction of 
body and legs. The latter are 11 m. long and 1 m. apart. The 

arms curve outward from the head and terminate in small pyra- 
mids. In all the piles of stone, which have a temporary and modern 
appearance, are glass beads and rags, together with fresh creosote 
branches, showing that the place is yet visited. The beads are 
very old and much weathered. Beside the large figure is a smaller 
one that is 4.5 m. long, the body being 2.7. Ha-ak is supposed to 
have slept one night at this place before reaching Ha-ak Tcia 
Hak, a cave in the Ta-atikam mountains, where she remained for 

some time. 
Vaksk’, Place of Sacrifice, is a heap of stones on a knoll near Black- 

water where it is probable that a Hohokam or Pima medicine-man 

has been buried. 
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Pat’anikim, Place of the Bad One, is the name of a grave at Gila 
Crossing. It seems probable that the grave of some Hohokam medi- 

cine-man has been taken for that of the son of Kakanyp. 
There is another similarly inclosed but unnamed grave at Gila 

Crossing, also one between Sweetwater and Casa Blanca, and there 

are three at Blackwater. Such inclosures are called o’namiksk, 

meaning unknown. Beads are to be found strewn about all of them. 
Ma’vit Va-4k, Puma Lying, or Tci’apatak, Place of the Mortar, is a 

heap of small stones (pl. xxt, c) between the Double buttes, 10 miles 
west of Sacaton. Stones are there piled over a shallow mortar in 
which beads have been placed and partly broken. Bunches of fresh 
creosote branches were mingled with the decaying fragments of arrow 
shafts at the time of the writer’s visit, showing that while the shrine 

Fic. 102. Ha-ak altar. 

is yet resorted to it is of considerable antiquity, for wood does not 
decay rapidly in that climate. 

Evil spirits dwell in the Picacho and Estrella mountains, but this 
belief may be presumed to be an inheritance from the Apache period. 
The writer has not learned of any shrines being located in those 

ranges. 
It is said that in the Santa Rosa mountains there was once a tightly 

covered medicine basket which was kept on a mountain top by a 
Papago medicine-man who carried offerings to it. All others were 

forbidden to touch it; but someone found it and when he lifted the 
cover all the winds of heaven rushed forth and blew away all the 

people thereabout. 
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Near the summit of one of the lava-formed Santan hills is a small 

cave in which the Hohokam placed sacrifices. A number of articles 
were discovered there a quarter of a century ago and sent to some 

eastern museum. Since that time the Pimas deposited the body of a 
child and some other things in the cave, which were secured by an 

Arizona collector in 1901. |The cave is known as Va’rsa Va’-ak, Basket 
Lying, because it contained a basket such as the Pimas use for their 

medicine paraphernalia. It was discovered by two Pima warriors, 
who were serving their sixteen-day period of lustration for having killed 
Apaches. The basket contained sinew from the legs of deer, and sticks, 
which the finders assumed to be for the same purpose as those with 
which they were scratching their own heads at the time. 
When a medicine-man dies his paraphernalia, if not transmitted to 

his descendants, may be placed in an olla and hidden under a heap of 

stones in the hills. He may also sacrifice a part of his stock in a simi- 

lar way during his lifetime. The property of warriors is sometimes 

similarly cached. 

Such places were formerly respected by the tribe, but they are now 

robbed with impunity to get ‘‘relics” to sell. Aman at Pe-e’pfitciltk’ 

informed the author’s interpreter, José Lewis, of the location of one 

of these caches in the low hills south of Casa Blanca. We found that 

a number of concretions, crystals, shells, a bird carved from stone, 

and a war club had been deposited in an olla with a bowl turned over 

it, rendering it water-tight. The whole had been hidden under a heap 

of stones at the summit of a spur of the hill about 4 miles from the 

villages. 
MeEDICINE-MEN 

There are three classes of medicine-men among the Pimas. Those 

who treat disease by pretended magic are known as Si’atcokam, Exam- 

ining Physicians. As many women as men belong to this order, 

to which entrance is gained chiefly through heredity. This is the 

most powerful class in the community, though its members pay for 

their privileges at imminent risk. How great this risk is may be seen 

from the calendar records, page 38. The Si’atcokam were more 

numerous than the other classes. Those who have power over the 

crops, the weather, and the wars are called Makai, Magicians. 

Only one or two women were ever admitted to this order among the 

Pimas. There were usually about five Makai in each. village. 

These two classes were the true rulers of the tribe, as their influence 

was much greater than that of the chiefs. Their combined strength 

was for years turned against the missionary, Rev. C. H. Cook, but 

their influence is now fast waning and several medicine-men have 

become avowed Christians. From these converts information was 

obtained that in all probability could not have otherwise been secured. 
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Yet another class of persons, including both men and women, and 
few in number, might be termed medicine-men. They are called 
Hai’-itcottam, Something given to drink. They are not highly 
esteemed, however skilled they may become in the use of roots and 
simple remedies, yet they are the true physicians of the Pimas. It 
may be that among the many empiric remedies which they employ 
some will be found to possess true therapeutic qualities. 

The traditional history of the tribe tells of many families of medi- 
cine-men, and the profession was very generally handed down from 
father to son. Those receiving magic power in this manner were 
somewhat more highly regarded than others. A second method by 
which a person might secure power was by what might be termed a 
process of natural selection; anyone who recovered from a rattle- 
snake bite on the hand or near the heart might become a medicine- 
man or medicine-woman. <A third method was by dreams and 
trances. Kisate said that during his youth he had dreamed every 
night that he was visited by some one who endowed him with magic 
power. Under the influence of these dreams he decided to become a 
medicine-man, but as soon as he began to practise the dreams ceased. 
These dreams are not sought by fasting or other unusual conditions, 
nor does the person to whom they come seclude himself from his 
fellows. 

Several informants declared that ‘‘any man who received instruc- 
tion from a medicine-man and learned to do some little tricks could 
become a medicine-man.’’ The process of acquiring power was called 
va‘ikita, ‘‘getting power” (literally, ‘‘pouring in olla’’). The novice 
was tested, either alone or along with one or more fellow-aspirants, 

by the medicine-man, who had the youth kneel before him. on all fours, 
and then threw four sticks, each about 8 inches long, at him. If 

the novice fell to the ground during the throwing he was ‘“‘shot’”’ with 
the power and could then take the next degree. This was admin- 
istered by the instructor, who ‘‘coughed up” teu’teaka (word of 
unknown meaning), white balls the size of mistletoe berries, and 
rubbed them “‘into”’ the breast of the novice. Another informant 
said that the novice swallowed the balls. Four or five balls were thus 
administered, though the ‘“‘power began to work’’ in some cases 
where only one or two balls were used. One informant thought that 
the medicine-man had a sort of ‘‘nest of power’? wherein the balls 
developed as in the ovary of ahen. No matter how many were given 
off the supply continued undiminished. 

Sometimes the doctor wished to teach the youth, in which case the 
latter paid nothing for his instruction.¢ But the usual fee was a 

a‘ The Indians of the nation of Loretto had schools, whereby these professors instructed their youths 

in the above opinions, and some other needless puerilities: but recommended to them as truths of great 

importance. In order to this, their pupils attended them to caves or solitary places, at a distance 

26 ErTH—O08——19 
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horse, ‘‘a piece of calico,” or the like. Throughout the period of his 

initiation the novice was not permitted to go near a woman’s men- 
strual lodge nor might he allow anyone to know that he was learning; 
that implied that he should not practise until the end of the novitiate 
period, usually two years, sometimes four. When at length he began 
to practise his success depended on his ability to develop dreams 

and visions. 
While the Si’atcokam can induct any young man into the mysteries 

of the order, that man’s son can not inherit his father’s profession. 

LEGERDEMAIN 

The Makai were intrusted with the important duty of securing 
supernatural aid to insure good crops. One method of procedure 
was to gather the people in the large lodge and have some one bring 
in an olla filled with earth. This the Makai stirred with a willow 
stick and placed before a clear fire, where it stood all night while 
rain songs were being sung. At dawn the olla was emptied and was 
found to contain wheat instead of earth. Four grains were given 
to each one present, to be buried at the corners of the fields or the 
four grains together at the center. 

For a consideration the Makai would go to a wheat field and per- 
form rites which he assured the owner would result in a heavy yield 
of wheat. After rolling and smoking a cigarette at each corner of 
the field, he would go to the center of it and bury a stick (4’mina) 
3 or 4 inches long. 

To cause an abundance of melons and squashes, the Makai entered 
the field and took from his mouth—or, as his followers supposed, 
from the store of magic power in his body—a small melon or squash. 
The object was partially covered with hardened mud, symbolic of 
the productive earth. The rite was performed at a time when no 
melons or squashes had yet appeared, and it is supposed that he 
obtained the ‘‘magic’’ melon by stripping the outer leaves from the 
growing end of young vines. This was buried at the root of a 
erowing plant to insure a prolific yield. 

Again, the germination and growth of wheat were sometimes 

imitated by concealing several grains of wheat in the hair and shaking 
them down upon the soil. Then by a dextrous manipulation of a 
previously prepared series of young wheat shoots the growth was 
represented up to the poimt where a stalk 2 feet in length was 

from the woods: and there they taught them to form certain figures on tablets, and when perfect in 

these, they were taught others, as children in our schools are taught to write. . . . But their 

most usual device was to hold up in their hands some little tablets of wood made with great labour, for 

want of iron tools of mesquite, or another hard wood called Una de Gato, on which were painted 

some grotesque figures, affirmed to be the true copy of the table, which the visiting spirit left with them 

at his departure to heaven: and these figures were the same which the Loretto professors [medicine-men} 

taught the boys at their private academy.” Venegas, History of California, 1, 98, 100. 
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slipped from the long coils of hair at the operator’s shoulders and shown 
to the awe-stricken spectators as a fully developed plant. 
A favorite trick was to have young men chew mesquite leaves, 

which on being ejected from the mouth were seen to be wheat or corn. 
During the rain ceremonies, when the Makai were at the height of 

their glory, one of their most impressive acts was to pour dry earth out 
of a reed until it was half empty and then it would be seen that the 
remainder was filled with water. ‘‘Then it rained right away.” 
If the Makai put one of the magic slates in a cup of water.at the time 
the rain songs were being sung and also dug a shallow trench to 
show the rivulets how they should cut their way, it would rain in 
four days. 

Another device of the Makai was to conceal reeds filled with 
water and then while standing on a house top to direct the singers 
to stand in a close circle around below him. Exhibiting a handful 
of eagle down or eagle tail feathers and throwing dust on them to 
show how dry they were, he would then sweep his hand about and 
scatter water over the spectators and singers, apparently from 
feathers but in reality from the reeds. 

During the season when rain is especially needed any one may 
petition for it by means of the small gray fly that has a large head. 
Rubbing soot from the roof or chimney in the fly’s eyes the person 
must say, ‘‘Go quickly, little fly, tell your grandmother to send the 
rain.”’ 

Some Si’atcokam arouse the wonder and admiration of their fellows 
by placing hot coals in their mouths (where they hold them between 
the teeth), or by holding them in their hands (taking care to have a 
thin layer of ash or mud beneath them). 
When the exigencies of the case demand it, the Si’atcokam sink small 

pointed pieces of wood, an inch in length and flat at the larger end, 
into the flesh of their patients. The bits of wood are ‘‘twisted back 
and forth between the thumb and forefinger as one would twist a 
thread until the wood disappears.”’ The great grandmother of 
Jacob L. Roberts, a young man of Apache-Maricopa and Pima- 
Kwahadk’ lineage, thus treated him during a temporary attack of 

sickness in his infancy. She sank two pieces of creosote bush into 
his breast and predicted that he would not be ill as would other 
children. She also said that she would die within the year—and 
she did. Strange to say, Jacob also escaped the epidemic diseases 
that afflicted his playmates. 

The Si’atcokam prize certain crystals very highly and claim to obtain 
them in the following manner: The person possessing the necessary 
power may be going along in some quiet place when all of a sudden 
a man will be seen approaching. The stranger never reaches him 
but will be seen to disappear; then if the Si’atcokam searches about 
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the spot where the man was last seen, he will find a transparent 
crystal, ha’tai tan’tam, stone white, which contains a spirit that will 
aid him in all his subsequent undertakings and which will desert the 
stone at the death of the holder.¢ 

The Si’atecokam treats a wounded man by sucking the evil from 
the wound. He shows a strand of green that resembles a roll of 
water plants about 8 inches long. The wounded man sucks this 
crosswise four times and the Si’atcokam pretends to swallow it. 
“This insures complete recovery.” 

CausE AND TREATMENT OF DISEASE 

The Si’atcokam carries his teaekut or staff in hand when called to 

treat the sick. He begins by singing the “‘cure songs” or causing 

them to be sung for the purpose of aiding him in correctly diagnosing 
the case. Then he puffs out cigarette smoke over the body of the 
patient in order that he may ‘‘see”’ the disease. Most common ail- 
ments are attributed to certain definite causes and the diagnosis is 
easy. When he is well paid for his services he may simg more than 
one night before announcing the name of the disease. If he is too 

hasty he may ‘‘see”’ the bear when it is really the deer that is causing 
trouble. However, he can not sing more than four nights; then, if he 
fails, he must call in a fellow-practitioner. The case of Sala Hina is 
an interesting and instructive one and will illustrate very adequately 
these peculiar methods. Several years ago Sala carelessly ate some 
weed which poisoned her and she had barely strength enough to reach 
home. As close relatives are not allowed to treat a patient, a neigh- 
boring medicine-man was called in. Her husband rolled a cigarette 
for the learned doctor, who smoked it, but however skillfully he 

spread the smoke cloud over the groaning patient he could not ‘‘see”’ 
the cause of the trouble. Then another Si’atcokam was called in and 
a cigarette was rolled for him and he peered through the veil suffi- 
ciently to see ‘‘something.”” But he could not tell just what it was 
and advised sending for another medicine-man who was a specialist 
in intangible shapes. Sala was suffering the greatest agony in the 
meantime. If she moved she ‘‘felt full of pms inside.” Those about 
her expected her to die at any moment. Number three at length 
arrived and smoked his cigarette, blowing the smoke across the 
patient from a distance to dispel the unusually heavy darkness. He 
said he must have his gourd rattle and magic feathers brought before 
he could see clearly. Meanwhile the husband had brought in a fourth 
medicine-man. Number four then smoked a cigarette and pro- 

a‘ Small rock crystals, supposed to be produced by the shamans, are thought to be dead or even 

living—a kind of astral bodies of the Theosophists. Such a rock crystal is called tevali (plural 

tevali’r) or ‘grandfather’—the same name as is given to the majority of the gods. But it may, 

however, represent any person or relative, in accordance with the directions of the shaman.’”’ Lum- 

holtz, Symbolism of the Huichol Indians, 63. 
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nounced the verdict of death. Poor Sala had been compelled to lie 
quiet to avoid the torture from the ‘‘pins’’ but her mind was active 
and she understood every word that was said in her presence. Deter- 
mined to do what they could, the last two arrivals set to work singing. 
Number three sang four songs, followed by four more songs from 
number four. Then number three sang four more, and so they 
alternated all night. Toward morning they put ashes into a cup of 
water, sweeping eagle feathers across the dish meanwhile. They 
then announced that they would get the evil out soon. Number 
four sprayed water from his mouth over the patient and declared 
that he had found her to be suffering from the presence of the horn 
of a horned toad in her heart. Falling on his knees beside her he 
sucked with all his might until he had removed the offending object. 
As it flew into his mouth it gagged him and he hastened to withdraw 
it. Calling for a piece of cotton he put the hot and burning horn 
into it and told the brother of the patient to throw it into the river. 
Then the two Si/atcokam sang twice and later in the day sang twice 
through their set of four songs for the horned toad. This faithful 
treatment brought about a recovery. 

Sala’s brother fell ill of some throat disease over which the doctors 
sang, sucked, and smoked for a month before he died. 

It will be seen from the cases described that the songs play an 
important part in the treatment, and they are sung with endless 
repetitions. After the cause of the affliction has been decided upon 
the songs of that animal or object are sung. An image or a part of 

the animal or object is pressed upon or waved over the part affected 
and then the farce of sucking out the evil is gone through. Juan 
Thomas informed the writer that he had frequently concealed under 
his thumb nail the objects which he pretended to suck from his 
patients. 

Sometimes ashes are rubbed upon the skin of the sick person. No 
matter what the disease may be, the ashes are administered with light 
rubbing. No explanation could be given for this treatment. For 
any disease, also, pledgets of cotton might be burned on the skin, and 
as these were half an inch in diameter and two or three might be 
burned in one place, the effect must have been very painful. 

The female Si’atcokam never treated children; they confined their 

labors to the treatment of abdominal troubles not necessarily peculiar 
to sex. They treated men for abdominal difficulties and men treated 
women for all diseases. 

Payment is promised to the Si’atcokam when they are called in. It 
may be a horse, cow, some wheat, a basket, or similar property. If 
he contracts to sing three nights and to receive a horse in payment, 
he will not receive the horse if the patient dies after he has sung two 
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nights, but will receive some compensation. The death of the patient 
does not annul the obligation under any circumstances. 

In addition to the animals, birds, and reptiles that cause disease, 

the variety of human ailments and the fertility of the native’s imagi- 
nation necessitated the invention of yet other causes. These were 
sometimes superhuman, but only too often the tribe merely descended 
to the level of the African savage, and accused some medicine-man of 
the crime of causing disease. There would seem to be some reason 
in this if the medicine-man who had the case in hand were the one 
accused, but that was not the custom; it was a rival practitioner who 

bore the onus and frequently paid the penalty with his life, as may be 
seen from the accompanying annals. It would seem that every epi- 
demic of any extent that ever afflicted the Pimas caused an almost 
wholesale destruction of medicine-men. In individual cases of malice 
on the part of the medicine-man the treatment is to sing the medicine 
song and afterwards to place four magic stones in a cup of water, 
taking out one at a time and holding it under the nose of the patient, 
that he may inhale its power; then he must drink the water. 

If a person believes that a medicine-man has brought sickness upon 
his household he calls in another doctor to find the charm. The one 
consulted takes four assistants and searches day and night until some 
object is found which they can safely assume was hidden in the vicinity 
by the malicious medicine-man. When found the object must not be 
touched, for fear of death, but the mere discovery renders it harmless 

to the person against whom it was aimed. 
Sometimes the medicine-man causes sickness by ‘‘shooting”’ char- 

coal, made from the burned body of an enemy, into some one who 
does not notice it at the time, but whose body burns in consequence. 

Tf it is sucked out before it is entirely consumed the charcoal loses 
its power and the patient recovers. 

The badger causes a severe throat disease, which, however, is con- 

sidered to be of rare occurrence. The remedy is to sing the badger 
song (p. 321) and to press the tail of the badger on the patient’s neck. 

The bear causes swellings upon the body, headache, and fever. 
The remedy is to sing the bear songs, of which there are several 
(p. 318); the singing is sometimes continued throughout the entire 
day. No part of the animal is used in the treatment. The bear is 
friendly to the Pimas. If a man meets one he must say, “I’m red,” 
and then the bear will not touch him, though he is free to kill the 
animal. 

The black-tailed deer causes diseases of the throat and lungs. The 
remedy is to sing the deer song (p. 317) and to press the tail of the 
deer on the affected part. 
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The coyote causes sickness in children; some believing that he 
brings on the dysentery when the mother eats melons before the birth 
of the child, others thinking that he causes rash and blisters on the 
baby’s tongue. The remedy is to sing the coyote song (p. 316) and 
swing the tail of the coyote over the child. 

The dog, a very near relative of the coyote in Pimeria, also causes 
trouble for the children. When a child a month or two old is fretful 
and sleepless the medicine-man is pretty certain to diagnose the case 
as ‘‘dog disease.’ He does not treat it in any manner, but some one 
who knows the dog song (p. 315) is called in to sing, and as he sings 
he sways a stick that has some of a dog’s vibrissz tied to it, to and 
fro over the child. 

The gopher causes stomach trouble, particularly in children. The 
remedy is to sing the gopher song (p. 319) and to press moistened 
earth from a gopher hill upon the affected part. At Gila Crossing 
were obtained two small deerskin bags containing tufts of eagle’s down 
and two or three twigs that had been cut by a gopher. These were 
to be pressed upon the stomach of the child. 

The jack rabbit causes open sores. The remedy is to sing the rabbit 
song (p. 314), and during the singing to swing over the patient the 
tail of the hare to which the animal’s vibrisse have been tied. 

The mouse, kuwakawipikam, causes constipation in children. This 
is cured by singing the mouse song (p. 314), and pressing the tail of 
the mouse on the abdomen. If no prepared tail is available a dead 
mouse is used. 

The ground squirrel of the mesas causes nosebleed. 
There are but four birds that cause disease. There appears to have 

been no conscious classification in the minds of the Pimas in attribut- 
ing certain afflictions to the birds. These diseases are all of a different 
nature, and are similar to those assigned to mammals and reptiles. 

The eagle causes hemorrhage. The remedy is to sing the eagle song 
(p. 289) and to pass the down of the eagle over the part. 
The eagle is also blamed for the lice that find refuge in the hair of the 

Pimas. The remedy is to blow cigarette smoke over the head. 
The hawk causes hemorrhage in grown persons only. The disease 

is cured by singing the hawk song and passing the wing feathers of 
the bird over the patient. If one touches a hawk he must be secluded 
for four days. 

The owl throws people into trances and fits. They are restored by 
having the owl song (p. 311) sung while six owl feathers mounted on 
a stick are swung over them. The cry of the small owl, kokovol(t), 
in the night is a bad sign. When the large owl utters a sound re- 
sembling human speech sickness may be expected. 

The vulture or turkey buzzard causes sores, especially syphilis, and 
sore eyes on the baby if the parent eat a dead animal just before the 
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child is born. The remedy is to sing the buzzard song and pass the 
wing feathers of the buzzard over the child. 

A Gila monster if killed by the father just before the birth of 
a child causes the baby’s body to become red and feverish. The 
remedy is to sing the Gila monster song (p. 307). Such a disease 
must be of rare occurrence and no other treatment is prescribed. 

The horned toad causes rheumatism and hunchback. The remedy 
is to sing the horned toad song (p. 307), and press an image of the 
creature upon the patient (fig. 25,a). If one accidentally steps on 
a horned toad he must tie a red string around its neck and let it go, 
saying, ‘‘nyu v-ut hok,”’ my blood eat. This is to cause the subtle 
toad to eat the bad blood that may cause disease in the person. 

The large lizard, tcosokalt, is responsible for a fever in children, the 

most prominent symptom of which is the whitening of the skin. If 
any one who knows the lizard song (p. 308) is available he comes and 
presses an image of a lizard (fig. 25, 6) on the child as he sings; if not, 
a lizard is killed and fat from its body is rubbed upon the child. 

The rattlesnake causes kidney and stomach troubles in children. 

These are cured by singing the rattlesnake song (p. 309) and pressing 
the parts affected with an image in wood or stone of the rattlesnake. 

The bite of the rattlesnake is cured by sucking the wound every 
morning for four days. Others suck it one or two days, and also 

ligature the limb with horsehair, or draw a circle around it with char- 
coal to define the limit of the swelling. The Papagos and Mexicans 
use the plant Euphorbia marginata to poultice snake bites, and it is 
possible that some Pimas use it also, though the writer was unable to 

find anyone who knew of its being so used. 
While the rattlesnake is dreaded and under circumstances previ- 

ously mentioned is regarded as possessing magic power, he occupies a 
far less important place in Pima thought than in that of the Hopis. 
It is said to be unlucky to come upon two rattlesnakes, one soon 
after the other, when engaged in searching for anything. If a child 
puts its foot through an olla head ring that is commonly left lying 
about the premises, the mother warns him that the rattlesnake will 
bite him. The same fate is threatened if he puts his foot into the 
mortar in which the mesquite beans and other articles of food are 
ground. The rattlesnake is accredited with wisdom that directs it to 
the place where the best mesquite beans are to be had, though why 
such a locality has any attractions for it was not explained. 

The turtle causes large sores on the body or cripples the legs. 
The treatment is to sing the turtle song (p. 306) and shake a rattle 
over the patient. The rattle is made by killing a river turtle and 
placing the body in an ant-hill until the ants have thoroughly cleaned 
out the shell, which is then mounted on a handle, and some gravel 
put into it. 
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A butterfly with striped wings causes internal pains. The treat- 
ment consists in singing the butterfly song (p. 295) and pressing the 
body of the patient with four or five images of the butterfly cut from 
deerskin. 

The worm, kammalt, when found dead and dried is ground up in 

the mortar and the powder used to cure sores around the baby’s 
mouth. 

One’s teeth will fall out if he eats food over which some caterpillars 
have crawled. 

The nausea of pregnancy is caused by unfaithfulness on the part 
of the woman. It is cured by singing the proper songs and striking 
two sticks a foot long over the patient afterwards. 

The remolinos, or whirlwinds, that are so common in Pimeria, cause 

pains in the legs, but not swellings. The remedy is to sing the wind 
song (p. 324) and to rub the limbs with the black gum of the okatilla, 
Fouquiera splendens. 

The sun may cause disease for which there would seem to be no 
special song. However, a small colored image of the sun with feather 
rays attached is used by the medicine-man. 

A captured Apache child might cause lameness in some member of 
the family by whom he was kept. It was cured by some one who had 
killed an Apache singing over the patient. Then the child must be 
sold to the Mexicans or Americans. It was also supposed that the 
touch of an Apache woman might cause paralysis. 

Piholt was once a man, but is now an evil spirit living in the east, 
and causing a disease which has its songs. 

The Nyavolt, an evil spirit, may induce a horse to throw his rider 
and injure him. The patient is cured by singing the Nyavolt song 
(p. 329) and swinging a pair of crossed sticks over the injured part. 
A certain disease of the throat is called wheita, and the same name 

is given to a stick made from mesquite root, which is thrust down the 
patient’s throat four times and then passed four times over the heart 
to cure him. 
Teunyim is an evil spirit that causes sickness in children. The 

most characteristic symptom is fretfulness. The Teunyim song 
is sung and the child’s body is pressed with a strand of hair taken in 
war from an Apache’s head. The hair is cleaned and washed by 
some old person, then the ends are glued together with the gum of 
the creosote bush before it is ready to use. A/’mina sticks tied with 
bluebird and redbird feathers are also used. 

Ka’mal tkak (pl. xurv, 6), who was accustomed to assist the 
doctors, states that this name is applied to a disease of the throat 
which causes the victim to lose flesh. The treatment consists in 
placing 4’mina in an olla of water to soak while the doctor or his 
assistant blows through a tube, called the teunylm cigarette, upon 
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the forehead, chin, breast, and stomach of the patient. The tube 

has a bunch of feathers attached called a-an kiattita, and these are 
next swept in quick passes downward over the body. The 4/mina 
are then taken and sucked four times by the patient, after which the 
end of the bundle is pressed against the patient’s body, then laid 
flat upon his breast and rubbed. Finally, the assistant repeats the 
speech of Siu-u at the time when that deity restored himself to life, 
at the same time making passes toward the patient. 

Magic influence exerted by evilly disposed persons, especially medi- 
cine-men, may cause a particular ailment, called ‘‘doctor’s disease,” 
in the cure of which the slate tablets found in the ruins are believed 
to be most efficacious. The information was given that no marking 
was made on the slates; they were simply placed in a vessel of water 
and the patient drank the water. 

Sometimes the sickness of a child was believed to be due to the fact 
that some person desired to take it away from its parents. If they 
went to the covetous one and accused him of the crime the child 
immediately recovered. 

Navitco (fig. 26) is an evil spirit adopted from the Papagos. His 
home is in the mountain called Papak, Frog.* This spirit causes 

the knees to swell and the eyes to become inflamed. It may safely 
be inferred that this disease has been a common one, as it is the prac- 

tice to treat several at one time in a somewhat more elaborate cere- 
monial than is usual in the treatment of other diseases. One medi- 
cine-man personates Navitco, another known as Kakspakam accom- 
panies him; both are masked. At a signal from Navitco, given by 

throwing corn meal on the baskets, 15 or 20 persons appointed for 
the purpose sing the Navitco song (p. 326) , accompanied by the notched 
sticks, after which Navitco goes to each patient and pats him with 
eagle feathers until he has presumably drawn out all disease. He then 
throws away the feathers. He is followed by Kakspakam, who seats 

himself before each patient to give him an opportunity to touch the 
mask and then the swollen knees. When the singers have finished, 
they rub the notched sticks over their own bodies to prevent conta- 
gion. All concerned in the ceremony must not eat salt for four days 
thereafter. 

The Navitco medicine-men also claim to possess the power to bring 
rain. 

The treatment of a child afflicted with dysentery mingles the new 
order with the old in an interesting manner, combining Christian 
baptism with pagan sun worship and magic medical practice. 
A man and his wife who are close friends of the parents come early 

in the morning and wash the baby. If it is a boy, it is taken up at sun- 

@ Santa Catalinas, north of Tucson; altitude, 10,000 feet. 
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rise by the man, who breathes upon a cross and holds it toward the sun 

four times. If it is a girl, it is taken by the woman, who breathes upon 

a medal and holds the object toward the sun four times. Whichever 

object is used is next passed in the form of the cross over the face and 

again over the body of the infant by both the man and the woman. 

Each then holds the child four times in his or her arms before handing 

it to the parents. A name is given the child by the godfather and 

godmother. No child except one thus ill or another in the same 

family of a naming age at the time is ever christened thus. The 

godparents must give the child some wheat or corn each year until it 

grows up, and the parents give a basket each year in return. 

Even horses may become sick through the evil influence of mali- 

cious medicine-men, who, it is said, ‘‘shoot”’ live coals into them— 

coals that have been taken from an Apache fire. The remedy is of 

a similar magic character. A reputable medicine-man is called in, 

who diagnoses the case and decides from what direction the coal was 

“shot.” He does not sing, but after smoking a cigarette and blowing 

puffs of smoke about the premises and upon the horse he determines 

the place to suck out the coal from the distressed animal. When he 

gets the coal into his mouth he makes a pretense of being burned by it 

and immediately fills his mouth with water, after which he casts out 

the coal. 
The transparent trick of sucking a hair from the body is resorted to 

in veterinary practice in a manner similar to that pursued when treat- 

ing human ailments. 

PREVALENT DISEASES? 

Consumption is the most frequent and fatal disease, due to poverty 

of diet and contagion. The Pimas do not attempt to prevent infec- 

tion. Their former treatment was a diet of mountain turtle and 

sun-dried beef. 
Dysentery is common in summer because of the peculiar habit, by 

no means confined to the Pimas, of eating unripe melons. 

Impetigo contagiosa is the worst skin disease, and is principally 

confined to the children. 
Children are intentionally exposed to smallpox and measles, that 

they may have the diseases in lighter form. Smallpox was regarded 

as an evil spirit of which they did not dare to show fear. They said 

“T like Smallpox,” thinking that he would be thus placated. At one 

time they attempted inoculation from persons that had light attacks, 

but the experiment resulted in many deaths. From 1870 until the 

Government sent a physician to the agency, the missionary, Rev. C. H. 

a From 1892 until 1895 Dr A. E. Marden held the position of agency physician at Sacaton and from 

1900 until the time of the writer’s visit to the Pimas in 1902 continued his practice as missionary phy- 

sician among the Pimas. The writer is indebted to him for the greater portion of the information 

relating to the degree of prevalence of disease. 
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Cook, supplied the Pimas with vaccine. They retained some of their 
old dread of the demon and continued to place the bandages with 
which the arm had been dressed upon a certain mesquite tree, not 
daring to burn them for fear of offending. Smallpox has usually 

been brought to the Pimas by the Papagos from Mexico. Measles 
appears every three or four years, but does not seem to be any more 
fatal than among the whites, though it is more likely to be followed 
by consumption. 

Rheumatism of the chronic articular type is fairly common and is 
treated like many other pains by scarifying the part affected with 
bits of broken glass. 

There are a few cases of acquired syphilis among the Pimas and a 
few due to hereditary taint, but they are fairly free from the disease, 
considering their habits, and are much more exempt from it than their 
allies, the Maricopas. 

Diarrhea was supposed to be due to touching ripe wheat in the 
fields, and it was considered necessary for a medicine-man to walk 
about in the standing grain and blow the danger away with smoke. 

Bleeding wounds were bandaged; burns were plastered with wet 
mud; broken limbs were set with skill and inclosed in light and 
strong splints made of reeds. 

Melancholia sometimes afflicts ‘‘a man who has killed Apaches’ 
so that he wanders about without clothing and refuses to talk. No 
treatment is attempted, and the victim dies of neglect. 

Massage is a common form of treatment of almost any disease and 

of itself is enough to endanger the patient, for it sometimes happens 
that the operator administers a vigorous pommeling to the abdomen. 

? 

Table of diseases 

Rare Occasional Common 

Acne Asthma Bronchitis 

Epilepsy Cataract Caries 

Dementia Eczema Conjunctivitis 

Lupus Favus Consumption 

Melancholia Heart disease Diarrhea 
Typhoid Neuralgia Dysentery 

Pleurisy Impetigo contagiosa 

Scabies Measles 

Smallpox Pneumonia 

Syphilis Rheumatism 

Urticaria Toothache 
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LINGUISTICS 

VOCABULARIES 

There are four short vocabularies of the Pima language in manu- 

script in the possession of the Bureau of American Ethnology: 
Words 

Dr C. C. Parry, under orders of Maj. W. H. Emory, 1852..........--....-------- 154 

Ammi M. White, Pima trader at Casa Blanca........-..+...--.--.------------- 191 

John D. Walker, Company I, Fifth Infantry Colored Volunteers, Tucson .......- 197 

F. W. Hodge, In Cushing’s party on Salt river, 1887..--....------------------- 53 

The first is published in Schoolcraft, volume tr, page 461, and forms 

the basis of the English-Pima vocabulary published in Die Pima- 

Sprache by Buschmann in 1857 (p. 367). Doctor Parry employed a 

Maricopa interpreter. Buschmann’s vocabulary also includes words 

obtained by Doctor Coulter, which were published by Gallatin in 

Transactions of the American Ethnological Society, volume 11, page 

129, and by Scouler in the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of 

London, volume x1, page 248. Buschmann further drew from Pfeffer- 

korn’s Beschreibung der Landschaft Sonora, volume 1, passim; three 

words from Miihlenfordt’s Schilderung der Republik Mejico, volume 

1, page 225; and words from the Lord’s Prayer in Pima as given by 
Hervas in Saggio Practico Delle Lingue (p. 124-125). There are 182 

words, in all, in Buschmann’s list. Fewer than half the 53 pages of 

his paper are devoted to the language of the Pimas. 

Lieutenant Whipple obtained a vocabulary of 67 Pima words, which 

was published in his Report upon the Indian Tribes, Pacific Railroad 

Reports, volume 1m (pt. 11, p. 94). 

In the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society for 1841, page 248, 

there is a Pima vocabulary of 38 words that was collected by a Doctor 

Coulter; where, it is not stated. The orthography is not explained. 

In his Opuscula, page 351, R.G. Latham has published a vocab- 

ulary of 27 words, stating neither from whom it was derived nor where 

it was written. In his Natural History of the Varieties of Man, 

Latham devotes three pages to quotations from Lieutenant Emory 

descriptive of the ‘‘Pimos.” 
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As examples of the orthography and extent of these vocabularies, 
two are republished below. 

Vocabularies 

English Coulter Latham English Coulter Latham 

Man tiuot huth Salt ond 

Woman aba hahri Light tai 

Indian huup Day tashimét 
Boy andi Night stuiikum 

Chief capit Cold scapit 
Father niook Hot ston 

Mother intul Stone jote 
Body nionh Mountain toak 
Head nemoh mouk White stoxa 

Hair ptmuk House nihki 

Ear naank ptnahauk Door pualit 
Nose tahnk Bow nikat 

Mouth chinits Arrow napot 
Tongue neuen I ahan 

Tooth ptahan He yeutah 
Beard chinyo One yumako 

Hand noh mahahtk Two kuak 

Foot tetaght Three vaik 

Heart ipotik Four kiik 

Sky ptchuwik Five puitas 
Sun tash tahs Nine humukt 

Moon maskat mahsa Ten huistemam 

Star non Eleven maato 

Snow chiah Twelve koohk 

Fire tahi Brave tiout 

Water shontik suntik Bad muamko 

Sea kakatchck Good skukit 

River akémiuli Great vohovakuitch 

Lake vo 

SONGS 

CLASSIFICATION 

During a stay of seven months among the Pimas not a single native 
song was ever heard from a man, woman, or child. This is in striking 
contrast with the writer’s experience among most other tribes that 
have not been longer in contact with the whites. Not half a dozen 
individuals can be found in the upper villages who know any consid- 
erable number of the old songs. And yet the number of these songs 
is very great and most of them are by no means unpleasing even to a 
Caucasian ear. The songs are in series that are known to different 

individuals. Thus, the songs sung at the puberty dances are in series 
that are started by the first singer to arrive upon the scene in the even- 
ing. If another singer arrives first during the next evening the series 
of songs for the night is changed; though all belong to the general 
class of ‘‘menstrual songs.”? Sometimes a festival is inaugurated 
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because of the accidental presence of some one who knows a group, as 
the ‘‘Bluebird songs”’ or the ‘‘Swallow songs.’’ Examples of all the 
principal groups of songs are here recorded. They include: 

Archaic songs; included in the cosmogonical myth; they are known 
as ‘‘Emergence songs,” and contain a few words of a meaning 
unknown, owing either to age or to borrowing. 

Festal songs; including ‘‘ Circling,” ‘‘ Basket beating,” ‘‘ Middle 
run,” ‘‘Name,”’ etc. 

Game songs; these are short, not numerous, and often borrowed. 

Hunting songs; there are a few songs that appear to have once been 
used in the ceremonial preparations for hunting, but which are now 
employed in the magical treatment of disease. 

Medicine songs; this is the largest class; every conceivable ailment 
has its appointed song, ascribed to some animal or natural phenome- 
non oreven supernatural agency. Many of these are from the Papagos. 

Puberty songs; some are especially for this ceremony, though any 
festal songs may be sung at this time. 

Rain songs; these contain interesting references to deities not else- 
where mentioned. So far as known, their source has not yet been 
ascertained. 

War songs; these were numerous and of great importance in the 
ceremonies. 
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ARCHAIC SONGS 

(Told by Ka’mal tkak, Thin Leather] 

Creation Sones By Eartao Doctor 

THE CREATION OF THE EARTH 

I 

Tcuwvtu Makai teuwutu naté miakuk& nyvita hasitco-onyi! 
Earth Magician, earth make come, see what you intend! 

(Repeat) 

*Sikdlamd nata miakuka nyvita hasiteo-onyi! (D.C. to *) 
Round make come, see what you intend! 

+Teuwutu Makai t&sakfi nata miakuka, nyvita hasiyana! 
Earth Magician mountain make come, see what you tell! 

Tapinyima nataé miakukaé, nyvita hasiyana! (D. C. tof) 
Smooth make come, see what you tell! 

II 

Tcuwutu Makai teuwvutu nata; Teuwutu Makai teuwvtu nat, himlo, 
Earth Doctor earth make; Earth Magician earth make, going, 

himlo, himlo, himutco-o. (Repeat) 
going, going, going (causal). 

*Teuwutu Makai tav’a ku nat&; Teuwutu Makai tavaki 
Earth Doctor mountain kind of make; Earth Doctor mountain 

nati, himlo, himlo, himlo, himutco-o. (D. C. to*) 
make, going, going, going, going. 

Ill 

Teuwutt tapa sihaitconyoka-ana: 
Earth open magician 

Tiivangti tapa sitco mamateu-v. 
Mountain open magic powers knows. 

Translation 

Earth Magician shapes this world. 

Behold what he can do! 

Round and smooth he molds it. 

Behold what he can do! 

Earth Magician makes the mountains. 

Heed what he has to say! 

He it is that makes the mesas. 

Heed what he has to say. 

Earth Magician shapes this world; 

Earth Magician makes its mountains; 

Makes all larger, larger, larger. 

Into the earth the Magician glances; 

Into its mountains he may see. 
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IV 

THE CREATION OF THE SUN 

Vanyingi Tarsaiwu natékahi; vanyingi Tarsai natakahi, hiyanyi 
Tam Sun made; Iam Sun made; here me 

tamai ya-ahai punanaitco-o. (Repeat) 
above both directions throw. 

*Si-ivaldi takio wopahimtii kahowv taiteunyuki sapiva mununa-a. 
East direction throw there rise running right running back. 

(D. C. to*) 
Translation 

I have made the Sun! 

I have made the Sun! 

Hurling it high 

In the four directions. 

To the East J threw it 

To run its appointed course. 

\ 

THE CREATION OF THE MOON 

Vanyingi Marsati natikahi; vanyifgi Marsati natdkahi; hiyanyi 
lam Moon make; Tam Moon make; here me 

tamai ya-ahai punanaitco-o. (Repeat) 
above both directions throw. 

*Si-iyaldi takio wopahimu kahowa teursanyuku sapdva himuna-a. 
East direction throw there came up correct come. 

(D. C. to*\ 
Translation 

I have made the Moon! 

I have made the Moon! 

Hurling it high 

In the four directions. 

To the East I threw it 

To run its appointed course. 

vel 

THE CREATION OF THE STARS 

Vanyingi Yo-ohowu nataé; vanyifgi Yo-ohowu nata, tamaiwu naigita 
lam Stars make; lam Stars make, above throw 

teuwutt mamasi-i. (Repeat) 
earth light. 

*Vanyiigi wus aitco nati tamaiwu nangita tcufhutu tandli-i. 
Lam all things make above throw land shines. 

(D.C. to*) 
Translation 

| have made the Stars! 

| have made the Stars! 

Above the earth I threw them. 

All things above ’ ve made 

And placed them to illumine. 
26 ETH—08 20 
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Fioop Sones By Earra Docror 

THE WARNING OF THE FLOOD 

Haya, rsi-ahineu nyhu-umatcita teomungd wUu-UWwUsi nyUinahi-imv; 
Weep, pitiable me people you will all see happen; 

haya, rsa-ihingu nyhu-umatcita tcomunga wu-Uwusi nyvinahi-imv. 
weep, pitiable me people you will all see happen, 

Kosi/na rso-otaki kosina teuteUwu}t vamohai-i. (Repeat) 
That water that land dissolve. 

“Haya, rsi-dhifeu nyha-atconyi teomunigd wu-UwuUsi mamatcu-u; 
Weep, pitiable my relatives you will all learning; 

haya, rsi-dhingu nyha-atconyi teomungd “wu-Uwusi mamatcu-v. 
weep, pitiable my relatives you will all learning. 

Kosina rso-otaki kosina titavaku vamohai-i. (Repeat to *) 
That water that mountain dissolve. 

Translation 

‘Weep my unfortunate people! 

All this you will see take place. 

Weep my unfortunate people! 
For the waters will cover the land. 

Weep my unhappy relatives! 

You will learn all. 
Weep my unhappy relatives! 

You will learn all. 

The waters will cover the mountains. 

THE PEOPLE CLIMBING SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN 

Haiya! haiya! vina, vina, hai-iya! Punha rs&hika teonyihi-i, 
Aha! Aha! Flood, flood, Aha! Remember __ pitiable making. 

haiya! haiya! yma, vina, hai-iya! Punha rsdhika teonyihi-i. Hamai y ; ; , ; 
Aha! Aha! Flood, flood, Aha! Remember pitiable making. Here 

‘4 5 ie a 
pa-apaitcomhi nyhu-umatcita rsthika himuna-a. (Repeat) 

before me me people pitiable going. 

Translation 

Haiya! Haiya! Flood! Flood! Hai-iya! 

See the doom awaiting them! 

Haiya! Haiya! Flood! Flood! Hai-iya! 
Here are my doomed people before me. 
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FLoop Sonas By Soura Docror 

ON SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN BEFORE THE FLOOD 

Rsonafigi teuwuyU vamohai-i; rsonaigi nyuwutu vamohai-i, 
Water land dissolve ; water land dissolve, 

kundanigu makaiva sihaiteo-o rsonaigi nanaka  tconyihi-imvu. 
i magician powerful water experimenting making. 

Pecuntint tivaku vamohai-i; rsonaigi tévaku vamohai-i, kundatigu 
Water mountain dissolve: water mountain dissolve, in 

Nasiay’ sitco-omai-i rsonangi nanaké wowoi-hi-mu. (Repeat) 
Nasi understand water experimenting toward-going. 

Kakinda ku tatdévangu ta-atama nanyolinaka rso-otaki yomahi- 
Crooked kind of mountain top I stay water “disperse. 

imu. (Repeat) 

Ta-atama nayolinaka rso-otaki yomahi-imu. (Repeat) 
Top I stay water disperse. 

Translation 

The waters dissolve the land ! 

The waters dissolve the land! 

he mighty magician tests his strength. 

The waters dissolve the mountains ! 

The waters dissolve the mountains! 

Nasi foresees what is coming. 

On Crooked mountain I am standing, 

Trying to disperse the waters. 

On Crooked mountain I am standing, 
Trying to disperse the waters. 

BEFORE THE PEOPLE TURNED TO STONE ON SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN 

Sihaitecoha! Sihaiteoha! Nyhinaka wuwuma sihaitecoha! Wowuma 
Powerless! Powerless! My magie crystal with powerless! With 

siamhu nyhataitco. (Repeat) 
right petrify. 

And again he sang before they became petrified: 

Translation 

Powerless! Powerless ! 

Powerless is my magic crystal. 
Powerless! Powerless! 

I shall become as stone. 

FLoop Sones By E:per BrorHEer 

IN HIS OLLA BEFORE ‘THE FLOOD 

I 

Teokoi vavahaki! teokoi vavahaki! Ku- “on4a nyi yolina. Koja nyi 
Black house! black house! I hold. In i 

yolinha-a wu-umatei yahai ee -0. fepeat) 
stay with to and fro 

Translation 

Black house! Black house! Hold me safely in; 
Black house! Black house! Hold me safely in, 

As I journey to and fro, to and fro. 
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II 

THE FLOOD 

Rsotaki mutu-v! rsotaki mutuka! Mujava putanyu, tamaiavkatcima 
Water running! water running! In sounding, top laying 

tcuvaki parsa pa-anyhimitco. 
cloud nearby on thereI borne. 

Rsotaki mutu-vu! rsotaki mutuka! Mujava rsarsavai, tamaiAukatcima 
Water running! water running! In roaring, top laying 

hononyi parsa pa-anyhimitco. (Repeat) 
evening nearby on there I borne. 

Translation 

Running water! Running water! Herein resounding, 

As on the clouds I am carried to the sky. 

Running water! Running water! Herein roaring, 

As on the clouds I am carried to the sky. 

Ill 

COMING FROM HIS OLLA AFTER THE FLOOD 

Hianyai worsunyu; hianyai worsunyu-u, sihai nyoka hiayai 
Here I came out; here I came out, magician here I 

worsunyw sihai tcoka-a. Hianyai worsunyu; Hianyai worsunyu-v, 
came out magician. Here I came out; Here I came out, 

sitco mateu hianyai worsUnyU sitco matcu-v. 
magical powers here I came out magical powers. 

Hianyai worsunyu-v sihai nyoka; hianyai worsunyu sihai teoka-a. 
Here I came out magician; here I came out magician. 

Hianyai worsunyu-v sitco mateti hianyai worsunyU sitco matcu-vU. 
Here | came out magical know here I came out magical know. 

(Repeat) 
Tanyo wumi; tanyo wuma kukida. Sundai wumd, sundai womd 
Who I with; who I with stand. Who with, who with 

tahiwa. 
sit. 

Itahgu nyo-osihaka wuma kukiwa. Itafgu nyd-dtahaka womt 
~ This my cane with stand. This my crystal with 

tahiwa. (Repeat) 
sit. 

Translation 

Here I come forth! Here I come forth! 

With magic powers I emerge. 

Here I come forth! Here I come forth! 

With magic powers I emerge. 

I stand alone! Alone! 

Who will accompany me? 

My staff and my erysta! 

They shall bide with me. 
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Post-FLoop Soncs py Evper BrorHer 

AT THE CENTRAL PART OF THE EARTH 

Kazu nyvtva worsa hikti nyuwundt vanyvina; katu nyutva worsa 
I There I came navel land I see; there came 

hikd nytuwendti vanyvina. (Repeat) 
navel land I see. 

* Kaju nyutva worsa hiki navangt vanyuina; katu nyutva worsa 
There I came navel mountain I see; there I came 

hikti navahigu vanyvina. (Repeat to *) 
navel mountain I see. 

Translation 

Here I have come to the center of the earth; 

Here I have come to the center of the earth. 

T see the central mountain; 

I see the central mountain. 

CLIMBING THE CLIFFS TO ATTACK EAGLE 

Kand yavai tapinymd, kand vayai tapinyma. Kand vavai tapinymnd, 
Up steep bank smooth, up steep bank smooth. Up steep bank smooth 

kand vavai tapinymt. Vapait teotcoa kainatea himuna. (Repeat) 
up bank smooth. Points stick after going. 

Kand vavai napinymd, kand vavai napinyma, vapit teotcoa kaimatca id > ’ 
Up stone smooth; up stone smooth, points stick after 

himtna. (Repeat) 
going. 

Tanyi tahai 1-itai, tanyi tabai [-itar, 
Iam white Elder Iam white Elder 

Brother, Brother. 

Tanyi tahai Litai, tanyi tahai Litay. 
Iam white Elder Iam _ white Elder 

Brother, Brother. 

Va-asif teotcoa kainaka himuna. (Repeat) (Repeat both lines 
Leafiess stick after walking. 

twice) 
Translation 

Up the cliff, steep and smooth, 
Up the cliff, steep and smooth, 

Up the eliff, steep and smooth, 

Climbs Elder Brother 
With his shining power. 
Up the cliff, steep and smooth, 

Up the cliff, steep and smooth, 

He climbs step by step. 
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ELDER BROTHER AS A FLY 

Song sung by Elder Brother as he concealed himself in the form of a fly 

Himovyali movali moko, himovali movalimoko. Hivanyté sikésiimo, 
(2) fly die, (2) fly die. I will sleep, 

hivanyta sikdsiimo. (Repeat) 
I will sleep. 

Himovali moko, hivanyta sikasiimo, hivanyté sikdsiimo. (Repeat) 
(2) die, I will sleep, I will sleep. 

Tcinyny. 
Buzz-z. 

Translation 

Himovyali! Die fly! Himovali! Die fly! 

I shall sleep! I shall sleep! 
Himovyali! Let die! Iam drowsy. 

I will sleep! Buzz-z. 

Song sung by the Eagle's wife to put him to sleep 

Haya yakahai yahai mo, haya yakahai mo, hovanyta sikdsiimo, 
(2) wr) (?) (?) (?) (2) (2), I sleep, 

hovanyta sikdsiimo. Haya yakahai mo, hovanyté sikasiimo, hovanyta 
i sleep. (2) (?) (2), I sleep, I 

sikdsiimo. (Repeat) 
sleep, 

Translation 

Haya yakahai yahai mo! Haya yakahai mo! 

Iam sleepy, I am sleepy. 
Haya yakahai yahai mo! Iam sleepy. 

Destruction or HA-AKk 

As they prepare to destroy the female monster, Hd-dk, Elder Brother and the people 

sing together 

I 

TA-Anunima Litai hawvli voponak nyvbina. Amunyuta 
Dazzling power Elder Brother winds tie singing. Then sing 

mulivak wu-umany voponak — nyu-uhtina’. 
came swiftly together tie, singing. 

II 

Kovakoyr, kovakove, kovakove, kovakove. Tyali Moahanan- 
(Gey () (?) (?) Great Mo’hathka 

inamnyu-una. Koyakove, kovakove. 
top singing. (2) (2) 

Translation 

Dazzling power has Elder Brother, 
Mastering the winds with song. 

Swiftly now we come together, 

Singing to secure control. 

Kovakove, kovakove, 

Kovakoye, koyakove. 
Singing on the summit 

Of great Mo’hattik mountain. 

aMo’hatik, Greasy mountain, between the Gila and Salt rivers near their confluence. It is 

supposed to be the home of Elder Brother. 
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Ill 

¢ y 

Anayoktina, anayokfina, hayoktina. Tev-unarsat ,* yavateuki; 
(?) (2) (2) (?) cigarette; 

kasinakon  yavateuki. Anayoktina, anayokfina, hayoktna. 
sleep-inducing cigarette. (2) (?) (2) 

IV 

Ala wus mo’-omok tatévaka tei’pia mi/ak dvajiana mi/ak at’cupana. 
This all sharps mountains moving near _ their well near haying mortar 

v 

Vay wuttama yopahimd. Vay wutama vopahimti. Vay wutama 
Steep bank on throw. (Repeat) 

vopahimii. 
Teutetnoni ko’kovoli sis’vanika-a. Vajz wotama vopahimdi. 
Blue (or green) owl having brightest. Steep bank under throw. 

Vay wutama vopahimi. 
(Repeat) 

Translation 

Anayoktna, anayoktina, hayoktina. 

Sacred pipe of Tcu-unarsat’, 
Sleep-inducing sacred pipe. 

Anayoktina, anayoktina, hayoktina. 

Ha-dak flees from her pursuers. 
But her spring and mortar stay. 

Throw a great stone! 

Throw a great stone! 

The blue owl is brightest, 

Throw a great stone! 
The blue owl is brightest. 

Throw a great stone. 

Songs sung by Elder Brother and his followers in the Nether World 

In tHe NerHer Worip 

if 

Vatcikia himu; vatcikia himu; vatcikia himu;  vatcikia himv. 
We £0; we go; we £0; ; we go. 

Huk asinyu apu ka’na. Hita tuvavaki abiya wunanitd. Vatcikia 
That me pleases (2). This home here we leave. we 

himvu; vatcikia himu; huk &sinyu apu_ ka’na. 
g0; we g0; that me pleases (?) 

Translation 

We go, we go, we go, we go, 

Happy we leave our homes. 

We go happily we go. 

aTcu-unarsat’ is the name of a former Pueblo chief who lived near Mo’hatik mountain. 
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II 

Vatei’ki mutdu; vatciki mutdu. Vatciki mutdu; vateiki mutdvu. 
We run; we run. We run; we Tun. 

Vateiki munu; vateiki munu. Hukdsinydmu kana. Hita tuydaitaka 
We run; we run. That me pleases (2). This our country 

hiya. Vavoyok vateiki munv. Hukasinyimu kana. 
here, To leave we hasten. That me pleases (2). 

Translation 

We run, we run, we run, we run. 

Happy we leave our land; 
With pleasure hence we hasten. 

On EMERGENCE FROM THE NetHprR WoriLD 

On their emergence upon the surface of the earth the Nether-world - 
people danced together and with Elder Brother sang the following: 

Itavany nyi rsavikit dawuwum aworsanyu. (D. C.) 
We thing our rattle with together. 

Inu yatdé memai gifgin vaiku. 
This’ parrot tails waving (?). 

Itavany nyi nyfnyirsa awowem anyopinyu. (D. C.) 
Wething our (2) with we went down. 

In a yoku mamai iyimyin vyaiku. 
This (2?) tails waving (2). 

Kusi tahai teuteuwuta(r) tamai teitciviaka nyuhunatei. 
Kind of white countries on come singing. 

Vapinama huwutda-a. Kotea wus tcitciviaka. (D. C.) 
Head-dresses moving. We all come. 

Nyvhunatei tconanyuka teuteuwutda teuna nyu-U-U. 
Singing dancing lands shakes (2) 

Kusi teokwe tétdvaku tamait a-ahuka nythwnatei_ sisivata 
Kind of black mountains on all come singing head-dresses 

monuva—a 
waving. 

Kotea wus sita-ahuka; kotca wus sita-ahuta. 
We all cherished; we all cherished. 

Nyvhunatci, teonayuka, titavaku kavanyu-v. 
Singing, dancing, mountains rumbling. 

Translation 

Together we emerge with our rattles; 

Together we emerge with our rattles, 

Bright-hued feathers in our head-dresses. 

With our nyfinyirsa we went down; 

With our nyfinyirsa we went down, 

Wearing Yoku feathers in our head-dresses. 

This is the white land; we arrive singing, 

Head-dresses waving in the breeze. 

We havecome! We have come! 

The land trembles with our dancing and singing. 

On these black mountains all are singing, 

Head-dresses waving, head-dresses waving. , 

We all rejoice! We all rejoice! j 

Singing, dancing, the mountains trembling. 
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Songs of Elder Brother and his underworld supporters as they approached Casa Grand 

Kan(d)jukai moki va-aki ku-uka ama va-aki ta-amai — sivany 
There habitation at that place he runs Yonder dead habitation standing. 

mumtda-a’, Sa-ihamu maopani kama iko-osi-i-i.@ 
about, Yellow hands having fabric. 

Translation 

Yonder stands the doomed habitation. 

About the pueblo runs its frightened chieftain 
In yellow garment with hand print decoration. 

On APPROACHING PUEBLOS 

As the underworld people approached Santan 

kutda hamo-olina, pipini havavahaki. Pipint havavahaki 
Mud their house in they stay, mud their house. 

Kutda maka hiteu, kotdena sinyu-vpuitika kutda ahamo-olina. 
In one hay- see, he was me afraid in they stay. 

ing power 

Pipinu  havavahaki kutda maka _ hitev. 
Mund their house in one hay- see. 

ing power 

Translation 

In their house of adobe they are staying; 

Their chief with magic power fears me. 

In their house of adobe we see their chief. 

As they approached the village below Santan 

hamany vi-i-i’. 
some will see. 

Amuka vu-vuhanyvi-ita; amuk@ yu-uhanyvita-a; 
Some will truly see; some will truly see; 

Kuhiyu hukiva mv-vlihiku  rs4-Anuka puva-aki nyvi-i’. 
That old okatilla fence their house see. 

Translation 

Some will truly see, 

Some will truly see, 
Will see their house 

Behind the okatilla stockade. 

As they approached Sweetwater 

Katdu = kanyuvu-untdai = sikémumiéli;  katdu — kateuvu-utdai 
There land plenty beads; there earth 

sikimumali. Kwu-vu nanyuta-4 wo-orsai-i’. (Repeat from beginning) 
plenty beads. The somebody come out. . : 

place 

Hamiva yuna-a nuté-d-it wo-orsai-i? ku nyi-inuita-a Kutdnali-i. 
There place somebody came out his soul shines. 

(Repeat) 
Translation 

There is the land of many beads, 

There is the land of many beads. 
Some one comes forth; 

He knows what will befall him. 

« Iko-osi-i-i’ is for iks, meaning almost any textile fabric. 
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As they approached Casa Blanca 

Kuisi kavuhuka; kuisi kawuhuku, vavahaki kutda makahi 
Very difficult; very difficult, house there magic 

power 

teu-v’. 
see. 

Translation 

It will be difficult, 

It will be difficult, 

. To capture this pueblo 

With its magic power. 

As they approached Vulture’s home 

Hava’nyi yali nyanga, Hava’nyi yali nya-aka, tandlik(ii nanavai-i. 
Raven child saying, Raven child me call, brightness glitter. 

(D. C.) 
*Hiyanyi yamuka nyuita tanaliki konyonyoi. (D. C. to *) 
ESSE ubexe see _ brightness niirage. 

Above Gila Crossing 

Nanyiki va-aho mvkai hiyanyi worsanyuk himuna Tevunarsan 
Tam 2 magician here me arose went Teunasat 

yavateuki yoahana hukatei némaiina siamu  kokomaisoaki-i. 
cigarette holding with my enemy eorrect incantation. 

Nanyiki vi-ikiho mekai hiyanyi worsanyuk himuna_ késikun 
Tam soft feather magician here me arose went sedative 

yavatcuki yoabana hukatci ndmaiina sidmd kakanasi-i. 
cigarette holding with my enemy right make sleep. 

Hiyanyi worsanyuk himuna ‘Tcunarsan yavateuki yoahana 
Here me arose went Teunasat cigarette holding 

hukatci naémaiina siimu kokomaisoaki-i. Hiyanyi worsanyuk himuna 
with my enemy correct incantation. Here me arose went 

kasiktin aywateuki yoahana hukatci namaiina sidmu_ kéka-Asi-i. 
sedative cigarette holding with my enemy correct make sleep. 

At Mesa 

Halisi tevu-undki pahaka pabivwoa. Halisi teu-undki pahatew 
Small blue eagle puts tail on. Small blue eagle 

pahivwoa tcuvwuna s-utpava worsanu-v. (D. C.) 
put tail on land middle came out. . 

Hiyanyi paiiteomi yahaiiaa kukivwa tavanyi yosianga hukio 
Here me before me to and fro stand it was my cane already 

simamateu-v. 
know. 

Between Tempe and Phoenia 

Hamuka yanyvitahimu hamanyu  titahivwoaka nyvitahimu 
Some will you look for there me sit “you look for 

hamuka nyvinaht. (D. C.) 
you will you look for. 

Rsthiku napahvi tundtaku-u hamuka pumvuihi-i. 
Pitiable enemy crazy you will take. 

Rsihiku nadpahei tunavamo-o hamuka pumuihi-i. 
Pitiable enemy drunken you will take. 
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FESTAL SONGS 

N-ata VArAt Nyat, Mrppie Run Sona 

[By Ki-iwa, Bitten] 

I 

Makai kik(i) nyvitcota. *Makai kik(i) nyvitcota itany tinulikany 
Magician houses _ singing to. Magician houses singing to this my shining 

rsursu[ tcotcoa kony am nyvi tco. (Repeat. Then repeat twice 
my straight stand I there singing to. 

from *) 

II 

Teuteupavfi yohoyfi wupunigu vaifimna;: *teutcupavti yohovti 
Prostitute women first — came running; prostitute women 

wupungu vaifimtina, tevutcutéigi yidsifiga yokate.  Vaifimtina 
first came running, blue flowers holding. Came running, 

siyalifgu tataigio vavanyihaigi tconyopitei pyunyakimu. (Repeat 
east direction filing slow talking. 

stanza; then repeat twice from *) 
(At the beginning of this stanza the appointed singers appear in two 

files, men and women apart) 

Il 

Vanyifgi nyonyvuja himuhuna; * vanyingi nyonyuja himvhwuna 
Tam crooked going; Tam crooked going 

honunyigu.  Avuhuaviva himukai kikiydanai kahate manguvak 
west. Toward going to rainbows with swing the arms 

gamonya himvuhvuna. (Repeat same as aboye) 
there I going. 

Translation 

Singing to the gods in supplication; 

Singing to the gods in supplication, 
Thus my magic power is uplifted. 

My power is uplifted as I sing. 

Prostitutes hither running come; 

Prostitutes hither running come, 

Holding blue flowers as they run. 

Talking in whispers they file along. 

Along the crooked trail I’m going, 

Along the crooked trail going west. 

To the land of rainbows I’m going, 

Swinging my arms as I journey on. 
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IV 

Tanandma sialik varsatca imvuna; * tandindma sialik varsatea imukuk 
Shining morning up there come; shining morning up there come 

nyaihimvna yoipikot. Aimuna marsata imUna tarsaiAa tcUrsatcimu 
me reaching pleiades. Come moon come sun appear 

sisiAaj yovaya puihimuna. (Repeat stanza; then repeat twice from *) 
rises high lifting. 

V 

Huvateondu vaitimuna * momoi yohofi; vaifimuna teuvangi mamatik; 
Bluebird came running many Women; camerunning clouds heads carrying; 

lifimuna wusat mimunama tcuAahangi yongunyi nak vat vangu 
came running all there top of heads clouds shaking it that shaking 

nyihina-a. (Repeat as above) 
us. 

Wal 

Ajiwus kimangi taékunad makai * tarsai; wopondak marsat yalihimuna 
Kind of gray spider magician sun; tie moon roll 

hamukai kukiwoak yopam hyaimtikam. jjnyuina teundngi teidikond 
there stand turn go. See green cane 

kate yovaya puihimuna-a. (Repeat as above) 
with raising higher. 

Translation 

The bright dawn appears in the heavens; 

The bright dawn appears in the heavens, 
And the paling pleiades grow dim. 

The moon is lost in the rising sun. 

With the women Bluebird came running; 

With the women Bluebird came running; 

All came carrying clouds on their heads, 

And these were seen shaking as they danced. 

See there the Gray Spider magician; 

See there the Gray Spider magician 

Who ties the Sun while the Moon rolls on. 

Turn back, the green staff raising higher. 
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Teareaka Nyat, NAME SonG 

[By Virsak VAal-I1, Hawk Flying] 

There are seventy stanzas in this song. ‘Two names are called in 

each, a name being inserted in place of the words here in brackets. 
The sone may begin with any stanza, but the name of the place where 

o ‘J > . 

the dance is held must be inserted as the first name: thus, in the stanza 

below, the name of the village would be substituted for ** Ma-akahi.” 

I 

Halakoit namanu vapaka worsanyuk mahdinama teuAuli. (Repeat) 
(?) top reeds arose placing increase in 

height. 

Hitaau (Ma-akahi) moa-akate yahakaha hukatcai pawusika kopate 
uate ly ] kills with painted with it all over hair 

maiteu-v. 
knock down. 

Hitavu Hivayomi pukate ydbakaha hukatedi pawusika katate 
This [ ] catch painted with it all over bow 

maitcu-u. (Repeat) 
knock down. 

Il 

Halakoit, ma-akahi wuma worsahi; halakoit (ma-akahi) wuma 
(?) magician with came up; yan 4) magician with 

worsamu. 
came up. 

Hukaiteuau Ma-akahi kopate maiteu-u; hukaitcuau Hivayomi 
That long [ ] hair knock down; that long [ ] 

katAte maiteu-vu. 
bow knock down. 

Translation 

The ceremonial reeds are lifted; 

The ceremonial reeds are lifted. 

Ma-akahi has killed an Apache, 

And we meet together here in war paint 

To‘collect hair trophies with their power. 

Hivayomi has taken a captive, 

And the magie of his bow dies with him. 

Ma-akahi has come to our festa; 
Ma-akahi has come to our festa. 

Ma-akahi ties the enemy’s hair; 
Hivayomi kills the enemy’s bow. 
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Ill 

Siyal wutedka huma-akahi yahandak maitcu-v. 
East under magician colored knoek down. 

Honony wuteika humaakahi va- apaku: yahandak maitev-v. 
West under en AO Ere! reed colored knock down. 

Ma-akahi sapaavhu nya- “aku ko-opate maiteu-u; Hivayomi sapaauhu 
[ ] correct hair knock down; [ ] correct 

teohi ka-atéte maiteu-v. 
do bow knock down. 

IV 

Imovali kAvahaiki, kivahaiki, kaivaya, mokovaya tamahi, (Repeat) 
Near to rumbling, rumbling, passing, waving top go, 

tamamhu. 
top go. 

Hitavu Ma-akahi pahafgu Aupuhdva kavandaimu na-aka worsahi; 
This [ J eagle like shield grasp arose; 

hitava Hivayomi virsafga vupuhaya rsainviteuki muka worsamvu. 
this { ] haw ke like elub grasping arose. 

V 

Kamonya imuka nyuwunda nyvitahi sikunga kop maitcu-v. 
There going land “looking good hair knock down. 

Komonyi munduku navaiga nyvitamhu sikufigu, kata maitcu-v. 
There run mountain seeing run good, bow knock down. 

Ma-akahi woumate nyvitahi sikufiga kop maitev-u; Hivayomi 
[ J with looking good hair knock down; [ 

wumate nyvitahi sikufeu kat& maitcu-v. 
with seeing good. bow knock down. 

Translation 

On this side the East Land the magician 

The sacred colored object has knocked down. 

On this side the West Land the magician 

The sacred colored reed has overthrown. 

Ma-akahi wisely talks, tying hair; 

Hivayomi wisely acts, killing bow. 

The scout hears with trembling the sounds of night; 

The scout hears with trembling the sounds of night. ’ 

Ma-akahi eagle-like grasps his shield; 

Hivayomi hawk-like comes with his club. 

Well-seeming is the land to the warrior 

As he goes to collect an enemy’s hair; 

And its mountains, as he kills the bow. 

Ma-akahi sees clearly as he ties the hair; 

Hivayomi sees clearly as he kills the bow. 
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Nae 

Kakatak tamai pahafigu naiwo-orsa, Yakimuli tamai Virsangil 
Crooked top eagle arose, river top haw ke 

naiwo-orsa, 
arose. 

Hitavu soe a pahaigu wumu nydhakukaau handa tangu 
This eagle with talk shield grasp 

kaworsahi. 
arise and go. 

Hitavu Hivayomi virsaiga wumu nydhika rsinyi-iteuki puhuka 
This [ ] hawk with talk elub grasp arise 

worsamv. 
and run. 

VII 

Teunikima kopanya ikiteu iya vawoAapa. 
Blue air eut* here brought. 

rakimu katdnyi muhuka iya vawovapa. 
Full-leaved bow cateh here brought 

Ma-akahi moaka hi-iya vu-undigifiga vovapa; eyons mipvhi E ] kill here dizzy brought; J catch 
hi-iya yUnavamongi vovapa. 

here drunk brought. 

VIII 

Gamonya imuna; gamonya imvna; gamonya imuhuna. 
There {I going; there [ going; there I £0. 

Gamonyi munvuna;: gamonyi munwvna; gamonyi munuhwna. 
There I run; there I run; there T run. 

Itavu Ma-akahi paha yonanda hak ténlimuna: hitaya Hivayoma This [ ] eagle arrow feathers that shining; this [ ] 
virsaka yomanda hak nyUnyuvaiku. 

hawk arrow feathers that air waves. 

Translation 

From the Superstition mountain rose the Eagle; 
From the sluggish-moving Gila rose the Hawk. 

Ma-akahi talked with the Fagle, then 
Arose, grasped his shield, and went his w ay. 

Hivayomi talked with the Hawk and then 
Arose, grasped his club, and journeyed forth. 

With hair trophies our courage is renewed. 
Many of the enemy’s bows we’ve captured, 

Ma-akahi bravely endures fasting; 

Hivayomi bravely endures all thirst. 

There I am going; there I am going. 
There I am running; there I am running. 

Ma-akahi’s eagle-feathered arrows! 
Hivayomi’s strong hawk-feathered arrows! 
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1D.< 

Haliavuta sibufi na-anak& kainamu nydkna yoviva sipuhimo 
Brother older incoherent sounds talk woman take 

kaiyavu nydkna hatcyahami. 
here talk accomplish. 

Haliauta sihuni na-anakd kainama nyuhuna  yaliva sipuhimo 
Brother older incoherent sounds sing child take 

kaiyava nyuhuna hateyahami. 
here sing accomplish. 

Itavu Ma-akahi na-anaké kainamu nydkna yoviva sipuhimo kaiyavu 
This [ ] incoherent sounds talk woman take here 

nydikna hateyahami. 
talk accomplish. 

Itavu Hivayomi na-anaké kainama nyvuhuna  yaliva sipuhimo 
This [ J incoherent sounds sing child take 

kaiyava nyuhuna hateyahami. 
here sing accomplish. 

x 

Hi-i-i yoliva hi-iyoliva ya viyoli-iva hi; (Repeat) mbv. 
(?) (?) (?) (?) (?) £0; run. 

Hihitaau See akahi ipoitate teutinyu hi-i-ivoliva yaviyoli-ivahi. 
This J hard beating” (?) (?) 2 

Hihitava Hone huja tate kavanyu hi-i-iyoliva yaviy oe ivamhv. 
This [ ] mind (2) rattling (2) 

XI 

Panumand katcokate vihili hana vili vawu-upa  vatcohina. 
Coyote cub there it is (?) on (2) like appearance. 

(Repeat) 
Hukaiteutu Mas akahi pahaka wu-upa vatcohina; hukai  teufu 

That Les ] eagle like appearance; that long 

Hivayomi fos wu-upa vatcohina. 
L ] hawk like appearance. 

Translation 

Elder Brother mumbling caught the woman; 

Elder Brother crooning caught the child. 

Ma-ahaki mumbling takes the woman; 

Hivayomi crooning takes the child. 

Hi-i-i yoliva! Hi yoliva! 

Hi-i-i ya viyoli-iva mhu! 
Ma-ahaki’s heart trembles on the war path; 

Hivayomi’s soul shivers with its fear. 

There’s the Coyote cub, Coyote cub! 

There’s the Coyote cub, Coyote cub! 

Ma-ahaki resembles the Eagle; 

Hivayomi resembles the Hawk. 
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XII 

Yavahimvu yavahimu yavahi. (Repeat) 
Yavahimv yavahi. 
Yavahimu yavahimu yavamhvu. (Repeat) 
Yayahimu yavamhu. 
Naiu suku Ma-akai taiwonyuk kavandai paimitco yavahimu 
I guess that [ ] arose running shield (2) 

yavahimu yavahimu yavahi, naniu suka Hivayomi taiwonyuk 
3 (?) ; (?) (?) I guess that [ ] arose 

rsinyiteuki muliteo, yavahimu yavamhu. 
club make run, (?) (?) 

Translation 

Yavahimt, yavahimv, yavahi! 
Yavahimv, yavyahimu, yavahi! 

Ma-akahi rose and ran with his shield; 

Hivayomi rose and ran with his club. 

CIRCLING SONGS” 

Pa-ak Nyai, EaGue Sone 

[Composed by Varsi Akam, Rat-Back. Told by Ki-iwa] 

Accompanied by dancing and the beating of baskets. The dancers 
move in a circle made up of men and women alternately. ‘‘It looks 
bad for two men to be together.” 

I 

Tarsaii gamai yononyimuta kun(d)a méananahiwoakai tamaikd 
Sun there go down in sit there 

pahaka nyunyvi kop iyv rsinawoitco. (Repeat) 
Eagle songs you here commence. 

Makai ki tava worsanyhu kamo nyi paitei teuwvju katcimhv. 
Magician house arises before me in front land lays. 

Tamaiku pahaka nyunyvi kop iyt rsinawoiteo. (Repeat) 
There Eagle songs you here commence, 

Translation 

As the Sun sinks to the westward 
We begin singing the eagle songs. 

The home of the magician rises, 
Standing before me in the land. 

We begin singing the eagle songs. 

aSikAlhim Nyvl; called also Basket-beating songs, Hoa Rsarstina, 

26 ETH—O08. 21 
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II 

fii kapi worsa, yai kapi worsa; Hateuwuju Makai, yai kapi 
Now order arises, now order arises; he Earth Doctor, now order 

worsa (Repeat) 
arises. 

Yai kapi worsa, hinavat awutci tcut nytnyvi teoma worsana 
Now order arises, hidden below from songs there arise 

teuwuj}u yainukama teoatcoail. (Repeat) 
land after planted. 

Ill 

Teuwuju sapanyiki nyvi, teuwuju sapanyiki nyvt, siyalingt 
Land right I see, land right I see, east 

aigio teu, Ita yaha, teuwujUu sapdnyiki nyvi. (Repeat) 
direction from Elder child land right I see. 

Brother 

Teuwv}u sapanyiki nyvi siyalingt tanigio teut Itai yaha, teuwujU 
Land right I see, east direction from Elder child land 

Brother 

sapinyiki nyui. (Repeat) 
right I see. 

IV 

Tavaneti mai-i, tévafed mai-i; hononyikt tatgio teu}, Toakoatam 
Mountain win, mountain win; west. direction from, White-Eater 

havivihi tavukii mai-r. (Repeat) 
she remained mountain win. 

Tavangi mai-i, hononyikii tafgio tev3, Toakoatam havivihi 
Mountain win, west direction from, White-Eater she remained 

tavuki mai-i. (Repeat) 
mountain win. 

Translation 

Earth Magician now comes hither; 

Earth Magician now comes hither. 

From the depths the songs are rising, 

And by him are here established. 

As now the land is prosperous ; 

As now the land is prosperous 

Elder Brother comes from the East; 

He comes here as a child might, 

The land prospers with his coming. 

Tt was in the western mountains 

That White-Eater Woman dwelt. 

It was in the western mountains 

That White-Eater Woman dwelt. 
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Vv 

Hononyi ikamoisi iwugiom kuna ka-ayofika hawus anyivia 
West there reddish in there bird they all came 

haninyi wutfga nyi. 
there around me. 

Pahaka hanyunyaki ivaAuna hiyanyi imapai imadaoaka anyvina, 
Eagle his voice stretched here T to you to touch to see, 

haiya ha aiya haya haya ha-a! Hamuka nyvita. (Repeat) 
haiya (2?) (?) (?) (ea) (2) You see. 

Hiya nyi imapai imavoaka anyvina, de ha aiya haya haya ha-a! 
Here i to you to touch see, (? @) 00) (?) (?) (?) 

Hamvuka nyvita. (Repeat) 
You see. 

Translation 

The evening glows red in the West, 

And the birds here gather about me. 

Now I hear the screams of the Eagle. 

Haiya ha aiya haya haya ha-a! 

Now I meet and see you. Haiya ha! 

Hoa Rsas0na Nyai Basker-BeatinGc Sone 

[By Virsak VAl-1] 

I 

Kanu vavai kokoana iyaimu. (Repeat) 
Yonder cliff end roll. 

Vavaki yuwulimv. (Repeat) 
Steep house windy. 

Hitu ma-akahi yuwvlikatci opamana vitana, kanu vavai kokoana 
This magician windy with turn back wind borne, yonder cliff end 

iy aimvu. 
roll. 

Vavaki yuwtlimu. (Repeat) 
Steep house windy. 

Il 

Siyay tinundika muhvuka mujuna_ sikoji kambhovatcokahi yahana 
Morning dawn far running younger brother preceding feathers 

rsolingahimvu. (Repeat) 
throwing. ; 

Translation 

Roll from cliff end to cliff end, 

Roll, Winds, from the steep house walls. 

Thus the growing excitement 

Gathers like the winds that blow 

From the house of Wind Magician. 

In the East, my younger brothers, 

We are preceded by the bearers 

Of the sacred eagle feathers. 

In the East, my younger brothers, 

We are preceded by the bearers 

Of the sacred eagle feathers. 
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Ill 

Pahaku yaitanga mutanyunu. (Repeat) 
Eagle field thud. 

Sahapa kainama mutdnyimu tcorsayi pumunaikmu-vu. (Repeat; 
Agreeable sounding thud rolling thunder. 

then sing all twice) 

Translation 

In the distant land of Eagle, 

In the distant land of Eagle 

Sounds the harmonious rolling 

Of reverberating thunder. 

KreirAvant Nyai, SwaALLow SonG 

[By Ki-iwa] 

A song for fiestas that is accompanied by dancing. 

I 

Kikitavali yofingi hiyany wuwuma nyunyvi ivama rsarsaniitco 
Swallow birds ere with me songs more commence 

hiyamy wuwuma nyvuhvta-a. (Repeat) 
here with me singing. 

Rsdingama so-ofi yumapim olina-a hiyany wuwuma nyuhvta-a. 
Poor women together stay here with me singing. 

(Repeat) 

II 

Vavaisa finitavali nam kuka-a, vavaisa finitavali nam kuka-a; 
Rocks swallows meet standing, rocks swallows meet standing; 

kujam& nyovapa-a, kujama nyovapa-a, haniny wuwukany teutania 
there me brought, there me brought, there me around blue 

kikihyatti wovakimht. (Repeat) 
rainbows appeared. 

Vavaisa fiditdvali nam kuka-a kujyam4 nyovapa-a hanany wowukany 
Rocks swallows meet standing there me brought there me around 

teutangia kikihyaji wovakimhu. (Repeat) 
blue — rainbows appeared. 

Translation 

Now the Swallow begins his singing; 
Now the Swallow begins his singing. 

And the women who are with me, 

The poor women commence to sing. 

The Swallows met in the standing cliffs ; 

The Swallows met in the standing cliffs. 

And the rainbows arched above me, 

There the blue rainbow arches met. 
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II 

Teoteoka kinit&sajd hiatévaiauka, hiativaiauka monyi vanyimuja 
Black swallows (they) here run- (they) here run- took leading me 

ning came, ning came 

kamu kéi-iny vanyimuja. (Repeat) 
there me brought me. 

Hiatadvadiaukahi kamu kéi-iny vanyimvuja kamu kéii-iny vanyimvuja. 
Here running came there me leading me there me leading me. 

(Repeat) 
IV 

Haiya! Rsfinga tevAvigi pi yunangita-a kahosiyali Auputeiha 
Alas! Poor clouds not ee erable far in the east under 

tdAanga iteu-ujaa hamu katcu konya-am himvlivuka-a. (Repeat) 
mountain in there lay I there arrived running. 

Tevavngi pi yunangite- a kaho siyali au upute: “tha tdaanga iteu-vta-a 
Clouds not iscoverable far in the east un mountain in there 

hamu katcu konya-am himuliauka-a. (Repeat) 
lay I there arrived running. 

V 

Vatciki hyoata pung& hihivaka nyuhuna, vatciki yoa tapunga 
We are basket scraping singing, we are basket 

hihivaka nyuhuna; hodony muja vahamutdanyu konyungu kaitconga 
scraping singing; evening in thud Tam listening 

hitanyi yahana kokana teufa kianti rsaitconga. (Repeat) 
this my feathers tips clouds there hanging. 

Vatciki hyoata pungé hihivaka nyuhuna; hodony muja vahamutinyu 
We are basket scraping singing: evening in thud 

konyungu kaitconiga hitanyi yahana kokana teufa kianti rsaitconga. 
Tam listening this my feathers tips elouds there hanging. 

(Repeat) 
Translation 

The Black Swallows running hither ; 

The Black Swallows running hither, 

Running hither came to lead me, 

Lead me there, lead me there. 

Haiya! Far in the distant east 

Lie the clouds hidden under the mountain. 

Far in the east direction 

To the hidden clouds come running. 

We are beating the basket drums; 

We are beating the basket drums. 

Iam singing, I am listening; 

From my feathers clouds are shaking. 
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VI = 

Vanyvu tindinadvigeti kamudtikai vapamoj(d) rsorsonaki; namha 
Tam dizzy > run bog water; there 

nanyinyiviha kuja uk mékéfaj nyuta-a vapaaka fgifgi rsa-aka ihya 
I came in there tadpole Singing reeds ‘Dark girdle here 

vanyuta. (Repeat) 
singing. 

V: Bpemearic) rsorsonaki namha nanyinyiviba kuja uk makaéfa} nyuta-a 
water there I came in there tadpole singing 

ane Neingi rsa-aka ihya vanyuta. (Repeat) 
reeds bark girdle here singing. 

VII 

Hodony kanyupyusund kateu tamai siteund-Aki vangiteud yéimuja 
Evening Jand lay top very blue dragon fly going 

rsona-aki nanamai, Avafigihya hunyvtl mamai kany rsotafgi teoakana. 
water top, hanging his tail with water stick in. 

(Repeat) 
Kony hya-ama nyinyiviha kanyvita hunytl mamai kany rsonangi 

I there came see his tail with water 

tcoakana yanakwuai rsamhonyv. 
stick in flapping rustling. 

VIII 

Himonyi munv-una, himonyi munv-una; tcokafigia sisikimu, 
There ITrun, there IT run; darkness rattling, 

teokangia sisikimu-u, tciavojd hydsinga kony hunga sifanatcama 
darkness rattling, visnaga flowers I that wear in hair 

nyvimulhimu. (Repeat) 
singing place going to. 

Himonyi munv-una, teokafigia sisikimu, tcokafgia sisikimu-v, 
There I run, darkness rattling, darkness rattling, 

tciavoyd hyasinga kony hunga sifanatcama nytimulhimu. (Repeat 5 
visnaga “flowers that wearin hair singing place going to. 

Translation 

I ran into the swamp confused ; 

There I heard the Tadpoles singing. 

I ran into the swamp confused, 

Where the bark-clothed Tadpoles sang. 

In the West the Dragonfly wanders, 
Skimming the surfaces of the pools, 

Touching only with his tail. He skims 

With flapping and rustling wings. 

Thence I run as the darkness gathers, 

Wearing cactus flowers in my hair. 

Thence I run as the darkness gathers, 

In fluttering darkness to the singing place. 
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IX 

Sikéla imuta vanyi kinyonyoi vawupi nyiwoata-a, hai-iya! 
Round going vulture like I make, haiya! 

Tamaiavu kateimu parsi vanyolina kanyvita-a itavanya ipUinanga 
Top laying near by to I stay see this breath ~ 

teutcundiigu-u. (Repeat) 
blu 

Renaiee katcimu parsi vanyolina kanyvita-a itdvanya ipvinaiga 
Top laying near by to Istay see this breath = 

teutcuninigu-v. (Repeat) 
blue. : 

x 

Avngihomi nakamvla, Aungihomi nakamula; hidaat nyvihunda 
dish bat, reddish bat; here song end 

Adkamunanahakimu pahafga viviigi hukanyi sivanatconaha adkamv- 
rejoices eagle” down that © put in head dress re- 

nanahakimv pawoi yAsi-imv. 
joices pawoi (tree) flower. 

Translation 

Tam circling like the Vulture, 

Staying, flying near the blue. 

Tam circling like the Vulture, 

Breathing, flying near the blue. 

Now the Reddish Bat rejoices 

In the songs which we are singing ; 

He rejoices in the eagle down 

With which we ornament our headdress. 

HAwiximat Nyai, Burrerrty Sone 

[By Virsak VAt-1] 

I 

Yakimaji nyunyvi rsfnatco, yakimaji nyunyvi rsanateo; *vata 
Butterfly song commence, ~ butterfly song commence ; they 

teotconaku yahaipu vapaki(f)wa komoinanyi yovaiya pumuhimvu-v. 
dance either side to and fro smoke raise higher. 

(Repeat all; then repeat four times from *) 

II 

Yakimay yofitu, yakimayi yofinu, *mohomoi nythiau rsfnatco 
Butterfly bird, butterfly hird, many song commence 

wuhuwvi nyi nuduna kita rsarsinfk komvhi. (Repeat all; 
toward i run house close to dust. 

then repeat twice from*) 
Translation 

The Butterfly song we now commence; 

The Butterfly song we now commence, 

Dancing on sides to and fro 

Until the dust arises. 

The Butterfly Bird, the Butterfly Bird 

Commences to sing his many songs. 

I run to where the dust arises, 

Close to the walls of the house. 
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Il 

Vanyiki yumotci nyunyviAu rsdinatco. (Repeat) 
Tam now song commence. 

*Konyami kakayaék wuhuavi nyi mudukai konyka wumaika 
I there heard toward me run I that with 

wumanyi rsanawoitco. (Repeat all; then repeat twice from *) 
with him commence. 

IV 

Yonofangu yahaka mohofi *yakanyhi wuwumvu_ rsdnawoitco, 
Cat-tail leaf woman here me with commence, 

hinhovat wutganya himihimu iakofiga nyi iovaha hayany 
in there round going here my taking here 

imamarsiku mawoihimuna-a. (Repeat all; then repeat twice from *) 
my breast touch. 

y 

Matcipand univafigu moi teusaigi katci wouma  nyuna. 
Ma-atcpat mountain toward cloud lay with singing. 

(Repeat) 
*Kamundak Unavafigu pia kiaya tevAangi katci woma4 nyuhuna-a. 

Ké’/matok mountain not have cloud lay with singing. 

(Repeat all; then repeat twice from*. Sing four times) 

VI 

Mokali navaigu kuhuka, mokali taévafigu kuhuka; * yaififigia 
Dead mountain standing, dead mountain standing ; hurry 

imukama_ teiviyaka nyvitana sikoli kakiwonda yuwuhulite 
run arrive see younger brother I guess wind his 

an avaiyU fgagaiva munduhuna-a. (Repeat as above) 
there pass across run, 

Translation 

I commence the song, I commence the song. 

I heard the singing as I ran; 

I heard the singing as I ran. 

I join in with the singing. 

The Cat-tail Woman commences singing; 

The Cat-tail Woman commences singing. 

I join the circling dancers, — 

Striking my breast and singing. 

I sail in the clouds to Table mountain; 

I sail in the clouds to Table mountain, 

And I sing with K4’mattik mountain 

Upon which there are no clouds. 

Hurry to the Dead Standing mountain; 

Hurry to the Dead Standing mountain. 
See there, my Younger Brother, 

How the winds there run their course. 
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VII 

Maya, Nivaigu, Maya, Navaigu, *handvanyi wutcoma 
Ma-ayal mountain, Ma-ayal mountain, yonder before 

teuwvu} unakiomainu hamdvaki yundafga yohof(i) yuhumuna-a. 
land strip house in woman laughing. 

(Repeat as above) 

Vill 

Kakindaku Navaigu  yalikapa nyuna. (Repeat) 
Kakotuk mountain down hill singing. 

* Tatarsaki iigingikoatei mvujiva kuuwusi teunangi rsonangitco-o. 
Foam hea band camerunning kind that blue water. 

(Repeat as above) 

Translation 

At the clearing of Ma-ayal mountain; 

At the clearing of Ma-ayal mountain, 

Before the house of the Magician, 
There stands the woman laughing. 

Here on the slopes of Crooked mountain; 

Here on the slopes of Crooked mountain, 

Around whose crest the foam remains, 

We have run for blue water. 

GAME SONGS 

TAKA1(D) Nyni, TAKAL Sone @ 

[By Virsak Val-1] 

I 

Takalimhv, takalimhu, *tdita wiva yowuli mulitco-o. (Repeat all; 
Takalimhu, takalimhu, our field toward wind make run. 

then repeat twice from *) 

Translation 

Takalimhu, takalimhu, 

The wind helps us with our ala 
When we play the game of takal(d). 

Takalimhu, takalimhu, 

The wind helps us with our ala 

When we play the game of takal(d). 

The wind helps us with our ala 

When we play the game of takal(d). 

The wind helps us with our ala 
When we play the game of takal(d). 

aThis song is sung in the evening, and during the next day the women play the game called 

Taka,(d). 
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II 

Houwvli mvlitcona, * huwvli mvlitcona hukanyki tikalimvu wusi 
Wind, make it run, wind make it run that I with takal(d) all 

kukvuhvya-a. (Repeat as above) 
win. 

Translation 

Wind, swiftly make our ala run 

That I may win at takal(d). 

Wind, swiftly make our ala run 

That I may win at takal(d), 

That I may win at takal(d), 

That I may win at takal(d). 

Worrcora or RsAnyxr Nyatl, Foorsatt Sone @ 

[By Virsak Vat-t] 

I 

Momoi yanama humiaki nyiikimu. (Repeat) *Konyu sima 
Many people together talking. That I there 

kukiwak yosi kawonaku naitcona kitdvali yofiigu nyapiyanungeu 
stand stick ball throw swallow bird me flapping 

vimu. (Repeat all; then repeat twice from *) 
(?) 

1 

Teokoikamt tindivangu *kamova hondonyifgu parsiva kukimvta 
Black mountain far west 5 this side stand 

samuka wuwuvi pamumtvlimc tarsai yunda nyoka wungany naipimv. 
toward run sun in middle round run. 

(Repeat as above) 

TUE 

Tawot yatamu *komts siny wunata-aku vaRy, muliteo kamova 
Who man you me with run there 

tcokama nyvitaimu hinavyany nyongi ta nUmamanguyi yukaimu 
goal looking there me in front of waving the hands his shadow? 

(Repeat as above) 

Translation 

Many people have gathered together, 

Tam ready to start in the race, 

And the Swallow with beating wings 

Cools me in readiness for the word. 

Far in the west stands the Black mountain 

Around which our racers ran at noon. 

Who is this man running with me, 

The shadow of whose hands I see? 

aSung the evening before the day of the foot race. 
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VAprtrar Nyai, Lay Sona @ 

[By Virsak Vat-1] 

I 

Yandundo iteaya, yandundo iteaya. (Sing three times) 

II 

Yandundo iya-andundo. (Sing three times) 
Hoho kaviyo fund, ama aimivakavi yo fund; ova, ova, yo wiyanhi 

hila atcovayo nimiya no kiyaho. 
kaviyo fund. 
are) 

Hoho kaviyo fund ama, Ainivs 
(Repeated until the opponents guess where the sticks 

A-at Harerrervirak Nyat, Cainpren Piay Sone 

[By Sika‘teu, Dry] 

Avuk’imilolo tak vaiwana. (Repeat indefinitely) 
The children clasp hands and dance and sing this song. They are 

divided into two parties, one leader saying 4’nfimatcit and the other 
kil'siya. 

HUNTING SONGS 

KAraript Nyai, Datura Sone ? 

[By Virsak Vai-1] 

i 

Tahaiva siyali kukim, *tahaiva siyali kukim; kuta nyi worsanytik 
White morning — stand, white morning stand; in I 

hi-im. (Repeat from*) 
go. 

arose 

Tevtaigi yondany kufigusim, * teutdigi yondany kuigusin; kuta nyi 
Blue evening falls, blue evening falls; in I 

worsanytik hi-im. (Repeat from*) 
arose go. 

Translation 

At the time of the White Dawn; 

At the time of the White Dawn, 

I arose and went away. 

At Blue Nightfall I went away. 

aDeriyed from another tribe, but from which is not known. The meaning of the words is not 

known to the Pimas. 

» This and the Pihol song are sung to bring success when setting out on a deer hunt. This song is 

principally depended upon in cases of sickness where the characteristic symptoms are yomiting and 
dizziness, 
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Il 

Katundami’ ya-ahatigu, *katundami ya-ahangu; konyitcoma 
Thornapple leaves, thornapple leaves; I that 

hofgiyak nainjahangu rsakali mumulihimu. (Repeat all; then repeat 
eat dizzy stagger run. 

from*) 

Katundami yasingu, * katundami yasiigu ; teoma hiyaku navahamo 
Thornapple flowers, thornapple flowers; that drink drunk 

rsakali mumulihimvu. (Repeat from *) 
stagger run. 

Ill 

Kakatékuviholi y&namvu nydita-a, *hiyava4 nyiahu vatiny, mumoak 
Bows great remaining man ‘following, here overtook he me, killed 

inyi, wopa hitany yahanga hikomiaka rsolifga-a. (Repeat from *) 
me, left this my horns cut off throw away. 

Vapakaé kuviholi yanamvu  nydita-a, *hiyava nyiahu  vatany, 
Reeds great remaining man following, here overtook he me, 

mumoak inyi, wopa hitany nénhavia hikomiaka rsolifga-a. (Repeat 
killed me, left this my feet eut off throw away. 2 

from *) 

IV 

Momovali natakimu, * momovali natakimu, kajoho miawaka hama 
Fly erazy, fly crazy, there drop there 

yanaki taimhu-u. (Repeat from *) 
flap. 

*Yakimali navakahi, yakimali navakaéhi, kajoho miawaka haméa tapai 
Butterfly drunk, Butterfly drunk, there drop there open 

kimu-v. (Repeat from *) 
and shut wings. 

Translation 

I ate the thornapple leaves 

And the leaves made me dizzy. 

I drank thornapple flowers 

And the drink made me stagger. 

The hunter, Bow-remaining, 

He overtook and killed me, 

Cut and threw my horns away. 

The hunter, Reed-remaining, 

He overtook and killed me, 

Cut and threw my feet away. 

Now the flies become crazy 

And they drop with flapping wings. 

The drunken butterflies sit 

With opening and shutting wings. 

aA native thornapple, Datura meteloides D.C. It is popularly believed that if one eat an undi- 

vided root it will render him temporarily insane, but if the root be divided or branching it is 

innocuous. There isa tradition that a man at Blackwater ate of the root and directed that he be 

locked in an empty house until the effects should wear off. He was locked in at noon and toward 

evening he was seen running through the thickets toward the river a couple of miles distant. He 

recovered his senses when inthe middle of a thorny thicket of mesquites. His limbs were scratched 

and bruised, yet he had been unconscious of any injury until the moment of recovering his wits. 
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Pinot Nyai, Prrou Sone 

(By Virsak Vat-1] 

I 

Yali teovu makai teokak ut mvyutate yoai  teokak yoapa, 
Younger hare magicien blackness in running black-tailed meat bring 

deer 

sialim anté yoapa, sialim anté yoapa-a. Yali kaau makai teokak vt morning Iwill bring, _ morning I will bring. Younger badger magician blackness in 
mvjvtate yoai tatat yoapa, sialim antd yoaka, sialim anta yoapa-a. 

running eens feet bring, morning I will bring, morning I will bring. 
aeer 

(Repeat four times) 

Il 

Nany pia hyvwvlik, nany pia yuwulik, nany pia hayuwuli-ika-a. H ad no wind, had no wind, had I no wind. 

Nany pia hatcuaakik, nany pia teuvakik, nany hatcuva ki-ika-a. Hadi no clouds, hadi no clouds. had I no clouds, 
Kahova siyali wutca sahama Iko, kukate yamha nyU vaita, nany pia Distant east under yellow (2?) standing there me calling, hadi no 

yuwulik, nany pia hayuwuli-ika-a. Kamhova hondony wutca sihama wind, hadI no wind. There west under yellow 
Ikoj kukate yamha nyu vaita. nany pia yuwulik, nany pia 

(?) standing there me ealling, hadI no wind, had I no 
hayuwoli-ika-a. Kamhova hondony wuted sdhama Iko] kukate 

wind. There west under yellow (?) Standing 
yamha nyt vaita, nany pai teuwukik, nany pia hateuwuki-ika-a. there me calling, had I no clouds, had I no clouds. 

Translation 

Young Hare Magician running 

Brings black-tailed deer venison. 
And young Badger Magician 

Brings the feet of black-tailed deer. 

Had I neither winds or clouds? 

In the east the Yellow Ikol, 
In the west the Yellow Ikol 

Called me. I had no winds or clouds. 
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MEDICINE SONGS 

Toatcrra Nyai, Cure Sone @ 

[By Juan Thomas] 

i 

Hodony Avungiomima kéihowa nyopinyima, hodony Atungiomima 
Evening red not yet sink, evening red 

kidihowa nyopinyima; *kony suna yuna tcomu nahivaka nywvina 
not yet sink; me I in there sit see 

itanyi rsivikona sikay munukai muja sisinyi hikimv. 
my gourd round run in rattling hikimu. 

Hodony Aungiomima kaihowa nyopinyima, hodony Aaungiomima 
kaihowa nyopinyima; **kony sUna yuna tecomu nahiyaka nyvina 
itanyi matcuowina sikéy munukai muja pupunai hikimu. (Repeat 

feathers rumbling 

tio ™) 

Kony suna yUna teomu nahivaka nyUina itanyi rsiyik6na_ siké| 
I in there sit see this my gourd = 1h?) 

penainti lc muja a , hikimvu. {Sing from **) 
@) (?) () (?) 

Kony sufa yuna teomu nahivaka nyUina itanyi matcuowina sikay 
(?) (2) (?) (?) (?) (?) (?) feathers 

munvukai muja pupunai hikimu. (Repeat all four times) 

JUL 

Kus siteona muAany vaninyi taiima. (Repeat) 
Kind of all night he me shaking. 

Kaho makai kiyundavam nyoapaimu kus sitcoha muAany vaninyi 
Up there magic ate s house me brought kind of all night he me 

in there 

taiima. (Repeat second line; then repeat all four times) 
shaking. 

Translation 

The evening glow yet lingers; 

The evening glow yet lingers, 

And I sit with my gourd rattle 

Engaged in the sacrea chant. 

As I wave the eagle feathers 
We hear the magic sounding. 

Puissant Night is shaking me 

Just as he did at the time 
When I was taken up in spirit 
To the pret Magician’s house. 

aThis song was sung by a Blackwater medicine-man when pone his diagnosis of a case. In 

this connection read the history of Sala Hina’'s treatment when poisoned (p. 260). 
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II 

Alisi yoa-amu vavatcosi huteu[ ya-ana yopanaka yukate vanyi 
Kind of yellow wren himself feathers pull out withit make me 

teupaftcona *hiyanyi mimAtamu maaursapaiimu teuwunda wusika 
prostitute here my head clasp hands land all over 

mumvhtvlimu. (Repeat; then repeat twice from*; repeat all four 
run, 

times) 

IN 

Alisi teuteunaii kilakamvu * teuwnnda lonitan(v) teutani yowulhula 
Kind of blue kakakamu land edge blue wind 

vairsapaiimu tita yuwulhvla vipiahimv vatai huaundak teunyuwuna 
lying on white wind left make wind land 

kopainyima. (Repeat as above) 
dust. 

Vv 

Mamtrsan@i tanali kia nyvja vidi kukionyit. *Amuké valnyvihita 
Moons shine here mein _ here stand, You men will see 

nalo-ofi teutani vapukanyi kohona varsoi muk nyi nanamu. (Repeat 
women blue reed me blow far distant me meet. 

as above) 

VI 

Haiya! Haiya! Rsivikohot man sisikimu. (Repeat) 
Haiya! Haiya! Gourd there rattling. 

Konyt wuwvtisa himik am nyvita himan vaitcokimu rsivikohot 
That I toward go there see laying gourd 

man sisikimu. (Repeat; then repeat all four times) 
there rattling. 

Translation 

Yellow Bird placed his feathers 
Where they fell on the head of the woman; 

Making of her a harlot who ran about 

With her hands clasped before her. 

Bluebird drifted at the edge of the world, 

Drifted along upon the blue wind. 

White Wind went down from his dwelling 

And raised dust upon the earth. 

The moonshine abides in me; 

And soon you men and women will see 

The reed that I now am blowing 

Bring the Moon down to meet me. 

Haiya! The gourd is rattling; 

Haiya! The gourd is rattling. 
When I go to see it, there 

T surely find it rattling. 
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VII 

Kote yumoiva lojony taimu, kote yumoiva lojony taimu; ha 
We now evening taimu, we now evening taimu; our 

: afte . one = A ALA s~s 4A v = ~~ s 
rsursupinyimu *kusu tata mahimama kini tavali matcuwoena fingi 
younger brothers kind of white headed swallow (bird) wing feathers four 

kaya putdnyinaha kiya lojony taiimu. (Repeat; then repeat twice 
there rattling here evening tailmu. 

from*. Sing all four times) 

Vill 

Litaér Makai *vapaka likotecuku kamo nyi  paitcomi vopa 
Elder Brother reed magician eut yonder me  beforein front throw 

kuirsapailimu kunjak tevAani kaitafima. (Repeat from *. Sing all 
step on in clouds sounding. 

four times) 

IX 

Alisi kiékamaki Woumukali * vaviki soam aiitco tconyitcokimu 
Kind of gray Coyote he is yellow something making 

€ * s ~ . 

pmumus huk vamiit an kiwonatcofa. (Repeat all; then repeat twice 
meddler that snake there belt. 

from *) 

x 

Aliwusi teutaii papat tohoyi namkék varso nyi nanamtik kamhony 
Kind of blue frog woman meet there me meet somewhere 

puitcokimu * kaho sialiftu. Marsa sutéta teuAakia paitcotco hamunu 
earry me yonder east. Front white clouds there stand there 

yainuka painy pui teokimu. (Repeat all; then repeat twice from *) 
after me carry me. 

Translation 

It is evening, it is evening. 

And four times at evening 

Calls the white-headed Swallow 
As he plucks out his feathers. 

Elder Brother cuts his reed, 

Yonder before me now he throws it, 

Stepping upon it so that the 

Clouds loudly repeat the sound. 

Gray Coyote is a dirty meddler, 

He wears a belt of snake skin. 

Gray Coyote is a dirty meddler, 

He wears a belt of snake skin. 

Blue Frog-woman met and carried me 

To the cloud land in the East. 

Blue Frog-woman met and carried me 
To where the clouds are standing. 
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XI 

Kokaki momoviny teufthulimu *kunja kus kimaki Womukali, 
Wood triangle rising in kind of gray Coyote, 

naiwonyima uydnu kaiAu matcvowina hukanyai nyi téndlhitaimv. 
arose at one side of the back wing feathers with it me shine. 

XII 

Yainupanu tatéivana *kujana Litaéi teunyuwunda  teopolitaiimu 
Dead field mountain in Elder land rectangular 

= Brother , 

konyu huntu yunda mayavaka nyvina konyu huntu nyvita-imvu. 
Tin that in enter there see lin that saw. 

XIII 

Alwus yoa-am yavatcost *kahamova mutuhumuké  tcutcikamu 
Kind of yellow wren yonder distant caves 

titivanu woeka punyi puitcokimu kamodanyi mamaitcomhi 
mountain toward there me carry me before me close to 

pakunyim tcukahima. 
thump so far. 

XIV 

Alwusu kikimani Tajrai wotu makai kamhv mamajate piohokimu 
Kind of gray Road-runner he magician he young his hungry 

tcom rsoakimonha *hia  tataiwonyk teuteuwuna tceutcumika 
then ery here arose lands everywhere 

mumvhvlima aladipaiyoli mumoahak kuaarsate kahi yan matai 
running millipeds killed approaching across there carry 

tcona. 
on back. 

Translation 

Gray Coyote stood in the forest, 
From his shoulders he plucked feathers 

That gave me shining power, 
Plucked wing feathers bearing power. 

I entered YAinupanu mountain 

And saw Elder Brother’s land 

Marked off with its square corners, 

Marked as in a rectangle. 

Yellow Bird carries me to the caves, 

To the distant caves of the mountain. 

And we hear the sound of his footsteps 

As he moves upon his way. 

Gray Road-runner, the magician, 

As his young cried out with hunger, 

Ran about engaged in killing 

Millipeds that he carried home. 

26 ErH—O8 22 

- 
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XV 

Alwusu teotcok kimkitcuma *teokani mio ondak varsate 
Kind of black turtle darkness ea belt toward 

me 2 : 
ditecokimu am kai panyumunda_ tcokaki yore nyitaimu. 

laying there make shake darkness shaking nyitaimu. 

XVI 

Icupat yohofi naiwonyk *anéyany wuwukany mumuhvulimu yavany 
Harlot woman arose and run around me me ran here me 

pamarsiipu mamakuaa. 
breast beat the air. 

XVII 
x 
Aina smamatcun rsursupinyi *inanu tarsai kaho toconyihima 
Hurry know younger brothers — around sun up there come up 

yaind smamateun rsursupinyi kasikayany mamaka  himv. 
hurry know my younger brothers drow: ae gave himu. 

Translation 

The Black Turtle now approaches us, 

Wearing and shaking his belt of night. 

The Black Turtle now approaches us, 

Wearing and shaking his belt of night. 

The harlot arose and ran about, 

Beating her breast and the air. 

The harlot arose and ran about, 

Beating her breast and the air. 

Understand, my younger brothers, 

That it is the Sun that gives me 

The trance vision that I see. 

The Sun gives magic power. 

KAmxkatear Nyat, Turrte Sona 

[By Virsak VAl-¥] 

Sivany lahai, sivany lahai, sivany lahai, sivany lahai. (Repeat) 
Chief told, chief ~ told, chief” told, chief” _ told. 

Kuwvusi kuhunga siyali worsa kundafigu pahaka wowumia nyukai, 
Kind of good morning rise atthesame fime eagle with sang, 

sivany lahai, sivany lahai. Kuwusi kuhunga hondony teopi kundaniga 
chief told, chief told. Kind of good evening sank at the same time 

virsaka wuwumia nyukai, sivany lahai, sivany lahai. (Repeat four 
hawk with sang, chief told, chief told. 

times) 

Translation 

Tell their leader, tell their leader; 

With their leader sings the Eagle 

When the morning dawn is here; 

Hawk sings with him at even. 
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Kamkutcut, kaimkutevut, papt vatcivi varso hutcu] rsotk ut vatcivi, 
Turtle, turtle, where swim there pond water in swim 

kosta, kosta, kosta, kosta, kosta, kosta. (Repeat four times) 
* @) (?) (?) (?) (?) (?) 

Translation 

Turtle, Turtle, where are you? 

Where is the pond in which you swim? 

Kosta, kosta, kosta, kosta, 

Where is the water you swim in? 

TcamMaMAIKI Nyat, Hornep Toap Sone 

[By Virsak VAI-1] 

I 

Siyalikaé nyunyuwvta vasitu mahditama teohifga. (Repeat) 
East direction land pleasant looks. 

*Konyuka wuhuwviva himvuka nyvita vasitu mahditama teohifiga. 
I that toward go see pleasant looks. 

(Repeat as above) 
Il 

Hondonyikaé nyunytwutvu vasita mupvitama tcohifga. (Repeat) 
West direction land very earful looks. 

*Samukaé wuhuwviva mundvu ka nyvita vasita mupUitama tcoinga. 
There toward run see very earful looks 

(Repeat as above) 
Translation 

The East Land seems very pleasant. 

I go toward it and I see 

How pleasant it seems to be. 
I go toward the Pleasant Land. 

West Land is most terrible. 

I go toward it and I see 

How terrible the Land is. 

I go toward the fearful Land. 

TcraTaki Nyai, Gira Monster Sone 

[By Sutatk(i), Prepare] 

I 

Rsdingali teupati yohof, *kéihova yon(d)onyima nyi moitaku 
Pitiable prostitute woman, not yet evening me soul 

yahasimu kahova nydinaka teupafia nyi moitaku  ydhdsimv. 
flower up after prostitute me heart flower. 

(Repeat; then repeat from*. Sing all four times) 

Translation 

Pitiable harlot though I am, 

My heart glows with the singing 

While the evening yet is young. 
My heart glows with the singing. 
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Il 

Ya-al vavaitcotcom handiyany Aunganyi fgdngdaki nyukai *hami 
That stone standing there around two sing there 

tamai teokaigi huwun(d)aku noahimu kéinaku yahai yananguhwAa. 
top black wind roaring after back and forth flutter. 

(Repeat as above) 

Ill 

Ya-a, tahai Neiwolik, *hami tamai sutcunanei mamahat nyu-uhuna 
That white Ngiwolik, there top green frog singing 

kusu teufanigi teuvaki kahate momoi nyuhuna. (Repeat as above) 
kind of blue clouds lay many singing. 

Translation 

Where the two stones were standing, 

Black Wind roared in fearful blasts, 

Driving the birds before him 

Fluttering back and forth. 

On the summit of white Ngiwolik 

There the green frogs are singing. 

Lying near the blue storm clouds 

There many frogs are singing. 

Tcoso-oKat Nyat, BLack Lizarp Sone 

[Ry Ha-ata, Finished Olla] 

I 

Makai ki wupuku nyvitco, *makai ki wupuku nyvitco, sikoy tarsai 
Magician house first sing to, magician house first sing to, round sun 

teursunying tarsai sisvan howuwum haimhuna-a. (Repeat; then 
arose sun rays with go. 

repeat from*. Sing all four times) 

Il 

Teuteupavi yohofi kaka wondu adifimuna, *teutewpavi yohofi 
Prostitute women group come running, prostitute women 

kakawondu Adifimuna, teutecupavi Adifununa hikimoli  ydasika 
group come running, prostitute come running (a plant) flower 

Ngingikoatci Adifimuna-a. (Repeat as above) 
crowns come running. 

Translation 

We first sing at the Magician’s; 

We first sing at the Magician’s, 

The round disk of the Sun arose, 

Accompanied with its rays. 

Harlots came running in a group; 

Harlots came running in a group. 

Harlots came with hikimoli, 

Flower crowns upon their heads. 
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Ill 

Hali wusv teotcok tcosokali *Hitéi mulkon kéinak t&ta teuAahangi 
That’ kind of black lizard Elder ofrunning following white clouds 

Brother trail 

nyuydpa nindvite dinak kuhuwus titam rsorsongimu. (Repeat as 
came out arms following kind of white pools. 

above) 

1V 

Yali vastigam navatgu *tamai teokaki yondunyihimu, wukanyi 
That stony mountain top darkness go down, round 

minyumu tataip yoakofigimu. (Repeat as above) 
going backward scatter. 

V 

Hali wusu Aupungiom vapamandu tidkundndu vinyina teoikate 
That kind of reddish snakes spider string like 

yondunyv, kamovingi yondonyikaé vasana téktindindu vinyina tcoika 
eene down west direction stretched spider string like 

there, 

yahai pUvaopana-a. 
opposite sides stretching. 

Translation 

Black Lizard found the trail where 
Elder Brother had been running, 

And he came out from the clouds 
With water upon his arms. 

Darkness settles on the summit 
Of the great Stony mountain. 

There circling round it settles 

On the great Stony mountain. 

The ruddy beams like spider threads 

Across the sky came streaming. 
The reddish snakes like spider’s web 

To the opposite side came flaming. 

KAKAT Nyal, RATTLESNAKE Sone 

[By Ki-iwa] 

: I 

Yaloya yondonaa kanythvuta, *yalova yondonaa kanyuhvta; 
Early evening I sing, early evening I sing; 

kamodanyi mamatcomi nyunyvui Aumamatikaimu konyhunga 
ahead of me in front songs open I that —~ 

wuhvAuma momoiva nyuhvu-una. (Repeat from beginning; then 
with many singing. 

repeat twice from *) 
Translation 

In the early evening, 

In the early evening 

We begin to sing many songs; 

And [ join in singing many. 
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II 

Kamundaku nanavaka worsanyimu, *hamali mamarsika likorsapi 
Kaé/matoik mountain came forth, there near low clouds 

nyvydpakimu-u. Kamundaku nanaivaku miapitaimu kokongama 
came out. Ka/matik mountain closer top 

nyvuyapakimvu. (Repeat as above) 
came out. 

IL 

Tawondu yahanama iyatcom umasi, *t&wondu ydhanama iyateom 
Who man here appear, who man here 

umasi/ Konyi tcoma yangamu kikdiva yulina piaviki yungai 
appear? I there horned snake think not him 

wonda tciyatcomu mamasimu? (Repeat as above) 
here appear? 

INV 

Tcotcoku yakimaji nyu-Una, teoteoku ydkimaji nyv-Una; *va-aki 
Black butterflies sing, black butterflies sing; ruins 

rsirsinanu yd-ana ko-onyungu marsaviki nyo-onyi yahimu-wuna. 
below marked I that front passing going. 

(Repeat as above) 

Translation 

It was near K4/mattiik mountain 

That this Rattlesnake came forth; 

And he saw the low clouds lying 

Near the summit of the mountain. 

Who is this, who is this? 

Is it not Horned Rattlesnake? 

Is it not Horned Rattlesnake 

Who now appears before us? 

The Butterflies are singing; 

’ The Butterflies are singing, 

As I go past the foundations 

Below, of the ancient house. 
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Tcoxkor Nyai, Own Sone 

[By Virsak VAl-Y] 

] 

Yahali Kaémundak ninivangu, * moiva hondonifiga kongana 
Large Ké/matak mountain, many evenings summit 

Aupungiohomi kony hufga wuwvi nyvinunduk imukai, momoi 
: reddish that toward to sing going, many 

nyunyvl wouwusi saad. (Repeat from beginning; then repeat 
songs all meet. 

twice from *) 

iif 

Teokot y4-Atama muumuka nyvhuna kony kaitcongatci wuwviny 
Owl man far singing I hearing toward 

haimivhuna. *Momoi yo-ofi miméatama tcupafinga-a amifaiauku 
going. Les and Many women top prostitute there come 

orth. 

kaythinvi kainakimu-v. (Repeat as above) 
running sounding. 
laughing 

Ill 

Teokot yofin igu kokowoj(d) yd-dtama teoma sinyi wupiviig 
Owl bir small owl man try me like 

tecohikamu ya-ahana kony yudanyi amuaulbingi taimu hano 
class feathers x with to make wind there 

kokongani kikimaiwakimu. (Repeat as above) 
points ashy. 

IV 

Aviigihomi rsonangi *tcomungdsi mamangia nyi-itcoho-ona; 
dish water you slowly me make drink; 

pianyifgi papaki navahamo~ kam _ siyalika wohoirsakal 
not I slowly drunk there east toward 

himumuyhimu-v. (Repeat as above) 
wobble run. 

Translation 

Toward great Ka’matik mountain 

I go to join the singing, 

During the glow of evening. 

I meet all the singers there. 

Ow] is singing in the distance, 

I hear him moving back and forth. 
Many harlots came here running; 

Here came running and came laughing. 

Small Owl resembles Tcokot; 

The winds rise from Owl’s feathers. 

With their ashy tips he starts them. 
Small Owl is like the Large Owl. 

Owl makes me drink the reddish water; 

Rapidly intoxicated 

I try to walk straight toward the east, 

And find my footsteps staggering. 
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Kaxarrco Nyal, Quart Sone 

[By Svtatki] 

I 

Kakimatgi kakaitcova kakawoja miyanyita. AUmUngali moulivak 
Gray quails bunched grouping. Coyote came running 

tatai panyUvinahimu. (Repeat four times) 
above looking. 

II 

Teutcunafigi kakaitcova kakawojt vaiaukai, Aumungali nyvinakt 
Blue quails bunched ran together, Coyote saw 

kakai vanyvinahimu-vu. (Repeat four times) 
sidewise looking. 

Translation 

The Gray quails were bunched together, 

Coyote ran to look upon them. 
The Blue quails were bunched together; 

Coyote looked sidewise at them. 

Tatar Nyai, RoApRUNNER SonG 

[By A-an Téjrsaki, Feathers Foam] 

Tatai, Tatai, sivalik mé-dka, Tatai,  Tatai, sivalik ma-aka 
Roadrunner, Roadrunner, bushy head, Roadrunner, Roadrunner, bushy head 

kita AUngafy rsursulu, poi! poi! poi! (Repeat four times) 
house round always, poi! poi! poi! 

II 

Tatun(d)ai, Tatun(da)i piwoptsd; Tatun(d)ai, Tatun(d)ai, piwoptisa, 
Roadrunners, Roadrunners unattended; Roadrunners, Roadrunners, unattended, 

masika hohotcut utciawa. (Repeat four times) 
morning lizards he devours. 

Translation 

Roadrunner with the bushy head 

Is always crying, poi! poi! 

As he runs around the house. 

Poi! poi! poi! around the house. 

Here is the lonely Roadrunner; 

Here is the lonely Roadrunner. 

He eats lizards in the morning; 

He eats solitary lizards. 
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Ul 

Alisi Aupuigi wopuikam jjtan(d)ai, alisi aupufigi wopvikam 
Kind of reddish eyed that Roadrunner, reddish eyed that 

Qtan(d)jai hinaigu yakawanda teviga tcoviny! teoviny!  Alisi 
Roadrunner about mistletoe see (imitative) Kind of 

Aupungi wopvikam jjtan(d)ai. (Repeat four times) 
reddish eyed that Roadrunner. 

IV 

Konyi kamo yangitéka mumulihimu, konyi kamo yafgitaka 
I there hide had running, I there hide 

mumvlihimu kamaigi tcosokaji moakai vakate ki-ima ho-o. (Repeat 
had running gray lizard kill stomach fat eat. 

four times) 

V 

Kajo tevof koi kuka kefganti kithasi haopat mat ta} tcoi-ika 
Over yonder long mesquite stand tops basket hawk young talon like 

konigant kiihdsi. (Repeat four times) 
tops basket. 

VI 

Konyi ngamo rsihika mumvlihimu ama aitcovasi nydikuita ama 
I there pitiable had running there something lucky there 

aitcovasi nydikuita hiya vany mosi yun(d)a siviahawa. (Repeat four 
something lucky here my vulva in put penis. 

times) 

Vil 

Moi y4-atama, moi yi-Atamaka; siavigivia, siavigivia mé-Atama 
Many people, many people; red penis, crown 

ikitanyi hiyami nyum(d)a rsotaki viteiwanyvu. (Repeat four times) 
eut from there water whirlpool. 

Translation 

Here is the red-eyed Roadrunner; 

Here is the red-eyed Roadrunner, 

Who runs about the mistletoe. 

This is the red-eyed Roadrunner. 

I run and hide! I run and hide! 

Now I kill the Gray Lizard 
And I eat his fat body. 

I run and hide! I run and hide. 

Over yonder in the mesquite 
Stands the Hawk’s nest with its branches 

Which rise like kiiha frame sticks, 

Over yonder in the mesquite. 

(Translation of sixth and seventh stanzas omitted) 
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NawakiA Nyal, Mouse Sone 

[By Virsak Vat-1] 

I 

Halapita nyvitamokam ofinga *hihydvat tatamaiva limunatci hyana 
Something inaccessible birc here top walking feathers 

kuviny kainhikimu am tgai kukiaakai tatai mamétcuka teonyopiny 
wave sounding there you stand up head slow 

kaihama. (Repeat; then repeat twice from *) 
listen. 

II 

Vanyingi rsthingu hyatata vinika teunyuwvtu rsarsinu vamhoikimu 
Iam pitiable here we flooded land bases caving in 

haya-ava hanyi supunyv, kamova siyalik’ naifonyima haya-ava hanyi 
ery see afraid, there before east came out ery see 

supunyu kamova hondonyika naifonyima payne hanyi supUnyv. 
afraid there west direction came out see afraid, 

(Repeat) 
Translation 

Wings of birds invisible 

Are now fluttering above you. 

You stand with face uplifted 

And quietly listen there. 

Our land was unfortunate; 

The floods came rolling westward, 

Then they came flowing eastward, 

And I cried out much afraid. 

Tocrt Nyat, Hare Sone 

[By Virsak Val-1] 

I 

Rsursvuy teotanyuk nyuhuta, * rsursu] teotanyuk nyuhvta; hiya nyi 
Straight danced singing, straight danced singing; here me 

tamai yuwuli mutaékimu-v. (Repeat all; then repeat twice from *) 
top wind roaring. 

Bt 

Kakai teotanyuk nyuhuta, *kakai tcotanyuk nyvuhvta; hiva nyi 
Horizontal danced singing, horizontal danced singing; here me 

tamai teuvangi mutdakimu-v. (Repeat as above) 
top clouds roaring. 

Translation 

Hare is jumping and singing; 

Hare is jumping and singing, 
While the wind is roaring, 

While the wind is roaring. 

Hare is dancing and singing; 

Hare is dancing and singing, 

While the clouds are roaring, 

While the clouds are roaring. 
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Ill 

Tcokondti ya-ana vamutim sesivinatco, * tcokondfi yana vamutiém 
Owl Teathers flop headdress, owl feathers flop 

sesivanateo; mumuk& teunyuwuta tanumanvu- kakat& namukimv. 
headdress ; far country top bow made, 

(Repeat as above) 

IV 

Kakamaki Nahakia *hondonyi simamatcima kuhunda mataiwonyvkai 
Gray Mouse evening very know in came out running 

teokanginga ipoiwa. (Repeat as above) 
darkness reath, 

V 

Vaté masi, vata masi, sidmu, tany kokopaimu; *vat& masi, 
I guess morning, 1 guess morning, right I shut; I guess morning, 

yati masi, sidmu tany kokopaimu; vati musi, vata masi, siimu 
I guess morning, right I shut; I guess morning, Iguessmorning, right 

tiny kokopaimu-vu. (Repeat as above) 
I shut. 

Translation 

With headdress of owl feathers: 

With headdress of owl feathers, 

He comes to my far country; 

He comes bringing hence his bow. 

The Gray Mouse came at nightfall; 
The Gray Mouse came at nightfall, 

Came running in the darkness; 

Came breathing in the darkness. 

Iam shut in at day dawn; 

I am shut in at day dawn, 

All night I am free to run 

But am shut in at day dawn. 

KAxks Nyai, Doc Sone @ 

[By Virsak VAt-1] 

I 

Hodony k& nyunyvi rsarsin, *katcim tangié teut yuwvhuy(t) 
Evening at songs commence, laying direction from wind 

mundukai vati mumvinama mundvukai vata yonginyu tcopina wufvi 
running was terrible running was shaking north toward ; 

nyi pahiva viyohon(d)a. 
me tail wind blew oyer. 

Translation 

The songs commence at nightfall, 

And the winds blow toward the north. 

The winds are blowing strongly, 
Blowing my tail toward the north. 

aSung rapidly while the side of a basket is beaten to carry the rhythm. 
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II 

Yakimali yahanf, *yakimali yahani; hiyé vany nanamana kopali 
Butterfly wings, butterfly wings; here I above face 

fgungursu hama huké nyvina nyi ipoima sivahamé teoinga-a. (Repeat 
down fall there you see me soul more appearance. 

all; then repeat twice from *) 

Il 

Yahali gangas simuliwuka, rsdingali gangds muliwuka, vapukiali 
Small dogs came running, pitiable dogs came running, riders 

miinaka wovakimu haluhumimakainangu-u. 
after came up laughing sounding. — 

+ Translation 

Butterfly wings are falling; 

Butterfly wings are falling, 

Falling upon and harming; 

My suffering is greater. 

See the small dogs come running; 

See the poor dogs come running. 
See the horsemen coming after; 

See the horsemen coming laughing. 

Pan Nyai, Covorrt Sone 

[By Virsak VAI-1] 

I 

Panai kukiwaka nyvUnyvi rsérsinutcona-a. (Repeat) *Tcovantga 
Coyote stands songs commence, Girl at puberty 

mohofi yaikapi worsanyimu Panai nyUnyti vaAunahimu. (Repeat 
woman hurry came Coyote songs stretching. 

all; then repeat twice from *) 
I 

Pahangu yahband, *Pahatgu yahanti komus huku vany vanam 
Eagle feathers, Eagle feathers you that that my bat 

hatcona-a, komus huku vany vanam hatcona-a vahama tcoikama, nyi 
made, you that that my hat made more looks, me 

imoitakt vahamé tcoifga. 
heart more looks, 

Translation 

Coyote commences singing; 

Coyote commences singing. 

The young woman hurries forth 
To hear the Coyote songs. 

A hat of eagle feathers; 

A hat of eagle feathers, 
A headdress was made for me 

That made my heart grow stronger 
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10BE 

Sikali rsonukama, *sikali rsonukama; kujafigu Panai siteunakimu 
Around water, around water; there in Coyote blue 

mamasina konyuUfga wuwvi vapdimuna. (Repeat as above) 
dyed Tin toward run. 

Translation 

Coyote ran around it; 
Coyote ran around it, 

Ran into the blue water, 

Changed the color of his hair. 

Hoar Nynt, Buack-TAttep DEER Sona 

[By Ki-iwa] 

I 

Vavaki yuwvja, vavaki yuwuja; *konyuka wutedima yukahimuna, 
Ruins windy, ruins windy; I that under put in the shade of 

wutcima yukahimuna; kufgu nyahanga yuwujuna, kunyu 
under put in the shade of; large horns windy, that 

nahanaka yuwuduna. (Repeat; then repeat twice from *) 
my ears windy. 

II 

Hama mvja nyongitevu, hama muja nyongiteu; kungamétcomu 
Over there run shaking, overthere = run shaking; ahead 

vapaimuhu *kaho nydinak kangaté tatanulibi kaiya muka nyaihinuna. 
run many up after bows shining here far me reach, 

(Repeat as above) 

Translation 

Down from the houses of magic; 

Down from the houses of magic, 

Blow the winds and from my antlers, 

And my ears they stronger gather. 

Over there I ran trembling; 

Over there I ran trembling, 

For bows and arrows pursued me. 

Many bows were on my trail. 
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Ill 

Tawonju kaviyo, tawonju kaviyo; hiya mukdéva puny namvukimuna 
What horse, what horse; here far in meet me 

hami nydina, hami nyfina, siyonyoena,  siyonyoena; rsahavasi 
there after, there after, trying to catch up, trying to catch up; how 

inamangia himu kunyi yaihimuna. (Repeat) 
slowly going I reaching. 

*Ho-o koakam kaviyo hiya mukéva puny namvukimuna hami 
Star forehead horse here far me meeting me there 

nydina, hami nydaina,  siyonyoena, siyonyoena; rsahavasi 
after, there after, trying to catch up, trying to catch up; how 

amafncia hi kunvivaihimun: Repeat from * mamangia himu kunyltyaihimuna. (Repeat from *) 
slowly going reaching me. 

IV 

Atcimtcia pikaiteuna, yatcimtcia paikaitcuna. (Repeat) 
We here sit, we here sit. 
See : Cee 
Sivalika vavanyima nyUnyvui koteungu wus am yanga, yatcimtcia 

East direction there songs we are all there sing, we here 
Aiea aan 3 < 

paikaiteuna. Hondonyiké vayanyima nytnyvti koteungU wus am 
sit. West direction there songs we are all there 

yanga, yatcimtcia paikaitcuna. 
sing, we here sit. 

Translation 

What horse is trying to catch me? 

What horse is trying to catch me? 

The horse with the star forehead 

Now slowly gains upon me. 

We are sitting here together; 

We are sitting here together, 

Singing the song of the east, 

Singing the song of the west. 

Tcotom Nyai, Bear Sone@ 

[By Virsak VaAt-1] 

I 

Nanyi wonda tcotcoka tcodohom, *hiydévany tamai kakayu vaopa 
Was | black bear, here me top across stretched 

sikadaka himu kamh& nyvita yanakuvia sima hanyu-vu. (Repeat all; 
around going there see waving dew falling. 

then repeat twice from *) 

Translation 

Tam the Black Bear. Around me 

You see the light clouds extending. 

IT am the Black Bear. Around me 

You see the light dew falling. 

aSometimes used as a rain song. 
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Il 

Haliwvsi Avigihomi rsotanigi *konyama ihyoku; kamo nya imvhai 
Kind of reddish water I there drink; there going 

nyvUja vamomokimu roy tgisumuhunyu-v. (Repeat as above) 
me in Gead afraid. 

Ill 

Nytnyvisu rsirsina; * wuwui nya himunahany nya sikoli nyunyui 
Songs commence; toward I going cry I younger songs 

brother 

simamatcimu-v. (Repeat as above) 
know. 

Translation 

I drink the reddish liquor 

Which kiils the spirit in me. 

I drink the reddish liquor 

Which kills the spirit in me. 

Now the singing has commenced, 

Now the singing has commenced. 

I go with my younger brother; 
I know the songs we’re singing. 

TcarHA Nynai, GorpHER SonG 

[By Sutatki] 

I 

Hon(d)ony sisupvigiomi kony dinatea ihimuna-a; itanyimoina 
Evening reddish after g0; this my many 

AupUfgiomi ivasi yasimuna-a wuwui nyokai Aapafiganyi nyuwun(d)u 
reddish makes flowers toward £0 holes land 

yaihimuna. , (Repeat four times) 
reaching. 

II 

Pahangu mateuwvina ngingikava yuwun(d)a, pahangu mateuwvina 
Eagle's wing feathers four windy, eagle's wing feathers 

ngingikaivya yuwun(dja; yakdivany woa kaviki nyvina tanalinga 
four windy; here me turn to see shining 

nyimol kayukaydmina. (Repeat four times) 
soul crossed, ' 

Translation 

In the reddish glow of nightfall, 

In the reddish glow of nightfall 

I return to my burrow, 

About which the flowers bloom. 

With the four eagle feathers, 

With the four eagle feathers 

I stir the air. When I turn 
My magic power is crossed. 
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ill 

Teuwunda nyi moata-a, maikaaa tcuwunda nyi moata-a; maikawa 
Land my hill, soft land my hill; soit 

monginanu tindlinga himoiwehimu kamo ndanyi maitcomi rs&hinga 
in front of shining exhale there me before pitiable 

tcohingaimu-vu. (Repeat four times) 
appearance. 

Translation 

And I make hills of soft earth; 

And I make hills of soft earth. 

My breath withers all before it; 
My breath withers all before it. 

KAvi Nyaoi, Beaver Sone 

{By Sutatki] 

I 

Namifgi vasiny upinyi, namingi vasiny Upinyi; moi AUvapamandu 
Say meabout truly afraid, say me about truly afraid ; many snakes 

nyi moitta mohiwa rsonaki namanha nyonyul ha himuhuna. (Repeat 
I have power of exhale water top zigzag going. 

transfor- 
mation 

four times) 
Jul 

Vapi yaivikia himu ku nyi nyvina him, vapi yaivikia himu kunyi 
You “not quick £0 see go, you not quick go Ue 

nyvina him; kusi tarsai eae hayo-osi worsanyimhu api mamarsika 
see go; kindof sun there trees * growing there tame 

kufga mipoita ka muauna-a. (Repeat four times) 
that breath windy. 

Ill 

Sikoli, tanyi kavi, tanyi kavi; humus Aliteoikatci nahaka, hanivany 
Younger I beaver, I beaver; humus! Appearance ear, there I 
brother, 

-~ v . Ss A ~ ~) A ™ 

wunganyl, yo-osa kiyolhimu hanivany wufganyi; yo-osa kopalt 
round, trees biting there I round ; trees facedown 

aniwihimuna-a. (Repeat four times) 
overthrown. 

Translation 

You talk about and fear me; 

You talk about and fear me. 

As like the sinuous snake 

I go upon the water. 

I see that you go slowly; 

I see that you go slowly. 

Strong as the Sun among the trees, 

You leaye your mark upon them. 

Younger brother, I am Beaver, 

I am the quick-eared Beaver 

That gnaws the trees of the forest, 

Tis I who overthrow them. 
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Kar(t) Nyat, BaApGrr Sone 

[By Svtatki] 

I 

Vanyi rsdika vanyUnyvi pimamatcima; *tarsai vayon(d)onyv, 
I pitiable those songs not know; sun set, 

nyUnyUi pimatcivaiyanga. (Repeat; then repeat twice from*. Sing 
songs not know sing. 

thus four times) 

a8 

Tarsai yon(d)onyikon(d)a ny Baye yemK)e, tarsal yon(d)onyikon(d)a 
Sun land un sets 

nyunyuwon(d)a;~ am miyun(d)anex * kusukémafigi teokon(d)a 
land; there in there kind of gray owl 

nyinyivimu hand vany wutfganyi nyongorsa-ali kohota  itala 
came address there me around ow hooting this 

nyimoinanga kayovaiya puihimu. (Repeat as above) 
my heart higher lifting. 

Ill 

Kan(d)oniga nyoMun(d)a siAa apawany, konyufgo dinaka imuna 
There eeping, I there after going 

tandlingu ey vavanha, hayanyi! Maman(d)a  vamiigi 
shining narrow stretch, haya! My young you 

rsdinganhi tcomali kopinyv. (Repeat eight times) 
pitiable making ust. 

IV 

Tarsaiigamu kavai *kahova yon(d)ony tatanid kukiwaku  yaitco 
Sun there up there up there west direction stand something 

teomu nyani kuwuvsi taénundimu rsavikon(d)a hon(d)onyi  tataiid 
there tell kind of shining gourd rattle west direction 

Aukainakimu. (Repeat: then repeat twice from*, Sing all four 
sounding. 

times) 
Translation 

Here am I unfortunate; 

Here am I unfortunate, 

Not to know the songs to sing; 

The songs we sing at sunset. 

There came a Gray Owl at sunset, 
There came a Gray Owl at sunset 

Hooting softly around me, 
He brought terror to my heart. 

The land lay quietly sleeping; 

The land lay quietly sleeping. 
My young stretch, crying, haya! 

Pity them digging in the dust. 

You Sun out there in the West; 

You Sun out there in the West, 

You now are talking to me. 

You are sounding your gourd rattle. 
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V 

Teuwun(d)a muihimu, teuwun(d)a muihimv ; konyika yuja teoma 
Land burning, land burning; in there 

worsanyimu, konyu yuja hapdinyunihungu ee Aungany ite(1) 
rise £0, in there I looking around me be hind me 

nyvuinahingu ere vunganyl teuwon(d)a kakavite teama 
looking many around land narrow there 

tcunikimu. (Repeat eight times) 
green. 

val 

Vanyu pinyi mamateuka vam& nyiwahana, *vanyu  pinyi 
i not know surely more I make, I not 

mamatcuka vam&i nyiwahana; kusi teupafi kama  anyitaka 
know surely more “ ITmake; very prostitute hold “feel 

sidmanyi mamukaha kony hunga imoitaka tcama yon(d)onyinga 
right give I that take in there west 

wuwvui tcutcumd. (Repeat; then repeat from*. Sing all four 
toward reached. 

times) 
Vil 

Vikamu Nakan(d)ak nyofinanu movinyama yukaimuna * vikamu, 
Remaining Crooked mountain me before pointed shadow remaining, 

AT AD ie . . 
Neakdin(djaku nyoninanu fatakdli yukaimuna kujafa nyunyvi 
Crooked mountain, me before curved shadow in songs 

Aukaivaé nakimu rsiikala nyimoitaiga tcupafi tcona. (Repeat; then 
sound pitiable my heart prostitute. (?) 

repeat from *. Sing four times) 

VIII 

KakaiteoAu yahala hon(d)onyinga vungioma maki natdimhu 
Quails small evening glow arrive make 

hapiyini nyonyopitci nyunyt ukamu  teokangingu tangiomakai 
there slowly darkness stripped 

mamanamu tanitdimu. Reper it eight times) 
erown throw on, 

Translation 

The land is parched and burning, 

The land is parched and burning. 
Going and looking about me 

I see a narrow strip of green. 

Yet I do not know surely, 

Yet I do not know surely. 

The harlot is here among us. 

I go away toward the west. 

The shadow of Crooked mountain, 

The curved and pointed shadow. 

’Twas there that I heard the singing; 
Heard the songs that harmed my heart. 

The light glow of evening; 

The light glow of evening 

Comes as the quails fly slowly, 

And it settles on the young. 
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Wenin Nyai, Liagurnine Sone 

[By Svtatki] 

I 

Weydma himunatcia himunania kaiyam kaiyany, sikoli, mumuka 
Weham went going listen here, younee r far 

brother 

yohosi mumoahi [tataka sitana-a]. (Sing four times, alternating the 
tree kill half split. 

last two words with the one preceding) 

Il 

Rsai kanya sikoli kamo nyimvitcoka, kamo nyimvitcoka, hana nyi 
Pitiable I younger there me carry, there me carry, there me 

brother 

wuwunegatci tindvanga teotcim pars’ nyoAana. (Repeat four times) 
around mountain stand near by there carry. 

Ill 

Auptngiomi vapamand tcomaiya weyémi, tcomaiya weyami, 
eddis snakes triestomake lightning, triesto make lightning, 

kahova yosi tapa irukiwopa pivanyi nakika. (Repeat four times) 
there up tree on stan not I do. 

IV 

Rsfi kanya sikoli teokafigi noahimtconakia vapahimu v anyuU 
Pitiable I younger darkness. roaring going running 

brother ; 

pina-akak tamai Aukahatcimu parsdpu katawa. (Repeat four times) 
not do top sky near by shoot. 

Translation 

See the destructive lightning 

Going to kill the distant tree. 

It is going, my younger brother, 

To split the distant tree. 

Around the mountain I carry 
My poor younger brother; 

Carry him around the mountain 
And then I stand before it. 

The lightning like reddish snakes 
Tries to lash and shiver the trees. 

The lightning tries to strike them, 

But it fails and they yet stand. 

(Translation of fourth stanza omitted) 
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Hawatp Nyai, Wrxp Sone 

[By Ha-ata] 

I 

Yuwuydi nythuma, *hiyawu rsinahateo, kamo danyimamaitcoma 
Wind sing, here commence, there my in front 

tcunyUwUta nyonyoahaneu-vu. (Repeatall; then repeat twice from *) 
land stretching. — 

II 

Yuwuhuld ki-iki mumunaiku, *yuwuhuld ki-iki mumunaiku; 
Wind house thunder, wind house thunder; 

konyi kamho imuna teuwunja teutcumaka mumunaiku-vu. (Repeat 
I there going land covered thunder. 

as above) 

1UOE 

Himo tatéivaka yuwuhuja, *himo tatévaka yuwvhvuja, himo 
There mountain windy, there mountain windy, there 

tivavaka yuwuhuja; wusikad simaihangindaigu teiya muliva-a. 
mountain windy, all over centipeds here came running. 

(Repeat as above) . 

IV 

Teotcok yapamanda huwuling *teoteok yapamanda huwutling; 
Black snake wind, — black snake wind; 

Ngai hiyata nyuiyuta muliva kungata nyviyut pimihivi. (Repeat 
that here songin camerunning that song in tie around, 

as above) 

Translation 

Wind now commences to sing ; 

Wind now commences to sing. 

The land stretches before me, 

Before me stretches away. 

Wind’s house now is thundering; 

Wind’s house now is thundering, 

I go roaring o’er the land, 

The land covered with thunder. 

Over the windy mountains ; 

Over the windy mountains, 

Came the myriad-legged wind; 

The wind came running hither. 

The Black Snake Wind came to me ; 

The Black Snake Wind came to me, 

Came and wrapped itself about, 

Came here running with its song. 
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V 

Vanyi naiwonyim *vasipi muhvk naiwonyuka mi-iteo vanyita 
lam came out cup of water hold came swiftly make drink I 

ninaku naiwonyuka sisikali imunduhuna-a. (Repeat as above) 
erazy came swiftly round running. 

VI 

Tita yanami ivakimv, tata yanami ivakimu; kunda nyi mvlivukai 
White ~ cactus leaves, white cactus leaves; in came running 

rsiingu mumulihi-i. (Repeat as above) 
poor running. 

Translation 

Swiftly with a cup of water 

I came running to make you drink. 

I make you drink the water 

And turn dizzily around. 

Among the white cactus leaves ; 

Among the white cactus leaves, 

I came running to that place ; 

I came running to that place. 

Koxpu Nyai, Fetish Sone @ 

[By Virsak V&I-1] 

I 

Kokopt nyunyui rsirsin, *kokopu nyunyvi gando vifigi rsfrsin; 
Fetish song commence, fetish song there commence; 

woivanya imuna piivat matcimaké rsirsin, tcokafigi muja_sigi 
toward going not know commence, night in very 

konyimuna-a. (Repeatall; then repeat twice from*. Sing four times) 
noisy. 

II 

Kokoptu nytnyvi teotcoahimu, *kokopu, nyunyvi tcotcoahimu; 
Fetish song stood, fetish “ song stood; 

kaiyak wuwvi vipa himvja siteupafinga-a. (Repeat as above) 
heard toward run going crazy. 

Translation 

We commence the fetish song; 

We commence the fetish song. 

It is difficult but I try; 

The night grows very noisy. 

The fetish song arises; 

The fetish song arises. 

To it the crazed women run; 

To it the crazed women run. 

a Apache hair with the down of birds is placed in a medicine basket where a spirit ‘‘developes”’ 
that is helpful if food is set out each night for him to eat. If he is neglected he may cause disease, 
whereupon this song is sung. 
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III 

Rediganywana, rsiiganywana; wusikdiny nafgioma, rsdiganywana, 
‘oor me, poor me; all over me stripping, poor me, 

wusikainy nafigioma knyuhuna-a. (Repeat as above) 
all over me stripping singing. 

TAY 

Teokatigi nyvimvujhimu, teokafigi nyvimujhimu; Sivaét Tantfaigu 
Night sing going, night sing going; Sievat mountain 

wuwUi vanyuimulhimu konyhungu wuwuvi teomu vapahimu. (Repeat 
toward lead me I that toward there running. 

as above) 

Translation 

Pity me! Oh pity me! 

And strip away my disease. 

Now strip away my disease; 
Clear it away by singing. 

I’m going to the singing; 

I’m going to the singing. > 

It is leading to the mountain, ~ 

Running to Sievat mountain. 

Navitrco Nyai, Navirco Sone 

[By Virsak VA&l-1] = 

I 

Teoteulik viahika teuteuluk miaaa teuteuluk miaaa. 
Fowl bean sounds drop sounds drop. 

II 

Kat vavaiworsunyu, kat vavaiworsunyU; sami worsunyihimu 
There stone wall arose, there stone wall arose; there arose 

sahap’ kainama kohai, sami worsunyu, sami worstnyihimu. (Sing 
pleasing sound burnopen, there arose, there arose, 

once and dance) 

Translation 

The chicken beans are rattling, 

They are rattling as they fall. 

The chicken beans are rattling, 

They are rattling as they fall. 

And the stone wall arose there, 

And the stone wall arose there. 

When the gourd seed was planted 
It made its way through to grow. 
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Makar Nyai, Maaicran Sone 

[By Virsak VAl-1] 

I 

Kusi tahai vasialikoi vavahaki kunja ny uta tciviha-a. (Repeat) 
Kind of white morning ruins in come. 

* Hamanyvta teivihaku nyipoinakv sisiv on tindli-i. (Repeat twice 
There I came my heart flame shine. 

from *; then repeat all twice) 

il 

Yahanv vapakosi tatamanhu ihihamu vayonyu-u. (Repeat) 
Feathers mat-like topmost business singing. 

*Tamai kukukimhv nyipoinakvu sisivaju tandli-i. (Repeat as above) 
There go slowly my heart flame shine. 

Il 

Haliavta sihvigia wowosaiku teuteuwutu, tamhaiav imukai hunga 
That our older brother first came out lands, topmost go that 

to walk 

tasi vahoma hiyava tcohinyu-vu. (Repeat) 
very more here looks. 

*Teuteuwuta tamhaiva himukai tandlika nyimoitangu hiyaau 
Land topmost go shining my heart here 

vamhonyu-u. (Repeat as above) 
more. 

IV 

Teuwunju makahi * teuwunju makahi; wumatei papamo wuwumia 
Land magician, land magician; with angry with 

himvkai vavakia sihainyifigi teo- o. (Repeat as above) 
go ruins wasted ma 

Translation 

At early dawn I entered, 
Entered in the white light of day. 

And my heart flamed with power 

As | entered the magic house. 

In the lofty feather house 

His magic is increasing, 
And he moves very slowly 

With the power in his heart. 

Elder Brother first came forth; 

Elder Brother first came forth, 

And with his shining power 
Governed over all the land. 

Earth Magician became angry; 

Earth Magician became angry, 

And with his magic power 

He destroyed all the houses. 
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Vv 

Sitecokai vamanjatco, * sitcokai vamanjatco, hukanyi vayaki 
Black snake made, black snake made, with I ruins 

wopona-a. (Repeat as above) 
tie. 

Wal 

Sitahai vamanjatco * hukatci vavaki wopona-a. 
White snake made with it ruins tie. 

Kosinanumvinaka worsanyt. (Repeat as above) 
That fears me go out. 

Translation 

With a Black Snake I tie them; 

With a Black Snake I tie them, 

The houses with a Black Snake, 

The houses with a Black Snake. 

With a White Snake I tie them; 

With a White Snake I tie them 

The houses with a White Snake, 

The houses with a White Snake. 

’ 

Vixira Nyai, Down Sone @ 

[By Virsak VAI-1] 

I 

Moadangi tamai monoi teuvaigi teotco. (Repeat) 
Mo‘hatok top many clouds stand, 

Moandafigi tamai momoi ikomu worsa. (Repeat) 
Mo’hatOik top many fog arose. 

Hami tamai teotco hoho. 
There top stand. 

II 

Hiatat vinik sivai yuwuja. * Hiatét vindk sivai vuwuyja; momoi 
Here we flood bitter wind. Here we flood bitter ~ wind; many 

gangata nyvitco, momoi gafgatd nyvitco hoho. (Repeat all; then 
bows singing to, many bows singing to. 

repeat twice from*) 
Translation 

On the top of Mo’hattik 

There are many clouds standing. 
On the top of Mo’hattk 

Many fog clouds are rising. 

The bitter wind blows on us; 

The bitter wind blows on us, 

As we sing with many bows. 

aVipinyim Hanyvl, North People song. In the treatment of some swellings upon the body the 
vipinyIm songs are sung by a number of men, who at the same time perform a simple ceremony 
intended to assist in the cure of the patient. Retiring to a structure temporarily erected from poles 
and sleeping mats, the participants, not necessarily medicine-men, make a number of images of 
animals and edible plants, which they take, one at a time, to the patient, and allow him to touch. 
After he has touched the object carried by each man in the party of singers they retire to get a 
second supply. This is repeated a number of times until the cure is supposed to have been com- 
pleted. 
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Ill 

Nanyi wot navitcho komsap naka tamaikatcim méakahap 
I am Navitco you talk about laying through 

put head 

mUlitcota navitcho kahate mtlitco hoho. (Repeat as above) 
run Naviteo like run, 

IV 

Yo-osa ikomiakahi, * yo-osa ikomiakahi, yo-osa ikomiakahi rusursv| 
Sticks cut, sticks cut, sticks eut 4 straight 

tcotamhu. (Repeat as above, dancing) 

Translation 

Though I am a Navitco, 

I hear you talk about me. 

I thrust my head tbrough the sky 

And with it I run away. 

Cut sticks, cut sticks, cut sticks straight. 

Nyavoir Nyai, Demon Sona 

{By Virsak Val-!] 

I 

Kamundak néivatga kunda kamomoi nyUnyvi kaihima, * Kamundak 
Ka/matohk mountain in many songs listen, Ké/’mataik 

navanga kunda kamomoi nyunyvi kaihima; kunda nyi mulisaku 
mountain in many songs listen; in I came running 

yakaimu mudaav rsarsavaiku. (Repeat all; then repeat twice from*. 
sang within echoed. 

Sing four times) 

II 

Hodonyisi miamtnda mursirsina, *hodonyisi miamunda mvrsirsina; 
Evening close to foundations, evening close to foundations; 

kunda kanytnyawojd anyuyapaka hiya avdivaka nyimoina 
in demons appeared here came running my soul 

kunangiomahimu. (Repeat as above) 
stripped. 

Translation 

Singing at Ké’matik mountain; 

Singing at Ké’matik mountain, 

I listen to their singing ; 

I come running to sing with them. 

Evening now is falling; 

Evening now is falling, 

And demons appeared running 

To strip and expose my soul. 
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III 

Teuvai Tandivaiga muna nyunyu kaimv, * Teuvai Tandvaiga muna 
Teuva Toak mountain in hole, Teuva Toakmountain in 

nyUnyu; kaimukunda nyvunyvukaimu, kunda nyhivaka nyvta, kunda 
hole; in hole in in I enter see, in 

kanyUnyawoy[(d) aimohiva. (Repeat as above) 
demons breath out. 

1V 

Nyunyawoy(d) iyahala, *hiya vaiaukahi, huausyasingam nyu 
Demons boys, here came running, many flowers me 

rsa-akima kukimu kamo mumuké kaauka teunyufunda huku namanha 
grasp standing there far hard land that top 

nyoAapimu nyimoitangu yovaiya puihimvu. (Repeat as above) 
bring me to my heart lift higher. 

Translation 

In a Santa Rita cave; 

In a Santa Rita cave, 

As I entered in the cave, 

I saw the breath of demons. 

Here demon boys came running ; 

Here demon boys came running, 

Grasping mv hair they carried me, 

Brought me to a distant land. 

WOAKA NYQOI, PUBERTY SONG 

{By Virsak Val-1] 

I 

Aika piworsanymhu, aika piworsanymhu; *hukia tovateoma 
Hurry come out, hurry come out; already became 

yondohonyt katcokani rsarsavaikimu. (Repeat; then repeat from *. 
go down that night echoing. 

Sing all four times) 
II 

Teovak mohof(i), *teovak mohof(i); kasingu pivayu rsumatcona 
Virgin woman, virgin woman; sleepy not indifferent 

hamuvkai nyUnarstna-a hamukai, nyUnarsuna-a tcokangik yditaimu. 
there wake there, wake night think about. 

(Repeat all; then repeat from *) 

Translation 

Come hurry forth, hurry forth. 

Already the echoing sounds 
Of darkness are heard around. 

The Virgin is not sleepy, 

She is wakeful through the night. 
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II1 

Harsany yamainangu, * harsany yamainangu; kadomia woissimu 
Giant cactus broken, giant eactus broken; there piled 

kudatigu nahana miawoitafgu wovutcimu yovaiya mumuhuk 
in there feathers drop laying raise higher 

Matcipant yaihi. (Repeat as above) 
Ma-atepat close to. 

IV 

Hali pungu kévanyvuk vany puitcokimu itali yoof(i) kakayaku 
Small that rumbling carrying this woman heard 

vapikakérsa itany tatajan keecPeas hote hairsa, hairsa. 
they not sleep this on feet there points nail broke, broke. 

V 

Tcokafgi mamahanga woisi, tcokafigi mamahafga woisi; konyi 
Night branch thrown night branch thrown 

down, down, 

suka wutca mingi worsa, konyisuka wutea mingi worsa ny% ahanu 
in under there gone past, in under there gone past my feathers 

maikomia. 
cut off. 

Translation 

The Saguaro lies there broken; 

And my fallen feathers rise 

Over the top of Table mountain. 

The boy stirred the rumbling stones; 

The woman heard and could not sleep. 
And my toe nails are broken. 

The branches of darkness fell, 

Cutting my feathers as I passed. 

RAIN SONGS 

Hoaninitve 

[By Ki/mal tkak] 

I 

Hi- oo o; *Nyunyui rsfnatcona, hanyunyvi rsénatcona; 
Song commence, our song commence; 

hnvatemahtinamd rsinatcota, hitciya NE -a. (Repeat from *) 
pleasing commence, (2)° 

Hangunigunda ony6i nyvitcota, Pilea aAiniaut rsdinatcota, ol a 
Large corn singing to, pleasing commence, 

yahina-a. Hiya-ala ony6i nyvitcota; vatumébhdinamu nnncORe 
(2) Small corn singing to; pleasing commence; 

hitciya yahina-a. 
(2) (2) 

Translat on 

Hi-ihiya naiho-o! Let us begin our song, 

Let us begin, rejoicing. Hitciya yahina-a. 

Let us begin our song, let us begin, rejoicing, 

Singing of the large corn. Hitciya yahina-a. 

Singing of the small corn. Hitciya yahina-a. 
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I] 

Hi-ihiyanaiho-o, teunofi hononyifia kusimii kidavat jangtta 
(?) blue evening drops in there ceremorial sticks 

nyuitco, yahaiva monananka finivai kuna-a, hitciya yahina. 
sing to, all around tassels waving there, (?) (?) 

Tahaiva  sia-alifa kukiva kudavat iantgfita nyuiteo, yahaiva 
White dawn rises there ceremonial sticks sing to, all around 

monanaka fifivai kuna-a, hitciya yahina-a. Tecutéinii hononyina 
tassels waying there, (?) (?) Blue evening 

kusimi kudavat iangtta nyuvitco, yo-ony6i mondanaka finivai 
drops in there ceremonial sticks — sing to, corn tassels waving 

kuna-a, hitciya yahina. Tahaiva sia-alifa kukiva kudavat  iangtita 
there (?) (2) White dawn rises there ceremonial sticks 

nyviteo, ya-ali yahaks finivai kuna-a, hitciya yahina-a. 
sing to, squash leaves waving there, (2) (2) 

Teli 

Hi-ihiyanaiho-o, *teuwuna mumuUnai, teUwUna mumuUnail; vatciki 
(2) earth rumbling, earth rumbling; we are 

1 { noahi ~ hitciya yahina-a. 
2 | nyoko-o 

humming (2?) (2) 
raining 

yoa iwuna; teUwUna mumunai; wusika 

basket sounding earth rumbling; everywhere a4 

Repeat from *; then repeat all) i I 

Translation 

Hi-ihiya naiho-o! The darkness of evening 

Falls as we sing before the sacred 4mina. 

About us on all sides corn tassels are waving. 

Hitciya yahina! The white light of day dawn 

Yet finds us singing, while corn tassels are waving. 

Hitciya yahina-a! The darkness of evening 

Falls as we sing before the sacred Amina. 

About us on all sides corn tassels are waving. 

Hitciya yahina! The white light of day dawn 

Yet finds us singing, while the squash leaves are waving. 

Hi-iya naiho-o! The earth is rambling 

From the beating of our basket drums. 

The earth is rumbling from the beating 
Of our basket drums, everywhere humming. 

Earth is rumbling, everywhere raining. 

aSong not accompanied with dancing. 
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IV 

Hi-ihiyanaiho-o, *Pahangu matccywena yopanha, © sia-alingd 
() Eagle last wing feathers pull out, east 

tanio vayolinha gunguia teuwangimvta-a, hitciya yahina-a. Pahanga 
direction point out large clouds there, (?) (?) Eagle 

vinginga yopanha, hononyfgu tanio vayolinha; ya-ala ikomainika-a, 
soft feathers pull out, west direction point out; small clouds there, 

hiteiya yahina. (Repeat from *) Hamo vaki wuteo yvanoahimu 
(?) (2) There house below rumbling 

gunguna onyoimuta-a, hitciya yahina-a. Hamo vaki wvtco 
large corn there, (?) (?) There house below 

vanyokonha, ya-ala onyoimuta-a, hitciva yahina. 
raining, small corn there, () (?) 

Translation 

Hi-ihiya naiho-o! Pluck out the feathers 

From the wing of the Eagle and turn them 

Toward the east where lie the large clouds. 

Hitciya yahina-a! Pluck out the soft down 
From the breast of the Eagle and turn it 

Toward the west where sail the small clouds. 
Hitciya yahina! Beneath the abode 

Of the rain gods it is thundering; 

Large corn is there. Hitciya yahina! 

Beneath the abode of the rain gods 

It is raining; small corn is there. 

Ho-ony1 Nyai, Corn Sone 4 

[By Ka’mal tkik] 

I 

Hi-i-lo-o ya-a-a. Ta-ima wus sinyvina yali kak aonyoi vworsanyu 
(?) (2) Who all seeing that two corn standing 

ta-dma wus sinyvina siko-oholi, hi-ilo-o ya-a-a. Ta-Ama wus sinyvina 
who all seeing younger brother, (2) (?) Who all seeing 

yalikak ali worsanyvu; ta-iima wus sinyvina siko-oholi, hi-ilo-o ya-a-a. 
that two squash standing; who all seeing younger brother, (?) (?) 

Ta-atikam hutama onyoi yworsanyv, t4-dma wus sinyvina siko-oholi, 
Ta-athkam that top corn standing, who all seeing younger brother, 

hi-ilo-o ya-a-a. Ta-attikam huta-ama ali vworsanyu té-4ma wus 
(2) (2) Ta-athkam that top squash standing who all 

sinyuina, siko-oholi, hi-ilo-o ya-a-a. (Ended by singing hi-ilo-o 
seeing younger brother, (?) (?) 

woihr) 
Translation 

Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a! He who sees everything 

Sees the two stalks of corn standing; 

He’s my younger brother. Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a! 

He who sees everything, sees the two squashes; 

He’s my younger brother. Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a! 

On the summit of Ta-atiikam sees the corn standing; 

He’s my younger brother. Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a! 

On the summit of Ta-attikam sees the squash standing; 

He’s my younger brother. Hi-ilo-o woiha! 

a The first songs ever sung to bring rain. Ho-onyi was the name of the Corn god who left the Pimas 

for many years and then returned to live at the mountain north of Picacho, Ta-athkam, whence he 

sang as above. 
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Il 

Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a. Ta-atikam hu tandvaigu tatamana teuywaki 
(?) (2) Ta-atdkam that mountain topmost clouds 

rsaika-a améanus sikai-itamu toahimu, hi-ilo-o ya-a-a. Ta-atfikam hu 
suspended there makes very loud rumbling, (2) (2) Ta-atikam that 

tinivangt tatamana hikom hu rsaika-a, aménus sikai-itama tcokona, 
mountain top above clouds that suspended, there makes very loud raining, 

hi-ilo-o ya-a-a. Teu-unafgi huvwatcona teuwaki yokanyi saniywu 
(?) (2) Blue bluebird clouds holding there 

rsaika-a aminus sikaitamu toahimu, hi-ilo-o ya-a-a. Sdé-d-ham“@ hu 
See d there makes very loud pa DLs (2?) (2) Yellow that 

vanyokona hikom ha yokanyi sandywu rsaika-a, amafus sikaitama 
bird clouds that ~ holding there suspended, there makes very loud 

tcokona, hi-ilo-o ya-a-a. 
raining, (?) (?) 

{1 

Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a.  J-it@i vahimo’ina huwunduka kahonvu; Ta-attikam 
(2) (?) Elder Brother breathe out wind over there ; Ta-athkam 

hu ta-ama teuwaki vo-orsa yasitumahaitamu toahimu, hi-ilo ya-a-a. 
that above clouds very pleasant to appear rumbling, (?) (?) 

L-itai vahimoina huwunduka kahonu; Ta-attiikam hu ta-amu hikomu 
Elder Brother breathe out wind over there ; Ta-athkam that above clouds 

rsaika vasitumahditama teokona, hi-ilo-o ya-a-a. Hami yuna, sami 
suspended pleasant appear raining, (2) (?) There in, there 

yutda, hamanyi yolihina kanyu-v vasitumahaita-amvu toahimv, hi-ilo-o 
in, there me stay sing very pleasant appears rumbling,” (?) 

ya-a-a. Hami yuna, sami yutda, hamanyi yolihina kanyu-u vasitu- 
(?) There in, there in, there me stay sing pleasant 

mahaita-ama teokona, hi-ilo-o ya-a-a. (hi-ilo-o woihe) 
to hear again raining, (?) (?) 

Translation 

Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a! Over Ta-atikam 
Rise the clouds with their loud thundering. 

Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a! Over Ta-attikam 

Rise the clouds with their loud raining. 

Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a!_ The Bluebird is holding 

In his talons the clouds that are thundering, 
Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a! Yellowbird is holding 

In his talons the clouds that are raining. 

Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a! See Elder Brother 

3reathe out the winds that over Ta-atikam 

Drive the clouds with their loud thundering. 
Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a! See Elder Brother 

3reathe out the winds that over Ta-atikam 

The welcome storm clouds are suspending. 

Hi-ilo-o ya-a-a! In the great rain clouds 

Let me sing my song of rejoicing. 

aS§4-4-ham from Si-am, is a Sonora Papago word. 
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WAR SONGS 

Rsat Nyai, Srraraur Song @ 

[By Virsak Vat-1] 

I 

Hihi teoteok Aivaigama nyUnyuwunda tama numulya_ aihivaihi 
That black sandy Tana top came running (?) 

vutanguvi. (Repeat) 
(?) 

Tama numulva aihivaihi yutafguvi. (Repeat) 
(?) Top came running (?) 

Il 

Hihi himtco himtco, himtco, vitco taiguvi himteo, vitco tai oe Uvi. 
That shoye shove, shoye, (2) res ) shove, (2) (? 

(Repeat) 
Liho libo li yawoine sikyo yawoine sikyo apiatama sikyo tanguv 

(?) 2) (2) (2) (°) (2) @) you also (0) (?) 
apiatama sikyo tafguvi. (Repeat) 

(?) (2) (2) 

1 

Hana okolrsanihi maoli kiyan oem (Repeat) 
On () (?) (?) (?) 

Takiwoja nyihéli moakahi hopama vykéna sitana maikana rsene 
That was ‘slave killed skin empty strip off stretch soften (2) 

rsolihiye tanguvi. (Repeat) 
() (?) 

Translation 

Over that black sandy land, 

Over the top came running, 
Over the top came running. 

The Apache slave was killed 

And his hide tanned for leather. 

«Sung on returning victorious from war. The singers dance and shake gourd rattles. This is 
believed to be a very old song original with the Pimas, 
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Wouovrd Nynai, Tre Sone @ 

[By Virsak VAl-1] 

I 

Tanahali vavanyimhu yanama hiyava tcimyivia hiyava nyinyivia 
Shining row man here came here came 

kanyhuina teokangiku yatény yahatcimvu. (Repeat four times) 
see darkness here me collected. 

Il 

Panai yahayi kavahanda kikitaka kunda teomu narsawopimu vanyU 
Coyote young shield house in there sat Tam 

ingi shai mundatcoma ihinaha kimu. (Repeat four times) 
like in there shouting. 

il 

Panai yahaji tcokafigi yawolima vuvuikanyi vanyi mulimu kuda 
Coyote young darkness tied toward me leading me in 

A A 5 iS Br : atte 
minyoapa handiva nyi wukafgi yavatcukia kifgi kahimuna. (Repeat 
brought me there me around cigarettes four departures. 

four times) 
Mahyal névaiga kuka tamai virsaku yvanyi Aumukai munda tcoma 
Mahyal mountain standing top hawk here me with in there 

putihakimu. (Repeat four times) 
flop. 

Translation 

Here the warrior, Shining-row, 

Came and saw the night around me. 

Young Coyote made a shield house 

And he sat in it shouting, 

And that was pleasing to me. 
Young Coyote tied the darkness; 

The cigarettes were passed around, 
Four times when he led me there. 

The Hawk on Mahyal mountain? 

Stood with me beating his wings. 

aSung on return from an Apache campaign at the time when the hair of the enemy is tied by the 

aged companion appointed for each successful warrior. 

bMahyal is the Pima name of the mountains about Silver King. 
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MA-Ar'k’ Nyai, Scare Sone @ 

[By Virsak Vat-1] 

I 

Siyaliigi tangio ydtami taiwonyv, *sivalifgi tangio yatami 
East direction man arose, east direction man 

taiwonyu; kuhuwusi ydsikamii nydyateuki vany nanamu koma 
arose; kind of flowers cigarettes I meet there 

haikoma hanyvu. (Repeat all; then repeat twice from *) 
smoking. 

Il 

Navamoku a navamoku nyakatci, Dgamova muké mundthwna. 
Drunk said drunk me about PAGE there far running. 

(Repeat) 

ie Rsaifigal anyimoinahga wowumv navamo Kakandaku néinhivaigu 
Pitif my soul with drunk Crooked mountain 

yaihimu. (Repeat twice from *) 
moving toward. 

ul 

Kamo nya himuna, * kamo nya himuna; kusi Avfigiomi névaita 
There £0, there go; kind of reddish liquor 

nyitcona pia nyiki navamok rsakald moumuhvlimu. (Repeat twice 
caused not me drunk stagger 

to drink 

from *) 

IV 

Yahaindvu kavinyik, * yéhindu kavinyik; kunda Tgali nyohonyoiau 
Sandy hill, sandy hill; in kind of vulture 

taiwonyuk hana vany wukany teuwvut jamu_ téndhdli. (Repeat all; 
come out there my around land on snining. 
running . 

then repeat twice from *) 

Translation 

There arose in the East Land 

One whom I met there smoking 

Flowerlike cigarettes. 

Running dazed and falsely speaking 

Pitiable and faint-hearted 

I feel at Crooked mountain. 

There I’m going, there I’m going. 

I have to drink the liquor 

That makes me stagger as I run. 

Vulture arose from Sandy hill 

Shining upon the land around. 

a Accompanied by dancing. 

26 era—O8——24 
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Vi 

Kaikimaki takutét makaifiga teu, *kakimaki taékutét makaifga 
Gray spider magician find, gray spider magician 

teu; kusi teopolima kihata makai nyahanga, haiya, hiya, hiyaka himu. 
find; kind of .squarely . likeakiéhamagiciam he said, A?) (?) Age (2) 

(Repeat as above) ; sea = 
VIA a ; 

Kahova hinakimu, * kahoya,binakimu; yatciau , tivatiga, wuteaya 
Up there shouting, up there shouting; © Atei hill ~ “under 

hinakimu yatam hawus am rsdiké Aukaitcuna. (Repeat as above) 
shouting people all there poor said. 

Prinslation 

The Gray Spider magician 

He made a square kiiha, 
He is indeedia magician. 

They are shouting, they are shouting, 

Around the hill,of Atci. 

The poor people there are shouting 

As the news of battle comes. 

Koi(p)t Ha-akam Nyai, (?) Ova Sone # 

[By-Sike’teu] > 

i 

Patamahimv, patamahimu, vapi yaijima  teiviahimu nafgusi 
Where going, where going, not quick come I guess 

yukiyupai mokonama’’ muhiaupa kama hyova’ kukimu.¢ Haya 
already somewhere die fire like there distant stand, = 1 (9) 

mailo°Omane. (Repeat ad lib.) 
(2) (?) 

it 

Namu tiny yavany hitconaki yo-osi kokapu vany naki-hiya. 
You do me raven to make tree top me hang. 

(Repeat ad lib.) 
Ill 

Kanongali yayvai tanun(djama yovi naputhifgi rsaite Unda 
Far down rocks shining woman you grass in 

yangitika mundukai samu tamai pahangu namuku kakuyvihimu. 
hide run there top eagle meet whipping. 

(Repeat ad lib.) : 

Translation 

Now where is he, where is. he, 

That he has not. already, come? 
Yes, I fear that he has been killed. 

You hung the Rayen trophies 
On a pole and danced around them. 

Amid the rocks of the mountain 

The women tried to hide themselves; 

But the men ran and killed them. 

aWhen the Pimas were victorious the women sang these songs at the moment of hearing the 

first pews from the runners that came in advance of the war party. 
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SPEECHES 

Set speeches which recited portions of the cosmogonical myth were 
a feature of many ceremonies and were aspecially i important in the 
preparation for war. They were slightly adapted for each occasion 
but their general content remained the same. Highly figurative 
language is used and in consequence it is extremely difficult to obtain 
even an approximately correct translation. The free translation 
offered is the result of many discussions with the older men. 

In the ten speeches here given reference is made to the sols 

deities, magicians, ete. : 

Elder Brother. Black, Blue, Red, and White, Blue, Black, and 

Earth Doctor. White Measuring Yellow Dragonfly. 

South Doctor. Worm. Yellow Spider. 
Vulture. Lightning Magician. Down Roll. 

Talking Tree. Thunder Magician. Yellow Raven. 

Sun. Wind Magician, Bluebird. 

Gray Gopher. Foam Magician. Yellow Bird. 

Black, Blue, and White Sinking Magician. Mountain. 

Mocking-bird. Vakolif Magician. Mocking Bird. 

Kovik. Vikarskam. Blue Coyote. 
Gray Spider. Nasia. Black Kangaroo Mouse. 
Blue Gopher. Old Woman Magician. Owl. 

ELDER BROTHER AS HE RESTORED HIMSELF TO LIFE 

You people desired to capture Elder Brother so that you might 
destroy him. You secured the assistance of Vulture, who made a 

miniature earth; you saw him at his home engaged in this work. He 
shaped the mountains, defined the water courses, placed the trees, and 
in four days completed his task. Mounting the zigzag ladders of his 
house“ he flew forth and circled about until he saw Elder Brother. 
Vulture saw the blue flames issuing from Elder Brother’s heart and 

knew that he was invulnerable. In his turn Elder Brother knew that 
Vulture wished to kill him and had made the miniature earth for that 
purpose. 

Komtéiva Sis Makai spadi alitik tatcoa. It teuwv} 
You were Elder Brother magician ill plan desired. This land 

¥. ¥ e ew w ¢ e J A 

teukite aitk si-imaitatcotk am sap tev-uma-d. It té-dta-ak 
cet by followed very many plans there right covered, This mountains 

im 
v ¢ oe v e ¢ ce y 

tcotcoate aitk si-imditateotk am sap ko-oki. It rsérsintikam 
handiwork followed very many plans there right Ups. This springs 

¥ y ¢ ey e ¢ Tt 
rsorsoki titoate @itk si-imditcotk am sap teu-uma-d. It os 

water placed followed very many plans there right covered, This tree 
~ e me Gy ¢ e an Gg 

ku-ursate 4itk si-imditateotk am sap ko-oki. Am _ ki-ik ha teux 
put followed very many plans there right tips. There fourtimes bounce 

himitcotk’ am teoiké kopal hutculwoite. Ka-am katekahimite am 
pushed there elsewhere turned down slide. There remains there 

aThe ruin a few miles south of Tempe. 
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Elder Brother, as he regained consciousness, rose on hands and feet 

and swayed unsteadily from side to side. He thought of the world 
about him and it seemed but a barren waste around him; as he 

recovered from his bewilderment he saw the true condition of things. 

Looking about him he saw a river toward the west along which 
grew arrow bushes. From these he cut four magic sticks; placing 
his hand on these he blew cigarette smoke over them, whereupon 
magic power shone forth from between his fingers. He was much 
pleased with this and laughed softly to himself. He rubbed his magic 
bag of buckskin four times with each of the four sticks and then put 
them in and tied it. He then arose and stamped down all mortal 
magicians and eyen ground his own house into the earth. He stamped 

upon the orator, the warrior, the industrious, and the provident 

woman, and crushed them down. Then he sank beneath the surface 
of the earth. He reappeared in the east and made from the point of 

vy 7 sv e . . : . 

utcukita. Kajsi-itatakrsk ivam (pi) am vUvwukate inyunhaék teum 
it life. With his hands raise there around look he 

vy oA y y ¥ y ¢ 
nyvi dyapi hukam  haiteo kanhastcoik. It wusk ap teum 
saw not them thing fami//ar. This all that he 

v . . x v v v uw 

umatciamahimik piunaké. Im hojinyik woi adtuva kus tevutaki 
it ponder fails. In west toward lay kind of blue 

uAamatiita hokit am woihyamik am pui vatak os. Am ki-ik 
snake beside there went to there catch wet tree. There four 

hikomiak am wuwuvtcdi toak am sikommo. Kotak tanalikate am 
cut there under placed there conjure. That rays there 

maorsattkit siwoAsak towe katcim teuwt} tam am kokodaa. Towe 
between the fingers opposite fixed country on there reach. Opposite 

v A e v y J e 

katcim teuwu} maskd olt; towe tcotcim té-Ata-ak aupukiomitk 
fixed country clear remains; opposite fixed mountains reddish 

teotcoa. Tak hap teoikam tcom nyvitok am uta tcorsal ihuhumia, 
made and That this thing he saw there in murmur laugh, 
erected, 

Im hojinyik takio teut ihimite kus teok uké-dmbaisakita. Hok 
In west direction from pushed kind of black his haze. S That 

. +“ . alee at j 
hukate itakihonik uta pimaska iolinfk sa-api ita-atan. Im katcim 

with strip in invisible hold manner made. In laying 
ves . v € ut v wv m0 . 

takio ihimite kus ta-at ki uka-Ambhaiwakita huk hukate isita-akihonik 
direction pushed kind of — blue his haze that with strip thoroughly 

uta pimaské iolinfik sa-ap itd-atan. 
in invisible stay hold manner made. 

Im sialik takié teut ihimite kus tantém ukdhaisakita huk hukute 
In east direction from pushed kindof white his haze that with 

sitakihontik uta pimaské iolinik sa-ap itatan. It tutamu teut ihotony 
strip in invisible hold manner made. This above from down 

kus teutaki uka-Amhaiaakita huk hukfite sita-akihonik uta pimaské 
kindof blue his haze we that with strip in invisible 

iolinfik sa-ap ititan. Im hoyinyik takié teut himite kus teoak 
hold manner made. In sunset direction from pushed kindof black 

vAamatitak huk hukiite isisotk naté. Im katcim takid teut 
his snake that with it tie finish. In laying direction from 

“Ls . Cy ue ae! ¢ yy 
ihimite kus ta-atki cuAamatitak huk huktite isivotk naté. Im 
pushed kind of blue his snake ~ that with it tie finish, In 
. v vu . . v ¢ 

sialik taki6 teut ihimite kus tintén vuAamatutak huk huktte 
east direction from pushed kindof white his snake that with 
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emergence a transparent trail to the place where he had gone down. 
About the base of his mountains the water began to seep forth; 
entering, he came out with spirit refreshed. Taking all waters, even 
those covered with water plants, he dipped his hands in and made 
downward passes. Touching the large trees he made downward 
sweeps with his hands. Going to the place where he had killed Eagle 
he sat down looking like a ghost. A voice from the darkness asked, 
““Why are you here?” He answered that notwithstanding all that he 
had done for them the people hated him. Renewing his power four 
times in the east at the place where the sun rises, he blew his hot 
breath upon the people, which like a weight held them where they 

isivotk’ nata. It tutamu tevt ihotiny kus tev-vtaki UAamatatik 
tie finish. This above from down kind of blue his snake 

cao ¢ A . . v ~ 
huk hukite isivotk naté. Am ivorsanyuk am siftkuirs. Ava 
that with tie finish. There arose there stamp on. Tt was 

. et . gael 

hupai taha kus makait kam 4-ftam kotak am sikuihitcony ata-am 
where sitting having powers people that there stamp down then 

ot magician 

pai-ite sifikuirs. Ava hupai taha kus nyidkam 4-dtam kotak am 
further stamp on. It was where _ sitting kind of orator man that there 
. ya ov me o ~ . . 

sikuihitcony ata-am pai-ite si-ikuirs. Ava hupai taba kus siakam 
stamp down then further stamp on, Then where sitting kindof brave 

BRK . vie A . nA v a . 
i-itam tak am sikuihitcony, Ayawot iwus taam sifikuirs.. Ava hupai 

man that there stamp down, it was last then stampdown. Then where 

tahaku of steopoihitikam ku of steotetkitikam kot huk 
sitting kindof woman energetic gathers kind of woman stored that that 

¢ * a v ¢ et A . . A 

hawunatk am sikuihitconyitk am teo-opi. Am kiémalm miarspahimtk 
together there stamp down there sank. There thin cover With earth 

sialik taki6 mé-ikanyik am tevut kus tantém vadkita itev. Kus 
east direction eruption there from kindof white his trail putup. Kindof 

ku-uku-vitam té-dta-ak teotcoate Ursirsin ap vapa-adany. Houk wusk 
large mountains made aa its bases there seeping. That all 

erectec 

uta vapkihite hukute huk vipitak ivaositahim. Rsirsantikam 
in entersandreturns with that his soul moisten. Springs 

rsorsoki tatoate haakia nanfikatcoikam mamathait katep  vi-inte 
water placed many various water plants with it covered 

wuo(f)utck huk wusk ut mawopite hukute huk vi-iputak ivaositahim., 
lays that all in dips with that his soul wet. 

Kus ku-ukutam o-os tcotcoateck huk wusk ap mawopite hukate 
Kind of large trees made and erected that all there dipped with 

hvuk vipvtak ivaositahim. atada teuma-dA huku Pa-ak umoa-aktt 
that his soul wet. Therefore cover at Eagle he kill 

v ¢ . v A v e ev w v * vy 

woitcotk pitecimfik woitcotk napatoAak vi-itckiit teoik tcivia. Hastco 
straight to goaround _ straight to sitting (?) resembles came. What 
ons c og One 7 aqeey.. Jo ang a ¥y v 

puhimutk teiviak vi-itckttt teoikte tcivia. Hi-iks, nanypim akit 
grasp came (?) resemblance came. Yes, I thus told 

spathalitk tatcoa teuwv} Ttcuki humata tarsa. Ta-am sialik woa 
think evil desires country forme placed human set. There east toward 

ki-ik aprsfrs, AataAa teu-uma-4 tats teutersatcktt ki-ik ap (m)ditam ] 

four renewals, therefore reached sun placeofcoming up four there groups 
A A e sw Ay * ~ - kavatltk ki-ik ap (m)ditam teutany. Avaatitt kuirspakutate wus kas 
hollow four there groups thud. It was stepping place all over 

A w . w . te 

huwolhikitak wus kés teuvaakitak tcim pipapaki huk wta ap 
windy all over cloudy not slowly that in there 
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were. He accompanied the Sun on his journey, traveling along the 
south border of the trail where there was a fringe of beads, feathers, 
strings of down, and flowers.“ He jerked the string holding these so 
that they fell and made the magicians jump. In the north he saw a 
trail bordered like the one in the south and overturned it. 

On his journey along the Sun’s orbit Elder Brother came to Talking 
Tree. ‘*Why do you come like a ghost?” asked Tree. He replied, 
** Notwithstanding all I have done for the people they hate me.” Tree 
broke one of its middle branches and cut a notch around it to form a 
war club and gave itto him. Then Tree broke a branch on the south 
side and made a bundle of ceremonial sticks from it for him. He saw 
a trail toward the south and another toward the north bordered with 
shells, feathers, down, and flowers, which he overturned. 

~ 

takvirspan utco kotak uta ap siukuirs. Avawot takrspakittate wus 
enough result that in there stamp. It was place for hand his all 

A v v . tu kas huvcuhakitak wus kas tevaakitak teompipapaki huk vta apta 
over windy all over cloudy if not slowly that in there 

takrspam utco kotak uta ap si-itakrs. Am iAorsanyik koiwoa 
may put thehand, that in there put his hand. There arose about to 

result throw down 
e o, S . ¢ ¢ . . ne . . 

L-ipoiAoak koiwoa itak te kowa paitcok koiwoa i-ipoiwoa koiwa 
breath about to shoved further about to breath about to 

throw down throw down throw down 
. ¢ ¢ ev vy -* v iv) . ¢ ¢ v 

itakk te kowa. Am pai-itcok koiwa Lipoiwoak koiwa itakk te koiwa 
shoved. There further about to breath about to shoved about to 

& throw down throw down on throw down. 
. ae, iv] v . o [Y 

Avawot iwurs ta-am Lipoiwoalk kotwa itakk te kowa. Avawot uta 
It was final there breath about to shoved. It was in 

throw down 

katcim vakitate kotak iai katcim takié vakitate wus kis payokatak 
main route that follow laying direction route all over necklace 

wus kas nahakidtak a-an kiattita hokitik vi-ik kiattita hokitik os 
all over earrings feathers string side down string edge tree 
; ¢ ne S 5 : sano 

hikte ka hiasitaste hokitik kak sivante koaate sikopal woihim. 
short piece flower stuck edge that drags jerks face down thrown, 

on artificial 

Naniki dit takio vakitate wus kas payokatak wus kas nahakiitak 
North field direction route all over necklaces all over earrings 

4 a e oo . s er, 2 ¢ . A c 
a-an kiattita hokitak vi-ik kiatita hokituk os hikute’ka hidsitaste 
feathers strings edge down strings edge tree short piece flowers stuck on 

artificial flowers 

hokittik kak sihopanyte. 
edge that uproot. 

1+ v) v. moe . w,t 

Sitcuxhim teotahim. Kahupai taha kus makait kam 4-dtam 
Jumping high continue, Where set kind of having powers of man 

magician, 

kak am siteuxhim teotahim. Aatava teu-umaai ku nyiakutam os. 
that there jumping high continue. Therefore reach kind of Talking Tree, 
a ¢ Oe c o ¢ su v vy, ¢ ey Woitcotk pitcimik woitcotk napatoAak viitektit teoik te tcivia. 

Straight to go around straight to Sitting (?) resembles came. 
we v ¢ . v eu m u ¢ ¢ . vu eu v. 

Hastco ptihimutk | teiviak viitcktt teoik te teivia. Hi-iks, nanypim 
What grasp came (?) resembles came, G8; I thus told 

y e v ¥ \y ¥y 

akit ‘spathdlitk tatcda teuwv} Tteuki humata tarsa. P’ata kaitam 
think evil desires country ao me human set. So noise 

placed 

a** Wood shavings.” 
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Arriving at the drinking place of the Sun he knelt down in the 

tracks made by the ‘Sun to drink, and saw a dark-blue stone. “ He 

left: there the arrow-bush' ceremonial sticks ‘containing his enemies’ 

power, but! retained in his grasp the sticks cut from! Talking ‘Tree. 

Toward the south were strewn necklaces, earrings, feathers, strings of 

down, and flowersy/allcof ‘which’ he jerked and threw face down. 

Toward the north he threw down the'same objects, and as they struck 

tlie earth they caused the magicians’ to jump. Reaching the place 

where the sun sets he slid down feur times before he reached the 

place where Barth Doctor lived. 

‘* Why do you come looking like a ghost?” asked the god. ** Not- 

withstanding) all that I have done for them the people hate: me,” he 

answered. By Earth Doctor’s order the wind from the west caught 

him up and carried him far to the east, then brought him back and 

threw him violently down. |... The south wind carried him to 

¥v ; . . b e * 

tevteua a\awot uta kukam vaokate tak siém kioalt katk ap isi 
said it was in standing stalk that right cut around there more 

mh Le S , pie . AE 

kimurspite avawot késivoltate tak ap vanyte k ku © sialik 
carry on the rump it was chrysalis that there pluck kind of .- east 

> Ue : . ~ A ¢ sos ¥, ¢ Z 

Avkiomilikate wus ka itakihonak avnatk® ap isi kamurspite Ayawot 
dawn all over strip with it there more carry on the rump. . it was 

© Doe pow ree Ly 9 wit wy bi 

ulutate’ kas siim teoktt matsik ak'te’ kors& ip takitcony vi-ikam 
skin how | proper owl hook call nape persist shove remainder 

ap isi kakamhaitckatat. Im mot ~katcim taki6 mamhakate 
there more cut cheek hair. In this direction laying direction branch 

. ‘. u ¢ . J c rt 

tak ap molinfik siim Amina vupatk’ sikapitckatk rsak, Avawot 
that there break right ceremonial like sticks bound hold, It was 

uta katcim. vakitate kotak ii. katcim takio vikitate wus kas 
in laying route that follow laying direction route all over 

payokatak wus kas nahakiitak a-an kina-atuta hokituk vi-ik kiatdta 
necklaces all over earrings feathers strings edge down _ strings 

~uA . ¢ . v. v . e . 

hokitik os hikvte’ka hiasitaste hokituk kak, sivante koaate sikopal 
edge tree cut chor pe edge that pull by jerking face down 

artificial ow 

woihim.  Nandki)4it\takiO Aakitate: wus. kas; payokatak wus kas 
lay. North field direction route all over necklaces all over 

nahakiitak a-an kiatiita: hokituk vi-ik kiatiita bokitak os hikite ka 
earrings feathers strings edge down | strings edge tree short cut 

. v e viv . I . “ v , . 

hiasitaste’ hokitiik kak: sihopanyte siteuxhim tcotahim. Ka hupai 
stuck up edge that uproot jumping high continue. Where | where 

artificial flow 

taha kus nyfkam 4-Atam kak am_ siteuxhim tcotahim.  AataAa 
setting kindof talking man that, there jumping high continue. Therefore 

teu-uma-A ku tars Likiit rsotaki kaot tan woikotate wus kas 
reach kind of sun, drinking place water .that,was knee place for kneeling all over 

huwulhakitak wus kas tevAakitak. Teum. pipapaki huk Uta apta 
windy all over cloudy. Not slowly that in there 

tan woim vutco tak uta ap sitinwoa, Kaot takrspakotate wus kas 
upkneenotput result that; in there stamp knee. That was hand hold all over 

Aly. w . f ue 

huaulhikitak wus kas tcvsakitak. .Teum pipapaki huk uta apta 
windy all over cloudy. Not slowly that in higher 

sii eu e . 

takrspam vtco tak uta ap. si-itakrs,..Am i-itcomalkatk am i. 
may placehand result that in there (put-hand, There he stooped there drink. 

aSquare, rough edged; causes consumption if one finds it and does not properly care for it. 
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the north; the east wind carried him to the west; the wind from the 
zenith carried him to the sky; all returned to throw him violently down. 
From his cigarette containing two kinds of roots Earth Doctor blew 
smoke upon the breast of Elder Brother, whereupon green’ leaves 
sprang forth and he gained consciousness. Earth Doctor cleared the 
ground for a council and then picked up Elder Brother as he would 
have taken up a child and put him in his house. 

Earth Doctor sent Gray Gopher up through the earth to emerge in 
the east by the white water where lay the eagle tail. He came out by 
the black water where lay the raven feathers. He came out by the 

Am teum nyui kuk uta am kuk steu-utaki hatai tapinya. Kot 
There he saw that in there stand blue Stone smooth. That 

vy ¢ v 
huk wutei am maorsk am_ takithé huk A-dps kam _ vdmina. 
that under there thrustin there relinquish that enemies’ power short sticks. 

Nyiaktitam os vuamina viak huk rsa-ak iai. Adawot uta katcim 
Talking tree short sticks left that grasp he followed. It was in laying 

rakitate kotak idi katcim takio vakitate wus kas payokatak wus 
trail that he follow laying direction trail all over necklaces all 

kas nahakidtak a-an kia-atuta hokitak vi-ik kiatuta hokitvk os 
over earrings feathers strings sides down strings edge tree 

. ¢ mAs ¢ & . v. . e120 
hikte ka hiasitaste hokitvk kak sivanitekovate sikopay woihim. 
short sticks artificial edge that jerks face down thrown. - 

= -c * mies 25 ¢ S 

Na-anki ait takié vakitate wus kas payokatak wus kas nahakiatak 
North field direction trail all over necklaces all over earrings 

: ¥ ey : S +70 “Aly ¢ 
a-an kiatuta hokitvk vi-ik kiatuta hokitvk os hik'teka hidsitaste 
feathers strings edge down strings edge tree short cut artificial 

3 . G . G. us v hokitvk kak sihopanyte siteuxhim tcotahim. Kahwupai taha kus 
edge that uproot jumping high going. Where _ sitting kind of 

siakam d@-dtam kak am _ sitcuxhim tecotahim. Aatasa teu-uma-a 
brave man that there jumping high going. Therefore reach 

Oa v u e c 
ku tats hotokot ki-ik ap mdéitam sutapionyte kate kotak ditk 
kind of sun every other four there groups smooth lay that followed 

evening 

ki-ikha itapionyik imho tuautca spapaki tev ku sis makai. 
four times slides there us under slowly discover kind of older brother 

magician, 
. ¢ . u ¢ . ¢ eu v ou ¢ sow Woitcotk pitcimk woitcotk napatosak vi-itekitt teoi-ik' te’ tcivia. 

Straight to go around straight to sit flat (?) resembles came. 
wy . ¢ ¢ . u uy u iy ¢ . uv vv v iy c 

Hastco pttihimit k teivia, hasteo piihimfit k’ teivia, hasteo ptiihimit' k 
What do you wish to get come, what do you wish to get come, what do you wish to get 

. v vy v whe ¢ . u ev uv Vv ¢ ¢ . uv *yv 

tcivia, hastco ptihimtt k teiviak vi-itektit teoik te’ tcivia. Hi-iks, 
come, what do you wish to get came (?) resembles came. * Ves: 

y ue vy c uv ¢ 

nanypim akit spathalitk tateoa teuyuj nyteuki humata tarsa P ata 
I thus told think evil desires land forme placed people set he said 

kaitam teutcu. Ata-im hojinyik takié teut ditkteut teivia. 
noise said. Far in west direction from after came. 

y . a es) v ¢ . ww uv v c a 

Im sialik woi teuxhimtcotk sialik parsimatkitk opam tarsowa im 
In east toward jumping high east turn back near home set in 

v ve u v sy vy v ¥ y ¢ 

katcim takidtetit Aitkteut teivia. Na-anki dit woi teuxhimtcotk 
laying direction from follow came. North field toward jumping high 

vt v ¥ ¥41,¢ ¥. sw vy 
na-anki dit parsiipitkitk opam  tarswoa. Im_ sialik takioteut 

north field turn back near home set. In east direction 
Av iv . v uv v uv vy c . v . vy ¢ 

ditk teut teivia. Hoginyik woi teuxhimtcotk hoyinyik parsdinatkitk 
follow came, West toward jumping high west turned back near 

opam tarswoa. It tamuteut ditkteut teivia. Tam atcim woi 
home set. Here above follow came. Top sky toward 
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blue water where lay the bluebird’s feathers. He came out by the 

yellow water where lay the hawk feathers. He found so many people 

that he feared they could not be conquered. But he gnawed the magic 

power of their leader until he weakened it. Then he returned to the 

council in the nether world, where his power as a magician was recog- 

nized, and he was placed on a mat with Elder Brother. 

The people were now ready todo whatever Elder Brother desired of 

them and, like fierce predatory animals or raptorial birds, they poured 

out of the underworld and fell upon the inhabitants of the upper 

world, whom they conquered without difficulty. The victors swept 

vy v. As ¥. e ver 

teuxhimteotk tam atcim parsdinatkitk’ opam tarswoa haapatavaita-ata. 
bounding top sky turned back near home set done. 

. vu vw A ¢r- A A 

An wukate huk teuwv} itakiomk hastcoprs ali wupatk ikamtk buk 
There around that land stripped resembles young make like hold that 

uta am tarswoa. Kawot ku kakai tax ajitcikite* pawois tax ajitcikite 
in there set. That was kind of ghost root cigarette his pawois root cigarette his 

kotak ap parsé i-ipdihuisoa kota sifim visakitat kavaot kus kémaki 
that there near he puffed that right left it was kind of gray 

teufha rsiikate kotak ap imf@ik rsirsof. Kota am teopinyk am sialik 
gopher pet that there my ery. That there sank there east 

ve A -e he v 

takio m4-Akanik am kus tantdm rso-otaki teu. Ku Pa-ak pahiwoa 
direction pop out there kind of | white water thle Kind of Eagle tail 

ered, 

kate am simairsk teu. Am pai-ite teopinyik am mé-akanyik am_ kus 
lay there covered placed. There further sank there pop out there kind of 

et y 

teok rso-otaki teu. Ku hadany a-an kate mairsk am teu. Am 
black water Caektie Kind of raven feathers lay covered there placed. There 

ered. 

pai-ite teopinyk am mé-ikanyk am kus_ tev-vtaki rsotaki tev. 
further sank there pop out there kind of blue water — discov- 

ered, 

Hvaateot a-an kate nairsk am tev. Am _ pai-ite tcopinyk am 
Bluebird feathers lay eoyered there placed. There further sank there 

mi-Akanyk am kus soam rso-otaki tev. Ku aatcokok a-an kate 
pop out there kind of yellow water Se Kind of hawk feathers lay 

ered, 

mairsk am teu. Am tcopinyk am méa-ikanyk am _ ikoatcitk am 
covered there placed. There sank there pop out there look around there 

teum nyvi. It aakuta katcim pipapaki hastco kate tcoitcim tcoi-ik. 
abe saw. This trail laying not slowly what lay manner thing. 

aie ¢ 4 4 = 

Avak tcom sitairste takatk’ v-vlit huk makai. Kota am wukate 
They firmly seated think that magician. That there | around 

katcim na-ankaé teoi-itekate sisdrspil ki-ikomia. Puk am opam 
laying all belongings short bite off. Took there home 

wt sw A A y v ¥ 

teopi. Ki-ik ap mé-Akanyk makai na-ata tev-umik hokit an takita. 
sank. Four there pop out magician fire covered beside release. 

ea ev A v e " 

Smakai-itakam 4-Atam vaksitk” tam tarswoa. Tak vta huk isi 
Powerful magician man placed for on set. There in that ready 

~ y ~,: A y A A1_:¢ py 

kvirsk kukisak nyvi Aiapiku-vlika teuwv}a mututam vaupaki o-ofik 
like stamped stood me sons land running birds 

a Ayiteikite from Papago. 
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the property and everything relating to the conquered from the face 
of the earth. 

Consider the magic power which abode with me and which is at your 
service. 

. x v . ® v. 

ta-atam vaupakitk nyvinyk tam ap viadak ap piatco tatkitcotk’ ap 
flying ike fly on there seize there nothing wrestle there 

sutapam pui. Am aAuvkite katcim nanantika tcoitckate si-inasik 
smooth catch. There around laying all belongings gather 

c ay Gy oat eC 5 

spapaki kasolkatk s papaki hahak inyu  woa. 
slowly bundled slowly revolve me _ throw down. 

v . ty A 
Hapkvk humits uhitk’ tatcoa daaot kus ku-uk toakak konta ap puk 

You may think desire it was kind of good life I took there took 

antaAaioapa. 
brought. 



OPENING OF RAIN CEREMONY @ 

Explanation 

When rain is desired one of the leading men who understands the 

ceremony will notify the medicine-men, the orator or reciter, and the 
singer. These agree upon beginning the ceremony at the end of four 
days. On the third day they send one or more men as criers to 
announce to the people of the adjoining villages that the ceremony 

will be held on the morrow. 
When all have assembled in the evening the leader calls out the 

names one by one of the medicine-men, who take their position behind 
the fire, facing toward the east. Then the names of those who will 
sing are called. The leading singer sits behind the medicine-men and 
his assistants place themselves on either side of him and around the 
fire. Then the orator is named and takes his place with the medicine- 
men. When the leader announces that it is time for the ceremony to 

begin, the orator recites the following: 

Translation 

Is it in this condition that we are sitting here, understanding the 
advice of our forefathers? There is an unknown house in which lies 
the magic brand; toward this we point the ceremonial cigarette and 
smoke, thus acquiring an insight that shall enable us to speak wisely. 
When the earth was new it was shaking and rough.’? As you know, 

Black Mocking Bird lives in the west. I had considered my relation- 

Na Hums hapa tcoik’ kotes huk uta tathakte’ haps ma-ate 
ore Not like this condition that for in sitting in there understand 

fs > AG . = c 
haiteo a-ak. Kavawot qetai ki, huk uta amkate’ huk” kotck 

thing counsel. It was (?) house, for in lays brand 
aye. wp wt y 

yi-itik. Oatciki tan huk woi amukuk kote hukap hiwakte hap 
remnant. Cigarette knee that one standing that which inhaling es 

ore 

samate haitco ak. Kota teuwu} humoi uteu amuta hainte kate 
know thing counsel. Then earth new was made in moving lay 

e ¥ ¥ ¥ vy amuta tedtcoakte kate. Ava im  hojinyik takio kus tcok 
in inserted and lay. As you toward west direction kindof black 

projecting know 

rso-ok kontak hap tcoikam mamatcuk ap imtk* rsiérsoa kotap 
ts Ihad therefore that ore guessing my weep because 

bire visible 

éIt shook because it was wet and spongy at that time, ‘like the wet bank of the river.” 

oAm=a prefix denoting certainty. 

dConnective inserted for euphony. 

eImak="'My (brother or other relative),"’ a form of entreaty. 

od7 
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ship to him and guessed what should be the right manner in which to 
address him. Because of my entreaty he was disposed to be friendly 
toward me. 

Yes, Black Mocking Bird, if your plans for controlling the earth 
have failed, go far hence and leave the black wind and the black clouds 
behind you. Your people will henceforth entreat your assistance 
from a distance. 

When the land was new I knew of a Blue Mocking Bird in the 
south, and I called on him also for help, and he came. He gave com- 
mands to control the hills, mountains, trees, everything. But still 
the earth continued shaking. 

Yes, Blue Mocking Bird, if your plans have failed, go hence and 

v ve ve ¢ uv ey v v ¥. 

sinyhai-ikui-itam vutatk amitefit teivia. Ha-akia haitco va-aka it 
friendly felt from came. Many things his counsel this 

teuwty teumak yvaopanik teuwt} tcovitik ap kuorspahimfik ap 
land everywhere stretched land hills on _ touching on 

tata-ak kokok ap kukvuorspahimtk o-os kokok ap kukvorspahimtik 
mountain tops on touched trees tops on touched KK 

nata. Avak hukute tefimsi katcikak ak hap teumteo. Ava 
finish. Then with covering remain fixed deter- hemadeithas As you 

mining since failed. know 

amuta hainte kate amuta tcotcoakte kate. Ahu-u, kus teok rso-ok 
in moving lay in inserted and lay. Yes, kindof black mocking 

projecting bird 

vatcim piam utcon huktim teoitcik kop varsate“ iolinhi kus teoiteilk 
may try your plan you farther stay kind of black 

uhuwulik kus teoiteik uteuwakik kémisthi ap  kukiovan. 
your wind kind of black yourclouds carried behind there stand. 

Hak hum humata hupai teukak? apamuk mimhi rsdsoakan kop 
That your people some time future my entreaty you 

. ete e . v a 

pimask& vai-iwumkan pata teu-uk va-arsate iol(t). Im ka-ateim ¢ 
unseen will help, he said near stay. This laying 

vu ¢ v 2 . 

takio kus tatk rso-ok kontak hap teoikam mamutcik ap imik 
direc- kind blue mocking I was there- I know guessing to my 
tion of bird fore 

v we ve ¢ . v . ~) 

rsirsoa tap sinyhai-ikui-itam utatk amtcut teivia. Ha-akia haitco 
weep conse- friendly felt from come. Many things 

quently 

ua-aka if teuwu} tev-umk vaopanik teuwu} teovitk ap 
his advice this land covering stretched land hilt to 

kuowurspahimuk ap ta-ata-ak ko’kok ap kukuowurspahimtk o-so 
touching on mountain tops on touchec trees 

ap kukuowvrspahimik na-ata. Avak hukute tcomsi kateckik 
on touched finish, Then with that for the remain 

- purpose 
~ o e 

a-ak hap tcumtco. Ava amuvta hainte kate amuta  tcoteoakte 
fixed deter- hemadeithas As you in moving lay in inserted and 

mining since failed. know projecting 
e . y v 

kate. Ahu-u, kus tatk rso-ok vateum piam utcon hukum teoiteik 
lay. Yes, kind of blue mocking bird your may try your plan 

kop varsate iolinhi kus tatk cuhuwutlik kus tatk wcteuwakik 
farther stay kind of blue your wind kindof blue your clouds 

aKop varsate, ‘‘farther,’’ when any one is moving toward an object near at hand; ‘‘near'’ when 

speaking of an object close by if no one is approaching or seeking it. 

>» From Papago. 

eSpeaker here points to the quarter about which he is speaking. 
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leave the blue wind and blue clouds behind you. Your people will 
henceforth entreat your assistance from a distance. 

Then I knew the White Mocking Bird in the east, and I called on 
him for help, and he came, bringing commands that would control the 
hills, mountains, trees, everything. But the earth continued shaking. 

Yes, White Mocking Bird, if your plans for controlling the earth 
have failed, go hence and leave the white winds and the white clouds 
behind you. Your people will henceforth entreat your assistance 
from a distance. 

Then, above me enveloped in darkness lived the magician Kuyik, 

on whom I called for help. He came in a friendly spirit, with com- 
mands that would control the hills, mountains, trees, everything. 
The earth became much quieter, but still moved somewhat. 

carried there stand, That your people some time future 
behind 
. . . A . ¢ . 

mimhi rsisoakan kop pimaské vaiwumkan p atatcu-ik varsate iol(t). 
my entreaty you unseen will help he said farther Stay. 

Im sialik takié kus tantém rso-ok kontak hap teoikam mamutctik 
This east direction kindof white ae Iwas determin- I know guessing 

irc ing 
. m~ A c ee At i Si c wh S 

apimtk rsisoa tap sainyhai-ikui-itam utatk am teut teivia. Ha-akia 
to my weep he friendly felt from come. Many 

haitco va-aka it teuwvuy teumk vaopanik teuwv} tcovitfiik ap 
things hisadyice this land covering stretched land hill there 

kvuowvrspahimtik té-dtak kokok kukvorspabimik o-os kokok ap 
touching mountains tops touched trees tops there 

kukvorspahimik na-ata. Avak hukate tcdmsi katck&k a-ak 
touched 2 finish. Then with forthepurpose remain fixed 

hap tcumtco. Ava amovta hiainte kate amuta  tcotcoakte 
deter- hemadeithas As you in moving lay in inserted and 
mining since failed. know projecting 

kate. Ahv-v, vatcim piam utcon huktm tcoitcik kop varsate iolinhi 
lay. Yes, may try your plant you farther stay 

kus tata cuhuwvlik kus téta uteuwukik kamirshi ap kukiovan. 
mad white your wind kindof white your clouds eile there stand. 
to) ehin: 

Huk hum hvumata hupai teukak apa mu-uk mimhi_ rsirsoakan 
That your people some time from far my entreaty 

. we ~ 

kop pimaské vai-iwumkan. Ava!* Jat tam huk stcohokam 
your unseen assistance, As youknow! Here above that darkness 

e tit € . ra . 
kusikalk te ka-ate. Ava! Uta siamp volinte huk Kuvik karskam 

enveloping there. As you know! In right held that Vi-ik nest 

ma-akai. Kontak hap teoikam mamutcik ap imfik rsfrsoa. Kotap 
magician. I was that kind of guessing to my weep. Because 
v vs vs e v v ¢ 

singhai-ikui-itam utatk ha-akia haiteo va-aka rsa-aki amtcut 
friendly felt many things hisadvice grasping from 

teivia. Ha-akia haitco va-aka it teuwvu} teumik vaopanik teuwv} 
come. Many things his advice this land covering stretched land 

teovitk ap kuorspahimfik téatak kokok ap kukvorspahimak 0-0 
hill to touching mountain tops to touched trees 

kokok ap kukvorspahimuk na-atéik ata hukate am hu-us tatalim 
tops to touched finish fly with that from little quiet 

‘ . Ay e e ¢ 

uteu. Am ha-as thikéva amvta hainte kate amuta teotcoak te kate. 
remain. From brief time in moving there in inserted and lay. 

projecting 

a Ava means “‘as you know,” but is here an interjection. 
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Then, there was a Gray Spider in the west.“ I called on him for 
assistance. He was friendly to me and came in answer to my appeal. 
He took bundles of sticks, which he placed in the edges of the land 
and sewed them firmly together. He pulled the black corner at the 
west, where stands the house of the Rain god of the west. He firmly 
enveloped the earth with his black power. He pulled the blue corner 
at the south, where stands the house of the Rain god of the south. 
He firmly enveloped the earth with his blue power. He pulled the 
white corner at the east, where stands the house of the Rain god of the 
east. He firmly enveloped the earth with his white power, and with 
that the earth became quieter. 

Im hojinyik takio kus kémaki taktdt. Kontak hap teoikam 
In sunset direction kind of gray spider. IT was that class 

Avete Sear > e ata os c 
mamitcik ap imtik rsirsoa. Kotap sinyhai-ikui-itam utatk 0-os 

guessing to my weep. Because friendly felt trees 
ere Cae) . . . ¢ 

uhikiaka rsa-ak amtcut teivia. It teuwv} hohokitak sikoapitk 
bundles of grasping from come. This land edges firmly sewed 

sticks together 
4 . u =, . ¢ 

nata. Im hojinyik woi ivanyontk am kus teok mawatattik kus 
finish. In sunset toward pull from kindof black four corners of kind 

the earth tied of 
with something 

v . 55 A ¢ Dyce 
teok va-aki kate am si maitcoyitik kus teotcikk oma _ kate 
black house with from firmly enyelope kind of black  two-feathered lay 

arrow 

. e v . ¢ 

am si kuowvrs. Im _ ka-atck woi ivanyunak am kus_ tatk 
from yery hold down. In laying toward pull from kindof blue 

ty ¢ v . . ¢ 

mawatatik kus tatk va-aki kate am si maitconytk kus 
four corners of kind of blue house lay from firmly envelope kind of 
the earth tied 

with something 

tatk’ omfi kate am si kuowurs. Im_ sialik woi ivanyontk 
blue two-feathered lay from firmly hold down. In east toward pull 

arrow 
¢ vu . 

an kus tdntém mawatatik kus téntém va-aki kate am si 
from kind of white jour corners of | kind of white house lay from firmly 

the earth tied 
with something 

maiteoyitik kus tata omu kate am _ si kuowurs. Huvk 
envelope kind of white two-feathered lay from firmly hold down. That 

arrow 

ata hukfite amahava tataélim vuteu. Im _ hojinyik takio kus teok 
was with it make quiet remain. In sunset direction kindof black 

ftcuvik. Kontak hap  tcoikam mamatevuk ap imtk  rsarsoa. 
measuring T was that class guessing to my weep. 
worm. 

r ¢ . Gis uaa ¢ ato 5 . ¢t 

Kotap. sinyhdi-ikvi-itam vtatk amteut ki-ikhé ivtcovitkatk am 
Because friendly felt from four times raises up from 

aA 0 A ¢ Gu 
rsi-drspal ud-Aminik am siim vutcuténtatk wunataé. Im _ ka-atcim 

short broken from right itself on posts finish. In laying 
vy e y ¥ v 

takio kus tatk <ateuvik kontak hap teoikam mamttcik ap 
direction kindof blue measuring worm I was that class guessing to 

imtik rsarsoa. 
my weep. 

« Not a magician, “just a wise man.” 
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Then, in the west there was a Black Measuring Worm that was 
friendly to me and came in answer to my entreaty. He came in four 
strides and in short broken lengths stood up as crotched posts. In 
the south there was a Blue Measuring Worm that was friendly to me 
and came in answer to my entreaty. He came in four strides and in 

short broken lengths formed the joists to lie upon the posts. In the 
east there was a White Measuring Worm that was friendly to me and 
he came in four strides in answer to my entreaty. He in short broken 
lengths covered the joists with a layer of small poles. In the north 
there was a Reddish Measuring Worm that was friendly to me and 
came in four strides in answer to my entreaty. He in short broken 
lengths covered the other parts in a curved outer layer, thus finishing 

the framework. 
Then, in the west there was a Blue Gopher who came with plenty 

of brush which he placed layer above layer around the house, cover- 
ing it as with thin clouds. Around the house were four gopher hills 
with which he covered it with earth in a thin, even layer, as snow 

Kotap’ sinyhai-ikui-itam utatik amtcut ki-ikha ivtcovitakatik 
Because friendly felt from four times raise up 

am rsirspal udminfik am sifmp kakai-i uvaopa. Im sialik takié kus 
from short broken from right levelit laying. In east direction kind of 

tintim Atcuvik kontak hap tcoikam mamtcik ap imtk rsfirsoa. Kotap 
white measuring worm I was_ that class guessing to my weep. Because 

sinyhai-ikui-itam utatuk amtcut ki-ikha ivtcovitakatuk am_ rsirspal 
friendly felt from four times he it raise up from short 

Zi ame ¢ Ay. As vy 
vaminik am siémp rsu-vrsurl uvaopa. Im nanik. ditt takio kus 

it broken from _ right straight it laying. In north field direction kind of 

wukiiim Actuvik kéntak hap teoikam mamtcik ap imtik rsirsoa. Kotap 
reddish measuring worm Iwas _ that class guessing to my weep. Because 

v ve ve e sw A . . A 

sinyhai-ikui-itam utatk amtcut ki-ikha ivtcovitakatik am rsarspal 
friendly he felt from four times he it raised from short 

A . . “Te ¢ y ~ ve ¢ 

uiminik am siimp ukikidtatk unaté. Im katcim takié kus tatk 
itbroken from right curve themselves finish. In laying direction kind of blue 

teufhi kontak hap tcoikam mamtcuk ap imfk rsérsoa. Kotap 
gopher I was that class guessing to my weep. Because 
A oe: ore ¢ ¥ S mhicy 

sinyhai-ikui-itam utatk ha-akia rsai Umoa-atak amtcut teivia. Huk 
friendly felt many grass killed from came. That 

. S ¢ ate . . c A 
iteuwulitk hukfte ap isirsa-itcitk naté. Kus kuk  kamalt 

he raised with that to hethoroughly covered finish. Kind of good thin 

teuwakita ak hap teo. An wukatcik tuewu) ki-ik ap mo-oat. 
clouds make and has failed. There behind land four to gopher hills. 

Huk ihimiteotik hukute ap  isihiarsk naté. 
That pushed with that to he covered dirt finish. 

Kus kuk kufainta ak hap teo. An wukitcik teuwv} itakiomik 
Kind of good set make and has failed, There around dirt clean 

G v VLA ¥ A v. ¥ 
hastcopsp ali muwupatikitik im kamtk it Uta imu _ tarsowa. 
what thing young your likeness in hold this in here place. 
° ec *, wilt 

Siwét muhvutam ko-otck’ ipuk imu wuttcantev. Oatcik tan huk 
Flame light brand he took here lower place. Cigarette knee that 

woi am kui. Tak ap ko-orsk vamusk am sialik woi si-ipveva. 
toward from stand. That to stick smoke from east toward puff, 

Ta-am kus tétam vutcotcua himik sialik supapik teuma. Kus tita 
Then kindof white stand went east slowly reached. Kind of white 
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covers the ground. Looking around the earth I selected one to take 
me up like a little boy and place me in the house. He placed a brand 
of fire down before me and a cigarette also. Lighting the cigarette 
he puffed smoke toward the east in a great white arch. The shadow 
of the arch crept across the earth beneath. A grassy carpet covers 

the earth. Scattering seed, he caused the corn with the large stalk, 
large leaf, full tassel, good ears to grow and ripen. Then he took it 
and stored it away. As the sun’s rays extend to the plants, so our 

thoughts reached out to the time when we would enjoy the life-giving 
corn. With gladness we cooked and ate the corn and, free from 
hunger and want, were happy. Your worthy sons and daughters, 
knowing nothing of the starvation periods, have been happy. The 
old men and the old women will have their lives prolonged yet day 
after day by the possession of corn. 

People must unite in desiring rain. If it rains their land shall be 
as a garden, and they will not be as poor as they have been. 

kikihat uvaopantik  sialik sipapik teumaéd. Wuoted  teuwvy 
rainbows stretched east slowly reached. Below land 

e . . v A r 

sahamasma vkahimik - sialik supapuk tcumda. Wuotcd teuwuvy 
beautiful shadow goes east slowly reached, Below land 

¢ c Gg 

sahamasama mamdthattk wuteu. Huk tam wors hukunantika 
beautiful branched placed. That on grow that different 

~) ery 72 ¢ 

tcoikam mukaiittita. Kursavatk vaok tatany hahak skuk motatik 
sort your seeds. Very large stalk wide leaf good tassel 

“AY . A . ev e v . 

hidsik hikim pimokam kai-ikte pai. Ta-am amutco ta-am sidm 
flowers those undying grains ripe. Then was made then good 

. ~ r ew c ce 

hasitcok puk kanteu. Kaot taas sisiwutak'te’ huk uta ap kokokuva. 
intend take placed. It was sun rays that in to had ended. 

Kotak wunatik am hasitcok pa-ak wuteum kupi haskam_ haitco 
That was together from intend swallow happy nothing notnoticing thing 

tatam. Kus kuk mv viapoku-ulika, skuk mu tevhiaka wum 
feeling. Kindof good your sons, good your daughters with 

kupi haskam haitco tatam. Kota humaké vi-ikam kulimhikam 
nothing not noticing thing feeling. That one remnant old man 

¢ - yv A . c ¢ 

ak ap tcinyivak wuvtefim ké-dk hojony uwve nviate kamvamp 
old to put mouth inanimate two evenings opposite give sight forward 
woman against 

panymit. Hapikhums 4@ulitk tatcoak humok aithi hap masin 
crawling. Perhaps will think desire now think deter- venture 

mining 

hukit teuwvtika kote huk nyvitan nate apahap, rsdsaikam 
that land our we that try our right thing discouraged 

t tat kan. 
ourselves feel. 



GOING TO WAR 

Because I was a boy I did not understand these things. When any- 

one was preparing food I stood with folded arms. They gave me 
food so hot that it burned me. I went with a hunting party. They 
killed a little bird and gave it tome. I thought it was good to eat, so 
I carried it home to my mother and threw it down before her. When 
she saw it she turned her back upon it and began to cry. She turned 
and told me about my father’s death. I grieved in my heart and after 
a time went to consult a man of authority, to whom a boy should not 
have had the temerity to go. He listened to my story, approved of 
my plans, and told me to come at a time which he appointed. Then 
the people would accompany me to the enemy’s country that I might 
see it. When we had gone toan appointed camping place we encamped 
and I slept well. The next day we continued to the camping place 

~ y v1_¢ c . v . 

Kony6 yvawojaps alikte ithap tcoikam pimate. Hastco 
Because I was young this kind not know. What thing 

hateonyi woi kukite nyu va-ak kamite. Koma hastco  stényik 
cooked toward standing my stomach hold. You what hot 

nyUma konta nyu papaitcittik ho. MHastco alé-ditamult ka-ate kont 
me give I was me burned eat. What hunting place I 

. Ls . F ew. 

huk 4aitk iwors. Komvuta hastco kutivite mat moak nyu 
that aiter gO. You what kutivite young kill me 

ws ope , Ee 
teultsp. Konyak skuk hasteco mokik akte kahap tedntcdk te 
carry at hip. I was good what shoot and kill telling from bringing 

ipuk an nyu 4akitak wutci iwoa  kota-amteum  nyvitik 
etch there me mother under to blame for then she saw 

knocking down 

kamko-okam itanewa ha-akia ukokoi maté. Kota hupai teukak 
turned back sat many her cry open. That sometime then 

am _ kookittk ipuk in nyu wutcd iwoa_ ithap  tcoikam 
there ended etch in me under  toblame for this kind 

knocking down 
vy )¢ . ° = 

haiteo has vutcoktcim. Kota it imho nyu uta kukiva kontak puk 
anything making accident. That this there me in stand I was old 
. SD A v . 

iwors. A-itam hupai ta wotateum kuhas vlata kont huk pihas 
rise. People where _ sit important kind of regard I that no 

. y . Cys v ¥ i} 

ulitak huk woi ivapikki. Ithap tcoikam nyv tatcoi ipuk 
think that toward pass through. This kind me plans fetch 

an wutci iwoa. Kotaps nyu hiai-kui-itam vtattik an  pvik 
there under  toblame for He was me friendly felt there grasp 

knocking down. 

haiteco nyivu aka. Am teotcoi huk siali kontak am sihasijrsolkahim 
thing me advice. There appoint thatmornings I was _ there clear eyay, with 

something 

kot am himtk am vai kont huk puk iwors. Himvk hupai 
that there going there reach Iwas _ that grasp rise. Going some 

26 ETH-—08——25 303 
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agreed upon and there I slept well. The next day we reached the land 
of the Apaches, where I was afraid. I kept my body protected with 
my shield and carried my club in hand. I could not rest for fear. 
Then I remembered po my mother had told me what my feelings 
would be in the enemy’s country. She told me that the birds would 
sing differently, all nature would be strange; but she did not tell me all. 
This is the feeling that one experiences. The next day I reached the 
Apache mountain, where I felt like a drunken person from fear. I lost 
faith in my bow. I was frightened at sight of an old reed arrow of 

the Apaches. Then as I sat below the mountain I swayed from side 
to side looking for the enemy. Again I remembered what my mother 
had told me of the perils among the enemy. The nextday I arose and 
went to the springs of the Apaches, where I sawa gourd drinking cup, 
with which I cleared away the surface of the water and drank. Think- 
ing that perhaps my father had been brought to that place by the 
Apaches, I was alarmed and feared that I must already be in danger, 
because I had drunk the water belonging tothe enemy. The next day 

teuwt} matcolitik wae tam hoyinyik woak saptahatam kai. Kota 
land appointed that over evening overthrow right feeling sleep. That 

massi kont worsanyik himfik hupai teuwvu} matcolitik huk tam 
morning Iwas went going some land appointed that over 

v v ty . r v y 

hojinyik woak saptahatam kéi. Kota masi kont worsanyik 
evening overthrow she right feeling sleep. That morning Iwas went 
. v vi . . e 

himik ap ai <A-ap teuwvtaka huk natakik kate siukafwkate 
going there reach Apache land that madness lay difficult 

A we . ¢ v ¢ 

ka-ate. Haki sikilk kate umairste kate, os rsdpalk kate 
there. Hide round lay covered lay, stick short lay 

siumairste kate. Ava-am a-ai nyu ia}. Konya hap Intatam. 
very covered lay. And there sway me__ rolling. I was with feelings. 

Ahu-u, it dks’ hap a-akte’ hap kaite’ huk nyu akitak panya intatam. 
Yes, this is what wasmeant as said that me mother I was feelings. 

wt A 

Kota masi kont himtk ap ai A-dp toaka kok huk naAamitak 
That morning I went there reach Apache mountain it that drunkenness 

kate siikakavite kate  teote. Kat molinyik vya-s apk’ takrstinyik 
lay very resembling lay small mountain Bow broken ree strip 

peaks stand. 

kate sivtcutinyte teote. Kot huk wuted ap nyu tarsfivak 
lay very strengthen standing. It that under there me sat 

A : : r e rf : : Anes 
fAa-am a-al nyu ia}. Konya hap inta’tam, ahu-vu, it 4Aks 
andthen swaying me _ rolling. I was with feelings, yes, this is 

hap a-akte hap kai-ite huk nyu akitak panyu intatam. Kota masi 
what wasmeant as said that me mother I was feelings. That morning; 

kont worsanyik himtik ap ai A-ap rsotaki. Ayawoy nyu maa 
I was rose going there reach Apache water. It was me hair 
viv v1° ¢ . c 

hikivanyik te huk cate p umairste kate kus kuk mamatho} apajak 
eut out roughly that wit covers lay kindof good water plants like 

huk hokit ap kate huk nyu kérsova hainyik. Konta huk ipik 
that beside tothere lay that me skull broken. I was that take 

huktite kamikufitekuAa am = vasipik ap i. Anya  hastco 
with it knock down there take there drink. Iwas something 

anhoteum rsapupu. Kota masi kont worsanyik himfik ap ai 
trying to grasp. That morning I was rose going there reach 

alt aks refers to something held in the hand or discovered to be true. 
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we reached a black water, where I smelled traces of the Apaches, who 
had washed off their paint in this water. I cried when I thought of 
the camp fires whose ashes now drifted to and fro on the winds. 
Around that spot my imagination revolved four times, like the wind 
twisting around an object. Wandering about I again remembered 
what my mother tried to tell me. This is what one feels in the land of 
the Apaches. 
My friend Coyote went toward the east to spy upon the enemy. I 

relied upon him for information and assistance and put away my imagi- 
nary fears. He looked carefully about and returned to tell me that 
he had found the Apache fires. Then our party, with the courage of 
fierce predatory animals and raptorial birds, ran toward the enemy. 
Nothing could stop us and we swept them away with scarcely any 
resistance. We killed all and gathered up their property to return. 
My trail was down a steep declivity and I reached home, slackening 
speed only four times during the march. 

* . VL. v Lok . 
A-aip rsotaki. Kawot nyu woihié tcokolitak te hukatep umairste, 
Apache water. That was my face black paint at once covered, 

A 2 v y y A ¥ y 

wuskaé s mataimaki huk hokit ap kate huk nyu kérsoya hainyik. 
allover ashes resemble that besidetothere, lay that me skull broken. 

Kus kuk ké&aajk hao wupajak kont huk am puk hukatckam 
Kind of good hollow cup like IT was that there take with it 
. w uv ¢ . o 

ikufwiteckuasa am vasipk ap i. Ava saso-ofw(u). Map ku-uk 
it knock there take there drink. And smell. Close to standing 

huk hatai ap wutei huk tcuwv} sva-avanyite kate. Avawoj nyu 
that stone there under that earth wet lay. It was me 

a-ikte hap teoi-ik, an Aukate huk nyu huwolik ki-ikha sifitaép 
tears as it is there around that me wind four times __ twisting 

konya huk pars&i aptcim nyu hadrsap ka-am a-ai himin  najkit. 
I was that front of there me stick to was swaying going to and fro, 
7 . v ¢ e wv v 

Konya hap intatam; ahu-v, it dks hap ak te hap kaite huk nyv akitak 
I was wit. feelings; yes, this is what wasmeant as _ said that me mother 

7 and . ws ve wt, & 

panya intatam. Kaim sialik takid kus kaémakit cuwumakalt 
I was , ieelings. Faraway east direction kind of gray our friend 

ry A e v . A v7 Avs ve 

kotpk A-dp s kakikam kont ap imfik rsirsoa kotap sinyhai-ikvi-itam 
able Apache trailer Iwas there my ery he was friendly 

A A een . . c *~ 

utatuk ametett wuptk tcivia. Ami vutceuwvlitk am teu A-dp 
felt from first came, There heraised himself there saw Apache 

nanta worsanyik wuktte pitcimitahimaik tcoikam nyunarstinahimtik 
fires rose around around going appearance me look carefully 

opam teiviak nyu akit. Teuwu34 mututam o-ofik ta-atam Uwupikik 
turn around came me tell. Ground on running birds fly it hke 

huk nyu viapaku-ulakak nyunyik tam ap Uiava ap _ piatco 
that me sons jump on there alighton there nothing 

. Ai ¢ a r a A . . 

tatikitcottik ap sitapam pui. Wuokute katcim nantkatcoitcikate 
easily capture there sweep clean catch. Around home occupations 
ew v wv e A . 

si-Inasik sftpapaki kawolkatk puk opam ha-ahik inyttoa. Kotak 
all gathered slowly packed grasp turn around mearound. With that 

nyu vakita skoivdtam utcu kont huk 4itik ki-ik aprsorstik 
me trail steep false appearance Iwas that followed four incantations 

ap nyu teuwvtika tam oapa. Huktite am simaisk teu huk 
there me country on brought. With it there entirely left ; that 

coverec 
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The news of victory which I brought caused my people to rejoice 
with singing and dancing. There was a magician’s house, enveloped 
in white winds and white clouds, into which we went to perform our 
ceremonies. The captives excited the children, who ran about bewil- 
dered. 

You may think this over, my relatives. The taking of life brings 
serious thoughts of the waste; the celebration of victory may become 
unpleasantly riotous. 

~ . . v ev . 

nyu teuwvtika. Avawo} makai ki, stata bhuwulikfite si-ipiste 
me country. It was that magician house, white wind with entirely around 

Gi, S % re ec 
tita teuvak kate si-imaitconite ku-uk. Kont huk uta am va-aki 
to put clouds lay entirely envelope — stand. I was that in there get into 

A-aip ali nyu pui, kot huk uta am_ rsarsoa. Kot huk 4-Aaktite 
Apache young me captive, it that in there ery. It that tears 

steuhutikim stka-akal hihimtk sku-uk nyu viapapu-vlika ap kui, 
blue curyes going good me sons there drop, 

vLy . xe v Ly 

sku-uk nyu tevihiyaka ap kui. Sha-ap hapik humrsé vlitk 
good me daughters there drop. That way you you will think 

tatcoa, na-anka tcoikam nyu imiki kote humo hap payfima té-atan 
want various things me relatives we now that lazy make 

huk pat rsfika nate apohdp takaihdkim kaite. 
that despised slave we rightthink disturbance said. 



WAR CHIEF URGING THE PEOPLE TO GO ON THE WARPATH AGAINST 

THE APACHES“ 

Yes, my poor brothers-in-law; this land was covered with herbage. 
The mountains were covered with clouds. The sunlight was not bright 
and the darkness was not dense. All was rolling before our eyes. It 
was thought that the time had come for considering these things in 
council, my brothers. Then wood was gathered and a fire kindled, 
the flames of which burst forth, reaching to the sky and causing a 
portion of the earth to fold over, disclosing the under side, where a 
reddish mountain stood. After these things had happened the enter- 
prise was decided upon. 
Then my breast was tightened and my loins girded; my hunger was 

appeased; sandals with strings were made for my feet; my canteen 

A v v 

Ahv-vu, rsaik tahatam nyu kikid. Kava humo it sakta katcim 
Yes, sad feelings me brothers- It was how this thingspread_ laying 

in-law. onthe ground 
to sit upon 

ha-akia a-anikate umairstcaip tcom kate. Tam tita-ak teotcoate 
many feathers with he covere lay. On mountain his standing 

ha-akia suvikitak tea-ip teom cate Tam tataf teom ihivathik 
many lets down with it stands, On sun it came but 

pitandlikte ihi. Tam teohokomolitate teom i-ia vathik piuktitakte’ i-ia. 
Tay notshone came. On darkness his it came but he no darkness came 

rolling rolling. 

Tava it hapa utco moi mantiké tcoikan nyi-imil(i). Avaoy huteul nya-4 
It was this was happened many different class my relatives. It was alone ‘me 

vakomakitak kénta inasik am sif-4m nai-i. Kota am v-vuja sitoahimik 
bones old Iwas gathered there right ee It was there within rumbling 

re. 

am sisiAdy muk ae supapak(i) maxantk skoiAajam i-inairs.? 
there flames burning slowly open hollow fold. 

Tuwoi katcim ees ane of(t) tuwoi tcotcim tata-ak wupkiomitk’ 
Opposite laying land tocause hold opposite standing mountain make red 

to bring 
to view 

teotcoa Ttak haptcoikam tcom nyvi. Kotaya it hapa utco moi nantika 
stands I that class then = saw. It was this was Be many kind 

pene 

teoikam nyimik(i). Avaoy hutev, nydiné-im kontak ap isiteutk ap 
sort my relatives. It was alone my ribs Iwas there very saw there 

ipitat. Avao} hutcu, nyhihi konta ivanyontk hukate sis idm hoja 
make heart. It was alone my bowels I was stretch with very proper across 

nywo. Kao} hutevt nyhahap k6nta hastco sku-uk hok(i) ak pa- -ak 
tied. Itwas alone myintestines I was what goodfood intend swallowed 

aThis speech is believed to be based upon an adventure in which a Pima gambled with the 

Apaches and lost all his property. Overcome by the passion for gambling, he wagered the life of 

his brother and lost. The striking figures of speech indicate the speaker's greed. 

b Here s=a mere hissing. 
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was made ready. I went about the country, from mountain to village, 

beneath the sheds and trees, offering all an opportunity to join me. 
Returning home I thought I saw my brother when I was in a trance. 
I tried to grasp him and my arms embraced nothing but myself. I 
somehow caught in my palm what I thought to be his power; turning 
this over I found it to be but a creation of my imagination, and again 
Iwas disappointed. I was unkempt and rough, and my tears moistened 
the land. 

The plan occurred to me to ask Nasia, the old woman magician, for 
aid. Thinking that I saw her I ran toward the eastward and finally 
reached her. I said **‘ Yes, you who make the bow of the Apache like 
a kiaéha and crush his arrowheads, you who paint triangles and curves 
on the kiaha bottoms with the arrow foreshafts of the Apache dipped 

y * ¢ iS 
ip skfvat. Avaoy huteu, nymé-itk vlutak kontak nymé-a hopitak 
then full. It was alone my head skin I was my hair loose 

ap isi kai kia-atajyk sidm isiteuka. Avao} hutcu, nykérsuva kont 
there very make sandal string right put up. It was alone my skull IT was 

vpaqyet sly 1. eS 
huteu, nyu-tt ap vaikitk iik sunavaman nyiik. Iworsanyik 
alone me blood there put in drink intoxicated talk. Arose 

ov c s Ch ys . u . . oy 3 iG 

teuteuwu} teotcovitk aitk ikuxiamhi mamtaip iawis kéntuk 4Aitk 
lands hills after slowly go ashes thrown I was after 

ikuxiamhi. O-os v-uktak uta ikuxiamhimdk tcom nyv matciamahimaik* 
slowly go. Trees shadows in slowly go then my considering 

o| c o 4 
pinaka. Tcuwv} sutapk tam kopa,t hutcupwoa, kota it ku himfitam 
unsuccessful. Land smooth on face down slide it was this kind of 

tutamai teukak amtcut koewoa ihutcujwoak nypars’ ku kiowoa. 
going our above came there from down slide my breast stand. 

y vy. ¢ 

Konta an tcom kémtk antaprs uteup nykéim. Hasiteok puk nymatk 
Iwas about try embrace IT was alone me embrace. Somehow take my palm 

uta woak a-ai wopak tcom tcutcukak diva hapta nyuit hakim  teoi-ik 
in throw all throw then examine it was sight of disagreeable sort 

kus ku-ukuny rsdiktak. Woihyastcoktak maé-4 sikivanyk. Ahv-uv, 
kind of good sorrow. Face dirty head rough. Yes, 

. v u ¢ v . vy . 

kénytiks anytcdm sirsaiktak taktcitk nyulit. Piam hai-iteo i4-Akstin 
guess me then much misery embrace thought. But here something 

c ; c ° . ey 

tamp volinte kus ku-uk rsdiktakte amtcut a-dkate kokoisa sisisay 
areon being held kindof good misery from tears down trembled 

ibohotkte wuted teuwu} va-akandik teu. Kava it hapot teoi-ikam 
descending under land damp place. It was this thing class 

v . opie ¢ . . 

muntatcoi kénta ipux muk sisiaatk parsa woa ku Nasia aks makai. 
my plan it was took far east ront of throw kindof Nasia old woman 

magician. 

Kontak hap teoi-ikan mamteuk huk woi steukam tai-iwonyk ap 
I was that class guessing that toward dark sat there 

supapak(i) teuma-f. Anya hap kaiitam wumate nyidk. Abhv-v, 
slowly covers, I was that loud with talk. Yes, 

y y c. i 
kopava apim olinte. A-ap kat sidm vapikay wupakit. A-dp 

you there hold. Apache bow right reed artificial Apache 
m likeness. 

. . Cea ole y 

o-o kop kaikuirsonte s iim isiimmakijat. A-aip vat kopuk. A-ap 
arrow you crushed right put back on. Apache his at take. Apache 

¢ uv . 

u-ut kate sahamasma mo-omovite 4-Ahinte hukate huk wukidiha 
blood ~=with beautiful pt triangles painting with that his kiéhaé 
v . ¢ . 

sisuvinam kuo(f)ursp. A-dp u-utkate sahamasma ka-akaéy id-dhant(k) 
very hard more weight. Apache blood with well look euryed painted 
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in his blood, you who twist the hair of the Apache and tie your kidha 
with it.” Thus I addressed her and she gave me a bundle of power 
which I grasped under my arm and ran with it to my home. 

I thought of Vikarskam and prayed for his aid. When I finally 
reached him I said, *‘ Yes, your house is built of Apache bows and 
bound with their arrows; you use his bowstrings and sinew to tie 

these withes. You use Apache headdresses and moccasins to cover 
your house. Within it you have square piles of Apache hair. At the 
corners of the piles cigarettes give off wreaths of smoke, resembling 
white, black, glittering, purple and yellow blossoms.” Thus I spake 
and he gave me power which I carried away beneath my arm. 

I thought of South Doctor and finally prayed to him. I said to him, 
‘Yes, you who can make the Apache bow as harmless as a rainbow, his 
arrows like the white tasseled grass, his arrow shafts like soft down, 

ukiaha. ap ko p kop sakrsp rntuteots hukate sis id-dmp ipuphu. 
his kiaha. Apache a you left make run with very right tighten. 

Sha-ap anya ikaitam wumate nyiik kota hastco sku-ukam ak sis 
Way i noise with talk it was what good said very 

kaviteim nyhukrsp(i) Ttak siskavitcim hukrsk am tai-iwors. Ap 
narrow me hugge: I that very harrow hugged there gooutrunning. There 

kuirsk teux iahapunyteo. Ava it tam kus teohokom sikAlkte kate. 
Stepped bound here approach. Itwas this on kindof darkness round lay. 

Ava vta s‘ia-mp volinte ku vidarskam makai. Kontak hap 
It was in right being held kind of down nest magician. I was that 

teoi-ikam supapaki teuma-4. Anya hap kai-itam wumate nyidk. 
class owly correct. I that louda wv we talk, 

y Cea 
Ahv-v, kopava apim olinte. A-dp kat s ié-Am sikikia. dip 0-0 kate 

Yes, you there hold. Apache bow right bend ie Hs earrow lay 
much, 

aie «OA . ~ . ~ 

kaisipirs ag A-ip kia-ajak A-dp tatakate sis vinam woy. A-dp 
across bin Apache  bowstring Apache sinew his tighten knot. Apache 

vanam A-Ap tajirsakate simai-iteonte kux. Huk vyak A-A Ap kops 
headdress Apache sandals with cover stand. That in Apache hair 

teotcopolimp ia-aks. Tcotcopoli} ap tcote 4-dvaptck(i) tatante hutevy 
squarely piles. Made corners there stands cigarettes knees alone 

kodrsante ku nanftik& masma vhiasitahim. St&tam vhiasitahim 
smoking kindof different colors blossoms. White blossoms 

stcotckom  Uhiasitahim sunanafkim Uwhidsitahim supitumukim 
black blossoms glittering blossoms dirty 
Snes d ¢ eA v 

uhidsitahim s‘oa-ama vhidsitahim. S‘ha-ap anyai kaiitam wumate 
blossoms yellow blossoms. Way noise with 

nyiak. Kota hasteo sku-ukam ak siskaviteim nyhukrsp(i) kontik 
talk. It was what good tell very narrow me hugged I was 

siskavitcim hukrsk’ am tai-iwonyik kaiirsp inataki. In ku Vakolo 
very narrow hugged there go out running straddle came. In kindof South 

Makai kéntak hap teoi-ikam supakak(i) teuma-ik ne hap kai-itam 
Doctor I was that class slowly covered that loud 

wumate nyidk. Ahv-u, kopisa apim oliny. ip kat kopa kus 
with talk. Yes, you there hold. ae he bow you kindof 

ku-uk kidh’) wupakit. A-Ap o-o kopa kus stata mojatkam wupakit. 
we rainbow liken. Apache arrow you kind of white tassel liken. 

dip vit kopa kus ku-vuk vik(i) wu pakit. A-Ap ors kopaprs_ pit 
oo FERN you kindof good down liken Apache arrow- youmake mud 

shaft head 

aIn this manner or in this wise, what was said or how the voice is modulated. 
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his arrowheads like thin dry mud, his arrow poison like water fern 
upon the pools, his hair like rain clouds.’ 

Thus I spake, and he gave me power which I grasped under my arm 
and journeyed westward with four slackenings of speed. The home 
magician gaye me a seat of honor. The cigarette smoked, and I took 

it and, drawing ina cloud of smoke, I prayed to Old Woman Magician, 

saying, *‘ Yes, you make the Recaike bow like a game ring; you coe 

his arrow shafts and make headbands of them; you split his arrow 
foreshafts, color them with Apache blood and make game sticks of 
them; his arrowheads you make like pottery paddles; you make a 
girdle of Apache hair.” Thus I spake and he gave me his power, 
which I caught under my arm and ran home, with four slackenings of 
speed. The home magician gave me a seat of honor. The cigarette 

smoked, and I took it and, drawing in a cloud of smoke, breathed it 

forth in the direction of the BRE: The power grew and shone on 

kAmayk wupakit. A-a Hear kopaprs kus ku-uk mamatha} wupakit. I ope Pp pa} oa 
thin Apache arrow you make kind of good water plant li 

poison 

A-Ap kop kopa si4-Am vi-itewor wupakit. S‘ha-ap anyai kai-itam 
Apache hair you right (2) liken. Way loud 

wumate nyidk kota hasteo sku-ukam ak _ siskayviteim nyhukrsp(i) 
with talk it was what good told very narrow me eas 

kontak siskavitcim hukrsk am taiwonyfik am hotinyik woi ki-ikap 
I was narrow hugged there go out run- there west toward four 

ning 

rsirs ku Aks Makai supapak(i) tcuma-ik anya hap kai-itam wumate 
renew- kind Old Magician slowly covered I that loud with 

als of Woman 

nyiak. Ahu-u, kopova a oliny. A-Ap kat s‘ia-m haxoate s ia-4m 
“talk. Yes, you ere hold. Apache bow right makearing right 

mUlitcitakiit’ wupakit. A-Ap o-o kop ki- irsonyte ukoawutca sikikoat. le 19 19 
runner liken. Apache arrow you erush his forehead very circle. 

elOow 

A-ip vit kop taprsate A -ip u-utkate paprsai iwupukante s ia-dm 
Apache arrow you split Apache blood with in front of redden right 

foreshaft 

ka-imhairsakot wupakit. A-Ap ors kopa kus ku-uk_ha-atakot 
a game like. Apache arrow you head kind of good instrument used 

mn for pottery paddle 

wupakit. A-Ap kop kopa s'‘ié-dm_ isikisa-a. S‘ha-ap nyal kai-iam 
liken. Apache hair you right bark girdle. Way loud 

wumate nyidk. Kao} uwu-uwve kokokam kota Pati, 
with talk, It was facing points it was not me prevent 

siskavitecim nyhukrsp(i) kontak siskaviteim hukrsk am_tai-iwonyuk 
very narrow me hugged I was very narrow hugged there go out running 

am wutcom ki-ik ap rsdrsk makai nata teumfik hokit an takuta. 
there to four there renewals magician fire covered edges there release. 

‘ . . . ¢ 

Smakaitkam 4-Atam sivaksitk® tam tarsuwoa. Avao? makai oatck’ 
Expert Magician people placeprepared on sitting. It was magician cigarette 

with something 
spread to sit on 

tainte hutcu, kojrsanyite kuk. Kontak ap sihfaak am nyapttak 
knee alone smoking stand. I was there inhale there my enemy 

woi sidostanik taihiwoa. Kota am kus tétam vutcotcoahimtik ap 
toward puffed sat. It was there kind of white erected there 
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and on until it slowly disclosed the enemy. The Pima magician 
desired that the earth move, the trees take on their leaves, the land 

be softened and improved, that all be straightened and made correct. 
The place was one where food was increased and they were gathered 
about it. Their springs were made larger and they were gathered 
about them. Their game was gathered together. Some of the enemy 
were in the west and they said, ‘‘ We know that harm may come to 
us if we go to that place, but we will not heed our own misgivings.” 
They started on their journey and camped on the way. In the morn- 
ing they arose and continued, reaching their friends’ camp during the 
day, where they saluted them. In the distant east were other enemies 

who heard that their friends were gathering. When they heard of it 
they said, ‘‘ We know that harm may come of it if we go to that place, 

supapak(i) teuma-4k nyudpita. Teuwv} hokit ap sikay ihi os ap 
slowly covered me enemy. Land edge there around came tree there 

ec . iy € ¢ 

ku-ukam shahaktcotk wutci tcuwv} mdéaikatk  saptahatcotk 
stand select a tree with under land softened satisfied 

many leaves 
e v ¢ . 

oN 

rsulutcotk’ woitcotk ivantckuwoak huk tam ap takté& Avak 
straight toward jerked that on there release. It was 

hastco kai-ikam matc6m sistajanyim kate u-vlit kont huk tam ap 
what plants withseed considered very wide lay thought I was on there 

sihumap joy. Rsarsinfikam rsorsokia tcum sistatanyim wutck v-vlit 
together hold. Springs waters then very wide lay he thought 

kont huk tam ap sihumap ioj. Hastco dimututam matcdm 
I was that on there together hold. What walking considered 

sistatanyim 4imulik u-ulit kont huk tam ap sihumap ioj. Kota am 
very wide haunts thought Iwas _ that on there together hold. It was there 

teém ka hotinyik takié takam kus mas sunyaéptta. gmokikate ot 
then here west toward sitting kindof kindly appearance His dead he 

me enemy. 

pik u-vlittamte am tedm kaiéik pi-inakak worsanyk himdik hupai 
ike he thought there then heard impossible arose go somewhere 

teuwv} matcolitk tam kursk kai. Imasi kot worsantik himtk tataf 
land considered on fall sleep. Next he arose go sun 

carefully morning 

hupai tcok tciviak skai-itamp uUimi. Ava kamuk sialiitk ap uolinte 
somewhere there arrive very loud (2). It was distant east there re 

veld 

kus mas sunydpifita. gmokikate ot pik vu-vlittamte am tcém kaidk 
kind friendly appearance His dead he likeit hethought there then heard 
of me enemy. 

pi-inakak worsanyik himaik hupai tevwvu} matcolitk tam kursk kai. 
impossible arose go somewhere land eee on fall sleep. 

caretuily 

Imasi k6t worsanyik himak tataf hupai teok tciviak skai-itamp vimnt. 
Next he arose went sun some- where came very loud (2): 

morning where 

Avao} ku téhaikiho koi-irsim kutars sisi(f)takate no-omoyvite pum 
It was kindof cochineal dye kind of sun headdress triangles he 

rays 

4-4i kak sivantckuwomte hukate sisiimp wtcutcuhite kate. Kota 
figured that jerked with right it covered lay. It was 

uta houx isikuirsk kuxiwoak nyu viapa ku-vuluka. Teuwvji 
in already firmly stepped stand me boy reared, Land 

mututam, o-ofik ta-atam. Uwupakitk nyunyik tam ap viwoak ap 
running birds fiving liken fly on there alighted there 
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but we must go.” They started on their journey and camped once 
before arriving and saluting their friends. They took sun’s rays and 
painted triangles on their blankets. 

While this was happening among them my young men were prepar- 

ing to fight. They rushed upon them like flying birds and swept them 
from the earth. Starting out upon my trail I reached the first water, 

whence I sent my swiftest young men to carry the message of victory 

to the old people at home. Before the Magician’s door the earth was 
swept, and there my young men and women danced with headdresses 
and flowers on their heads. The wind arose and, cutting off these 
ornaments, carried them to the sky and hung them there. The rain 
fell upon the high places, the clouds enyeloped the mountains, the 
torrents descended upon the springs and fell upon the trees. 

You may think this over, my relatives. The taking of life brings 

serious thoughts of the waste; the celebration of victory may become 
unpleasantly riotous. 

. . ©: y : v. 

pia-atco tatkitcotk ap sutapam pui. Tait nyu vakita skoe«djam 
nothing wrestle there smooth take. That this me trail hollowed 

v wv ic ew wv v . 

uteu kontik aitk am _ ki-ikap rsars. Hokitka rsotaki tam si 
laid I was after there four renewals. Edge water on very 

humaptol(d). Amteut mamtcuk am teotcoaa kus stco-otcoaatemakam 
one make. There from guess there stand kind of swiftest 

nyu vipiaipka. Kota ki-ikap rsarsk mulifkai-i kai-ite kvlivi-ikam 
me boy. It was fourtimes renewals came running notify old man remain 

yen ~ . . v vv 

aks vi-ilkam. Ava am makai kitcikk amuk tcuwv} tcoi-iste kate. 
old woman remain. It was there magician door there land powdered lay. 

Kotak tam mumutak tcitcivi kus ku-uk nyu viapéku-ulka kus 
It was on run play kind of | good me boy reared kind of 

ku-uk nyu teuhyaka wom mawarsk tam mumutak tcitcivi. Kus 
good me daughter with clasping hands on run play. Kind of 

ku-uk nyu viapiku-ulka kus ku-uk paihiwoate sijtat kus ku-uk 
good me boy reared kind of | good tail touch kindof good 

y . ¢ 
nyu teunhyaka kus ku-vk tajrsak(i) ukoa wutca kikoatk wum 
me daughter kindof good foam her forehead under crown with 

mawarsk tam mumvtak tciteivi. Kotak huwvykate am sivanyukumiak 
clasp hands on run play. It was his wind _ there broken 

tamatcim pars’ pia-atcokam an hahajrs. Amtcut ko-okoewa si-isiay 
spy near by nothing there _ sticks, There from down flames 

. ¢ . otic F e : 

ihohotk kuvipkam sisiateotcokam teutcuwu} tco-otcovitk tam am 
descended surviving powerful magicians lands hills on there 

kokokoa. Amtcut ko-okoewa © si-isiaay ihohotk —kuvipkam 
touches. There from down flames descended surviving 

sisiatcotcokam tita-ak kokok ap rsarsai-iwa. Amtcut ko-okoewa 
poweriul magicians mountains peaks there hang. There from down 

A A A 

si-isiadt ihohotk kuvipkam sisiatcotcokam rsarsanikam rsorsok(i) 
flames descended surviving powerful magicians springs waters 

vufuteim tam kokokoa. Amtcut ko-okoewa_ si-isiAdy ihohotk 
laying on touched. There from down flames descended 

5 is ane a 
kuvipkam sisiateotecokam o-os kokok ap rsarsai-iwa. §S ha-ap hap 

surviving powerful magician trees tops there hang. Way that 
wer x wg Tee hae CR 

humsa ulitk tatcoa nantiké tcoi-ikam inyi-imik(i) kote humo hap 
you think plan different sorts my relatives we now that 

pajma tata huk pay rsiika nate apaihapta kaihakim kaite. 
lazy make that bad — slave way right noise said. 



FIRST NIGHT ON THE WARPATH, FIRST SPEECH 

We have come thus far, my brothers. We have already laid our 

plans. With magic power the trail is made easy, bordered with 

flowers, grass, and trees. The enemy saw the apparent bounty of 

nature and assembled, laughing, to gather the seeds and plants. It 

was the power of the distant magician which made the enemy enjoy 

his fancied prosperity. In the center of our council ground the fire 

burned and, lighting a cigarette, I puffed smoke toward the east. 

Slowly a vision arose before me, a white cane before a whitish house. 

I grasped the cane and thrust it into the corner of the house and there 

came forth a kind of white water. Afterward there came forth a kind 

of white dragon flies, which circled about four times before they sank. 

In the south stood a blue house with a blue cane before it. Thrusting 

lat tiiva teutcka nanfika tcoi-ikam nyi-imik(i). Huk(i) attavai natak 
Here we came various classes my relatives. Already we finished 

ane vw oy. “Le y ° Ww vy 
hai-iteotaka. Huk(i) isivakitk’ teu. Kontaim sia-liktakio kus taitam 
something tell. Already planned trail placed. Iwas in eastdirection kindof shining 

Deca Eee v v VLA ¥ ¥ 

hiasitk’ am nyu Aakita hokit am takité&. Kota am nyu Aikita aitk 
artificial there my trail edge there dropped. Iwas there my trail after 

flower 

ku nanfiké masma thiasitahimdik ap katcim teuwvyuU supa aki teuma-a. 
kind different appearance like a wave there laying land slowly cover. 

of flowers came 

Kot ap katcim teuwvjuU kunaniké masma hid. Ap kukam os 
That there laying land A full-blown flowers. There standing tree 

inas 

kunananké tcoi-ikam hid. Kota am teum nyvi kuny aptitak hastco 
various classes full-blown flowers. Iwas there then see my enemy what 

v c . . rr . 

sku-ukam vj(d)itk’ am uta tcorsal ihuhumiha.* Kaot muk mamakai 
good thought there in slowly he laughed. It was far magicians 

nm ¢ ¢ ° ec . c ne c 

tadrsa pam(itakte’ s‘ha-apai utcokte. Ava im teuw0} s Utafitcote 
placed unite correct result. Itwas in land mark center 

kutAnjam hatai tunata kate. Huk woi am kukuk oatck(i) tante huteuy] 
kind of white stone ourfire lay. That toward there standing cigarette knee itself 

kowrsante kuk kontak ap sihdvak am sia-alik woi si-iphuewoa. Kota 
smokes stand Iwas there inhale there east toward exhale. I was 

am kus tatam uteotcoahimak sialik supapak(i) teuma-4. Ava apa kuk 
there kind of white stand east slowly cover. It was there stand 

kutanjam va-akiteuk parsa ap kux kuténjam tcidikot. Kontak iptik 
whitish house efore there stand whitish cane. I was grasp 

. ¢ . 2A v A v 

hukate ap iteo]k’ ap siteoa-akat. Kota ap nyvidpa kus tata rsotak(i). 
with there made there stick. I was there came out kind of white water. 

corner 

Avy € y y A ew 

Hck aitk’ ap nyviapa kus tata vakteuteujhapi. Am ki-ikha si-iskat 
That after there cameout kind of white dragon flies. There four trmes around 

hihimik am koavit teotep(i). Im katcim taki kus tatk(i) va-aki kux 
going there down sink. In laying direction kindof blue house stand 

aA “half laugh; more than a smile and less than a hearty laugh.’’ 

363 
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the cane into a corner there came out a blue water and then blue 
dragon flies, which flew about four times and then went back. In the 
west stood a black house with a black cane before it. This I thrust 
into a corner and there came forth a black water followed by black 
dragon flies, which flew around four times and then sank down. In 
the north stood a yellow house with a yellow cane before it, which I 
took and thrust into the corner. There came forth yellow water fol- 
lowed by yellow dragon flies, which circled about four times and then 
sank down. 

On the mountain tops was a yellow spider magician, upon whom I 
called for help. He went to the enemy, darkened their hearts, tied 
their hands and their bows, and made them grow weak as women. 
Then he pushed us on to destroy the enemy. We rushed upon the 

tcuk parsi ap kux kus tatk(i) teidikot. Kontak ipuk hukate ap 
in front stand kindof blue cane, Iwas grasp with there 

. Cc . r . we e v. \y itcolk ap sitcoa-akat. Kota ap nyviapa kus tatk(i) rsotak’ kuk 4itk 
made there stick. Iwas there came out kindof blue water that after 
corner 

ap nyvidpa kus tatk(i) vakteuteujhap(i). Am ki-ikha si-iskal hihimtik 
there came out kindof blue dragon flies. There fourtimes around going 

am koavit teotep(i). Im hojinyik takio kus tcok va-aki kuk teuk 
there down sink, In sunset direction kindof black house stands in 

A es Ay . . ¢ 

arsi-ap kux kus tcok tcidikot. Kontak ipuk hukate ap itcoyk ap 
ront of there stands kind of black cane. I was grasp with there made there 

corner 
e . ¢ ¢ v. Ld : M4 sitcoa-akat. Kotaap nyvidpa kus teotck rsotak’ kuk aitk ap nyvidpa 

stick. I was there came out kind of black water that after there came out 
¢ v ev ev . . A v 

kus teotck vaktcuteujhapi. Am ki-ikha si-iskél hihimik am koavit 
kind of black dragon flies. There four times around going there down 

teotep(i). Im nantk(i) ait takié kus oam va-aki kux teuk pars4-ap 
sink. In north field direction kind of yellow house stands front 

e Au . . ¢ . 

kux kus oam teidikot. Kontak ipuk hukate ap itcotk’ ap sitcoa-akat. 
stands kind of yellow cane. I was grasp with there made there stick. 

corner 
. ¢ wu ( . 

Kota ap nyviapa kus oa-am rsotak’ kuk 4itk’ ap nyvidpa kus oa-am 
I was there came out kind of yellow water that after there cameout kind of yellow 

vakteuteujhap(i). Am ki-ikha si-iskal hihimik am koavit tcotck(i). 
is dragon flies. There fourtimes around going there down sink. 

¥ c . sag 

Ayak attk ap volinte kus oam ték(taét makai. Kontak hap teoi-ikam 
It was near there being held kind of yellow spider magician. T was that class of 

. v ve ve ¢ eu 

mamttcuk ap imik rsirsoa tap sinyhai-ikui-itam utatk’ amtevt ki-ikha 
guess there address ery he friendly felt from four times 

skawoy tahiwoak ap supapak(i) teuma-a kuny 4-Apfita. Hux ipimaské 
crouch set there slowly cover my enemies. Already not visible 

. . ¢ vu. . ¢ . . 

ipttate kakhai wopotk’ nénavite kakhai wopotk’ kat kiattate kakhai 
his soul crossed tied his hands crossed tied bow string crossed 

e v. \s oy u . 

wopotk ataprs hastco pat Aupatk ap woa. Huk ditk inyoihai kont 
tied he made what ad like there throw. That after mepush I was 

v e . . . Cd . 

huk aitk ita-ak ap kursk ap pia-atco tatkiteotk’ ap sutapam pvui. 
that after jumped there fall there nothing wrestle there smooth take. 

a no oie e ¢ 
An wtkate katcim nantiké teoi-itckate si-inasik su apak kaaojkatk 
About around laying various belongings gathered slowly grouped 
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Apaches and killed them without difficulty. With gladness in my 
heart I gathered the evidences of my victory and turned toward home. 

_ You may think this over, my relatives. The taking of life brings 
serious thoughts of the waste; the celebration of vietory may become 
unpleasantly riotous. 

puk opam ha-ahékinyfiwoak nyteuwujuka tam oa-apa. Huk hukate 
at. take homeward face turned my land on broug That with 

. ew e v ¢ am simai-irsk teuk nyteuwujuka. Sha-ap hap hums4 vlitk’ tatcoa, 
there covered placed my land. That way that you thought desired 

kote humo hap padma tatantik pat rsiika nate apahdpta kai-ihakim 
we now that lazy made ad slave way right noise 

kai-ite. 
said. 



FIRST NIGHT ON THE WARPATH, SECOND SPEECH 

We have come thus far, my brothers. I prayed to the Ocean, to the 
distant Magicians, and to Down Roll¢ to grant me power. Sun ex- 
tended his power to me as a descending trail along which the various 

villages gathered with greetings to each other. A gray headdress 
was placed upon me. A blue haze enveloped and concealed me as in a 
garment; in this I was borne along. 

I called upon Yellow Raven, who came gladly to my aid. Four times 
he with crackling gashed the land. Drawing blood from the enemy 
he sprinkled it in drops upon the land. 

On the mountain top was Yellow Spider Magician upon whom I 

Iat tava teutecka nandiké teoi-ikam  nyi-imik(i). Konya vyaprs 
Here we came various classes my relatives. I was there 

matai-ite uta kopay kate muk vavanyim imite rsoak. Muk mamakai 
ashes in face down lay far extending my cry. Far magicians 

lying . 

tadrsa pamiitak imite rsoak. Vik Iaj(d) Makai imite rsoak. Tava 
placed unite my ery. Down Roll Magician my ery. It was 

eu v . ¢ v. . hal v ¢ 

ku vi-itckttt iteursatk wuadkita skoeadgam iteu. Kotuk d4itk am 
kind of deer ascend his trail down placed. Hethen after there 

. oe . v ¢ . au’ 

viatcuk teuwu}4 mututamtk skai-itamp vim.’ Paitep viateuk o-ofik 
grouped land running loud naming. Further grouped birds 

c me v v . 

ta-atamik skai-itamp tim. Am paitep viateuk teuwu}4 mututamtk 
flying loud naming. There further grouped land running 
e-. . v ec . pe ¢ sy y 

skai-itamp vim. Paitep viateuk o-ofik ta-atamtk skai-itamp vim. 
loud naming. Further grouped birds flying loud naming. 

— ee ¢ i . . v 

Vatai-ip uptcursatck kus kamak(i) usiAuta ihodonyitk hukate 
They were rising kind of gray head dress bring down with 

. ema e y . v 

sikopaj puny ate. Vatai-ip uptcursatck kus teutak(i) ukamhaisakita 
face down myself putaround They were rising kind of blue hazy 
throw neck. m 

ihodonyitk uta pimaské myolinfik inyti pupuhi. Ava it tam kus 
bring down in invisible me held me carry. It was this top kind of 

oam haAanta kontak hap teoi-ikam mamttcuk ap imtk rsarsoa kotap 
yellow raven magic I was that sort of guess there naming ery it was 
vy ve ve (y ey . o . 

sinyhai-ikui-itam utatk kiikhd am uta sikakafk ihodonykuk 
he me friendly felt four times there in crackling bring down 

teuwv} an kateim kakhai sikuofdrs. Humatckam ap aimututam 
land about laying crossed gashed. People there moving 

. . . ¢ . ¢ 

huk ipimaské vu-v} iteursutetk hahatai tatujam  s ahamastima 
that invisible blood bring up stones setting fine appearance 
OF ¢ . . ie 

isipanymat. Huk atik ap volinte kus oam taékttdt makai. Kontak 
fall in drops. That side ofthere he stays kind of Yellow Spider Magician. f was 

a Living in the ruin at Tempe. 

bImite, past tense; Uim, present. Both convey the meaning of addressing by naming speaker's 

relationship and person addressed. 
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called for help. He went to the enemy, darkened their hearts, tied 
their hands and their bows, made them grow weak as women. Then 
he pushed us on to destroy the enemy. We rushed upon the Apaches 
and killed them without difficulty. With gladness in my heart I 
gathered the evidences of my victory and turned toward home. There 
I left my firebrands, and I left my knife that the enemy should know 
that destruction was impending. The sharp stone was left there with 
which to cut his hair. The land thundered, the darkness trembled, 

the mountain roared, the trees waved; it was difficult for me to remain 

under such conditions. One of the enemy came running to that place. 
He slepta part of the night; but at length fled in terror with a light to 
seek a hiding place in the rocks. 

In the evening Blue Bird sang, because he was glad. Shaking his 
feathers he transformed the land into a habitable world again, as 

smooth as the moss under the bushes. In the evening Yellow Bird in 
the gladness of his heart sang, shaking his yellow feathers.*. Mountain 

hap teoi-ikam mamficuk ap imfk rsirsoa tap siny hai-ikui-itam 
that sort of guess there naming ery me friendly 

vtatk’ amtcut ki-ikha skaso, tahiwoak ap Stoecnkd) teuma-a kuny 
felt from four times crouch set there slowly arrive my 

4-apfita. Hvl ipimask&é iputate kakhai wopotk’ nanfvite kakhai 
enemy. Already invisible soul crossed ted hands his crossed 

wopotk kat kiatitate kakhai wopotk’ ataprs hastco pat Au atk ap 
tied bow sims crossed tied he made what ce there 

woa. Huk 4itk’ inyoihai kont huk 4itk’ ita-ak ap aa ap 
throw. That after me push I was that after fly there fall there 

pia-atco tatkitcotk ap sutapam pui. An wutkate katcim nantka 
nothing wrestle there clean eatch. About around laying different 

tcoi-itckate si-inasik sup a kadojkatk’ puk opam ha-ahik inyuwoa. 
occupations gathered grouped eatch turn face me home. 

Hvuk tam ap takutéx nyu kotck(i) vi-itak, tafkoan smo-oktk tam 
That top there release my brand remaining, flint sharp on 

ap takiték hukatedk ukikiat hoyaadikihak ak hap teo. Hukatetk 
there release with abandoned disturb told that made. With 

ukop hixiadnhak ak hap teok huk tam ap taktta. Kotak hukatetk 
hair cut roughly told that made that on _ there release. It was with it 

teuwt} am vta sipuputk’ vuteu. Steohokmom am_ vta_ sikikifk 
land there in roar lay. Darkness there in tremble 

uteu. TAata-ak teotcim am Uta sirsarsafk utcotcoa o-os tcotcim 
lay. Mountains stand there in echoed stands trees standing 

am uta simokuofk utcotcoa-akuk tam pita hodontam vutco. Kota 
there in waved somebody placed in on not camping place make. It was 

a standing position 

humaka vi-ikam nyvdpita hupaitect mutate huk tam kursk teum 
one remaining me enemy wherefrom running that on fall then 

kirsk hu-vs teohok uta pi-inakak kotk’ hasteoi-ikam kasayk’ ap 
sleep night partof night in can not stand fire what sort of hollow there 

. . v me . e e 

iteum yakiamhi. Kota hodonik huaatcot makai shux utatk kox. 
he enter. It was evening Blue Bird Magician glad filled sing. 

a - . . i, r 
¢ 

Kus teuhutak(i) uwapa ikik(i). Kotak hukatefik teiwv s ahamasma 
Kind of blue his feathers shake. It was with it land fine appearance 

a The yellow flowers that color the mountains. 
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tucked these feathers under his belt to improve his appearance. In 
the evening glad Mocking Bird@ sang and shook his white feathers 
which made white the earth.” 

You may think this over, my relatives. The taking of life brings 
serious thoughts of the waste; the celebration of victory may become 
unpleasantly riotous. 

Ay ee fa A anne ¢ 
mamathatk uteu. Kota hodontik vateokok makai shux utatk kox 

water plants lay. It was evening Yellowish Magician glad felt sing 
eo Oey, ay ¢ 

kus oa-am Uwapaikiki. Kotak huxatedik tita-ak teotcim s ahamasma 
kind of yellow his feathers shake. It was with it mountain stand fine appearance 

¢ “Le A . ¢ 

soa-am hihifurspataktte teotc. Kota hodontik rsok makai s hux 
yellow tuck under stand. It was evening Mocking Bird Magician glad 

¢ ax A . . v A 

utatk kox kus tata uwapa ikiki. Kotak huxatefik teuwu} wuska 
felt sing kind of white his feathers shake. It was with it land all over 

RAT ANC at A eae 
tinatk uteu. S ha-ap hap humsa vulitk tatcoa kote humo hap payma 

white lay. Way = that you thought desire way now that lazy 

tatantk pat rsdika nate apahdpta kaihékim kai-ite. 
made bad slave way proper noise set. 

a People. 6 With sunshine. 



THE WARPATH, FIRST SPEECH 

We have come thus far, my brothers. I went from village to village, 
telling you to be ready. You came to our village and ate our humble 
fare and drank from our ollas. As the blue shadows of evening began 
to fall we gathered in a circle and neglected our usual duties. The 
next day at nightfall we again gathered and repeated the ceremonies 
of the first evening. 

To-night our medicine-man shall render the darkness yellow and 
gray, so that we may become invisible to our enemies. He examines 
his equipment, his shield and club, his sandal strings and the netting 
of his gourd canteen are tightened, his headdress is moistened and 
shaped, his black paint is renewed that he may be properly painted 

¢ ere aaron er +c 
Jat tava teutcka nantka teoi-ikam nyimiki. Sha-ap ant, hums, 
Here place we various classes relatives. That ifs yes, 

. . v e . . A 

itita, os nyt moluna wusk ap iwoetahi ka-am smate ait himaik am 
do tree me broken all there distribute there know after going there 

uteuma-ak himik am utcumé-a. Kota hupaiteut mujutam nyimiki 
arrive going | there arrive, It was where from ranning relatives 

ataval tcivia. Avaprskam kate huk hastcony pat hohoki kate 
had came. He was lay that what my bad food lay 

ukukosit. Rsotaki nyu vasipite ip uvavinyit. Kota imasi, kota 
he eats. Water me take with he quenched. It was morning, it was 

itany ipum hutculuwa kus teutaki nyhoyinyik kus teutaki nyhakoata 
now you slide kind of blue meevening kindof blue me ring 

ww A e Ce. w ¢ 

kontak hap tcoi-ikam takuték huk uta am sidm vakitk’ tarsuwa. 
with that that sort of release that in there right enter placed. 

Kota imasi kota itany ipim huteuluwa kus teutaki nyhojinyik 
It was morning it was now you slide kind of blue ~ evening 

y vy Gy kus teutaki nyhaxoata kontak hap tcoi-ikam takuték huk uta am 
kind of blue me ring with it that sort of release that in there 

Ca * c r anal . 
sifim vakitk tarsuwa. Kota-ama pi-ipuk nyunyé konta iworsanyik 
right enter placed. It was the in breathless _ silent I was arose 

teuwv} tciakésik sikuirsk kukiwa. Kota ama makai tcokaki ikvi 
land rock shelter stepped stood. It wasthen magician darkness fell 

v w c i ey! ¢ v 

uhokit an oama vhokit an m’ata” tak si-ivantekuwak hukate sis 
side by side there yellow side by side there ashy that jerk with very 

id-Amp mai-irsk teu. Anya huk wukate am takte’ amhunyuwa. 
good covered placed. I was that around there _ sitting preparing. 

¥ A ¢ y + viv 
Nyu kadaat masit ors rsipatk nyu wuntahim. Nyu_ kaikia 
Me shield renew stick short me together. Me sandal 

sivinukuteot nyu vaka sisfivinam pihiwik. Nyvu sivuta sihiavtck 
strings tighten me gourd tightening envelope. Me headdress soften 

y s y A ¢ 

woehya nytcokolite ap uta ip sintatak, huk wukate amitakte 
face me black paint there in with spread, that around sitting 

a A guttural expulsion of breath follows m’. 
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for the last journey if he should take it. He extends his hands toward 
the four cardinal points that he may foretell the result of the expedi- 
tion. We went into the enemy’s country and our scout saw the ani- 

mals running, which the Apaches have started, and he trails them until 
he comes upon the Apaches warming themselves about their fire. 

The scout upon the back trail reports no enemy in sight. The scout 
in the direction of the enemy, the scout at the west, and the scout at 
the north report and again return to their posts. From the south the 
animals come and I haye wondered what is happening there. All is 
silent in that quarter; the land, the mountain, the beasts, the trees 
are quiet. 

The scout from the north reports that he has discovered an old man 
and a young one. ‘The scout said, ‘‘ 1 went out and took my stand in 

an advantageous position where I could see in all directions. From 

haitecok malik kaihyam. Kota sia-alik takié teut kursk avaipung 
something listen, It was east direction from fall he was 

akit. Im kursotak(i) worsutak taki6 teut hastco vapakam ukaktta 
telling. In much water origin direction from what airy killing 

himtik iteutcitk In pum iada. Ahu-ukrs, apa kate apdite nyiate 
going ascended here them fell. Yes, there lay after looking 

28g) A Ae . & S ¢ or CA 

nyulitanik ap dithival Umamasitam  sha-apavai uteoktcindik 
saw there after follow appears and dis- that manner he made 

appears, moving 
rapidly s 

vv ¢ se v s ¢ e v. 

tcol-itckate p any avai-ikaite mokiak te kul kate puny hokateit. Im 
property I thus tell sitting big lay me warming. In 

v c v vv y y 

rsuliteotk ta-ak in kursk dAvai-ipuny akit. Im ku vak worsttak 
straightened fly in fall he me told. In kindof trail appeared 

takid tceut ta-ak im kursk dyai-ipuny akit. Ahu-ukrs, apa kate ap 
direction from fly in fall he me told. Yes, there lay there 

dite nyiate nyui-itank ap dithivai tmamasitam sha-apdvai utcoktcinik 
after looking seeing there after appear that manner he does 

Cre Dye 5 . c J 

teol-itckate pany avai-ikaite mokiakte kulkate puny hokate. Im 
property I manner tell sitting big lay me warming. In 

hojinyik taki6 teut ta-ak im kursk 4vai ipuny akit. Im ku Pa-ak 
west direction from fly mm fall he me told. In kindof Eagle 

kars takio teut ta-ak im kursk dvai-ipuny akit. Ahu-ukrs, apa kate 
nest direction from fly in fall he me told. Yes, there lay 

As . vv Av . vu v [y rN . 

ap dite nyiate nyvi-itank ap aithivai umamasitam — s haapdvyai 
there after looking seeing there follow appear and Coes Res that way 

moying rapidly 

utcoktcinik teoi-itckate pa-any avai-ikaite mokiakte kulkate puny 
he does property I told sitting big lay me 

hokateit. Im ku rsotaki worstitak takio teut ta-ak im kursk Avai 
warming. In kind of water origin direction from fly in fall he 

v y e vy v A v 

ipuny akit, pany avai-ikaite kos has utco. Tcuwvy taitalim kate os 
me told, I said how what do, Land stationary lay tree 

tatdlim kux té-ita-ak tatalim tcote hasteo vapikam tatalim a-dimulik. 
stationary, stand mountain stationary stand what with hair stationary undisturbed. 

iv e v . . . ¢ . 

Ahv-ukrs, hap a-atcok te kahim hiap kukiwahai s ha-akok iuwoan 
Yes, there stay direction stand turn and look some one 

A vy y vy ¢ vy . ¥ 

pivai-i utcoktcink teoi-itckate p any avai-ikaite mokiakte kulkate puny 
manner he stays belongings lay I said sitting big lay me 

hokatcit. Im ku Pa-ak kars takio teut ta-ak im kursk avai-ipuny 
warming. In kindof Eagle nest direction from fly in fall he me 
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the west something told me that there were an Apache and his nephew 
there who killed some game and carried it home, to return at once for 
more.” ‘* Yes,” I said, *‘ like foolish children, they wish to die with 

their daughters, sons, and valuable property.” From the east a scout 
came to tell me that in the brulés the tracks of the Apaches show 
plainly. ‘‘ Yes, like foolish children, they wish to die with their 
daughters, sons, and valuable possessions.” 
Now a man with the strength and agility of the wildcat crept upon 

them from that side. And one with the sinuous silence of the gray 
snake glided upon them from the other side. Another crept up 
behind the shelter of the trees. Render yourselves invisible upon the 
gray earth! Craw] through the arroyos, advance slowly. I select a 
patient aide, telling him what he shall do. He called loudly to another 

“ ¢ G . . ue . 
akit. Ahu-ukrs, hapa-atcokte kahim hiap kukiwahais ha-akok iuwoan 
told. Yes, there stay direction stand turn and look some one 

pivai vutcokteinik tcoi-itckate pa-any avai-ikaite mokiakte kulkate 
manner he stays © belongings lay I said sitting big lay 

- . . v ¢ . 

puny hokateit. Aik wusk ap kakaiteitk humiap volunan kony am 
me warming. Now all there notify gather crowd I there 

. . . wy ¢ wey . . 

iworsunyhi hai-itcova am tcotan pany avai-ikaite mokiakte kulkate 
arose something understand I manner sitting big lay 

puny hokateit. Kotava vahai wusk ap kakaite kotavai-i humiap voy. 
me warming. It was true all there notify there were gather crowd. 

Konta iworsanyik teuwv} teidkasik sikuirsk kukiwa. Im hotinyik woi 
I was arose land rock shelter stepped stand. In sunset toward 

¢ eS . w wet y y ¢ v 

s hovitam mawak sialik wois hovitam mawak rsulitcotk s hovitam mawa. 
selfish reach for east toward © selfish reach for straight selfish m reach for. 

Kota im hojinyik takid teut ta-akim kursk dvai-ipuny akit. A-dp huk 
It was in sunset direction from fly in fall he me told. Apache that 

utcotco) womuk Umoa-a humo im imat kakha ataiimat. Abtht a-alva 
her nephew with game now in carry twice they carry. Yes, children 

naja uki apst Oa-apaim vovitak suAUmam Uwalitak suAumam sku-uk 
crazy his house there fetch daughter coax his son coax good 

hastco utcoi-itak suAumam. Im sialik taki6 teut ta-ak im kursk avai-i 
what his things coax. In east direction from fly in fall he 

puny akit. In kus vapdik tamfik vapak moi-ipa-atoa hastco 
me told. In kind brulé top trails many appeared what 

puihyamkotate savtcitckamaip umasit. Abuhu,a-alaa nita uki apst 
gathered places fresh appears, Yes, ehildren crazy his house there 

oa-apaim vofitak suAumam valitak suAumam sku-uk hastco utcoi-itak 
bring his daughter coax his son coax good what things 

suAumam. Kota-ama humakd vi-ikam nyu viapdku-uluka ta-ama 
coax. It was then one remainder me son then 

. s ¢ s ¥ 

kuofha stcoviatkam teok(it). Humaké hatai ma-atcotk’ kaipanyim. 
wild cat sly assume flesh. One stone head came crawling. 

Ata-ama humaka vi-ikam nyu viapiku-uluka ta-ama shimaki vamat 
And then one remainder me son then graysnake assume 

¢ . v 

teokit. Humaké osukate mé-ditcotk kaipanyim. Ata-ama humaké 
flesh. One tree his head came crawling. And then one 

vi-ikam nyv viapiku-uluka ta-ama skimaki teuwv3 teokit. Iumaké 
remaining me son and then gray ground assume flesh. One 
ow e . w ae Ay . y J 

vi-irsany ma-atcotk kaipanyim. Konyak dite ipkukhim. Awao}sisteo 
small arroyo head came crawling. Iwas after advancing slowly. It was very 
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to accompany him to see what shall happen. He reached a gap in 
the mountain and peeped through. Calling to his companion he told 
him to look and see what is before them. There they saw a fire built 
by a stump and an old Apache cracking bones. A boy was shouting 

and a girl was laughing. When he heard this he sent his companion 
to tell us to hide and remain hidden until he gaye the call of the road 

runner. We heard the messenger coming and thought it was the 

Apaches, so that we caught up our belongings. Our leader said that 
some of our friends must have shown themselves, which would cause 
the Apaches to take the alarm and to depart. As we listened the sun 

went down and the messenger arrived. He told us to hide and our 

papkikam nyimiki kontak mamuteuk am kuik aia cwoumkam akit. 
a patient my relatives IT was guessing there appoint and hiscompanion  told- 

Aik rsasikote vaphai hai-iteo va-amtetan p ata kai-itam teuteu. Atava 
Hurry then we run something understand he loud said. Then 

c 8 oS Ss 

ha vapk toa-akate rsa-ajk am spa-apak(i) ikoatcitk uAumkam akit. 
true run mountainlike hisgap there slowly peeped his companion told. 

Aik miaki-iolinkony am inyteu Avlithi haitco va-amtctan pata kaitam 
Hurry here hold I there raised something understand just as loud 

teuteu. Tava vib miak i-joj(t). Ta-am i-iteuavyitk teum nyvi kota 
said. That true here hold. And then he raised there saw then 

A vy v . e . 

humaka orsin ap atavai inal. Huk ujak a-ap kuli sap kaitam a-a 
one stump there — built fire. That in Apache old right sound bones 

. vu ce CHa . ¢ 

rsiny sku-uk viapaisap kai-itam  rsavay  hinuk sku-uk teuhya 
pounding good boy right sound adult condition shout good girl 

c ew y v 

sap kai-itam rsava, teutciak, kotaam teum kayak vAumkam  akit. 
right sound adult condition laugh, then there heard his companion told, 

Kamai opam  kuksimhai hupait imik(i) tev-ukhi akitank hupai 
There homeward fallatintervals where relatives found told where 

vv ¢ . om ev w 

hasteoiikam kéaajk ap itcom v-ustain. Kony hapa teoi-ikahim 
somewhere hollow there try hid. I here was like 

hiwvukate pitcimithai teuwv} teumihiakhai hu-tus tcohok vta 
around lay going around earth covered little dark in 

hastcoi-kam kavayik ap haprs iteom humv kakan. Kotava vaha opam 
what kind hollow there will you look. He then true homeward 

kuksimaik woitcok tcorsay teovinyhim. Kota katho nyu wukatetk 
fall at intervals straight slowly chortling. Then there me behind 

hasteo pat koa-aki tatuku varsai tatuku. 
what bad firewood wrestle grass wrestle. 

Rsam piatcu-tik hai-itco kai-iham na-aks hupaiva uteuki hukt 
Silent nothing something listen might where showed our 

imik(i) tuwoi tcorsal tcovinyhim pata kai-itam teuteu. Kotaaa vaha 
relatives to us slowly chortle not loud kept saying. Then true 

rsam piateu-tik hai-iteo kai-iham kotak tataf vaprs kam teom kuvitp 
silent nothing something listen that sun westward glance 

any eo c me . u v7 

kotak uta vai-i teivia. Haspk umakitan nantka nyimik(i) na-anysapa 
then in here came. Undecided told various relatives I guess right 

teivia. Kotrs hapa teoi-ikaihimhai hupai hastcoi-ikam kayalik ap 
came. Perhaps we in same condition where what kind hollow there 

5 yy ie ¢ nite > se 

iteom tu-ustin pata kai-itam teuteu. Kava vaha hastcoi-ikam 
try hide not loud kept saying. It was true what kind 

& apa 5 eat, , ome ; c 5 

kAvajik ap isiatuvinte tai-ihim. Ka-am hap tcoi-ikahimte worsanyik 
hollow there retreat sitting. There there was in that condition arose 

wwukate pitcimitahimik teoi-ikam nyunarstinahimtk hu-usteohok uta 
around going around kind examine in the night into 
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scout would come for us during the night. We went and concealed 

ourselves ina cave. The scout came for us and we mistook him for 
the Apaches and wrestled with the grass and stones in our efforts to 
conceal ourselves. Our leader said we must be quiet and listen, for it 
was our friend that was coming. He said he came carefully so as not 
to give the alarm, but that there were no rocks or trees about the camp 
of the Apache, so the medicine-men must cause darkness with a yellow 
and gray edge that will render the warriors invisible. 

The medicine-man threw his spell upon the enemy and they slept. 
The Apache dreamed, and when he awakened he thought it was true 
that his younger brother and his uncles had been killed. Again he 
dreamed, and when he awakened he thought, ‘*‘ Did I eat food that I 

neversaw? Did I drink water that I neversaw? Things that I never 
saw have I used for clothing?” When he thought of these things he 
was frightened and tried to hide himself. 

I sent the men with shield and club in two parties in the east and 
west direction to meet at the camp of the Apaches. Some went straight 
with me. There, gathered about a stump, are the Apaches. When 

tuwoe rsamonyim. Kota katho nyu wukatetk hasteo pat koa-ak(i) 
us making noise. It was behind me at that place what bad firewood 

tatuki varsai tatukti. Rsam piateu-fk hai-iteo kai-iham na-aks 
wrestle grass wrestle. Silent nothing said something listen might 

hupaida vuteuki hukt imik(i) tuwoe rsamonyim pata kai-itam 
where showed our relatives usstraight making noise not loud 

teuteu. Kotava vahaé rsam piateu-ik hai-iteo kai-iham kotak uta 
kept saying. It was true silent nothing said something listen that in 

vai tcivia. Haspk umakitan nantkaé nyimik(i) na-amysapa teivia. 
here came. Undecided told various relatives guess right came, 

. . . e as 

Pia-iva wukate hatai ta pia-dva wukate os ku-uk pata kai-itam 
Not good around stone sitting not good around tree stand not loud 

teuteu. Kota-ama makai tcokak(i) ikui, uhokit an oama_ vhokit 
kept saying. And the magician darkness fall, side by side there yellow side by side 

an mata. Kotak ivante(u)kovak hukate sisiimp mairsk teu. Kotak 
there ashy. That jerked with very right covered placed. That 

uta am kurs karsk am pajitp uteutckihim. Hu-us teohok uta am 
in there fall sleep there ce of himself dreampt. Some night in there 

ba 

inyiak hap utatam rsat utco tiva hukiai pviktin  siv-uhtki 
waked that felt himself how do itwas long ago catch him older brother 

nydrsupite htintata nyhaki vat hik teivia. Kupiny nyvita 
younger brother mother’s father’s I guess he came. Nothing seen 

younger brother younger brother 

humatckam yant hik rsakit ai-imu. Kupiny nyvita hastco hohoki 
people guess gotin among going. Nothing seen what food 

rant hik ho. Kupiny nyvita rsotak(i) vasip(i) vant hik i. Kupiny 
guess ate, Nothing seen water take guess drink. Nothing 

. a be 4 SRC ¢ 

nyvita hasteo teoi-itak vant hik  teoi-itt. Hap  ata-atatk 
seen what property _ guess own. That he thought 

e . yv . 

amahavapk mok kate. Awaoj kaof(w)k takakam kont am uta taf 
there then died lay. It was hard rooted I there in split 

. > 2 . . < e Re v7 Gs . . . c Coa 

tapantk sia-alik takio pitcimitk hotinyik taki6 pitcimitk s iamp 
in half east direction go around sunset direction carry around right 

unam. Kontak hastco pat wom rsulitcut ita.  Apai-i humakda 
meet. Il was what bad with straightened jump. Up there one 
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our men heard of this from a messenger they sprang upon the enemy. 

We killed one who slipped upon the grass and fell down hill and 
another who stumbled upon a branch. We cleaned up everything 
about the Apache camp. Animals and birds alone remained to prey 
upon the dead. 

I turned back and my trail was downward. I reached home after 
slackening speed four times. When at the first drinking place I sent 
four of my sons to give notice of our approach. They told the old 
men and the old women at the villages and they rose and cleaned their 
faces and brushed their hair smooth. Then I came bringing the evi- 
dences of my victory. My land rejoiced with me and the mountain 
donned its headdress, the trees took on gladness. We notified our 
relatives to the east, west, and south, that we might rejoice together. 

You may think this over, my relatives. The taking of life brings 
serious thoughts of the waste; the celebration of victory may become 
unpleasantly riotous. 

e oA aa v e . 

orsin ap pata kai-itam teuteu. Kontak @itk’ ita-ak ap kursk 
stump there not loud kept saying. I was after jumped putagainst foot 

. v ¢ v — v 

ap pia-atco tatukitcotk ap sutapam pui. Kao} utcinykate stco 
there nothing wrestle there smooth eatch. It was hismouth with expert 

¢ ev . v am 

moa-atkamte ap  ki-irsk ap iteuAaim. Kao} vhotckate  stco 
killing there bite there drag. It was his nails with expert 

¢ e . v v. 

moa-atkamte ap hokrskan iteuAaim. An wukate katcim nantika 
killing grasp there drag. There around laying various 

teoi-ite(i) kate sinasik supapak kasoj(d) katk puku opam ha-ahok 
powdered ground lay gathered slowly group took homeward face 
5 r 5 Rs, = r S c 

inyuwa. Kota it nyu wakita skoiwajam uteu. Kontak aitk’ ap 
: I, That this me trail steep incline placed. I was after there 
On A ry . eon. c 

ki-ikap rsirs. Kao} rsotakiu nyi-ikétte kanvarsan pukukrsa kont 
four renewals. It was water drinking place near by fall I was 

huk uta am kursk am i. Kaoqy kus teootcoa-atemakam hunyu 
that in there fall there drink. It was kind of swiftest my 

viptipka kont hamam teuk am hatcotcoa-a. Kota ki-ikap rsarsk 
youths [ was had found there appointed. That four renewals 

mulifkai ikai-ite kuli vi-ikam 4ks vi-ikam. Kota kat  si-itatakrsk 
center running to old remainder female remainder. That there put hands 

ivamik uwoihia mawoak kamiutakoa uhakvatiitak uta mawoak kam 
arose his face touch rub off his mistletoe like head in put hand brush 

s r vu ¢ ¢ 

kaniutap ka. Konyak aitek kus saptahatkam nyt moa-a oa-ate 
smooth, I was after kind of good feelings me killing holding 

antavai-i oa-apa. Huk hukate am simai-irsk teuk nyteuwuyika 
then brought. That with there covered placed my land 

nytita-aka isisisAutate os nyu ku-ursa_ isitaktcotk isikok(i). 
my mountain very headdress tree my planted grasp put on top. 

Hotinyik takio takam tuimik(i) kaitanftk sumatchait imutan 
Sunset direction sitting our relatives notify inform address 

katcim taki6 takam tuimik(i) kaitanik sumatchait imutan sia-alik 
laying direction sitting our relatives notify inform address east 

vy . a w, 5 Al 5 . A xe 

taki6 takam = tuimik(i) kaitanik sumatchait imftan. S‘ha-ap 
direction _ sitting our relatives notify inform address. That way 

hapik humsi vlitk tatcoa kote humo hap patmatiétan huk pat 
that you think desires for now that lazy make that had 

rsiika nate apabipta kaihdkim kai-ite. 
slave guess on which noise said. 



THE WARPATH, SECOND SPEECH 

We have come thus far, my brothers. The land about us is truly 
our own. On my way hither I have slackened speed but four times. 
The trail led to the white reed, with which I made four passes down- 
ward, but there were four layers of earth and I could not reach them 
all. I made four passes upward, but there were four layers of sky 

and I could not reach them all. I stood in the center of the world and 
looked about me. To the westward extended the black trail as far as 
the base of the black reed. I made four passes downward and four 
passes upward as before. Again I returned and stood in the middle of 

Ta-atada teu-utcka nandké teoi-ikam nyi-imik(i). Kavaot nyu 
We have come various classes relatives. Tt was me 

teuwuttika kontak kuirsk im kukiAsak im aai nyunhak teum nyvi. 
land that stepped on in stood in looking around then saw. 

¥ ee te . N, ne ¢ 
Im sialik woi kus toa han(y) teukrsantalik kate kont huk ditk 
In east toward kind of white my drawn line lay I that after 

sv e A y 

am ki-ik pteukak ap tcu-uma-ak teum nyvik ap rsint ap kuk 
there four coming there covered then saw there base there stand 

ce ¥ ¥ s ve 

kus toaha vapk. Kont ap rsint ap mawoak im koavit itakié 
kindof white reed. Iwas there base there reach in down strip 

kait teuwv} ki-ik ap utam kate kak am _ pia-is kontak am 
this land four there on top of lay this there not rich I was there 

another 

pibukaiteotk am tceux itakié kait tamkatcim ki-ik ap vutam kate 
mistaken there bound strip this above laying four there ontopof lay 

another 

. . . . ¢ . y 

kak am pia-is kontak am pihukaitcotk am opam hap intcok im 
this there not rich Iwas there mistaken there homeward that 7. as in 

before 

teuwv} s utaf kukiwoa. Am a-ai nyunhak teum nyvik im hoyinyik 
land center stand. There look in various then saw in west 

directions 

woi kus tcok nyv tcokrsantalik kate. Kont huk ditk am 
toward kind of black my drawn line lay. I was that after there 

ew e A ~ A 

ki-ik ptcukak ap tev-umé-dk teum nyvik ap rsaint ap kuk 
four going there there covered then saw there base there stand 

et a7 - LJ vy 

kus tcok vapk. Kont ap rsint ap mawoak im koavit itakié 
kind of black reed.- I was there base there reach in down strip 

kait teuwv} ki-ik ap vutam kate kak am pia-is kontak am 
this land four there on top of lay this there notrich I was there 

another 

pihukaiteotk am tcuxitakio kait tamkatcim ki-ik ap vutam_ kate 
mistaken there bound strip this above laying four there on top of lay 

another 
. . . . ce . 

kak am pia-is kontak am pihukaitcotk am opam_ hap _ intcok 
this there notrich I was there mistaken there homeward that Wo as 

yeTore 

im teuwu}3 sutaf kukiwoa. Am a-ai nyunhak tcum = nyvik 
in land center Stand. There in various directions then saw 

looking 
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the earth. Looking about me I saw in the south” the Sea god, to whom 
I loudly cried for swiftness, dreams, visions, magic bow and arrows, 
immunity from cold, thirst, and hunger, and accuracy of aim. These 
favors he gave me tied in a bundle and I bore them away to my home. 
In the north were the four living streams? stretching in a line, behind 
which sat the Apache magician. His camp fire shone out upon a red- 
dish reed, which I went and easily pulled out, though I thought I could 
not. With this reed I scattered the fire, destroyed his food and water. 
Idid this because I feared him, yet when I had finished I was not satis- 
fied. I returned to my home and stood in the center of the land. 
Again I looked around me and saw in the heavens Talking Tree. 

avarsan hut vata kate kont huk woi iahap nyu teoteohimtik 
there then that laid lay IT was that toward here me coming 

ap supapak(i) teuuma-d. Anya-am sisk ai-itam imute rsoak. Kota 
there slowly covered. I was very loud address ery. This 

pinyu hoyite ku nantka teoi-ikam ukvotkutalik sku-uk teu-utcik(i) 
not me unselfish kind of various things his strength good dreams 
A v v . ye A . 

tinalim haitco nyvita. Saptikam kat kia-atkam sulu ta-atam vapk 
visible something saw. Good bow string straight fly reed 

teoi-ita. Huvodastalik kostalik piohokistalik tcoatematalik  suliwi 
smooth. Inured to cold inured to inured to hunger swift accurate 

thirst of aim 
v v v ev Vv) vy . v ¢ v uv uw 

talik. Hakia katcim nankoaa teoi-itcik pinythovitcitk siskavitcim 
Many laying various occupations unselfish very narrow 

huntak(i). Kontak siskavitcim tak opam ha-ahék myu woa. Kaim 
held. I was very narrow hold home- face me toward. In this 

ward direction 

nanuk(i) ait woi ku vipukam rsorsok(i) ki-ik apmdéitam wuaufte 
north field toward kind of remainders waters four successive stay 

konyak kakhai am sikukshim. Kainot wukate kateimte huk 
I was across there falling. In this around lay stay that 

wukatetik makai am ta. Ha-as siAdt muhutam nata. An wukatcik 
around about magician there sitting. Large flames light fire. About around 

. \y uv vy} © ec . 

stcohokmom sitanatte kate, huk hokit am am kateik s wukiom 
darkness shone lay that edge there there staid reddish 

. ¢ . 

rsotakite huk utea am ku-uk huk kus swukiom vapk. Am 
water that in there stand that kind of reddish reed. There 

pihupai miacut hastcokate tatcoi-itcim teoi-ik. Kontak huk(i) 
nowhere near something powerless condition. I was that 

sispathak = vlitk huk imtlivitahimk antaprssuputam antcum 
very determined thought that dodging toward I feared there I 

puk antaprskam hop(i). Antak hukate huk makai nata am a-ai 
grasp I did pulled out. Then with that magician fire there both 

sikantat. Skaadkam hasteo hohokite ap iawoite. Kos vavinyikam 
directions Cloying what plenty of there thrown Kind of quenching 
scattered, food away. 

rsotaki vasipite ap sivasipowite. Antak am (p)rsteum hukaiitcotk 
water take a drink there empty. Then there make that resemble 

in a cup for some one 
who is absent 

tatcoa, kaowoy pibukai-i. Kont opam  hbapintecok im teuwv} 
plan, it was not that. Iwas homeward just as before in land 

is o . . iv) . ~ 

sutaf kukivoak am a-ai nyunhaék teum nyvui. Ava ittamatcim 
center stand there both directions then saw. It was this above 

looking 

aVata Kate. > Vipikam. 
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Branches extended in the four directions; that toward the west held 

the black wind, which came down upon me and, taking me by the hair 

in his grasp, carried me to the margin of the earth where he left me. 

This he did to render me hardy and brave. The branch toward the 

south bore the hurricane, which grasped and bore me to the edge of 

the world. He did this that I might become brave. The east branch 

bore the white wind, which came slowly down and grasped my head 

and swung me to the margin of the earth. He did this that I might 

become brave. The straight branch bore the licking wind, which 

grasped, swung, and slowly carried me to the edge of the earth. This 

he did to inure me to hardship. Now I thought that all was done, but 

it was not. 
I returned to my home and stood in the middle of the land. Look- 

ing about I again saw above me Talking Tree, bearing on its western 

. . ¢ . T y v 

arsi kuk hunyiaiktam os. Am a-ai snanalite kuk. Im hotinyik 
near tnat kind talking tree. There botb directions stand. In sunset 

under branches 

woi imamahakte huk tam am kvuk kus_tcok huoauy(d). Amtcut 

toward branch that on there stand kind of black wind. There from 

. ~ s A A v A ‘wy 

a-akrsp ihodonyik iany mé-itam nyu rsak tamatcim parsi ki-ik ap 
down went down here overhead me grasp above near below four there 

. . e ~~ v y y. 

sinyvvitotk amtcut supapak(i) inyu hodontahimaik teuwv hohokit ap 
me swing therefrom slowly me down land edges there 

a-ai sinyu kukiolikte. Avyapihaskam haitco tathak nyuakte ap nyu teo. 
both me fix at edges. It was nothing what feel me told there me do. 

directions 
v e vv ¢ . 

Ava im katck’woi imamahakte’ huk tam am kukhuk kusiofhuwuy(d). 
It was in ocean toward branch that top there stand that kind of bitter wind. 

Amtevt a-akrsp ihodonyik iany mé-ditam nyu rsak tamatcim parsa 
Therefrom down went down here head top me grasp sky near 

was “h A G ness: a 

ki-ikap sinyu vitotk am tcut su apak(i) imyu hodontahimaik teuwvy 
four times me swing there from slowly | me lowered land 

hohokit ap a-ai sinyu kukiolikte. Ava pihaskam haitco tathak nyu 
edges there both me standing. It was nothing thing feel me 

directions 
e ¥ De, vv ¢ 

akte’ ap nyu teo. Im sialik woi imamahakte huk tam am kuk huk 
toid there me do, In east toward branch that on there stand that 

kus toahuwuld. Amtecut a-akrsp ihodonyik iany mé-atam nyu rsak 
kindof white wind. Therefrom down went down here head top me grasp 

v ao v . ¢ 
. . 

tamatcim parsi ki-ikap sinyu vitotk amtcut supa maki = inyu 
sky near four times me swing from slowly me 

. . ew . y ¢ ~ e 

hodontahimak teuwvy hohokit ap a-ai sinyu kukiolikte. Avapihaskam 
lowered land edges there both me stand. It was nothing 

directions 

. ° ‘ 
haitco tathak nyu akte ap nyvtco. Suld kukam tam am kuk ku 

thing feel me told there medo. Straight standing on there stand kind of 

vinyom huwuld. Amtcut a-akrsp ihodonyik iany mé-dtam nyv rsak 
licking wind. Therefrom down lowered here head top me grasp 

y ew ¥ 2 Ly ¥ » 

tamatcim parsi ki-ikap sinyu vitotk amtcut supapak(i) inyu 
sky near four times me swing from slowly me 

° . . 3, . ~ 

hodontahbimfik teuwv} hohokit ap a-ai sinyu kukiolikte. Ava 
lowered land edges there both me stand, It was 

directions 

. . A € ¥ 

pihaskam haitco tathak nyu akte ap nyt teo. Hap atavainytco. 
nothing thing feel me told there me do. There finished tes‘s. 
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branch the black lightning. This came in a thunderbolt, which split 

the earth and made a furrow toward the north as far as the Apaches. 

This caused the spirit of our youth to be strengthened. Ina vision the 
location of the enemy was disclosed. The south branch bore the blue 
lightning, which descended to split the trees in all directions, rendering 
visible our enemies. In the east the white lightning descended to split 
and scatter the mountain in all directions, rendering visible the enemy. 

The straight stem bore the blue lightning, which descended in a bolt, 
splitting the sky in two parts and disclosing the plan of the Apaches. 
After receiving these powers I was pushed toward the enemy. I 

rushed upon the Apaches and killed them without difficulty. With 

Kontak amurspteum hukai-itcotk’ t'teoa kaoy pihukai-i. Kont opam 
IT was there then that thing (or that) desires it was not that. Iwas  home- 

ward 
y y e ° ¥ s ¥ 

hapinytco. Im teuwv} s utaf kukiwoak am a-ai nyunhak teum nyvi. 
just as before. In land center stand there both looking then saw. 

directions 
. v “~ y ¥ 

Konta tamatcim woi inyiak teum myvi. Ava it tamateim parsad kuk 
I was sky toward look then saw. It was this sky near stand 

2 . e y v v y huk ku myiaktam oste am a-ai sundndldte kuk. Im hojinyik woi 
that kindof talking tree there both branches stand. In sunset toward 

directions 
-) c } oe, alow 
inaldk apta kus ‘tcok woehim. Am vja sikaponyik ihodonyk amt 
branch there kind of black . lightning. There in explosion descended there 

sitting 

uja sikukioMoak huk teuwu} am kavite sihioftantik tuwoe kateim 
in stand firm that land there narrow furrowed us opposite laying 

v. v e . w . 

teuwu} tam am kokowoite. Huk aitk huk viapai ipitak am 
land on there points reach. That after that youth soul there 

. v ¢ . 

sitanalitk aptco. Aptarsd prsoj(d) huk nyu Apaitak huki atava nyu 
visible that do. Disclose throw that my enemy that me 
. ¢ re ¢ vu ¢ iv 

woitatk haptco. Im katck woi inaldk apta kus tatk(i) woeham. Am 
for me made. In ocean toward branch there kindof blue lightning. There 

sitting 

uta sikapanyk ihodonyik o-os aptcotcim am uta sitafutrsk am a-ai 
in explosion descended trees standing there in split there both 
v y e 

sinyunte. Aptarsd prso(d) huk nyu apaitak huk(i) atava nyu woetatk 
directions Disclosed through that my enemy that me for me 
throw. 

x . ¥ my ¢ 

haptco. Im sialik woi inaldk apta kus toaha woeh4m. Am vta 
made. In east toward branch there kindof white lightning. There’ in 

sitting 

sikapanyk ihodonyik té-dta-ak teotcim am uta sikamtrsk am a-ai 
explosion descended mountain standing there in split there both 

irections 

sinyunte. Aptarsi prsoj(d) huk nyu fpitak huk(i) atava nyu 
thrown. Disclosed through that my enemy that me 

¢ 1 y A 

woetatk haptco. Suj(d) kukamt apta kus steutak(i) woehim. Am 
for me made. Straight standing sitting kind of blue lightning. There 

there 

uta sikapanyik ihodonyik huk tutamatcim am uta sikémfitantik ap a-ai 
in explosion descended that our sky there in split there both 

directions 

sitarswoa. Aptarsi prsoj(d) huk nyu a@pttak huk(i) atava nyu 
tly apart. Disclosed through that my enemy that me 

c & Co. rs . oa S Cen 

woetatk hapteco. Huk aitk inyoi-ihai. Kont huk ditk ita-ak ap 
for me made, That after me pushed. Iwas that after jumped there 
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gladness in my heart I gathered the evidences of my victory and 
turned toward home. 
You may think this over, my relatives. The taking of life brings 

serious thoughts of the waste; the celebration of victory may become 
unpleasantly riotous. 

kursk ap pia-atco tatkiteotk ap sutapam pui. An wukate katcim 
fell there nothing wrestle there smooth take. About around laying 

nankatcoi-1 tcikate simasik supapak(i) kawojkatk puk opam ha-ahak 
various belongings gathered slowly grouped grasp home- around 

lay ward 

imyvu woa. Haptk humsa vlitk tatcoa nanké tcoi-ikam nyu imik(i) 
me toward. You now thought desire various sorts me relatives 

kote humo hap patmatitan huk pat rsdika nate apd-dpta kaihakim 
we now that lazy make ~ that ad slave us right discord 

kai-itcitan. 
said. 



THE WARPATH, THIRD SPEECH 

We have come thus far, my brothers. The evening has come when 

I complete my preparations for attacking the enemy. I have made 
them dislike their bows and arrows and made their magicians drowsy. 
Their wives and children are reproved and rejected. May they fall 
out among themselves. May they be unable to eat or drink. The 
time approaches when they shall die. 

After the sun arose we left camp and went to the Sand Hills,“ where 
we halted and held a council of war. Morning came quickly and again 
we went on. I brought my young men together to kill rabbits, rats, 

Tat tava teutcka nantka teoi-ikam nyi-imik(i). Tava hoyinyik ikui 
Here we came various classes my relatives. It waseyening fall 

kuny huk vta moti nantké teoi-itcik tam mai-i teuxitahim kuny 
I that in many different sorts on there placed for I 
A r e v ¢ v. 3 

d-iptta. Katate sdahatatetahim yapatckate sahatatetahim kéakéiga- 
enemy. Bow his cause to dislike reed his cause to dislike be- 

tahimtk késitahimftik s ha-ap itéta. Kota hojinyik ikui kuny huk uta 
witch make sleepy proper make. It was evening fall I that in 

moi-1 nantikéa teoi-itcik tam mai-i teuxitahim kuny a-aputa. Ofitate 
many different sorts on there placed for I enemy. Woman 

desire for 

wumate vaimitate s dhatatctahimtik alitate kamkimtate s dhatatetahim 
gather to lay with desire make dislike child his desire toembrace causes to dislike 

Av w A v . ¢ . , Pe v . v 

kikaijzitahimtik kasitahimtik s ha-ap itata. Kota hojinyik ikui kuny 
bewitch make sleepy proper make, It was evening fall I 

huk uta moti nantika teoi-itcik tam mai-i teuxitahim kuny 4-aputa. 
that in many different sorts on there placed for my enemy. 

Wupa — teoi-ikam wumate dimulukate wumate nyiakimtate s ahita- 
Fellow-man sort of with accompany with address make 

v) v v v v ¢ "LA Ya v v 

tetahim kakaitutabimtik késitahimtk sha-ap itita. Kota hotinyik 
dislike bewitch make sleepy proper make, It was evening 

ikvui kuny huk uta moi-i nantkéa tcoi-itcik tam mai-i teuxitahim kuny 
fall I that in many  difterent sorts on there placed for my 

RelA v “ Gite os IOAG LA ¥ 
j-dputa. Hastco hohokimtate rsotak(i) vasipite i-imtate s dhatatctahim 
enemy. What eating desire for water drink drinking make dislike 

desire for 
A] Ay. v A Ay . A Ly . y * A CL ALA 

kakaitutahimtk kasitahimtk s ha-ap itata. Ava it kuhimttam s hata- 
bewitch make sleepy proper make. It was this kind of going 

kaiip undjahiteai-ip kamo-o. Kontayvaiii ipvi siaaj muhvtam nyu 
hurry bend afternoon. I was catch flames burning my 

kotak rsotaki nyU vasip(i). Varsun alhia tam atava utcu siatcokam 
stick water me drink, Yonder small sea on they lay magical 

sand 

nyt teokakita kontik tairsk tahiwoa. Am wutcom tatcoip sutatkim 
my darkness I was press sitting. There beforeme thinking adjusting 

aSand Hills in the Reservoir, a Hohokam reservoir a few miles north of the Double buttes. 
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and quails. About noon we moved on to Salt river and camped again 

in the evening. We had too much food and ate it half cooked. Next 

morning we journeyed on. I went swiftly along the dry water courses, 

where stands the cat’s claw. I went past the rocks to camp at the 

‘ronwood trees in the evening and ate the left-over food half raw 

again. Continuing, I appointed a place of meeting and the day passed. 

Gathering my young men I told them to grasp their weapons and run 

forward. Crossing a small canyon they proceeded, killing deer and 

antelope, beyond the red hill. Knowing the location of the small 

springs, they went to the low mountain. Others I told to grasp their 

weapons and run in a westerly direction. Tbey ran through bushes 

and met those who ran in a line along the dry water courses until they 

- eS ¢ - ¥ urate ey A 

kusim. Kotas‘hitkainyu masitate kontavai IpU! stAa} muhvutam nyt 

difficulties. It was hurry me early morning I was take flames burning me 

kotak. Kamaintalaé ipppuhimak varsun teutckiktit am antada tev. 

brand. Before me soon carried yonder replace there Iwas placed 

Kota prsteum sikal muk tataf kotavai humap iojt kuny vipidpka 

It was then round running sun I was come together I youths 

J am . 
Cc ay 

. . c 

kunya am ha-akit. Kota ap ikukukvk alnakte’ dimututam alkik te 

Iwas there told. It was there striking little ear moving little house 

takam ala-anteta-atam tarspi ha-apam tata. Varsan ku mutatam tam 

sitting small feathers way perform. Yonder kindof running top 

atasa uteu siatcokam ntatagka kontik tairsk taihiwoa. Ha-akia nyv- 

they place magician my sun I was press sitting. Many my 

moaa tiyak pa wUtcom itatcoip sutatkim kusim. Ava it kuhimutam 

killing raw before swallow thinking adjusting . difficult. It wasthis kind of going 

shatkai-ip unddahitciap kamo-o. Kontavai ipui siaay muhutam nyu 

quickly curved afternoon. I was grasp flames burning my 

kotak rsotaki nyu vasip(i). Va-drsany mtlinaik hohokit an alsopatkam 

brand water me drink. Dry washes junction edges about cat's claw 

A 
v e . v7 vv y A . . 

yai-Atkak konyuk dite pinatai hap teoi-iteik. Albatai kux piak 

dry wash I was aiter unfinished there condition at the Smallstone go around 

time of going. standing 

v. Ay e 
. 

. 

antada pite. Albditkam tcotck ap atava uteu siatcokam ntcokakita 

I was go around. Small iron tree standing there they placed magician my darkness 

konttik tairsk tahiwoa. Ha-akia nyu moa-a tayak pa wutcom tatcoip 

I was press sitting. Many me killing raw swallow before thinking 

v v ¢ . wv, . . y . A 

sutatkim kusim. Kota shatkai nyu masitate kontavai ipui siAat 

adjusting difficult. It was quickly me early morning T was | grasp flame 

muhvtam nyv kotak(i). Kamaint ala ipupuhimak varsuny teutckiktt 

burning my brand. Before Isoon carry yonder ceremonial 
ground 

am antava teu. Kota prstcom sikél muk tataf kota vai-i humap iold 

there Iwas placed. It was make round run sun it was unite 

oe df ag: agyst) eK 

kuny vipiapka konya am ha-akit. Kota am rsarsk taitcitk ipaim 

my youths Iwas there told. It was there grasp ran up you 

athai. Ay(d) rsarsfikik kakhaip ukakfitahimik al avk Kamayk 

run after. Small canyons crossed they killing small red thin 

Taxteoi¢imiava. Ald rsotak(i) worsutak amtcut takitak takitak aj(d) 

end of in fall. Small water came therefrom release release small 

hatai kux ap haahok i-iwoa huk wu ukate. Konyak vi-ikam akitik 

stone standing there face home _ that irst. I was remainder told 

kuny vipiipka kota am rsarsk hodon takid ipfim athai. Aj(d) 

my youths it was there grasp sunset direction yourun after. Small 

aCamel Back mountain, near Scottsdale. 
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reached the place where many yuccas stood. They proceeded in two 
lines, with a narrow interval between them. Unacquainted with the 
country they went forward, finding deer and antelope, which they 
killed. Camping on the summit of the small mountain they ate their 

venison half raw. There they made preparations for continuing, as the 
time fled swiftly on. Taking up my possessions and a supply of veni- 
son for the next day I went forward to camp at the small Gravelly 
Water. I renewed preparations when I halted at nightfall. Morning 
came quickly and I went on. During the next day I addressed my 

young men, telling them to go and kill mountain sheep. They went 
on to the spring under the kam tree, where they camped and continued 
their preparations for war. Morning came quickly and I conjured the 

ew v ¢ . . . u v . 

rsarsai-ikam daitk Uursarsaittahimuik aj(d) vaptapat kitcik an im iada. 
grassy after penetrate small shade door about in fall. 

abandoned 

Aj(d) va-drsany mulintik amteut takitéik takitaék aj(d) otikoa tajhak 
Small dry washes junction therefrom release release small yueca setting 

ap hahok i-iwoa huk wupukate. Ata ha-asp rsapalt nyu vi-i konta 
there face home that first. It was small narrow . me gees I was 

der 

iwors hastco pat wom. Hap horsp al(d) teotcoi-ikam  sitatakhim 
arose what bad with. That way small appearance handle 

utarspi matck tatki teotck paphaikam nyu viptckot tata vapkam nyu 
I not know wrestle black tails me deer white bellies me 

viptckot ntarspi ha-apam tata. Varsate al(d) vaptik tam atada uteu 
deer T not way make, Up there small reed top they stay 

: E ead ! A 
siateokam utatajka Ttuk tairsk tahiwoa. Ha-akia nyu moa-a tayak pa 

magician my sun I press sitting. 6 Many my killing raw 
v v v v . ¢ vy 

wutcom tatcoip sutatkim kusim. Ava it kuhimitam s hatkai-ip 
swallow thinking adjusting difficulties. It was this kind going hurry 
before 

unadahitcaiip kamo-o. Kontavai ipvi sia} muhvutam nyu kotak 
bend afternoon. I was grasp flame burning my brand 

rsotak(i) nyu vasip(i). Konyarsp koewoa sihutcujwoehim. Ay(d) 
water my drink. I was step down slide. Small 

ATA 
4-Atikam rsotaki tam atava uteu siatcokam Ttcokakita Ttuk tairsk 

gravelly water top they placed magician my darkness I press 
. v y v r ¢ ev 

tahiwoa. Am wutecom tatcoip sutatkim kusim. Kota s hatkai-i 
sitting. There before thinking fixing difficulties. It was quickly 

nymasitate kontavaii ipui siadj muhutam nyv kotak(i). Kamaint ala 
me early morn- I was grasp flame burning my brand. Before I soon 

ing 

ipupuhimtk yarsuny tevtckiktt am antava teu. Kota prstcom sika 
carry yonder ceremonial place there Iwas placed. It was made roun. 

mik tataf kotavaii humap io; kuny vipidipka kunya am_ ha-akit. 
run sun it was come together I youths Iwas there told. 
r . u . . ¢ s ¢ A 

Kotaprs am skaviteim nyu pia-a| Ttarspi matck tatk rsum mamam 
It was there narrow me surround I not know wrestle kind heads 

tuhuhumakat. Varsate aj(d) kam wuoted rsinak ap atava uteu 
our ones. Up there small kdém (tree) under spring there they placed 

siatcokam Ttcokakita kontfik tairsk tahiwoa. Wutcom tatcoip 
magician my darkness I was press sitting. Before thinking 

v v ¢ A ev v. uv ¢ 

sutatkim kusim kota s hitkai-i nymasitate kontak dimulukate s ahiata- 
adjusting difficulties I was quickly meearlymorning I was haunts his cause 

y e ¥ c v. y 

tetahimik katate s Ahatatctahimtik vapatckate s ahatatctahimik rsotaki 
to dislike bow his cause to dislike reed his cause to dislike water 
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enemy’smagician. May he not like his bow and arrows. In drinking, 
may he swallow but his image reflected in the water. May he grasp 
the branches of trees and fall under them exhausted. Isent my young 
men east, west, and toward the center. The scout to the east saw the 

freshly broken grass trodden by the enemy. He sent a messenger to 
inform us of his discovery and to state that he would report as soon as 

darkness fell. Hastening to make ready, those in the lead rushed for- 
ward. The scout to the west ran in, telling of the discovery of signs 
in a canyon in that direction. I sent two experienced men to investi- 
gate; they moved carefully forward and discovered a camp of Apaches. 
Like birds my young men swept down upon and surrounded the 
enemy. I sent my white power and my blue to aid them. After 

vasipite siwute’ olinik teu. Kota ita-ak uta am vataprs u-ukutak pa. 
drink very under hold put. It was jumped in there fall his shadow swallow. 

¢ es RS es 

Avaot osukate mamhakte huk isipui kotak wutedé am kurskai-ipop 
It was tree his branch that grasp it was under there fall exhausted 

Age wen ; . ¥ Ke ¢ v 

kontak hap teoi-ikam teum nyui-itak im sia-al woi wapai-itcotk hoyi- 
I was that sort then saw in east toward sent running sun- 

¥ ¥ vy ¢ vy Avi yt v ¥ 
nyik woi wApai-iteotk uta wipdi-ite. Huk ditk’ kai hu-ukia rsars kota 

set toward sent running in race. That after not yetany moves it was 

sia-al takié teut ta-ak iakursk hasteo wapikam kuikmiakate o-ok in 
east direction from flew here fall what hairy traces take in 

y v ev v . . ¢ 

irsof(d). Kota am teom nyvik nyi-imik(i) am wus tcukaitam vtatk 
throw. It was there before seen my relatives there all prompt one felt 

am pi-iteivix tev. Kota hodon takié teut ta-ak iakurskaipuny akit. 
there on at see. It was sunset direction from flew here told fall me told. 

each other 

Humaka rsakik isipitcimim tcoi-ik am Asfitakowoim tcoi-ik am dstita- 
One canyon turn like there end of hill may like there may be 

touch 

hama teoi-ik. Avaot kus kAmak(i) teoktit makai kontak hap teoi-ikam 
sitting like. It was kind gray owl magician Iwas that sort 

- s ¥ vs c a 

mamtcik ap imdk rsirsoa kotap sinhai-itam vutatk worsanyik wukate 
guess there ( ) ery I was friendly felt arose around 

piteimitahimaik ha-akia stcohokmomkate mai-irsk ap woak opam teiviak 
going many darkness with covered there throw home- came 

ward ° 
A 

nyu akit. Kotak uta hux isikuirsk kukiwoa kuny viapiku-ulka. 
me told. It was in already stand firmlyon — stand my sons. 

Teuwu}i mututam o-ofik ta-atam uwupakitk nunyik tam ap Uiawa 
Land running birds flying assume form fly on there alight 

Ce v e . ¢ 

kavap(ik) itevaulitk hukate ap infik ap tatk. Kaoq hus tandim nyu 
reed lengthen with it there inclose there wrestie. It was kind of white me 

rn oe “Le ¢ o . 
piahakiitt kontik teux ibimtcotk hukate ap dimulkate bokit ap tarsk 
instrument I was bound go withit there ground his edge there set 

y . wv *)* ¢ 

hap tata. Kao, kus teutak(i) nyu piahakiit kontak teux ihimteotk 
that make. It was kindof blue me instrument I was bound pushed 

hukate ap d4imulkate hokit ap tarsk hap tdta. Anta am vam hap 
withit there haunts his edge there set that make. I there more that 

inyteok pia-atco pux imyu muluniki. Kao} taprs katate kontuk puk 
aepehie| nothing take me turn around. It was his bow I was eateh 
as belore 

© c o. 
im teuwt} s utdafteotk’ kursk kai-ipop. Amtcut mamtcvuk am hat- 
in land center fall exhausted. There from guess there make 
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destroying these Apaches I went on, but killed only an old woman." 

I took their bows and then fell exhausted. Next I sent the swiftest 
young men to carry home the news of victory to the old men and 
women. With the news that I bring, the earth, the thunder, the night, 
the mountain, and the trees rejoice. 

You may think this over, my relatives. The taking of life brings 
serious thoughts of the waste; the celebration of victory may become 
unpleasantly riotous. 

coteoa kus tcotcoaatemakam nyU vipiaipka kota ki-ik ap rsfrs. Ata 
Ss stand kind of swiftest me yout it was four there renewals. They 

them 
rye Sas Crete ota + yee ¢ 

mulifkai kai-ite kuli vi-ikam aks vi-ikam. Konyak aite kus s ap- 
camerunning notify oldman remainder old remainder. Iwas after kind good 

woman 

tahatkam nyU moa-a oa-ate antavaii oapa. Tak hukate huk teuwv} 
feelings me __ killing held Iwas had brought. That with that land 

. ¢ . . wu. 

am Uta sipuputk uteu. Tak hukate steohokmom am uta sikikifk 
there in roared self stay. That with it night there in shake 

utcu tita-ak am uta sirsarsafk utcotcoa. O-os tcotcim am uta 
selfstay mountain there in echoed stand. Trees standing there in 

. xe y su 

simokofk uteoteoa. S$ ha-ap hap humsé@ vlitk® tatcoa nantika teoi-ikam 
shaking stand. Way that you thought desire different sorts 

inyi-imiki kote humo hap patma tétan hulk pa} rsdika nate apahapta 
my relatives we now that lazy make that bad _— slave we proper 

kaihakim kai-ite. 
noise said. 

a‘* An arrow without feathers.” 



THE WARPATH, FOURTH SPEECH 

We have come thus far, my brothers. In the east there is White 
Gopher, who is skillful with his teeth. He was friendly and came to 
me after coming out to the surface four times on the journey. Look- 
ing in all directions he saw that a plan had been formed, in accordance 
with which he slowly approached the enemy, appearing at the surface 
four times during the journey. He gnawed the power of the enemy 
and sank their springs. He saw that the wind of the enemy was strong 
and he cut it up. He gnawed in short pieces their clouds. They had 

Tat tava teutecka nanuké teoi-ikam nyi-imik(i). Ava im sia-lik 
Here we came various classes my relatives. It was in east 

vy * r ¢ ou 

takio ku tanjim Teufha. Kotpk hastco ski-itckatkam kontak hap 
direction kind of white gopher. He is what gnawer I was that 

ev . A a5 Prec avi 
teoi-ikam mamtcuk ap imuk rsirsoa kotap sinybai-ikui-itam vtatk 

sort guess there my ery it was friendly felt 

amteut ku tanjim utcohokik woak huk 4itk ap ki-ikap 
there from kind of white itself darkened lay that after there four 

ni-Akanik makai nata teumdik hokit an tahiwoa. Am _ a-ai 
appearances magician fire all over edges about sitting. There four 

A 
nyunhak teum nyvik 4vak makai vakita téndtte kate. Kot huk 
directions looking then saw it was magician trail whitish lay. That that 
“Lt A ¥ Avis € oy 

aitk am ku tantém  utcohokik woak hvuk ditk ap ki-ikap 
after there kind of white itself darkened throw that after there four 

ni-Akanik ap stpapak(i) teumaé-dk nyu daptta. Avak teuwut ap 
appearances there slowly covered my enemy. It was land there 

e e ev oj 

kate toa-ak ap kukte tcom sunaki-ite kux v-vlit kotak am 
lay mountain there standing it hanging — standing he he was there 

m believes 

sirsi-drspat ki-ikoamia. Avak rsirsinfikam rsotak(i) tata-ate teom 
short bitten off. It was springs waters put it it 

e a vs ayte. o . A . v 

s Unaki-ite wute vu-ulit tak am_ siki-ikarsahimtk am_ sitco-otepit. 
hanging laying believes that there continue biting there sink it. 

A ne . c v . A A 
Avak huwuyjkate dya tcom tcoviomatk u-vlit tak am sirsa-arspa| 
It was wind lay it was it like land thought that there short 
ew . . A ¢ 

ki-ikoamia. Avak  teusakikate ava teom — stco ja-akfipatk 
bitten off. It was clouds his it was it very sprinkle 

A 
u-vlit tak am_ sirsi-Arspat ki-ikoamia. Avak humatckam 
he thought that there short bitten off. It was people 

huk tam ap dimututam  vatcom — sku-uk  tev-ute kat 
that on there haunts not good dreams he 

y - . a c e . A 
u-vlit tan(d)ulim haiteo nyvitatk’ vu-vlit tak am_ sirsa-drspal 
thought brightly something falseseeing hethought that there short 

ki-ikoamia. Avak humatckam huk tam ap aimututam 
bitten off. It was people that on there haunts 

e . 

vatcom sapukam kat kia-atkam, rsvl  ta-atam  vapu(k) 
not est bow string, straight flying reed 
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dreams and shining power, good bows and arrows, but all these he cut 
in pieces. Gathering all their possessions, he brought them with him, 
rising to the surface of the ground four times on his journey. Leaving 

all that he brought, he went home, making four appearances at the 

surface on his way. The land roared and rejoiced with him for what 
he had done. 

In the south is Blue Coyote, upon whom I called for assistance. He 
was friendly to me and came running, circling around, howling, four 

times on the journey. When he arrived he approved of my plan. He 
east his blue darkness upon the enemy and slowly reached their place, 
after circling around, howling, four times on the way. He sucked in 
the power of the enemy, their springs, trees, winds, clouds, dreams, 

tcoi-ita rsakfteitk’ v-vlit tak am_ sirsi-Arspal ki-ikoamia. An 
clean had grasped hethought that there short bitten off. About 

v ew ew v . ¢ 

wtkate katcim nantka tcoi-itckate si-nasik supapak(i) kasojkatk 
around lay different belongings gathered slowly ground 

at EMA ¥ 
puk opam ha-akok i-iwoa. Ap opam ku tantim  utcohokik 
took homeward turn around. There homeward kindof white itself darkened 

vi) ¢ iv . v 

woak aitk ap ki-ikap mé-dkan makai nata teumik hokit am 
placed aiter there four appearances magician fire all edges over about 

takité. Smakaitkam 4-dtam  sivakssitk tam  tarsfiwoa. Vi-ikam 
release, Expert magician people a prepared place top sat. Remainder 

with something 
spread to sit on 

¥) G a 
supapak(i) kasojkatk pux am opam ku téngim utcohokik woak 

slowly grouped eatch there homeward kind of | white his darkness throw 
v ¢ sy vy vw 

ditk ap kiikap méa-adkan vaai-iktt teuma-A. Huk — hukate 
after there four appearances his bed come. That with 
¢ ev ¢ . 

shai-itcokm vtatk kot huk hukate huk teuwv} am_ vta sipuputk 
conceit felt he that with that land there in roar 

Y uv wv e, ¢ ¢ 

uteu. Im katcim takié6 kus teutak(i) tuwumuka[ wot pk hastco 
placed. In laying direction kind of blue our with to expert what 

¢ . sre . x 

tcokok shokimutam kontak hap teoi-ikam mamvuteuk ap imitk 
made carnivorous IT was that sort guess there my 

v wv ve e — 

rsirsoa kotap sinyhai-ikui-itam uvtatk amtcut kus — steutak(i) 
ery it friendly felt there from kind of blue 

v e ¢ ae : c s} 2 Ke 
utcohokik woak huk aitk ap ki-ikha sikél mutk hihinakhimtik 

his itself throw that after there four round run shouting 
darkened 

makai nata teumtik hokitan teujakiwoa. Am a-ai nyunhak teum 
magician fire everywhere edges thud. There four directions then 

looking 
S. a . = A c + S ¢ . 

nyul. Avak makai vakita tainaite kate. Kotuk aitk kus stcutal(i) 
saw. It was magician trail whitish lay. It was after kind of blue 

y Ae ¢ a . G ay 8 & 
utcohokik woak huk aitk  ki-ikha sikal) mutk hihinakimk ap 
his itself darkened throw that after four times around run shouting there 

supapak(i) teuma-Ak nyu @-aputa. Avak tcuwvj? ap _ kate 
slowly covered me enemy. It was land there lay 

¢ Fae : A 
toa-ak ap kuxte teom s Unaki-ite kux v-vlit kotak am sihafw(u). 
mountain there stand it hanging stand he thought it was there inhale. 
7S - aay 
Avak rsdrsanikam rsorsok(i) tata-ate tcom s Unaki-ite wukate os 
It was springs waters placed it hanging round tree 

c aes u . 5 

ap kukam teom sunaki-ite tcotck vu-vlit tak am _ sihafw(u). 
there standing it hanging stand he thought that there inhale. 
~ . ¢ Re . » 
Avak huwvjkate 4yva teom tcoviomatk v-vlit tak am sihafw(u). 
It was wind his it was it cause to blow thought that there inhale. 
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and magic power, also their bows and arrows. Gathering up their 
other possessions he turned toward home. Enveloped in his blue dark- 
ness he came to me, circling around, howling, four times on the jour- 
ney. Leaving all that he brought, he went home, traveling through 
his blue darkness and circling around, howling, four times on the way. 
He rejoiced at his deeds, jumping in the four directions, and in the 
morning all rejoiced with him. 

In the west is Black Kangaroo Mouse, an expert thief, upon whom 
I called for help. He was friendly to me, and enveloped me in his 
mantle of darkness, making four halts on the way. After surveying 
the situation he approved of my plan. Sending forth his black dark- 
ness he pushed his way through it to the enemy, making four stops on 
the way. He opened the sack containing the most prized magic prop- 

“~ . ce - . ° 

Avak teuvakikate teom stcova-akupatk vu-vlit tak am_ sihafw/(u). 
it was clouds his it sprinkle thought that there inhale. 

Avak humatckam hvuk tam ap  dimututam vatcom  sku-uk 
It was people that on there haunts it was good 

w wv . iv vw . a 

teu-utckatvk vu-vlit tanjam haitco nyvitatk v-vlit tak am sihafw/(u). 
a dream thought white thing seen thought that there inhale. 

v c 

Ayak humatckam huk tam ap dimutujam vatcom sapukam kat 
It was people that on there haunts it was best bow 

. e ew v e uv 

kia-atkam rsv[ ta-atam vapuk tcoi-ita rsakutcitk v-vulit — tak 
string straight flying reed clean had grasped he thought that 

am sihéfw(u). An wutkate katcim nanika teoi-itekate — sinasik 
there inhale. About round lay different belongings gathered 

v c A os 
supapak(i) kawojkatk puk ha-ahik i-iwoa. Ap opam_ kus 

slowly grouped take turned back. There homeward kind of 
v 3 G wg z . 

steutak(i) utcohokik woak huk aitk ap ki-ikha sikay mutk 
blue itself darkened throw that after there four round run 

makai nata hokit an taékita. Smakaitkam 4-dtam  isivakssitk 
magician fire edge about release. Expert musician people a prepared place 

with something 
spread to sit on 

ew ~ e 

tam tarsuwoa. Vi-ikam supapak(i) kawojkatk puk opam — kus 
on placed. Remainder slowly grouped take homeward kind of 

© ve w c iat in . e 

steutak(i) utcohokik woak aitk ap  kitkha sikay mutk 
blue itself darkened throw after there four round run 

. . . A Ay ~ e aw, c ¢ hihinakhimtk wadiktitt teumaé-4. Hukate shai-iteokam vutatk te’ am 
shouting his bed covered, With conceit felt there 

a-aip teujakiwoa. Hukate huk sia-at teotcim am _ vta 
all directions thud, With that east standing there in 

sirsarsafukte teote. Im _ hotinyik takié kus teok nahakia. 
echoed stand. In sunset direction kind of _ black kangaroo 

mouse, 

Wotpk hastcos uskam kontak hap tcoi-ikam mamvuteuk ap imftk 
Expert something robber Iwas that sort guess there my 
A w Ae * we ¢ v 

rsirsoa kotak sinyhai-ikui-itam vutatk amteut kus steok utcohokik 
ery it was friendly felt there from kind of black itself darkened 

Av ia ew . . A v 

woak aitk ap ki-ikhaé tahiwoak makai nata teumtk hokit an 
throw after there four sitting magician fire covered edges about 

tahiwoa. Am a-ai = nynuhdik teom nyvik dvak makai vikita 
sit. There ail directions looking then saw it was magician trail 

cn yt Av e , 

sitindjite kate. Kot huk 4itk’ kus steok  utcohokik woak 
brightly lay. It that after kind of | black itself darkened throw 

Ay e ew . - A A 

huk @itk am ki-ikh&a tahiwoak ap supapak(i) teumé-4i huk 
that after there four sitting there slowly covered that 
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erty of the enemy, though the sack was tied in many places, and took 
from it the blue necklaces, blue earrings, down, and everything of that 
nature before turning homeward. Envyeloped in his yellow darkness 
he reached me after four rests. Leaving all at the council ground he 
went to his home, halting four times on the way. Rejoicing, he jumped 
about, and the night rustled like the fluttering of leaves in sympathy 
with him. 

I called on Owl, above, for assistance. He was friendly to me and 
came, sailing four times on the way. He looked about him and saw 
my plan. In accordance with this he slowly reached the enemy after 
sailing four times. He cut the power of the enemy, their springs, 
their trees, and their dreams. He grasped their bows and arrows and 

A oY ¥ ¥. —Y 

nyt a-aptta. Ava it mnoarsamite vatcom  ha-akia utam 
my enemy. It was this bag was it many on top of another 

v . ew . v7 ¢ 

hawolk v-ulit tak am siki-ikassahimaik d4itk am mawoak am 
tied he thought that there bit off after there reach there 

pui kus stevtak(i) payoka tevukitajakate. Kus sku-uk  vi-ik 
take kind of blue necklace hoard, Kind of good down 

teukitajakate. An wukate katcim nantkaé  teoi-itckate  si-inasik 
hoard. About round laying different belongings gathered 

vi ¢ o te 

supapak(i) kawojkatk puk opam ha-ahak i-iwoa. Ap opam kus 
slowly grouped take homeward turned back, There homeward kind of 

y . e ev . . 

steok utcohokik woak aitk ap ki-ikha tahiwoak makai nata teumik 
black itself darkened throw after there four sitting magician fire everywhere 

. v = . rao v iv 

hokit an takité. Smakaitkam 4-dtam isivaktsitk tam tarsuwoa. 
edges about release. Expert magician people seat on placed. 
Te uv v e y 

Vi-ikam supapak(i) kawoykatk puk am opam kus steok utcohokik 
Remainder slowly grouped take there homeward kind of black itself darkened 

o c ew . Ae v ¢ . 

woak Aaitk am ki-ikha tahiwoak uadikit teuma-A. Hukate s haiteom 
throw after there four sit his bed covered, With conceit 

utatk am a-aip  tahiwop kuk hukate stcohokomom am Uta si 
felt there all directions sits that with darkness there in cee n 

rsamonte kate. Ava it tam kus stcohokomom sikilkte kate. Avak 
rustling lay. It wasthis on kind of darkness round lay. It was 

te v (3) vy 

uta sid-dmp volinte kuténjém v-ut vaohotam kontak hap tcoi-ikam 
in right being held kind of white blood sucker IT was that sort 

‘ S 2 an A : 
mamititeuk ap imtk rsarsoi tap sinyhai-ikui-itam vutatk amteut 

guess there my ery friendly felt there from 
hg . . ¢ . . 

ki-ikha ikfmalwoak makai nata teumtk tam wunakia. Am _ a-ai 
four thin fly magician fire covered on hang. There all 

A . . v re; 1? 

nyunhik tcom nyvik dva makai vakita tindtte kate. Tuk aitk 
directions then saw it was magician trail brightly lay. That after 
looking 

am ki-ikhé ikimalwoak ap supapak(i) teuma-ak huk nyvdpiita. 
there four thin fly there slowly covered that me enemy. is : ate ¥ 
Avak teuwt} kate toa-akate teom s Unaki-ite kuk wv-ulit tak am 
It was land lay mountain it hanging stand thought that there 

sirsd-drspa[ ki-ikomia. Rsérsdinikam rsorsok(i) tétoate, os kursate 
very short bit off. Springs waters his placed, tree plant his 

tcotcom sis wnaki-iste vu-ulit tak am_ sirsé-drspa, ki-ikomia. 
standing very hanging thought that there short bit off. 

. v c 

Humateckam huk tam ap dimutujam vatcom sis ku-uk teutckatk 
People that on there haunts wasit very good dreamed 

u-ulit tak am sirsi-arspay ki-ikomia. Vatcom sapukam kat kiatkam 
thought that there very short bit off. Was it good-best bow _ stringed 
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bit them in twain. He bit off their flesh and sinews, and in their bones 
made holes. From the things collected he made a belt from a bow- 

string and turned homeward. He came through his gray mist in four 
flights. Leaving all that he had secured in my behalf, he reached his 
home in four flights. At early dawn he rejoiced in his success and 
the darkness rattled with him. 
You may think this over, my relatives. The taking of life brings 

serious thoughts of the waste; the celebration of victory may become 
unpleasantly riotous. 

vy opy.'6 as . 
rsu[ ta-atam vapuk(v) tcoi-ita rsaktcitk vu-vlit tak am sirsé-Arspa 
straight flying reed clean had grasped thought that there very short 

ki-ikomia. Am vak huk tcohokate ahava ki-ikomia. Katate isi 
bit off. There enter that flesh his then bit off. Bow his very 

. . ¢ ” c 

kiahonttik 4-dite kahaitcutckarsk ap koapatk ap kirsa-atk’ ap opam 
relaxed bones his perforate there wig there bark dress there turn 

as ee. ae P a 
ku___tanjaém utcohokik woak huk ditk ap ki-ikha ikAmalwoak svaosim 
kind of whitish itself darkened throw that afterthere four thin fly damp 
ew y . ¢ v v - . 

isitcki. Makai nata teumtik hokit an takita. Smakaitkam 4-Atam 
rattling. Magician fire cover edges about release. Expert magician people 

isivakssitk tam tarsuwoa. Vi-ikam supapak(i) kawoykatk puk am 
a prepared place on sitting. Remainder slowly grouped take there 
with something 
spread to sit on 

y v. ¢ ew . 

opam ku _ té&njim vteohokik woak ditk am ki-ikhé ikamuluwoak 
homeward kindof whitish itself darkened throw after there four times thin fly 

y sv v v e v 

suvaosim isitckim wuadiktit teuma-d. Hukate shaiteoktim vtatkte 
damp rattling his bed arrive. With conceit felt 

. ew . WA Bi 

am a-ai tai-inyok dva hukate stcohokomom am uta  sistie ktckate. 
there all directions flying it was with darkness there in rattling lay. 

¢ & ¢ v Oy v v 

Sha-ap hapik humsa vlitk tatcoa nanika teoikam nyi-imiki kote 
Way that you think plan different class my relatives we 

humo hap patmatitan huk pat rsiika nate apahapta kaihakim kaite. 
now that lazy make that bad slave way proper noise said. 
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SOCIAL CONDITION, BELIEFS, AND LINGUISTIC 
RELATIONSHIP OF THE TLINGIT INDIANS 

By Joun R. SwANnTON 

INTRODUCTION 

’ The material contained in this paper is a portion of the results of 

about two months’ work at Sitka, Alaska, between January and March, 

1904, and about one month at Wrangell, March to April of the same 

year. The remainder of the material gathered at that time consists 

principally of texts in the native language with translations and myths 

recorded in English. The chief objects of the investigation were: (1) 

To obtain a sufficient number of Tlingit myths to round out the col- 

lections of tales from the north Pacific coast; (2) to collect enough lin- 

guistic material for a careful study of the Tlingit language, with the 
special object of comparing it with that of the Haida, with which some 
sort of relationship was believed to exist and with which the writer 
already had considerable acquaintance; and (3) to add as much as pos- 

sible to our knowledge of Tlingit ethnology generally. This paper 

comprises most of the notes made with the third purpose in view, 

and the results of the writer’s comparison of Tlingit and Haida. Very 

little attention is given to the arts, the industries, and the food quest, 

partly because these have been treated very fully in Krause’s monu- 

mental work, Die Tlinkit Indianer (Jena, 1885), and in one particular, 

that of basketry, in ‘The basketry of the Tlingit,” by G. T. Emmons, 

in volume ut of the Memoirs of the American Museum of Natural 

History, and partly because these are not so readily studied in con- 

nection with language and myths, and indeed require independent 

investigation. Ak 
The phonetics used are almost identical with those employed by 

Professor Boas, the writer, and others in connection with the work of 

the Bureau of American Ethnology and the American Museum of 
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Natural History, upon the Pacific coast, andare as follows, the arrange- 
ment, however, being the writer’s own: 

| Semi- | 
| | | | | vowels | 

| Sonants| Surds Fortes | Spirants| Nasals | and | Vowels 
| | | breath- 

ing 

mat oe s ie | | cee | 
Dabielscs. tesco. ceee access | (Only in foreign or a few onomatopoetic words) | Ww ii, 6,4,° 

Gutturals: | 

Vocalic-velar...........--- 0 EE eidese pact Becee Sone Haepeeese4 teeen~ Cr al tema - oan Bo ecssanric 

WViClers irsaenaneatatata'sfa tetera g q q! > | ee h fi,a, A, & 

Palatalseeeess aes sees g k k! rag | Gee hh, ea i,é,i,e 
Anterior-palatals. ~.< 22-2]! -.-sse==|.<-neoee= Vet Possoneso-| bortbaeeecdaseeanectlbdeaccidcie 

Dentalsy isso coias occu eee d t t! (s) ee Neat eer Coe sncdése 

Sibilante.<.5.5-(meceeeeeetescoae ease s s! | Oh; P\GSesress 2) Seas wa nd) a eee 

Dental-sibilants -.....---.- dz ts 1 | eee scral pseewie eee, hace tee Kessmaianeic 

Dental-sib:lant-aspirates -. qj te RUSE Pi bo eseorecl bacocadesd Btemcnerce| Mes Focese 

Dental liquids:)--22----+-- 1, L L! Sette beac! beeescccae Scarsercc 

x is German chin ach!, x almost like German chin ich. Lis nearly the same as dl and Las tl or 

kl, while lis an aspirated sound represented best perhaps by hl. dj is English j, te English ch in 

ehurch, and ec English sh. The velars are similar to the palatals, but pronounced farther back in the 

throat, and the yocalic-velar farther back yet. The fortes are pronounced explosively or sometimes 

with a pause following. The characters" and ° represent barely formed u and o sounds. 

TLINGIT SUBDIVISIONS 

At the present day tribes speaking Tlingit (or Koluschan) occupy 
all of the ‘‘pan-handle” of Alaska, coast and islands, except the 
southern third of Prince of Wales island and the smaller islands imme- 
diately to the southwest of it, and extend westward along the coast as 
far as Copper river. The people on Taku and Stikine rivers camp and 
travel some distance into British Columbian territory, while the Atha- 

pascan Indians in turn camp well over into Alaska and come down to 

the coast towns to trade or visit. The Tiigish, a purely interior people 
living in British Columbia north of the Chiikat, are said to speak a 

dialect of this language; but, if that is indeed the case, it has probably 
been adopted by them in comparatively recent times. An Eskimo 
tribe, the Ugalakmiut, living just east of the mouth of Copper river, 

has been so far modified by contact with the Yakutat as to be enumer- 

ated with the Tlingit tribes proper, though historically it has no right 
to that position. 

Leaving these two peoples out of consideration, fourteen geo- 

graphica aul groups may be recognized, as follows: The Monga (Tanga c 

qoan), Sanya or Cape Fox Indians (Sa’nya qoan), Henya (Hé’nya qoan), 
Kuiu (Kuiu qoan), Kake (Keéq! qoan), Sumdum (S!aoda’n qoan), Stikine 

(Staq!hi’n qoan or Cq!at qoan), Taku (T!aq!?qoan), Auk (Ak!" qoan), 
Hutsnuwu (Xutts!nuwt’ qoan), Huna (Hina qoan), Chilkat (Djilqa’t 

qoan), and Yakutat (Yaq"da’t qoan or Daxayi’k qoan). The Hehl 
(Xé} qoan), now at Wrangell, once formed an independent group on 

Revillagigedo island. 
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Each of these divisions or tribes had at least one winter village and 
a section of coast on which the people camped every summer or back 
of which they hunted in winter. The number of permanent towns as 
well as their location varied considerably from time to time. In the 
case of the Chilkat there were four of these, while the people of 
Killisnoo were formerly divided between two. 

The following is a list of the Tlingit towns, ancient and modern, 
that were enumerated to the writer, with the division to which each 
belongs, though it must by no means be supposed that this exhausts 
the number: 

LUNE AON pa 38 SSE CCPC SCONRS SSO CODE S Ge SSAC ROS RICES Secon pe seo ener anaes Tongas 

MUCH e cece ciace ese cleisin oe Oras Se Reiss es eGeeceeSaocaleticeccwes Sanya 

ATSMCO RIAD CORI CANN, yan ee me tes coc siaiclenie Satanic sins cec eee sees Henya 

EEPAC ae Hes te enue Eo) ett ws eae hte sete Aare ciate cise ed Sams So Sens Henya 

GASH OSD AICAN) ue eee ae Saal tate oe eee es ek eemenetarwecw cee Henya 

Re ce ae ee ee oie te ee inSain owiehe ce aaaat Seeewcecce ue esc Kuiu 

Weal @Ktake) = ss. es< a2--5 eee eee cemanions one e ae caclees siweees Kake 

ROO Aes nee eet ee er ee me ee ata Saka gets oe boekes Sumdum 

Qatexa’na-ak!", ‘‘Human-hip-lake”’ (Wrangell) -...-..-------------- Stikine 

Qattcan!-an (tean!=“‘alders’’) (Old) Wrangell)_.....:---.....2--.---- Stikine 

PMCALIARG EON ANN arias oan nunc semc esse gd oe cackee et odes Hose ee acne Taku 

T!aq°’q!aka-an, ‘‘Town-at-the-mouth-of-Taku-inlet” ...........-------- Taku 

AVANTETEEIST, Gable eerie he le ARE BRAS n ERS a CR De = ca alee se ee Auk 

MRSAGHET eben (Munea gn week na meee ee tte se Le ed Auk 

Naltt/ck-an, ‘‘ Town-on-outside-of-point”’............---.------------ Killisnoo 

Angin, ‘‘Right-across-the-town,’’ signifying that a road runs across a 

narrow strip of land from behind the town to some body of sea water. Killisnoo 
cqaoulaskK-anw WO yorE (OMEOUN LOW. cesce case ceaeccssaencsde-seecce Huna 

TNCACAR-an ““SanG-MUll-bOwa sere eae cece tobe sss foes nine cues Huna 

RCA Ue ees xan atm nae es ee Sort ae aes reise er seaeete Saleen sls Huna 

XCNANIIW UM ena an a2 saa Ses cetocemtins ee eciwas sche se Laeecneseies Huna 

Goni’xo (at the mouth of Alsek river).....-------.-------------2---- Huna 
Gathi’ni, ‘‘Silver Salmon creek’’ (north of Dry bay)-.--.-.-----------. Huna 

Rak wateohenowned town, (Klukewamn))\2-2--.2.220-cccesccenace eee sos Chilkat 

Qatq!wa/alti ‘‘Town-on-the-point-of-a-hill’’ (Katkwaltu) ....-.-.---- Chilkat 

Ee cian IG same eam cme eerie oa oS ee ES tes etch ee an a Chilkat 

Poste OLN OOI) seem meme as ache cet cece se accom ete soe Chilkat 
IDES (DATE) | ge a i ae eA As 0 Chilkat 

Gparnca Skapway, jee eeteeee etn ee eee Chilkat 
(Dee (Ua aioe Marita N)) hae ek ee OS Chilkat 

CiilkaGe Benindsbaranon wlan (Gi) seme cece cn swe cee eects Sitka 

Ha’xq!"xo-in, ‘ Town-where-one-does-not-sleep-much”’ ._.....--.---- Sitka 

EAS Cae NM ALT eee ee See on Seo a haw bce n ow discsiouse Sitka 
SCL ae eee Sede tae a ore eo Bau sts cies es soeasceses Sitka 
TATLA CS he eee eee ee See elae ns neces cone hoc ee ede ch cae Sitka 
Oe ef eee ee eee Ro ee Sd ts oa ate elas Sitka 

Clackune wu iGe-jAvlOrt ) nese cemia ano nlcacd sweat ssencce-eeeee Sitka 

Daxe’ t, ‘‘ Fallen-stunned,’’ because a man there once ate so much 

halibut that he fell down as if stunned.........--..--.--------.---- Sitka 
Lluxa/cayik-iin, ‘‘Town-straight-opposite-Mount Edgecomb (u!ix)’’... Sitka 
SVC CHAEN WV Mee ee ey orc I> oo As «SN Ree Yakutat 

Laxayi’k, PD MOGI MATA KA (AMSA) .2,cc asm ce ee tenes ene sae Yakutat 
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Some of the foregoing names represent probably little more than 
‘amps, While others were designations of towns once occupied by 

people who are now living elsewhere. 
Dialectically the Yakutat were set off from all others, and there was 

also a certain dialectic, as well as social, distinction between the north- 

ern and the southern members of the remaining groups. They will 
be referred to as ‘‘ northern” and ‘‘southern.” Each smaller group 

also had certain minor dialectic peculiarities. 
Besides these geographical divisions, which one might almost call 

‘‘involuntary,” the Tlingit were separated socially into two sides or 
phratries, each strictly exogamic with descent through the mother. 
One phratry was knownas Raven throughout all of the divisions, while 
the other was usually called Wolf and in the north also Eagle. One 
small group was outside of both the phratries and its members could 

marry into either. 
Each phratry was subdivided into clans or consanguineal bands, the 

members of which were more closely related to one another than to 
other members of the phratry; and each of these bands usually derived 
its origin from some town or camp it had once occupied. They were, 
therefore, ina way local groups, but they differed from the geograph- 
ical groups just referred to in being social divisions instead of compris- 
ing the accidental occupants of one locality. Thus every geographical 
division contained members of both phratries and usually of several 
clans of each phratry, while on the other hand a clan was often dis- 
tributed among two or more geographical groups. Finally the clans 
were subdivided into house groups, the members of which might 

occupy one or several houses. 
As it will not be profitable to more than mention the names of 

many of the tribal divisions, instead of discussing them at length, the 
following lists are subjoined. The first gives the geographical groups, 
the clans, and the phratry to which each of the clans belonged, and the 
second the house groups under each clan as far as ascertained: 

RAVEN WoLr 

TONGAS 

Gianaxa/di (people of Ga/nax) Te’qoedi (people of the island Teq?) 

Daqu!awe/di 

SANYA 

Kiksa/di (people of the island Kiks) Te’qoedi 
Nexa/di (people of Néx). [Outside of either clan] 

HENYA 

Te/nedi (bark-house people) Cankuke/di (people of Can, or as below) 

K!uxine’di (marten people) Lqoaye/di 
Tak"ane/di (winter people) Qagq!0’s hit tain (human-foot-house people) 
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KAKE 

Saq"té/nedi (grass people, so called prob- 

ably from their numbers) 
Tane/’di (people of the creek Tan) 
Q!alteane’di (people of the creek Q!a/I- 

tean) 

Qa’teadi (people of Qatc, a creek on Ad- 
miralty island) 

Tsague’di (people of Tsa’gua, or seal 

people) 
Nésa/di (salt-water people) 

Was!hi/nedi (people of the river Was!) 

Cankuke/di (people of a place near Kake, 
called Caya’, or as above) 

KUIU 

Kuye/‘di (people of Kuiu) Naste’di (people of the Nass) 

SUMDUM 

Slit!qoe’di (people of S!i’t! qo, a place near 

Sumdum which may have been named 

from a variety of whale called s!it!) 

STIKINE 

Kiksa/di (people of Kiks) 

Ti hit tan (bark-house people) 

Qa/’tcadi (people of Qatc; see Kake) 
Kasq!ague’di (people of a camp called 

Kasq!é/k") 
Tatqoe’di (people of Ta‘tqo) 

Nanyaa’yi (people of Na’nya (?)) 

Stiknaxa/di (people of S!i/nax) 

Xoq!e’di (people of X6q!) 

Kaya‘ckidétan (people of the house with 

a high foundation, or shelf people)¢ 
Xét qoan (people of Foam, a place) 

TAKU 

Ganaxa/‘di (people of Ga/nax) Yényeé/di (mainland people or place of 

hemlock people) 

Tsat!ényeé’di (people of Tsa’t!e river) 

AUK 

L! ené/di Wuckita’n (people with houses on top of 
one another) 

HUTSNUWU 

Deé’citan (people of end-of-road house) Wuckita/n (see above) 

Togye’di (outlet people, so called because Daqu!awe/di 

they lived at the outlet of a lake—part 

of above) 

Anq!a/kitin or Q!a’kitin (people of the 

house in the middle of the valley) 

Te’qoedi (people of Teq?) 

HUNA 

T!a’q!dentan 

people) 

(retaining-timber- house Wuckita/n (see above) 

Taq! hit tan (people of slug house—part Tcikane/di (bush or grass people) 
of above) 

Kosk!é/di (people of Kosé’x ) 

4Said to have stood in a position to the Nanyaa’yi similar to that of servants. 

Ka’gwantan (burnt-house people, or peo- 
ple of the burnt down house) 
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RavEN Wor 

SITKA 

Kiksa/di (see above) Ka/gwantan (see above) 

Watane/di (part of Kiksa’di) Kuk hit tan (box-house people—part of 

Llak!naxa/di (king-salmon people) above) 

Qlatikai’yi (island people) Qtaq!a’ hit tan (probably a subdivision 
of the Ka’gwantan ) 

Katagwa/di 

CHILKAT 

Luqa’xadi (quick people) Ka/gwantan (see above) 

Ganaxa/di (people of Ga/nax) Tagéstina’ (people of Taqsi’t, the channel 

Nucekaa/yi (people back of the fort) inside of Wrangell island) 
Daqu!awe/di 

YAKUTAT 

Ki/ck!e qoan (people of the creek  Te/qoedi (see above) 

Kick!) 
Kosk!é/di (people of the town Kos!e’x) 

Ginaxa/di (see above) 

Staxa/di(?) 
House Groups 

All the names in this list except the Sitka names were furnished by Katishan 

of Wrangell, and it is accurate in proportion to the nearness of the towns to the latter 

place. Of the Yakutat house groups he knew little. The Sitka list was obtained 

on the spot. 
TONGAS 

Ganaxa'di 

Yet hit (raven house) Kidja’k hit (hawk (?) house) 

Xs hit (moose house) Nui hit (fort house ) 

Qla/tgun hit (house built on a narrow  §!ax hit (starfish house ) 

point) Qoti’s! hit (looking-out house) 

Te’ qoedi 

Ca/nax hit (valley house) Wa/nda hit (wa/nda house, wa/nda being 

Xits! hit (grizzly-bear house) the name of an ornamental cloak worn 

Kats! hit (Kats!’s house) at dances. It was trimmed with eagle 

skins along the sides) 

Dagqulawe/di 

Kun hit (flicker house) Kit hit (killer-whale house) 

SANYA 

Kiksa/di 

Wéq! hit (seulpin house) 
Te’ qoedi 

Xits! qowu’ hit (grizzly-bear’s-den Kats! hit (Kats!’s house) @ 

house ) Gute ka hit (house on the hill) 

aSee p. 459, 
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Neéwxa/di 

Tcaik! hit (eagle house) Sligé’di xa/i hit (beaver-house house) 
Teak! q!0’si hit (eagle’s-foot house) 

HENYA 

Te’nedi 

Yet hit (raven house) Ti hit (bark house) 
Yén-wutixa’ci (house drifted ashore) 

Kluxine’di 

K!ax hit (marten house) 
Tak“ane/di 

Yai hit (whale house) 

Ca/nkukedi 

Gonaqade’t hit (gonaqade’t house; see Xiuts! hit (grizzly-bear house) 
p- 460) 

Qaq!o’s hit tan 

Qagq!0’si hit (human-foot house) Tsisk! hit (moose house) 

Eqoaye’di (no house names obtained) 

KAKE 

Saqute/nedi 

T!aq! hit (retaining-timbers house) 

Tané di 

Ki’eta hit (land-otter house) 

Q/attcane’di (no house names obtained) 

Qa/teadi 

Q!ak!" hit (old-salmon house) Qoti’s! hit (looking-out house) 

Tsaque/di 

Xa-i hit (yellow-cedar house) Tus! hit (shark house) 

Nésa’di (no house names obtained) 

Was/hi/nedi (no house names obtained) 

Cankuke’di (no house names obtained) 

KUIU ' 

Kuye’ di 

Xik hit (puffin house) Qotxa’naxa hit (star house) 

Naste’di 

Telit hit (murrelet house ) Deki/nii hit (fort-far-out house) 

Kaun hit (flicker house ) 

26 Era—07——28 
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SUMDUM 

Slit! qoe/ di 

Sit! bit (glacier house) Slit! hit (s!it! house, the s!it! being a 

whale like a killerand almost as large) 

STIKINE 

Kiksa‘di 

Gagi/n hit (sun house); chief, Qala’kte (moving of sides—of a frog) 

T!aq! hit (retaining-timbers house); chief, att’ (property) 

Xixte! hit (frog house)¢; chief, Qata’ktc (same man as second above) 

Ti hit tan 

Ti hit (bark house); chief, Gac (a Tsimshian name taken in war) 

Qa/teadi 

Natx hit (halibut house, natx, being the name of the largest variety of halibut) 

chief, Tak-séq! (winter change, because frogs go away when winter comes) 
Xixte! hit (frog house); chief, Kéci’te (woman turning into a man) 

Atga’ hit (gambling house); chief, raqé’; meaning uncertain 

Kaoriya’yi hit (house lowered from the sky—like one in a favorite Tlingit story; 

chief, Katgaté’x (because Raven had a basket of the kind called kit) 
Teae hit (rush house, in memory of their old houses in the interior); chief, 

Eta’cké (frog’s back) 

Kasqlague/di 

Xéi hit (thunder house); chief, Sgixk! (named after the raven, because the 

raven is always begging for something to eat) 

L!adé’/n hit (house standing at right angles to the rest); chief, Ta’/naxk!; mean- 

ing uncertain 

Xixte! xi/ye hit (frog’s-den house); chief, An-1én yél (big-town raven) 

Tan hit (sealion house); chief, Kokusta’i; meaning uncertain 

Tatqoe/ di 

Ca hit, or in full, Tatq? naxk! "-ca hit (mountain-back-of-Tatq® house); chief, 

Qadadt’gu (human skin) 

Kaxqoyé/ndua hit (the name of the last monster that the hero Eq! aya/k! and his 

brothers killed was Kaxqoyé/ndua); chief, Qoxoé/Ieatte 

Nanyad/ yi 

Q! 4’ tgu hit (shark house); chief, K!oxcu’ (the name of the first Nanyaa/yi, chief 

of Old Wrangell. Céks, below, was his nephew ) ba 
Hit 1én (big house); chief, Céks (a Tsimshian name taken in war) 

Tatt’k hit (cliff house); chief, Guia’o (monster ) 

Q!a’tgu ni/si hit (shark’s-intestines house); chief, Gatge’; meaning uncertain. 

Kuk hit (box house); chief, Kit-1én (big killer whale) 

A/ntciika hit (house at the farther end of the town—its position in Old Wrangell); 

chief, Kadjhésgt’t; meaning uncertain 

aHe built this house when he was going to have his children tattooed, and was the first person in 

Alaska to invite people to a feast on such an occasion, so it is said. 

b This name was given with a Kiksa/di woman who settled among these people. 
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SJiknaxa‘ di 

Q!an hit (red house); chief, Ca’/xna; meaning uncertain. 

Ank" hit (named from a cane taken from the Tsimshian in war and applied to a 
house in order to disgrace them); chief, Qota/n (taken from a picture of wealth seen 

by this man and called 1aa/n) 

Néqte/di 

Ctin hit (steel house), recently adopted; chief, Gux-na/wu (dead slave) 
A/nda ina hit (cannon house); chief, ragwa’te (a kind of weed like rhubarb, 

used in making peace ‘‘because it looks nice’’) 

Kaya’ ckidetan 

Kit hit (killer-whale house); chief, Téq (stone) 

NXét qoan (no house names obtained) 

TAKU 

Ganaaa’di 

i’cka hit (salmon-hole house) 
Yén-wulixa’ci hit (house drifted ashore—at time of flood) 
Yét hit (raven house) 

Yenye/ di 
Tcau bit (halibut house) : 

Tsatlene/ di 

Xiuts! hit (grizzly-bear house) 
Yeyuwa/’ hit; named from a mountain 

AUK 

Llené’ di 

Ya/xté hit (great-dipper house, referring to the constellation) 
Tix! hit (dog-salmon house) 

Wucketa/n 

Hit én (big house) 

HUTSNUWU 

Di/citan 
Yet hit (raven house) 

Dé’cu hit (house at end of road) 

Gin hit (spring house ) 

Anq!a/ kitan 

Anq!ii’k hit (house in the middle of the valley) 

Wucketa/n 

Nu hit (fort house) 

Daqulawe/ dt 
Kit hit (killer-whale house) 

Te’ qoedi 
Xuts! hit (grizzly-bear house) 
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HUNA 

T!a/qidentan 

Qaci’yi hit (man’s-head house) 
Yél s!a’ge hit (raven’s-bones house) 

Yet ku’di hit (raven’s-nest house) @ 

Taq! hit tan 

Taq! hit (slug house) 

Kosk!e/di 
Xas hit (moose house) 

Wucketa’n 

Wii’cka hit (house over all, or shelter for all) 

Tei kanedi (no house names obtained) 

YAKUTAT 

(These are all the names the writer could obtain) 

Kosk!le/di 

X4s hit (see above) 

Te’ qoedi 

Xits! hit (grizzly-bear house) 

CHILKAT 

Luga’ «adi 

Yét hit (raven house ; others unknown to informant) 

Ganaxa/ di 

Ya/i hit (whale house) Xixte! hit (frog house) 
Yél hit (raven house) Qoti’s! hit (looking-out house) 

L! uk! x4’ hit (worm house) Q!ak hit (canyon or valley house) 

Nucékaa’yi (no house names obtained ) 

Ka/gwantan 

Ligi/ci hit (long-(killer whale’s-) dorsal Teak! s!a’ge hit (eagle’s-bones house) 

fin house) Teak! ku/di hit (eagle’s-nest house) 

Kit hit (killer-whale house) (The two names last mentioned are said 

Kats! hit (Kats!’s house) by Wrangell people to have been claimed 

Gote hit (wolf house) only in very recent times, the eagle not 

Gao hit (drum house) properly belonging to them) 

Xits! hit (grizzly-bear house) 

Daqulawe/ di 

Kit gi’ei hit (killer-whale’s-dorsal-fin house ) 

Kit hit (killer-whale house) 

Tagéstina’ 

u!a/oca hit (sandy-bluff house) 

Gin hit (spring house) 

aGiven by an old woman of the T!a’q!dentan. 
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SITKA 

The names in this list are supposed to be given in the order in which the houses 

stood, beginning at the southern end of the town. 

Tina hit (copper-plate house); a gonaqadé’t came up before the builder of this 
house in the form of a copper and told him to erect it 

Chief, Nixa’ na, a Russian name, or QOxk! i’/n; meaning uncertain 

Clan, Kiksa/’ di 

Gagi/n hit (sun house) 
Chief, Yadusté’q! (wild goose) 

Clan, Kiksa’ di 

Ctin hit (steel house); so named because in a fight with the Russians the chief cap- 
tured a piece of steel and placed it in front of his house 

Chief, Nawucké’t (wounded wild goose flapping around ) 

Clan, Kiksa/di 
Qaxa’tdja hit (lively-herring house); referring to a herring jumping about 

Chief, Yéldji/n; probably from a frog 
Clan, Kiksa/di 

Ite hit (rock house) 

Chief, Tca’yadégax (raven crying everywhere) 

Clan, a low class of Ka’gwantan 
Sla hit (clay house) 

Chief, Lsa’guha (notable voice), referring to the ery of the goose 

Clan, Kiksa/di 

Xax hit (iceberg house ) 

Chief, Qané’x (saved or captured man) 

Clan, Teukane/di 

Li’koa hit (house on a point), because it was on the point where “ Baranoff’s castle’’ 
afterwards stood 

Chief, Tuksaié’x (copper-green color of frog) 
Clan, Kiksa/di 

Qotxa’naxa hit (star house) 

Chief, Yakwé’n (swimming wolf); this man led in the last great fight with the 
Stikine Indians 

Clan, Ka’/gwantan 

Adtiwaxi’tci hit (house that carries a big load, and is bent over with its weight) 

Chief, Ts!agé’ (boneless frog, because the frog has few bones) 
Clan, Kiksa/di 

Teak! ku’di hit (eagle’s-nest house) 

Chief, L!éx (gray wolf) 

Clan, Ka/gwantan 

Teav hit (halibut house) 

Chief, Datxiagu’te (wolf walking around a person) 

Clan, Ka/gwantan 
Hin ka hit (house on the water); said to have stood on piles over water. It was 

still standing when the writer’s informant was a small boy 

Chief, Kak!"nt’k!", refers to a wolf 

Clan, Ka’gwantan 

Déx-q!aowu/tk (house with two doors) 

Chief, Qa/djéxdagé’na (eagle going around a dead thing and making a noise) 

Clan, Ka/gwantan 

Nu hit (fort house) 
Chief, Da/ttkéts!a/té (stomach of a wolf) 
Clan, Wucketa’n 
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Xiuts! hit (grizzly-bear house) 
Chief, Ya/naxnawu (swimming wolf) 

Clan, Ka/gwantan 
Ga’yés! hit (iron house); the first nails seen, found in a spar or plank drifted 

ashore, were driven into this house. 

Chief, Ha’yeik!" (hollow left in shallow water by a shark swimming rapidly ) 

Clan, Ka/gwantan 
Lluk! hit (king-salmon house) 

Chief, u!ak! (king salmon) 

Clan, Q!at!kaa/yi 
Ya’cka hit (shelf honse) 

Chief, Goqu! (swan) 

Clan, Qlatikaa’yi 

Gote hit (wolf house) 
Chief, Anaxt’ts! (the grizzly bear) 

Clan, Ka/gwantan 

Teak! hit (eagle house) 

Chief, Lé/ni (1én=low tide, and name probably means, expressed in full, ‘* Eagle- 

walking-on-beach-at-low-tide ’’ ) 

Clan, Ka/gwantan 

Anyé/di hit (high-caste house) 
"Chief, Sti’waqa; named from a wolf 

Clan, Ka’gwantan 

Ya/i hit (whale house) 

Chief, Q!éxi/x; meaning uncertain 

Clan, L!ak!naxa/di 

Kawagi/ni hit (burnt-down house ) 

Chief, Andeci’ (many wolves howling about the town) 

Clan, Ka/gwantan 
Xi/na hit (house at the lower end of the town); so named because it stood at the 

lower end of the town on Alsek river from which its occupants came 

Chief, Stagwa’n; meaning uncertain 

Clan, L!ak!naxa/di 

Ta hit (sleeping house) 
Chief, Cadasi’kte (a king salmon that always stays in the mountain streams and 

never comes down to the sea) 

Clan, L!ak!naxa/di 

Xi/na hit (house at the lower end of the town) 
Chief, Qalqi/wa (celebrated man; brother of the chief who erected the second 

house above ) 
Clan, Llak!naxa/di 

Teak! ku/di hit (eagle’s-nest house ) 

Chief, Q!até’q!’ (red-mouthed wolf) 

Clan, Ka’gwantan 
Ané/gayak hit (house below the rest of the houses) 

Chief, Qitgi’s! (precious parts of an eagle) 

Clan, Ka/gwantan 

Tus! hit (shark house) 

Chief, Sa’xa (named from a wollf’s ery ) 

Clan, Kik hit tan, a branch of the Ka/gwantar 

Kuk hit (box house) 
Chief, Qai/djkatan (man standing on a mat) 

Clan, Kuk hit tan 
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Qoti’s! hit (house looking out on the sea) 

Chief, Ya/ndjiyitgax (hungry wolf crying for food) 

Clan, Kak hit tan 

iladé/n hit (house standing sideways); it was the highest ranking house of the Box- 

House people 
Chief, Qoteé/n (named from a bear) 

Clan, Kuk hit tan 

Xas! hit (cowhide house; probably moose house originally); once when they pot- 

latched and were without a roof, they covered their house with cowhide 

Chief, YélInawu’ (dead raven) 
Clan, Kosk!é/di (subdivision, Xas! hit tan) 

Ogiidai’yi hit (named from a ereek called Cgida’yi, where the first house of this 

j name stood. It was near a waterfall, referred to in the stories, just south of 

Yakutat 

Chief, Q!ai/tk!i (Raven has eaten of it, referring to food left over by Raven) 

Clan, Kosk!6/di 

Kai ha’ta hit (house of the stick, or frame, with which salmon used to be chased 

downstream ) 

Chief, Ltayi’ (color of an alder tree about his nose) 

Clan, Ka/gwantan 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The Tlingit quite uniformly trace the origin of nearly all their clans 

to the Tsimshian coast ‘* below Port Simpson;” that is, to the neighbor- 

hood of the mouth of Skeena river. It is said by some that nearly all 

of the present clans immigrated in this manner, and that most of the 

‘old Alaskans,” those whom they found in possession, have died out. 

Katishan, chief of the Kasq!ague’d? at Wrangell, mentioned some of 

these by name, but a thorough investigation would probably develop 

quite different stories regarding them, especially as many are very 

small and are more likely to have been subdivisions than surviving 

groups. The only point that may have significance is the fact that 

nearly all so enumerated were of the Raven clan. There are several 

other bits of evidence which seem to show that the distinction between 

the two phratries was of more importance historically than would at 

first appear. Thus, according to a Sitka interpreter, the Eagle peo- 

ple were called Na(nation) or Céngogedi’na,” but there was no one name 

for all the Ravens, they being one simply in marriage laws, emblems, 

and in some other respects. According to Katishan all of the Wolf 

clans used to be denominated S!i’tqoed?? and all of the Raven clans 

Gonatqana’yi, the latter of which expressions seems to be identical with 

the word applied by an individual to those of the opposite phratry.° 

This suggests the question whether distinction of phratry could have 

been associated originally with a racial difference, and such a possi- 

aThis is evidently taken from the name of a clan which the writer has elsewhere called Can- 

kuke’di. The reason for applying this name to the entire phratry is not apparent. Possibly the 

interpreter was mistaken. 

b Not to be confounded with the S!it!qoe’di of Sumdum (p, 399). 

ce Katishan declared that ‘there are more Ravens in Alaska than Wolves.” 
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bility again presents itself when we come to consider the origins of the 
separate clan divisions. Although the list just given contains names 
of about twenty-five clans belonging to each phratry besides one which 

falls outside of both, many are nothing more than subdivisions, and 

only fourteen are found to stand out at all prominently. On the 
Raven side these are the Ganaxa’di, Kiksa’di, Qa’tcadi, Kasq!ague’di, 
Liene’di, Kosk!e'di, Llak!naxa’di, Guqa’xadi, and Ka’ck!e qoan; on 
the Wolf side the Te’qoedi, Daqu!awe’df, Nanyaa’yi, Tctkane’di, and 

Ka’gwantan. The Tcukane’d? were considered low caste, but appear 
from the stories to have formed a rather ancient group. 

It is interesting to find that all the clans of the southernmost towns, 

Tongas and Sanya, always excepting the Neéxa’di, belong to this list, 
they being the Ganaxa’df (or Ganaxte’di), Te’qoed?, Daqu!awe’di, and 
Kiksa’d?. Traditions regarding the origin of the two clans first men- 
tioned point unanimously to Prince of Wales island and Kuiu, and, 
if we are to trust them still further, the Ganaxa’d? were the first 

people to settle at Tongas, whither they had come from Ta’qdjik-an on 
the northwest coast of Prince of Wales island, then the principal 
Henya village. According to another story the Tongas people came to 
Kuiu from the south, and afterwards started back to the present site 
of Tongas, which they had previously noticed. During this last mi- 
gration they camped for a time on an island called Tanga’e, and later 
gave its name to their village. This tradition probably refers to the 
Ganaxa’di, for the Kuiu and Henya veople are very closely related. 
The Ganaxa’di themselves derived their name from another island, 
Ga’nax. The family history of these people is certainly closely asso- 
ciated with the town of Ta’qdjik-an for it was there that a Ganaxa’di 
woman nursed a woodworm, thus giving her people the woodworm 
emblem, and, as above noted, the Tak"ane’di (Winter people) are the 

Klawak branch of that clan. _Another body of Ganaxa’dt moved to 
Chilkat, where they are also of high rank, and still others are among 
the Taku and at Yakutat. 

The Te’qoedi received their name from an island called Teq’, said 
to lie near the northern end of Prince of Wales island, and thus near 

the traditional home of the Ganaxa’d?. According to Haida accounts 
they were their chief opponents at the time when that tribe invaded 
Alaska and they subsequently fled to the mainland. That the territory 
in Alaska now occupied by the Kaigani Haida was formerly Tlingit 
is a well-known fact, and is attested by all of the names of their 
towns. Thus Sukkwan is from Tlingit suqq°-an (‘‘grassy town”), 
and Kasaan or Ka’si-ain is said to mean ‘‘ pretty town,” because when 
the people came there they said, ‘‘ This is the only spot that looks 
good.” At Klinkwan the writer was told that the name of that town in 
Tlingit signifies ‘* shell-fish village” or perhaps rather ‘‘ town-where- 
people-get-things-at-low-tide.” Katishan, however, affirmed that it 
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was named from the yellow cedar bark soaked and spun into long 
strings and called Jan, for which the place was noted. Thus the 
Tlingit word would be li’ngo-in. There is also a difference of 
opinion about Howkan, since the Haida living in that neighborhood, 
who pronounce the name ‘aoktia’n, affirm that it refers to a stone 
which used to stand in front of the place, while Katishan derives it 
from qo’wakan, ‘‘deer,” the animal being very plentiful in that neigh- 
borhood. The first explanation is probably correct. It is uncertain 
whether Howkan and Kasaan were occupied as towns before the 
advent of the Haida, but tradition affirms it of Sukkwan and Klin- 

kwan, the former of which was destroyed by the invaders. The 

people of Kasaan, however, according to Doctor Newcombe, claim to 

have acquired their town by regular purchase. 
From all the accounts obtained it would seem that the Te’qoed? 

constituted a large part of the population of Prince of Wales island 
and moved to Tongas and Sanya at the time when the Haida immigra- 
tion took place, whether that happened peaceably or otherwise. Part 
of them are now among the Hutsnuwu people and part at Yakutat. 

The last group in this region, the Néxa’di of Sanya, is peculiar as 
standing outside of the two great phratries. It is characterized prin- 
cipally by the possession of the Eagle crest and Eagle personal names, 
and possibly it is from this clan that the northern Tlingit have also 
obtained them. Their name means simply People of Néx, a creek in 
their country. Along with many other clans, they are supposed to 
have come from ‘‘ below Port Simpson,” but on the other hand it is 
possible that their origin is connected with an Athapascan tribe, which 
formerly occupied the shores of Behm canal just northward and inter- 
married with the Tlingit to a considerable extent in ancient times. 
The remnants of these Athapascans are now living at Kincolith among 
the Nass Indians. 

The presence of a Kiksa’di house group at Sanya has been noted, 
and although composed perhaps of comparatively new settlers at that 
place, it is said that the family had received its name, People of 
Kiks, from an island in the vicinity. Atany rate it was certainly one 
of the great clans that moved up from the south, and besides having a 
Sanya branch forms the foremost Raven groups at Wrangell and 
Sitka. They were the first to settle in the latter place.“ Their antiq- 
uity is perhaps indicated by the fact that two of the principal mytho- 
logic heroes of the Tlingit bear Kiksa’d? names. 

It is said that the wives of some Kiksa’di people once quarreled, 
and all of one side moved out into a house made of bark, from which 

circumstance they came to be called Bark-house people (Ti hit tan). 

aBefore coming to Sitka proper they lived in the town of Kastaxé’xda-an, situated in the neigh- 

borhood. According to Katishan, the first families to settle in Sitka were the Kiksa‘di, Katagwa‘di, 

and Gés hit tan (Iron house people), the last a part of the Ka’gwantan. 
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At Wrangell the Bark-house people are credited with but one house 
group, but the Té/nedi of Klawak constitute part of the same clan, 
their name being merely a variation of Ti hit tan. 

The Daqu!awe'd?, the significance of whose name was not learned, 

are another widely scattered group, being found under that name in 
Tongas, Hutsnuwu, and Chilkat, while the Tsague’di of Kake are a 

branch. 
Formerly the Henya of the west coast of Prince of Wales island 

lived at Tuxican (Ta’qdjik-an), but later their chief moved to Klawak 
(Lawak), where he owned a salmon creek, and all of his people fol- 

lowed. Sometimes they camped at-Shakan (Caxa’n) to collect fish 

eggs, and in modern times many Indians settled there near a large saw- 
mill built by the whites. Some of the Henya families have already been 

mentioned. The Lgoaye’d? and Qaq!o’s hit tan were both parts of the 
Cankuke’dt, but it was not learned whether that family was itself 
connected with any other. They are also found at Kake, and Krause 

enumerates them among the clans of the Chilkat town of Klukwan, 
According to Katishan they took their name froman island called Can, 
but according toan old Kake man, froma place near Kake called Caya’. 

The Kuiu consisted of but two clans. About the Kuye’d? nothing 
of consequence was learned, but the Naste’d? are often spoken of as 

if they were one people with the Nanyaa’y? and Ka’gwantan. As fre- 
quently happens, however, it is difficult to say whether this means 

unity of origin or nothing more than membership in the same phratry. 

It may be of some significance that they share the Flicker house 
(Kan hit) with the Daqu!awe’df. Their name and origin are said to 

have been derived from the Nass. 
While the people of Kuiu, Henya, Sanya, Tongas, and part of the 

Kakes are said to be very closely related to one another, the origin of 

some of the Kake clans differs in being intimately connected with the 

interior of the continent. In the time of the flood, according to one 

story, there were glaciers extending entirely across the Stikine river, 
so that canoes could not pass. The Kake Indians, who were then 
living in the interior, wished to come down, and finally accomplished 

the feat by passing directly under the glacier. Instead of settling on 
the river, however, where they could have lived in the midst of plenty, 

they went out to Kupreanof island, whence in later times they 

moved back to Wrangell. On close examination this story is found 
to apply particularly to the Qa’tcadi, who still have the house name 
Rush house (Teac hit) in memory of their houses in the interior, but 

the Saq"té’nedf, and probably the remaining Raven clans at Kake, are 
considered divisions of this. According to one of the Kake men, how- 
ever, the Qa’tcad? were always Tlingit, being descended from a Tlingit 
woman who was captured by the Athapascans when out picking ber- 
ries. This was when they first learned that there were Indians up the 
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river. It is possible that the second account is the truer one, but on 

the other hand it may have been made up to conceal their extraneous 
origin, ‘Stick Indians” as the Athapascans are called, having been 
very much looked down upon in olden times. Their name is said to be 
derived from a creek on Admiralty island called Qatc 

The Nésa‘di (Salt-water people) also are said to have come down the 
Stikine from among the Athapascans. Their name is explained by the 
story that they were carried up that river at the time of the flood and 
chased down again by the interior tribes. 

“A man coming from a certain creek was so lousy that he died, 

and ever since his people have been called Lousy-creek people 
(Was!hi’ned?).” 

Most important of all the southern groups of Tlingit were the Sti- 
kine. They claim that they formerly owned, besides the Stikine valley, 
parts of Kupreanof and Prince of Wales islands and the coast southward 
as far as Loring. The last-named district, however, appears anciently 
to have been the special property of the Foam people (X¢I qoan), who 
have moved to Wrangell only in recent years. The Stikine also had 
exclusive rights of trade with the interior Indians, who were valued for 

what could be gotten out of them but otherwise looked down upon as 
a lower race. Formerly the principal Stikine town was Qaltca!-an, 
now called Old Wrangell, some distance south of the present town 

of Wrangell, and it is claimed that the first carved poles in Alaska 
were there set up. The Indian town at modern Wrangell was built 
around a little bay near the northern end of Wrangell island and on 
several small islets in the bay. From the inclosed appearance of 
this bay and the outline of the mountain behind it the town was called 
Qatexa’na-ak!" (Human-hip lake). 

All of the Wolf families in this place, except the Foam people above 
referred to, appear to belong to one group, and among them the most 
important, as well of Wrangell as of this phratry, were the Nanyaa’ yi. 

Although all these clans are said formerly to have come from the 
Tsimshian coast,’ the more immediate migration was southward from 
Taku. During this migration part stopped ata place called S!i’nax 
and were afterwards known as Sliknaxa’di. The Xoq!e’di receive their 
name from a place ashort distance south of Old Wrangell called Xoq!, 
and the Foam people were thought to be related to them, but this may 
mean nothing more than association together in the feasts. Accord- 
ing to one informant the Kaya’ckidetin were part of the Xoq!e’dt; 
according to others, of the Nanyaa’y?. 

The Raven clans at Wrangell have already been spoken of, except the 
Kasq!ague’dt and Talqoe’di, which are said to have had a similar ori- 
gin. According to their present chief, the former were originally 
Haida from the Sta’stas clan of Masset. More immediately they are 

aLieut. G. T. Emmons informs the writer, however, that the Nanyaa’yi were an inland people 

and did not come up from the south. 
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said to have come from the Wut-ca’nina, a clan at Kasaan, which is 

perhaps identical with the Yi’das, a Sta’stas branch living at that place. 
It is not a little curious that a Raven group among the Tlingit should 

have come from an Eagle group among the Haida. On their way to 
Wrangell these people stopped for a long time at a place called 

Kasq!e’k", from which they received their present name. 

The Stit!qoe’d? are said to be ‘old Alaskans” and intermarry much 

with the Taku people to the north. 
The Yénye'd? of Taku had close relations with the Nanyaa’yi, and the 

latter, who are said to have come from the same place, may formerly 
have constituted one clan with them. The Tsat!enye’d? are named 
from a creek on Admiralty island. The old Taku village was at the 

head of Taku harbor, but later the Taku formed another on the 
north side of the entrance to Taku inlet, and in recent years have 

resorted a great deal to Juneau. 
At Auk (Tlingit, Ak!", little lake) the principal clan was the L!ené’di, 

to whom the story of the L!é’naxxi’daq (property woman) is always 
traced. Some of the Wucketa’n also lived with them, although their 
place of origin seems to have been Hutsnuwu or Huna. An old man 
at Sitka seemed to think that the Wucketa’n had come from Kaq!anuwi’ 
along with the Ka’gwantan and other Eagle clans, but the fact that 
they possess the same principal crest as the Daqu!awe’di, the killer 
whale, suggests an affinity with that clan. The old Auk village 
A’ntegaltsu (abandoned town) was situated at Point. Louisa, north of 
Douglas island, and the modern town of Juneau is in their territory. 

Anciently the Hutsnuwu (Xuts!nuwi’, grizzly-bear fort) people 

or Xu’ts!ida qoan (which means the same thing) occupied two different 

towns on the west coast of Admiralty island. The more southern, 
called Nalti’ck-ain, was in White Water bay, and the northern, 

Angin, on the coast above modern Killisnoo where the whites had 
established canneries and whither the inhabitants of both of these 
towns have now removed. ‘The two Raven groups living here, the 

De'citan and Anq!a’kitan, are said to have separated at some former 

time on account of internal disturbances. Their names, which are 

simply derived from those of houses, lead one to suspect that further 
investigation would show them to be parts of some other Raven 

group. According to Krause, the Anq!a’ketan and Te’qoed? lived at 
Nalti’ck-ain and the De’citin, Wuckita’n and Daqu!awe’d? at Angin. 
Part of the Hutsnuwu people were called asa’nk!fqoan, but these 
appear to have formed a local rather than a clan group. 

With two possible exceptions the remaining Tlingit clans to be con- 

sidered fall into two groups, associated historically with certain dis- 
tinct regions. One of these is Wolf, and comprises the Ka’gwantan, 

of which the Kuk hit tan is a part, the Katagwa’df and the Teukane’dt; 
the other the Luqa’xadi, Nucékaa’y?, iiik!uaxa’di, Q!atkaa’yi, and 
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Kosk!é’di. Tradition localizes the first of these very strongly about Icy 
strait, especially upon the peninsula between Lynn canal and Glacier 
bay, and the second at the mouth of Alsek river (Atsé’x hin). 

The origins of the first are bound up with the history of a man 
called Kaké’q!te, who is the hero of two stories, recorded by the 
writer, one of which gives the story of the Ka’gwantan and several 

other clans. 
After a fight with live coals as weapons, which resulted in giving 

them their name, the Ka’gwantan scattered, some going to Huna, some 
to Chilkat, and some to Sitka where they joined the Kiksa’df. It is 
evident that the Katagwa’di, to which Kake’q!"te belonged, and the 
Tetkane’d? were both considered as related to the Ka’gwantin. The 
Teiikane’di were named from a creek, Tet’kan hin, on which they were 

encamped at the time of Kake’q!"te’s return from the interior with 
Athapascans, as detailed in the myth, and they are now considered 
rather low caste. 

Of the families constituting the second group just referred to, the 
Huqa’xadi“ are now at Chilkat, but the story just given localizes them 
in earlier times at the mouth of the Alsek. The Nucekaa’y? are said 
to be part of these. The Q!at!kaa’y? (island people) received their 
name from an island at the mouth of Alsek river said to be called 
Galtsé’niwa, and were a part of the L!ik!naxa’di of the same region. 
According to one informant, it was to this latter clan that Kake’q!"te 
belonged. It is also said, and with probability, that the Kosk!e’d? 

belonged to this clan, though others state that they came from the 
coast farther west from the Staxa’d? of Copper river, who appear to 
have been Athapascans. 

The origin of the Ka’ck!e qoan is given in a long story which the 
writer obtained from a member of that clan. From this it appears 
that they were originally interior Indians who came down to the coast 
after some internal disturbance and purchased a creek near Yakutat 
called Kack!, from which they received their name. The Ka’ck!e qoan 
are also said to be called Staxa’di, because they have dances similar to 
those of the true Staxa’di. 

According to one informant, the Tagéstina’ of Chilkat were part of 
the same clan as the Naste’d?. Katishan informed the writer that in 
the general migration northward they were lost in the channel east 
of Wrangell island, which is called Taqsi’t, and afterwards received 
their name from it. 

There were four principal Chilkat towns, three of which—Klukwan, 
Katkwaltu, and Yendestake—were on Chilkat river and inlet, while 

the fourth, Chilkoot, was near the head of Chilkoot inlet. Many 
of these Indians have now moved to the white settlements and to 
Haines mission. According to Krause, Chilkoot was occupied by 

@Krause has unwittingly constituted a new clan by listing the ‘‘ Kadtiwot-kédi,” evidently an 

equivalent for Buqd’xadi, since the words mean the same thing. 
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the Ganaxte’d?; Klukwan by the Ganaxte’di, Ka’gwantin, Taqéstina’, 
and Daqu!awe'd?; Katkwaltu by the Nucekaa’yi; and Yendestake by 
the Luqa’xadi. : 

From this fragmentary account it would appear that the Ganaxa’di 

or Ganaxte’d? and Kiksa’di, and perhaps the Qa’tead?, L!uk!naxa’di, 
and Tuqa’xad? were clans of something like national significance on 

the Raven side and the Te’qoedi, Daqu!awe’di, Nanyaa’yi, Ka’gwantan, 
and perhaps Naste’d? on the Wolf side. Native legend carries most 
of these back to the Tsimshian coast, but it must be remembered that 

new bodies of people might be taken into a clan at any time by simple 

absorption without having any distinguishing marks attach to them. 
The aboriginal neighbors of the Tlingit were, in the interior beyond 

the mountains, various Athapascan tribes, to the southeast the Tsim- 
shian and Haida, and on the extreme northwest the Eskimo. 

With the Athapascans, whom they called Go’nana (strange or differ- 
ent nation), a lively trade was carried on along natural lines of inter- 

communication marked out by the Stikine, Taku, Chilkat, Alsek, and 

Copper rivers. This trade was one of their greatest sources of wealth, 

and is said to have lain at the basis of the power obtained by the 
Nanyaa’yf and Ka’gwantan. The Tsimshian, called by the Tlingit 

Ts!utsxa’n, they esteemed as people of bigh culture from whom new 

ideas and new customs reached them, and seem to have thought much 
more of them than of the Haida, although recognizing the superiority 

of the latter in certain respects. Their own term for the Haida is Deki’ 
na, ‘* Nation-far-out [at sea],” and for the Queen Charlotte islands, Deki’ 
qoan ani, ‘*Town-of-the-people-far-out.” After the Haida reached 
Alaska the relations between them and the Tlingit became very inti- 
mate, and there was a great deal of intermarrying, facilitated no doubt 
by a very similar social organization. They have had more to do with 
the Tsimshian since New Metlakatla was founded by Duncan on An- 

nette island. The Tlingit claim not to have known anciently of the far 

southern people such as the Haida until they found a canoe, containing 
bodies of strange people, which had drifted ashore, but latterly, at any 
rate, they waged war continually on the people of Nass and Skeena 

and on the Haida. 
To Tlingit aggressions on the Eskimo allusion has already been made. 

It seems probable that the Tlingit were slowly pushing westward when 

the Russians appeared, and would ultimately have reached the Aleutian 

chain or the Yukon delta. 
Russians are known to the Tlingit as Ani’ci, while other white peo- 

ple are called Lét qoan (white or snow people) or Gut’tsk!? qoan (people 
from the place where the clouds reach down to the earth—i. e., horizon 
people). The English they call Gi’ndjitewan, a corruption of the 

‘King George man” of the Chinook jargon. 
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CLAN EMBLEMS 

As with other Northwest Coast peoples, the different Tlingit clans 
usually laid claim to certain distinctive carvings and names; but, unlike 

the Haida clans, each of which used a number of crests of this kind, 
the Tlingit divisions had comparatively few, and generally held but 

one or two in particular esteem. In the case of carvings these crests 
were commonly held in special consideration only when they occurred 
in some definite form, such asa wooden hat, house post, or baton. An 

emblem is said to have been put on the war helmet, so that its owner 
might die with it. Theoretically, the emblems used on the Raven 
side were different from those on the Wolf or the Eagle side, and, 
although a man of high caste might borrow an emblem from his 
brother-in-law temporarily, he was not permitted to retain it. Some 
families were too poor to have an emblem, and on the other hand it is 

said of some of the great ones, like the Nanyaa’yi, that they were so 
rich that they could use anything. iz) 

The wolf is used by most Wolf clans, but was especially valued by 

the Ka’gwantin, and also apparently by the Yénye’di of Taku. The 
Xogq!e’di, who anciently had no crest, began to use the wolf in recent 
times, but met opposition on the part of the Ka’ewantan and desisted. 
Most families wore this as a hat; the Daqu!awe’d? had it designed 
upon a dance blanket. The te!it (murrelet—Emmons), a small bird 
that makes a whistling sound, was used by many Wolf clans, especially 
the Daqu!awe’di and the Ka’gwantan. 

The Eagle was a special possession of the Néxa’di of Sanya, who 
were outside of both phratries; but it is now employed by the north- 
ern Wolves, who from this crest were called also Eagles. Katishan 

thought that it might have been adopted by them after some trouble 
with the Néxa’di, but it is by no means certain that this is the case, 
especially since the corresponding Haida phratry is likewise called 
Eagle, and many Haida seem to have married in Sitka. The eagle 

hat is now worn by the Ka’gwantan of Sitka and Chilkat. The Néxa‘di 
claim to it is based on the belief that one of their people was formerly 
assisted by an eagle, and finally turned into one. The eagle hat is 
claimed by some of the Daqu!awe’di, also. 

The grizzly-bear hat was used by the Te’qoedi, who claimed that a 

member of their clan had married a female grizzly bear, while the 
Ka’gwantan, who claimed the same thing, had bears’ ears fastened to 
the sides of their heads and called them Kats! after the name of the 
man through whom the right had been obtained. The Ka’gwantan of 
Chilkat have a shirt made out of grizzly-bear hide, which they wear 
in memory of this event. 

At the time of the flood a grizzly bear and a mountain goat climbed 
a mountain in company with the fleeing Nanyaa’yi, and ever since that 
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clan has used a grizzly-bear skin and the head of a mountain goat, 
the former of which they regard as their very highest crest. The first 
ervizzly-bear skin that they used is, of course, said to have been that 
of the identical bear which had accompanied them, but this in time 

became worn out and had to be replaced. 
The killer whale is claimed especially by the Daqu!awe’di, Tsague’di, 

and Wucketa’n. The first killers are said to have been made out of 
yellow cedar by a man of the Tsague’d? or Daqu!awe’di (which are 
really parts of the same clan), and ey claim it from that cireum- 
stance. Yet it is used by other Wolf clans, such as the Ka’gwantan 
and Katagwa’di, and Kit anyé’d? s!ax" (killer- whale high-caste hat) 
is the special emblem of Lonti’ te, speaker for the Sitka Ka’ gwantan. 

The S!it!qoe’d? claim a whale called s!it!, which is like the killer 

whale. 
The Tetkane’d? claim the porpoise. 
According to Katishan the seal was an emblem of the Tsague’di, but 

this was denied by a man of that clan. 
The shark hat (tts! s!ax") was used by the Nanyaa’yi and 

Ka’gwantan, the latter accompanying it with the devilfish face painting. 
The Petrel (Gant’k) from whom the culture hero Rayen obtained 

fresh water appears on both sides. According to Katishan it was owned 
by the Wolves; but an old Sitka woman said the petrel hat (te!it 
s!ax") belonged to the Ravens of Chilkat. 

The De’citéin have the beaver hat. 
All Raven clans are supposed to have a right to the Raven emblem; 

but according to Katishan the Ganaxte’d? claim it in a special manner, 
because in the Raven story Raven declared that he himself. was a 
Ganaxte’di. The Daqu!awe’di of the Wolf phratry also think they 
have some right to it because Raven dragged a house full of fishes ashore 
at their village. The Luqa’xadi of Chilkat make so much of this crest 
as often to be called *t Real Ravens,” while the Ti hit tan have a special 

raven emblem which they captured from the Tsimshian in war and call 
the ** Winter Raven.” The Kasq!ague’d? had a hair ornament called 
yel tcin, like the beak of a raven, which hung down on the back of a 
dancer at the potlatch. 

The frog was a special possession of the Kiksa’di, who claimed it 
from the fact that persons of their clan had had special dealings with 
frogs, although the stories told about them at Sitka and Wrangell differ. 
The Ganaxa’dt of Tongas tell the same story as the Wrangell Kiksa’di 
about the marriage of a woman of their clan to a frog, and probably 
claim the frog also. In recent years the Qa’tcad? at Wrangell and the 
L!ak! naxa’d? at Sitka have tried to adopt the frog, but in the latter 
case their attempt to put up the frog carving precipitated a riot. 

The woodworm is a special possession of the Ganaxa’di, since one 
of their women suckled the monster woodworm at Ta’qdjik-an; and 
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the Ganaxte’di of Chilkat use a mask of the woman herself. Accord 
ing to another story the Thunders were originally men belonging to 

the Tagéstina’, and therefore that clan claims the thunder emblem. 

The common whale hat (ya’'i s!ax") was used by the T!a’q!dentan, 
K!uxine’di, and other Raven groups, its origin according to Katishan 

having been in the whale killed by Raven. 
The king-salmon hat is worn by the L!Gk!naxa’d? and Q!a’t!kaay?. 
The swan is also used by the t!ik!naxa’df and the goose is used by 

the Kiksa’di. 

The mouse hat (Kuts!i’n s!ax") belonged to the Kosk!é’di. 

The Tane’d? claim the land otter because the shaman S!awa’n, who, 

according to the Raven story, visited a land-otter town and obtained 
supernatural powers from it, was one of their people. 

Fic. 103. Crest hat representing shark. 

Among other possessions of like nature are the following: 
The Kasq!ague’d? had the green paint hat (néxi’nté s!ax"), which was 

made with two tops side by side, the Nas-ca’ki-yét pole (see p. 434) 
which they first carved, and an eagle cane obtained from Edensaw’s 

people at Masset, Queen Charlotte islands. The Kiksa’df use the ery 
of the sea lion, which they once heard at Cape Ommaney when the 

sea lions were fighting with the killer whales. In former times when 

they rushed to battle they hooted like the owl, evidently claiming 

this cry on account of the Kfksa’df woman who turned into an owl. 

The Stiknaxa’d? have a cane called ank" carved like a man, which 
they captured in a war with the Tsimshian. 

The Talqoe’di? claim Mountain-back-of-Talq® (Tatq?-naxk!"-ca), and 
Kaxkoyeé’ndua, a being that Lq!aya’k!, one of the principal heroes 
of Tlingit mythology, turned into stone in Talq® bay. A house is 

named after the latter (see p. 402). 

The Naste’d? make use of the big rock outside of Kuiu called Fort- 

far-out (Deki’-ni), where Petrel, from whom Raven stole the fresh 

26 ETH—O8——29 
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water, had his spring. All kinds of birds nest upon it, and when the 

Naste’d? dance they imitate them. 

The Ganaxte’di? as well as the Tak"ane’di claim the hero Black-skin 

(Dukt!i’'!) and represent him on posts with sea-lion intestines wrapped 

around hishead. The Ganaxte’d?of Chilkat claim a very large basket 

called Mother-basket. 

The Llak!naxa’d? and Q!at!kaa’yi claim house posts carved to 
resemble the Sleep Spirit (Ta) seen ‘by Kake’q!"té. 

Fic. 104. Crest hat representing killer whale. 

The tlené’d? claim the Great Dipper (Yaxte’). 

The T!a’q!dentan also had as emblems a mountain at Cape Fair- 
weather called Tsalxa’n, which was represented on a hat, and a rock, 

Ta’naku, which was employed in various ways. The origin of the 

former is referred to the story of Kaké’q!"té. An island near Cape 

Spencer called Ganaxa’ is used in the same way. 

Besides being represented on hats, posts, blankets, and elsewhere, 

these various clan emblems were indicated by face paintings; plates 
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XLVIU-LVI are reproductions of some of these from crayon drawings, 
including also representations of several objects not referred to above. 
The originals of those in plates xtvmI—Lv were made for the writer 
by an old woman of the T!a’q!dentan at Sitka, and those in plate Ly1 
by Mrs Wige, his interpreter at Wrangell.¢ 

Following are illustrations of a few objects used as emblems or in a 
similar manner: 

Figures 103, 104, and 105 and plate tym, a,are emblem hats. The 
first of these represents the shark and the second the killer whale. both 
having been the property of old Shakes, former chief of the Nanyaa’yi, 
The third is a grizzly-bear hat owned by one of the Qa’tead? named ‘* Jim 

Fic. 105. Crest hat representing grizzly bear. 

Coonie.” The writer was unable to hear the story of this from its 
former owner himself, but it is said that his grandfather had obtained 
the exclusive right to use it by having killed a grizzly bear with his 
ax after it had destroyed many people. The gash made by his ax 
is represented on the top of the animal’s head. The bear is not ordi- 
narily found in this man’s clan, so we must either suppose that it 
Was a personal crest or assume that it had belonged to his mother’s 
father, and thus to some other clan. Plate vit. v. which is painted 
in blue, red, and black and set with abalone shell. also represents the 

«These are reproduced exactly from the originals, including the artist’s attempt at emblem hats 
and ear pendants as well as additional touches to the pupils of the eyes. 
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killer whale, and was made for one of the Daqu!awe’d? named Gucte- 

hin, but was not used many times. 

At Wrangell there is preserved a headdress ornamented with abalone 
shell and weasel skins, which is said to represent the storm cloud (gét), 

and a portion of a house front, which belonged to old chief Shakes, 
mentioned above, and is carved and painted to represent the grizzly 
bear, here called by a special name, Ck!udate!i’t (many faces). 

The drum shown in plate Lvir, ), was owned by the same chief and 
has a killer whale painted upon it. Its owner also has a box used in 
secret society performances, painted with the killer whale on one side 
and the moon on the other. 

Figure 106 shows one of a pair of room partitions, two beavers being 

painted on each in memory of a supernatural beaver at Killisnoo from 

which the Dé’citan obtained their crest. 

Fic. 106. Room partition bearing design of beavers. 

Figure 107 represents a model of the Wolf post of the Ka’gwantan, 
which supports the rafters inside. Three wolves and the head of a 

fourth are represented placed one over the other. 
A paddle-shaped dance baton obtained from Katliin, chief of the 

Kiksa’d?, has a sea gull on one side and on the opposite side a crab 
painted in red, but itis not certain that these were ever used as crests. 

About the edges are blue lobes said to represent ‘* animal teeth.” 
Plate vu, a, is a basketry design representing Tsalxa’n. The ten- 

sided figure in red is the flank of the mountain which is supposed to 

look red at a distance, the diagonal black bars on either side above are 

the slopes, the two small white spots sunshine on the sides, and the 
long white horizontal bars clouds. 
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NAMES 

The house names (see list, p. 400-407) used by each phratry were 
generally distinct, and even the separate clans often had names of this 

sort not employed by others, but a man sometimes claimed the right to a 

house name owned by the clan of his paternal grandfather, and in this 

way names readily got out of the clan, though 
not as readily out of the phratry. Thus the 

Kaya’ckidétan are said to have claimed the 
Killer-whale house name because a grand- 

father of one of their people belonged to the 

Daqu!awe'di. In the same way the Qa’tcadi 
and Kasq!ague’di claim Frog house from haying 
had Kiksa’d? ancestors, and the Qa’tcad? claim 

the Halibut house (Natx hit) from intermarriage 
with the Wut-ca/nina of Kasaan. The adoption 

of a name does not, however, always appear to 
have taken place in a friendly manner. For 
instance, it is said that a woman of the Wucke- 

ta’n left in anger her husband, who belonged to 
the Anq!a’ketan, and took the name Anq!a’ké hit 
with her, so that it is now used by the Wucke- 
ta’n as well. Where a house name has not been 
borrowed or assumed from some other clan, its 

origin is traceable to a myth or legend in which 

the clan in question had some interest, or may 

refer to some peculiarity of position, construc- 
tion, or ornamentation. Some were also gran- 

diloquent expressions, indicating the power or 
wealth of the owner. Among the most common 

were names taken from a crest. 

The great majority of Tlingit personal names 
referred to some animal, especially that animal 
whose emblem was particularly valued by the 
clan to which the bearer belonged. Thus a 
prominent Chilkat chief was called Danawa’q 

(Silver Eyes), referring to the eyes of the raven; 

Xaku'te! (Shaggy) was a Ka’gwantan name, in- 
dicating the thick, lumpy hair of the grizzly 

bear, and Kodé/naha, another Ka’ewantan name, 

referred to the narrow entrance of a bear’s den, 

which to a bear is supposed to appear like a large doorway. Among 

Kiksa’di names are Deikta/ (Frog-sitting-in-the-road); A’tats!m (Lively- 
frog-in-lake); Tuksae’q, referring to the frog’s brilliant color. Other 

Fic. 107. Crest post of the 

KA’gwantan, 
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names have been given in connection with the lists of houses in Sitka 
and Wrangell. Where different clans have the same emblem their 
names referring to it may nevertheless differ, and this distinction 

runs through all of their other personal names as well, so that 

wherever a man goes his social position is known by his name. That 
a man’s name might occasionally be used by a woman is shown in 
the case of the late Mrs Dickinson, of Sitka, whose native name, 
Anda’, was adopted by her because nee were no males left in her 

clan who could use it. 
The principal animals to which personal names inthe Wolf phratry 

referred were wolf, grizzly bear, te!it, killer whale, ‘petrel, and, among 

the northern Tlingit, eagle; and the principabanimals to which per- 
sonal names of the Raven phratry referredwere raven, frog, hawk 

(ktdja’k), black whale (ya’f), and eagle among the southern Tlingit. 
Wolf and grizzly bear names seem to have been used most widely by 
the Wolf people, the former being especially common among the 
Ka’gwantan and the latter among the Nanyaa’yi, Katagwa‘df, and the 
Te’ qoedt. The Nanyaa’y? who used Wolf names are said to have been 
mainly those who had had Ka’gwantan grandparents. Killer-whale 
names were used by the Daqr!awe’di and Nanyaa’yi, and porpoise 
names by the Teukane’d?. The Wolf people are said to have had names 

taken also from the shark, dogfish, and halibut. Almost all of the 
Nexa’d? names are from the eagle. 
Names taken from the raven were used pretty generally by all Raven 

families, but seem to have existed in greatest abundance proportionally 

among the Huqa’xadi and the Ganaxte’di, almost all of the names 
employed by the former having had such an origin. Frog names were 
probably next most abundant among the Ravens, being of course 

especially employed by the Kiksa’d? and its branches, but also by the 
Qa’tcadt, the Kosk!é’di, and several other clans. The Kiksa’df claimed 

also brant, owl, and dog-salmon names, on account of members of that 

family who had gone to live with such animals. The dog salmon is also 
said to have been used by the tlene’d? of Auk. The t!uk!naxa’d? and 
the Q!at!kaa’y? had king salmon names, but more still were taken from 

coppers. The Kosk!é ‘di are said to hey e had some names from the 

black whale (ya’l), and the Tane’disome from the land otter. Herring 

and ground-hog names were used by the Luga’xadi, the swan (goqr) 
by the L!ak!naxa’df and Q!at!kaa’yi and mouse names by the Kosk!é’di. 

The marten is said to have been employed by some Raven people, and 
the weasel occurs in at least one L!ené’d? name, Da-Lén (big weasel). 

If any animal were not regularly used by some clan it could be 
employed without offense. Other crests, such as Mount Fairweather, 
Ta’naku, and the island from which the Q!at!kaa’y? receive their desig- 

nation, were also drawn upon for personal names by the clans to which 

these belonged. 
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As stated above, some personal names were derived from coppers. 
Some also commemorated certain events, such, for instance, as 
Djinala’tk! (rolling waves), given toa certain girl by her mother in 
commemoration of the place where the child’s sister had been drowned, 
while still others were from the names of creeks and totem poles, and 
many people acquired nicknames not referring to any emblem. In 
the case of the girl just spoken of the name may have been adopted to 
avenge the wrong upon the place, as such things were certainly done by 

the Haida. Ata feast a man would give his own clan names to his 
son’s children, but the right to them seems usually to haye been con- 
fined to the individuals so honored, unless, of course, they belonged to 
the same clan as the first owner. Sometimes, however, a new name 

might be coined and applied during a potlatch—one, for instance, refer- 
ring to the noise made by putting on the main timbers of a house—and 
in that case the grandchild’s clan could keep it. 

SOCIAL CUSTOMS 

The exogamic nature of the two great phratries and the exception 
in favor of one small group have already been explained. It would be 
interesting in this connection to have detailed information regarding 
the laws governing intermarriage with other people, but only afew facts 
were gathered. The possession of an emblem in common seems to have 
determined phratry relationships in cases where it occurred, but other- 
wise it was settled by the general phratry designation. A Haida carver 
living at Sitka, who is usually called ‘* Haida Charlie,” belongs to the 

Lima’l naas xada’i, of Howkan, who are part of the Sala’ndas, an Eagle 
family. His Tlingit wife is a Raven.. The interpreter stated that it 
was more usual for men from the south to marry northern women 
than the reverse. There was a Haida woman married among the Box 
house people, however, and she called herself a Q!at!kaa’yi, because 

some time before other Haida had married in such a way with this clan 
as to place them on her own side. At Wrangell, on the other hand, 
we find the Raven Kasq!ague’di and Talqoe’di considered as parts of 
Edensaw’s family at Masset, which is Eagle. Transposition of phratries 
is indicated also by crests and names, for the killer whale, grizzly 
bear, wolf, and halibut are on the Wolf side among the Tlingit and on 
the Raven side among the Haida, while the raven, frog, hawk, and 
black whale are on the Raven side among the Tlingit and the Eagle 
side among the Haida. No data were obtained regarding intermar- 

riages with the Tsimshian, and the only facts ascertained relative to the 
Athapascans are that those bands that were adopted among the Tlingit 
seem to have been taken in as Ravens. Some Tlingit married women 

from the Flatheads (i. e., Kwakiutl, called in Tlingit T!lawiya’tq!a). 
Phratral exogamy is so common a phenomenon that we should 

hardly take the trouble to inquire among the Indians themselves for 
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an explanation of it. It may be worth while, however, to note the 
explanation given by Katishan, that clans *‘ showed respect toward one 

another” by intermarriage. The expression ‘* showing of respect” is 
often used and in the following connections: A man showed respect 
and true politeness to his mother-in-law or a woman to her son-in-law 
by not addressing her or him directly. A man showed respect to his 
father-in-law by working for him in exchange for having received his 
daughter as wife, and the father-in-law showed respect to his daughter 
and his son-in-law by giving a large dower. A man showed respect 
to his brother-in-law by returning any present the latter chose to make 
him with heavy interest; nor was he at liberty to decline an expensive 

present of this kind.@ 
Terms of relationship were naturally affected by the exogamic 

phratral divisions. A man called his own people ‘‘ friends,” those of 
the opposite phratry ‘* opposites” (gonétkana’yi), or ‘* my outside 
shell.” Below are the more specific terms, with the Haida in a parallel 
column for purposes of comparison. The /:/ in parentheses isa diminu- 
tive ending used in an endearing sense and not absolutely essential to 
the word, although very frequently introduced, while the ga after 
Haida words is a possessive suffix. ; 

TLINGIT Harpa 

grandfather (applied to all men of genera- 

tion before that of parents) 
grandmother (applied to all women of 

generation before that of parents) 

grandchild (and all of generations follow-  exan(k!) -....------- 

ing that of children) 

UO ING Bosh et GCS ee a ee ree l 

fit(k!) (also applied | : 
» to eldest of father’s tna/nea 

brothers ) i 

womans father as s=. == -2- eee e eee ae fin BESS aes dairy \xa 

father’s brother (including all men of sa/ni (perhaps go/nga, and xa/tga 

phratry of father’s generation and of “small,?’ ‘little,’ 

the succeeding generation) meaning ‘‘little 

y father’’) 

mother (of man and woman) ..--------- 1s Wea ae eles 5 See | 

mother’s sister (including all the women  1a(k!) (little mother) elite 

of her phratry and generation) 

mother’s brother (including all men of kak -.-.------------- qa’ga 

her phratry and generation) : 

father’s sister (including in general ail at..-.-.------------- sqi/nga 

women of her phratry and generation 

and of the succeeding generation 

man’s elder brother (and all older men of hunx-.-.--.------------ | 

his poreiny and genoa) me etwarien 

woman’s elder sister (and all older CAtx --.------------- F 

women of her phratry and generation) 

man’s younger brother and woman’s kik!.......---------- daoga’nga 

younger sister (also all younger men or ; y 

women of same phratry and generation ) 

a At Sitka the usual rates of interest were as follows: For three dollars five dollars were returned, 

for five dollars eight dollars, for ten dollars fifteen. This return might be made at a feast or outside. 
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TLINGIT Hara 

man’s sister (and women of his phratry Lak! .........----- dja/sga 
and generation ) 

woman’s brother (and men of her phratry ik! .....-.-..---.--- da’ga 

and generation) 
mother’s brother’s children....-.--.-. -- at (k) ool 22e eco (descriptive term ) 

father’s sister's female children -..--..-.-- LU ee aS ee ee (descriptive term ) 

father’s sister’s male children .--...-.---- BAC Re oe scree es oe (descriptive term) 
son (and men of same phratry and genera- yit ....-..------.-- gi’tga 

tion as son) 

daughter (and women of same phratry and si or si(k!) -...---- gudja/nga 

generation as daughter) 

Risterimebildiee ys scott aoc ek cacdes eeed Mek (iG!) nf au ok oke na‘tga 

brother’s child (said by woman) ...-.---- (2) See ee ee (descriptive term) 

Relations brought about by marriage 

HUOBDaNC Ss. cscs see eee cease casio xox (also applied to Li/Iga, 

husband of sister, 

who became really 

such if latter died) 

WME a = sae seem tus dence e ose eeeaee eat (and recipro- dji/ga 

cally as above) : 
ALN Er-INAWisenweiso ca se eso semis Wiese mc cacce qo/naga 

MOMENI We see See sae sek aoe LY es py ee ee djigona/nga 

brother-in-law (said by man) .......-.-. \ Saat {acs ga 
sister-in-law (said by woman) ...--.---- ka/ni ...--...-..-- dji/ifaga 

sister-in-law of man and brother-in-lawof xox and cat (as ti/flago 

woman above) ; 

F270) BES ETE ek SS a (descriptive term).. qo’naga 

(Many of these were also extended to cover other persons of the same phratry 
and sex ) 

In addition to its great house in town each Tlingit house group 
usually had its salmon creek or portion of a salmon creek with accom- 
panying smokehouse, whither the people resorted in spring and 
summer to dry fish, to hunt and trap. The mountain valleys where 
ground hogs were found, the strips of coast on which were collected 
shellfish, the halibut banks, and the berrying and root-digging grounds 
were in many cases also owned by clans and families. Others were 
unclaimed and free to all. Clans that had no land must resort to the 
common grounds or wait until the owners of others were through with 
them. 

Months were named with reference to the changes in nature, espe- 
cially the movements of animal life, which bore directly upon the eco- 
nomic life of the people. Following are lists of these names obtained 
at Sitka and Wrangell, with the native explanations retained even 

when they are contradictory. The writer’s Sitka informant began 
his enumeration with the moon corresponding to August, and his 
Wrangell informant with January, but they are placed opposite each 
other for purposes of comparison, following the Sitka order as proba- 
bly the more ancient. 
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Monta 10 WHICH 

THE TERM ROUGHLY Smirk WRANGELL 

CORRESPONDS 
Aucuste-ssceee see Caxivi’, because all birds then Qoqaha/ dis, ‘‘month when all 

come down from the moun- _ kindsof animals prepare their 

tains. dens.” 

September --.-.---- Dis ya/di, ‘‘small moon,’’ or Dis ya’di, ‘moon child,’ or 

“moon child,” so called be-  ‘‘ young moon.’’ 

cause fish and berries then 

begin to fail. 
October ==5-s2-s=<- Dis rén, ‘‘big moon,”’ because Dis Lén, ‘‘big moon,”’ 

the first snow then appears 
on the mountains and bears 

begin to get fat. 
November ----.---- Qoqi’ha dis, month when peo- At qowu’ disi, moon when all 

ple have to shovel snow creatures go into their dens; 

away from their doors. or Cé/nax dis (said to mean 

the same). 

December .....-==- Ca/nax dis, month when every Sax-ta_ di/si,  ‘‘ground-hog 

animal on land and in the mother’s moon.”’ 

water begins to have hair in 

its mother’s womb. 
JANUARY) =e seeee= eee T!a/waq di’si, ‘“‘goose month,”’ T!a/waq di/si, ‘‘goose month,”’ 

because it is that in which perhaps so called because the 

the sun starts back and peo- geese were then all at the 
ple begin to look for geese. south. 

Hebruanyeccn-cesee S!ik di/si, ‘“black-bear month,’’ S!ik di’si, ‘‘ black-bearmonth,”’ 

the month when black and the month when the black 
brown bears begin to have bear turns oyer on the other 

cubs and throw them out — side in his den. 

into the snow. 
Marche seee sconce Hin ta/nax kaya/ni di’si, the Gat di/si, “ silver-salmon 

month when ‘‘sea flowers’? month.’’? The reason for ap- 

and all other things under plying thisnameis unknown, 
the sea begin to grow. as it is not their proper 

month. 

Aprile a= 2ssssccces Qlé’ga kaya/ni di/si, “real at ga/daxet yi/nadi’si, ‘month 

flower month,” when flow- before everything hatches.” 

ers, nettles, ete., begin to 

show life. 
Mayssnseoso-eeeeee Djinka’ta, “tenth month,’ at ga/daxet di’si, ‘‘month 

when people know that when everything hatches.” 

everything is going to grow. 
June ats aes oee dee Dji/nkat wana/ka, ‘‘eleventh Caxeyé’ (meaning unknown; 

month,”? the month of sal- see August in Sitka list). 

mon, and so also called xat 

di’si. 

JULY; Peek ee oe At ga/daxet di’si, ‘‘month at gata’ di’si, ‘‘month when 

when everything is born.”’ the geese can’t fly.” 

August (part of).... at gata’ di’si, ‘‘month when 

everything born commences 

to fatten.”’ 

The thirteen month names in the Sitka list probably represent the 

number of months formerly reckoned, agreeing in this respect with 
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the Haida calendar. Four names, it will be seen, correspond pre- 
cisely in both lists, while five other names are the same but are not 
applied to corresponding periods, and the names are sometimes inter- 
preted differently. The Chilkat were said to count all the months 
instead of naming thei. 
Few of the constellations or stars appear to have been named. The 

Great Dipper, which used to serve as a guide at night, was called 
Yaxté’, the Pleiades were called Wéq! (‘‘sculpin”), and three stars in 

a line—probably the belt of Orion—were known as na’s!ginax-qa 
(*‘three-men-in-line”). Venusasmorning star was called Keq! a’caguti’ 
(‘*morning-round-thing”), and Jupiter (7) as evening star, K!uxdi’si, a 
word which seems to mean ‘‘marten month” or *‘ marten moon.” If 
the morning star comes up over a mountain southeast of Sitka it means 
bad weather; if well over in the east it means good weather. 

The clan divisions already treated ranked differently in the social 
scale. Among the very highest were the Ka’gwantan, Kiksa’di, 
Ganaxa’di, Luqa’xadi, and Nanyaa’y?; and the importance of these was 
evidently due in the first place to the size of the towns to which they 
belonged, and more remotely to the position of those towns relative 
to trade routes. On the other hand, several of the smaller groups, 
such as the Tctkane’di, were looked down upon as low caste, and the 
same was true of certain persons within the large groups. 

Difference in caste was, of course, associated with etiquette and con- 
fused with morality, so that actions that did not come up to the moral 
standards of the majority of the people were spoken of as ** low caste.” 
At the same time one of the writer’s informants insisted that a per- 
son of high birth would also be considered low caste if he did not 
conform to these standards. According to the unwritten Tlingit law 
it was incumbent upon everyone belonging to a phratry to house and 
feed any other member of that phratry who should visit him, no 
matter from how greata distance he might come. We can easily under- 
stand that such hospitality might he very seriously abused, the guest 
extending his visit so long as to become a great nuisance if not a 
serious burden to his entertainer. For this reason such an exten- 
sion of the visit was said to be the mark of a low-caste person, even 
if made by a person of high caste, and such an individual was called 
by a special term of contempt, (n)itcka-qa’wu. When a person sat 
down it was good etiquette not to lean back, but to keep the feet 
together and the body forward as if one were ever ready to moye. A 

disgraceful act was felt so keenly by members of the offender's family 
that he might be killed for it or, what was perhaps worse, degraded in 
the eyes of all of his people. Moral standards were very different 
from ours, so much so that their existence among Indian tribes has 
often been denied, but so far as the Tlingit are concerned, it is easy to 

see that very well defined moral standards did exist, to which a high- 
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caste person was especially expected to conform. The social customs 
and laws permitted, it is true, great looseness in sexual relations and 
encouraged stinginess and treachery toward others, but that was due 
to a standard of morality low in certain respects, not to the absence of 

astandard. On the other hand, property rights, except in time of war, 
or occasionally in time of potlatch, were respected with a care which 
many in the same region would rejoice to have prevail at the present 

day. It is even said that it was a disgrace to tell a falsehood, and, 

if we bear in mind the native idea of what constitutes a falsehood, 
there is no doubt truth in the statement. 

As among other American tribes, a girl at maturity was secluded and 
had to undergo many observances supposed to affect her future life, 

as also the existence of people about her. Her look might destroy 
the luck of a hunter, fisher, or gambler, turn objects into stone, ete. 

Therefore at that time she is said to have been secluded in the house 
for from two to three months without ever going out. 
When a youth desired to marry a certain girl, or when his friends 

desired to have him do so, the latter went in a body to the girl’s mother 
and her clansmen. Then his mother, sister, or uncle said, ‘‘I value 

the words I am going to speak at forty blankets. If you are willing, 
kindly accept them.” The mother replied, ‘‘ Perhaps two days later 
I will speak to you.” That time having elapsed the youth’s friends 
went thither again and said, ‘* Will you accept my words?” If she 
consented to the match the girl’s mother said, ‘* Yes,” after which the 
boy’s friends left the blankets or money they had before promised. 
Afterwards the boy, his mother, and their friends brought together 
many blankets and took them to the girl’s mother. The giving of 
property in this way toa man’s mother-in-law or father-in-law was 

called doa’ye aosi’ne (** putting gifts on back”). Upon this the girl’s 
father sent a message to his daughter’s people to come in, and he dis- 
tributed among them everything thus received except a small amount 
reserved for himself. After that he had to turn round to the boy’s 
friends and give them a certain amount in the way of dower in order 

to show his daughter proper respect and to show that he valued her. 
Then the girl was asked if she were going to behave herself, and they 

said to her, ‘‘ You are now able to take care of yourself and know how 

to save and how much you can earn.” If, after a while, the girl did 
not behave her husband whipped her, and when she ran away to her 

friends they whipped her again for giving them shame. 

The boy’s uncle also had to talk to him, saying, ‘*You must get 
up early and look for your food or in time your wife will be run- 
ning around with other men and want to marry someone else, and you 

will be ashamed. Do not drink too much water or it will make you 
lazy. Do not sit with your legs stretched out in front or you will 
have to turn over to get up. Always take care of your wife. Do 
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not keep going into someone else’s house to ask for things, but be an 
independent man so that I shall not be ashamed of you.” 

Sometimes a man did not get ahead, and his wife went about with 
other men. This brought shame to both sides, and so people always 
instructed their sons and daughters that it might not so happen. And 
so, if a man’s hand ‘‘looked like an eagle’s” (i. e., was rough from 
work), he was taken for a son-in-law quickly. ‘‘As soft as a mat (or 
carpet)” was said of the hand of one who did no work. 

Before a woman gave birth to a child she did certain things to make 
her delivery easier. Slaves also had to hold her and ease her pains. 
It would bring a man ill luck to have a child born inside of his house, 
so a hole was always dug for the woman behind the house, inside of 
a little hut or shelter made of branches. There she was obliged to go 
for her confinement, regardless of the weather. The person employed 
to dig this hole and the nurse who attended on the woman in addition 
to the slaves must belong to the opposite phratry. 

If a very dear relative had passed away, people often took the nail 
from the little finger of his right hand and a lock of hair from the 
right side of his head and put them into the belt of a young girl of his 
clan just reaching maturity. Afterwards she had to lead a very quiet 
life for eight months and fast for as many days, unless she were deli- 
cate, when half as many sufficed. In the former case she fasted 
steadily for four days, rested two days, and then fasted for the remain- 
ing four. After her fast was over, and just before she ate, she prayed 
that the dead person would be born again from her and also that she 
would marry well and live a good life. 

As soon as he entered the world a child’s navel-string was cut off, 
placed in a bag made especially for it, dried inside of this, and hung 
about the child’s neck until he was eight days old. In the case of a 
boy the navel-string was placed under a tree on which was an eagle’s 
nest, so that he might be brave when he grew up. 

The minute a child cried its breath was caught ina bag. Then the 
bag was carried to a place where many people were passing, so that it 
might be trodden under foot. This prevented the child from crying 
much when it grew older. 

If a woman wanted her girl baby to become neat in later life, she 

put on her breast the borings that come out of a woodworm’s burrow 
and let the child suck this substance along with her milk. Red paint 
was put on a child’s nose to make it strong. 

As soon as a person died his body was set up in the house, and his 
friends showed their respect for him by cutting or singeing off their 
hair just below the ears and by piling their property around the corpse. 
They said, metaphorically, that they gave it away or ‘‘ burned it” for 
him because they loved himso much. Guards were placed around the 

house all night, so that no wizard could get in to him. When the dead 
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person was very much thought of, all his clansmen of both sexes 
dressed themselves in their best blankets and stood in front of the 
town just as the sun was setting, each bearing a cane made out of a 
young tree, the bark on which had been stripped up to one end. Just 

as the sun neared the horizon all held their canes out straight with the 
small ends toward it and moved them slowly upward to keep the sun 
up a little longer. Then each would give utterance to some wish or 
prayer, such as these: ‘*Let me be rich,” ‘‘ Let me come across sea 
otter sleeping,” ‘‘ Let me kill seal,” ‘* Let me kill land otter.” 
When it was time to remove the body, the clansmen of the deceased 

invited those of the opposite phratry to smoke—or, in olden times, 

chew—tobacco with them. Then speeches were exchanged, after which 
those invited carried the corpse out through an opening in a rear corner 
of the house made by removing a wall plank. All the duties of an under- 
taker were performed by the opposite phratry, for it was not considered 
respectful to them to invite one’s own friends for this office. Just after 
the body had gone a dog was thrown through the opening made for it. 
According to the writer’s Sitka informant a dead dog was thrown out 
and afterwards some sand, the former to protect the deceased from 
the many animals which beset the trail he had to follow and the 
latter to form a path in front of him. According to Katishan a 
dead puppy was first thrown through the opening, and the people 
followed it out strewing ashes, all for the purpose of driving away 
evil spirits. According to another informant at Wrangell a live 
dog was thrown out in this way so that the dead spirit or ghost, as 

distinguished from the living soul which travels on into the other 
world, would go into the dog instead of into a human being, for if it 

went into the latter the person would die. 
After this the corpse was usually burned, so that the deceased might 

be near the fire in the ‘‘Ghosts’ Home.” Otherwise he had to remain 
far back in the house, and shake all the time, no matter how many 
blankets he wore. Sometimes the body of a very brave man was not 

burned, because he was thought to be too valiant to care to stay around 

the fire like weak people. Other persons might also prefer to have 
their bodies set away intact, but, if a friend of one of these dreamed 
that he had come to him and complained of being cold, his body was 
taken up and burned. Before being placed upon the pyre the body 

was turned around four times in the direction which they conceive the 
sun to take, just the reverse of its motion as we understand it, and 

finally laid down head to the sunrise. This was to enable the deceased’s 
soul to be reborn, for, if it were laid head toward the sunset, he would 

never come back. Shamans’ bodies were placed upon points along 
shore, just where their spirits had directed. Some bodies, probably 

those of shamans, were removed through the smoke hole. 
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Last of all came a mourning feast to members of the opposite 

phratry. Just before food was distributed a little was held up, the 
name of the dead pronounced, and the food put into the fire. Then 

a great quantity of the same kind of food was believed to pass to the 
man whose name had been mentioned. If he 

received considerable in this way he was proud 

and happy; otherwise he was ashamed. All of 
the property given away or destroyed at a 

feast was dedicated to some dead person who 
then actually received its spiritual counterpart. 

Sometimes a man dreamed that his dead uncle 

came to him and said he was hungry, when he 
had to give him a feast. In 

fact, it may be said that these 
feasts were supposed to be 

partaken of by men and spir- 

its at the same time, and con- 

stituted a sort of communion 
between them. 

The bones of the dead were 
placed in mortuary houses or 
on poles, both of which were 
put up during the feasts just 

referred to. In the latter 

case they might be put into 
boxes supported by either 
one or two posts, or in cavi- 

ties excavated in the back of 

the post itself. Sometimes a 
memorial pole was set up in 
one part of the village, while 
the ashes were in a mortuary house elsewhere. 

Figure 108 illustrates a grave post with box placed 
on top. It was erected at Kaq!anuwit’ for one of 
the Ka’gwantan called Stuwuqa’ (‘* Wants-to-be- 

higher-than-other-animals,” referring to the wolf), 

who died by violence. The box itself has a figure 

of the gonaqade’t’s face painted on both sides, this 

Fic. 108. Model of grave post 

surmounted by grave box. 

being a Ka’gwantan emblem, and on the top of the 
Fig. 109. Model of 

grave post having lid, now unfortunately missing, was a fieure of the 
grave box inserted 
ia thelbanes dead man’s head. This was painted half black 

and half red. The hole cut through the pole below 

represents that by which the highest heaven is reached (see p. 461), 
the human figure, the being supposed to keep watch of it, and the 

faces on each side of the hole grizzly bears which infest the spirit road. 
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Figure 109 has the body placed in a hole in the back. It was erected 

for a Teakane’d? chief called Daxuge’t (‘‘ Outside Dry,” referring to 
the fact that the porpoise is dry on the outside almost immediately 

Fig. 110. Grave posts at Wrangell. 

after coming out of the water), and the figures are as follows: The 
main figure represents Cakanayt’ (“Mountain Dweller”), a mythological 
being supposed to live in the mountains who wasa great hunter and was 
himself a Tctkane’di. Above him is his dog and at the top an eagle. 
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In Krause’s Die Tlinkit Indianer, page 132, is a copy of the original 
of this figure, from which it appears that the maker of the model has 
omitted one of Mountain Dweller’s dogs and another small figure. 
Krause appears to be in error in calling the uppermost figure a hawk 

Fig. 111. Grave post at Wrangell, 

and the small figure aboye Mountain Dweller a seal. The Tlingit word for seal is different and that given here (ssach) would appear to be s!ax, starfish, or perhaps s!ax", hat. 
26 ErH—08——30 
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The larger pole in figure 110 was put up at Wrangell by Katishan’s 
brother. At the top of this is Nas-ca’ki-yel (Raven-at-the-head-of- 
Nass-river), the highest being in Tlingit mythology, with Raven (Y@1) on 

his breast. Below is another being, Wakitcina’, wearing a hat and the 
red snapper coat with which he used to murder his children, under- 
neath the frog, emblem of the Kiksa’df, and at the bottom the thunder 
bird (xéL), which stands for Lq!aya’k!, Gakitcina”’s son. The smaller 
post in this figure was copied from a dancing cane, which came from 

the Haida (see p. 417), and is very highly valued. From above down 

the figures are: eagle holding two coppers, gonaqadé’t holding a 
copper, frog, sand-hill crane (dal), frog, gonaqadé’t. Another 
Wrangell pole, carved to represent an eagle holding strings of fish 
on a rope, illustrates the story of Man-that-dried-fish-for-the-eagle 
(Teak!-q!e’di-at-q!an-qa) told by Katishan. 

Figure 111 illustrates the story of Black-skin or Kaha’s!i. The hero 
is represented in the act of tearing a sea lion in two.@ 

The chiefs’ hats so often shown upon poles appear sometimes to be 
more important than those wearing them, the latter being slaves or 
figures introduced merely to carry the hats. 

POTLATCHES 

Superticially the Tlingit potlatch resembled that of the Haida, but 
with the former only one motive underlay the custom, regard for 

and respect for the dead, and there was but one kind of potlatch in 
consequence. The putting up of a house or pole, and the secret society 

performances, feasts, and distributions of property which accompanied 
it,” were all undertaken for the sake of the dead members of a man’s 

clan, and to them every blanket that was given away and a great deal 
of food that was put into the fire were supposed to go. It was believed, 
as indicated in the last section, that the souls of the dead were actually 
present and feasted and rejoiced with the living, receiving spirit food 
and spirit clothing along with the reception of their material counter- 
parts by men on earth. Whenever a blanket was given away a dead 

person had to be named, and he received a blanket in the spirit world; 
whenever a little food was put into the fire and a dead man’s name pro- 
nounced, a great deal of the same kind of food was received by him. 
Among the Haida, on the other hand, the social idea quite over- 

balanced the religious. When a man took the place of his dead uncle 

or brother he was indeed obliged to give a feast and make a distribu- 

tion of property to those of the opposite phratry, and the latter acted 
as undertakers; but this potlatch was of very much less importance 
than the great potlatch which a chief made to his own phratry, which 
was purely social in purpose and intended only to increase his reputa- 

a All the stories referred to in this paper are to be published later in the form of a bulletin. 

b According to Katishan, however, piercings for labrets were made at another time. 
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tionand advance his standing. The idea of giving property to a mem- 

ber of one’s own phratry or of employing him in putting up the house 
was altogether abhorrent to Tlingit notions of propriety. A Tlingit 
employed his opposites to do everything—to put up his house and pole, 
pierce the lips and ears of his and his friends’ children, initiate them 

into the secret societies, etc. If he did not ‘*sHow respect” to his 

opposites by doing so, with the intent of not being obliged to pay much 
property, he was looked down upon by everybody. The same thing 

might happen if not enough property was received by the phratry 
invited. Once the w!uk!naxa’d? did not give away enough food to 

satisfy some of their guests, so the latter took three or four high names 

from them by way of retaliation. 
When the people were assembled for a feast, the feast giver and his 

friends stood at the inner end of the house, which was the place of 

honor, and also around the door, and his guests ranged themselves in 
two parties facing each other at the sides. The division of the guest 
phratry at this feast was evidently based on supposed consanguinity. 
If people were invited from another town they formed one party and 
the town people the other; if only the town people were invited, they, 
of course, had to divide into two bands. At Sitka this division was as 

follows: If a Raven chief gave the feast, the Box-house people danced 
on one side of the fire and the Wolf-house and Eagle’s-Nest-house 
people over against them, all being Ka’gwantan. If a Wolf chief 
invited the Ravens, the Kiksa’d? danced against the L!ik!naxa’d? and 
Qtatkaa’yi. At Wrangell the Qa’tcadi, Kiksa’d? and Ti hit tan stood 
on one side when Rayens were called and the Kasq!ague’d? and 
Talgoe’di on the other. When Wolves were summoned, the Nanyaa’yi 
and S!iknaxa’d? stood on one side; the Xoq!e’di Kaya’ckidetin and 
later probably the Xél qoan opposite. The visitors paid for their 
entertainment, so to speak, by assuaging the host’s grief through 
their songs and dances. Great rivalry was always exhibited by the 
two parties, however, and their endeavors to outdo each other some- 
times almost resulted in bloodshed. Each side attended carefully to 
the slightest remark made by an opponent, especially by the two song 

leaders with which each was provided, and the least slight, though 
couched in the most metaphorical language, was at once seized upon 
and might precipitate a riot. The actions of each dancer were also 
scrutinized with great care, and any little mistake noted and remem- 
bered. The strain upon a dancer was consequently so great that, if a 

fine dancer died soon after the feast, it was said, ‘*The people’s looks 

have killed him.” 
Crests were a favorite subject for representation in the dances, the 

dancers appearing clad in appropriate clothing, masks, etc., and giving 
imitations of the actions of the crest animal or object. Even crests dif- 
ficult of representation, as the mountain Tsatxa’n and the rock Ta’naku 
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(see p. 418) were imitated. The T!a’q!dentan, who alone had a right 

to use Tsalxa’n, represented the manner in which clouds stopped part 

of the way down its sides when the weather was going to be fair or 
went all over it when it was to be bad weather. When they met the 

Chilkat people in dances, those from Sitka and Wrangell danced the 
Tsimshian dance and the Chilkat people the Athapascan dance. 

Masks were used in the shows (yikteyi’) which each clan gave ata 
potlatch, but they were not valued as highly as the crest hats and 
canes. The Kiksa’d? at Wrangell would show masks of the sun, of 

various birds, such as the eagle, hawk (kidju’k), and flicker (kin), and 
of animals, such as the bear, wolf, and killer whale. The Nanyaa’yt 
showed masks of the killer whale, shark, ground hog, grizzly bear, 

and gonaqade’t, and the Kasq!ague’d? the gonaqade’t, Nas-ca’kf-yet 
(see p- 434), the owl, and the land-otter man (ki'cta-qa). 

Secret society dances were imported from the south, as the name 

duqAna’, evidently from Kwakiutl Li’koala, testifies, but their obsery- 
ance had by no means reached the importance attained among the 
Kwakiutl and Tsimshian. At Sitka the writer heard of but one man 
who had become a tuqana’, a Kiksa’d? named Maawa’n. He said that 
the tuqana’ were spirits who came from the body of the Juqana’ wife of 

the Sun’s son, a cannibal woman referred to in one of the chief Tlingit 
stories, who was broken to pieces and thrown down by her husband. 
When they came upon him, they would fly along through the air with 

him. They forced him to eat dogs and do various other things, and 

they made him cry ** Hai, hai, hai, hai.” Once, as they were flying 
along, they left him suddenly, and he dropped upon the side of a cliff 
where he hung on the point of a rock by his cheek. At the time of 
his possession people ran around with him with rattles and sang cer- 
tain songs to keep him from going away, and they also sat on the tops 
of the houses singing. All this was to restore him to his right mind. 
At Wrangell the luqana’ performances seem to have been better known 

and to have existed in greater variety. A man could imitate any ani- 

mal except a crest of some other family. As was the case farther 
south, whistles (luqana’ doa’t-cl) were essential concomitants of the 

secret society dances. 

How far the element of pure entertainment entered into secret 

society performances is uncertain, but it figured largely at the feasts 

in other ways. A Sitka man once became displeased at something, 

started off, and became a mountain called Awati’nt-qa (Man-that-went- 

away-forever-because-he-was-sad).“ Because this man belonged to 

the Sitka Kiksa’d? that family does not allow anyone to mention the 

name of this mountain during a feast. If he does they make him 

a When one says, ‘‘ There is a cloud on Awati/ni-qa (Awati’ni-qa yét a’wacat)” people know it will 

be bad weather. Ifa cloud liesup against it, the weather will be fair; if the cloud goes up against it 

and disappears, the weather will be stormy. 
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drink so great a quantity of grease that he usually throws it up, and is 
very much ashamed in consequence. The sufferer is paid a double 
amount, however, in the distribution of property. 

On the other hand, the stream where ex-Governor Brady’s sawmill is 

situated, called Killer-whale’s-dorsal-fin river (Kit-gti'c? hin), belonged 

to the Ka’gwantan. When they were about to have a feast those 
people said, ** Killer-whale’s-dorsal-fin river is running over (Kit- 

gu’ci-hin yenawa’v!), and then one had to be careful, for if he spoke 

about that creek he was called out and treated as in the other case. 
Nowadays, however, the river is made fun of, because it is so small. 

The big Chilkat tray, to be spoken of later, was used in a similar sort 
of merryinaking. 

A feast was prefaced by considerable fasting, in order to bring good 
luck to the various persons concerned. When a house was being put 
up the owner fasted and after it was erected he had water-soaked 
animal stomachs thrown about among the people in the house, at the 
same time wishing for wealth. Before her lip was pierced for the 
labret a woman fasted, for otherwise she thought that the hole would 

spread and take her mouth entirely away. The broad labrets are said 
to have been made by old women, but the long ones by men to give to 

the women they were in loye with. When he was about to undertake 
any task a man who had eight house posts in his house had to: fast 
eight days, one for each post. Slaves were always killed and their 
bodies thrown into the holes in which the house posts were to be 
inserted. 

The copper plates used all along this coast changed hands in potlatch 
time. Anciently they are all said to have come from Copper river, 
and when first made they were valued according to their height, some 
at four slaves, some at six. 

Many of the potlatch songs were naturally in memory of the dead, 
and according to Katishan the most valued of these were composed at 
the time of the flood and record the sad events that happened then, 
such as the finding of bodies when the waters went down and the part- 
ing of the clans on that occasion. These were very solemn songs and 
the people thought that they received strength through them. They 
were never sung on ordinary occasions. 

There were plenty of modern songs, however, to record any event, 
trifling or important, and composed with every sort of motive. If 
a man’s near relative, such as his mother, died, it is said that a song 

was made up inside of him, where it worked until it came out. ‘* It is 
not through a man’s own will, but the way that Raven made people 

that brings forth a new song when people are called together after one 

has died.” These songs often dealt with the place whither they thought 
their friend had gone. There’is a Ka’gwantan song called ca’q !aciy‘’, 
sung almost as a woman sings, which was used only at potlatches, 
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At the beginning of a potlatch, when a house had just been completed, 
all the host’s friends assembled inside of it and ‘‘danced it together” 
by making motions four times to the right and four times to the left 
as they danced. These motions were accompanied by as many songs. 

The following is an account of a feast at Chilkat, substantially as 
given by Dekina’k!", an eyewitness and participant. The givers of 
the feast were Yélgi’xo and Yelxa’k of the Raven people of Klukwan. 

After Yélgi’xo’s house was completed his wife came down from 
Chilkat with leaf tobacco to invite the Sitka people. The first house 
named was the Wolf house (the house of A’naxtts!, chief of the 

Ka’gwantan), and they named all the houses up this way (that being 

the Ka’gwantan end of the town). In the evening she invited all to 

supper. When they were all seated in the house, she began distrib- 

uting leaf tobacco and the guests smoked. Then the woman, and those 

friends who came with her, rose and delivered the invitation. When 

the meal was over the town people danced before their visitors by 
way of payment. They took out all of their crests—such as hats, woven 
blankets, and emblem shirts—before the visitors, in order to show them 

respect. Next day she again feasted them and again they danced for 
her. The morning after that the woman took a piece of charcoal and 
threw it outside as an invitation to her people to give her property. 

She asked for this in order that they might feel just as good as the 
Klukwan Wolves who had built her husband’s house, for those of Sitka 

had not hada hand in it. The woman was sent to them because she 

also was a Wolf. Had the host lived in the same town he would have 
sent a brother-in-law instead. So the people went to her that morning 

and placed before her $1,000 worth of property. The woman knew, 
however, that her husband was very rich, so she demanded more than 

32,000 worth, and obtained it. 

After they had made ready their dancing hats, bark rings for the 
neck and head, ete. all started off and their hostess followed them. 

They had four dance leaders, and at every place where they camped 

they practised dancing. While they were going up the dance leaders 

had to fast for two daysand for some time they had to keep away from 

women; otherwise they would not livelong. When people invite others 

they say, ‘‘We will have a war dance together,” in order to scare 
them, meaning thereby that they will have a dancing and singing con- 

test. So the dance leaders had prepared themselves by fasting, absti- 

nence, and the manufacture of medicines made of flowers, as if pre- 

paring for war. When they went along to a potlatch the canoes of 

visitors would divide and rush together as if they were fighting, 
brandishing wooden knives. They would also, especially if a powerful 

clan like the Ka’ewantan, plunder canoes or even towns of their pro- 

visions. Atthis time they carried away all the potatoes from Killisnoo, 
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When they were very close to the town their hostess told them to 

go ashore, so that she might give them the last meal. On reaching 

Yéndé’staq!é, the town at the mouth of Chilkat river, a cannon was 

fired off to stop them, because Chief Danawa’q! wanted to feast 

them also. He gave them twenty large boxes of eulachon grease, 

part of which he distributed and part he gave them to drink. They 

drank this excitedly and impetuously, snatching the boxes from one 

another in their eagerness. Then all the visitors, men and women, 

danced before this chief to pay him for his hospitality. They had 

great sport. When they camped halfway up to Klukwan two cannon 

were fired, but they were still too far off to be heard. When they 

started up again next morning the news had somehow or other reached 

Klukwan, and many came down to help them by fastening ropes on 

the canoes and pulling them along from the shore. That day they 

camped in sight of Klukwan, and both parties began welcoming each 

other by firing off cannons. 

Next day the two givers of the feast started down, accompanied by 

all their friends, and they brought along twenty boxes of eulachon 

grease and twenty more of berries, as well as firewood. They also 

brought the crests and left them overnight there, asa sign that they 

would be safe with the guests. Next morning the Klukwan people 

went down to see the Sitka people dance. Four songs had to be made 

for this dance, and after the fourth was sung the Klukwan people 

went back to prepare for their own dance. 

When the visitors reached Klukwan the first man to come out of the 

house was Yélxa’k, who wore a hat provided with ears and covered with 

abglone shell. He had a bow and arrows in his hand, and as he came 

down he kept making the motions of letting go an arrow. He did 

this because he was about to spend a great quantity of money and 

wished to show how brave he was. Yélgii’xo came out next. On his 

head was the Raven hat, and he was leading a number of women. 

Meanwhile men appointed for the purpose kept firing cannons. 

Finally all of the people were taken into Raven house (Yet hit), Black 

Whale house (Ya‘i hit), and Valley house (Q!ak hit). 

When guests from foreign towns were going to dance everybody 

left home and crowded into the dance house, where they were made 

welcome, and great fun went on. It was customary for the visitors 

from another town to dance first, so the Sitka people began coming in 

singing the Tsimshian song. One man stood just inside and one just 

outside, as watchmen. They sang, ‘‘There isarich man coming. He is 

onthe way.” When they were halfway through singing the words, the 

Sitka chief (Thom) entered dancing. After that the Klukwan Eagles 

danced in their turn. There were three families, the Daqr!awe'd(, 

Taqéstina’, and Ka’gwantan. First a man came in acting like a bear. 
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He was trying to catch a man infront of him with his claws, and they 
had also set upa tree for him. After that a person entered acting 
like an old Athapascan woman catching a fish under the ice with a 

fish rake. 
Those who had invited the people said, ‘‘All the people shall not 

eat to-day. A day shall pass before they eat.” This is an old saying 

which means exactly the reverse. The people who were invited weye 

called by different names, those from Sitka being called ** Man-of- 

war's guests.”“ After they had gotten all of the guests ready to eat, 
they served roasted salmon first, because the chief for whom this feast 

was held had been very fond of it. There was still plenty of salmon 
at Chilkat, although it was cold. After the next dance a still larger 

feast was given. Then one of the chiefs announced, ‘* The people 
that I invited as guests are going to eat out of Wu’textaga (a dish). 
The people that stay at home (i. e., the Klukwan people) are going 
to eat out of Mother-basket (kak" La).” Then all the guests seated 

themselves on opposite sides, wearing their valuable hats, and the 
empty dishes lay in front of them turned over. After a while one got 
up and said to the host, ‘* Your opposites are going to try to drive 
your sorrow away.” They said this because they were going to dance 
with the dishes in front of them. When people dance in this way, if 

one side makes a song more than the other, it precipitates a fight, and 
that is why the givers of the feast have to stand at the rear of the 
house and at the side close to the door, with crests, so that there will be 

no trouble. The contesting sides indicate that they want to dance in 
peace by saying to each other, ‘‘ 1 am holding your daughter’s hand.”? 

The song leaders on the Sitka side were Na’sk!i-ie and Ta’k!a-ic, 
and, when they started the songs, the latter said, ‘‘ A well-made hali- 
but book will be taken out into the water.” This meant that he knew 
every kind of song, and the opposite people were good for nothing. 
As soon as he heard this, a Klukwan man named Qaucté’ turned 
round and asked his wife for his knife, and a fight was imminent. 
The Sitka people, however, asked the man wearing the Raven hat to 
vall like a raven, and when he said ‘‘ ga” the disturbance ceased. 
After that a dish was brought out as long as the lower arm and 

hand above the knuckles. The food in this was divided through 

the center and was to be eaten by two young men of Sitka named 
Canukasay?’ and Kate!ati’, who had prepared themselves by fasting 
all that day and the night previous. Disagreeable things and things 
such asa person liked were mixed together in these dishes. After the 
people had all seated themselves, they took this dish, called out the 
names of the two men, andset the dish before them. When Canukasay?’ 
was named, he rose and said to the host, ‘‘ Am I to eat this dishful?” 

aThe word for man-of-war, yé/nawa, is simply a corruption of the English term, 

+ The daughter of one Wolf man being the wife of another, and vice versa. 
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The chief's nephew jumped up and said, ‘‘Eat it up. Eat it up.” 
Canukasayi’ said, ‘IT wanted to eat this dishful before the Wrangell 
people but not before the people up here.” He said this because the 
Wrangell people were enemies to those of Sitka. Then the chief's 

wife rose and said to him, ‘‘I want you to eat all the food in that 
dish. When I was in Sitka with the news, your brother said to me, 
‘What dish are we going to eat of when I arrive at Chilkat? Your 
brother is not here, but as you are here I want you to eat up the 
food in that dish.” (His brother had been taken sick and so was unable 

to go, leaving the duty or penalty to fall upon this man. If a per- 
son merely whispered to anyone before a potlatch that he was going 
to eat all the food in this dish, it was quickly reported at Chilkat 
and he was called upon to do so. If he declined he became a subject 
for ridicule. It was the same regarding any remark dropped before 
a potlatch. There were also eating contests between two individuals, 
each of whom strove to empty the contents of his dish first. Some- 
times a man’s name was called out and all the food in the tray passed 
to him was eaten before the tray reached him. In these various sports 
the people threw grease on one another and all over the floor.) 

Kundulea’t, who was considered a great eater, wanted to get at this 
dish very much, but he was not selected. Then the young men set to 
and almost succeeded in eating up the food, but not quite. The feat 
has never been accomplished. The Chilkat people made so much fun 
of them while they were eating that they concealed the tray and held 
it for payment until Thom, the Sitka chief, told them to give it up. 

After another song, the big basket called Mother-basket was brought 

out and set before the people of Klukwan. All of the guests ate with 
horn spoons that had belonged to the dead chief. After a feast has 
gone on for some time and people know that the hosts are hungry, they 
invite them and their wives in turn. The hosts and their wives sleep 
with their blankets gathered up around their waists. 

Next morning the Sitka people were all taken into their hosts’ houses 
to talk with them about taking up the bones of the dead, putting them 
into a box, and erecting a carving over them. The host asked his 
visitors to do this, and they performed the service just before the gifts 
were given out. That was the reason for the feast, and the reason 

they were summoned. 
Now is when the host takes charge of the sport, so next morning 

two cannons were fired off, and the host told the women of his clan 

to dress up. He did this so that his guests might know that he was 
feeling happy. So all the women of that clan put on carved head- 
dresses ornamented with abalone shell, and other good clothing. 
Around the floor of the house were laid all of those mats that the 
uncles and mothers of the hosts had formerly used for their guests to 
sit upon, and one chief had hung up his mother’s blanket behind the 
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guests so that they would feel happy.“ When the guests came they 

said to them, ‘‘Up to the rear of the house. You will sit on my 
mother,” ete. Any property that the man had left by his dead broth- 

ers, uncles, or mother he took out before the people. If he had 
nephews, nieces, etc., he brought them out also at that time. The 

chief himself also wore the earrings and other things he had received 
from dead members of the clan, which he wanted to let the people 
see. They said that ‘‘he spent so much money to let the people see 
them.” It is said that Yélgi’xo at this potlatch gave away 56,000 
worth of property, and Yélxa’k $5,000 worth, besides the usual sums 
brought in for previous distribution by other members of their clan. 

On the second night, just before they started the song for the host 
when he was about to give his things out, the people were seryed with 

food of the finest kinds. (The people sometimes sat in the potlatch 
house for two days steadily.) A long cloth was stretched out across 

one end of the house and Yélgt’xo came out behind it wearing a hat 
named Ku'cta-xoste’yi-qa (Man-that-became-a-land-otter). In olden 

times his uncles and grandmothers had used it, and for that reason he 

‘* killed” $6,000 of his property when be brought it out. He had the 
property that he was going to give in return for what his wife had 
gotten in Sitka all placed out first, and it was just double what she had 

received. 
This was the custom when people sang. If one did not know how 

to start a sone he would ask somebody in the rear of the house to do 
so, and pay him fifteen or twenty blankets or the same number of 
dollars. While the other property was being gotten out they paid 
the principal guests one or two hundred dollars apiece just for danc- 

ing. Sometimes a man felt dissatisfied with what he had received and 
started to walk out. Then the host went in front of him ‘‘ with a dead 
man’s name” (i. e., mentioning the name of a dead relative), made him 
sit down, and doubled the amount of property given to him. It took 
four days to give out the blankets. As a man’s name was called 
out he would answer ‘‘Hade’” (‘‘this way”), equivalent to English 

“here.” Atsuch times the host brought out his brother-in-law or his 

child and put him on the property before it was distributed. This 

was to make him high caste, for it would be afterwards said of him 
that so many blankets ‘* were lost to see him.” 

The last feast, the one which takes place after giving out the 
blankets, is called Anwa’wu (‘‘town food” or ‘*food-that-keeps-the- 

town-alive”), because what they then eat is the home food. Berries, 

erease, dried eulachon, dried salmon, all kinds of berries, boxes of 

crackers, oranges, apples, figs, ete., were brought out. 

Finally the guests ‘‘left a dance” in that place, to show respect for 

aIn olden times they used to kill slaves just as the guests came into the house. 
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their hosts, and they danced for many days. When they started for 

Sitka their canoes were overloaded. 
At the last dance the people contended to see who knew the greatest 

number of songs and which side could last the longer. If one song 
leader broke down in a song or left some part out it counted against 
his side. Several boxes of crackers and several trays of grease were 

also given out for the guests’ lunch on their way home. 
Sometimes, instead of inviting people to his own town for a feast, a 

man took food to the town of those he desired to honor. It was called 

Taking - food - to- another - town - to - give-a - feast-in-memory-of-one’s- 

mother (Duta’ naoq! 6d? dji/udixa). 
A grave post and house were not necessarily put up at the same 

time. A man might put up the former first and then accumulate more 
property until he had sufficient for the house. Nor was it necessary 
that he should put up a house at all. 

GAMES 

The stick game (cis) was similar to that played by the Haida and 
Tsimshian. The number of sticks varied considerably, because many 
were held in reserve, so that the player could change his luck by 
changing the sticks. Often a player had certain favorites with which 
he thought he was always lucky. There are said to have been some- 
times as many as 180. The sticks themselves were divided into sets 
by various markings and the trump stick, called naq (devilfish), was 
carefully distinguished from all others. Only one of these was neces- 
sary, but usually a set had several, so that a man might change if 

luck ran against him. 
As among the southern coast tribes, two players sat opposite each 

other and handled the sticks alternately. One player selected three 
ordinary sticks (cict) along with the naq, shuffled them up in shredded 
cedar bark, and made two parcels, one of which he laid down on each 
side. The opponent chose one of these and if the naq happened to 
be in that pile it was his turn to shuffle. If he missed, the opponent 
tried again, and, luck serving him, kept on until the tenth or eight- 

eenth time. At this count the shuffler had to make three piles, of 
which his opponent was at liberty to select two, and only lost in case 
he then missed the nag. The game in which the critical count was 18 
was called Daxk!i’ts; the other Kune’. The Tlingit probably counted 
like the Haida, i. e., each successful guess counted 1, and the opponent 
had to score it off by a corresponding successful guess and then count 

10 or 18 wins more. 
All of the gaming sticks received names, which are said to have 

been much the same all along the coast. At any rate djil, by which 

name the naq is known among the Haida, evidently means ‘* bait,” 
and devilfish formed the principal bait for halibut. 
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A set of gambling sticks obtained by Lieut. G. T. Emmons, and 
now in the possession of the American Museum of Natural History 
in New York, contains, among others, the following-named sticks, as 
ascertained by him. The writer has added the phonetic equivalents and 

introduced one or two minor changes in translation that seemed to be 
required by the accompanying Tlingit word. A large fish called tan, 
eel (at!), robin (cuq!), dead brush (tcac), flounder (dza’nt?), porpoise 

(tcitc), sea-lion head (tan ca’yi), sea lion (tan), salmon eye (xat wa’gé), 
dog (kéL), mosquito (ta’q!a, literally ‘* biter”), red paint (1éq!), sea-lion 

bladder (tan yi’wu), red devilfish (leq! naq), silver salmon (gat), 
halibut (tcan), beaver (s!ago’d?), a sacred plant, probably blue helle- 
bore (slike), red snapper (eq!), a deep dish (k!Akané’), eulachon (sak), 
earring (guk kadja’c), hide snare for catching bears (da’s!a), osprey 

(caya'l), red-flicker feather (ktn t!a’wu), Bear people (xats! qoww’), 
grizzly bear (xits!), red flicker (ktin), star (qotxa’naxa), spring 

(takur’ti), the king salmon after ascending into fresh water and turning 

red (qlak), blue jay (q!écq!"), intestine of sea lion (tan na’si), male 

grouse (nukt), salmon trap (cal), deer (qowaka’n), hawk (kidju’k), 
spruce-gum sticks for kindling fire (tél), a large dog (sawa’k), moun- 
tain sheep (tawe’), squirret berry (tinx), hemlock (yén), land otter 

(ki’cta), shark (tiis!), a berry of blue color (kanat!a’), burnt trees 

after forest fires (kuga’nt?), sun (gaga’n), rain (sI’wu), [chief that wears] 

a dance hat (candaki’q! [s!a’ti]), mallard (kindatctné’t), club (k!us!), 
grouse devilfish (kaq! naq), humpback salmon (teas!), [man] sitting in 

it (atii’taa, perhaps the name of an arrow), elderberry (yéL!), moon (dis), 

fire (q!an), deer devilfish (qowaka’n naq), devilfish (naq). 
A second set, obtained by Lieutenant Emmons at Kake, contains the 

following names: A large dog (sawa’k), sea-pigeon’s neck or a savage 
bear (saki’l), black bear (s!ik), raven (yél), red snapper (léq!), grizzly 

bear (xtits!), burnt stick (kaga’n-ta, or possibly a sea bird called ké’g.an), 

stone ax (tayi’s), robin (ctiq!, a naq), raven (yét), island (q!at!), crab 
(sta-u), hawk (kidja’k), crow (ts! axwe’l), a Tlingit (Jingi’t), the con- 

stellation of the Great Dipper (Yaxté’), woman (cawa’t), red-winged 
flicker (kin), salmon (xat), and petrel (ganu’k). 

Another game was played with two principal sticks called nahe’n and 
naga’n—from the former of which the game derived its name—and a 
large number of common sticks used as counters. The first two are 
oval and just short enough to be concealed in the hand. Naga’n is 
varved and nahé’n is entirely plain. Participants in this game seat 
themselves in two parties, but only one person on each side handles 

the sticks. He who does so passes them rapidly back and forth in his 
hands, behind his back, until the leader on the opposite side says, 
** Hands out (da’kdé djin),” when he has to stretch his hands out straight 
in front, inclosing the sticks. When his opponent has fixed upon that 

one in which he thinks naga’n is held, he says, ‘* This one (he’do),” 
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and if right his side gets one of the counters; otherwise they lose one. 
The side that gets all of its opponent’s counters first wins and takes all 
that its opponents have put up. Sometimes a man would wager a 
$50 canoe, value the games at $10 each and make his opponents win 
five times before getting it. 

The game with the knee-shaped die was played by the Tlingit as 
well as by the Haida.* They called the die kiite!w’ (‘* buttocks- 
shape”), because the curving side resembles the curve of the buttocks. 
A game much like shinny was played on the flats at low tide. The 

ball was started in the center, and two opposing bands of players 

tried to drive it across a line at their opponents’ end of the beach. 
They also shot arrows at a stake or at an arrow in the branches of a 

tree (see Memoirs of American Museum of Natural History, vit, 61). 
Q!uriyiyd gu (* hitting-the-wild-celery-head”). Just before ‘wild 

celery” of a certain kind goes to seed its head is cut off, placed on the 
ground, and surrounded by short pieces of the plant. Then boys 
form sides and try to spear the wild celery head with short sticks. If 
one succeeds his side wins, and if he hits a piece of celery he takes it 
over, but if he misses he loses his arrow. The celery head is called 
the ‘* porpoise,” from its supposed resemblance to that animal. 

(/2da. Four rolls of wild grass about 3 inches in diameter but of 
differing lengths are twisted, and four corresponding ditches are 
made in the ground to stop them. Then boys form sides, and, while 
one starts the grass rolls forward, the opponents, standing some dis- 
tance back from the latter, try to spear them with short sticks before 
they reach the trenches. The other side rolls in a similar manner, and 
then they see which has made the more hits. The side which has 
come out ahead receives as many sticks from its opponents as it has 
made hits; the game is 20 points. This and the preceding game were 

both used for gambling. 
Squirrel game. A pole is set up and a stick fastened at the top of 

it at right angles, so that the two have the shape of an inverted L. 
At the outer end of the second stick a figure is fastened supposed to 

represent the squirrel, and the boys shoot at this by sides with sharp 

arrows. Generally boys of the Raven clan play against the Wolves. 
Children used to amuse themselves also by catching humming birds 

on gummed blankets and by enticing bats to a torch waved back and 
forth, where they were knocked down. Birds were shot with both 
sharp and blunt-pointed arrows. 

MEDICINES AND CHARMS 

As usual among Indians, the potency of medicines depended rather 
on supernatural than on medicinal properties, and their functions 

were fully as much to obtain positive advantages as to counteract 

aSee Twenty-fourth Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, 189-190. 
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sickness. That certain medicines and certain methods of treatment 

were of medicinal value is not doubted and perhaps the snufting of a 
little s!ike (species of veratrum) into the nostrils to stop a cold is a case in 

point. Sea water and various green herbs were also used for the sick. 
In most medicines, however, the symbolic and supernatural play a 
much greater part than the empirical. The following list of medicines, 

along with their uses, was given me by an old man in Sitka: 
Land-otter medicine (kua’cta nak") was taken when one was ‘‘short- 

winded in one place.” 
Smelling medicine (Itea’n? nak") grows on the tops of mountains and 

is named from its strong odor. It is rubbed on the body for any kind 

of sickness or blown upon the traps to make them successful. 
Medicine-that-makes-one-win (djiya’naxac nak") is a plant used to 

make one successful and alsoangry. When a person’s friend has been 
killed, and one has not succeeded in getting revenge, he can do so by 
wrapping up a bundle of this with a little image of the person he 
desires to slay. Anything that has an image of itself so wrapped up 

will be destroyed. 
Medicine-that-tells- anything-that - happens-in - the - town (a’/nto-xox 

nak") is made out of flowers found in the woods and will inform one 

of just what is going on. 
Loving-each-other medicine (wuctsixa’n? nak"), when properly used, 

will make a woman suffer for love of the man she has rejected and 

‘ause her to walk after him, crying. To the plant one adds bubbles 
that come up at the edge of the rising tide, so that the girl’s sorrow will 
rise with the rising of the tide, and also earth from her footprints, so 
that wherever the man walks she will follow him. The Crying-for 

medicine, of which the writer was told at Wrangell, is of the same kind, 

but unlike this it could be used only by the Raven people. 
As its name implies, Flower-hunting-for-a-rich-man (anqga’wo ga’- 

koc?) makes a person wealthy. It is said to grow about 4 feet high 
and bears its seeds at the top. 

Medicine-that-makes-things-humble (Iqa’tul tein nak") is taken to 

make animals and men humble themselves before the owner of it. 
The roots alone are used. To make this medicine efficacious the pos- 
sessor spits some of it out in front of himself as he goes along. 

Dzi’nx? medicine (dzi’nxt nak"—dzi’nxt being probably the name of 

a flower) grows only over the place where a ground hog lives. It is 
put inside of the cheek and chewed so that one may obtain power to 

kill animals. 
Seal’s-tongue medicine (tsa-L!a’te nak") isa large flower which is 

chopped up and put on big boils or sores to heal them. 
Medicine-from-fallen-trees (as Liq! nak") willinfallibly kill any man 

or woman on whom it is fastened. 
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There are certain berries called caxwa’s!i growing in strings. 

When one heats some of the vines that bear these, breaks them, and 

places the broken ends close to a white spot in the eye—cataract (4)— 
the latter will come out. 

Syphilis medicine (ca’xnast? nak") is, of course, used for the disease. 

for whichit ismamed. Before taking it the patient has to drink some 
of his own urine. 

Entertainment medicine (sagt’yay? nak") is taken when one is going 
to be caught up as a “deer” in peace making and is expected to help 
him when he makes sport for the people he is among. (See p. 451.) 

Happy medicine (katt’k!a nak") is used to make one feel joyful. A 
piece of wood cut from an old tree on which is an eagle’s nest is 

added. 

Medicine-always-looking-at-the-sun (g@aga’n tati’n nak") is used in the 
capture of sea otters. It is so called because it is a flower which turns 
to the sun at its rising and follows it all the way round. After anoint- 

ing himself with this sea-otter medicine one must not bathe until after 
the sealing is over or he would wash the medicine off. While he 
is out his wife and children have to lie still on their backs at home, 

and his wife also puts rocks about herself, to keep the sea otter (or fur 
seal) quiet in one place until the hunter can get to it and shoot it. 

The following is an account of the use of another medicine for kill- 
ing sea otters: 

When a man was going to hunt sea otter he fasted and kept away 
from his wife fora month. He kept his chamber box behind the door, 
always urinated into it, and let no one else touch it. At the end of 
the month he started out after an eagle, and having killed one cut off 
the foot and tied a flower called grabbing medicine (dji‘yanaxac nak") 
to it. Then he made a miniature canoe with figures of himself and 
perhaps others inside, and he represented himself in the act of aiming 
at a sea otter. He made the eagle’s talon clasp the seat so that he 
would have a sure aim and secure the animal. When at length he 
went out and was beginning to approach the sea otter he blew some of 
his urine toward it. This would confuse it so that it would swim in 
his direction. Sometimes he tied a piece of wood to the eagle’s talon 
so that the sea otter would stand right up in the water like a buoy and 
be easily shot. He also made the eagle’s talon grasp the seat beside 
him so that he would be sure to get it. If one did not remain away 
from his wife his arm would shake and spoil the aim. 

In order to shoot a doe the hunter took hairs from the genital region 
of a doe already killed and fastened them to some of the grabbing 
medicine and both to the barrel of hisgun. When he approached deer 
waving this, a doe would always come toward him. <A stone called 
dana’k found in the deer itself also gave one good luck in hunting it. 
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To stop one from spitting blood, slugs were dissolved in water to 
form a slime, which was given to the patient to drink. 

The wealth-bringing medicine above referred to was only one of 
many things that were supposed to bring riches. If a person who was 

destined to become wealthy were chopping firewood he might discover 
eight eggs looking like the largest dog-salmon eggs and very soft. 
These were called *‘firewood eggs” (gan kaha’gu). He had to take 

these down to his house immediately and leave them outside just over 
the door. After that he must enter, wash his head, hands, and feet in 

urine, fast, and abstain from women for some time. Otherwise, as 

happened to the father of my interpreter, the eggs would go away. 
Katlian, one of the chiefs at Sitka, has a small wooden box wound 

with cord and the hair of slaves and pierced with eight small holes. 
There are now nails in the corners, but these are said to have been put 
in after the Russians came, the box itself being much older. This is 
called dana’k"daki’t and contains things that were supposed to bring 
wealth. Just what these are was not learned. Originally some of the 
sun’s manure was among them, but its first owner did not act right, 

and it disappeared. If the gonaqadé’t were seen to come up in the 
ocean before such a box was made the foam it raised was put in. 

Before a man could open this box he had to remain away from a woman 

for four months. At the end of that period he fasted for seven days 
and very early each morning he had to strip, wade out into the sea 
until he was beyond his depth, being sure to return before the raven 
cried. If the raven did cry before he was through that minute he 
was certain to die. On each of the seven days of his fast the man blew 
through one of the small holes and then sucked out. The eighth was 
for the day on which he ate. Just at daybreak on that day he took 
out all of his property in skins, etc., and spread the charms in his box 
over them. There must be two boxes of grease near the fire, some 
of which was put into the fire at that time and some over the per- 
son’s own hair. This was to feed the articles in the box. As he was 
putting grease into the fire he made a motion toward the charms, put 
his hands up to his face, and blew out. And while his hands were up 
to his mouth he said, *‘ Let me be wealthy. Let me have five slaves,” 
etc. Then he put the articles back, along with bits of beaver skin, 

marten skin, etc., and put the box away, and when it was broad day- 
light he took what was left of the grease to other houses. 

In olden times this box caused people to become wealthier continu- 
ally, and was handed down by a man to his nephew, who then had to 

do exactly like his uncle. If one did not use the medicine right the 
charms disappeared from inside, and he became poorer than before. 
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WAR 

Rivalries between opposing parties of dancers at a potlatch often 
resulted in serious conflicts, but the host’s people could generally stop 
them by rushing between, bearing their emblem, or by making the 
call of the animal—raven, wolf (or eagle)—for which their phratry 
was named. 

If a man were killed and the murderer escaped into his own house, 
the people of the murdered man held a council, and if they thought 
that he was not of high enough caste to make up for the dead person they 
went out and called the name of one belonging to the same clan who 
answered the requirements. This person then had to put on his best 
clothing and run out to be killed, though before this happened he tried 
to stab one of his would-be slayers. After that the actual murderer 
was punished by his friends by being compelled to pay a great deal of 
property. Unless an equal number of persons of the same rank had 
been killed on both sides a money compensation to the losers, or their 
extermination, was the only way in which a certain peace could be 
brought about, and this law held for any number of years after a per- 
son had been slain. It was in no way uncommon for such compensa- 
tion to be demanded a long time after all actual hostility had ceased. 
To start away for the purpose of obtaining it was called qa’djit i’ wagut. 

Revenge for the death of some one for whom no payment had been 
made and desire to obtain slaves in order to increase the power of the 
chief and his clan were the commonest incentives to war. When this 
was fully determined upon, all went out in a body and cut supports 
for the canoes of the warriors. These were two crossed sticks set 
under each end of every canoe, and crossed lines intended to resemble 
these were painted on each warrior’s face ‘‘so that he might die with 
them.” The paddles of the warriors were also tied up, and the war- 
riors were not allowed to see or go toany woman. This tabu depended 
upon the length of time they expected to be gone. ‘‘ Sometimes they 
did not see a woman for a year.” They would also feign that certain 
sticks were enemies, make images of them, kill them, and tie them up 

as captives. All the men and their wives had such images. 
At the end of four days they took the canoes from their supports, 

and, if there were a person in their town belonging to the clan they were 
going against, they would kill him and use his body as a skid on which 

to drag the canoes down. During those four days the war leader 
and the shaman fasted. After they had launched their canoes their 
wives brought down the wooden images they had tied up with strings 
and gave them to their husbands, who tossed their own images back in 
return. If any woman failed to catch the image tossed back her hus- 
band would die. 

26 ETH—08——31 
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While the warriors were away the war leader’s wife had to have 

stones tied about her blanket just as did her husband on the expedition, 

and she also dressed the image like him. She had a long board which 

she called a canoe, and all of the wives of the warriors pretended to 

sit inside of this like their husbands. Allate out of one dish and took 

care that it did not turn over. If that happened they thought their 

husbands’ canoes would do the same. 
Meanwhile the warriors themselves fasted and drank no water for 

four days, and it is also said that during the expedition a warrior was 

allowed to eat only one kind of food. The first water they drank on 

the journey they called cat!k!. Besides their ordinary use, shamans’ 

hats were worn by warriors. As they went along the warriors took 

everything away from those they met, both friends and foes. The 

bow man fasted differently from the others, and whenever they landed 

he acted as scout and sentinel. When they came to camp, he usually 

went ahead and looked about, and they did not sleep until he had done 

this. The war leader, during war time, no matter where he was, 

always drank from a small basket-work cup hung about his neck. 

The shaman, who always accompanied each war party, kept up his 

fast after the rest had begun to eat, and all of his spirits watched 

until at last he said, ‘‘We shall see a canoe to-day,” or ‘* We shall 

kill some one to-day.” After that he began to eat. When he saw a 

‘anoe by means of his spirit helpers, he said, ‘*There comes a piece 

of torn cedar bark,” and all of the warriors used the same words 

toward it. They said this so that all of the people they wanted to kill 

would be as soft as bark when they came before them. The shaman 

would also say, ‘* When the sun gets over here some one will be killed.” 

When they came in sight of a canoe they gave chase. Then the 

husband of the woman who had missed catching the little image made 

out of sticks was killed first. When anyone was killed they stood 

his paddle up in his place. After they had obtained many heads they 

turned back, and when they got near home they scalped these, unless 

they had had time to do so on the spot, and dried the scalps by the fire. 

The scalps were cut off so as to take in the ears. 

As they paddled home the warriors sang songs of victory, and when 

they came round the point next to the village all of the warriors’ 

wives ran out to look at them. When they got close in each watched 

for the place in the canoe which her husband had occupied, and if a 

paddle were stuck up there she felt sorrowful; but if not, all of the 

scalps swinging around over the canoe with the wind made her feel 

very happy. ‘‘ Probably the dead enemy feels happy, too,” said the 

writer’s informant, ‘because they have saved his scalp.” When they 

aTfascalp swung at right angles to the canoe the scalp was thought to be happy; if parallel to it, 

unhappy. 
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came ashore the scalps were hung out in the wind from the ends of 
the house stringers toward the sea. % 

No regular smoke signals were used in war, but if a man’s friends 
had been killed and he was near the town he would light a fire with 
his flint to let the people know that something was wrong. When an 
enemy was expected fires were put out very quickly after eating, so as 

not to attract attention. 

When peace was decided upon, one party visited the other, usually 
bringing their crest with them. Then they danced opposite each other, 
and a prominent chief, who received the title of **deer” (qowaka’n),@ 

was selected from either side and carried off by the opposites, for whom 
he danced and whom he entertained in various ways.’ He was very 
careful in choosing the words he used, so that no hostile meaning could 
be gathered from them in any way. Katlian, at Sitka, has a small 
piece of jade hung at the end of a hide string, with which the ‘* deer” 

used to scratch himself. If he used his fingers it was thought that he 
would die. ‘The man who brought in the **deer” sang a grizzly-bear 
song, so that the deer would not be troubled. He likened the ** deer” 
to the bear’s head, which is always treated with great respect after the 
animal has been killed. (See p. 455.) 

COSMOLOGY 

As usual among primitive people, the earth was conceived of as flat 
and the sky asa solid vault. Inside of and between these everything 
was alive with spirits called yek, and some also resided upon the sky 
itself.° The stars were towns or houses, and the light the reflection of 

alt is said that a bear once met a deer in the woods and expected it to fight him, but it did not. 

That is why the person who is taken up when peace is being concluded is called the ‘* deer.” 

+ While he acted in this capacity his wife was not allowed to look at him, and certain men watched 

over him, took care of his toilet sticks, ete. He carried the tail feathers of eagles in each hand and 

wore eagle's down and quills in his hair. 

¢ This statement is in accordance with the idea first derived by a person of European lineage, but if 

one were to delve deeper into Indian philosophy it would probably be found to give a somewhat erro- 

neous impression. Most Indian languages, at any rate the Tlingit, do not have a true plural, but 

usually a distributive and occasionally a collective. This means that instead of thinking of so many 

different objects they think of one diffused into many. Therefore the Tlingit do not divide the uni- 

verse arbitrarily into so many different quarters ruled by so many supernatural beings. On the con- 

trary, supernatural power impresses them as a vast immensity, one in kind and impersonal, inseru- 

table as to its nature, but whenever manifesting itself to men taking a personal, and it might be said a 

human personal, formin whatever object it displays itself. Thus the sky spirit is the ocean of super- 

natural energy as it manifestsitselfin the sky, the sea spirit as it manifests itself in the sea, the bear 

spirit as it manifests itself in the bear, the rock spirit as it manifests itself in the rock, ete. It is not 

meant that the Tlingit consciously reasons this out thus, or formulates a unity in the supernatural, 

but such appears to be his unexpressed feeling. For this reason there is but one name for this 

spiritual power, yék, a name which is affixed to any specific personal manifestation of it, and it is to 

this perception or feeling reduced to personality that the ‘Great Spirit’ idea seems usually to have 

affixeditself. Its true that, as among some other tribes, one of the personal manifestations of this 

supernatural energy, Nas-caki-yél, has so far asserted or maintained an ascendency over the rest as 

to exercise a certain control over them, but such authority is far from complete. It finds its 

expression also in the heaven god of the Haida and Tsimshian. 

This supernatural energy must be carefully differentiated from natural energy and never confused 

with it. It is true that the former is supposed to bring about results similar to the latter, but in the 

mind of the Tlingit the conceived difference between these two is as great as with us. A rock rolling 
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the sea. The sun and the moon were also the abodes of spirits. The 
rainbow was thoughtto bea road by which the souls of the dead passed 
to the upper world, while the northern lights were spirits of the dead 
playing about, and shooting stars were embers thrown down from their 

fires. The milky way was named ‘‘Yq!laya’k!’s tracks” (Lq!aya’k! 
q!o’siyite), because the Tlingit hero Lq!aya’k! had made it in journey- 
ing across the sky. 

The earth was ina measure conceived of asa live thing, and a *t great 

liver of the world” is spoken of. Under everything lay Old-woman- 
underneath (Hayica’nak!"), who had charge of a post made from a 
beaver’s foreleg, on which the world rested. When Raven tried to 

drive her away from this post the earth quaked. According to another 

story she was attending to a big pot over a fire, and when she was cross 

with those about her or they used words which displeased her the 
cover of the pot shook and the earth moved. Or, again, the earth 
shook when she was hungry and stopped when people put grease into 
the fire, which immediately went to her. 

The number of spirits with which this world was peopled was simply 

limitless. According to Katishan, there were one principal and several 
subordinate spirits in everything, and this idea seems to be reflected 

in shamans’ masks, each of which represents one main spirit and usually 

contains effigies of several subsidiary spirits as well. There is said to 
have been a spirit in every trail on which one traveled, and one around 
every fire; one was connected with everything one did. So in olden 
times people were afraid of employing trifling words because they 

thought that everything was full of eyes looking at them and ears lis- 
tening to what they said. As among the Haida, the belief prevailed 
that supernatural beings went hunting or on expeditions at night and 
had to get ashore before the raven called; if not they would die 
instantly. Most of the following items about these ‘* yeks” were told 
by an old man at Sitka (Dekina’k!"). 

People reverenced the sun and moon very much, because when these 

hide their faces, as in an eclipse, it is dark and one can not see. When 
aman was traveling along out at sea and the sun had just begun to 
rise above the horizon, he ‘* grasped the shadow of the sun” and blew 
on his hands, saying, ‘* Let me have luck.” Toward morning a fisher- 

man also went out on the ocean, grasped the shadow of the sun and 
put it around his float, saying, ‘* Now is your luck. Bring me luck. 
The sun is just coming up with it.” If a mock sun, of which there 

down hill or an animal running is by no means a manifestation of supernatural energy, although if 

something peculiar be associated with these actions, something outside of the Indian’s usual experi- 

ence of such phenomena, they may be thought of as such. Although the Indian has, in this latter 

case, reasoned to an erroneous cause, the difference in his mental attitude is none the less great. 

The one action he conceives of as natural, the product of purely physical forces; the other as a mani- 

festation of supernatural energy, although in a manner superficially resembling that in which a 

physical phenomenon presents itself. 
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are sometimes said to be four, goes down with the sun good weather 

is portended; if it goes away before sunset, bad weather. 
People did not dare to talk to the moon roughly, because two girls 

who once did so were carried off by it. They were going after water 
when one of them said, ‘*‘ That moon looks just like my grandmother’s 

labret.” Immediately both went up into the moon, and the one who 

had spoken was smashed to pieces in it. The other vou can still see 
standing there holding her bucket. Afterwards the people always 
gave feasts for these girls in the moon. When it was darkened at 
the time of an eclipse, they always blew out toward it to blow away 
sickness. They thought it would be taken away just as the girls were 

taken. The stars have already been referred to. In the sky were cer- 
tain spirits called Fair-girls-of-the-sky (gts! tukoha’ni). 

It was thought that there was some being in the wind, so people 
always talked to it kindly to induce it to moderate, and offered it a 
piece of fish. The wolverine (ntisk) was said to have control over the 

north wind, and when a story is told about one the north wind will 
blow. The same thing was said when one told a story about the Atha- 
pascans, because they live toward the north, and about the wolf. 
Winds from the north and east blow very persistently out of Silver 
bay, but when people once complained because Silver Bay blew so 

much, he said, ‘‘It is not I, but my children,” meaning the smaller 
inlets. 

People asked the sea for all kinds of things, but especially for sea 
otter. They thought that it brought great luck. Shamans talked to 
italso. Whena big ocean swell came along, one put some black stuff 
like charcoal called ‘* black raven” (yt ta’te!?) upon it, saying, *‘I have 
put this on you. Please cease.” They addressed it as a female and 
asked it to help them by spreading out its legs. 

The first big mountain at Cape Edwards is called Xas, and when a 
person went by it he always said, ‘‘ Spread out your legs (so that it 
will not be rough). Do not harm me.” There was another high rock 
to which people always talked as they passed. From Sitka around to 
Huna there were various places to be spoken to. 
When a person bathed in the hot spring, he had to talk to it and he 

put bits of copper into it to take away his sickness. 
There were spirits in the lakes and swamps, and if a man urinated in 

these places he became weak. He urinated in bed and all the time, 

and suffered a great deal when he tried to cohabit. The only way to 
avoid this was to cut a dog open and throw it into the swamp. 

At the head of every creek was an old woman whom the salmon tried 
toreach. The small sized ones wore out their noses trying to get up to 
her. In the Auk country is a creek to which one had to use good 
words. Otherwise, if he fell down near the stream, it would cut his 

hands to pieces, although the rocks are not sharp ordinarily. 
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They always talked to a glacier, saying, ‘‘My son’s daughter, be 

very careful. You might come down on me.” Glacier spirits called 
Fair-girls-of-the-glacier (sit! tu koha’ni) came to shamans. 

When a tree was being cut down, one said to it, ** Black bear skins 

have been laid in the place where you are going to fall. Fall down on 

them;” though they had not actually placed anything there. 
The thunder bird causes thunder by flapping its wings or by moy- 

ing even a single quill. When it winks, lightning flashes. Upon its 
back is a large lake, which accounts for the great quantity of rain fall- 

ine during a thundershower. When a thunderstorm comes upon 

ripening berries, too much rain falls to let them grow as they should. 

The thunder bird keeps on thundering and the sky continues cloudy 

until the bird catches a whale. Then it carries the whale up into the 

mountains, where bones of whales caught in this manner may often be 

seen. 
A hunter from Daxe’t was once overtaken oy a taunderstorm and 

was blinded by a great flash. When he finally looked up he saw a big 

thunder bird astride of a mountain. It had the general appearance of 

an eagle. Another time some Sitka people out in a choppy place in 
the ocean heard thundering going on in a certain direction and, repair- 

ing to that point next day, founda whale lodged in the trees with 

claw marks on it. A Russian vessel was almost carried away by one 
of these birds because the sailors had made fun of it. A certain man 

was hunting on the mountain Xas. When he reached the top, he 
saw a dark cloud and heard some one talking to him very plainly in 

the Chinook jargon. This was a thunder bird and he became very rich 

from having heard it, and this is why people believe it exists. People 

also become rich if they merely catch sight of it. 

According to Katishan, Nas-ca’ki-yel (Raven-at-the-head-of-Nass) was 

the supreme deity and the real object of worship of his people, but the 
owner of the famous Seattle totem pole informs us, through George 
Hunt,’ that he was merely the king of birds, and from that circum- 
stance superior to Raven. Possibly there was some notion of a 
supreme deity among the Tlingit similar to Haida and Tsimshian 
beliefs regarding Sins-sea’nagwai and Laxha’, but this is all the infor- 

mation the writer possesses regarding it. As represented at the foot of 
the Seattle pole, Nas-ca’ki-yél is certainly of avian character. 

Raven was the creator, or rather organizer, of the present state 
of things, both in the natural and in the artificial world. ‘‘After he 
was through with his travels he stopped somewhere,” perhaps in 
Yel qiwaqa’wo. (see p. 461). When a raven was flying about, people 

of either side talked to it. 
When people were out halibut fishing and saw a cormorant flying 

about they said, ‘*Squeeze your buttocks this way.” Then, after it 
had shaken itself and defecated, they said, ‘‘ It has done so now,” and 

a Personal communication to Prof. Franz Boas, 
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they expected luck. A man out fishing once said so much to the 

cormorant that it burst into pieces. Some time afterwards the fire 

crackled loudly and, when this man went through the motion of seizing 

and swallowing the fire, it killed him. That is why in those times 

people were very careful what they did. 

As elsewhere in North America, eagle feathers had sacred associa- 

tions. They were used at feasts in the form of ornaments and the 

dancers’ headdresses were covered with eagle down, which flew about 

inside of the house and covered everyone. Eagle down and red paint 

were much used by shamans and are spoken of in the stories as princi- 

pal media in restoring the dead to life. At the same time there 

appears to have been no special veneration paid to the eagle, as such, 

except by certain families, like the Nexa’di, which made a specialty of 

the eagle emblem. 

The mallards (kindatcuné’t, i. e., “* Flying-up birds”) formerly flew 

up slowly, like the sea ducks, but a mallard once ran into a stick and 

tore itself open, since which time they have flown up straight. The 

bird djegeni’k or ts!@geni’ does not like the milt of a male salmon, 

and therefore does not come down to the beaches until the salmon 

season is over. 
When a dead grizzly bear was brought into camp its head was carried 

indoors and eagle down and red paint were put on it. Then one talked 

to it as if to a human being, saying, ‘“‘I am your friend. Iam poor 

and come to you.” Before the entrails were burned he talked to 

them, saying, “‘I am poor. That is why Iam hunting you.” When 

one came to a bear trail he said, ‘‘ My father’s brother-in-law, have 

pity on me. Let me be in luck” (Xat ga Laxe’L). The term of rela- 

tionship was probably changed when one of the Raven phratry spoke. 

These words were not employed because they thought that the bear 

would come to life again, but because the dead bear’s friends might 

kill the hunter if he did not use good words toward it. 

If a bear killed one’s brother he tried to get its head and keep it. 

Then it would be taken out at feasts and exhibited. When a woman 

met a grizzly bear she took out her large labret and blew toy yard the 

bear through the hole in her lip. Then the bear would not touch her. 

If one made fun of a grizzly bear it might attack him. 

The origin of the bear emblem is always referred to the hero Kats!, 

who married a female grizzly bear, though to which Wolf clan he 

belonged is entirely uncertain, the Te’qoed? and Ka’gwantan both 

claiming him. 

That the wolf was also supposed to possess great power is evidenced 

by his use as a totem by one of the two great phratries and as an 

emblem of many of the clans. 

The wolverine (nask) was also held in great respect. Beeause he 

‘an take an iron trap apart and eat what is in it, there was a saying, 
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‘Sas smartas wolverine.” At the same time, he was so annoying that 

the christianized Indians reckon him next to the devil for badness. 
Originally he is said to have been an Indian. 

Although apparently so harmless, the land otter was dreaded more 
than any other creature. This was on account of his supposed super- 
natural powers, fondness for stealing people away, depriving them of 

their senses, and turning them into land-otter men (ki’cta-qa). As 
they lived at various points along shore, these land-otter men were 

called q!a’tu-qa (‘‘ men-inside-of-points”). Naturally enough the land 
otters were closely associated with shamanism, which, in fact, is said 
to have come from them through a man named Kaka’. Years ago the 
Tlingit would not use their fur. 

When a person was in danger of drowning, canoes would come to 
him (or her) and the people in them would say, ‘‘I am your friend,” 

and take the person home. After that he became like them, but was 
valled a land-otter man. One woman thus captured saw a number of 
round objects by the fire which she was told not to touch, but she 
jumped on one and it burst. They were the land-otters’ scent bags. 
Then she was thrown outside and became a woman once more. In such 
a case a person had to come to human beings again or other land otters 

would take him. Cak" are bad-smelling things on the beaches always 
eaten by the land-otter men. They caused a person upon whom the 
land-otter man breathed to faint, but if one put native tobacco, iron, 

or lead into his mouth it counteracted the influence. To restore a land- 
otter man to his senses live coals were thrown upon him, and after he 

had fainted slits were made with a knife on the palms of his hands and 
the soles of his feet, into which urine was rubbed. 
My interpreter’s father and two other Indians once heard something 

whistling behind them. When the creature that made the noise got 
near it climbed into a tree by the fire and began throwing cones upon 
them. They invited it to talk and to come down and eat, when ina 
strange, unnatural voice it announced the death of a Klukwan shaman. 
When they set out a dish of fish for it, it appeared on the other side 
of the fire and approached it slowly. Its breath smelt strongly of 

cak", so they put tobacco and bullets into their mouths. Its mouth 
was open, enabling them to see its large, savage-looking teeth. Then 
they said to one another, ‘‘ Let us throw coals upon it.” but the instant 
a motion was made it disappeared. It kept whistling around and 
throwing down cones all night. After they had started off in their 

sanoe for Yénde’staq!é they met another canoe coming from Klukwan 
and learned that the shaman the land-otter man had spoken of was dead. 

A land-otter man once hung about aspring and made several people 
who came there faint, afters which it stripped them naked and left 
them in ridiculous attitudes. When one young man went after water 
the land-otter man kept throwing cones into his bucket. In the morn- 
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ing it came to him by canoe in the shape of a small man and wrestled 
with him. The land-otter man threw the youth down twice, but he 

also threw the land-otter man once. At last it left. 
As among the Haida, belief in these beings is deeply rooted, and per- 

sons are easily deceived by practical jokers who imitate the sounds and 
actions attributed to land-otter men. 

To obtain good luck people used sometimes to carve round sticks into 
the shape of land otters and place them in the cave where a shaman’s 
body had been laid, saying to them, ‘*Keep me in good health. Help me 
wherever I go.” 

The frog was talked to, and if anyone went by a point between Sitka 
and a camping place called Daxe’t where one of these animals had 
turned into a rock, he asked it to help him. The slime-exuding from 
a frog’s skin was thought to be very poisonous and fatal to smaller 
creatures. 

Sea lions were hunted, but they were much respected on account of 
their size and strength and in several stories appear as powerful 
helpers. The largest sea lions were called by a special name, q!at!a- 
cuka’ wu (‘‘ biggest-animal-sitting-on-the-edge-of-an-island”). 

The seal was not an object of much reverence, but a man of the 
Tsague’d? family is said to have been once captured by seals, and after- 
wards to have related various things about them. He said that the seals 
are very much afraid of killer whales, and when the latter approach 
the whole ocean seems to squeak *‘like dry boards.” Their terror of 
killer whales is due to the fact that the whales destroy everything 
when they kill seals, whereas men save their stomachs, and it is in 
the seal’s stomach that his soul resides. After the stomach of a seal 
is blown out to dry the seal spirit comes out and the seal is born again. 
From this man, according to Katishan, the Tsague’di claim the seal, 

but, strangely enough, a man belonging to that family was entirely 

ignorant of the story. ‘The story itself is doubtless genuinely Tlingit, 
whether it is properly attributed to this clan or not. 

The writer was told at Sitka that anciently people used to talk to a 
piece of bone that comes out of a seal’s shoulder blade, saying, ** Will 
you tell me what Iam going to kill? Am I going to killa seal or a 
bear?” Then the speaker spit upon itand threw it up into the air. If 
it remained in a certain position after it fell the man would kill some- 
thing; otherwise he might as well stay at home. 
The killer whale was regarded highly, but reverence for it did not 

amount to a killer-whale cult, as might almost be said of the Haida. 
When a killer whale was passing people threw their children into the 
wash raised by it and said, ‘‘1 want to be very strong and healthy. 

Give me things.” 
The killer whales are said always to have paid attention to human 

beings because they were never hunted, and they were never hunted 
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because the first killer whale was made by a man out of a piece of 

yellow cedar. This is thought to explain why a piece of killer-whale 
fat thrown into the fire crackles just like a piece of yellow cedar.“ If 

one should shoot a killer whale the others would come after him in 
crowds. Once a certain man did bring killers after him in this way 

and placated them only by a gift of tobacco. It is curious that lagi’ck!, 
the term for a killer whale’s dorsal fin, has been adopted by the Haida 

as the name for a particular killer whale of supernatural consequence. 
(See Memoirs of American Museum of Natural History, vir, 201.) 

There are supposed to be three varieties of killers. Kit yiyagu’ is 

the largest; it has a hole in its dorsal fin. Kit wu (“white killer 

whale”) is almost all white. Kit caq! (‘‘red killer whale”) is the 

smallest but most warlike and always goes in advance. It is also 

ralled kit wusa’ni (‘* killer-whale spear”). 

There are also three varieties of porpoises. The smallest, called 

tcitc, isentirely black; the largest, Igitwu’, has the dorsal fin and whole 

belly white; while the q!an is a dark-red porpoise. 
People used to talk to the large ground shark, and a member of the 

Wolf phratry addressed it as ‘* My son’s daughter,” because it belonged 

to that phratry, and a Wolf’s son was the only person who could marry 

a girl who wore the shark. He would say to it, ‘* You must look out 
for me, so that I shall not be harmed when I am traveling.” 

The skate was the canoe of the land otter, and also the slave of the 

gonaqade’t. 
Salmon are the subject of a special story told along nearly the whole 

extent of the north Pacific coast, but seeming to have originated 
among the Tlingit. Haida versions of this are given in Memoirs of 

the American Museum of Natural History, vir, 243-245, and Bul- 
letin 29 of the Bureau of American Ethnology, 7-14. There used to 
be a curious belief that king salmon, after they had passed into the 

creeks, turned into steelheads. 
To what hasalready been said regarding fishing customs may be added 

the following: The Tlingit always talked to their halibut lines, halibut 

hooks, and buoys, addressing them as ‘* brother-in-law,” ** father-in- 

law.” ete. If one did not do so, these would become ashamed and 

refuse to let the fish bite. While baiting the hook a person spit upon 

it and said, ‘*Go right to the fireplace (gan kana’x tei’gidagu q!wan). 
Hit the rich man’s daughter” Then the hook did not become ashamed. 

Floats and hooks were carved into the shapes of various animals, 

and hooks with raven and land-otter carvings were thought to be most 

successful—raven because Raven made the world, and the land otter 

because that animal takes people away and sees things under the ocean. 

When a person had let his lines down into the sea in front of a camp 

aThe crackling of yellow cedar has become a proverb. So, when a person uses his tongue too 

freely, people say, ‘* You talk too much, just like yellow cedar.” 
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where there was a large fire and he heard the fire crackle he said, ** Out to 

the end of my hook” (axti’q!ici’di). This was in order that the spirit 
in the fire might help him. If, after he had sat still for a while, the 
corner of his mouth twitched, he said, ‘*I am in luck,” for he knew 

that he had caught something, and when he went out to his line there 

was sure to be a large halibut on the end of it. With the Tlingit the 

right side is always the lucky one, and, if a person’s mouth twitches 
toward anyone on that side, it means that that person will bring him 
good luck. Twitching to the left indicates bad luck. 

Food products collected at low tide, especially mussels and clams, 

were talked to, so that they would not bring sickness upon those eat- 
ing them. If a person took tobacco just after eating mussels he 

would be poisoned and was sure to die unless small cuts were made 
on top of his head and urine poured into them. While digging for 

clams that draw down out of sight rapidly they said, ‘*Do not go 
down so fast or you will hit your mother-in-law in the face.” The 
abalone was very highly esteemed as an article of adornment, but the 
writer does not know whether it was personified or addressed. The 
first of all abalones, a very large one, is said to have been pulled up 
from under the sea by a poor fisherman. 

To a large fly that ‘makes worms in salmon” they say, when cut- 
ting the fish, ‘**Do not harm us. Do not let the worms get in. Do 

not poison us.” 
The little water beetle (ts! 1’nq!¢) that moves about upon the surface 

of fresh water was said to carry away anyone who urinated upon the 
water where it dwells. Small bone figures of this beetle were passed 

over sore places by shamans, to heal them. 
In olden times people talked to anything that was carved like or in 

any way resembled a human being. If they saw such an object when 
they were traveling about, they spoke toit. If aman dreamed that the 
carving on his house post started a certain song, immediately on 
awaking he started that song himself. If the owner of a house dreamed 
that a dead man started a song to his carved post, the house owner 
began singing it next morning as soon as he awoke. The figure of 

anything seen by a person which subsequently gave him good luck was 

often painted onthe front of ahouse. Such paintings, when placed near 
the corners, were called q!éngu’ke (‘‘ spread out on the corners”). 

After a man had hunted for some time in vain he would go ashore, 
make a fire, and put grease on the bow of his canoe so that the heat 
would cause it to soak into the wood. At the same time he talked to 
the canoe. Grease was burned into the canoe all around and when- 
ever a crackling sound was heard he said, ‘That is for luck,” because 
he knew that the place whence the sound came was where the seal he 
was about to get would lie. The hunter also took his spear down 
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and put it into the water, saying, ‘‘ You will do great work to-day.” 
Then he placed it by his side, knowing that he would get something. 

The Tlingit, like the Haida, believed in spirits that brought wealth to 
him who saw or heard them and two such are identical in both myth- 
ologies. When one heard in the woods a sound like that made by « 

sucking child he must remove his clothing and pursue it. Then, if he 
were destined to become wealthy, he would finally overtake and catch 

a woman carrying a child on her back. She was fine looking and had 

eurly hair, but her finger nails were long and sharp. She would 

scratch him with these nails and he must keep the scabs that came off 
when the scars she made were healing. If he gave a piece of one of 
these scabs toa friend, the latter, by washing or scraping his arm 

slightly with it, would become wealthy. This woman was known 

as Lé’naxxi’daq, and is evidently identical with the Skil dja’adai 
(property woman) of the Haida. 

Taxegwa’s was a being who made canoes, and so corresponded to the 
Haida canoe maker Watgadaga’n. One who was destined to become a 
good canoe maker heard him chopping very fast, woodpecker-like. 

Then the man had to throw off his coat and shirt and follow the sound, 

and he had to wash his face and head in the first lake he came to. My 
interpreter told me that his father once heard the noise Taxgwa’s 
makes, and came upon a tree with fine chips all around the bottom, but 
he forgot to take off his coat and so missed seeing the being himself. 

Mountain Dweller, Caqanayi’, is also said to bring good luck to one 

who hears him chopping and sees where he has been. Perhaps he is 
to be identified with Taxgwa’s. The gonaqade’t was more popular 

than any of these. It lived in the sea and could assume any shape. 
A very strong spirit, called Ki’wax awuts!é’x (* one-heard-coming’”’), 

travels along, raising his feet high and making a great noise. 

Finally, we must mention the four brother transformers who appear 
so often in Tlingit mythology, especially the headstrong mischief- 

maker, Lkaya’k!, and Kack!a’Lk!, the shaman. 

FATE OF SOULS 

The soul of a living person was called gatuwu’ or wa’sa-ti’/wati 
(‘what feels”), ‘* because when a person’s feeling is gone he is dead,” 
and the soul after death, yu’kewahe’yak" (or kayukgwahé’yak"), or 
else qayahayi’, ‘‘shadow,” which is also the word for picture, while 

the ghost or spirit of the dead body was called s!a’gi. Rather incon- 
sistently, as it would appear, the last word is that applied to the place 

where souls go after death, sa’ef qa’wu a’ni (*‘ ghosts’ home”). This 
was an entirely happy region, elevated above the plane of this world, 
and, since some souls were said to go to the sun, moon, or stars, the 
towns or houses thought to be there must sometimes have been con- 
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ceived of asin that country. When a person was unhappy in this world 

his aunt or uncle would come to him and say, ‘* You are unhappy here. 

Come to me.” Then the person died and went to that happy country. 

There was a house there called Sleep house (ta hit), where people 

rested, and this seems to have been the name given by some Tlingit to 

the next higher region, otherwise known as ki’waa (“‘way up”), 

whither went those who died by violence. Access to this latter was 

had by means of asingle hole called andagé/n wil, reached by a ladder. 

It was guarded by a being in human shape named Djaqt!a’iq!-qa, who 

sat by it and cried out ‘* A man is coming up” when a person came up 

thither, while grizzly bears (andaqé’n qaxiits!t) watched the spirit 

road. Ifa man died unavenged he could not get up the ladder and 

drifted by on the wind with the clouds. Below the plane of earth 

was a third region for those who were drowned, and food sent to 

them had to be put into the sea. According to Katishan, a bad person 

after death went to Yel qiwaqa’wo (‘‘Raven’s home”), where Raven 

lives. It was not learned whether this belief is due to white influence 

or not. 

The Tlingit claim to have learned about all these regions from men 

who had died and come to life again. One such tale occurs in the 

Raven story, and the following are similar accounts obtained at Sitka: 

“Tn olden days a certain person died and thought it was so hard to 

walk up into the ghosts’ country that he came back. Then he said to 

the people, ‘I haven’t any moccasins. I haven’t any gloveson. That 

is a very hard place to go up through, for there are lots of devil clubs 

and other kinds of bushes in the way. You must also sing songs when 

anybody dies. It is the same asa road for him and will lead him. 

There are wolves and bears along the way, which one has to protect 

himself against.’ So the people gave him moccasins and gloves and 

put a knife in his hand so that he could defend himself. He also said 

that there were many houses there, and told them to dress him up, put 

red paint on his face, and eagle down on his hair, He had come to life 

only to explain how the dead should be treated, so after he had told them 

all those things he passed away again. Just before going he said, 

‘When the fire crackles at a certain time—for that is the only way 

they can talk to you in this world—it is because the spirits are hungry. 

You must then put grease, berries, and other kinds of food into the 

fire.’ The first time he died the spirits asked, ‘ What did your people 

give you to eat when you started on your journey?’ So, nowadays 

when anyone dies people always give feasts to feed the spirits. In the 

places which people reach after death there are many houses in rows, 

and the spirits assemble in those houses to share the food sent up from 

this world. All of the grave houses are named by the spirits, who 

give the same names to their houses in the ghost country. 
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‘* Whenever a person was about to die he said, * This house is begin- 
ning to fill with spirits. They are waiting for me.’ This is why people 

know there are spirits (kayukgwahe’yak"). 

“After that a certain man tried to find out whether there were 

really any spirits (kayukewahé’yak"). So he went out and shouted, 
‘T invite all of you ghost people (s!a’ge qa’ wu) toa feast.’ He wanted 

to see how they looked and to learn whether they could hear. By and 
by he went out a second time and shouted, ‘This way, this way, all 

you spirits. I invite you all.’ In the morning all the spirits he had 

invited came to the door of the house. He had already laid down 
mats for them, so he said, naming them from their appearance, ‘All 
Mossy-eyes (W aqeantus!i’q!-qa) go to the rear of the house; all Dried- 
out-eyes (Wa’qceantuxt’k") in front.’ He called them so because those 
that had been long dead had moss in their eyes, while those who had 

died recently still had dried eyes left. But the ghosts became angry 
at the words he used and said, ‘Do people call us Mossy-eyes because 

they are going to destroy us? The people that call us Mossy-eyes are 
not going to beat us, are they?’ Still the man kept on calling them 
by these terms, and when he dished up the first berries he said, ‘Give 

this tochief Mossy-eyes.’ Then he filled a second dish and said, * Give 
this to chief Dried-out-eyes.’ When the food was taken up, however, 
and Mossy-eyes’s name called out, the latter said, *‘ Put it into the fire. 
We like it better that way.’ Afterwards chief Mossy-eyes said, ‘ Let 
this man take home for me what is left in my dish.’ This was not a 
respectful thing for a person to say to the giver of a feast, but he said 
it because the giver of this feast had not respected them. 

‘‘When the host reached Mossy-eyes’s house, which was a grave 
house, with the dish, the house smelt moldy and was so dark that he 
wandered around to right and left without being able to see anything, ° 
and he was unable to find his way out. Then chief Mossy-eyes said, 
‘Take out pitch and light it so that he can see to get home.’ So they 
tied pitch wood together, lighted it, and fastened it on his head, telling 
him to go down with it. Part way down, however, the pitch ran out 
over his eyes so that he could not see and had to be led into the house, 
but the ghosts told his friends not to help him because he had treated 

them so rudely. 
‘* Whenever people had a big feast in this world and put trays of 

food into the fire, mentioning the names of the deceased, this food went 

directly up to the spirit houses. And when people gave blankets away 

to those about them it was just as though they gave blankets to spirits, 
for the spirits also received them. 

‘“When a Wolf man at Sitka was about to give a feast the fire 
began crackling and he said angrily, ‘Why don’t you spirits work 

for food and blankets? You always want people to give them to 
you.’ As soon as this man was through feasting he fell sick and not 
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two days afterwards he said, ‘Numbers of spirits have come to weleome 
me.’ Then he died. So his iriends began to dress him up in his war 
clothes and they put a war spear into his hands. After a time, how- 
ever, he-came to life again and told the people what he had seen. He 

said that he had seen lots of people outside on the porches of the grave 
houses. One of these, a chief who had died long ago, spoke from his 
porch, saying, ‘Do you think the spirits are getting starved that you 
talk to us in that way? We are not getting starved. Do you think 
that you are going to destroy all the spirits with that war spear?’ 
And on account of the war spear they sent him back into the world. 
The man also said that that is ‘an everlasting place’ (i. e., a very large 
one), like a regular town, and added, ‘ Whenever any man is going to 

give a feast for one who has died they feel very happy over it there.’ 
The man died and came to life again four times, after which the war 
spear was taken from him and he died for good.” 

“In acertain war a man was killed and went up to Ki’waa,and byand 
by a woman of his clan gave birth to a child. One time, when some 
one was talking about that war, the child cried persistently and they 
said to it, ‘Keep quiet. What are you crying about? Why are you 
crying so much?’ Then the infant spoke out saying, ‘If you had 
done what I told you and let the tide go out first we could have 

destroyed all those people.’ The child was the same man who had 
been killed. From him people knew that there was such a place and 
that people who died by violence went there. He told the people that 
when a murder was about to be committed all the people up there came 
down to look, and that they are the electric sparks (ges!i’q, St Elmo’s 
fire (?)) which light on houses. They were said to come down on the 

fireplace of a house where a murder was about to take place.“ 
** Tf a person with a cut or scar on his body died and was reborn the 

same mark could be seen on the infant.” 

SHAMANISM 

Along with multiplicity in the number of spirits came a great 
development of shamanism. It would appear that, taking the people 
of the north Pacific coast as a whole, shamanism reached its climax 
among the Tlingit. At all events their shamans were more powerful 
and influential and more dreaded than those among the Haida. The 
latter appear to have recognized this and affected to bring many of 
their spirit helpers from the Tlingit country. But while the Haida 
shaman personated only one spirit at a time, and usually performed 
without a mask, each Tlingit shaman was guarded by a number of 
helpersand possessed a numberof masks. Besides depicting a principal 
figure on each mask, there ¥ were usually one or more poiaiiere ones which 

aThis story, or one like it, is repeate a everywhere in the Tlingit country. 
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represented subsidiary spirits (yek), and these were” frequently sup- 
posed to strengthen special features or faculties of the shaman. Thus 
the figures of spirits round the eyes were to strengthen the sight and 

so enable the shaman to discover hostile spirits; those around the nose 
strengthened the smell; those around the jaws, the jaws, keeping them 
firm at all times, ete. Some of these small figures were animals, 

like land otters, but a favorite was the woodworm, because it can bore 

through wood and so typifies strong perception. A braided belt might 
also be used to indicate the woodworm, and this was supposed to go 
to an enemy’s town and find out what was passing there. The shaman 

also let his hair grow and took no care of it. He usually wore a 
necklace of bones and had a little whetstone hung about his neck, which 

he employed as a head scratcher. Besides oval rattles, such as Haida 
shamans always employed, they sometimes used the large chiefs’ rattles, 
with figures of a raven and other animals upon them. This may have 
been because Tlingit shamans were generally of higher social rank 

than those among the Haida. The chief’s rattle came to them origi- 
nally from the south. Besides the mask spirits there were also special 
spirits to strengthen the rattle. At the command of various spirits 
bones were worn through incisions in the septum of the nose, and on 
the head a peculiar hat, often adopted by common people, especially 
by warriors and by people at feasts. The shaman’s body was usually 
covered with a dancing shirt and a Chilkat blanket, and his legs were 

encased in dancing leggings. 
The shaman’s power, like that of a common person, was increased 

by obtaining many split animal tongues, especially the tongues of land 
otters. These were combined with eagle claws and other articles, and 
carefully treasured. (See fig. 112.) The tongues of land otters, 

freshly killed, were also cut and their blood caught upon twigs. 
When he came in to operate upon a patient the shaman ran rapidly 

around the fire in the direction of the sun’s course, which was thought 
of as directly contrary to the course we understand it to take. He 

cured by blowing or sucking, or by passing over the affected parts carved 
objects supposed to have power. Sickness was usually attributed 
to witchcraft and, after pretending to draw a spear or some other 
foreign object from the sick man, the shaman designated who had sent 
it into him. Shamans themselves had power to bewitch people. They 
could put spirits into inanimate objects and send them out to do mis- 
chief. It would appear from various stories that eagle down and red 
paint were also used in curing, for they are there employed in restor- 
ing the dead to life. In one story a shaman pulls a spear from the 

horizon, 
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Besides curing the sick a shaman had many other functions, such, for 
instance, as the location of supplies of food and assistance against ene- 
mies in war. Nomatter how far apart they might actually be shamans 
of hostile towns were in the habit of dressing up to fight each other by 
means of their spirits. Sometimes they performed for no other reason 
than to show their power. Whenever they did perform their friends 
fasted and helped them sing the spirit songs, of which there are sepa- 
rate ones for each spirit. All kinds of tales are related of the power 
of these shamans. Thus it is said that some United States marines 
were going to cut the hair of a Sitka shaman, when his spirit came into 
him so powerfully that the arms of the big marine who was about to 
ply the shears were paralyzed and those of the other marines dropped 
to their sides. 

According to Katishan, the spirits that came to Raven shamans had 
to be distinct from those that came to Wolf shamans, 
and it is probable that this held good everywhere. 
The prominence of sea spirits, such as killer whales, 
among the helpers of shamans is noticeably less than 

among the Haida. The sun spirit belonged to the 
Kiksa'di, while the sea spirits came partly to Raven, 

partly to Wolf shamans. Spirits of the crest animals 
appear usually to have come to shamans of the fami- 
lies to which the emblems belonged. This is said of 
the woodworm of the Ganaxte’d?, but it may be that 
the prohibition applied only to its occurrence as a 
principal spirit. Certain shamans’ spirits call them- 
selves nik qoa’ni (“sick people”). At Killisnoo there 
was a shaman who said that he had his power from 
‘a big Russian.” 

The Nanyaa’yi were so high-caste a clan that their "pases is a 
spirits had very high names. One of these was called 
Curing Spirit (Wudzine’xe-yék) and another Man-under-the-earth 
(Ant!a’yi-qa). Although Kack!a’Lk! and Lq!aya’k! were Kiksa’d? per- 
sonal names at Sitka, at Wrangell they and their father Lakiteane’ 
all came to Nanyaa’yi shamans. The greatest of all the shamans’ 
spirits of this family, however, was Unseeable (Ldji/ditin), who was 
said to be chief of all shamans’ spirits. He wore a tall hat and sat 
in the middle of a canoe in which were two other spirits. The spirit 
in the bow was called Bow-man (Cakaha’df); that in the stern, Stern- 
man (At!i’gi). 

This spirit first came years ago to an old Nanyaa’y? shaman named 
Big-killer-whale (Kit-Lén). Whenever he said, ** Ldji’ditin’s canoe is 

coming,” some one would shout, ‘* Let the Nanyaa’y? fast and change 
their clothing.” After they had done this he said, ‘‘ To-morrow the 
chief of the spirits will come ashore.” Then the shaman dressed as 
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he saw this spirit, putting on a very large hat with a high crown, a 

dancing blanket, leggings, and a Chilkat blanket, and painting red 

stripes across his face. Then he sat on a very high box and sang. 
Afterwards he handed his baton to each of the Nanyaa’y? women in 

turn, who were now prepared to dance. All tried to imitate the 
shaman when he danced, but they were entirely unable to do so. 
From this circumstance the Nanyaa’y? have a personal name, Hie’- 

dukikte, which means that no one can imitate the dancing shaman. 

After that the shaman tried to imitate the Bow-man, dancing with 

bow and arrows in his hands. Subsequently shamans in this family 
acted like Big-killer-whale, and Unseeable was always the first spirit 
which they saw. The shaman had to be very clean when Unseeable 
was going to come to him, nor would Unseeable allow any filthy 

person in his house. When the shaman heard Unseeable’s canoe song 
he shouted out, ‘‘ The shaman can hear Unseeable’s canoe song. All 
the women must wash and fast.” When Unseeable first came to the 

shaman he walled on water. 
Spirits descended in one family from uncle to nephew. Rarely, if 

a man had no suitable clansman, his spirits would pass to his son. 
Sometimes a successor was named by the spirits before the shaman’s 

death, and sometimes they named two, in which case the stronger- 
minded obtained the position. 
When the shaman was in his last sickness his spirit would come to 

him and say, ‘* You will die so many days from now.” And when he 

was dying it said, ‘*‘ My master, you must be taken to such and such a 

place and be left there [for burial].” Then it would tell his clan what 

to do and where to live. The shaman’s body was accordingly carried 
to the point indicated and left there without having been burned. It 
is said that his body always dried up instead of decaying like the body 
of an ordinary person. 

Some time after the shaman’s body had been put away the whole 
clan—men, women, and children—assembled in his house or in one 
belonging to the clan, where they remained and kept themselves very 

clean. While they were fasting there an honest youth, selected for the 

purpose, went out of the house and shouted ‘‘[Such-and-such a] spirit is 
coming in.” Then they opened the door and let it in. They started 
the song of the spirit he had mentioned, and everyone pounded on 

sticks. While they were singing, the youth who was to succeed his 
uncle—who must be a young fellow of good character—dropped over 
and passed into a sort of trance. The people worked over him for a 
long time to make him come to. Now his clan felt happy at having a 
shaman among them, for they knew the clan would keep on growing. 

The power of shamans was so much dreaded that whenever a person 
‘ame across a Shaman’s house built in the woods he feared he would 
become sick and have his belly grow large. Then only another 
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shaman could cure him. It was thought that the finger nails of dead 
shamans would keep on growing and grow right through boards. No 

one would eat anything near places where their bodies lay for fear of 
being taken seriously ill, or 

even dying. Whenever one 
passed a shaman’s grave in a 

canoe he lowered food and 
four pieces of tobacco into 
the sea in front of it, saying, 

*“Give me luck. Do not let 
me perish. Do not let the 
wind blow so strongly on me. 
Let me find other food,” ete. 
The eagle claws hung by the 
urine boxes of living shamans 

were asked to keep the pe- 
titioner in health. 

Plate tym, }, c, d, and e, 
are said to be models of masks 
used by a Luqia’xad? shaman 
at Alsek river, called Weasel- 
wolf (Goteda’), and repre- 

sented his spirits (yek); b Fic, 113. Anthropomorphie representation of the land 

represents a spirit known as otter, carved in bone. 

Cross Man (Anaxtxa’), called by the maker of this model ‘‘ the strong- 
est spirit that there ever was;” c was called Spirit-put-on (Ada/oli-yek), 

Fic. 114. Shaman’s medicine box. 

because it (the mask) was put on in time of war. The tongue is rep- 
resented as hanging out, because the spirit gets tired in war time. The 

frog on the forehead represents another spirit; d@ represents the 
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Raven; ¢ represents Land-otter-man Spirit (Kia’cta-qa-yek), while the 

lines on each cheek represent starfishes, which are also spirits. 
Figure 113 is another representation of the land otter, carved out of 

bone by one of the writer’s informants. 

Figure 114 shows a shaman’s carved box, in which was asmaller box 
or case (fig. 115) containing the following ‘‘medicines:” Two bits of 
abalone shell each pierced at one end as if for suspension, one fragment 
of a dentalium shell, two or three bits of iron, a small piece from the 

Fic. 115. Medicine case proper wound with human hair. 

border of a Chilkat blanket, and fraguients of two different kinds of 

plants. The box seems to have been closed at the top with a slide, which 

has disappeared. Inthe place which it should have occupied the finder 

of this specimen discovered a wooden comb (fig. 116), carved to repre- 

sent an eagle or a thunder bird. Near the place where this was obtained 

two shamans belonging to the Kasq!ague’di are known to have been 

buried, one called Cq!att’ and the other I’stim-ie (‘‘ father-of-I’stin”). 
Figure 117 represents a wooden post that stood at the back of a 
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salmon trap. The human figure is Moldy-end (Canyak!uxa’x), the boy 

who was carried away by the salmon and became a shaman, and the 

fish on which he stands is called ‘* Spirit-of-his-feet” (duq!o'syi ye’gi), 
meaning ‘‘ the spirit which guided him.”¢ 

WITCHCRAFT 

It is quite natural to find, along with the prominence of shamanism, a 
widespread belief in witcheraft. In fact this notion had so taken pos- 

session of the Tlingit mind that natural sickness or death was scarcely 

believed in. The friend of a person who was ill would go to a shaman 

and say, ‘‘I+-+-+yaxo'at, I come after you.” Upon hearing this 

the shaman stopped and looked all around. After the same words 

FiG. 116, Shaman’s carved comb. 

had been repeated three times more the shaman went to the sick per- 

son and performed over him. Then he told who had bewitched him, 
at the same time pretending to draw outa spear, or something of the 

kind, from the affected part, while making a noise with his lips. 

When caught, the wizard was tied up for eight or even ten days 

without food or drink, unless he confessed to the deed and agreed to 

find the witching medicine. After he had brought this out he waded 

into the sea up to his shoulders and scattered it. If he refused to 

confess he was liberated at the end of the time given, but not infre- 

a For the story of Moldy-end see the references given on p. 458. These are Haida versions, but are 

practically the same as the Tlingit story. 
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quently he died before its expiration. Sometimes, however, his friends 
interfered and bloodshed resulted. 
A wizard acted upon his victim by obtaining a piece of his clothing, 

some hair, spittle, or a fish bone from which the person in question 
had eaten the flesh. Then he made an image of his body, which he 

treated in the way he wanted the living person to suffer, making it a 

mere skeleton, to bring on emaciation; deforming the bands, to destroy 
the ability of a woman at weaving, etc. Spittle taken from a person 

Fic. 117, Carved post placed on salmon trap. 

could be used to make him spit himself to death, hair to give sickness 
in the head, and so with other portions of the body. The slime of a 

frog, which is supposed to be poisonous to other animals, was used to 

bewitch a person so that his eyes and mouth would bulge out like those 
ofafrog. It is probable that the bones of a human being were also 

employed in witchcraft, as among the Kwakiutl, but the writer has 

no direct statement to that effect. 

A certain Teakane’d? was a wizard before his conversion to the Rus- 
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sian Church at Sitka. He would lie on a sealskin and let it swim out of 

the house with him, and he would go out to sea just like a porpoise, 

as fast as the people could let the line out they had fastened to him. 
A Daqu!awe’di once flew about the house where a dead man was 

lying, in order to bewitch him. One night he was seen to fly out from 

a grave house and go up the Chilkat river, and the night following 

all the dead man’s friends watched for him with their guns. At last 
one of these, who was sitting under a box where salmon were cut, heard 

a great noise, ‘* Wh, wh, wh, wh, wh,” and saw the thing perch on a 

flag pole and give out a squeak like that of an owl. He raised his gun 

and tired, and the wizard fell at the foot of the pole. He recovered, 

however, and is still living. 
Mice are said to help wizards and witches to steal a person’s prop- 

erty. It is supposed that they like to go inside of a dead body, for 
one time while some Sitka people were singing and beating time for a 

man who had been speared through the side of his head the body 
began to move and mice ran out of the wound and out of the mouth. 

On investigating they found that his insides had been all eaten out, 

and this within two days. 
Another time a Haida came up to Sitka, married a girl there named 

Qala’x, who had just reached maturity, and took her home with him. 
But all of a sudden her husband became sick. He would eat nothing 
until after all the people except his wife had left the house. Then 
his wife pulled dried salmon to pieces and set it before him, when 
mice began running out of his mouth, one after the other, to eat it. 
Last of all came a big white mouse, the mother of all the rest. After 
they were through eating he would open his mouth and let them run 

back inside. 
Finally the man’s friends discovered this and determined to interfere. 

Two of them went into an inside room with clubs and a third stood 
by the door. Then the man’s wife again put out salmon and berries, 
and the mice ate them. Immediately afterwards she put fat on a tray 
as a signal to the men in waiting. So the man at the door and the two 

youths rushed in, saying, ‘* This is the thing that is killing our uncle.” 

The latter cried out, ** Do not kill my white mouse. Save my white 
mouse,” but they destroyed all of them. Then the chief's stomach 

yas perfectly flat, and two days later he died, for the mice ** had been 
breathing for him.” After that all of his wife's brothers went down 

and took her home, and she told her father what had happened. For 
this reason, although she was the daughter of a chief, people did not 
respect her. They said, ‘* We don’t care about you. You used to 

feed mice.” 
The Haida are said to believe that one must not sleep under a berry 

bush or the mice will get inside of him.“ 

aFor further material on witchcraft and shamanism consult Krause, Die Tlinkit Indianer, 283-301. 
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TLINGIT AND HAIDA 

LANGUAGES 

The grammatical structure of the Tlingit and Haida languages will 

be given elsewhere.* The possibility that they are related in some 
way was suggested first by Professor Boas, whose reasons therefor are 
given in the Memoirs of the International Congress of Anthropology’? 
(p. 840-343). With the assistance of material recently collected, the 
present writer is now able to undertake a more exhaustive comparison 
along certain lines. 

1. Phonetics. In this respect the two languages agree closely with 
each other and with other languages in the same region. In both, 

however, labials are used less generally, and those which occur seem 
usually to be onomatopoetic. In Haida m is found with some fre- 
quency, p rarely except when it is evidently onomatopoetic, and / has 
not been found more than five times altogether. In Tlingit 7 appears 
in a very few onomatopoetic expressions, but p and 4 do not occur in 

words of native origin. Tlingit is furthermore distinguished from 
Haida by a great expansion in the use of sibilants, in the absence of / 
which is replaced by 7, and in the absence of 7. ‘The Tlingit language 
tends to shorten its vowels, resembling in this respect the Masset dia- 

lect of Haida, and differing from that spoken at Skidegate and the 

other southern towns. Obscure ~ and 0 sounds are used continually. 

Following is a comparative list of the consonants in the two languages: 

Tlingit — - ¢m d t t! s s! c n - 

Haida ¢b p m d t t! s - - n 1 

Miincitdisaatces stele saz: tS eats! L I t 4 g 

Haida “dj. te, tcl) =) SS.) ip ee eae 
Tlingit q q! x g k k! x - h y ow 

Haida q_  q! x g kk ly ers n bh aye OF 

Harmonic sound changes are few in Haida and still fewer in Tlingit. 

The Haida transposition of ¢ and Z is naturally wanting from Tlingit, 
where / does not exist, and the interchanges between g and «x or v also 

seem to be wanting. There is, however, an interchange of c and d7 
or fc similar to the change in Haida from s to 7j and vice versa. On 
the other hand, wand o sounds in Tlingit tend to change a following 
vowel into a similar sound, a phenomenon noticed elsewhere in North 
America but not observable in Haida. 

2. Roots and stems. Tlingit words are nearly always resolvable 
into single syllables or single phonetics, each with a separate signiti- 
cance. Haida constructions are longer and more ponderous, but so 
many words may be resolved into grammatic syllables that all Haida 
stems may be regarded as having been primitively monosyllabic. In 

ain the Handbook of American Indian Languages, not yet published, Chicago, 1894. ¢ Very rare. 
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the summary which follows, 581 Tlingit and 351 Haida roots are com- 
pared with reference to their phonetic composition, ¢ standing for 
consonant and vy for vowel: 

© GV. ~CyYG “cyce. ‘ce .ccy cecy cevety vo Y¥cc 

lin git os .<~ iteetOpmeEaOiel LOL Met iS eu Sake ol 

Haida -.- --- 13 1200 133 1 4 35 B06 i ak 

It appears from this that the combination cvc is the most common 
in both languages, although the preponderance is more marked in 

Tlingit than in Haida, and that the combination cv stands second. 
Proportionally, stems consisting of single consonants and single yowels 

appear to be more numerous in Haida, but nearly all the existing 

stems of this character are probably included in the above enumera- 
tion. The 13 consonant stems in Haida are made up largely of the 
sounds, £, £, and #, to which something of a vocalic character always 

attaches, while the 17 Tlingit stems are nearly all pure consonant 
sounds. Actually, therefore, single consonants may be said to be 
more extensively employed with grammatic significance in Tlingit, a 
fact in consonance with the short, choppy character of that tongue. 
The combination vc is also represented more largely in Tlingit. It is 

curious that while the number of stems of this type is comparatively 
small they are usually stems of fundamental importance. 

Perhaps the most striking difference between these lists is the occur- 
rence of combinations cc, ccy, cccv, and ccve in Haida, which are 

entirely absent from Tlingit. It must be said, however. that the initial 
~ consonant in such cases is always s or an / sound—/, 1, £, or /—a cir- 
cumstance which leads one to suspect that there is some particular rea- 
son for these combinations yet to be disclosed. In case they have 
been formed from descriptive terms it would be possible to account 
for those with initial s by supposing that s represents the Tlingit 
indicative prefix s-, which is always placed immediately before the 

verb stem. In the same way initial and Z might be supposed to rep- 
resent the Tlingit verbal prefixes ¢ and 1, which are also placed imme- 
diately before the stem. Besides mere morphological similarity, how- 
ever, the only point that may be said positively to favor this view is 
the fact that Haida stems of the kind are generally utterly divergent 
from Tlingit stems of corresponding meaning. This is what would be 
expected if some form retained in Tlingit were replaced elsewhere by 

a descriptive phrase. The second consonant in the forms cc is always 
L, L, or #, to which, as before said, something of a vocalic character 
attaches. 

All this would appear to indicate that the great majority of syllables 
in the two languages primitively belonged to the types cv and cyc, 
and, while the relative proportion of the type cvc in Tlingit is very 
much greater than in Haida, there are certain reasons for qualifying 

the importance of this difference. In Tlingit, for instance, we have 
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to deal with a set of suffixes composed of single consonants, and it is 

not always certain that a supposed stem cyc is not really cv plus 
the suffix -c. On the other hand, there are many Haida forms of two 
syllables ending in a weak vowel, this vowel being perhaps of no sig- 

nificance. Supposing this to be the case, all such stems would resolve 
themselves into single syllables of the type cvc and increase the pro- 

portion of such stems just so much. 
To assure ourselves that a comparison of languages on the basis of 

the types of stems which they contain is of real importance it would 
be necessary to make similar classifications of the roots and stems of 

several other languages. This has not been carried out extensively 
by anyone so far as the writer is aware, but an attempt to treat one of 

the Athapascan dialects in this manner seemed to show that in this 
respect Athapascan and Tlingit are much more closely related to each 
other in this respect than is either of them to Haida. 

3. Word composition. In both Tlingit and Haida nouns may be 

stems, they may be formed by combining two other nouns, or they 
may be taken from verbs or adjectives. In forming a compound two 

nouns observe the same order as in English. These facts, however, 
are world-wide and furnish no basis for comparison. The absence of 

formal gender from both is of little more significance. Tlingit appears 

to differ from Haida in possessing a plural, but this is really a collec- 
tive, and nouns in the plural do not require it. On the other hand, 
certain Haida words referring to human beings have a special plural 
or collective form which corresponds in a measure grammatically, 
though not morphologically, to the Tlingit. In both languages terms 
of relationship take a special plural, but the Tlingit is formed by suf- 
fixing the personal pronoun of the third person plural, or indefinite 

person, while the Haida suffix is never employed independently. Cases 

are lacking in Haida, case relations being expressed by postpositions, 
and though what have been called cases exist in Tlingit these are 
expressed by suflixes, which differ from other postpositions in the lan- 

guage only in the fact that they are single sounds. One of them, 
moreover, occurs, with precisely the same function, in an expanded 
syllabic form. Tlingit nouns also take diminutive and intensive 
suffixes absent from Haida, but it will be shown later that they appear to 
be represented there in another manner. Both languages distinguish 

between an intimate, more or less reflexive, kind of possession and 

one which is more remote, tending to become syntactic ; and the latter 
is expressed in exactly the same manner by both, i. e., the objective 
personal pronoun is prefixed to the noun and aspecial syllable suffixed. 
To indicate intimate possession, however, Haida employs a distinct 
suffix and dispenses with the pronominal prefix, while Tlingit employs 
the pronoun and omits the suffix. Haida adjectives of shape and size 

take a special plural or distributive suffix not represented in Tlingit, 
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and in the same language we find a suflix with connectives indicating 
motion in the particular place just referred to. Both have a distributive 

suffix used after numerals and a few other words. 
In the verb we find marked differences. Tlingit verbs have so few 

affixes that, including a prefixed auxiliary and three substantives very 
frequently used as prefixes, so far 27 only have been enumerated, 
while in Haida there are as many as 115. Their distribution with 
reference to the stem is also very unequal. Of the Tlingit affixes 18 
come before the stem and 9 after it; in Haida 60 precede and 55 fol- 
low. In actual usage, however, the difference is still more marked. 

In Tlingit more than one suflix is rarely found in the same verb, and 

suffixes are often entirely wanting, while the ratio of suffixes to 

prefixes in any one Haida verb is at least as two to one. 
Coming to the varieties of ideas expressed by affixes, we find in 

Haida, besides 16 affixes of miscellaneous character, a series of mor- 

phological affixes, an instrumental series, locatives, temporals of two 

orders, modals, and 10 suffixed auxiliaries. In Tlingit, however, the 
first three are entirely lacking, locatives being expressed by adverbs, 

and auxiliaries are represented by the causative only. This is as much 

as to say that the bulk of Tlingit affixes are temporal and modal. 

Nouns are taken up into the Haida verb much more easily than into 
the Tlingit verb, and the combination of two verb stems, which is very 
common in Haida, is unknown in the other language. This great 
divergence between the verbs is mitigated only by the close resemblance 
among several Haida affixes and the consequent possibility that they 
have been differentiated from one original, and, by the great independ- 

ence of those affixes, suggesting word composition rather than a real 

subordination of elements. 
4. Structure of sentence. In Haida the verb—or a breathing repre- 

senting it—almost invariably stands at the end of the sentence, but, 
while this is commonly the case in Tlingit, the nominal subject or 
object or a noun and postposition frequently follows. Adverbs pre- 
cede the verb, usually immediately, in both languages, and are closely 
related to the postpositions, of which each language has a great 
abundance. They also agree in placing adjectives after the nouns they 
depend upon and usually in placing the nominal subject before the 
nominal object. More important is the fact that the pronominal sub- 
ject in Haida and the pronominal subjective prefix in Tlingit follow 
the corresponding objective forms. 

5. Levical similarities. Waving considered the kinds of phonetics 
used by Tlingit and Haida, the types of stems and roots, and the com- 
position of words and sentences, we come to the most important point 
of all—actual similarities in form. This, which is ordinarily the first 
criterion appealed to, is reserved until the last, because such similari- 
ties are confessedly scanty and because such as exist must be viewed 
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in connection with the morphological characters just considered. 
There are a certain number of nouns in both languages which are 
practically identical, although showing slight phonetic variations. 

Such are the following: 

ENGLISH TLINGIT Haipa 

grizzly bear xuts! x0’ adji 

wolf gote godj 

ground squirrel tsatk! djoki 

a sea bird Tugua’te Tagua/dji 

marten klux k!0’xu 

abalone gu/nxa gu/lga 

moose tsisk! tei/sk!" 

skate te!i’tga te!i’tga 

raven yel ‘ yel ( Masset dialect) 

fox nagas!e’ na/gadje 

fur seal ‘ q!an k!0/un 

drum gao gaodja’o 

wolverine nusk nusk 

iron higayé/ts higayé/dji 

It must be said of grizzly bear, wolf, ground squirrel, moose, fox, 

and wolverine, however, that the animals are not found upon the 
Queen Charlotte islands, and that consequently the Haida could learn 

of them only through their mainland neighbors, whose names they 

would very naturally adopt. It is true that at the present time the 
Tsimshian are nearer neighbors of most of the Haida than are the 
Tlingit, but according to the traditions of both Tlingit and Tsimshian 
the latter formerly dwelt inland, while the Tlingit have moved north- 
ward from the coasts which the Tsimshian now occupy. Yel, the 
Masset word for raven, may have been adopted from the Tlingit in 
place of the word x0’ya used at Skidegate, although it is to be noted 
that the former word occurs in names of houses in the southern towns 
as if it were well known. The abalone here referred to was not the 
small native variety, but a large specimen introduced from Califor- 
nia in trade, and it is quite likely that one people adopted the word 
from the other. The same argument applies with still more force 
to iron, and even the similarity of the names for fur seal may be 
explained in this manner. The term for drum, on the other hand, 
appears to be onomatopoetic, and may have been evolved independently 

by the two peoples. Gaodja’o seems to mean ‘‘the thing which gives 
forth a gao noise.” This leaves only the words for marten, skate, 

and a sea bird unaccounted for, and, if our interpretation of the use 
of yél be admitted, we may perhaps assume that these words repre 
sent the process of adoption carried to completion. Their striking 

similarity in the two tongues appears in too marked contrast to the 
utter divergence of the bulk of the vocabularies of both languages to 
allow us to infer on this ground alone that we have here anything 
more than an exchange of words. If no more profound resemblances 
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than these could be discovered, the question of relationship would have 
to be answered in the negative. 

Before taking up the other points of resemblance, a comparative 
list of stems taken at random is given, between which there is no 
agreement, in order to show the unpromising nature of the task. 
Hyphens are used to indicate prefixes and suffixes. 

ENGLISH 

to dwell 

daughter 
to desire 

with 

father 

slave 
to cause (auxiliary ) 

downward 

they, them 
(continuation of motion ) 

shoreward 
as follows or precedes, like 

this 

to say 

into a house 

again 

long 

man, male person 

berry 

to put, do 

to go (many persons ) 

to go (one person ) 

(plural or collective suflix ) 

on 
foot 

at 

very 
now, right now, close by 

thing 

to marry 

I 

you 
him, her, it, his, hers, its 

one 

two ' 

(completed action ) 
(reflexive ) 

mountain 

head 

like 

mind 
to be 
there 

(perfect tense ) 

completely 

TLINGIT 

ca 

x-, xat 

i-, wae’ 

Ac-, du-, a-, hu 

Leq! 

déx 

wa- 

Hapa 

na 

gudjan 

qao 

at or al 

gon (man’s), xat( woman’s) 

xA/Idan 

-da 

-tlat 

L!, -lan 

-gaAn 

-gil (or -gial) 

han, hin 

su 

-tela 

i/sin 
djin 

ili 

gan 

skit 
dal 

ou 

-djit 

un 
stla-i 

gu 

-yu’an, -djili’ 

xan, han 

gina 

In 

if 
da, dan 

la 

syoan 

stiti 
-gi 

aga‘ 

Ldaga’o 

qa’ dji 

gana’i 

gut 

é/dji, is 

gu 

ya 
Lga-,-‘odju 
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ENGLISH 

(passive prefix ) 

from 

salmon 

fresh water 

however 

up, upward 

when, after 

into 

not 

firewood 

smoke 

to help (as a supernatural 

being does) 

you, your (pl.) 

night. 

quickly 

to rot 

back, backward 

to weep 

lake 

seaward 

big 

to float 

canoe 

this 

to pull in 

to kill 

father-in-law 

to know 

house 

woman’s brother 

man’s sister 

mother 

entirely destroyed 

mocn 

to eat 

husband 

hand 

close to 

to die 

to make 

mouth 

to laugh at 

to shoot with a bow 

to name 

to be daylight 

red 

to ask 

what? 

spear 

to cut off 

copper 

and 

THE TLINGIT INDIANS 

TLINGIT 

wu- 

x 

yi-, yiha/n 

tat 
dji- 

Llak 

qox 

gax 

a 
dak 

Len 

xac 

yak" 

he 

yeq 
djaq 

wu 

ku 

hit 

ik! 

La(k!) 

La 

qot 

dis 

xa 

XOx 

djm 

wan 

na 

yAx 

qla 

cuq 

tluk 

sa 

gan 

eq! 

wus! 

da(sa) 

yis 

XAC 

eq 

qa 

[ ETH. ANN. 26 

Harpa 

ta- (rare) 

sta 

gam 

te!a’anu 

ga/ yao 

qian 

dala/n 

gal 

xao- 

q!ol(go) 
silga/i 

sgail 

su 

-sga 

ya/an 

ga-i 

Lu 

a 

dan- 

tia (sing.) L!da (pl.) 

qo/na 

u/nsaat 

na 

da 

djas 

ao 

ha-ilu 

qon. 

ta 

Lal 

su!a-i 

La 

k!o/tat 

golga 

xé/li 
kla 

telit 

kiga 

sifi 

sget 

kidin 

gus, gasi/n 

qia 

qieit 

xal 

gién 
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ENGLISH TLINGIT 

hole tlaq! 

where? gu 

face yet 
good kle 

to be ashamed déq! 

post gas! 

no Lek! 

tooth ux 

inside gé 

halibut tean 

hair seal tsa 

to stay or dwell fora time xe 
to become nuk" 

whale yai 

the last, the end hite! 

nephew qel 

cheek wac 

blood ci 

song ci 

box kak 

nest kut 

a spirit, supernatural being yék 
cliff gau! 

eagle teak! 
to think dji 

eagle down qa! 

to be afraid of xéu! 

shaman ixt! 

us ha 
friend, ciansman xon 

to crawl ci(te) 

finger Liéq 

grandparent til 

to rub tlus 

to hide sin 

ribs su’go 

shell yis! 
old person can 

floor plank tla 

tree as 

_ (imperative particle) dé 

to float tit 
kelp gic 

to start traveling xin 

stick or club qas 

to weave Ak 

to stand han 

to invite iq! 

sea lion tan 

hair cax 

mussels yak 

shell nuk!" 

enemy, warrior xa 
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Hapa 

xél 

gi’sgét, gi/Lgan 

xAfl ; 
la 

geilxa 

gia/gan, xat 

ga/oano 

tein 

qiti 

xa/gu 

xot 

na-u 

geil 

kun 

Lan 

nat 

qa‘nsidu 

ga-l 

k!a/gan, sga/lan 

go/da : 

Ita/lga 

sga’ na 

stal 

got 

gut 
Ita/ngo 

Igoa - 

sei’ ga 

it! 
ita’xui, ta’olan 

Lxu- 

sL!ga/né 

tein (male), nan (female) 

nan 

sq!ul 

xe/wi 

qial 

qia-i 

telu 

ga-it 

t 

ga-i 

Tqeam 

ga-it 

sq!a/nu 

xa-i 

gia 

kia 

qa-i 

qa’dji 

gal 

q!al 
ga-ido 
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ENGLISH 

cloud 

fort 

heart 

we 

herring 

to fiy 
to tie 

mouth of (stream, etc.) 

dog salmon 

humpback 

nose 

point 

(future sign) 

neck 

sea water 

to spit 

paddle 

tongue 

to dance 

salmon trap 

mat 

to paint 

to be sick, sickness 

snow 

sea otter 

younger brother 

hat 

skin 

to feel 

spruce 

bone 

weasel 

mashed shell 

ground hog 
rain 

waves 

frog 

spear 

spoon 

breast 

to give 

grease 

retaining timbers 

fog 
to become good weather 

dog 

black bear 

red cedar 

food 

to become calm 

clam 

back (part of body ) 

THE TLINGIT INDIANS 

TLINGIT 

guts! 

nu 

teq! 

tu 

yao 

qen 

sa 

wat 

ti! 

teas! 

tu 

qila 

gu 

SA 

éu! 

tox 

axa’ 

Lia’t!t 

L!éx 

cat 

gate 

xit 
nik" 

Let! 
ya’x"te! 

ki(k!) 

slax" 

dugu’ 

tle 

sit 

slaq 

da 

kats 

s!ax 

su 

tit 

xixte! 

Laq 

cal 

xet 

tu 

ex 

tlaq! 

qoga’s 

daq 

kéL 

slik 

tax 

wu 

yeu! 

gau! 

daq! 

[ ETH. ANN. 26 

Hapa 

yen 

tla’odji 

k!a/4 ga 

tlala/n 

ina/n 

ska/gi 

djida/n 

kun 

kun 

-Sga, -asan, -qasan 

xél 

tan 

telin 

al 

tlanal 

xiat 
gi/ao 

leas 

da/gan 

stle 
tlaga/o 
qo i 

da/ogan 

da/djin 

qital 

gan 

qa-it 

ska/dji 

tga 

k!a/mal 

gwig" 

dal 

la 

Ik !ié/nq!ostan ( ‘* forest 

crab’’) 

qila 

sLa/gwul 

qan 

i/sda 

tao 

da/ai 

ya/nan 

Lai 

xa 

tan 

telu 

ga-ta, tao 

La-i 

kliu 

skwa-i 
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ENGLISH TLING IT Hapa 

stomach qiou! k!é/dji 

foam xelt szol 

medicine nak" xil (‘‘leaf’’ ) 

daylight qea sin 

sand Llé/wu tis 

dorsal fin of killer whale gu’ci lean 

killer whale kit sgi/na 

to drink cu net 
to blacken t!ute! teal 

deer qowaka/n kat 

beaver s!age/di te!in 

land otter ki/’eta sLgu 

alder céq! gal 

yellow cedar xii sgala/n 
crab apple q!uts! ktai 

hemlock yen q!an 

finger nails xak" si!ku/n 

eyebrows sii skii/dji 

chin ti lkai 

porpoise teite sqol 

shark tus! q!a’xada ao (‘‘ dogfish 

mother’) 

steelhead aca‘t ta/ina 

flounder tsa/nti ska/ndal 

red snapper Teq! sgan 

sculpin wéq! kal 

chiton cao tla 

grouse kaq! sqao 

sea gull ke/Ladi sq ‘én 

robin cuq! tlin 

blue jay qleeq! Liai’iai 

It may be advisable to hold under suspicion those cases in which 
the form in either language consists of more than one syllable, because 
such form may originally have been a descriptive term replacing a 
former word. There are, too, many forms in one language which do 
not agree with the forms of precisely equivalent meaning in the other, 
but which do agree with some forms of slightly different significance. 
In such cases it is permissible to suppose that they have diverged from 
some common original. With all due allowances, however, the diver- 
gence between the vocabularies of the two peoples is certainly very 
marked and it would be possible to expand the list of dttferences 
to two or three times their present extent. 

On the other hand, there is a considerable number of words and 
affixes which do present resemblances. Such are the following: 

TLINGIT HAIDA 

fingi’t, people iff, male, man 

qa, male, man, person ga, some persons or things 

u, to dwell u, to continue in one place (na-u, to 

dwell) 
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TLINGIT 

-yi, possessive suffix 

dé or -t, to 

gé, inside of 

di- or da-, inchoative verbal prefix; also 

xun, to start off 

we-, that distant thing 

ga, for (a person ) 

-x, distributive verbal suffix, and dis- 

tributive suffix with nouns and con- 

nectives 

ti, to be 

yit, son 

sa, to name; su, to render help by magic, 

ete. 

tit, night; tak, year; tadj, cold 

de, already, right now 

gen, to look 

-k!", diminutive suffix 

k!ats!, small (at k!a’ts!k!u, child) 

he-, this 

-t!, back of, behind 

qot, destroyed, vanished 

cat, wife; ca, cawa’t, woman 

yis!, knife . 

q!wan, now! (also sign of imperative) 

gu, where? at what place ? 

k!an, many 

xi/na, evening 

tai, fat; tu, grease 

taq!, to bite, cr chew 

ta, stone 

ax, to blow (wind) 
Lak", olden times 

kat, spear; xit, to push with a stick 

hak", now ! 

ta-i, to lie; ta, to sleep 

tak", in the middle of 

kA/ni, brother-in-law 

dat, sand-hil’ crane 

sit, to cook 

t!a/ne, bough 

qon, before 

gei, bay 

gan tc), leaf tobacco 

L!a, woman’s breast 

xn, north wind 
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Harpa 

-ga, possessive suffix 

da (Masset dialect), to 

gei or gé, into 
-xid (Masset -id), to begin to do anything 

wa-, that distant thing 

gan, for; ga, to or in; ga (Masset), to (a 

person ) 

-xa, distributive suffix to numerals, con- 

nectives, ete. 

-di, sufix which seems to indicate that 

an action was performed at a certain 

special time 

git, son; yage’t or ya‘é’t, chief’s son 

su, to say ‘ 

tat, cold, and year 

dei, just that way, carefully 

gén, to look 

klu-, k!at-, diminutive prefix 

k!a’tdju, something small 

hao, this, that (a very general demon- 

strative ) 

tla, back of 

klot, to die, dead body 

djat, wife; dja(ga), his wife 

yiate, knife : 

k!wai, now! pray! 

gu, there, at 

qoan, many 

si/Mxi, evening (sii=day ) 

tao, grease; in Masset dialect, ‘‘food’’ 

ta, to eat 

tas, sand, or gravel; t!és, stone 

xut, to blow (wind) 
LAk", forever 

kit, to accomplish by means of a stick, 

to spear; ki’tao, spear shaft 

ha’ku, now ! 

ta-i, to lie, to be prone on the ground 

yak", middle; tandju’, half 

qea, brother-in-law 
di/la, sand-hill crane 

sil, to steam 

t!an, a knot, or the stump ofa limb which 

has rotted out of a dead tree 

ku/ngasta, before (ga and sta are prob- 

ably incorporated post positions) 

gao, bay, harbor 

gul, tobacco 

L!in, woman’s breast 

xao, north wind (Masset dialect) 
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TLINGIT 

k!otk, mud 

huk, to shout 

fukeaya’n, mink 

kaga’k, a very small mouse 

(qa)gii’e, thumb 

q!a’tgu, dogfish 

tsa/gal, war spear 

aga, interrogative particle 

kak, maternal uncle 

guk, ear 

taq!, heron 

naq, devilfish 

sak, eulachon 

daq, to give food to guests 

HAIDA LANGUAGES 483 

Harpa 

qioe, mud 

huk, upon them! (war cry) 

siya/n, mink 

k!laga’n, Keene’s mouse 

si!g0’sé, thumb (st!=hand) 

q!a/xada (Masset, q!aad), dogfish 

tca’aL, war spear 

gua (Masset, gu), interrogative particle 

qa, maternal uncle 

git, ear 

Igo, heron 

nao, devilfish 
sao, eulachon 

dayu, to give food to guests 

Following is a list of cases of a more doubtful character: 

TLINGIT 

u, active verbal prefix 

tin, with 

ka, on, at 

At, something 

-t, verbal suffix indicating purpose of 

leading verb 

qaca, human head (qa=man) 

gain, to burn 

xo, among 

q!aq!, for, on account of 

x, to run 

ki, in the direction of 

latsi’/n, strong (la is a prefix) 

k!ak!". to cut 

xéq!, to go to sleep 

taq, to push, to spear 

qiat!, island 

git, to do, to come to be 

til, body 

kis!, to be finished 

get, to be dark 

XAn, to live, exist 

qoli’q!o, walrus 

t!a, spring salmon 

weq!, sculpin 

kaha’gu, seed 

teuka’n, grass, brush 

Besides these there are four or 
require more extended treatment. 

Hara 

u, he (replaces /a in rapid discourse) 
da‘fat, in company with (the final sylla- 

ble is probably the 

‘*with’?) 

ga (Masset), to 

At or At, with, of 

(to this may correspond either the post- 

position da, often used after infinitives, 

or the causative auxiliary da) 
qa‘dji, head 

gO, to burn 

sii, among 

connective «at, 

kliao, on account of 

xao, to do quickly 

gui, toward (with motion) 

La‘dji, strong 

q!eit, to cut 

qia, to go to sleep 

da-, to do anything by pushing 

qa‘ta, reef 

gét, to be like, to be so 

ju, body 

gi, to be finished 

gal, night 

xa/ida, person 

qo, sea otter 

ta’gun, spring salmon 

k! al, sculpin 

qao, seed 

q!an, grass 

five points of resemblance which 

One of these is the persistence 
of the consonant 7 in words referring to race, people, town, house, ete. 
Thus, in Tlingit 77 means nation or people; nw, fort; 7, town: and tan 
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family orstem. In Haida 2a means house, or to dwell, and /@’na or /na, 
town. The occurrence of / as an initial vowel in Haida is rare and 
suggests the possibility that it stands for the pronoun of the third 

person, which is identical in form. Tlingit ¢7@7, on the other hand, 
suggests Athapascan fe or dene. 

A second analogy is furnished by the Tlingit intensive, or, as Pro- 

fessor Boas has called it, selective suflix -¢c. This is placed after nouns, 

pronouns, and even adverbs, to which it is desired to call attention, as: 

fingi’t, intensive Hngi’tte, people; xat, intensive xAtte, 1; Léel, inten- 

sive Lela’te, not. It recalls strongly a Haida demonstrative, @dj?. The 

@ by itself would represent the usual Haida demonstrative indicating 

something near at hand, and dj, which is practically the same as fe, 
the Tlingit intensive. 

The consonant 7 is also persistently found in suffixes indicating dif- 

ferent sorts of past action. Thus the only Tlingit suffix of strongly 

temporal character is -7, -77, or -on. ‘This seems to correspond most 
nearly to the past perfect. At the same time it appears to refer by 

preference to an action which has taken some time, or has been a cus- 

tomary action. In Haida, on the other hand, we have several suftixes; 
gin, Which indicates a customary past action which the speaker has 

himself observed or experienced; gan, which indicates a simple past 
action experienced by the speaker; gan, indicating any sort of past 

action; and gam, which indicates that an action has been or is being 

continued for some time. The g or g in each of these cases is not an 
insuperable obstacle to a relationship between them and the Tlingit 
suflix, because it is often dropped, especially in the Masset dialect, or 
after @ or ¢; in fact it is a question whether we should not rather 
regard the g sounds as insertions instead of constituent parts of the 
suffix. 

Most curious of all, perhaps, is the analogy presented by certain 
affixes having s for their essential element. In Tlingit there is a prefix 
s- or s?-, which is always placed just before the verb stem and employed 
in simple direct statements, past, present, or future, for which reason 
it may be called the indicative prefix. Examples: xe? da sa a'wustin. 

he did not see anything; ze stdja'gx, they always killed them; duca’tte 
ye yaosiqa, his wife told him; dagané'x wusiti’, he was quarrelsome. 
In the same language we find a particle 4s of almost identical meaning 

(xate xixte!i’/k!" asiyu’ duca’tte de ayu’ aolixa’c, this little frog 7¢ was 
he let float to his wife), and, in view of the great independence which 

the parts of the verb enjoy, it is concluded that the two are actually 
identical. Now, there is in Haida a very puzzling suffix, -s or -s?, which 

has avery wide range of use. After a noun preceded by the indefinite 

pronoun it makes the expression definite; in other cases it seems to 
show that the clause it follows is to be taken as a whole—in other 
words, to turn it into a participle or infinitive, and with some speakers 
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it even replaces the regular suffixes of the past tense. The Haida 
forms are, in fact, about what we should expect if the Tlingit particle 
4s should become agglutinated to the verbs it so often follows. Pos- 
sibly we also have here an explanation of the origin of the Haida verb 
**to be,” which usually appears as é’d7?, but contracts to Zs in compo- 
sition. 

The consonant s also figures in another connection. Most Tlingit 

interrogative pronouns and adverbs are accompanied by a syllable 

sa—da'sa, what? wa'sa how?—and Haida interrogative pronouns and 
adverbs contain this same consonant s with such uniformity as to lead 
one to suspect it was originally an affix, viz, g7’sto, who? gas?'7, why ? 
what? gis, what? gi'gus, what? g?’sgét, where? gis?'(stahao) whence? 

Both languages also make a very extensive use of a general demon- 
strative form @ to stand for nouns or pronouns, and in both it is often 
used to form compound demonstratives or connectives. Finally, as 
savoring of dialectic change rather than borrowing, attention should be 

called to the fact that the last six words compared in the list completed 
at the top of page 483 appear to change regularly from Tlingit to 
Haida by dropping a final / sound or replacing it with 0 or w. 

Conclusions. In spite of the very great divergences which these 
two languages present, the points last considered, along with many of 
the coincidences noted on pages 481-483, can hardly be accounted for 
on the basis of either borrowing or coincidence. They seem to the 
writer to be the faint echo of a time when the ancestors of some of the 
people now represented by the Haida and Tlingit spoke one tongue, and 
there is certainly nothing in the structure of stems, words, or sentences 

to contradict this view. At the same time, in order to bring about the 
differences which now exist, the two peoples must have lived long apart 
and have been subjected to very different influences. It is quite possi- 
ble that, instead of being immediately related, Haida and Tlingit have 

developed separately from some third language, and, unless it were one 
now entirely extinct, this would naturally be Athapascan, the only lan- 
guage in this region that either of them resembles at all closely. We 
shall be unable to come to a definite conclusion on this point until the 

neighboring Athapascan dialects haye been thoroughly examined, 
analyzed, and compared with Haida and Tlingit. 
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EXPLANATION OF FactaL Parntrincs—Piare XLVIII 

a. Gonaqgade’t hat and accompanying facial paintings. This belongs to Wuckina/ 

K!ahugi’c, one of the Ka/gwantin, the chief who held the last potlatch at Sitka. 

When messengers were sent out to invite people from other towns to this potlatch 

the crest hats were named aloud, one after the other, beginning with this. The nine 
following are arranged in the order then observed. 

b. Eagle hat (teak! slay”). The painting on the face is called “ double-cross paint- 

ing” (k/éct wucina’). Used by the Ka/gwantan of Sitka and Chilkat. 

c. High-caste killer whale [hat] (kit anyé/di). The facial painting is the jaw of the 

killer whale seen from in front. This belongs to Lonti’te, principal speaker of the 

Ka/gwantan clan at Sitka. At the time of the last potlatch, instead of going in per- 
son to invite the guests, he sent his hat. 

d. Wolf hat (gote s/ap”). The facial painting is called K!asa-i/da, and represents 

the red of a wolf’s mouth when its lips are retracted. It belongs to the Wolf-house 
people of Sitka, part of the Ka’gwantan. 

e. Petrel hat (ganii’k slay”). The facial painting shown always accompanies, but 

the writer’s informant was unable to tell what it means. It is used by the Ravens 
of Chilkat. 

f. Teft slag". Telit is the name of a small bird, which the writer has not identi- 
fied. The markings on the hat are supposed to represent herring, which this bird 

is said to push up on the surface of the water from underneath. Painting unex- 
plained. Used at Chilkat. 

g. Raven hat (yét s/a¢”). The facial painting is said to be without significance. 
Used at Huna. 

h. Hat and painting illustrating the adventure of Raven andaclam. The painting 

is called yes kadé/ wucina’ (clam painting). The clam itself is represented over the 
mouth, its head extending up the nose. Over the left eye is Raven. The hat repre- 
sents the mountain or cliff in front of which lived the clam, but the yellow band 
across it is also the clam’s head. Used at Huna. 

i. On the head are bear ears (xis! gangii’c), and on the face is a painting called 

“bear traveling”’ (.riils! da’ga qo’xo). The latter refers to an episode in the Raven 

story in which Rayen went fishing with Grizzly bear and Cormorant. The canoe is 
represented with Grizzly bear in the center, Cormorant in the bow, and Raven in 

the stern. The earrings have a special name, ‘‘That-can-be-seen-across-Nass ’’ 
(Nas-kana‘x-duli/n), Used at Killisnoo. 
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EXPLANATION oF FactaL Parstrncs—Piate XLIX 

a. On the head are bear ears, and on the face is the star facial painting (kotaai/- 

yanaxa wucina’). The earrings are called ‘‘Shark’s-tail earrings” (fis/-huwu/-guka‘t). 

Used at Killisnoo. 
b. Called yuqi’s!-kuge’k, and said to be the raven that has charge of the falling 

and the rising of the tide. When the hat is first put on, the wings cover the face, but 
when the nose is struck they fly open. Used by the Taq! hit tan. 

c. A hat illustrating the story of a man (the figure in the center), and two girls 
(on the sides) who turned into stone while trying to cross Alsek river. Used by 

the Luqa/xadi. 

d. Whale hat (7d@-i s/a”) with bird facial paintings. Used by the T!a’q!dentan. 

e. ‘*Mountain-being’s dog’’ (cd-togoa’n keri). Used by the Taq! hit tan. 

f. Mouse hat (kuts/i/n s/ax“). The paintings on the cheeks are supposed to be 

the mouse’s feet. Used by the Kosk!é/di. 
g. Grizzly-bear-claws hat (2is!-rd/gu s!ar¥). The bear referred to is the son 

of the hero Kats! mentioned on page 455. Around the mouth is the bear’s bload. 

Used by the Q!aq!a/ hit tan, probably a subdivision of the Ka/gwantan. 

h. Shark hat (tis/-cai s!@x”) with devilfish facial painting. Used by the Ka/gwan- 

tan. 

i. Salmon-trap hat (cdét s/ar”). The inner pocket of the trap is at the top with 

a salmon represented inside. The entrance of the trap is indicated on the face with 

salmon swimming about in it. Used by the ‘‘deer’’ of any family in making peace 
(see p. 451). 
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EXPLANATION OF FAcrAL PAINTINGS—PLATE L 

a. Fort deer (nii/wu qowakd/n). The stockaded fort is represented by the hat. 

The painting is unexplained. Used by the ‘‘deer’’ of any clan in making peace. 

b. Red deer (teq! qawakd/n), so named from the facial painting. On each side of 
the headdress is an eagle feather, midway between these an eagle quill, and 

below this a weasel skin. Used by the ‘‘deer’’ of any clan in making peace. 

c. At the top are grizzly-bear ears (vits! gangi’c), and around the mouth lines 
supposed to represent the opening of a bear’s den. Used by the Ka/gwantan. 

d. On the head is a grizzly-bear hat (ils! s/ax”), and below a painting repre- 

senting a copper supposed to be held in the mouth. Used by the Te’qoedi. 

e. Tsatxa/n, a mountain near Cape Fairweather, Alaska. The summit of the 

mountain is represented on the forehead, the base on the chin; between are clouds. 

Used by the T!4’q!dentan. 
f. Tsatxa/n, in calm weather. The mountain is painted around the mouth, and 

fair-weather clouds are on the forehead and ears. Used by the T!a’q!dentan. 

g. Facial painting, representing a rock called Ta/naku (ta/naku yakuavda), a crest 

of the T!a’q!dentan. The blue around the mouth represents the rock, the other 
patches of color being purely ornamental. Used by women of the T!4’q!dentan, 

though here represented on a man’s face. 

h. Ta/naku. The green band represents the slope on the landward side of this 
rock, and the smaller spots represent clouds. Used by the T!4’q!dentan. 

i. Ta/naku house (ta/naku hit). The front of the house is indicated on the nose 
and chin, and boxes of food lying inside of it are suspended from the ears. The 
forehead markings are said to stand for trees, and the two large spots for puffins, 

numbers of which live around this rock. Used by the T!a’q!dentan. 
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EXPLANATION OF FactaL Parntrncs—PLate LI 

a. A mountain in the Huna country called Géta’k!". The design is supposed to 

show the outline of this mountain. It is used by the T!’q!dentan, and was painted 
on the house of Yaqxa/n of that family by Daxugé’t, a Tedkane/’di chief. 

b. A cliff called Drum (gao). The red spot on the right cheek is a cavity in this 

cliff in which a shaman’s body was laid, and the inclined blue and red lines repre- 

sent the trail by which it was taken up. Used by the T!a’q!dentan. 

ce. Ginaxa’, anisland. The markings on the forehead and over the eyes are said 

to represent the island, while the round spots on the cheeks are called the “holes 

in Ganaxa’” (Gdnaxa’ wil). Used by the T!a’q!dentain, who owned this island. 

d. Sea-lion rock (tan teyi’). The rock is represented by the blue patch over the 

mouth, and the sealions are indicated by small blue lines around the edges of it. On 

the forehead is a cloud. Used by the T!a’q!dentan. 
e. Waves that always come in ata certain place where the T!a/’q!dentan used to 

go sealing. Two sets of these are represented crossing each other at right angles. 

Used by the T!4’q!dentan. 
f. The blue band oyer the mouth represents a point of land (q/@), the red at the 

parting of the hair a cloud over it, and the blue on the eyebrows slugs. Used by the 

Taq! hit tan. 
g. Over the nose isa lake with rivers flowing out of it both ways. The red on 

the forehead is a cloud. Used by the Teukane/di. 
h. The T-shaped figure represents glacial ice and the other spots spirits (yéhs) of 

the glacier. Used by the Teikane/di. 
i. Canoes with people in them going to Lituya bay or Dry bay. Used by the 

T!a’q!dentan. 
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EXPLANATION oF FaciaL ParntincGs—Puate LILI 

a. The constellation of the Great Dipper (yazté’). Two stars alone are repre- 

sented (on the forehead) with rays descending from them. The red patches are 

clouds. Used by the t!ené/di. 

b. This is called ‘‘ Half-a-person’s-body post”? (qd-cuwu/gas!). Tt was put on only 

at great feasts, and might also be placed on the front of a house. Used by the 
T!a’q!dentan. 

e. Raven (yét). The tailis on the chin, the wings are on the cheeks, and the head 

and bill on the nose. The markings onthe forehead are said to represent the bird’s 

ribs. Used by all the Raven people. E 
d. Rayen’s wings (yét ki/dji). A wing is represented on each side of the mouth, 

and on the forehead is a cloud. Used by the T!4’q!dentan. 

e. Rayen’s lower arms (yét dji/ni); supposed to include sections from wrist to 

elbow. The red shows where they are cut off. Used by everybody. 

f. Raven flying out of a whale, as told in the Rayen story. Its claws are shown 
on each cheek. The spots ‘‘ probably represent the things it went among.’’ Used 
by Rayen’s-nest-house people ( Yét-ku/di-hit tan), part of the T!4’q!dentan. 

g. Same as plate u1, d, with a few alterations. 

h. Rayen’s tracks (yét q/o’siyite). The V-shaped line indicates his irregular way 

of traveling about. Used by all the Raven people. 
i. Rayen’s cooking place (yét wwé’xé). Raven is figured around the mouth and 

the spring salmon he is about to cook suspended from the ears. Used by the Taa! 
hit tan. 
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EXxpbLaNATiIon or Facran Parntinas—Puate LIII 

a. Raven traveling by canoe (yét daga qoro’). This refers to the time when 

Raven was traveling along in his canoe and made waves by jumping up and down. 
The waves are represented on the cheeks and are called ‘‘black Rayen [waves]”’ 

(yet tlitc). Used by the T!a’q!dentan. 
b. Raven’s passage on the water (yét ya/kvdeyi). This represents an inlet divided 

into two parts. The blue is water, the green land, the red a rock permitting an 
entrance on each side, and the yellow “‘things around the rock.”’ Used by women 

of the T!a’q!dentan. ‘ 

c. Represents two dancing batons with which Raven used to beat time. Used by 

allthe Raven people. 
d. Goose (t/awa’q). Used by the Kiksa/di. 
e. Goose head (t/awa’q cayi’). The head and bill are on the nose of the indi- 

vidual, the wings at the sides of his face, and what the goose is digging is represented 

by the marks below these. The painting on the forehead is said to have no signifi- 

eance. Used by the Kiksa/di. : 

f. Swan painting (gogt wucina’). Used by the Q! atkaa’yi. 

g. Puffins (vik). Used by the T! a’q!dentan. : 

h. Bear feet. Used by the Ka’gwantan. 
i. Bear feet (on forehead and left cheek) around a fire (represented by blue on 

nose). Used by the Ka/gwantan. 
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ExpLanation oF Facran Parntrncs—Puate LIV 

a. A painting used by both sexes of the Tetikane/di. The bear paws and other 

marks are said to be simply decorative. 

b. Bear tracks. 
c. Whale painting (ya-i q/én). The whale’s head is shown around the mouth; 

the ribs appear on the forehead. Such a painting is on a house front at Huna. Used 

by the T! a’q! dentan. 

d. Whale’s tail. The red on the upper lip is the tail, the other figures having no 

special significance. Used by the Taq! hit tan, who have also the whale hat. 
e. A killer whale (in blue) jumping over a rock (red spot on left cheek). Used 

by the Daqu!awe/di. 
jf. Killer whales (on eyebrows) chasing seals to rocks (on forehead). Used by 

Daqulawe‘di. 

g. Porpoise (tcitc). Used by the Tetkane/di. 

h. The king salmon (1/ik!). A fish is represented on each cheek, and a house 

front by the red on the upper lip. Used by the Q! atkaa’yi. 
i. Spring salmon. Used by the T!a’q!dentan. ; 
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EXPLANATION OF FactAL PaIntINGs—PLaTE LV 

a. Black sea-bass (titisdu/k). Used by all families. 
b. Starfish (s/4r), its body represented on the forehead and its arms on the 

cheeks. There is also painting on the lower lip around the labret and on the eye- 
brows. Used by women of the T!4’q!dentain, though here represented on a man’s 

face. 
ce. Starfish that Raven tore up. This is represented once on each cheek, the fifth 

arm that was torn off being underneath. Used by all people. 
d. Slugs, represented by the blue markings on the eyebrows, are supposed to be 

moving about on flowers, indicated by the crosshatchings and the chin markings. 

Used by the Taq! hit tan. 
e. A potlatch painting. The large blue spots are dishes (s/iqg/) and the narrow 

blue lines above them spoons. The red on the forehead is thought to be a raven’s 

beak. On the chin isa woodworm. Used by the Taq! hit tan. 
f. Head house (qaca/yé hit). The green in some way represents the rafters of a 

house while the ear ornaments stand for heads on the house posts. Used by the 

Taq! hit tan, who owned a house bearing this name. 
g. Little ladder (dzétk!). This was first used by a man named Qata’tk!. He was 

evidently a shaman, because afterwards shamans’ spirits used to go up a ladder to 

reach him, and the inclined red and blue lines represent this ladder. On the ears 

are abalone shells. Used by the Ka’gwantan. 
h. Painting of sticks tied crosswise like a St Andrews cross (k/éct wucina’). This 

was griginally used by a Wrangell man called Tsuna’k!" just before the last 
encounter between the peoples of Wrangell and Sitka, and was adopted by one of the 

Chilkat Ki/gwantan who killed him. Afterwards his people, both male and female, 

put it on their faces at dances and when about to go to war. The red represents 

blood, some of which is coming from the nose. 

i. Another form of above. 
j. The band of blue over the eyes isa box. The blue of the chin and the red 

stripe across the box are said to represent a copper plate leaning against the box. 

From the ears hang teeth of a large shark called carda’q found farther south. They 

are obtained in trade. Used by the Kuk-hit-tan. 

k. Painted on the face of a ‘deer’? when peace is being made. The spots on 

the cheeks represent the bow and stern of a canoe coming to make peace, and 

the inclined green line represents the pole (s/a’/ga) with which it is pushed along. 

Used by anyone. ; 
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EXPLANATION oF Factat Parntincs—Puiate LVI 

(Obtained at Wrangell ) 

a. Sun. On the chin is the reflection of the sun on water. Used by the 
Kiksa/’di of Wrangell. 

b. Rayen. Used by all Raven clans. 

c, Rayen, as painted for mourners. 
d. The flicker (ki). The lines on the forehead represent the head, those on the 

cheeks the wings, and those over the mouth the tail. Used by women of all Raven 
clans, though here represented on a man’s face. 

e. The flicker. Used by Raven people of both sexes. 

J. The flicker. 

g. Willer whale (kit). The upright bar is probably the dorsal fin. 
h. The blowing of the killer whale. Two successive jets of yapor are represented. 

Used by the Nanyaa/yi. 
i. Pieces of abalone stuck on with pitch. Used by the Nanyaa‘yi and the Te’qoedi. 
j. Kiéeet. See plates xvi, 5, and ty, h, i. i f 

k. Facial painting used by a Nanyaa/yi shaman when receiving inspiration from 
Unseeable (Zdji/ditin). See pages 465-466. 

/. Facial painting used by the song leader. When mourning black was substituted 
forred. All clans employ it. 
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SMALL BASKET REPRESENTING A MOUNTAIN CALLED TSAt XAN 

WOODEN DRUM WITH DESIGN OF KILLER WHALE 
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a. CREST HAT REPRESENTING KILLER WHALE 

b. c. d. e. COPIES OF SHAMANS’ MASKS 
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